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MT. ELLEN-BLUE HILLS WSA
(UT-050-238)

INTRODUCTION

General Description of the Area

Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills Wilderness Study Area (WSA)
contains 81 ,726 acres of public land (58,026 acres
in south-central Wayne County and 23,700 acres
in northeast Garfield County). The boundary is

about 10 miles west of Hanksville, Utah.

The WSA possesses two distinct topographic
areas: Mt. Ellen proper (11 ,500 feet) to the south
and the mesas and barren badlands to the west
and north, including the Blue Hills. Vegetation on
Mt. Ellen serves as habitat for bison, mountain
lion, and mule deer. Predominant vegetation at

lower elevations is pinyon-juniper and saltbrush

while ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, and alpine fir

are found at higher elevations. The higher eleva-

tions offer outstanding views of central Utah and
Waterpocket Fold.

Estimated annual precipitation ranges from 5

inches near the Fremont River to about 25 inches

at the summit of Mt. Ellen. Temperatures range
from as low as -20 degrees Farenheit (F) in the

winter to over 100 degrees F in summer.

Specific Issues Identified In Scoping

General comments received during scoping that

apply to all WSAs or to the WSAs in the Henry
Mountain Resource Area are discussed in Volume
I. Issues and concerns identified in public scoping
(USDI, BLM, 1984c) for the Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills

WSA are responded to below.

1. Comment: It is possible that a dam could

be constructed for irrigation and power pur-

poses near the junction of the Fremont River

and Sweetwater Creek. Although the site is

located outside the WSA, the associated reser-

voir could flood a portion of the WSA. Accord-
ing to the "Wilderness Management Policy,"

such reservoirs can be allowed only by Presi-

dential exemption.

Response: The reservoir as presently pro-

posed is outside the WSA and would not

affect wilderness designation. The site re-

ferred to during scoping has been changed.

2. Comment: The occurrence of the sensi-

tive plant species Astragalus henrimontanen-
sis in or near the WSA should be considered.

Response: Astragalus henrimontanensis has

been found in this WSA. It was a candidate

species under review by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS) for threatened or

endangered status. During the review it was
found to be relatively abundant and has been
dropped from further review.

3. Comment: There is a need for consider-
able mechanical vegetation manipulation in

this WSA to benefit bison and mule deer
herds. The Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) should analyze potential conflicts with
these needs and identify a possible resolution

of the conflict.

Response: The effect of wilderness desig-

nation/nondesignation on a 1 ,850-acre vege-

tation manipulation project currently planned
in the Dry Lakes/Nasty Flat area is discussed
in the Description of the Alternatives, Live-

stock and Wildlife sections of this document.
Vegetation manipulation would be precluded

under the All Wilderness Alternative. Mule
deer are projected to remain at current low

numbers and bison to decline slightly under
this alternative.

4. Comment: Land use conflicts as a result of

wilderness designation are a major issue.

Response: The land use conflicts of wilder-

ness designation are discussed in this analysis

for activities such as reservoir construction,

vegetation manipulation, oil and gas leasing,

etc. All of these conflicts are considered by

BLM prior to making wilderness
recommendations.

5. Comment: The oil and gas potential of

the WSA is ranked low by Science Applica-

tions, Inc. (SAI, 1982). Based on proprietary

information, representatives of the oil and gas
industry believe the potential of the WSA to be

high. This information should be considered

in the Draft EIS.

Response: At this time BLM has not made an

independent assessment of geologic infor-

mation gathered by oil and gas companies.
The SAI (1982) report will be used as the

referenceon oil and gas potential forthis EIS,
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but information provided by the oil and gas
industry and available mineral investigation

reports by the USDI, Geological Survey and
Bureau of Mines will be reviewed by BLM
prior to making final wilderness recom-
mendations to the Secretary of the Interior.

DESCRIPTION OF
THE ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Considered and Eliminated

from Detailed Study

During scoping, an alternative was suggested
that would allow for future construction of a water

project on the Fremont River. This suggestion

was not followed since the potential project site

has now been revised and would not conflict with

the WSA. No other alternatives were considered
and eliminated from detailed study for the Mt.

Ellen-Blue Hills WSA.

Alternatives Analyzed

Three alternatives are analyzed for this WSA: (1

)

No Action; (2) All Wilderness (81 ,726 acres); and

(3) Partial Wilderness (58,480 acres). A descrip-

tion of each alternative follows. Where manage-
ment intentions have not been clearly identified,

assumptions are made based on management
projections under each alternative. These assump-
tions are indicated in each case.

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

With this alternative, none of the 81,726-acre Mt.

Ellen-Blue Hills WSA would be designated by

Congress as part of the National Wilderness

Preservation System (NWPS). The area would

continue to be managed in accordance with the

Henry Mountain Planning Area Management
Framework Plan (MFP) (USDI, BLM, 1982c). The
6,892 acres (11 sections) of State land within the

WSA (refer to Map 1) have not been identified in

the MFPfor Federal acquisition through exchange

or purchase. State lands are analyzed as remain-

ing under State ownership.

The following are specific actions that would take

place under this alternative:

• All 81 ,726 acres would remain open to min-

eral location, leasing, and sale. Develop-

ment work, extraction, and patenting would

be allowed on 360 existing mining claims

(10,400 acres) and potential future mining

claims. Development would be regulated

by unnecessary or undue degradation

guidelines (43 Code of Federal Regula-
tions [CFR] 3809). Existing oil and gas
leases (73,480 acres) and potential future
leases could be developed under Category
1 (standard stipulations) on about 53,310
acres and Category 2 (special and standard
stipulations) on about 28,416 acres. Ap-
proximately 2,825 acres of surface mi nable
coal in the WSA could be made available

for leasing in the future. Sand and gravel

associated with aggregate material on Mt.

Ellen could be utilized in the future if in

conformance with the BLM Henry Mountain
MFP.

• The present domestic livestock grazing

use of 81,726 acres of the WSA would
continue as authorized in the MFP (3,234

Animal Unit Months [AUMs]). The existing

five spring developments, six reservoirs,

and 2.5 miles of fenceline could be used
and maintained, and new rangeland devel-

opments could be implemented without

wilderness considerations. New rangeland
developments currently planned incude
one reservoir and 1 ,000 acres of vegetation

treatment to provide an estimated 200
AUMS of new forage.

• Developments for wildlife (including 1,850

acres of planned vegetation manipulation

in the Dry Lakes/Nasty Flat area to provide

an increase of 245 AUMs primarily for

bison), watershed, and other resources
would be allowed without concern for the

wilderness resource if in conformance with

the Henry Mountain MFP.

• Approximately 35,000 acres in the Blue

Hills area would be closed to off-road

vehicles (ORVs). The remaining 46,726

acres, as well as the approximately 12.8

miles of ways inside the WSA and 1 1 miles

of roadsthatborderthe WSA, would remain
available for vehicular use. New access
roads could be planned and built in the

future.

• The approximately 16,950 acres of pinyon-
juniper woodland would continue to be
open to harvest of firewood and fenceposts.

Even though there is a potential commercial
ponderosa pine harvesting area in Sawmill
Basin, no commercial production of any
other forest product would be allowed

because the existing MFP recommends
that no commercial forestry program be
developed in Sawmill Basin. This is because
of the area's wildlife, scenic, and recrea-

tional values and low timber demand.
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• The area would continue to be managed
under Visual Resource Management (VRM)
Class II (63,935 acres), Class III (2,454

acres), and Class IV (15,337 acres).

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken in

instances that threaten human life, prop-
erty, or high-value resources.

• Activities for the purpose of gathering
information would be allowed by permit
provided they are carried on in an envi-

ronmentally sound manner.

• Hunting would be allowed subject to appli-

cable State and Federal laws and
regulations.

• Control of predators would be allowed
without wilderness considerations to pro-

tect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to

prevent special and serious losses of

domestic livestock. Methods of control

would be determined as appropriate.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

With this alternative, all 81,726 acres of the Mt.

Ellen-Blue Hills WSA would be designated by an
act of Congress as part of the NWPS (refer to Map
2). It would be managed in accordance with the

BLM "Wilderness Management Policy" (USDI,
BLM, 1981b) to preserve its wilderness character.

It might be necessary for Congress to modify the
southern boundary of the wilderness area slightly

because of a road that was inadvertently con-
structed in trespass. The road affected natural-

ness on about 7 acres (refer to the Affected
Environment, Wilderness Values, Naturalness
section). On designation, acquisition of 11 sec-
tions of State land (approximately 6,892 acres)

within the WSA (refer to Map 1) is likely, and
would be authorized by purchase or exchange
(refer to Volume I for further information regard-
ing State in-holdings). In addition, the State has
requested exchange of six State sections (3,521 .36

acres) adjacent to and influenced by wilderness
designation. Eight of ten State sections adjacent
to the WSA would be exchanged. Should land

transfers be made, it is assumed that manage-
ment and types of impacts to former State in-

holdings would be the same as those on adjacent
Federal lands, and no specific analysis is given

here. The figures and acreages given for this al-

ternative are for Federal lands only. No private or

split estate lands are located in the WSA.

The following are specific actions that would be
taken with this alternative.

• All 81,726 acres would be withdrawn from
mineral location and closed to new mineral
leasing (Category 4) and sale. Develop-
ment work, extraction, and patenting would
be allowed to continue on that portion of

the approximately 10,400 acres of 360 exist-

ing mining claims determined valid. These
are primarily uranium claims. Development
would be regulated by uncessary or undue
degradation guidelines (43 CFR 3809) with

consideration for wilderness values. Exist-

ing oil and gas leases involving the 73,480
acres would be phased out upon expiration

unless a find of oil or gas in commercial
quantities is shown. None of the 2,825

acres of coal in the WSA are now under
lease, nor would future leasing be allowed
with this alternative. With this alternative,

use of sand and gravel resources associated

with the aggregate material on Mt. Ellen

would not be allowed.

• Present domestic livestock grazing would
be allowed to continue as authorized in the

Henry Mountain MFP. The estimated 3,234

AUMs in the WSA would remain available

to livestock as presently allotted. The use
and maintenance of rangeland develop-

ments existing at the time of designation

(in this case, five spring developments, six

reservoirs, and 2.5 milesof fenceline) could

continue in the same manner as in the past

based on practical necessity and reason-

ableness. It is assumed that, after designa-

tion, the construction of new rangeland
developments would be allowed if deter-

mined necessary for the purposes of re-

source protection (rangeland and/or wil-

derness) and the effective management of

these resources, if consistent with wilder-

ness protection standards (refer to Appen-
dix 1 ). It is assumed that the proposed new
reservoir and 1,000 acres of vegetation

treatment would not be allowed.

• New water resource facilities or watershed
activities not related to rangeland or wild-

life management would be allowed after

designation only if compatible with wilder-

ness values, needed to correct imminent
hazards to life or property, or if authorized

by the President pursuant to Section 4(d)

(4)(1)ofthe Wilderness Act (Eighty-Eighth

Congress of the U.S., 1964). None are now
proposed in the WSA.

• Wildlife transplants and habitat develop-

ments would be allowed after designation

if compatible with wilderness values. It is
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assumed that 1 ,850 acres of proposed veg-

etation manipulation for wildlife in the

Nasty Flat/Dry Lakes area would not be
allowed because this could not be carried

out consistent with wilderness protection

criteria.

• The entire 81,726-acre area would be
closed to ORV use except for users with

valid existing rights if approved by BLM in

accordance with 43 CFR provisions or for

occasional and short-term vehicularaccess
approved by BLM for maintenance of

approved rangeland developments or water
facilities. About 12.8 miles of existing

vehicular ways would not be available for

vehicular use except as indicated above. A
0.5-mile section of "cherry-stemmed" road

near Table Mountain and about 1.8 miles of

"cherry-stemmed" road near Blue Notch
would remain open to vehicular use. About
11 miles (10 percent) of the WSA boundary
follow existing gravel roads that would
remain open to vehicular travel.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and
protection of the 81,726-acre wilderness.

As part of that plan, it is assumed that a

maintenance-and-use border would be
allowed along roads adjacent to the wil-

derness area for road maintenance, tem-
porary vehicle pull-off, and trailhead park-

ing. This border would be up to 100 feet

from the edge of the road travel surface.

• Harvest of forest products would not be
allowed except for harvest of pinyon nuts

or noncommercial gathering of dead-and-
down wood, if accomplished by other than

mechanical means. The present use of ap-

proximately 16,950 acres of pinyon-juniper
for harvest of fenceposts and firewood
would no longer be allowed. (Demand has
been minimal: under 60 cords and 200
posts per year). With this alternative a po-
tential commercial ponderosa pine harvest-

ing area in Sawmill Basin would not be
developed.

• Two trails, Bull Creek Pass to Mt. Ellen

Peak and Lonesome Beaverto East Saddle,

would continue to be maintained by non-
mechanical means.

• Visual resources on 81 ,726 acres would be
managed in accordance with VRM Class I

standards, which generally allow for only

natural ecological change.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious

weeds, or disease within the 81,726-acre
area would be taken in instances that

threaten human life, property, or high-
value resources on adjacent nonwilderness
lands or where unacceptable change to the

wilderness resource would result if the
measures were not taken. Measures taken
must be those having the least adverse
impact to wilderness values; therefore, it is

assumed that firefighting would be limited

to hand and aerial techniques.

• Any activity for the purpose of gathering
information about natural resources in the

81 ,726-acre area would be allowed by per-

mit provided it is carried on in a manner
compatible with the preservation of the

wilderness resource. Research and other

studies would be conducted without use of

motorized equipment or construction of

temporary or permanent structures unless

no other feasible alternatives exist.

• Nonmotorized hunting would be allowed
subject to applicable State and Federal

laws and regulations.

• Where control of predators is necessary to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to

prevent special and serious losses of

domestic livestock, it would be accom-
plished by methods directed at eliminating

the offending individuals while at the same
time presenting the least possible hazard
to other animals or to wilderness visitors.

Poison baits or cyanide guns would not be
used. Approval of a predator control pro-

gram would be contingent upon a clear

showing that removal of the offending

predators would not diminish the wilder-

ness values of the area.

PARTIAL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE
(PROPOSED ACTION)

With this alternative, 58,480 acres of the Mt. Ellen-

Blue Hills WSA would be designated as wilder-

ness (refer to Map 3). The designated area would
include about 43,380 acres in Wayne County and
15,100 acres in GarfieldCounty. The objective of

this alternative is to analyze as wilderness that

portion of the WSA having the most outstanding

wilderness characteristics. The 58,480 acres

analyzed as wilderness under this alternative

include most of the northern part and all of the

southeastern part of the WSA. This generally

includes the most rugged and mountainous por-

tion of the WSA. The 23,246-acre area (west side)

within the WSA, but outside of that designated as

wilderness, would be managed in accordance
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Map 3

PARTIAL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Ml. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA
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with the current Henry Mountain MFP, as

described for the No Action Alternative. The
58,480-acre area designated as wilderness would
be managed in accordance with the BLM "Wil-

derness Management Policy" as described in the

All Wilderness Alternative. It might be necessary
for Congress to modify the southern boundary of

the wilderness area slightly because of a road that

was inadvertently constructed in trespass. This

alternative would likely involve Federal acquisi-

tion of seven sections (4,798 acres) of State land

in-holdings by purchase or exchange. In addition,

the State has requested exchange of six sections

(3,394 acres) of adjacent State land that would be
affected by wilderness designation (refer to

Appendix 3). About three State sections adjacent

to this alternative area likely would not be

exchanged. Assumptions regarding analysis and
impacts for State lands involved in the Partial

Wilderness Alternative are the same as described

for the All Wilderness Alternative. The figures and
acreages for this alternative are for Federal lands

only.

A summary of specific actions follows:

• The 58,480-acre wilderness would be with-

drawn from mineral entry and closed to

new mineral leasing (Category 4) and sale.

In the 58,480-acre area, development work,
extraction, and patenting would be allowed
to continue on 3,200 acres of 155 existing

mining claims provided that they are valid.

The existing oil and gas leases covering the

entire 58,480 acres would be phased out
upon expiration, unless an oil or gas find in

commercial quantities is shown. The 23,246-

acre area not designated wilderness would
be open to future mineral location, leasing,

and sale. Development work, extraction,

and patenting of 210 existing mining claims

(7,200 acres) and future mining claims'

could occur in the 23,246-acre area if

claims are valid. The area not designated
would be managed as leasing Category 1

(standard stipulations) on 17,790 acres and
Category 2 (standard and special stipula-

tions) on 5,456 acres. Development of about
15,000 acres of existing oil and gas leases

in this area could occur under existing

stipulations. Development of future leases

could occur in the undesignated area with-

out concern for wilderness values.

• Domestic livestock grazing would continue

to occur in the 58,480-acre wilderness

area. The 2,060 AUMs in the 58,480-acre

area would remain available to livestock as

presently allotted. New rangeland facilities

could be developed in the 58,480-acre wil-

derness only if necessary for protection

and management of the rangeland and/or
wilderness resource provided wilderness

protection standards are met (refer to

Appendix 1). None are proposed in this

area. In the 23,246-acre nonwilderness
area, grazing use would continue as author-

ized in the MFP (approximately 1,174

AUMs). New rangeland developments (one

new reservoirand 1,000 acres of vegetation

treatment) could be installed in this area

without concern for wilderness values. An
increase of about 200 AUMs of livestock

forage could be achieved with the vegeta-

tion treatment in the undesignated area.

• In the 58,480-acre wilderness, new water

resource facilities or watershed activities

(not related to rangeland or wildlife man-
agement) would be allowed only if com-
patible with wilderness, if needed to correct

imminent hazards to life or property, or if

authorized by the President pursuant to

Section 4(d)(4)(1) of the Wilderness Act. In

the remaining 23,246-acre area, water re-

source facility developments would be
allowed if in accordance with the MFP,
without concern for wilderness values. No
water projects are now planned in the Mt.

Ellen-Blue Hills WSA, except for one live-

stock reservoir in the undesignated portion

for the alternative.

• In the 58,480-acre wilderness, wildlife

transplants or habitat improvements would

be allowed only if compatible with wilder-

ness values. Planned wildlife developments

in the 58,480-acre area include 1,850 acres

of vegetation treatment in the Nasty Flat/

Dry Lakes vicinity. It is assumed that the

1,850-acre vegetation manipulation would

not be allowed. In the remaining 23,246-

acre area, wildlife transplants or improve-

ments would be allowed without concern

for wilderness values, although none are

currently proposed.

• The mountains and badlands that would

comprise the 58,480-acre wilderness would

be closed to ORV use. A short segment of

one existing road, totaling 0.5 mile, would

be "cherry-stemmed" and would provide

vehicular access near Table Mountain.

About 4 miles of existing ways and jeep

trails would not be available for vehicular

use except in situations described under

the All Wilderness Alternative. All of the

11
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23,246 acres not designated wilderness in

the WSA would be open to ORV use. The
8.8 miles of ways and jeep trails in this area

would be available for use, as well as 1.8

miles of road near Blue Notch.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed that would govern use
and protection of the 58,480-acre wilder-

ness. As part of that plan, it is assumed that

a maintenance-and-use border would be
allowed along roads adjacent to the wil-

derness area for purposes of road mainte-
nance, temporary vehicle pull-off, and trail-

head parking. This border would be up to

100 feet from the edge of the road travel

surface. It is assumed that the Wilderness
Management Plan would not call for any
change in the current military use of air

space over the WSA.

• Harvest of forest products in the 58,480
acres of wilderness would not be allowed
except for harvest of pine nuts or non-
commercial gathering of dead-and-down
wood, if accomplished by otherthan mechan-
ical means. The remaining 23,246 acres

would be open to woodland harvest, al-

though none is specifically planned.

• Visual resources on the 58,480-acre wil-

derness would be managed in accordance
with VRM Class I standards, which gener-
ally allow for only natural ecological
change. The remaining 23,246 acres would
be managed as VRM Class II on 9,295

acres, Class III on 2,454acres, and Class IV

on 11,497 acres.

• Within the 58,480-acre wilderness area,

measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken only in

instances that threaten human life, prop-
erty, or high-value resources on adjacent
nonwilderness lands, or where unaccept-
able change to the wilderness resource
would result if the measures were not

taken. It is assumed that controls would be
by hand or aerial methods. In the 23,246-

acre nonwilderness area, measures of con-
trol would be taken without wilderness
considerations.

• In the 23,246-acre nonwilderness area, any
activity for the purpose of gathering infor-

mation about natural resources would be
allowed by permit. In the 58,480-acre wil-

derness, such activity would be allowed by
permit, but would be limited to that con-

ducted without use of motorized equipment

or construction of temporary or permanent
structures, unless no other feasible alter-

natives exist.

• In the 23,246-acre area, hunting would be
allowed subject to applicable State and
Federal laws and regulations. In the 58,480-
acre wilderness, such hunting would also

be allowed, but use would be limited to

nonmotorized means.

• In the 23,246-acre area, control of preda-
tors would be allowed without wilderness
considerations to protect threatened or

endangered wildlife species or on a case-
by-case basis to prevent special and serious
losses of domestic livestock. In the 58,480-
acre wilderness, control of predators would
be allowed for the same objectives, but
poison baits or cyanide guns would not be
allowed.

Summary of Environmental
Consequences

Table 1 summarizes the main environmental con-
sequencesthatwould resultfrom implementation
of the alternatives. Those resources that would be
affected significantly or differently by the alterna-

tives are listed in the table to provide a compari-
son of the alternatives

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This section describes the resource values of the

affected environment. Unless otherwise stated,

information forthis section is based on the Henry
Mountain Planning Area Unit Resource Analysis

and MFP (USDI, BLM, 1982c), other BLM docu-
ments, file material, and knowledge of BLM
personnel.

Air Quality

The Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA is designated a

Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
Class II area under the provisions of the Clean Air

Act as amended. Nearby Class I areas are Capitol

Reef National Park, 7 miles west of the WSA, and
Canyonlands National Park, 32 miles east of the

WSA. Air quality and visibility in the WSA are

generally very good to excellent.

Visibility is an extremely important value to the

Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA. A panorama of dissected

canyon country and mountain ranges unfolds in

12
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
MT. ELLEN — BLUE HILLS WSA

Alternatives

Resource No Action
All Wilderness

(81,726 Acres)

Partial Wilderness Designation

(58,480 Acres)

Mineral and

Energy

Resources

Wildlife

Livestock

Visual

Resources

Recreation

Although likelihood of development

is low, potential recovery could be

achieved for up to 3 million barrels

of oil, 18 billion cubic feet of natu-

ral gas, 19 million tons of coal, 25

tons of gold, 500 tons of silver, and

50,000 tons of copper.

Less than 4 percent of the WSA
would be affected by energy and

mineral development. The pro-

posed land treatment for wildlife

habitat could provide AUMs for

twice the current deer population

and 50 percent more bison.

Grazing of 3,234 AUMs and

maintenance of five spring de-

velopments, 6 reservoirs, 1 mile of

pipeline, and 3.5 miles of fence

would continue. New developments

including 1 added reservoir for

livestock could be constructed; pro-

posed vegetative treatment for

livestock could result in an in-

crease of 200 AUMs.

The quality of visual resources

could be impaired on up to 6,050

acres.

ORV use at current low levels

would continue on 12.8 miles of

ways in the WSA that are currently

open. Overall recreational use

could increase from the present es-

timated 800 visitor days per year to

1,192 over the next 20 years. Up
to 3,200 acres of mineral-related

disturbance could reduce the qual-

ity of primitive recreation.

Oil, gas, and coal likely would not

be recovered. Assuming a worst-

case analysis, recovery of beat-

able minerals would also be

foregone. Due to the low likelihood

of recovery of these mineral re-

sources, however, the loss of de-

velopment opportunity would not

be significant in the foreseeable fu-

ture. Coal resource foregone could

be a long-term impact.

Wildlife would benefit from solitude.

The proposed wildlife habitat land

treatment would not be allowed

and this would prevent planned

population increases for deer and

bison.

Grazing of 3,234 AUMs and

maintenance of existing develop-

ments would continue. Little effect

on existing grazing management is

expected; however, proposed new

developments would be limited.

The proposed 1 new reservoir and

1 ,000 acres of vegetation treatment

would not be allowed and the re-

lated 200 AUM increase for live-

stock would not occur.

Visual quality could be impaired on

up to 20 acres. About 63,307 acres

of Class A scenery would be pro-

tected.

The WSA, including 12.8 miles of

way, would be closed to ORV use.

Primitive recreational use could in-

crease by an undetermined amount

due to publicity associated with wil-

derness designation.'

(Proposed Action)

About 2 million barrels of oil and

13 billion cubic feet of gas could be

foregone, along with up to 300,000

tons of coal and 29 percent of po-

tential locatable minerals. Up to

18.7 million tons of mineable coal

would remain available in the un-

designated Wildcat Mesa area.

Impact to wildlife would be the

same as with the All Wilderness Al-

ternative.

Livestock grazing would be the

same as for the All Wilderness Al-

ternative, except that the additional

200 AUMs could be obtained as all

proposed livestock projects would

be in the undesignated part of the

WSA.

Visual quality could be impaired on

up to 3,175 acres. About 54,620

acres of Class A scenery would be

protected.

ORV use could continue on 8.8

miles of ways in the undesignated

portion. The Mt. Ellen part of the

WSA, most attractive for primitive

recreation, would be protected and

primitive use would increase.
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

MT. ELLEN — BLUE HILLS WSA

Alternatives

Resource No Action
All Wilderness

(81,726 Acres)

Partial Wilderness Designation

(58,480 Acres)

Wilderness

Values

Land Use
Plans and

Controls

Socio-

economics

Wilderness values could be lost on

up to 6,050 acres (7.4 percent of

the WSA), but the values in the

rest of the WSA would not be af-

fected.

This alternative would be consist-

ent with the Wayne and Garfield

County Master Plans, State of Utah

plans and policies, and the current

BLM Henry Mountain MFP.

Annual local sales of less than

$108,860 and Federal revenues of

up to $225,168 would continue.

The 200 AUM increase could result

in increase in livestock income and

revenues totalling $4,280.

Wilderness values would be pro-

tected, except on up to 20 acres

(less than 1 percent of the WSA)
which could be disturbed by de-

velopment of valid mineral rights.

This alternative would not be con-

sistent with the Wayne and Gar-

field Counties' concepts of multiple

use. It would be consistent with

State policy if lands were ex-

changed. Designation would consti-

tute an amendment of the BLM
Henry Mountain MFP.

Annual local sales of less than

$108,860 and Federal revenues of

up to $4,528 would continue, but

Federal revenues of up to

$220,440 from oil and gas leasing

would be foregone. The opportunity

for future energy and mineral de-

velopment and local economic ben-

efits would be reduced in the WSA.

In the designated portion, wilder-

ness values would be protected,

except on 20 acres which could be

disturbed by development of valid

mineral rights. Additional impair-

ment could be expected on 3,155

of the 23,246 acres not designated.

Overall, wilderness values could be

lost on 4 percent of the WSA.
However, 97 percent of the area

meeting the standards for solitude,

100 percent of the area meeting

the standards for primitive recre-

ation, and 73 percent of the area

meeting the standards for natural-

ness would be in the designated

portion and would be protected by

reduced potential for disturbance.

The designated portion would re-

late to land use plans as noted for

the All Wilderness Alternative and

the undesignated 23,246 acres

would be as for the No Action Al-

ternative.

The effects of this alternative would

be similar to those of the All Wil-

derness Alternative, except that an-

nual Federal revenues would be

reduced by up to $175,440 and the

most likely coal development could

take place. Future coal develop-

ment could beneficially affect the

economies of Wayne and Garfield

Counties.
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all directions from the summit of Mt. Ellen. These
vistas are especially valuable because they are
viewed from near the center of the area with the
highest average visual range (70+ miles) in the
United States (Environmental Protection Agency,
1979).

Geology

The Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA is in the Canyon-
lands Section of the Colorado Plateau Physio-
graphic Province. In general, this region is char-

acterized by deep canyons, gently dipping sedi-

mentary rocks, and retreating escarpments.

The Henry Mountains exhibit geological charac-
teristics found in two other Utah mountain ranges,

the Abajo and LaSal, as well as four other ranges
in the Colorado Plateau, the Navajo and Carrizo

Mountains in Arizona, and El Late Mountain and
LaPlata Mountain in Colorado. All of these ranges
are characterized by large volcanic laccoliths

which gradually pushed through many layers of

sedimentary rocks, deforming them in the pro-

cess. Each of the ranges is essentially isolated

and surrounded by low-lying deserts. The Henry
Mountains are generally considered by geolo-

gists to be a prime example for the study of this

phenomenon. As such, two of the peaks (Mt.

Holmes and Mt. Ellsworth) in the Henry Moun-
tains, but not in the Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA,
were designated a National Natural Landmark in

1975.

Elevations in the Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA range
from 4,600 to 11,615 feet. The WSA is character-

ized by two distinct topographic types. The Blue

Hills portion consists of mesas and badland
topography with drainages carved intothe Mancos
Formation; the Mt. Ellen portion consists of steep

slopes and rounded peaks broken by large basins

and wide canyons.

The Mancos Shale badlands along Sweetwater
Creek are of major interest to the scien'ce of

geomorphology. They have a history of scientific

studies dating from 1875 to the present. This

WSA's badlands have been described as "ever so

much badderthan Badlands National Monument"
(Hunt, 1980).

South Caineville Mesa is a prominent feature in

the northwest part of the WSA.

Mt. Ellen is the highest peak in the Henry Moun-
tains, the last majorexplored and named mountain
range in the continental United States. The higher

elevations of Mt. Ellen offer outstanding vistas of

the geology of central Utah. Table Mountain, on
the north side of Mt. Ellen, is a prominent geologic

feature.

Soils

Soils range from high mountain types (stoney and
gravelly loams) on Mt. Ellen to the blue clay

badlands on the desert at 4,800 feet. Lower
elevations consist of desert shales, stony loams,
sands, alkali flats, and rocky badlands. Slopes
range from 2 percent to vertical cliffs. This WSA
has some of the most severe erosion problems in

the Henry Mountain Resource Area, primarily on
the northern foothills of Mt. Ellen. Table 2 sum-
marizes soil erosion in the WSA. Erosion con-
dition was determined using soil surface factors.

TABLE 2
Erosion Condition

Total Annual

Annual Soil Soil Loss

Loss per Acre for WSA
Classification (cubic yard/acre) Acres Percent of WSA (cubic yard)

Severe 5.4 6.000 7 32,400

Critical 2.7 2.810 3 7,587

Moderate 1 3 29.760 37 38,688

Slight 06 35.086 43 21,052

Stable 0.3 4.090 5 1.227

Unclassified 3,980 5 -

Total 19,030 100 100,954

Sources: USDI, BLM, 1982c; Leifeste, 1978.

Vegetation

The northern part of the WSA consists of blue-
hills badland terrain with little vegetation. On the
remaining areas, the predominant vegetation on
lower elevations is pinyon-juniper and saltbush.
Higher up, vegetation includes ponderosa pine,

Douglas fir, subal pine fir, aspen, and alpine grass-
lands. Existing vegetation types are summarized
in Table 3.

TABLE 3
Existing Vegetation Types

Existing Vegetation Types Acres Percent of WSA

Shrubs, grasses, forbs 33.260 41

Rock outcrops, badlands 20,453 25

Pinyon. juniper 22.171 27

Aspen, conifer 4,680 6

Gambels' oak 1.162 1

Totals 81,726 100

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Bristlecone pine was discovered in the WSA in

1973. The Henry Mountains are now considered
the southeast limit for the Great Basin variety of

bristlecone pine.

The Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA is in the Colorado
Plateau Province Ecoregion as shown on the
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Bailey-Kuchler ecosystems map (USDI, Geologi-
cal Survey, 1978). The potential natural vegetation
(PNV) types of the WSA are listed on Table 4. PNV
is the vegetation that would exist if plant succes-
sion were allowed to reach climax without human
interference. It does not necessarily reflect the

actual vegetation present. PNV is an important
object of research because it reveals the biological

potential of a site.

No threatened, endangered, or sensitive plant

species have been identified in the WSA.

TABLE 4
Potential Natural Vegetation Types

PNV Type Acres Percent of WSA

Spruce-fir-Douglas fir forest 2,000 2

Arizona pine forest 7.172 9

Juniper-pinyon woodland 41,314 51

Saltbush-greasewood 31.240 38

Total 81.726 100

Source: USDI. Geological Survey, 1978.

Water Resources

The WSA contains the headwaters for several

important streams, including Bull, Dugout, Oak,
Birch, Sandy, and South Creeks. The WSA is the

recharge recovery area for many springs in the

deserts to the east and west. There are approxi-
mately 20 springs, two seeps, and 23 miles of

perennial streams in the WSA. Spring water and
headwater streams are generally of good quality,

but surface water at lower elevations is of lesser

quality. All are used by wildlife and livestock. The
streams are used for irrigation except Oak Creek
and Birch Creek. Birch Creek is proposed for

irrigation use. Wayne County is investigating the

feasibility of constructing a dam for irrigation

storage and flood control purposes on the Fre-

mont River to the north of the WSA, but specific

location studies recently have determined that

the proposed project would be outside of the

WSA.

In the WSA there is little potential for wells or

underground water use. Underground water
sources are generally saline and not acceptable
for human use.

Mineral and Energy Resources

The BLM, in consultation with the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy, had each WSA within Utah inde-

pendently assessed for its energy and mineral

resources by SAI (1982). Referto Appendix 5fora
detailed description of the SAI rating system.

The potential for mineral resources in this WSA is

low to moderate, due to a marginally favorable
geologic environment. An overall importance
rating (OIR) of 2+ (SAI, 1982) to 3+ was assigned
totheMt.Ellen-BlueHillsWSAbySAI (1982). The
OIR is given on a scale of 1 to 4, where 4 is equated
with high mineral importance. Shades of impor-
tance are indicated by + or -. The OIR attempts to

integrate the individual mineral resource evalua-

tions for a tract with other data, such as gross
economics or the proposed location of energy
corridors, into a summary number that reflects an
overall assessment of the resource importance of

the WSA.

If the WSA is recommended as suitable for wil-

derness, its mineral importance will be reviewed
by the USDI, Geological Survey and Bureau of

Mines in an independent mineral investigation

report. Reports will be made available to the

public and will be submitted to the President and
Congress as required by the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act (FLPMA). BLM and the

Secretary of the Interior will also consider the

reports prior to making final wilderness recom-
mendations. All resources were assigned favora-

bilities of f2 or less, with the exception of the coal

resource. Refer to Table 5 for a summary of the

mineral and energy resource ratings.

TABLE 5

Mineral and Energy Resource Rating Summary

Rati ng

Resource Favorability' Certainty 2 Estimated Resource

Oil and Gas (2 d Less than 10 million barrels

of oil; less than 60 billion

cubic feet of gas

Uranium f2 c4 Less than 500 tons

of uranium oxide

Coal f4 c4 Less than 163 million tons 1

Geothermal (1 c3 None

Hydroelectric f1 c4 None

Gold f2 d Less than 25 tons

Silver f2 d Less than 500 tons

Copper (2 d Less than 50,000 tons

of contained copper

Source: SAI, 1984; USDI, BLM, 1982c.

'Favorability of the WSA's geologic environment for a

resource (f1 = lowest, f4 = highest).

^Degree of certainty that the resource exists within the WSA
(d = lowest, c4 = highest).

3Coal resource estimated by BLM as noted in the coal

narrative.

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling

Act, as amended, provides that strategic and

critical materials be identified and stockpiled in

the interest of national defense to prevent a costly

and dangerous dependence on foreign sources in
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time of a national emergency. The Act defines
strategic and critical materials as those needed to

supply military, industrial, and essential civilian

needs during a national emergency but that are
not found or produced in the United States in

sufficient quantities to meet such a need. The
WSA could contain deposits of copper and silver

that are currently listed as strategic and critical

materials (Federal Emergency Management
Agency, 1983). Although listed as strategic,

copper is relatively common, and supplies cur-
rently exceed domestic demand. Silver would
occur in only small amounts in the WSA.

LEASABLE MINERALS

There are no known deposits of any leasable

minerals except coal in the WSA, nor are there
any active drilling, mining, or exploration activities

for leasable minerals.

Oil and Gas

Based on its geographic location and other data,

the WSA is considered to have a low favorability

(f2/d ) for oil and gas discovery with less than 10

million barrels of oil or less than 60 billion cubic
feet of natural gas in-place. Of these amounts,
less than 3 million barrels of oil or 18 billion cubic
feet of natural gas would be recoverable. (Referto
Appendix 6 for recoverability estimates.) Any oil

and gas present is likely to occur in small deposits
in structural or stratigraphic traps.

The area is managed as BLM leasing Category 1

(standard stipulations) on 53,310 acres and
Category 2 (standard and special stipulations) on
about 28,416 acres. The WSA has oil and gas
leases on 73,480 acres; approximately 12 percent

(8,500 acres) of these leases are pre-FLPMA
leases.

Oil and gas leases issued prior to the passage of

FLPMA in October 1976 are referred to as pre-

FLPMA leases and are managed differently than

those issued after that date. The latter are known
as post-FLPMA leases.

Pre-FLPMA leases are governed by stipulations

determined at the time of lease application, before

wilderness studies were mandated. These stipula-

tions may allow for the impairment of wilderness

values, as a prior and existing right associated

with lease development.

Post-FLPMA leases in WSAs contain more re-

strictive stipulations that require exploration and
development to be nonimpairing to wilderness

values. Post-FLPMA leases generally require

restricted access and special reclamation pro-

visions, such as topographic contouring, special

seeding, and hydromulching (USDI, BLM, 1981b).

Because of less restrictive requirements, pre-

FLPMA leases may be more economical to explore
and develop than post-FLPMA.

Leases producing oil or gas prior to their original

expiration date or those that are part of a unitized

field would continue. Undeveloped leases would
terminate on their expiration dates (usually 10
years from the date of issuance). Wilderness des-
ignation would not affect the termination of exist-

ing leases.

Between August and November of 1982, Exxon
constructed approximately 4,000 feet (0.76 mile)

of road and a 3.3-acre drill pad within the WSA
and drilled an exploratory oil and gas well. The
well did not produce oil or gas and has been
plugged, and abandoned, and landscape reclama-
tion is occurring.

Coal

Coal in the region is found in the Henry Mountains
Coal Field. The Field has an estimated 230.9
million tons of minable coal and is comprised of

three zones, described as follows (Doelling and
Graham, 1972):

Emery Coal Zone (187.4 million short tons
minable): this coal bed is present in the central

part of the coal basin and represents the domi-
nant part of the Henry Mountain Coal Field.

Ferron Coal Zone (42.0 million short tons
minable): developed in Factory Butte, Swap
Mesa, and Stanton Mine (southeast end of coal

field) areas. Minable thickness occurs mostly in

the Factory Butte area and a small area at the

south end of the coal field.

Dakota Coal Zone (1.5 million short tons
minable): usually thin or missing throughout the

coal field. This coal bed thickens in small areas

(.25 mile) and has been noted along North Caine-
ville Reef, Waterpocket Fold, and around some of

the peaks in the mountain range.

About 30 percent of the Henry Mountain Coal
Field is within the western part of the WSA;
however, much of this area is within the Ferron
Coal Zone and is considered of insufficient thick-

ness to have commercially minable coal. Although
about 60 percent of the WSA overlaps the coal

field, only about 8 percent of the WSA (Wildcat

Mesa area) is in the Emery Coal Zone with

potentially minable coal (seams 4 feet thick or

more). An estimated 2,825 acres of the WSA in

this latter area are considered suitable for surface

or strip mining.

Based on total (measured, inferred, and potential)

coal reserves of 542.5 million (USDI, Geological
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Survey, 1979) for the entire Henry Mountain Coal
Field, BLM has estimated that less than 163

million tons of coal may occur in the WSA;
however, of this amount only 13 to 19 million tons

are expected to be minable. About 10 percent of

the Emery Coal Zone is in the WSA. Although
estimates are based on limited exploration data,

most other coal deposits in the WSA are believed

to be thin and split into numerous small seams.

Coal prospecting permits and lease applications

formerly existing in and adjacent to the WSA were
relinquished. Presently no leases or coal-related

activities occur in the WSA, and extraction of coal

in the foreseeable future is not anticipated. In the

long term the potential for coal mining is favora-

ble, rated f4/c4 (SAI, 1982). In the past limited

quantities of coal have been mined from three

locations: Dugout Creek and Sweetwater Creek,
about 1 to 5 miles south from the WSA, respec-
tively, Factory Butte, about 10 miles north from
the WSA.

Geothermal

The WSA is also in an area of low potential for

geothermal resources. The geothermal favorabil-

ity is rated atf1/c3 (SAI 1982), indicating that any
geothermal resources in the WSA would have low
heat flow and shallow gradient and are unlikely to

be developed.

LOCATABLE MINERALS

There are no known deposits of locatable min-
erals in the WSA nor are there any current mining
activities. There are approximately 360 pre-

FLPMA claims covering 10,400 acres in the WSA,
primarily for uranium.

There is a low favorability for uranium to occur in

the western half of the WSA where the Salt Wash
Member of the Morrison Formation is found. The
favorability for the discovery of gold, silver, and
copper is moderate. (Refer to Table 5 for ratings

and estimated quantities.) The discovery of locata-

ble minerals is considered low because extensive
prospecting for these minerals since the 1890s
has failed to find any significant deposits. Small,

isolated deposits or deep deposits may be found
in the future but these may or may not be of

sufficient size or accessibility to be economically
and commercially developed.

SALABLE MINERALS

With the exception of sand and gravel, there are

no known or possible occurrences of salable

minerals. Sand and gravel resources are associ-

ated with the aggregate material on Mt. Ellen. Any
need for this material can be better met by other

sources closer to demand centers.

Wildlife

Game animals in the WSA include mule deer,

bison, pronghorn antelope, cougar, cottontail,

chukar partridge, doves, and band-tailed pigeon.
Many fur-bearers and other small mammals and
birds inhabit the WSA. No wildlife transplants are
planned for this WSA.

There are no habitat improvement facilities for

wildlife in the WSA, although 1,850 acres in the
Dry Lakes/Nasty Flat area have been planned for

big game habitat improvement through vegeta-
tion manipulation. This would produce an esti-

mated 245 AUMs for big game, primarily for bison
and deer.

The WSA contains the identified big game ranges
listed in Table 6. The current deer population on
crucial summer range in the WSA is estimated as
113 animals. It is estimated that 52 bison use
crucial summer and yearlong ranges in the WSA
(USDI, BLM, 1983b). Overgrazing and competi-
tion for forage between big game and livestock is

currently a problem on the summer ranges.

TABLE 6
Big Game Ranges

Range

Crucial deer winter

Crucial deer summer
Crucial bison summer
Crucial bison winter

Crucial bison yearlong

10.500

9.500

13,000

600

6.500

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

There are no known threatened, endangered, or

sensitive wildlife species inhabitating the WSA.

Forest Resources

There are approximately 17,230 acres of pinyon-

juniper open to harvest of fenceposts and fire-

wood. Demand forthis resource has been minimal

(i.e., under 60 cords and 200 posts per year).

More than half of the 1,565 acres of aspen in the

WSA is located on slopes exceeding 40 percent

and, therefore, is noncommercial. Most of the

other aspen currently is inaccessible. About 70

percent of the 750 acres of Douglas fir also is on
steep slopes and economically unrecoverable.

A potentially commercial ponderosa pine area is

found in Sawmill Basin; however, volumes are

low. Because this area also has wildlife, scenic,
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and recreation values and timber demand is low,

the existing MFP does not allow for commercial
harvests in Sawmill Basin.

Livestock and Wild Horses/Burros

Portions of seven allotments used by 30 operators

involving both cattle and sheep are permitted for

an estimated 3,234 AUMs in the WSA. This rep-

resents 20 percent of the total AUMs in the seven

allotments involved. Livestock information is

summarized in Table 7. Virtually all livestock

herding and roundup is accomplished by
horseback.

The WSA has five spring developments, six reser-

voirs, 1 mile of pipeline, and 3.5 miles of fence.

One new livestock reservoir and 1,000 acres of

vegetation treatments (Thompson Mesa) currently

are planned for livestock use. The planned veg-

etation treatment is expected to add about 200

AUMS for livestock in the Steele Butte Allotment.

There are no wild horses or burros inhabiting this

WSA.

Visual Resources

This WSA has three visually distinctive areas:

Blue Hills, Mt. Ellen, and the mesas along the

western border. The Blue Hills are Mancos Shale
badlands with barren, sharply eroded ridges of

blue-gray color in the northeast part of the WSA.
The southeast part of the WSA consists of foot-

hills and the main peak of Mt. Ellen. Scenic values

are exceptional in both sections.

The Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA is visible from
Highways U-24 and U-95 and from the Sawmill
Basin road (a secondary travel route in the Henry

Mountains). The three mesas (South Cainville

Mesa, Thompson Mesa, and Wildcat Mesa) are

steep-sided and flat-topped formations typical of

the general region.

The BLM Visual Resource Evaluation System's
rating for the WSA is shown in Table 8 and the

BLM VRM system is explained in Appendix 7.

TABLE 8

Visual Resource Quality and Management Class

Element Acres Percent of WSA

Scenic Qual ity

Class A 63.307 77

Class B 18,419 23

Class C

Total 81,726 100

Management Class

Class I

Class II 63,935 78

Class III 2,454 3

Class IV 15,337 19

Total 81,726 100

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Cultural Resources

There are seven archaeological sites (campsites

and chipping sites) recorded in the Mt. Ellen

portion of the WSA. This area has a moderate to

high potential forthe discovery of additional sites.

There are no sites recorded in the Blue Hills

portion of the WSA, and it is thought to have a low

potential forthe discovery of additional sites. On
the west side of the WSA, including South Caine-

ville and Thompson Mesas, are 29 known sites

TABLE 7
Livestock Grazing Use Data

Pe rcent of Estimated Available Percent of

Allotment Livestock Total Livestock

Allotment Permittees Period of Use Acres in WSA Area in WSA Forage in WSA Forage in WSA

Blue Bench 7 11/01 to 05/31 46,600 52 2,288 50

South Caineville' 3,805 100

Mesa

Dry Lakes 1 9,146 96

Sawmill Basin 2 06/16 to 08/31 3,421 37 100 60

Nasty Flat 3 06/01 to 09/30 3,740 27 103 22

Hanksville 8 11/01 to 05/31 2,393 3 19 1

Steele Butte 10 10/16 to 05/31 12,621 17 724 14

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

'Allotment currently not used for livestock grazing.
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(mostly campsites and lithic scatters).

There are no sites in the WSA listed on the
National Register of Historic Places. One historic

site on South Caineville Mesa is a stone cabin,

which is being nominated for National Register

listing. No other known sites in the WSA are
potentially eligible for listing on the National
Register. However, the Bull Creek Archaeological
District (which is on the National Register) is

located immediately north of the WSA; there are

113 recorded sites in the District.

Recreation

Fifteen recreational opportunities were evaluated

for their quality in this WSA. Fourteen opportuni-
ties are present in varying degrees. Eight activities

(dayhiking, nature study, wildlife observation,

geologic sightseeing, general sightseeing, back-
packing, camping, and photography) are consid-
ered of high quality in part of the WSA. A summary
of selected recreational activities follows.

Dayhiking opportunities are outstanding in the

southeast part of the WSA because the area has
very good access and several trails. A 3-mile trail

leads from Bull Creek Pass to the summit of Mt.

Ellen; this trail is rapidly increasing in popularity

and is frequently used by organized groups.
Since Mt. Ellen is the highest peak in the Henry
Mountains, superb vistas of numerous geologic
features of central Utah are possible. Anothertrail

ascends the mountain from the Lonesome Beaver
Campground via Log Flat. This alternate route is

often passable when the road to Bull Creek Pass
is blocked by snowdrifts.

Extended backpacking trips of several days'

length are possible via the Sweetwater Creek
drainage or around the lower elevations of Mt.

Ellen. Hiking routes total approximately 60 miles.

There is limited recreational use of ORVs on the

12.8 miles of way in the WSA, mainly in connection
with hunting access. Approximately 35,000 acres
of the Blue Hills area could be closed to ORV use
in accordance with the Henry Mountain Planning
Area MFP. The remaining 46,726 acres, including

all 12.8 milesof existing vehicularways, would be
open to ORV use according to the MFP.

Because of the wide variety in elevation, vegeta-
tion, and the presence of deer and bison range,

this WSA has good opportunities for hunting and
excellent opportunities for wildlife observation.

Bison are frequently observed grazing on the

alpine grasslands in mid-summer.

Nature study opportunities are outstanding
because of the presence of four biological life

zones (Upper Sonoran, Transition, Canadian,
and Hudsonian) in a relatively small area.

Visitor use in the WSA is estimated at less than
200 visitor days per year for all activities except
hunting. No hunting use figures are available for

the WSA alone. However, the WSA contributes to

the following annual hunting use in the entire

Henry Mountain area: 175 visitor days, bison; 342
visitor days, deer; and 1,106 visitor days, upland
game. Commercial outfitters do not use the WSA
on a regular basis. A few commercial permits have
been issued since 1980.

On the basis of the above information, BLM
estimates that overall recreation use in the WSA
averages about 800 visitor days per year.

Wilderness Values

SIZE

This WSA is 81,726 acres in size. It is about 19

miles long (north to south) and about 16 miles

wide at its widest point. Immediately adjacent to

the east is the Bull Mountain WSA which has an
additional 1 1,800 acres. Thegraded Sawmill Basin

Road, a secondary travel route in the Henry
Mountains, separates the two WSAs.

NATURALNESS

Most of the WSA is in a completely natural

condition. Imprints of man include 12.8 miles of

ways, 2.5 miles of fence, and six livestock reser-

voirs. In August 1982, approximately 4,000 linear

feet of an existing way were upgraded and ap-

proximately 3.2 acres cleared for an oil and gas
exploratory drilling operation. The well did not

produce and the drill rig was removed and all

disturbed acreage rehabilitated in March 1983.

A road along the North Summit Ridge on the

southern boundary of the WSA was constructed

in the fall of 1983 by the Tercero Corporation and
was intended to be constructed entirely on private

lands owned by them and the Durfey families.

After the road had been centerline staked and
constructed, a final survey was ordered by the

private landowners. It was discovered, at that

time, that the road had inadvertently trespassed

on BLM lands. BLM specialists made an on-the-

ground review and determined that the construc-

tion of the road actually crossed over the bound-
ary line of the Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA in four

locations and disturbed naturalness on less than

2 acres. The road also cut off less than 5 WSA
acres from the main WSA. The Tercero Corpora-

tion has offered to make restitution by any means
the BLM deems necessary to be in compliance
with the intent of BLM's Interim Management
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Policy (USDI, BLM, 1979) and to make necessary

corrections to minimize the construction impacts

in the area. BLM specialists believe it would be

very difficult to completely restore naturalness

due to nature of the hillside on which the road is

located.

In the WSA as a whole, 80,283 acres are judged to

meet the naturalness standard set by the Wilder-

ness Act and 1,443 acres do not meet the standard.

SOLITUDE

Opportunities for

away from others

size, topography,
distracting sights

(81,726 acres) all

solitude in much
(60,000 acres) of

displays outstand

much of the area.

solitude (i.e., a secluded spot

) in the WSA are influenced by
, vegetation, and absence of

and sounds. The WSA's size

lows for recreationists to find

of the area. About 75 percent

the Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA
ing opportunities for solitude in

Mt. Ellen proper has several large basins and
ridges such as Horseshoe Basin, Dry Lakes, and
Deer Haven that provide separation and screen-

ing. Vegetation on Mt. Ellen also contributes to

opportunities for solitude. Depending on eleva-

tion, pinyon-juniper, aspen, ponderosa pine, and
Douglas fir provide excellent screening. Mt. Ellen

is the highest peak in the Henry Mountains and
offers excellent vistas of central Utah from the

summit. Few, if any, signs of human activity are to

be seen or heard, further contributing to one's

feeling of solitude. The Blue Hills region of the

WSA is an extensive network of badlands and
ridges that provides excellent topographic screen-

ing but no vegetation screening.

In the western part of the WSA the countryside is

sparsely vegetated, open, and relatively flat in

numerous locations; therefore, opportunities for

solitude in this area are judged to be less than

outstanding.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION

About 45 percent (about 37,000 acres) of the WSA
displays outstanding opportunities for high qual-

ity primitive, unconfined recreation. These high

quality opportunities are located primarily in the

southeast part of the WSA. Opportunities for

primitive, unconfined recreation exist in the other

55 percent (about 44,726 acres) but are consid-

ered of relatively low quality and less than out-

standing for recreation use due to the barren

and/or somewhat flat nature of the terrain.

Opportunities for primitive, unconfined recrea-

tion were evaluated by considering miles of po-

tential hiking routes in relation to the WSA's size,

the numberof recreational opportunities present,

and an evaluation of the quality of these

opportunities.

As discussed in the Recreation section, the WSA
has a diversity of recreational opportunities with

14 present in varying degrees. Eight of these

activities areaboveaverageorexcellent in quality

in part of the WSA. They include backpacking,

camping, dayhiking, nature study, photography,
geological and general sightseeing, and wildlife

observation.

SPECIAL FEATURES

This WSA contains an outstanding selection of

special features, all of which have been previously

noted. They include those of a geological, scien-

tific, educational, scenic, botanical, ecological,

and zoological interest, as briefly summarized
here.

Mt. Ellen is the highest peak in the Henry Moun-
tains, the last named and explored major mountain
range in the continental U.S. The higher eleva-

tions of Mt. Ellen offer outstanding vistas of the

geology of central Utah and the entire Water-
pocket Fold.

Portions of Mt. Ellen serve as a summer range for

the free-roaming Henry Mountain bison herd. The
isolated, rugged terrain also serves as habitat for

deer and mountain lion.

Bristlecone pine was discovered in the WSA in

1973; the Henry Mountains are considered the

southeast limit for the Great Basin variety of

bristlecone pine in the U.S.

Of scientific and ecologic interest are the four

distinct life zones found in this WSA—the Upper
Sonoran, Transition, Canadian, and Hudsonian
Life Zones.

Mancos Shale badlands at the lower elevations

contain fossilized shark teeth. The badlands are

also of interest to the science of geomorphology;
this area has a history of scientific research dating

from 1875 to the present.

Land Use Plans and Controls

This WSA is in Wayne and Garfield Counties. The
Final Report, Wayne County Master Planning
Project (Call Engineering, Inc., 1976) covers the

northern part of this WSA. The Plan does not

identify recommendations at specific locations.

The Plan recognizes that" . . . outstanding natural

landmarks should be preserved as much as pos-

sible." However, it also states: "Open spaces
should be used for many purposes rather than

strictly as wilderness areas."

The Garfield County Master Plan (Five County
Association of Governments, 1984) covers the

southern part of this WSA. The Master Plan

recognizes that the county possesses "... some
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of the most spectacular scenery in the United
States. . . is sparsely populated and most of it is in

its original pristine condition." Garfield County
has proposed to the Utah Congressional Dele-

gation that 111,053 acres of BLM lands in three

WSAs be recommended for wilderness. The plan

recommends that the remaining lands within the

county, including the Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA,
be retained for multiple uses. According to the

plan, multiple use includes forestry, livestock

grazing, mining, wildlife, and recreation.

The WSA is managed under provisions of the

BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP (USDI,
BLM, 1982c) which generally allows for multiple

use as described in the No Action Alternative. The
Henry Mountain MFP has been reviewed by the

Governorof Utah and found to be consistent with

State plans.

There are 1 1 State sections inside the WSA and an

additional 10 State sections adjacent to it. The
management philosophy for this State land is to

maximize economic returns for the State School

Fund. No development activities are currently

occurring on these sections, although they are

under lease for oil, gas, and grazing.

There are no private in-holdings, private sub-
surface rights, or rights-of-way within the WSA.

Socioeconomics

DEMOGRAPHICS

The WSA is within Wayne and Garfield Counties,

two of Utah's least populated and most rural

counties. In 1980, the Wayne County population

was 1 ,91 1 reflecting a population density of 0.77

persons per square mile (U.S. Department of

Commerce [USDC], Bureau of the Census, 1983,

and University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and
Business Research, 1979). In 1980, the Garfield

County population was 3,673, reflecting a

population density of 0.71 persons per square
mile (USDC, Bureau of the Census, 1983, and
University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and
Business Research, 1979).

The closest community to the WSA is Hanksville,

a small community of approximately 351 people,

located about 13 road miles to the west.

EMPLOYMENT

Wayne and Garfield Counties are among the
counties with the lowest average personal income
in the State of Utah (South et al., 1983).
Government employment represents the largest

employment sector within Wayne County with

agriculture a close second. Nonfarm proprietors

represent the third largest sector of Wayne County
employment (refer to Table 9). Wayne County has
some tourism and lumber activities; however, the

principal commercial center for this region is

Richfield, Utah, located to the west in Sevier

County (South et al., 1983). Green River, about 78

road miles north of the WSA in Emery County, is a

main gateway and service area for visitors to the

Mt. Ellen area.

Garfield County serves as the southern (and
secondary) gateway to the WSA. Government is

the largest employment sector within the county,
followed by construction, services, manufactur-
ing, and agriculture. The county,' however,
maintains a diversified economic base (South et

al., 1983). The Town of Escalante relies on
farming, stockraising, and lumbering, supple-

mented by tourism, some oil production, and
government employment (South et al., 1983).

Another town, Boulder, continues to rely on
agriculture.

TABLE 9
1980 Employment

Wayne and Garfield Counties, Utah

Wayne County Garfield County

Industrial Sector Number Percent Number Percent

Agriculture 191 25 236 11

Mining 9 1 210 10

Construction 84 11 379 17

Manufacturing 37 5 248 11

Transportation, 3 - 85 4

Communication,

and Utilities

Wholesale and Retail 42 5 125 6

Trade

Finance, Insurance, 12 2 16 1

and Real Estate

Services 31 4 266 12

Government 207 27 457 21

Nonfarm Proprietors 152 20 157 7

Total 768 100 2,179 100

Sources: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1980;

USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982.

INCOME AND REVENUES

In 1980, the nonfarm industry sector in Wayne
County produced nearly 89 percent or $7.3 million

of total labor and proprietors' income within the

county. This represented an annual growth rate of

17.4 percent between 1975 and 1980, and higher

than the 13.9-percent growth rate experienced by
the State (refer to Table 10). Within this total

income, the private sector produced, mainly from
mining and construction, about 63.9 percent of

these earnings and the government sector

produced about 25 percent. Farm labor and
proprietors' income totaled $0.9 million or 11.1

percent of total personal earnings (University of
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TABLE 10

1980
Personal Income and Earnings

Wayne and Garfield Counties, Utah

Wayne County Garfield County

Annual Annual
Earnings Components Growth Rate Earnings Components Growth Rate

Income as Percent 1975-80 Income as Percent 1975-80

Type/Source (in $1,000) of Totals (Percent) (in $1,000) of Totals (Percent)

Total Labor and 8.245 100.0 17.5 24,792 '100.00 21.9

Proprietors'

Income (Earnings)

Total Labor and
Proprietors'

Income by Industry

Source

Farm 917 '11.1 178 949 '3.8 16.6

Nonfarm 7,328 '889 17.4 23.843 '96.2 22.2

Private 5,268 271.9 22.7 19,049 279.9 26.5

Agriculture 81 J 1.1 (D) 79 30.3 (D)

Service and
Other Mining (D) 3 (D) (D) 4.222 3 17.7 47.0

Construction (D) 3 (D) (D) 5.536 323.2 66.5

Manufacturing 291 33.9 4.1 3.294 3 13.8 14.2

Transportation 183 32.5 0.9 1,545 36.5 16.8

and Public

Utilities

Wholesale 69 309 1.8 96 30.4 1.3

Trade
Retail Trade 496 368 3.4 1,302 35.5 7.6

Finance, (D) (D) (D) 189 30.8 (D)

Insurance and
Real Estate

Services 416 35.7 11.1 2,786 3
1 1.7 16.3

Government 2,060 228.1 8.2 4,794 220.1 10.8

Sources: USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982; University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, 1982.

'Earning components as a percent of total earnings: totals do not equal 100.
2 Earning components as a percent of total earnings for nonfarm sector.
3 Earning components as a percent of incremental earnings within private sector.

(D) Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential information or for items $50,000 or less. Data are included to totals.

Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business Re-

search, 1982).

In Garfield County, the nonfarm industry sector in

1980 produced over 96 percent of total labor and
proprietors' income representing an annual

growth rate of approximately 22 percent (Uni-

versity of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business

Research, 1982) (refer to Table 10). Almost 77

percent of this income came from the private

sector, principally mining, construction, and

manufacturing, while government sources pro-

duced approximately 20 percent of personal

income and earnings for the county. Farming

produced 3.8 percent of the county's total per-

sonal income, amounting to $949,000.

Economic-related activities in the WSA include

mineral exploration, livestock production, wood-
land production, and recreation. Table 11 sum-
marizes local income and Federal revenues from

the WSA. Appendix 9 identifies the multipliers

used to estimate income and revenues.

The WSA has 360 mining claims. Regulations

require a $100 annual expenditure per claim for

laborand improvements, an undetermined part of

which is spent in the local economy. Not all of

these claims are current in assessment work.

The geophysical exploration that has been con-

ducted in the WSA has generated some temporary
local employment and income.

One oil and gas well has been drilled in the WSA.
This drilling generated an estimated 1.5 work
years of employment some of which represent

local employment. However, no oil and gas or

mineral production has occurred in the WSA.
Therefore, mineral and energy resource produc-
tion from the WSA has not contributed to local

employment or income.

Thirty livestock operators have a total grazing

privilege of 3,234 AUMs within the WSA. If all

forage in the WSA were utilized, it would account
for $64,680 of livestock sales, including $16,170 of

ranchers' returns to labor and investment.
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TABLE 11
Local Sales And Federal Revenues

Source Annual Local Sales' Annual Federal Revenues

Oil and Gas Leases Unknown' $220,440

Mining Claims Less than $36,000 None
Livestock Grazing $64,680 Up to $4,528

Woodland Products $4,900 $200

Recreational Use Less than $3,280 Unknown 2

Total Less than $108,860 Up to $225,168

Sources: BLM File Data; Appendix 9.

'Some local employment for exploration work.
2A few commercial permits have been issued since 1980.

Some woodland products are harvested from the

WSA; however, the harvests have been small

(approximately 60 cords of firewood and 200
posts per year) and would be worth only about
$4,900. This is insignificant to the local economy
and only of minor significance to those involved

in the harvest. Most firewood harvest is for per-

sonal use rather than for sale to others.

The WSA's recreational use is low. Related local

expenditures are low and insignificant to both the

local economy and individual businesses. The
actual amount of income generated locally from
recreational use in the WSA is unknown. However,
an approximate range of expenditures can be
deduced from Dalton (1982). Thisstudy indicates

that statewide average expenditures per recrea-

tional visitor day for all types of recreation in Utah
are approximately $4.10. The recreational use for

the area, including the Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA,
is estimated as about 800 visitor days per year.

Only a portion of the expenditures for recreation-

al use of the WSA contributes to the local economy
of Wayne and Garfield Counties.

The WSA generates Federal revenues from min-
eral leases, livestock, and woodland products
(refer to Table 11).

Oil and gas leases in the WSA cover 73,480 acres.

At $3 per acre, lease rental fees generate up to

$220,440 of Federal revenues annually. Half of

these monies are allocated to the State, which
then reallocates them to variousfunds, the major-
ity of which are related to energy development
and mitigation of local impacts of energy and
mineral development.

Average actual livestock use and, therefore, reve-

nues generated from grazing in the WSA are

unknown; however, the permittees in the WSA
can use up to 3,234 AUMs per year. Based on a

$1.40 per AUM grazing fee, the WSA can poten-
tially generate $4,528 of grazing fee revenues

annually, 50 percent of which would be allocated

backtothe local BLM districtforthe construction
of rangeland improvements.

Harvest of fuelwood and posts from the WSA
could generate an estimated $200 of Federal

revenues annually.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES
OF ALTERNATIVES

Analysis Assumptions and Guidelines for

All Alternatives

1. The alternatives would be carried out as

cited in the Description of the Alternatives

section.

2. Future users in the WSA would meet
requirements forall applicable Federal, State,

and local permits.

3. Designation of an area as wilderness

would not result in impacts due to direct

disturbance of resources. Any direct dis-

turbance of resources under wilderness des-

ignation would result from use of prior rights

that must be recognized by BLM. Such dis-

turbance could occur with or without wilder-

ness designation and is assumed to occur at

one time.

4. The impacts of wilderness designation

would result from (1) protection of certain

resources; (2) denial of theopportunity tode-
velop certain resources; or (3) restrictions

placed on or changes in allowable manage-
ment practices and land uses.

5. Estimates of in-place mineral resources

(except coal) are given based on a mineral

resource evaluation of BLM WSAs by SAI

(1982). Information for coal is based on BLM
estimates. These estimates were based on
literature studies and known mining activities

in the vicinity of the WSAs. The analysis

presented in this section identifies the esti-

mated amount of potentially recoverable

mineral resources and, then, using BLM's
field experience and judgment, qualifies the

probability of future development based on

terrain, transportation, and economic factors.

Appendix 6 records the SAI methodology for

estimation of potentially recoverable mineral

resources.

6. Once designated, management of an area

as wilderness would continue in perpetuity.
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No Action Alternative

The major changes that could occur in the area
would be related to oil and gas and locatable

mineral exploration and development and vegeta-

tion treatments for wildlife and livestock. The area

would be open to resource use and development
without controls for wilderness protection, and
could include construction of new access roads.

The degree of future development is unknown but

would probably be relatively low due to the WSA's
rough terrain and limited resource potential. The
following is a worst-case analysis based on the

assumptions that minerals would be developed
sometime in the future and cause the following

disturbance: oil and gas, 160 acres; coal, 3,000

acres (2,825-acre mine plus 175-acre access and
support features); and copper, gold and silverand

other locatable minerals, 40 acres. (Appendix 10

lists mineral-related surface disturbance assump-
tions and estimates.) In addition, 2,850 acres

could be disturbed by vegetation manipulation to

improve wildlife habitat and livestock forage.

Altogether this disturbance would total 6,050

acres.

AIR QUALITY

The WSA would continue to be managed as a PSD
Class II area. The close proximity of Capitol Reef
National Park (7 miles to the west) may require

any major developers in the WSA to meet stand-

ards more strict than Class II. Disturbance of up to

3,200 acres by mineral activities (particularly

surface mining of coal) would result in increases

in fugitive dust emissions. If chained and seeded,

the 2,850-acre vegetation manipulation also would
result in short-term increases in fugitive dust

emissions.

GEOLOGY
Surface mining of coal would modify thegeologic
conditions on 2,825 acres. This would not detract

from any geologic features of educational or

scientific interest. No additional impacts to geol-

ogy are expected because disturbances associ-

ated with locatable minerals (i.e., gold, silver, and
copper), oil and gas exploration and development,

coal minesupportfacilities, and vegetation manip-
ulation would be mostly surface-disturbing activ-

ities not affecting the geologic structure of the

area.

SOILS

It is estimated that up to 3,200 acres of soil could

be disturbed by mineral exploration and devel-

opment. Assuming that all disturbance would
occur in areas in critical erosion class (worst-case

analysis) and that erosion, condition would in-

crease one class, soil loss on the 3,200 acres

would increase from 8,640 cubic yards/year to

1 7,280 cubic yards/year. Soil loss would decrease
as reclamation occurred. The time required, how-
ever, for complete reclamation could vary from 5

to 40 years depending on restoration methods
and seasonal conditions.

Therefore, with this alternative, maximum annual
soil loss related to mineral exploration and devel-

opment in the WSA would increase by approxi-
mately 8,640 cubic yards (approximately 9 per-

cent) over current annual soil loss to approxi-

mately 109,594 cubic yards/year until reclamation

was complete. The length of time required for

complete reclamation is unknown.

The 2,850-acre vegetation manipulation would be
designed to improve ground cover and soil con-
ditions. Ground cover would be disturbed during

the early implementation stages (1 to 2 years).

Within 3 years, ground cover would be expected
to equal or exceed cover prior to treatment (USDI,
BLM, 1983b). Because this and other vegetation

manipulation and erosion control projects would
be allowed with this alternative, there would be
the potentil to control future erosion problems
within the WSA should the need arise.

VEGETATION

Because the maximum anticipated disturbance

due to mineral and energy development would be
no more than 3,200 acres total (4 percent of the

WSA) changes in the WSA's vegetation types

would not be significant. About 2,850 acres of

pinyon-juniper vegetation would be altered by
vegetation manipulation but, in the long term,

would gradually revert to the original type unless

the area was treated again (USDI, BLM, 1983b).

Therefore, overall impacts to vegetation would
not be significant with this alternative.

There would be no impact to threatened, endan-
gered, or sensitive plant species since none are

known to exist in the Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA.

WATER RESOURCES

Because control measures would be required

during mining operations, no significant sedi-

mentation or change in total dissolved solids

(TDS) is expected to occur from the 8,640 cubic

yard increase of annual soil loss from surface

disturbance related to mineral development. The
planned 2,850-acre vegetation manipulation proj-

ects would be expected to enhance watershed
conditions when the seeded species become
established. Waterdevelopmentforlivestock (one

reservoir now proposed) could be carried out,

and future projects for use of the WSA's water
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(e.g., Birch Creek) for irrigation on lands outside

the WSA could be further considered if and when
proposed by local interests.

Except for possible surface mining of coal on

2825 acres, mineral exploration and development
in the area would generally be confined at or near

thesurfaceorwith widely spaced wellsand would
not significantly alter ground water quality and
quantity. Surface mining of 2,825 acres of coal

could result in small increases in polluted runoff,

but this would be regulated by mine plan pro-

visions and by the State of Utah through required

discharge permits.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

The potential for up to 10 million barrels of oil

in-place or up to 60 billion cubic feet of natural

gas (in-place) exists in the WSA, with 3 million

barrels of oil or 18 billion cubic feet of gas
assumed to be potentially recoverable (refer to

Appendix 6forestimates of recoverability). These
oil and gas resources could be explored and
developed, subject to Category 1 (standard stipu-

lations) on about 53,310 acres and Category 2

(standard and special stipulations) on about
28,416 acres. These categories would have no
effect on the operator's ability to explore and de-
velop the area.

Approximately 160 acres of surface disturbance
is assumed to take place if exploration and devel-

opment were to occur. Due to the small size of

anticipated deposits and the negative results of

exploration to date, oil and gas production is not

considered likely in the WSA, even without wil-

derness designation.

Coal

With this alternative the opportunity would exist

to recover up to an estimated 19 million tons of

coal from within the WSA. This recovery would
likely be concentrated on Wildcat Mesa where
surface mining could occur. Such recovery is not

expected to occur in the near future due to market
conditions and availability of existing mines in

central Utah; however, the coal in the Wildcat
Mesa part of the WSA may be mined in the long

term. Coal in other portions of the WSA is unlikely

to be recovered even if leased because most of

those deposits are believed to be relatively thin

and split into small seams.

Locatable Minerals

The entire WSA would remain open to mining
claim location. Of the assumed potential deposits

of locatable minerals, up to 50,000 tons of copper,

25 tons of gold, and 500 tons of silver may be
located and developed in the future under this

alternative. Approximately 40 acres could be
disturbed due to mining claim access roads,

exploration, and development of these locatable

mineral resources. Employment of unnecessary
or undue degradation stipulations would not sig-

nificantly affect a claimant's ability to extract min-

erals in the area. However, the likelihood of de-

velopment is thought to be low because sizeable

ore bodies are not known to exist in the WSA and
economic considerations (e.g., depth, transporta-

tion, processing, etc.) may limit feasibility if only

small scattered deposits are found.

WILDLIFE

With this alternative, about 20,000 acres of crucial

deer range and about 20,100 acres of crucial

bison range would be managed on a multiple-use

basis. As much as 200 acres of crucial mule deer
and bison range could be subject to surface-

disturbing activities associated with oil and gas or

locatable mineral exploration and development.
This acreage represents approximately 1 percent

of the total crucial deer and bison range within the

WSA. About 1,850 acres of proposed land treat-

ments, providing a potential 245-AUM net gain in

wildlife forage production, could be undertaken
with this alternative. These projects would not

only provide additional forage (especially high

quality forbs) but would also help reduce grazing

pressure and forage competition on crucial deer

summer range.

The current deer population on crucial summer
range within the WSA is estimated at 1 13 animals
(USDI, BLM, 1983b). Based on the assumption
that deer are evenly distributed throughout this

range and that surface disturbance would occur
on this area, the loss of 200 acres from surface

disturbance associated with potential mineral de-

velopment could reduce the carrying capacity for

the deer population by about two animals within

the WSA. However, if all the projected 245-AUM
increased production from land treatments on
crucial summer range within the WSA were used
by deer, enough forage would be produced to

support an additional 222 deer on this range.

The current number of bison utilizing the area

within the WSA is estimated at 52 animals. This

includes animals using crucial summer and year-

long ranges (USDI, BLM, 1983b). Based on the

assumption that bison are evenly distributed

throughout this range and that all surface dis-

turbance would occur on this area, the loss of 200

acres from surface disturbance could reduce the

carrying capacity for bison by one animal within
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the WSA. However, if all the 245-AUM increased
production from land treatments on crucial bison
summer and yearlong ranges were used by bison,

enough forage would be produced to support an
additional 26 bison on these ranges. The potential

3,000 acres associated with coal on Wildcat Mesa
are not within the crucial ranges.

Withthisalternative, both bison and deernumbers
areexpected to increase in the long term because
possible habitat loss from surface-disturbing

activities would be more than compensated for by
increased range quality from land treatments.

The actual balance of use that would result

between livestock, deer, and bison is unknown.

There would be no impact to threatened, endan-
gered, or sensitive wildlife species with this

alternative.

FOREST RESOURCES

With the No Action (No Wilderness) Alternative,

approximately 16,950 acres of pinyon-juniper

would be open to harvest of fenceposts and
firewood, with access by ORV. However, demand
is anticipated to remain low (i.e., about 60 cords
and 200 posts per year). There would be no
opportunity for commercial harvest of wood
products due to the inaccessibility of the Douglas
firfor harvest and becausethe Sawmill Basin area

would continue to be closed to wood product
harvest under the Henry Mountain MFP. There-

fore, the No Action Alternative would not result in

any significant increase in harvest or loss of forest

resources in the WSA.

LIVESTOCK

Domestic livestock grazing would continue as

authorized in the Henry Mountain Planning Area
MFP. The 3,234 AUMs currently allocated in

portions of five allotments in the WSA are used by
cattle and sheep by 30 livestock permittees. This

use would continue and could increase to about

3,434 AUMs as a result of the planned 1 ,000-acre

vegetation treatment for livestock forage. Addi-

tional roads or other facilities for livestock hand-
ling could be proposed and developed in the

future without regard for wilderness values. Since

motorized vehicles are currently used very little to

manage livestock in the WSA and no range
improvements (other than the vegetation treat-

ment and one reservoir) are planned for livestock,

few, if any, changes in livestock management
techniques are expected. The potential disturb-

ance of 200 acres from oil and gas and locatable

mineral development could result in short-term

losses of livestock forage. The potential 3,000

acres used for coal mining would result in loss of

livestock use during the period of mining opera-

tions; however, due to reclamation forage would
equal or exceed the current amount in the long-
term.

Overall, livestock grazing would improve with this

alternative.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Even though mitigative measures would be
applied to minimize visual contrast created by
intrusions, visual values in areas affected by the

estimated 3,200 acres of surface disturbance from
mineral and energy exploration and development
and 2,850 acres of vegetation manipulation would
be altered. Therefore, VRM Class II management
objectives would probably not be met during the

short term. Even after rehabilitation, some perma-
nent localized impacts would be expected. If

roads, vehicular ways, and drill pads are located

throughout the area for energy and mineral

exploration and development (worst-case analy-

sis) visual quality in the WSA could be significant-

ly reduced. The probability of extensive energy
and mineral exploration and development is low,

exceptfor potential future coal mining on Wildcat

Mesa. VRM Class II management objectives would
probably not be met on the 2,850 acres of vegeta-

tion manipulation, at least during the period of

treatment. This intrusion would probably be visi-

ble and not meet VRM Class II management
objectives until the treated area returned to

natural (or natural-appearing) vegetation. The
intrusion could be considered permanent if the

manipulated area were regularly cleared of tree

growth. This intrusion would affect visual re-

sources on about 3 percent of the WSA.

This alternative would not result in significant

visual impacts to the overall scenic qualities of the

WSA.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Disturbance of 3,200 acres by mineral exploration

and development, and as much as 2,850 acres

from the planned vegetative manipulation with

this alternative could inadvertently disturb or

destroy unknown sites. However, inventories for

the purposes of site recordation and mitigation of

impacts would take place prior to any surface

disturbance and would lessen the chance of this

happening.

Overall, there would be little effect on cultural

resources due to the relatively low amount of cul-

tural resources in the area and to mitigating

measures that would be taken prior to surface-

disturbing activities. Vandalism (not currently a

problem in the WSA) would be expected to

increase in proportion to the general population

increase in the region.
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RECREATION

Primitive recreational opportunities would be

diminished on up to 3,200 acres disturbed by

mineral and energy activities and 2,850 acres

disturbed by a planned vegetation manipulation.

If roads, vehicularways, and drill padsare located

throughoutthe WSA (worst-case analysis), primi-

tive recreational opportunities could be lost in the

area altogether. However, roads and ways created

for mineral exploration and development would
improve access into the area for nonprimitive

recreation. Access for hunting could be improved

by roads constructed as part of mineral develop-

ment. About 1 2.8 miles of way would remain open
to ORV use although they are presently used little

for recreational ORV travel, except for hunter

access.

The vegetation manipulation would have short-

and long-term impacts on sightseeing and primi-

tive recreation because of the effects on scenic

and primitive values. However, the vegetation

manipulation would improve big game habitat

and would improve theopportunity forzoological

sightseeing and hunting (USDI, BLM, 1983b).

The future trends in recreational use of the WSA
are unknown. However, based on a review of

several projections (Utah Outdoor Recreation

Agency, 1980; Utah Office of Planning and Bud-
get, 1984; Jungst, 1978; and Hof and Kaiser,

1981), it is estimated that outdoor recreation in

Utah will increase at about 2 percent per year over

the next 20 years. At this rate overall recreational

use is expected to increase from about 800
current visitor days per year to 1 ,192 visitor days
at the end of 20 years.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Since no wilderness would be designated, the

identified wilderness values in various parts of the

WSA would not receive the degree of protection

afforded by wilderness designation. The mineral

and energy related surface disturbance could

result in a significant loss of naturalness, solitude,

and outstanding opportunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation where these values exist in

the WSA if roads, vehicular ways, and drill pads
are located throughout the area. The mineral po-
tential of the WSA is low except for coal in the area

of Wildcat Mesa. If mineral development occurred,

up to 3,200 acres could be impacted. Wilderness
values on an additional 2,850 acres would be
adversely affected by planned vegetation manipu-
lation projects. Altogether, as much as 6,050

acres in the WSA could lose their naturalness and
opportunities for solitude and recreation. The
loss of wilderness values on the 2,825 acres that

could be surface mined for coal would be consid-
ered irretrievable, even with reclamation of the
area.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

The plans dealing with the area encompassed in

the WSA are the Wayne and Garfield County
Master Plans and the BLM Henry Mountain MFP.
This alternative would not change the present or

expected use of the lands in the WSA and would
be consistent with the multiple-use concept of

those plans. This alternative would also be con-
sistent with the management philosophy of the

State of Utah which emphasizes economic return

from State school sections.

SOCIOECONOMICS

There would not be a loss of local employment or

income as a result of this alternative. The existing

ability to explore and develop mineral resources

would remain as at present. If the potential oil and
gas, coal, and locatable minerals in the WSA were
developed it would lead to increases in employ-
ment and income for Wayne and Garfield Coun-
ties. However, the probability of economic devel-

opment of minerals within the WSA is low, except
for coal at Wildcat Mesa which has a moderate to

high potential in the long term (refertothe Miner-

al and Energy Resources section foradescription

of mineral and development potentials).

There would be no livestock-related economic
losses because the existing grazing use (up to

3,234 AUMs) and ability to maintain, replace, and
build new range improvements would remain as

at present. With the planned vegetation manipula-

tion an increase of 200 AUMs resulting in an

increase of $4,000 in livestock sales, including

about $1,000 in ranchers' income, could be

expected.

As discussed in the Recreation section, recrea-

tional use and, therefore, recreation-related local

expenditures could increase at a rate of 2 percent

per year over the next 20 years (49-percent

increase over 20 years). Because recreational use

in the area is estimated to increase only about 392

visitor days per year over the next 20 years and

overall recreation-related expenditures average

only $4.10 per visitor day (only a portion of which

contributes to the local economy) increased

recreation-related expenditures of $1 ,607 attribu-

table to the WSA would likely not be significant to

the local economy.

Federal and State revenues would not be reduced

by this alternative. The entire 81 ,726 acres in the

WSA would be open to oil and gas leases. Existing

leases would continue to bring up to $220,440 of
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Federal lease fee revenues per year. New leases
on 8,246 acres could provide an additional $24,738
in revenue. In addition, royalties from lease pro-
duction could result if oil and gas were discovered.
Half of these monies would be allocated to the

State, a portion of which could reach the local

economy. Collection of livestock grazing fees (up
to $4,528 per year) would continue and could
increase by $280 as a result of increased forage
from vegetation treatment. About 50 percent of

the grazing revenues would be returned to the
local BLM office for use in range improvement
projects. The WSA could be used for harvest of

fuelwood and posts. At current demand this

would bring about $200 in fees to the Federal

Treasury.

All Wilderness Alternative (81,726 Acres)

As cited in the Description of the Alternatives

section, the major changes that could occur in the

81,726-acre area would be related to its with-

drawal from mineral location and closure to new
mineral leasing and sale. The entire area would be
placed in leasing Category 4 (closed to leasing).

About 12.8 miles of existing vehicular ways in the

WSA would be closed to vehicular use, except for

approval by BLM as noted in the Description of

the Alternatives section. The WSA would be
managed under VRM Class I. It is assumed that

the planned vegetation treatment on 2,850 acres

would not be allowed.

For the following analysis it is assumed that the

existing mining claims would eventually be ex-

plored and developed, causing an estimated 20

acres of disturbance within the WSA. It is also

assumed that existing oil and gas leases would
expire before production of commercial quanti-

ties, and that oil and gas leases would not be
renewed norfuture leasing of oil and gas allowed.

(Appendix 10 lists mineral-related surface dis-

turbance assumptions and estimates for the WSA.)

Because potentially disturbed areas would be
smaller than under the No Action Alternative (20

vs. 6,050 acres), the impacts would be significant-

ly different from the No Action Alternative. Effects

on the various resources due to changes in man-
agement are discussed below.

AIR QUALITY

Potential fugitive dust emissions from 3,000 acres

of coal mining and 28,500 acres of vegetation

manipulation (possible with the No Action Alter-

native) would not occur. However, asmall amount
of dust could occur from vehicle access on ways
constructed in association with valid existing

mining claims, should the claims be developed.
Overall, air quality could be expected to remain
essentially as at present.

GEOLOGY
No impacts to geology would occur with this

alternative.

SOILS

Impacts to soils would be much less with the All

Wilderness Alternative than with the No Action

Alternative. Soil loss on the possible 20 acres of

disturbance related to mineral development could
increase 54 cubic yards per year (0.07 percent)

(worst-case analysis) over current soil loss until

reclamation is complete. However, possible ero-

sion control benefits from the planned 2,850-acre

vegetation treatments would be foregone under
this alternative. This alternative would allow for

less future control of erosion problems, should
the need arise within the WSA, because of restric-

tions on surface modification.

VEGETATION

Because possible surface disturbance would be
limited to about 20 acres under the All Wilderness
Alternative, there would be only slight modifica-

tion of existing vegetation types and no signifi-

cant impacts. Wilderness designation would pre-

vent removal of existing vegetation on 6,030

acres, which may otherwise occur with the No
Action Alternative.

WATER RESOURCES

Restraints on mineral development would protect

water quality. The potential for increased soil

erosion and sediment yield from 20 acres of

mining claim related disturbance would not be
significant to water quality unless the disturbance

were concentrated adjacent to springs or head-
waters of perennial streams. Although location of

the assumed disturbance cannot be precisely

determined at this time, the unnecessary or undue
degradation requirements would minimize any
possible impacts to water quality from mining

claim activities. Also, with this alternative benefits

to the watershed from the planned 2,850-acre

vegetation manipulation projects would be

foregone.

Water resource aspects would be expected to

remain essentially as currently exist in the WSA.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Impacts to mineral and energy resources would
relate to lost opportunities to explore and recover

mineral and energy resource deposits.
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Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

Approximately 90 percent of the WSA (74,480

acres) is under oil and gas lease (8,500 acres
pre-FLPMA and 64,980 acres post-FLPMA). Exist-

ing pre- and post-FLPMA leases could be devel-

oped subject to the stipulations issued at the time

of leasing. Since most leases are post-FLPMA
(with nonimpairment stipulations), it is unlikely

that existing leases could be developed. Further,

it is unlikely that a showing of commercial quanti-

ties would be made on pre-FLPMA leases prior to

their expiration dates, and expired leases would
not be reissued.

Exploration for and development of a potential

resource of less than 3 million barrels of oil and
less than 18 billion cubic feet of natural gas con-
sidered recoverable would be foregone with this

alternative. However, due to the small size of the

potential deposits and the low certainty that these

exist, it is concluded that this alternative would
not result in a significant loss of the recoverable

oil and gas resource.

Coal

The opportunity to recover up to 163 million tons

of coal (up to 30 percent of the coal in the Henry
Mountain Coal Field) would be foregone with this

alternative. However, because most deposits in

the WSA are believed to be split, thin, and contain

small individual tonnages, it is unlikely that an
economically recoverable coal resource would be
foregone except in the Wildcat Mesa area. Al-

though coal recovery in that area is not imminent,
up to 19 million tons of surface minablecoal could

be foregone in the long term. At present this

would not be significant, but may become more
important in the future.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 10,400 acres are under mining
claim within the WSA. Development work, extrac-

tion, and patenting would be allowed to continue
on valid claims after wilderness designation under
unnecessary or undue degradation guidelines.

It is estimated that, if minerals are located prior to

wilderness designation, up to 20 acres could be
disturbed due to exploration of locatable minerals.

The worst-case impact to mineral resources would
occur if the potentially recoverable minerals are

not within mining claims filed by the date of wil-

derness designation. In that case, the potential for

recovery of up to 50,000 tons of copper, 25 tons of

gold, and 500 tons of silver would be foregone.

After that date, all other lands (including claims

not determined valid) would be closed to pros-
pecting and development (USDI, BLM, 1981b).

Because production of these metals is not cur-
rently occurring and because favorability for the
occurrence of mineral resources within the WSA
is low, it is unlikely that substantial mining of

locatable minerals would occur even without wil-

derness designation. This alternative is expected
to have little or no adverse effect on economically
recoverable locatable minerals in the foreseeable
future.

WILDLIFE

Approximately 20,000 acres of crucial deer range
and 20,100 acres of crucial bison range would be
protected by the application of the "Wilderness
Management Policy" and by the reduced likeli-

hood for surface-disturbing and other activities,

as compared to the No Action Alternative. How-
ever, as much as 20 acres of crucial deer and
bison range could be subject to surface disturb-

ance associated with existing mineral rights. This

acreage represents less than about 0.1 percent of

the total crucial deer and bison habitat within the

WSA and, therefore, would be insignificant. Of
more importance this alternative would preclude

the opportunity for the planned vegetation treat-

ment of 2,850 acres of pinyon-juniper on crucial

deer and bison range. Potential for an additional

245 AUMs would be foregone along with the

ability to support an additional 222 deer or 26

bison.

Because summer range is considered a limiting

factor for mule deer on the Henry Mountains
(USDI, BLM, 1983b) and land treatments to

enhance the quality of this range would not be
allowed, mule deer numbers in the WSA would be

expected to remain at their present low levels with

this alternative.

Wilderness management would protect 20,090

acres of crucial bison range within the WSA.
However, bison numbers within the WSA would
be expected to decline slightly in the long term

with this alternative because (1) current bison use

exceeds forage availability by 15 AUMs on crucial

yearlong range (Steele Butte Allotment) within

the WSA (USDI, BLM, 1983b); and (2) land treat-

ments which would increase forage availability by

245 AUMs would not be allowed. Land treatments

are extremely important to bison: not only would
they increase forage production but would also

help reduce grazing pressure and forage com-
petition on other crucial bison ranges.

There would be no impacts to threatened, endan-

gered, or sensitive animal species with this

alternative.
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FOREST RESOURCES

No woodland harvest would be allowed, except
by non-mechanical means. However, nearly all

the aspen and Douglas fir timber is on steep
slopes and is unavailable for harvest because of

terrain. Although ponderosa pine in the Sawmill
Basin area is potentially harvestable, the current

MFP does not allow for commercial harvesting,

duetothehigh scenicand recreational valuesand
low timber demand. Although fencepost and
firewood cutting would no longer be allowed on
16,950 acres where it is currently available in the

WSA, demand for this resource within the WSA
has been relatively low, and such needs could
adequately be met elsewhere. Use of the forest

resource would primarily be incidental to visitor

use of the wilderness (i.e., campfires).

LIVESTOCK

Present domestic livestock grazing would con-
tinue as authorized in the Henry Mountain Plan-

ning Area MFP. The 3,234 AUMs currently allo-

cated in portionsof five allotments in the WSAare
used by livestock of 30 permittees, and this use
would be expected to remain at about the same
level. The proposed reservoir and vegetation
treatment on 1 ,000 acres would not be carried out,

thereby preventing the potential increase of about
200 AUMs of forage. If not compatible with wil-

derness values, otherfacilitiesforlivestock hand-
ling could be prevented if proposed in the future.

Because very little use of motorized vehicles is

currently taking place to manage livestock in the

WSA, little change in the present management of

livestock grazing is expected with wilderness

designation. This alternative could prevent short-

term loss of forage on 3,200 acres that may
otherwise occurfrom mineral and energy explora-

tion and development, as projected with the No
Action Alternative.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Beneficial effects would occur to the visual

resources with the All Wilderness Alternative

because the management class would change
from VRM Classes II, III, and IV to the more re-

strictive Class I. This latter category generally

allows only natural ecological change to the land-

scape and, therefore, would decrease the poten-

tial for activities that may degrade scenic quality.

Approximately 20 acres could be disturbed

through mineral development related to valid

mining claims. Although mitigative measures
would be applied to minimize visual contrast,

such development would reduce visual quality

and would not meet VRM Class I standards during

the mining activity. Even after rehabilitation,

some permanent localized degradation could be
expected. With only 20 acres of surface disturb-

ance visual quality of the area as a whole would
not be affected.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The probability of finding additional sites in the
WSA is moderate to high. However, compared to

other regions of southern Utah, there is little po-
tential for vandalism to cultural resources due to

increased primitive recreational use of the WSA.
Also, protection afforded by wilderness manage-
ment would limit vehicular access and outweigh
any potential vandalism problems caused by rec-

reational activity. The overall impact of wilder-

ness designation on cultural resources would be
positive.

RECREATION

Although use is currently low (about 800 visitor

days per year), the WSA has outstanding primitive

recreational values. With thisalternative, possible

mineral-related surface disturbance is assumed
to be 20 acres, and the other 81,706 acres of the

WSA would be protected. High quality recrea-

tional opportunities present would be recognized,
managed, and preserved. This would be most
significant in the southeastern portion of the WSA
where the mountain peaks and outstanding
opportunities for primitive recreation are
prominent.

As discussed forthe No Action Alternative, recre-

ational use of the WSA is estimated to increase

about 2 percent per year over the next 20 years in

relation to population increases and current

trends of recreational use. Publicity of the WSA
that would likely follow wilderness designation

could lead to an undetermined additional increase

in primitive recreational use above the baseline

rate. Management provided through a Wilderness
Management Plan would attempt to control any
possible destructive increases in future recrea-

tion use, and the quality of the primitive recrea-

tion experience probably would not be negatively

affected by the increased use. If recreation use
increased, commercial operations based on primi-

tive recreational activities could apply for use of

the WSA.

Only limited ORV use is occurring or is likely to

occur due to topographic restraints. Therefore,

this alternative would not affect such use of the

area except on the 1 2.8 miles of existing ways now
available for hunter access.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Designation and management of all 81 ,726 acres

as wilderness would ensure the preservation of
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the wilderness values of size, naturalness, and
outstanding opportunities for solitude and primi-

tive and unconfined recreation throughout the

WSA, except on up to 20 acres that could be
disturbed due to possible mineral development
related to valid mining claims. These disturb-

ances would have long-term effects on wilder-

ness values in localized areas but would not be
expected to significantly affect wilderness values

in the area as a whole. The special geologic and
scenic features in this WSA would also be pre-

served. With wilderness designation, primitive

recreation use would be expected to increase an
undetermined amount (refer to Recreation sec-

tion); however, due to the size of the area and
wilderness management techniques, the in-

creased visitor use would not adversely affect

conditions for primitive recreation and the special

values present in the Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

Although the Wayne County Master Plan is not

specific as to location, it normally reflects multiple

use of most lands in the County. The Garfield

County Master Plan recommends that the area

adjacent to the Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA (Bull

Mountain) be retained for multiple use. Designa-
tion of all 81,726 acres of the Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills

WSA would, in some respects, be consistent with

the multiple-use concept since some resource

uses (e.g., livestock grazing and hunting) would
continue, although under more restrictive con-
ditions. This alternative would conflict with the

Counties' multiple-use concept for resources

such as minerals because of restrictive condi-

tions, including the phasing out of leases and
closure to future mineral location and lease.

Because it is assumed that State lands within the

WSA would be exchanged for lands outside the

WSA (refer to Volume I), wilderness designation

would not conflict with the policy of the State of

Utah to maximize economic returns.

The BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP
does not provide for wilderness designation. A
decision by Congress to designate the WSA as

wilderness would be an amendment to the BLM
land use plans.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall there would be no significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and
local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of

resources under wilderness designation there

could be losses in local income and Federal

revenues (e.g., oil and gas) currently provided by

resource activities in the WSA (refer to Table 11),

as well as loss of potential increases in income
and Federal revenues that could occur with the

No Action Alternative.

Except for coal the potential for mineral produc-
tion in the WSA is low (refer to the Mineral and
Energy Resources section for a discussion of the

WSA's mineral character). Some existing oil and
gas leases and valid mining claims may be devel-

oped but wilderness designation would impose
strict limitations and preclude new leases and
claims from being established in the WSA. This

would not alter existing economic conditions, but

could alter future economic conditions from what
they would be with mineral development under
the No Action Alternative. Because the potential

for most mineral development is low, it is esti-

mated that potential for most mineral-related

local income would not be significantly reduced
by wilderness designation. Forgoing possible

future coal mining at Wildcat Mesa could limit

significant local income in the long term, but not

in the foreseeable future due to low market
conditions and ample coal supplies elsewhere.

Also, any local income related to assessment of

future mining claims or to woodland harvest

would be lost.

An annual value of $4,900 attributed to woodland
product harvest (firewood and fenceposts) would
be foregone.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-

tinue as at present with an estimated $64,680 of

livestock sales and $16,170 of ranchers' return to

labor and investment. Proposed improvements
for livestock would be foregone along with a

possible increase of about $4,000 in livestock

sales and $1,000 in increased ranchers' income.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase recreational use

(refer to the Recreation section). Although the

amount of increased use resulting from wilder-

ness designation is unknown, the related local

expenditures would be small (average of $4.10

per visitor day statewide). The total increase in

reiated local recreation expenditures likely would
be insignificant to both the local economy and
individual businesses.

The loss of 73,480 acres now leased would cause
an eventual loss of up to $220,440 per year of

lease fees to the Federal Treasury. In addition to

these rental fees, any potential royalties from new
lease production also could be foregone.

Federal livestock grazing fees would continue at

up to $4,528 per year.
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Wilderness designation would eliminate most
woodland product harvesting and related Federal
revenues, currently estimated at about $200
annually.

Recreation-related Federal revenues may increase
if the demand for commercial outfitter services
increase. Commercial outfitters do not use the
WSA on a regular basis. A few commercial permits
have been issued since 1980. Overall, Federal
revenues from the WSA would decline by about
$220,640 annually with wilderness designation.

Partial Wilderness
Acres)

(Proposed Action)

Alternative (58,480

The major activities that would occur in the

designated portion of the WSAforthisalternative
are the same as described for the All Wilderness
Alternative. For the nondesignated portion, man-
agement would be as described for the No Action
Alternative. The specific actions that would take

place within the 58,480-acre area designated as

wilderness and the 23,246-acre nondesignated
area are discussed in the Description of the

Alternatives section.

It is assumed that, in the designated area, some of

the existing mining claims would eventually be
explored and developed, causing an estimated 20

acres of disturbance. It is also assumed that

existing oil and gas leases in the designated
portion would expire before production of com-
mercial quantities. There are no existing coal

leases. Oil and gas leases would not be renewed
and future leasing of oil and gas or coal would not

be allowed. Disturbance from 1,850 acres of

vegetation treatment for wildlife would not occur
in the wilderness area.

It is assumed that, within the nondesignated area,

3,155 acres would be disturbed sometime in the

future due to oil and gas, coal, and locatable min-

eral exploration and development. Overall, 3,175

acres of mineral-related surface disturbance

would occur within the WSA, 25 acres less than

the No Action Alternative and 3,155 acres more
than the All Wilderness Alternative. (Appendix 10

lists the mineral-related surface disturbance as-

sumptions and estimates for the WSA.) In the

nondesignated area, 1,000 acres also could be

disturbed by a vegetation treatment project for

livestock. Total disturbed acres for the Partial

Wilderness Alternative are assumed to be 4,175

acres, as compared to 6,050 acres for the No
Action Alternative and 20 acres for the All Wilder-

ness Alternative.

The analysis of the No Action Alternative, based

on 3,200 acres of surface disturbance from
minerals, shows thatfull development of potential

resources with associated surface disturbance
would affect all of the resources in the WSA at

various positive and negative degrees. Many of

these resources would be affected to a slightly

different degree by this Partial Wilderness Alter-

native which assumes 3,175 acres of mineral-

related surface disturbance. This is partly due to

location and constraints in the 58,480-acre area

designated as wilderness, and partly due to

surface-disturbing mineral activities occurring
mostly in the undesignated portion of the WSA.

AIR QUALITY

Impacts to air quality would be essentially the

same as with the No Action Alternative since all

but about 25 acres of the potential coal surface

mining would occur in the nondesignated area.

GEOLOGY
Surface mining of coal would modify geologic

conditions on 2,800 acres instead of the 2,825

acres for the No Action Alternative.

SOILS

About 4,175 acres of soil would be disturbed as

compared to 6,050 acres with the No Action

Alternative. Most of this difference would be the

1 ,850 acres of vegetation treatment not allowed in

the 58,480-acre wilderness area. Therefore, soil

loss from mineral and energy development would
be only 135 cubic yards/year less than with the No
Action Alternative and 8,451 cubic yards/year

more than with the All Wilderness Alternative.

VEGETATION

This alternative would preserve existing pinyon-

juniper vegetation on 1,875 acres (25 acres where
coal surface mining would be prevented and
1 ,850 acres not treated for deer and bison forage)

that could otherwise be removed with the No
Action Alternative. It would result in removal of up
to 4,175 acres of vegetation, all but 20 acres of

which would be in the area not designated as

wilderness. The 20 acres within the wilderness

would have vegetation removed within, or as a

result of access to, valid existing mining claims

and this could be distributed in several locations.

Considering the expected mined land reclama-

tion and the extensive pinyon juniper available in

the region, the removal of 4,175 acres of this

vegetation type would not be significant to the

vegetation or forest resource.

WATER RESOURCES

The headwater areas in the WSA would be within

the 58,480-acre designated portion, including 20
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springs and 16 miles of perennial streams. This

area also includes the high quality waters. The 7

miles of streams in the nondesignated area are of

lesser quality. This alternative would protect the

most significant water resources in the WSA.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

The area that would be designated wilderness

would be placed in Category 4 status with no new
leasing. There are approximately 58,480 acres of

oil and gas leases in this area. Activities on these

leases would occur subject to the stipulations

issued at the time of leasing.

Itcannot be determined how much of theexisting

potential resource of 3 million barrels of in-place

oil and less than 10 billion cubic feet of natural gas

is estimated to be recoverable within the area that

would be designated as wilderness with this

alternative. Assuming that the loss of potential

resource recovery would be in direct proportion

to the size of the area designated, exploration and
development of a potential resource of up to 2

million barrels of oil and 13 billion cubic feet of

natural gas could be foregone. This would allow

recovery of 1 million more barrels of oil and 7

billion more cubic feet of natural gas than with the

All Wilderness Alternative.

It is concluded that, due to the small size of the

potential deposits, the low certainty that these

exist, and the low likelihood for exploration and
development activities, this alternative is not ex-

pected to result in any significant loss in recovery

of the oil and gas resource.

Coal

Approximately 25 acres of surface minable coal

may be found within the portion of the WSA that

would be designated wilderness. None of this

coal is presently leased and it is assumed that

none of this coal would be leased before wilder-

ness designation. Therefore, this alternative could

result in an estimated 300,000 tons of coal that

may be foregone.

However, in the nondesignated area there are

2,800 acres of surface minable coal resources
containing up to 18.7 million tons of minable coal.

Although none of this currently is leased, it could

be developed in the future without direct limita-

tion from wilderness designation.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 3,200 acres of 226 mining claims

are within the area that would be designated

wilderness. Development work, extraction, and
patenting could continue on valid claims after

wilderness designation under unnecessary or

undue degradation guidelines. After designation,

all other lands (including claims not determined
valid) would be closed to prospecting and devel-

opment (USDI, BLM, 1981b).

It cannot be determined how much of the poten-
tially recoverable minerals (referto Table 5) in the

WSA are within the 58,480-acre area that would
be designated as wilderness under this alterna-

tive. Assuming that the locatable minerals are

evenly distributed in the WSA and that the mineral

deposits are not included in mining claims filed

before designation, the potential for recovery

would be foregone on about 68 percent of the

WSA. Consequently, about 32 percent of the

quantities listed (referto Table 5) are predicted to

be recoverable with this alternative.

Because these metals are not being recovered at

present within the WSA and other uncertainities

involved (i.e., low probability of discovery and
economic considerations), it is unlikely that

exploration or development of locatable minerals

will occur in either portion of the WSA. Therefore,

this alternative would have no significant effect

on recovery of these minerals.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife in the designated area would be impacted
the same as the All Wilderness Alternative and
additional forage for deer and bison would not be
provided. Herd sizes would be expected to remain

near present levels or be reduced slightly due to

forage competition. All of the crucial deer and
bison range (refer to Table 6) would be protected

within the 58,480-acre area designated as wilder-

ness. In the nondesignated area approximately

1 ,000 acres of the proposed vegetation treatment

for livestock could occur and would provide

incidental improvement in wildlife habitat.

FOREST RESOURCES

Impacts to the forest resource would not be signif-

icant since current harvest is low and such use

could be readily met elsewhere. Likewise, neither

of the other two alternatives would have signifi-

cant impacts to forest resources.

LIVESTOCK

Wilderness designation of 58,480 acres of the

WSA would affect domestic livestock grazing

essentially the same as with the All Wilderness

Alternative, except that about 200 additional

AUMs could be obtained from vegetation treat-

ment in the undesignated portion of the WSA. Of
the 3,234 AUMs allocated, 2,060 AUMs would be
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within the designated portion of the WSA and
1.174 AUMs within the nondesignated portion.

Development of future roads or other livestock

management facilities for use with 2,060 AUMs in

the designated portion could be restricted to

preserve wilderness values. Because motorized
vehicles are used very little in livestock manage-
ment, little effect on the management of livestock

grazing is expected in the designated portion.

Livestock grazing conditions in the undesignated
part of the WSA could be improved without wil-

derness constraints.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Because mineral-related surface disturbance in

the WSA would be 3,1 75 acres with this alternative

as compared to 3,200 acres with No Action and 20

acres under All Wilderness, the impact on visual

resources would be nearly the same as the No
Action Alternative and considerably more than

under the All Wilderness Alternative. In the por-

tion recommended for designation, 20 acres of

surface disturbance resulting from mineral explor-

ation and development would cause localized

long-term degradation of scenic values and
exceed VRM Class I management objectives. An
additional 3,155 acres in the nondesignated por-

tion of the WSA would be disturbed by future

mineral activities and would not meet VRM Class

II objectives. The significance of the visual impact

would depend on the scattered nature of the

disturbance. The 1 ,000 acres of land treatment in

the undesignated portion would temporarily result

in a loss of visual quality. Disturbance of a total of

4.175 acres within the WSA would result in local-

ized long-term impairment of visual values and
could significantly affect visual resources in the

WSA, predominantly in the undesignated part.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Seven known sites would be protected within the

designated portion of the WSA. Another 29 known
sites, including the historic stone cabin being

nominated for the National Register, would be

within the undesignated area. Those sites in the

undesignated portion would not receive the added
protection that wilderness designation may pro-

vide, but still would be covered by the normal

cultural resources protection laws and regula-

tions. Due to the potential for up to 3,1 75 acres of

disturbance related to minerals, there would be

an increased chance for needed cultural resource

mitigation or salvage as compared to the All Wil-

derness Alternative. However, as with the No
Action Alternative, there would be little effect on
cultural resources due to the relatively low values

in the WSA.

RECREATION

Impacts on recreational values and opportunities

for the 58,480-acre area that would be designated
as wilderness would be as described in the All

Wilderness Alternative. Little impact on existing

ORV recreational use would be expected due to

the low amount of such activity in the area,

although closure of 4 miles of ways within the

designated portion of the WSA could inconven-
ience a few hunters accustomed to use of those
ways. Hunting likely would remain the major rec-

reational activity in the WSA.

In the area that would not be designated (23,246

acres), little change in recreational use is expec-
ted due to the limited recreational values. About
8.8 miles of ways in this part of the WSA would
continue to be used for ORV access.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Impacts to wilderness values would be the same
as under the All Wilderness Alternative on the

58,480 acres that would bedesignated wilderness.

Size, naturalness (all 58,480 acres are natural),

outstanding opportunities for solitude (all 58,480

acres meet the standard), and special features

would be preserved. The outstanding opportuni-

ties for primitive recreation in the Mt. Ellen area

and the somewhat lesser qualities for hiking and
primitive camping in the Blue Hills portion of the

WSA also would be preserved. Although recrea-

tional use could increase (refer to Recreation

section underthe All Wilderness Alternative), use

relative to the size of the designated area would
be low. Therefore, no significant effect on solitude

and primitive recreation values would be expec-

ted. There could be some loss of wilderness

values due to allowable surface disturbance from

mineral exploration activities on up to 20 acres in

thedesignated area. Additionally, sights, sounds,

and emissions of activities (notably surface min-

ing of coal) within the 23,246-acre area that would
not be designated could result in some loss of

solitude and primitive recreational values within

the adjacent designated portion. Overall, this al-

ternative would provide protection for most of the

southeast part of the WSA, which is the area

where the wilderness qualities are greatest.

In the 23,246-acre area that would not be desig-

nated, there would be 3,155 acres of disturbance

from mineral and energy exploration and devel-

opment activities and 1,000 acres of vegetation

manipulation. Those activities would degrade
wilderness values (naturalness, opportunities for

solitude and primitive recreation, and special

features) from the commencement of activities

through rehabilitation. Thus, long-term impair-
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ment of wilderness values in the portion that

would not be designated could occur although

much of this area is not considered to contain

high quality wilderness values at present. Addi-

tionally, the sights, sounds, and emissions of

those mineral and energy activities could impair

solitude and primitive recreation values in the

portion that would be designated.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

The designated portion of this alternative would
relate to the Land Use Plans and Controls section

as described for the All Wilderness Alternative. If

the 7,553 acres of State land within and adjacent

to the designated area are exchanged for lands

outside the WSA, as requested by the State, then

wilderness designation would not conflict with

the policy of the State of Utah to maximize
economic returns. The undesignated portion

would be consistent with current BLM and county

land use plans.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Partial designation of this WSA is not expected to

result in any changes in existing patterns and
trends of population, employment, and local

income distributions. In the long term, coal de-
velopment could take place on future leases in the

nondesignated portion. This could lead to future

increased income and revenue in Garfield and
Wayne Counties, although this likely would not

occur in the near future. The 3,234 AUMs would
remain available to cattle and could be increased

by about 200 AUMs. Revenue, sales, and returns

to ranchers would be the same as with the No
Action Alternative. Approximately $175,440 per

year in Federal oil and gas leasing revenue that

would otherwise continue under the No Action

Alternative would be lost as leases expire. This is

$45,000 less annual loss than with the All Wilder-

ness Alternative. There would be a potential gain

in Federal revenue from any future coal leases

issued in the undesignated portion. All 23,246

acres could be leased for coal as part of the Henry
Mountain Coal Field, although the probability for

recovery is low except in the Wildcat Mesa area.

Overall, this alternative would have most of the

economic potential as with the No Action Alterna-

tive (except oil and gas lease revenues in the

designated area) but would still protect that part

of the WSA with the highest quality wilderness

values.
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BULL MOUNTAIN WSA
(UT-050-242)

INTRODUCTION

General Description of the Area

Bull Mountain Wilderness Study Area (WSA)
consists of 1 1 ,800 acres of public land in Garfield

and Wayne Counties, about 1 3 miles southwest of

Hanksville, Utah. About 8,300 acres of the WSA
are in Garfield County and 3500 acres are in Wayne
County. Bull Mountain (elevation 9,187 feet) is a
prominent peak in the Henry Mountains and is

joined to Mt. Ellen by Wickiup Ridge. Bull Moun-
tain has extremely steep, rugged sides, and is

domal in shape. Pinyon and juniper trees domi-
nate the lower elevations and mixed conifer trees

are found at higher elevations. Principal uses of

the area include wildlife habitat, livestock graz-

ing, and low intensity recreation and mineral

exploration.

Average annual precipitation ranges from 7

inches at lower elevations to 17 inches atop Bull

Mountain. Temperatures range from -20 degrees
Farenheit (F) to over 80 degrees F depending on
elevation and season.

Specific Issues Identified in Scoping

General issues pertaining to more than Bull

Mountain WSA are discussed in Volume I. Issues

and concerns raised in public scoping meetings
(USDI, BLM, 1984d) andspecificto Bull Mountain
WSA are responded to below:

1. Comment: Because the WSA is in a high

erosion area that could receive erosion con-
trol measures, it should not be designated
wilderness.

Response: The effect of wilderness designa-

tion and nondesignation on soils and poten-

tial erosion control measures in this WSA are

discussed under the Description of the Alter-

natives and Soils sections of this document.
Most of the WSA is in a moderate or slight

erosion class, and no erosion control mea-
sures are planned.

2. Comment: The sensitive plant species

Erigeron cronquistii is in or near thisWSA and
should be considered.

Response: Eriogonum (not Erigeron) cron-

quistii is a sensitive species that occurs in the

WSA. It has been collected only twice, both

times from Bull Mountain. The effect of wil-

derness designation and nondesignation on

this species is discussed in the Vegetation
sections of this document.

3. Comment: The mineral potential of the

WSA is ranked low by Science Applications,

Inc. (SAI, 1982). Based on proprietary infor-

mation, representatives of the mineral indus-

try believe the potential of the WSA to be at

least moderate. This information should be
considered in the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS).

Response: At this time BLM has not made an
independent assessment of geologic infor-

mation gathered by industry. The SAI (1982)

report will be used as the reference on mineral

potential for this EIS, but information pro-

vided by industry and available mineral inves-

tigation reports by the USDI, Geological Sur-

vey and Bureau of Mines will be reviewed by
BLM prior to making final wilderness recom-
mendations to the Secretary of the Interior.

4. Comment: Vegetation manipulation in

this WSA is considered mandatory for the

continued existence of bison and mule deer
within the unit, and designation would elimi-

nate this possibility.

Response: Although an area of approxi-

mately 330 acres could have potential for

chaining and seeding, the project was not

identified or analyzed in BLM planning doc-
uments. It is, therefore, not considered as part

of the No Action Alternative. A short analysis

of the potential benefits of the chaining for

wildlife is included in the Wildlife sections of

this document. The analysis indicates that

vegetation treatments would be beneficial for

bison, but the continued existence of bison

and mule deer in theWSA is not dependent on
potential vegetation manipulation.
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BULL MOUNTAIN WSA

DESCRIPTION OF THE
ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Considered and Eliminated
from Detailed Study

No alternatives were identified for this WSA dur-

ing scoping other than those analyzed.

Alternatives Analyzed

Two alternatives are analyzed for this WSA: (1)

No Action; and (2) All Wilderness (1 1 ,800 acres).

A description of each alternative follows. Where
management intentions have not been clearly

identified, assumptions are made based on man-
agement projections under each alternative.

These assumptions are indicated in each case.

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, none of the 11,800-acre

Bull Mountain WSA would bedesignated by Con-
gress as part of the National Wilderness Preserva-

tion System (NWPS). The area would continue to

be managed in accordance with the Henry Moun-
tain Planning Area Management Framework Plan

(MFP) (USD!, BLM, 1982c). The State land adja-

cent to the WSA (refer to Map 1) has not been
identified in the MFP for special Federal acquisi-

tion through exchange or purchase. State lands

are analyzed as remaining under State owner-
ship.

The following are specific actions that would take

place under this alternative:

• All 1 1 ,800 acres would remain open to min-
eral location, leasing, and sale. Develop-
ment work, extraction, and patenting
would be allowed on existing mining
claims (1,050 acres) and future mining
claims. Development would be regulated

by undue and unnecessary degradation
guidelines (43 Code of Federal Regula-
tions [CFR] 3809). Existing leases (10,800
acres) and future leases could be devel-

oped under Category 1 (standard stipula-

tions) on about 5, 100 acres and Category 2

(standard and special stipulations) on
about 6,700 acres.

• The present domestic livestock grazing

use would continue as authorized in the
MFP (193 Animal Unit Months [AUMs]).
Use and maintenance of the developed
spring would continue without concern for

wilderness values. New rangeland devel-

opments (none planned) could be imple-

mented without wilderness considera-
tions.

• Developments for wildlife, water resour-

ces, etc., would be allowed without con-
cern for wilderness values if in conform-
ance with the current MFP. None are
planned.

• The entire WSA acreage would be open to

vehicular use, and new access routes

would be allowed.

• No commercial woodland harvest sales

would be allowed in accordance with the

Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP.

• The area would continue to be managed
under Visual Resource Management
(VRM) Class II (9,880 acres) and Class IV

(1,920 acres).

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken without

concern for protecting wilderness values in

instances which threaten human life, prop-

erty, or high-value resources.

• Activities for the purpose of gathering

information would be allowed by permit

provided they are carried on in an envi-

ronmentally sound manner.

• Motorized hunting would be allowed sub-

ject to applicable State and Federal laws

and regulations.

• Control of predators would be allowed to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

vent special and serious losses of domestic
livestock. Methods of control would be
determined as appropriate without con-

cern for wilderness values.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

(PROPOSED ACTION)

Under this alternative, ail 1 1 ,800 acres of the Bull

Mountain WSA would be designated by an act of
Congress as part of the NWPS (refer to Map 2). It

would be managed in accordance with the "Wil-
derness Management Policy" (USDI, BLM,
1981b) to preserve its wilderness character. No
State lands are located in the WSA; however, four
sections are adjacent (refer to Map 1). One of
these, Section 32, Township 30 South, Range 11

East, while not considered an in-holding, would
be completely surrounded if Bull Mountain and
Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSAs were designated wil-

derness. If this were to occur, the State would
recommend this section for exchange. The three
remaining State sections would likely not be
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exchanged. Should land transfers be made, it is

assumed that management and types of impacts
to former State in-holdings would be the same as
those on adjacent Federal lands and no specific

analysis is given here. Refer to Volume I for

further information on State in-holdings. The fig-

ures and acreages given under this alternative are

for Federal lands only. No private or split estate

lands are located in the WSA.

The following are specific actions that would be
taken under this alternative:

• After wilderness designation, all 11,800
acres would be withdrawn from mineral
location and closed to new mineral leasing

and mineral sale. Development work,
extraction, and patenting would be allowed
to continue on that portion of the approxi-

mately 1,050 acres of existing mining
claims that may be determined to be valid.

Development would be regulated by undue
and unnecessary degradation guidelines

(43 CFR 3800) with wilderness as a consid-
eration. Existing oil and gas leases involv-

ing about 10,800 acres would be phased
out upon expiration unless a find of oil or

gas in commercial quantities is shown.

• Present domestic livestock grazing would
be allowed to continue as authorized in the

Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP. The
193 AUMs in the WSA would remain avail-

able to livestock as presently allotted. The
use and maintenance of rangeland devel-

opments existing at the time of designation

(in this case one developed spring) could

continue in the same manner as in the past

based on practical necessity and reason-

ableness. After designation, new develop-

ments (none are planned) would be
allowed on a case-by-case basis if neces-
sary for rangeland and/or wilderness
resource protection and management and
if consistent with wilderness protection

standards (refer to Appendix 1).

• New water resource facilities or watershed
activities not related to rangeland or wild-

life management would be allowed after

designation only if they would enhance
wilderness values, correct conditions
presenting imminent hazard to life or prop-

erty, or if authorized by the President pur-

suant to 4(d) (4) (1) of the Wilderness Act
(Eighty-Eighth Congress of the U.S.,

1964). Except for the spring development
noted above, no water resource facilities or

treatments are located in the Bull Mountain
WSA, and none are currently planned.

• Wildlife transplants or improvements
would be allowed after designation only if

they are compatible with wilderness
values. None are existing or planned in this

WSA.

• The entire 11,800-acre area would be
closed to off-road vehicle (ORV) use
except for: (1) users with valid existing

rights if approved by BLM in accordance
with CFR rules

; or (2) occasional and
short-term vehicular access approved by
BLM for maintenance of approved live-

stock developments. The approximately 3

miles of existing vehicular ways in the area

would not be available for vehicular use
except as indicated above. About 8 miles

(40 percent) of the WSA boundary follow

existing gravel and dirt roads that would
remain open to vehicular travel.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and pro-

tection of the 11,800-acre wilderness. As
part of that plan, it is assumed that a

maintenance-and-use border would be
allowed along roads adjacent to the wil-

derness area for purposes of road mainte-

nance, temporary vehicle pull-off, and
trailhead parking. This border would be up
to 100 feet from the edge of the road travel

surface.

• Harvest of forest products would not be
allowed except for harvest of pinyon nuts

or noncommercial gathering of dead-and-
down wood if accomplished by other than

mechanical means. There is no harvest of

forest products at the present time, nor is

any specifically planned.

• Visual resources in the wilderness would
be managed in accordance with VRM Class

I, standards which generally allow for only

natural ecological change.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken in

instances which threaten human life, prop-

erty, or high-value resources on adjacent

nonwilderness lands or where unaccepta-
ble change to the wilderness resource
would result if the measures were not

taken. Measures taken must be those hav-

ing the least adverse impact to wilderness

values (those which least alter the land-

scape or disturb the land surface). There-
fore, it is assumed that firefighting would
be limited to hand and aerial techniques.
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• Any activity for the purpose of gathering

information about natural resources would
be allowed by permit provided it is carried

on in a manner compatible with the preser-

vation of thewilderness resource. Research
and other studies would be conducted
without use of motorized equipment or

construction of temporary or permanent
structures unless nootherfeasiblealterna-

tives exist.

• Nonmotorized hunting would be allowed
subject to applicable State and Federal

laws and regulations.

• Where control of predators is necessary to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

vent special and serious losses of domestic
livestock, it would be accomplished by
methods directed at eliminating the offend-

ing individuals while at the same time pres-

enting the least possible hazard to other

animals or to wilderness visitors. Poison
baits or cyanide guns would not be used. A
predator control program would be
approved only upon clear showing that

removal of the offending predators would
not diminish the wilderness values of the

area.

Summary of Environmental
Consequences

Table 1 summarizes the main environmental con-
sequences resulting from implementation of the

alternatives. Only those resources that would be
affected significantly or differently by the alterna-

tives are listed in the table to provide a compari-
son of the alternatives.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Unless otherwise stated, information from this

section is based on the Henry Mountain Unit

Resource Analysis and MFP (USDI, BLM, 1982c)
and other BLM technical reports and documents.

Air Quality

The Bull Mountain WSA is in a Prevention of Sig-

nificant Deterioration (PSD) Class II area under
the provisions of the Clean Air Act as amended.
Capitol Reef National Park, 16 miles west of the

WSA, and Canyonlands National Park, 30 miles

east, are Class I areas. Air quality and visibility are

generally very good to excellent. TheWSA is near
the center of the area with the highest visual range
(70+ miles) in the United States (Environmental
Protection Agency, 1979).

Geology

The Bull Mountain WSA is located in the Canyon-
lands section of the Colorado Plateau Physiogra-
phic Province. I n general, this province is charac-
terized by deep canyons, gently dipping
sedimentary rocks, and retreating escarpments.
Bull Mountain is part of the Henry Mountains and
is located in the transition zone between the

Henry Mountains Basin on the west and the Mon-
ument Upwarp on the east.

Bull Mountain is associated with Mt. Ellen, which
is one of five of the Henry Mountain domes
formed by the deformation that accompanied
physical injection of semifluid magma into the

upper crust. The structural form of these moun-
tains composes what are known as stocks and
laccoliths. At the center of each of the mountain
domes is a stock, around which the laccoliths and
intrusive bodies are clustered.

The laccoliths were injected radially away from
the stocks into the surrounding sedimentary
rocks along bedding planes in between the more
incompetent layers. Bull Mountain is actually a

different form of an intrusion referred to as a

bysmalith. The bysmalith is almost like a lacco-

lith, with the noted exception that the sedimen-
tary rocks forming the roof of the intrusion were
lifted by faulting rather than arching. There are

several sedimentary formations outcropping
within the WSA. They range in age from Jurassic

to Cretaceous and consist of the following units,

in ascending order: the Carmel, Entrada, Curtis,

Summerville, Morrison, Dakota, and Mancos
Formations.

These sedimentary units are found on the flanks

of Bull Mountain and to the north and east in the

flat desert portions of the WSA. In addition to the

sedimentary units present in the WSA, there are

igneous rocks which make up Bull Mountain.

The topography of the WSA is dominated by the

Bull Mountain bysmalith. The mountain has

extremely steep, rugged sides and is domal in

shape. The sides are broken by relatively shallow,

but almost vertical, canyons radiating out from

the top in all directions. The canyons are sepa-

rated by almost vertical intervening ridges.

Although the mountain drains in all directions, all

runoff flows into the Dirty Devil River. The moun-
tain reaches an elevation of 9,187 feet and stands
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
BULL MOUNTAIN WSA

Resource

Alternatives

No Action
All Wilderness

(11,800 Acres)

Mineral and Although likelihood of development is low, po-

Energy tential recovery could be achieved for up to 3

Resources million barrels of oil, 18 billion cubic feet of nat-

ural gas, 500 tons of uranium oxide, 25 tons of

gold, 500 tons of silver, and 50,000 tons of

copper.

(Proposed Action)

Oil and gas likely would not be recovered. As-

suming a worst-case analysis, recovery of

uranium, gold, silver, and copper may also be

foregone. Due to the low likelihood of recovery

of these mineral resources, however, the loss

of development opportunity would not be signif-

icant.

Wildlife

Livestock

Visual

Resources

Recreation

Wilderness

Values

Land Use

Plans and

Controls

Socio-

economics

About 1.5 percent of the WSA could be directly

affected by mineral and energy development,

which could adversely affect wildlife habitat.

About 3 percent of the crucial deer and bison

range would be adversely affected.

Grazing of 193 AUMs and maintenance of

existing developments would continue. New
developments for livestock could be con-

structed; however, none are now proposed.

The quality of visual resources could be im-

paired on 1 80 acres.

ORV use could continue on 3 miles of ways at

current low levels. Overall recreational use

could increase from the present 20 visitor days

to 30 over the next 20 years. Up to 180 acres

of mineral-related disturbance could reduce the

quality of primitive recreation.

Wilderness values could be lost on up to 180

acres (1.5 percent of the WSA), but the values

in the WSA as a whole would not be affected.

This alternative would be consistent with Gar-

field and Wayne County policies, State of Utah

plans and policies, and the current BLM Henry

Mountain MFP.

Annual local sales of less than $9,042 and

Federal revenues of up to $35,670 would con-

tinue. Employment and income could increase

from new mineral and energy development, but

probability is low.

Wildlife would benefit from solitude.

Grazing of 193 AUMs and maintenance of

existing developments would continue. Little ef-

fect on current livestock management is ex-

pected. If proposed, certain new developments

might not be allowed.

Visual quality could be impaired on up

acres.

to 20

The WSA, including 3 miles of existing ways,

would be closed to ORV use. Primitive recrea-

tional use could increase by an undetermined

amount due to publicity associated with wilder-

ness designation.

Wilderness values would be protected, except

on up to 20 acres, which may be disturbed

under valid mineral rights.

Designation would conflict with Garfield and

Wayne County concepts of multiple use. It

would constitute amendment of the BLM Henry

Mountain MFP.

Annual local sales of less than $9,042 and

Federal revenues of up to $270 would con-

tinue, but Federal revenues of up to $35,400

annually from mineral leasing would be

foregone. Opportunity for future mineral and

energy development could be reduced in the

WSA.
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nearly 3,000 feet above the surrounding sedimen-
tary plateau.

Soils

Soils in theWSA rangefrom high mountain loams
and shales to shallow desert sands. Areawide,

slopes vary from 2 to 60 percent and average

about 20 to 30 percent. Table 2 summarizes soil

erosion condition for the entire WSA. Erosion

condition was determined by using soil surface

factors (terms are defined in the Glossary).

TABLE 2

Erosion Condition

The Bull Mountain WSA lies in the Colorado Pla-

teau Province Ecoregion as shown on the Bailey-

Kuchler ecosystems map (USDI, Geological Sur-
vey, 1978). The potential natural vegetation (PNV)
types of the WSA are listed on Table 4. PNV is the

vegetation types that would exist if plant success-
sion were allowed to reach climax without human
interference. It does not necessarily reflect the
actual vegetation present. PNV is an important
object of research because it reveals the biologi-

cal potential of a site.

TABLE 4

Potential Natural Vegetation Types

Total Annual

Annual Soil Loss Soil Loss for

per Acre (cubic WSA (cubic

Classification yard/acre) Acres Pei cent of WSA yard)

Severe 5.4

Critical 27 460 4 1,242

Moderate 1.3 4,120 35 5,356

Slight 0.6 3,860 33 2,316

Stable 0.3

Unclassified 3,360 28 Unknown

Total 1 1 ,800 100 Exceeds 8,915

PNV Type Acres Percent of WSA

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c; Leifeste, 1978.

Vegetation

The predominant vegetation types in theWSA are

pinyon-juniper and shrub-grass. Some mixed
conifers occur at the higher elevations. Stands of

ponderosa pineand mixed coniferare found near
Dandelion Flat.

Eriogonum cronquistii, a sensitive plant species,

occurs within the WSA. There are no officially

listed threatened or endangered plant species in

the WSA.

Existing vegetation types for the WSA are sum-
marized in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Existing Vegetation i Types

Ex isting Vegetati on Type Acres Percent of WSA

Pinyon •juniper 4,838 41

Shrubs and grasses 4.248 36

Aspen, fir, pine 1,652 14

Badlan ds, rock 1.062 9

Arizona pine forest

Juniper-pinyon woodland

2,000

9.800

17

83

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Source: USDI, Geological Survey, 1978.

Water Resources

This WSA contains portions of the watersheds of

four streams: Bull Creek, Butler Wash, Crescent
Creek, and Granite Creek. The WSA is the

recharge recovery area for many springs in the

adjacent deserts. There are three springs and no
perennial streams in the WSA. Springs at higher

elevations contain fairly good quality water.

There is little potential for wells or underground
water use. Generally, underground water sources
are saline and not acceptable for human use.

Mineral and Energy Resources

The BLM, in consultation with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy, had each WSA within Utah inde-

pendently assessed for its energy and mineral

resources bySAI (1982). Referto Appendix5fora
detailed description of the SAI rating system.

The potential for mineral resources in this WSA is

low, due to a marginally favorable geologic envi-

ronment. An overall importance rating (OIR) of 2

was assigned to the Bull Mountain WSA by SAI

(1982).TheOIR isgiven on ascaleof 1 to4, where
4 is equated with high mineral importance. The
OIR attempts to integrate the individual mineral

resource evaluations for a tract with other data,

such as gross economics or the proposed loca-

tion of energy corridors, into a summary number
that reflects an overall assessment of the resource

importance of the WSA.

8
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If the WSA is recommended as suitable for wil-

derness, its mineral importance will be reviewed

by the USDI, Geological Survey and Bureau of

Mines in an independent mineral investigation

report for the WSA. Reports will be made available

to the public and will be submitted to the Presi-

dent and Congress as required by the Federal

Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA). BLM
and theSecretary of the Interior will also consider

the reports prior to making final wilderness

recommendations. All mineral resources within

the area were assigned favorabilities of f2 or less.

The energy and mineral resource rating summary
is given in Table 5.

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling

Act, as amended, provides that strategic and criti-

cal materials be identified and stockpiled in the

interest of national defense to prevent a costly

and dangerous dependence on foreign sources in

time of a national emergency. The Act defines

strategic and critical materials as those needed to

supply military, industrial, and essential civilian

needs during a national emergency but are not

found or produced in the United States in suffi-

cient quantities to meet such a need. The WSA
could contain deposits of copper and silver that

are currently listed as strategic and critical mate-
rials (Federal Emergency Management Agency,
1 983). Although listed as strategic, copper is rela-

tively common and supplies currently exceed
domestic demand. Silver would be present in the

WSA in only small amounts.

TABLE 5

Mineral and Energy Resource Rating Summary

Ratin9

Resource Favorability' Certainty 2 Estimated Resource

Oil and Gas f2 d Less than 10 million barrels

of oil; less than 60 million

cubic feet of gas

Copper f2 C1 Less than 50.000 tons

Uranium (2 d Less than 500 tons

Coal f1 c4 None

Geothermal f1 c3 None

Hydroelectric (1 C4 None

Gold f2 C1 Less than 25 tons

Silver f2 d Less than 500 tons

Source: SAI, 1982.

1 Favorability of the WSA's geologic environment for a

resource (f1 = lowest, f4 = highest).
2 Degree of certainty that the resource exists within the WSA
(d = lowest, c4 = highest).

LEASABLE MINERALS

There are no known occurrences of leasable min-

erals occurring in the WSA, nor is there any active

drilling involving leasable minerals. All of the

WSA is under lease for oil and gas. Approximately
10 million barrels of in-place oil (3 million esti-

mated recoverable) or 60 billion cubic feet of nat-

ural gas (18 million cubic feet estimated recover-

able) could occur within the WSA. Refer to

Appendix 6 for an explanation of recoverability

estimates.

Approximately 4,720 acres of the leases in the

WSA are pre-FLPMA and 7,080 acres are post-

FLPMA. Oil and gas leases issued prior to the

passage of FLPMA in October 1 976 are referred to

as pre-FLPMA leases and are managed differently

than those issued after that date. The latter are

known as post-FLPMA leases.

Pre-FLPMA leases are governed by stipulations

determined at the time of lease application,

before wilderness studies were mandated. These
stipulations may allow for the impairment of wil-

derness values, as a prior and existing right asso-

ciated with lease development.

Post-FLPMA leases in WSAs contain more re-

strictive stipulations which require exploration

and development to be nonimpairing to wil-

derness values. Post-FLPMA leases generally

require restricted access and special reclama-

tion provisions, such as topographic contour-

ing, special seeding, and hydromulching
(USDI, BLM, 1981b). Because of less restric-

tive requirements, pre-FLPMA leases may be
more economical to explore and develop

than post-FLPMA.

Leases producing oil or gas prior to their original

expiration date or those that are part of a unitized

field would continue. Undeveloped leases would
terminate on their expiration dates (usually 10

years from the date of issuance). Wilderness
designation would not affect the termination of

existing leases.

The relatively unfavorable igneous history and
the discouraging results of nearby exploration in

the Paradox Basin resulted in the Bull Mountain
WSA's favorability rating of f2 for the occurrence
of oil and gas resources ( refer to Table 5) . Leasing
categories and approximate acreages for the

WSA are: Category 1 (open with standard stipu-

lations), 5,100 acres; and Category 2 (open with

standard and special stipulations), 6,700 acres.

LOCATABLE MINERALS

Portions of the area have been thoroughly pros-

pected and studied geologically. There are no
known deposits of locatable minerals in the WSA;
however, there is a relatively high certainty that

small deposits of gold, silver, and copper occur
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within the WSA. The area is considered margi-
nally favorable for uranium deposits (refer to

Table 5 for quantities).

Development work, extraction, and patenting

would be allowed to continue on valid claims after

wilderness designation. After designation, all

other lands (including claims not determined
valid) within wilderness would be closed to pros-

pecting and exploration (USDI, BLM, 1983c).

Approximately 10 percent (1,050 acres) of the

WSA is covered by 51 mining claims in the west,

north, and east portions of the WSA. Based on
geologic evidence and economic considerations,

it is determined that the WSA has low potential for

mineral resource development and recovery.

SALABLE MINERALS

The only known or possible occurrences of sal-

able minerals in the WSA are sand and gravel.

Potential markets are very small and there are

available sources of supply closer than those in

the WSA.

Wildlife

GameanimalsintheWSA includemuledeer, cot-

tontails, chukars, cougar, doves, and band-tailed

pigeon. Bison use parts of the WSA. Several fur-

bearers, other small mammals, and birds are

found intheWSA. Nothreatened, endangered, or

sensitive animal species inhabit the WSA. There
are no existing or proposed wildlife management
facilities in the WSA. The WSA contains 4,550

acres of crucial deer summer range and 7,000

acres of crucial bison summer range. Current

population estimates are59 deer and 17 bison. No
vegetation manipulation projects are currently

planned. An area of approximately 330 acres

within the WSA could have potential for chaining

and seeding.

Forest Resources

Scattered pinyon-juniper trees are found
throughout and in areas adjacent to the- WSA.
There are scattered stands of ponderosa pine,

Douglas fir, aspen, and subalpine fir; these spe-

cies are found primarily at Dandelion Flat and on
Wickiup Ridge. Timber volume and terrain pre-

clude economic harvest. There has been no har-

vest of this resource in this WSA since the early

1900s. The current land use plan recommends no
commercial harvest of these species due to lack

of demand and protection of scenic, wildlife, and
recreation values. There is no record of recent

harvest of any forest products in the WSA. Gener-
ally, there are better, more accessible resources
closer to regional markets.

Livestock and Wild Horses/Burros

Livestock use is confined to the margins of the
WSA because of rugged terrain. No areas within
the WSA have been identified for vegetation
manipulation projects. Portions of four allot-

ments are in the WSA. Only one of the four has
allocated forage within the WSA. There are an
estimated 193AUMs in theWSA (refertoTable6),
and use is below the estimated forage production.
The only livestock support facility is one deve-
loped spring. No additional improvements are
proposed.

Neither wild horses nor burros inhabit this WSA.

TABLE 6

Livestock Grazing Use Data

Number
Number of Number of of AUMs

Allotment Season of Use Livestock Permittees in WSA

Sawmill Basin 6/16 to 8/31 110 cattle 2

Cresent Creek 6/1 to 9/15 95 cattle 1

Burr Point 11/1 to 5/31 304 cattle

2,310 sheep

9

1

193

Hanksville 11/1 to 5/31 665 cattle

2,090 sheep

7

1

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Visual Resources

Scenic values are exceptional throughout the

majority of the WSA; there is a variety of vegeta-

tion and landforms which contrasts with the sur-

rounding desert. The east side of the WSA is vis-

ible from Highway U-95, which has an average
daily traffic (ADT) count of 540 vehicles. The west
side of the WSA is clearly visible from the Sawmill
Basin Road, a secondary travel route which
divides theBull Mountain WSA from the Mt. Ellen-

Blue Hills WSA.

The BLM VRM class and scenic quality ratings in

the WSA are shown in Table 7, while the VRM
system is explained in Appendix 7.
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TABLE 7

Visual Resource Quality and Management Class

Element Acres Pei cent of WSA

Scenic Quality

Class A 9,880 84

Class B 1.920 16

Class C

Management Class

Class 1

Class II 9.880 84

Class III

Class IV 1.920 16

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Cultural Resources

There are six recorded archaeological sites

(primarily campsites) and no recorded historical

sites in the WSA. The WSA is thought to have a

low potential for discovery of additional sites.

There are no sites listed in the National Register

of Historic Places nor are any known sites eligible

for listing. However, the Bull Creek Archaeologi-

cal District, which is on the National Register of

Historic Places, is located immediately north of

the WSA. There are 113 recorded sites in this

district.

Recreation

Fifteen recreational opportunities in this WSA
were evaluated for their quality. Eleven opportu-

nities are present in varying degrees. A summary
of selected activities follows.

Dayhiking opportunities are good because of

easy access to a hiking route to the summit of Bull

Mountain. Recreationists can also hike down
Wickiup Ridge from Wickiup Pass, but vegetation

restricts movement. Hiking routes total approxi-

mately 9 miles.

General sightseeing opportunities are good due
to the excellent views of Mt. Ellen (3 miles west),

Sawmill Basin, and the canyons of the Dirty Devil

River (12 miles east). Also, one can observe many
layers of twisted sedimentary rock on the east

side of the WSA.

Except for areas near Dandelion Flat and the

south end of Wickiup Ridge, the topography and
size of the WSA restrict overnight camping and
backpacking opportunities.

Visitor use is estimated at approximately 20 visitor

days annually. This reflects the day use the area

receives (i.e., a round trip to the Bull Mountain
summit takes less than 4 hours). The Lonesome
Beaver Campground is on the west side of the

WSA in Sawmill Basin.

Due to the presence of bison summer range and
other wildlife habitat, this WSA contributes

toward hunting opportunities in the Henry Moun-
tain Resource Area. The amount of hunting inthe

WSA is not known, but the following species

account for the listed visitor days related to hunt-

inq within the entire Henry Mountain Resource
Area: bison, 175 days; deer, 342 days; and
upland game, 1,106 days. There is little, if any,

ORV use in the area due to the rugged terrain. The
3 miles of existing vehicular ways may occasion-

ally be used for hunting and othertypes of recrea-

tion access. Commercial outfitters do not use the

WSA on a regular basis. A few commercial per-

mits have been issued since 1980.

Wilderness Values

SIZE

This WSA contains 11,800 acres and is approxi-

mately 8 miles long and4 mileswideatthewidest
point. It is immediately adjacent to the 58,480-

acre Mt. Ellen-Blue Hills WSA; the two WSAs are

separated only by the gravel Sawmill Basin Road.

NATURALNESS

The Bull Mountain WSA is in a completely natural

condition. There are no human intrusions requir-

ing rehabilitation.

SOLITUDE

Opportunities for recreationists to find solitude

(i.e., a secluded spot away from others) within the

WSA are influenced by size, topography, vegeta-

tion, and the absence of distracting sights and
sounds. TheWSA totals 1 1 ,800 acres and consists

of steep slopes along Wickiup Ridge leading to

Bull Mountain, which tend to concentrate visitor

use into travel routes. Several small canyons are

found on the eastern side of the WSA. The
pinyon-juniper vegetation does not significantly

screen recreationists from each other. There are

no outside sights and sounds that would have a

significant adverse effect on one's ability to find

solitude in the WSA. On Bull Mountain, views of

the Henry Mountains and the surrounding deserts

also enhance the feeling of solitude. These fac-

tors, when considered together, indicate that the

quality of the opportunities for finding solitude

are outstanding throughout the WSA.
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PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION

Opportunities for primitive and unconfined
recreation were evaluated by considering miles of

potential hiking routes in relation to the WSA's
size, the various recreational opportunities pres-

ent, and an evaluation of the quality of these
opportunities. The entire 11,800-acre WSA was
determined, on the basis of quality and diversity,

to have outstanding opportunities for primitive,

unconfined recreation.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Special features in the WSA are geologic and
scenic. There are excellent views of the desert

canyon country and the other Henry Mountains
from the summit of Bull Mountain. The summit of

Bull Mountain also provides excellent opportuni-
ties for geologic study.

Land Use Plans and Controls

There are no State or private in-holdings in the

WSA. There are four State sections adjacent to the

WSA. Approximately 160 acres of private lands

are adjacent to the WSA on the north side. There
are no private subsurface rights or rights-of-way

on Federal land. Mineral leases and claims are

discussed in the Mineral and Energy Resources
section.

The Garfield County Master Plan (Five County
Association of Governments, 1984) covers the

southern 8,500 acres of the WSA. The Master Plan

recognizes that the county possesses "... some
of the most spectacular scenery in the United
States .... The county is sparsely populated and
most of it is in its original pristine condition."

Garfield County has proposed to the Utah Con-
gressional Delegation that 111,053 acres of BLM
lands in three WSAs and 31,600 acres in one
Forest Service unit be recommended for wilder-

ness. The county plan recommends that the

remaining lands within the county, including the

Bull Mountain WSA, be retained for multiple uses.

The plan's concept of multiple use includes fores-

try, livestock grazing, mining, wildlife, and recrea-

tion.

The Wayne County, Final Report, Master Plan-

ning Project (Call Engineering, Inc., 1976) does
not address this area specifically, but generally

recommends that "... open spaces be used for

many purposes rather than strictly as wilderness

areas." It also states "... outstanding natural

landmarks should be preserved as much as pos-

sible."

The WSA is managed under the BLM Henry
Mountain Planning Area MFP which allows multi-
ple uses as described in the No Action Alternative.
The Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP has
been reviewed by the Governor of Utah and found
to be consistent with State plans.

Socioeconomics

DEMOGRAPHICS

The WSA lies within the boundaries of Wayne and
Garfield Counties, two of Utah's least populated
and most rural counties. In 1980, the Wayne
County population was 1 ,91 1 reflecting a popula-
tion density of 0.77 persons per square mile (U.S.

Department of Commerce [USDC], Bureau of the
Census, 1983; University of Utah, Bureau of Eco-
nomic and Business Research, 1979). In 1980, the
Garfield County population was 3,673, reflecting

a population density of 0.71 persons per square
mile (USDC, Bureau of the Census, 1983; Univer-
sity of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, 1979).

The closest community to the WSA is Hanksville,

a small community of approximately 351 people,
located about 21 road miles to the northwest.
Green River, about 85 miles north of the WSA in

Emery County, is a main gateway and service area
for visitors to the Bull Mountain area.

EMPLOYMENT

Wayne and Garfield Counties are two of the poor-
est counties in the State of Utah (South et al.,

1983). Government employment represents the

largest employment sector within Wayne County
with agriculture a close second and a dominant
economic activity of the area. Nonfarm proprie-

tors represent the third largest sector of Wayne
County employment (refer to Table 8). Wayne
County has some tourism and lumber activities;

however, the principal commercial center is Rich-
field, Utah, located in SevierCounty (South etal.,

1983). Green River, about 66 road miles north of

the WSA in Emery County, is a main gateway and
service area for visitors to the Bull Mountain area.

Garfield County serves as the southern gateway
to the WSA. Government is the largest employ-
ment sector within the county and represents 21

percent of the work force followed by construc-

tion, services, manufacturing, and agriculture.

The county, however, maintains a diversified

economic base (South et al., 1983). The Town of

Escalante relies on farming, stockraising, and
lumbering, supplemented by tourism, some oil
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production, and government employment (South
et al., 1983). Another town, Boulder, continues to

rely on agriculture.

TABLE 8

TABLE 9

1980 Personal Income and Earnings

Wayne and Garfield Counties, Utah

isou cmpiuymem
Wayne and Garfield Counties. Utah

Wayne County Garfield County

Earnings

Income

(in

Annual

Growth

Rate

1975-80

Earnings

Income

(in

Annual

Wayne County Garfield County
Growth

Rate

Industrial Sector Number Percent Number Percent 1975-80

Type/Source $1,000) (Percent) $1,000) (Percent)

Agriculture

Mining

191

9

25

1

236

210

11

10
Total Labor and

Proprietors' Income

Construction 84 11 379 17 (Earnings) 8.245 175 24.792 21 9

Manufacturing 37 5 248 11
Total Labor and

Transportation, Communication, and Proprietors' Income

Utilities 3 — 85 4 by Industry Source

Wholesale and Retail Trade 42 5 125 6 Farm 917 178 949 16.6

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 12 2 16 14 Nonfarm 7,328 174 23.843 222

Services 31 4 266 12
Private

Agricultural

5,268

81

227
(D)

19,049

79

26.5

(D)

Government 207 27 457 21 Service and Other

Nonfarm Proprietors 152 20 157 7
Mining

Construction

(D)

(D)

(D)

(D)

4.222

5,536

470
66.5

Total 768 100 2.179 100
Manufacturing

Transportation and

Public Utilities

Wholesale Trade

291

183

69

4,1

09
1 8

3,294

1,545

96

142

Sources: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1980;
168
1.3

USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982. Retail Trade 496 34 1,302 76
Finance. Insurance

and Real Estate (D) (D) 189 (D)

Services 416 11,1 2.786 16 3

Government 2,060 82 4.794 108

INCOME AND REVENUES

In 1980, the nonfarm industry sector in Wayne
County produced nearly 89 percent or $7.3 mil-

lion of total labor and proprietors' income within

the county. This represented an annual growth
rate of 17.4 percent between 1975 and 1980, and
higher than the 13.9-percent growth rate expe-
rienced by the State (refer to Table 9). Within this

total income, the private sector produced, mainly

from mining and construction, 72 percent of these

earnings and the government sector, 28 percent.

Farm labor and proprietors' income totaled $0.9

million or 1 1 .1 percent of total personal earnings

(University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Bus-
iness Research, 1982).

In Garfield County, the nonfarm industry sector in

1 980 produced over 96 percent of total labor and
proprietors' income representing an annual
growth rate of approximately 22 percent (Univer-

sity of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, 1982) (refer to Table 9). Almost 80 per-

cent of this income came from the private sector,

principally mining, construction, and manufac-
turing, while government sources produced
approximately 20 percent of personal income and
earnings for the county. Farming produced 3.8

percent of the county's total personal income,
amounting to $949,000.

Sources: USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982: University of

Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, 1982.

(D) Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential information or for

items $50,000 or less. Data are included to totals.

Economic-related activities in the WSA include

mineral exploration, livestock production, and
recreation. Table 10 summarizes local sales and
Federal revenues from the WSA. Appendix 9 iden-

tifies the multiplers used to estimate sales and
revenues.

The WSA has 51 mining claims. Regulations
require a $100 annual expenditure per claim for

labor and improvements, an undetermined part of

which is spent in the local economy. Not all of

these claims are current in assessment work.

No oil and gas or mineral has been produced from
the WSA. Therefore, mineral and energy resource
production from the WSA has not contributed to

local employment or income.

Eleven livestock operators have a total grazing
privilege of 193 AUMs within the WSA. If all this

forage were utilized, it would account for $3,860
of livestock sales and $965 of ranchers' returns to

labor and investment.
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TABLE 10

Local Sales and Federal Revenues

Source Annual Local Sales 1 Annual Federal Revenues

Oil and Gas Leases None $35,400

Mining Claim Assessment Less than 5.100 None

Livestock Grazing $3,860 $27.20

Recreational Use Less than $ 82.00 Unknown 2

Total Less than $9,042 Up to $34,427.20

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES OF
ALTERNATIVES

Sources: BLM Files; Appendix 9.

'Local sales represent money potentially spent. They do not

account for the total local income that would be generated

by these expenditures.

2A few commercial permits have been issued since 1980.

The WSA's nonmotorized recreational use and
related local expenditures are low. These expen-
ditures are insignificant to both the local econ-
omy and individual businesses. There is little or

no motorized recreational use in the WSA. The
actual amount of income generated locally from
recreational use in the WSA is unknown. How-
ever, an approximate range of expenditures can
be deduced from Dalton (1982). This study indi-

cates that statewide average expenditures per

recreational visitor day for all types of recreation

in Utah are approximately $4.10. The recreational

use for Bull Mountain WSA is estimated as about
20 visitor days per year. Only a portion of the

expenditures for recreational use of theWSA con-
tribute to the local economy of Wayne and Gar-
field Counties.

The WSA generates Federal revenues from min-
eral leases and claims and livestock, (refer to

Table 10).

Mineral leases in the WSA cover approximately
1 1 ,800 acres. At up to $3 per acre, lease rental fees

generate up to $35,400 of Federal revenues annu-
ally. Half of these monies are allocated to the

State, which then reallocates these revenues to

various funds, the majority of which are related to

energy development and mitigation of hocal

impacts of energy and mineral development.

Average actual livestock use and, therefore,

revenues generated from grazing in the WSA are

unknown; however, the permittees in the WSA
can use up to 193 AUMs per year. Based on a

$1 .40 per AUM grazing fee, the WSA can poten-
tially generate $270.20 of grazing fee revenues
annually, 50 percent of which would be allocated

back to the local BLM districtforthe construction

of rangeland improvements.

Analysis Assumptions
For All Alternatives

and Guidelines

1. The alternatives would be carried out as
cited in the Description of the Alternatives
section.

2. Future users in the WSA would meet
requirements for all applicable Federal, State,

and local permits.

3. Designation of an area as wilderness
would not result in impacts due to direct dis-

turbance of resources. Any direct disturb-

ance of resources under wilderness designa-
tion would result from use of prior rights that

must be recognized by BLM. Such disturb-

ance could occur with or without wilderness
designation and is assumed to occur at one
time.

4. The impacts of wilderness designation
would result from (1) protection of certain

resources; (2) denial of the opportunity to

develop certain resources; or (3) restrictions

placed on or changes in allowable manage-
ment practices and land uses.

5. Estimates of in-place mineral resources
are given based on a mineral resource evalua-
tion of BLM WSAs by SAI (1982). These esti-

mates were based on literature studies and
known mining activities in the vicinity of the
WSAs. The analysis presented in this section
identifies the estimated amount of potentially

recoverable mineral resources and then,

using BLM's field experience and judgment,
qualifies the probability of future develop-
ment based on terrain, transportation, and
economic factors. Appendix 6 records the
methodology for estimation of potentially

recoverable mineral resources.

6. Once designated, management of an area

as wilderness would continue in perpetuity.

No Action Alternative

The major changes that could occur in the area
(although the likelihood is thought to be low)

would be related to oil and gas and locatable

mineral exploration and development. The area
would be open to resource use and development
without controls for wilderness protection. The
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degree of future development is unknown but
would probably berelatively lowduetotheWSA's
rough terrain and limited resource potential. The
following is a worst-case analysis based on the
assumption that minerals would be developed
sometime in the future and cause the following
disturbance: oil and gas, 160 acres; uranium,
copper, gold, and silver, 20 acres. (Appendix 10
lists surface disturbance assumptions and esti-

mates.)

AIR QUALITY

The WSA would continue to be managed by the
State of Utah as a PSD Class II area. Disturbance
of 180 acres would result in minor temporary'
increases in fugitive dust emissions. Because no
major sources of air pollutant emissions are pro-

posed inthevicinity of the WSA, airquality would
remain essentially as at present.

GEOLOGY
No impacts to geology are expected because sur-

face disturbances associated with locatable min-
erals (i.e., uranium, copper, gold, and silver) and
oil and gas exploration and development activi-

ties would probably not exceed 180 acres. This
would not significantly affect geology.

SOILS

It is estimated that up to 180 acres of soil could be
disturbed by mineral exploration and develop-
ment. Assuming that all disturbance would occur
in areas with critical erosion class (worst-case
analysis) and that erosion condition would
increase one class, soil loss on the 180 acres
would increase from 486 cubic yards/year to 972
cubic yards/year. Soil loss would decrease as rec-

lamation occurred. However, the time required

for complete reclamation cannot be determined.

Therefore, underthis alternative, short-term max-
imum annual soil loss in the WSA would increase

by approximately 486 cubic yards (approximately
5.5 percent) over the current annual soil loss to

approximately 9,400 cubic yards per year.

VEGETATION

Because protective measures would be imple-

mented under existing laws as well as BLM policy

and regulations and because only 180 acres of

disturbance are anticipated, this alternative

would not result in a major change in any vegeta-

tion type. Eriogonum cronquistii, a sensitive plant

species, is found within or near the WSA. Before
authorizing surface-disturbing activities (180
acres potential) the BLM would conduct site-

specific clearances of the potentially disturbed

areas. If this species could be affected, the BLM
would initiate informal consultation with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) as required by
BLM policy (referto Appendix 4). Because neces-
sary measures would be taken to protect this

plant, it can be reasonably concluded that the
viability of populations of Eriogonum cronquisitii

would be preserved under the No Action Alterna-

tive.

WATER RESOURCES

Since precipitation is low and all streams are

ephemeral within the WSA, no significant sedi-

mentation or change in total dissolved solids

(TDS) is expected to occur from the 486 cubic
yards of annual soil loss from surface disturb-

ance. Opportunities for maintenance, additional

improvements, or expansion of existing water
sources (the WSA contains portions of the
watershed of four major creeks) could occur but
are not planned in the current MFP for the Henry
Mountain Planning Area.

Mineral exploration and development in the area
would generally be confined at or near the surface
or with widely spaced wells and would not signifi-

cantly change ground water quantity or quality.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

The potential for up to 10 mil I ion barrels of oil and
up to 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas (in-place)

exists within the WSA. About 3 million barrels of

oil and 18 billion cubic feet of gas would be recov-
erable (refer to Appendix 6 for estimates of recov-
erability). These oil and gas resources could be
explored and developed, subject to Category 1

(standard stipulations) on about 5,100 acres and
Category 2 (standard and special stipulations) on
about 6,700 acres. These categories would have
no effect on the operator's ability to explore and
develop the area. Approximately 160 acresof sur-

face disturbance would take place if exploration

and development were to occur. Due to the small

sizeof these deposits, production is not expected
under this alternative.

Locatable Minerals

The entire WSA would remain open to mining
claim location. The potential deposits in the WSA
are less than 50,000 tons of copper, 500 tons of

uranium oxide, 500 tons of silver, and 25 tons of

gold. Approximately 20 acres could be disturbed
due to exploration and development of these
locatable mineral resources. Employment of

undue and unnecessary degradation stipulations

would not affect the operator's ability to develop
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the area. However, the likelihood of development
is thought to be low because of economic consid-

erations (e.g., transportation, etc., and low
resource potentials).

WILDLIFE

Under this alternative, 4,550 acres of crucial deer
summer range and 7,000 acres of crucial bison

summer range would not be protected by applica-

tion of the "Wilderness Management Policy" with

its reduced likelihood for surface-disturbing and
other activities. As much as 180 acres of crucial

mule deer and bison range could be subject to

surface-disturbing activities associated with valid

existing mineral rights. This acreage represents

approximately 3 percent of the total crucial deer
and bison rangewithinthe WSA. Thecurrent deer

population on crucial summer range within the

WSA is estimated at 59 animals (USDI, BLM
1983b). Based on the assumption that deer are

evenly distributed throughout this range and that

surface disturbance would occur on this area, the

loss of 180 acres from surface-disturbing activi-

ties could reduce carrying capacity for deer by
less than three animals. The current number of

bison utilizing the area within the WSA is esti-

mated at 17 animals (USDI, BLM 1983b). Based
on the assumption that bison are evenly distrib-

uted throughout this range and that all surface

disturbance would occur in this area, the loss of

180 acres from surface disturbance and other

activities would reduce the carrying capacity for

the bison population by one animal within the

WSA.

A 330-acre area in the WSA could have potential

for chaining and seeding. This project was not

analyzed as part of BLM's planning system and is

not considered part of the No Action Alternative.

Initial estimates indicate a potential net increase

in forage production of 45 AUMs on the Sawmill
Basin Allotment if the area were chained. Such a

chaining, if successful, would provide additional

forage (including high-quality forbs) and would
also help reduce grazing pressure and forage
competition on crucial deersummer range within

the WSA. If all of the increased forage production
of 45 AUMs were used by mule deer, enough
forage would be produced to support an addi-

tional 47 deer.

If all the increased production of 45 AUMs were
used by bison, enough forage would be produced
to support an additional five animals on this

range. The actual balance between mule deer and
bison is unknown. Without chaining, mule deer
and bison numbers would remain at present
levels.

There would be no impacts to threatened or
endangered animal species under this alternative

because none are present within the WSA.

FOREST RESOURCES

Use of the woodland products in this WSA would
be limited underthis alternative. Underthe Henry
Mountain Planning Area MFP no commercial
harvest sales would be allowed.

LIVESTOCK

Domestic livestock grazing use would continueat
193 AUMs as authorized for 11 permittees in the
Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP. There would
be no changes in or effect on the current livestock

use and management under this alternative. Addi-
tional roads or other facilities for livestock han-
dling could be proposed and developed in the

future without regard for wilderness values. Since
motorized vehicles are currently used very little to

manage livestock in the WSA and no livestock

management facilities are proposed, few, if any,

changes in livestock management techniques are

expected. Mineral-related disturbance could
result in short-term loss of livestock forage.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Even though mitigative measures would be ap-

plied to minimize visual contrast created by intru-

sions, visual values in areas affected by the esti-

mated 180 acres of surface disturbance from
mineral and energy exploration and development
would be degraded and VRM Class II manage-
ment objectives would probably not be met dur-

ing the short term. After rehabilitation, visual

resources would be restored to meet VRM Class II

objectives. Even after mitigation and rehabilita-

tion, some permanent localized degradation
would result. If roads, vehicular ways, and drill

pads are located throughout the area (worst-case

analysis), visual quality could be significantly

reduced in the area as a whole. However^ the

probability of economic development of mineral

resources is low.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Disturbance of 180 acres by mineral exploration

and development under this alternative could

affect cultural sites. However, inventories for the

purposes of site recordation and mitigation of

impacts would take place prior to any surface

disturbance and would lessen impacts. The over-

all effect on cultural resources would be low due
the limited amount of cultural resources in the

area and mitigating measures that would betaken
prior to surface-disturbing activities. Vandalism
of sites (not currently a problem) would be
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expected to increase in proportion to the general
population increase.

RECREATION

Up to 180 acres could be disturbed by mineral and
energy activities. Primitive recreational opportu-
nities and quality would be diminished on the
affected areas. If roads, vehicular ways, and drill

pads are located throughout the WSA (worst-

case analysis), primitive recreational opportuni-
ties could be lost in the area altogether. However,
roads and ways created for mineral exploration
and development would improve access into the
area for nonprimitive recreation.

The future trends in recreational use of the WSA
are unknown. However, based on a review of sev-

eral projections (Utah Outdoor Recreation
Agency, 1980; Utah Office of Planning and
Budget, 1984; Jungst, 1978; and Hof and Kaiser,

1981) it is estimated that outdoor recreation in

Utah will increase at about 2 percent peryearover
the next 20 years. At this rate overall recreational

use is expected to increase from 20 current visitor

days per year to 30 visitor days at the end of 20
years. Approximately 3 miles of existing ways
would continue to be open to vehicular access,
including access for hunting.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Possible mineral and energy exploration and
development could disturb an estimated 180
acres. Wilderness values in this WSA (i.e., natu-

ralness, opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation, and special features) would be lost or

diminished in affected areas during the time of

exploration and development. The wilderness
values in the area as a whole could be lost if roads,

vehicular ways, and drill pads were located

throughout the area (worst-case analysis).

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

The applicable plans are the Wayne and Garfield

County Master Plans and the BLM Henry Moun-
tain Planning AreaMFP. This alternativewould be
consistent with those plans because land use
within the WSA would continue as at present.

SOCIOECONOMICS

There would not be a loss of local employment or

income as a result of this alternative. The existing

ability to explore and develop mineral resources
would remain as at present. A portion of the $100
per year assessment fee required for each mining
claim would reach the local economy. If the oil

and gas, uranium, or other minerals in the WSA
were developed it would increase employment
and income for Wayne and Garfield Counties.

However, the probability of economic develop-
ment of minerals within the WSA is low (refer to

the Mineral and Energy Resources section for a
description of mineral and development poten-
tials).

There would be no livestock-related economic
losses because the existing grazing use (193
AUMs) and ability to maintain, replace, and build

new range improvements would remain as at

present. The forage use in the allotment would
continue to produce $3,860 annually in the live-

stock sales and $965 of ranchers' return to labor

and investment.

As discussed in the Recreation section, recrea-

tional use and, therefore, recreation-related local

expenditures could increase at a rate of 2 percent
per year over the next 20 years (49-percent
increase over 20 years). Because estimated
recreational use in the area is estimated to

increase only 10 visitor days per year over the

next 20 years and overall recreation-related

expenditures average only $4.10 per visitor day
(only a portion of which contributes to the local

economy) recreation-related expenditures
attributable to the WSA would not be significant

to the local economy.

Federal and State revenues would not be reduced
by this alternative. The 11,800 acres in the WSA
under oil and gas lease would continue to bring

up to $35,400 Federal lease fee revenues per year

in addition to new royalties if oil and gas were
produced. Half of these monies would be allo-

cated to the State, a portion of which could reach

the local economy. Collection of livestock graz-

ing fees ($270.20 peryear) would continue. About
50 percent of the grazing fees would continue to

be returned to the local BLM office for use in

range improvement projects.

All Wilderness Alternative (1 1 ,800 Acres)

(Proposed Action)

As noted in the Description of the Alternatives

section, the major changes that could occur in the

1 1 ,800-acre area would be related to its withdraw-

al from mineral location and closure to new min-

eral leasing and sale. The entire area would be

placed in leasing Category 4 (closed to leasing).

About 3 miles of existing vehicular ways in the

WSA would be closed to vehicular use except for

approvals by BLM, as discussed in the Descrip-

tion of the Alternatives section. The WSA would
be managed under VRM Class I.

For the following analysis, it is assumed that the

existing mining claims would eventually be

explored and developed, causing an estimated 20
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acres of disturbance within the WSA. It is also

assumed that the existing oil and gas leases

would expire before production of commercial
quantities, and that oil and gas leases would not

be renewed or future leasing of oil and gas
allowed. Appendix 10 lists surface disturbance

assumptions and estimates for the WSA. Because
potentially disturbed areas would be smaller than

underthe No Action Alternative (20 vs. 180 acres),

the impacts from development and surface dis-

turbance on air quality, geology, water, and cultu-

ral resources would be insignificant as described

for the No Action Alternative. Wilderness desig-

nation would provide additional protection to

these resources. Other effects on these resources

due to changes in management are discussed
below.

SOILS

The soil resource could slightly benefit under the

All Wilderness Alternative because of the reduced
likelihood for surface-disturbing activities.

Assuming that all disturbance would occur in

areas with critical erosion class (worst-case anal-

ysis) and that erosion condition would increase

one class, soil loss on the20 acres would increase

from 54 cubic yards/year to 1 08 cubic yards/year.

However, soil loss would decrease as reclamation

occurred. The time for complete reclamation

cannot be determined. Therefore, under this

alternative, maximum annual increase in soil loss

from surface disturbance in the WSA would be
approximately 54 cubic yards (approximately

0.60 percent) over the current annual soil loss,

increasing to approximately 8,968 cubic yards/
year. The increase would be 432 cubic yards
per year less than under the No Action
Alternative.

VEGETATION

The potential for inadvertent disturbance of Eri-

ogonum cronquistii, a sensitive plant species,

would be less under this alternative. Before

authorization of surface disturbance, the BLM
would conduct site clearances and consult with

the U.S. FWS as outlined for the No Action Alter-

native and the viability of populations of Eriogo-

num cronquistii would be preserved.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Although approximately all of the WSA (7,080

acres pre-FLPMA and 4,720 acres post-FLPMA) is

under oil and gas lease, no exploration or devel-

opment of oil and gas is presently occurring.

Existing pre- and post-FLPMA leases could be
developed subjecttothestipulations issued atthe
time of leasing. It is unlikely that existing leases
will be developed or a showing of commercial
quantities made prior to their expiration dates,

and expired leases will not be re-issued.

Exploration for and development of a potential

resource of less than 10 million barrels of oil and
less than 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas (in-

place) with 3 million barrels of oil and 18 billion

cubic feet of natural gas considered recoverable
would be foregone under this alternative. How-
ever, due to the small size of the potential depos-
its, the low certainty that these exist, and the low
likelihood of exploration and development activi-

ties, it is concludedthatthis alternative would not

result in any significant loss of potential oil and
gas recovery.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 1,050 acres are under mining
claim within the WSA. Development work, extrac-

tion, and patenting would be allowed to continue
on valid claims after wilderness designation

under undue and unnecessary degradation
guidelines. It is estimated that, if minerals are

located prior to wilderness designation, up to 20
acres could be disturbed due to exploration of

locatable mineral resources. The worst-case
impact to minerals would be if the potentially re-

coverable minerals are not within mining claims

filed prior to designation. In that case, the poten-

tial for recovery of up to 50,000 tons of copper,

500 tons of uranium oxide, 25 tons of gold, and
500 tons of silver would be foregone. After desig-

nation, all other lands (including claims not

determined valid) would be closed to prospecting

and development (USDI, BLM, 1981b).

Because these metals are not currently produced
in the WSA and because economic considera-

tions (e.g., transportation, low potential, etc.) are

unfavorable, it is unlikely that development would
occur even without wilderness designation.
Therefore, this alternative would not result in a

significant loss of recoverable locatable mineral

resources.

WILDLIFE

Under this alternative 4,550 acres of crucial deer

summer range and 7,000 acres of crucial bison

summer range would be protected by theapplica-

tion of the "Wilderness Management Policy" and

by the reduced likelihood for surface-disturbing

and other activities. However, 20 acres of crucial
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deer summer range could be subject to surface
disturbance associated with existing mineral
rights. This acreage represents less than 1 per-

cent of the total crucial deer and bison habitat

withintheWSA. In the eventthat chaining isfeas-

ible in the WSA, this alternative would preclude
the opportunity (not planned) for chaining and
reseeding as much as330acresof pinyon-juniper
vegetation on crucial deer and bison summer
range. A potential for an estimated 45 additional

AUMs would be foregone.

Because summer range is considered a limiting

factor for mule deer on the Henry Mountains
(USDI, BLM 1983b) and land treatments that

wouldenhancethequalityof this rangewould not

be allowed, mule deer numbers on the WSA
would be expected to remain at their present low
levels under this alternative.

Even though there is sufficient forage in the WSA
to meet current bison needs (USDI, BLM 1983b),

vegetation treatments would be beneficial to

bison. Not only would these treatments provide
additional forage, they would also help reduce
grazing pressure and foragecompetition on other

crucial bison summer ranges in the area. How-
ever, because land treatments enhancing the

quality of crucial summer ranges would not be
allowed, bison numbers (17 presently) within the

WSA would be expected to remain static in the

long term under this alternative.

There would be no impacts to threatened or

endangered animal species underthis alternative.

FOREST RESOURCES

Under this alternative, no woodland harvest

would occur. Nearly all of the aspen and Douglas
fir timber is on steep slopes and is unavailable for

harvest because of terrain. Although about 100

acres of old growth ponderosa pine in the Dan-
delion Flat area are potentially narvestable, cost

analysis indicates that harvesting would not be
economical. Currently, there is no demand for

commercial forest resources in the Henry Moun-
tains, and the existing MFP does not allow for

commercial timber sales.

LIVESTOCK

Present domestic livestock grazing would con-

tinue as authorized in the Henry Mountain Plan-

ning Area MFP. The 1 93 AUMs currently allocated

in the WSA are controlled by 1 1 livestock permit-

tees.

New rangeland improvements would beallowed if

determined necessary for the purposes of range-

land and/or wilderness protection and the effec-

tive management of these resources. However,
development of future roads or other livestock

management facilities for use with the 193 AUMs
in the WSA could be restricted to preserve wilder-

ness values. Because no improvements have
been proposed in the WSA and motorized vehi-

cles are used very little in livestock management,
little effect on the management of livestock graz-

ing is expected. Wilderness designation could
reduce short-term loss of livestock forage due to

mineral and energy exploration and develop-
ment.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Wilderness designation would contribute to the

preservation of the area's visual resources. Under
this alternative, the potential for surface-
disturbing activities that could impairvisual qual-

ity would be reduced through management under
VRM Class I (which generally allows for only nat-

ural ecological change), closureof theentirearea
to ORV use, and future mineral leasing and loca-

tion.

The possible mineral-related surface disturbance

associated with development of existing mining
claims would be reduced from 180 acres to 20
acres. Although mitigative measures would be
applied to minimize visual contrast created by
mineral-related surface disturbance, visual qual-

ity would be degraded and VRM Class I manage-
ment objectives would not be met during the short

term on disturbed areas. Even after rehabilitation,

some permanent localized degradation could be
expected. The WSA is only about 4 miles wide. If

roads for development of valid mining claims

(worst-case analysis) could not be denied, VRM
Class I objectives might not be met on large por-

tions of the WSA. Because the potential for devel-

opment of mining claims is low, visual quality

would probably not be reduced in the WSA as a

whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The probability of finding additional sites in the

WSA is low. There is potential for increased van-

dalism to cultural resources due to increased

recreational use of the WSA. However, protection

afforded by wilderness management would out-

weigh any potential vandalism problems caused
by recreational activity and the overall impact
would be positive.

RECREATION

Although use is currently low (about 20 visitor

days a year), the WSA has outstanding primitive
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recreational values. Under this alternative, possi-

ble surface disturbance would be reduced from
180 acres to 20 acres. The WSA is only about 4

miles wide. If roads for development of existing

mining claims are located throughout the WSA
(worst-case analysis) the quality of primitive

recreational opportunities would be reduced.

However, because the potential for mineral pro-

duction is low and wilderness designation would
reduce the potential for surface disturbance, the

quality of the primitive recreation experience
would likely be preserved in the area as a whole.

As discussed for the No Action Alternative,

recreational use of the WSA is estimated to

increase about 2 percent per year over the next 20

years in relation to population increases and cur-

rent trends of recreational use. Publicity of the

WSA that would likely follow wilderness designa-

tion could lead to an undetermined increase in

primitive recreational use abovethe baseline rate.

Management provided through a Wilderness
Management Plan would attempt to control de-

structive increases in future recreation use, and
the quality of the primitive recreation experience
probably would not be negatively affected by the

increased use. As recreation use increased, other

commercial operations based on primitive recrea-

tional activities could apply for use of the WSA.

No ORV use is occurring due to topographic re-

straints. Therefore, this alternative would not

affect ORV use of the area. The 3 miles of ways
presently available for use would not be available

for vehicular access. This would probably reduce
hunting use of the area.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Designation and management of all 1 1 ,800 acres

as wilderness would contribute to the preserva-

tion of the wilderness values of size, naturalness,

and outstanding opportunities for solitude and
primitive and unconfined recreation, except on
up to 20 acres that could be disturbed due to

possible mineral development. Under this alter-

native, the potential for surface-disturbing activi-

ties that could impair wilderness values would be
reduced through management under VRM Class I

(which generally allows for only natural ecologi-

cal change), through closure of the entire area to

ORV use, and through closureof the entire area to

future mineral leasing and location.

No development of leases is foreseen under this

alternative. The anticipated mineral-related sur-

face disturbance would, therefore, be reduced
from 180 acres to 20 acres for development of

valid mining claims. Mitigation to protect wilder-

ness values would be considered during mining
claim development, but road construction and
use of motorized equipment could be allowed for

development of valid mining claims if there are no
reasonable alternatives. There are 1 ,050 acres (10

percent of the WSA) currently under mining
claims, and the wilderness values in large por-

tions could be lost, at least until reclamation is

completed, if roads and vehicular ways were
located throughout the area (worst-case analy-

sis). However, because the potential for mineral

production is low and mitigation would be
imposed to protect wilderness values, loss of

naturalness, outstanding opportunities for soli-

tude and primitive recreation, and the special geo-

logic and scenic features in this WSA would be
less likely under wilderness designation than

under the No Action Alternative.

Increased recreational use due to designation

would be controlled by BLM under a Wilderness
Management Plan, and no loss of wilderness

values due to increased visitation would be
expected.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

Although the Wayne County Master Plan is not

specific as to location, it favors multiple use of

most lands. The Garfield County Master Plan

recommends that the area of the Bull Mountain
WSA be retained for multiple use. This alternative

is generally consistent with the multiple-use con-

cept since most resource uses would continue,

although under more restrictive conditions. This

alternative would conflict with the counties'

multiple-use concept in the area of minerals

because restrictive conditions would be placed

on mineral development, including the phasing

out of leases and closure of the area to future

mineral location and lease.

The BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP
does not provide for wilderness designation. A
decision by Congress to designate the WSA as

wilderness would be an amendment to the MFP.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall there would be no significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and

local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of

resources under wilderness designation there

could beslight losses in local incomeand Federal

revenues currently provided by resource uses in

the WSA (refer to Table 10) as well as loss of

potential increases in income and Federal

revenues that could occur under the No Action

Alternative.
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The potential for mineral development in the WSA
is low (refer to the Mineral and Energy Resources
section for a discussion of the WSA's mineral

character). Valid existing oil and gas leases and
mining claims could be developed but designa-
tion would preclude new leases and claims from
being established in the WSA. Precluding explo-

ration and development of minerals would not
alter existing economic conditions, but could
alter future economic conditions from what they
would be with mineral development undertheNo
Action Alternative. Because the potential for min-
eral development is low, it is estimated that poten-
tial mineral-related local income would not be
significantly reduced by wilderness designation.

However, any local income related to assessment
of future mining claims would be lost.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-
tinue as at present with $3,860 of livestock sales

and $965 of ranchers' return to labor and invest-

ment. Proposed improvements for livestock

would be foregone along with any resulting

increased ranchers' income. No such potential

range improvements have been proposed.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase nonmotorized
recreational use (referto the Recreation section).

Related local expenditures would be small (aver-

age of $4.10 per visitor day statewide).

The loss of 1 0,800 acres now leased for oil and gas

would cause an eventual loss of up to $35,400 per

year of lease fees to the Federal Treasury. In addi-

tion to these rental fees, any potential royalties

from new lease production could also be fore-

gone.

Recreation-related Federal revenues may
increase if the demand for commercial outfitter

services increases. Commercial outfitters are not

presently using the WSA on a regular basis.
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DIRTY DEVIL WSA
(UT-050-236A)

INTRODUCTION

General Description of the Area

The Dirty Devil Wilderness Study Area (WSA)
consists of 61,000 acres of public land managed
by the BLM Richfield District's Henry Mountain
Resource Area. It is located in the Canyonlands
section of the Colorado Plateau Physiographic
Province, approximately 5 miles east of Hanks-
ville, Utah, in Wayne County. In general, this pro-

vince is characterized by arid and semiarid cli-

mate, deep canyons, gently dipping sedimentary
rocks, and retreating escarpments.

The geology of the Dirty Devil WSA is dominated
by the Navajo Formation, a sedimentary sand-
stoneformation with considerable color variation

and a tendency to form sheer cliffs and narrow
canyons, depending on various geologic factors.

The canyons of the Dirty Devil River are well de-

veloped, averaging over 500 feet deep. An exten-

sive network of side canyons, several of which are

over 10 miles in length, has also been formed.

Sheer cliffs and large rock overhangs are found
where water has undermined the rock strata. Rol-

ling slickrock terrain characterizes the bench-
lands between the side canyons. Other forma-

tions include the Moenkopi, Chinle, and Wingate.

Rainfall generally averages less than 10 inches

annually, with the greatest precipitation period

during summer and early fall. Temperatures can
range from under degrees Farenheit (F) in the

winter to over 100 degrees F in the summer.

The majority of the WSA consists of barren out-

crops, with the balance consisting of a variety of

desert plants, primarily blackbrush. Other types

include pinyon-juniper, nuttal saltbush, and a

low-growing oak associated with sand dunes.

Specific Issues Identified in Scoping

In addition to those general issues discussed in

Volume I of this Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS), the following issues and concerns were
identified specifically for this WSA through for-

mal public scoping(USDI, BLM, 1984d):

1. Comment: How would designation/non-
designation impact the success of desert

bighorn sheep transplants?

Response: It is anticipated that the desert

bighorn sheep transplants would be allowed

if the WSA were designated wilderness. As

discussed in the Environmental Consequen-
ces section, wilderness designation would
benefit desert bighorn sheep through the

preservation of solitude; however, water
could be a limiting factor. Nondesignation
could benefit the desert bighorn sheep by
allowing the development of water sources,

but could negatively affect them by de-
grading their habitat due to disturbance from
mineral and energy exploration and
development.

2. Comment: This WSA contains historic

sites associated with the Wild Bunch, which
should be protected by wilderness designa-
tion.

Response: Wilderness designation would
protect historic sites within the boundaries of

the WSA. It would be managed in accordance
with the BLM's "Wilderness Management Pol-

icy" to preserve its wilderness character.

3. Comment: Wilderness designation
would protectthe Dirty Devil River, which isa

Nationwide Rivers Inventory segment with

potential for study and addition to the

National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. How
would designation/nondesignation impact
this river segment?

Response: If an area is not designated wil-

derness, the current approved land use plan

would determine land management direction.

The segment of the Dirty Devil with potential

for study and addition to the National Wild
and Scenic Rivers System within the WSA
would continue to fall under the provisions of

the August2, 1979 Presidential Memorandum
regarding Wild and Scenic Rivers and
National Trails. In the August 10, 1980, Coun-
cil of Environmental Quality (CEQ) Memo-
randum, specific actions were outlined for

interagency consultation to avoid or mitigate

adverse effects on rivers in the Nationwide
Rivers Inventory. These procedures are
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required as part of the environmental analysis

process regarding any proposed action which
could impact an inventory river. If the area

were designated wilderness, the river's out-

standing values would be protected and pre-

served. The Wilderness Act of 1964 and the

BLM's "Wilderness Management Policy"

would be used as a guide to determine per-

missible activities.

4. Comment: Certain special features (i.e.,

Anasazi ruins, hanging gardens, spring pour-

offs) enhance the wilderness values and
experiences in the WSA. Would these fea-

tures be preserved?

Response: Special features would also be

protected and preserved by wilderness

designation to the extent possible; however,

some vandalism would continue, and a spe-

cific Wilderness Management Plan would be

developed to govern use and protection of

the wilderness area.

5. Comment: Portions of the area seem to

have significant intrusions. Were the natural-

ness criteria consistently applied?

Response: BLM incorporates the wilderness

study phase into the land-use planning pro-

cess to ensure that an array of alternative

uses and resources are evaluated before

recommending a WSA as suitable or nonsuit-

able for wilderness designation. Specific

guidelines for the study phase are outlined in

the "Wilderness Study Policy; Policies, Crite-

ria, and Guidelines for Conducting Wilder-

ness Studies on Public Lands" (USDI, BLM,
1982a). In developing a wilderness study pol-

icy, BLM formulated two wilderness planning

criteria and six quality standards for analysis

relative to each WSA. In Utah all eight of these

factors are planning criteria. It is the intent of

BLM to apply these specific guidelines, that

include naturalness criteria, consistently. As
related in the Affected Environment section,

even though there are numerous drill pad
sites in the southern end of the WSA and in

Sams Mesa Box and Twin Corral Canyons as

well as 30 miles of road presently being reha-

bilitated, BLM judges these intrusions to be
substantially unnoticeable. The WSA is not

pristine, but does appear natural.

6. Comment: Soil erosion control issues

should be analyzed in the EIS.

Response: Soil erosion conditions are ana-

lyzed in this document. The analysis indi-

cates that most of the soil erosion is natural.

There are no proposed developments for

control of soil erosion in the WSA.

These specific issues, along with the general
issues identified in Volume I, are also discussed
in the Affected Environment and Environmental
Consequences sections of this analysis.

Several concerns pertaining to the wilderness
study process and/or the environmental analysis

process were also raised during scoping. These
concerns are discussed in the scoping section of

Volume I rather than in individual analyses for

WSAs.

DESCRIPTION OF
THE ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Considered and Eliminated

From Detailed Study

No alternatives other than those analyzed below
were raised for this WSA during scoping.

Alternatives Analyzed

Two alternatives are analyzed for this WSA: (1)

No Action; and (2) All Wilderness (61 ,000 acres).

A description of each alternative follows. Where
management intentions have not been clearly

identified, assumptions are made based on man-
agement projections under each alternative.

These assumptions are indicated in each case.

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, none of the 61,000-acre

Dirty Devil WSA would be designated as part of

the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS). Thearea would continueto be managed
in accordance with the Henry Mountain Planning

Area Management Framework Plan (MFP) (USDI,
BLM, 1982c). The 2,555 acres of State land within

the area have not been identified in the MFP for

Federal acquisition through exchange or pur-

chase (refer to Map 1.) Refer to Volume I for

further information regarding State in-holdings.

There are no private or split estate lands located

within the WSA. Acreage figures and quantitiesin

this analysis are for Federal lands only.

The following are specific actions that would

occur under this alternative.

• About 9,020 acres would be managed as

leasing Category 1 (standard stipulations),

50,540 acres as Category 2 (standard and
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special stipulations), and 1,440 acres (part

of Beaver Wash Canyon Area of Critical

Environmental Concern [ACEC]) (refer to

Map 1) as Category 4 (no leasing). The
entire area would remain open to mineral

leasing and sale except for 1,440 acres

closed in Beaver Wash Canyon. Develop-
ment work, extraction, and possible patent

would be allowed on existing claims

(17,990 acres) and future mining claims.

About 20 acres of the WSA are within the

Tar Sand Triangle Special Tar Sand Area
(STSA) and are involved in lease conver-

sion applicationsfortarsand development
by in-situ methods (USDI, National Park

Service [NPS] and BLM, 1984). Under this

alternative it is assumed that any wilder-

ness protection stipulations applied to the
leases while the WSA is under wilderness
review would be dropped if the area is not

designated.

• The present domestic livestock grazing

use in the area would continue as autho-

rized in the MFP (128 Animal Unit Months
[AUMs]). New rangeland improvements
could be implemented without wilderness

considerations, although none are pres-

ently planned.

• Developments for wildlife, water resour-

ces, etc. would be allowed without wilder-

ness consideration if in conformance with

the MFP. However, no rangeland improve-
ments are in existence nor are any planned
for this WSA.

• Approximately 58,440 acres (including 18

miles of existing vehicular ways) would be

closed to off-road vehicle (ORV) use except
to those users with valid existing rights, if

approved by BLM in accordance with 43
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) provi-

sions or for occasional or short-term

vehicular access for maintenance of

developments. The remaining 2,560 acres

would be open to vehicular use.

• The existing recreational trail to Angels
Point would be maintained by any neces-

sary means.

• Approximately 58,440 acres would be
closed to forest product harvest. The
remainder of the WSA (2,560 acres) would
remain open to forest product harvest.

However, there is no harvest of forest pro-

ducts at the present time, nor is any
planned.

• The area would continue to be managed
under Visual Resource Management (VRM)
Class II (58,440 acres) and Class IV (2,560

acres).

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken in

instances which threaten human life, prop-
erty, or high-value resources without con-
cern for wilderness values. Methods of

control would be determined as
appropriate.

• Activities to gather information would be

allowed by permit. In the 58,440-acre area

closed to ORVs, only nonmotorized activi-

ties would be allowed.

• Hunting would be allowed subject to appli-

cable State and Federal laws and regula-

tions. In the 58,440-acre area closed to

ORVs, only nonmotorized access would be
allowed.

• Predator control would be allowed to pro-

tect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

vent special and serious losses of domestic
livestock. Control methods would be
determined as appropriate.

• Beaver Wash Canyon (1,440 acres) would
continue to be designated as an ACEC and
would be managed according to the Man-
agement Plan for Beaver Wash Canyon to

protect the biological values in the area.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE
(PROPOSED ACTION)

Underthe All Wilderness Alternative (referto Map
2), all 61,000 acres of the Dirty Devil WSA would
be designated by an act of Congress as part of the

NWPS. The WSA would be managed in accor-
dance with the BLM "Wilderness Management
Policy" (USDI, BLM, 1981b) to preserve its wil-

derness character. Upon designation, acquisition

of four sections of State land (2,555 acres) inside
the WSA is likely and would be authorized by
purchase or exchange (refer to Map 1). Ten of

fourteen State sections adjacent to the WSA
would probably be exchanged. It is assumed that

wilderness management and resulting impacts on
acquired State lands would be the same as those
on adjacent Federal lands. Acreage figures and
quantities (e.g., AUMs, cubic-feet of gas) in this

analysis are for Federal lands only.

The following are specific actions that would
occur under this alternative:
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• All 61,000 acres would be withdrawn from
mineral location and closed to mineral

leasing and sale. Development work, ex-

traction, and patenting would be allowed
to continue on that portion of approxi-

mately 17,990 acres of existing mining
claims determined to be valid. Develop-
ment of these claims would be regulated by
the undue and unnecessary degradation

guidelines with wilderness consideration

(43 CFR 3809). After designation, existing

oil and gas leases, involving about 35,000
acres, would be phased out upon expira-

tion unless an oil orgasfind in commercial
quantities is shown or leases are converted
to combined hydrocarbon (tarsand) leases

under provisions of Public Law 97-78. Oil

and gas leases converted to combined
hydrocarbon leases on 20 acres would
contain nonimpairment stipulations (no

surface occupancy) limiting tarsand develop-

ment to that which could occur without
degrading wilderness values.

• Present domestic livestock grazing would
continue, as authorized in the Henry
Mountain Planning Area MFP. The 128
AUMs would remain available to livestock

as presently allotted. No rangeland improve-

ments exist in this WSA and none are

planned. After designation, new rangeland
improvements would beallowed on acasp-
by-case basis if determined necessary for

the purposes of resource protection (range-

land and/or wilderness) and the effective

management of these resources.

• New water resource improvements or

watershed activities not related to range-
land or wildlife management would be
allowed after designation only if these
enhance wilderness values, correct condi-

tions presenting imminent hazard to life or

property, or are authorized by the Presi-

dent pursuant to Section 4(d)(4)(1 ) of the

Wilderness Act (Eighty-Eighth Congress
of the U.S., 1964). No water resource
improvements exist in the WSA, and none
are planned.

• New wildlife transplants and habitat

improvements would be allowed after

designation only if these are compatible
with wilderness values. It is anticipated

that planned bighorn sheep transplants

would be allowed under this alternative.

• The entire WSA would be closed to ORV
use, except to those users with valid exist-

ing rights, if approved by BLM in accord-
ance with CFR rules. About 18 miles of

existing vehicular ways would continue to

be unavailable for vehicular use.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan
would be developed to govern use and pro-

tection of the wilderness area. As part of

that plan, it is assumed that a maintenance-
and-use border would be allowed along
roads adjacent to the wilderness area for

purposes of road maintenance, temporary
vehicle pull-off, and trailhead parking. This

border would extend from the edge of the
road surface up to 100 feet.

• The existing recreational trail to Angels
Point would continue to be maintained by
nonmechanical means.

• Harvest of forest products would not be
allowed except for harvest of pinyon nuts

or noncommercial gathering of dead-and-
down wood, if accomplished by other than

mechanical means. There is no harvest of

forest products at the present time, nor is

any planned.

• Visual resources would be managed in

accordance with VRM Class I standards,

which generally allow for only natural eco-
logical change.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease within the WSA would be

taken in instances which (1) threaten

human life, property, or high-value re-

sources on adjacent nonwilderness lands;

or (2) where unacceptable change to the

wilderness resource would result if mea-
sures were not taken. Measures taken must
be those having the least adverse impact to

wilderness values (i.e., those which least

alter the landscape or disturb the land sur-

face). Therefore, it is assumed that fire-

fighting would be limited to hand and aerial

techniques.

• Any activity to gather information about

natural resources in the area would be

allowed by permit, provided it was accom-
plished in a manner compatible with the

preservation of wilderness resources.

Research and other studies would be con-

ducted without use of motorized equip-
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ment or construction of temporary or per-

manent structures unless no otherfeasible

alternatives exist.

Nonmotorized hunting would be allowed
subject to applicable State and Federal

laws and regulations.

Predator control would be allowed to pro-

tect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

ventspecial and serious losses of domestic
livestock. This would be accomplished by
methods directed at eliminating only the

offending individuals while at the same
time posing the least possible hazard to

other animals or wilderness visitors. Poi-

son baits or cyanide guns would not be
used. A predatorcontrol program would be

approved only under such conditions that

would ensure minimum disturbance to wil-

derness values.

Summary of Environmental
Consequences

Table 1 presents the main environmental conse-
quences resulting from implementation of the

alternatives. Those resources that would be
affected significantly or differently by the alterna-

tives are listed in the table to provide a compari-
son of the alternatives.

United States (Environmental Protection Agency,
1979). Canyonlands National Park, 6 miles east, is

the nearest PSD Class I area.

Geology

The Dirty Devil WSA is situated on the northwest
flanks of the north-south trending Monument
Upwarp; this upwarp is in the Canyonlands sec-
tion of the Colorado Plateau Physiographic Pro-
vince. Structurally, the area is quite stable with
only six minor faults. The faults are normal with

displacement between 100-200 feet, all trending
in a northwest-southeast direction. The largest of

these faults can be traced no further than 7 or 8

miles.

The stratigraphic units exposed within the WSA
consist of the following formations (in ascending
order): Moenkopi, Chinle, Wingate, Kayenta, and
Navajo Sandstone. These strata are all of the Tri-

assic and Jurassic Ages (140 to 270 million years
old).

The strata within the WSA are sedimentary in

nature and were deposited in shallow tidal-flat

conditions on broad floodplains in sluggish
streams and backwater lakes, point bar and
channel deposits, and large eolian Sahara-like

dunes.

This WSA varies in elevation from about 4,000 to

4,800 feet. The canyons of the Dirty Devil are well

developed, averaging over 500 feet in depth.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This section briefly describes the resource values

of the affected environment. Unless otherwise

indicated, information for this section was taken
from the Henry Mountain Planning Area Unit
Resource Analysis and MFP (USDI, BLM 1982c)
and other BLM technical reports and documents.

Air Quality

This WSA is classified as a Prevention of Signifi-

cant Deterioration (PSD) Class II area under the
provisions of the Clean Air Act, as amended, and
is affected little by air pollution. Visual quality is

excellent, with an average visual range from 90 to

1 30 miles. The WSA is near the center of the area
with the highest visual range (70+ miles) in the

Soils

Most of the WSA is made up of sandstone out-

crops. The higher desert mesas have shallow to

deep sandy soils, with some river wash soils

along the Dirty Devil River. Approximately 75

percent of the WSA is in a critical erosion condi-

tion. Virtually all erosion is caused by natural

geologic forces. Table 2 summarizes soil erosion

condition in the WSA (terms are defined in the

Glossary).

Vegetation

About 70 percent of the WSA is composed of

barren rock outcrops or sand with the balance

consisting of a variety of desert plants, mostly

blackbrush. This is the most prevalent plant spe-
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
DIRTY DEVIL WSA

Resource

Alternatives

No Action
All Wilderness

(61,000 Acres)

Mineral and Although likelihood of development is low, po-

Energy tential recovery could be achieved for up to 3

Resources million barrels of oil, 18 billion cubic feet of nat-

ural gas, 49,500 barrels of oil from tar sand,

50,000 tons of copper, and 500 tons of

uranium oxide.

(Proposed Action)

Oil, gas, and tar sand likely would not be re-

covered. Assuming a worst-case analysis, the

recovery of copper and uranium would also be

foregone. Due to the low likelihood of recovery

of these mineral resources, however, the loss

of development opportunity would not be signif-

icant.

Wildlife Less than 1 percent of the WSA would be di-

rectly affected by mineral and energy develop-

ment, which would adversely affect wildlife

habitat on the disturbed areas.

Wildlife would benefit from solitude.

Livestock

Visual

Resources

Recreation

Wilderness

Values

Land Use

Plans and

Controls

Socio-

economics

Grazing of 128 AUMs would continue. New de-

velopments for livestock could be constructed;

however, none are now proposed.

The quality of visual resources could be im-

paired on up to 194 acres.

ORV use would continue at current levels. The

18 miles of vehicular ways in the WSA would

be closed to ORV use. Overall recreational use

could increase from 125 current visitor days

per year to 186 over the next 20 years. Up to

194 acres of disturbance from energy and min-

eral exploration and development would reduce

the quality of primitive recreation.

Wilderness values could be lost on up to 194

acres, but the values in the WSA as a whole

would not be affected.

This alternative would be consistent with the

Wayne County Master Plan, State of Utah

plans and policies, and the current BLM Henry

Mountain MFP.

Annual local sales of less than $3,072 and

Federal revenues of $105,179 would continue.

If additional acreage is leased for energy and

mineral development, Federal lease fee reve-

nues would be increased by $78,000. Local

employment and income could increase from

new mineral and energy development, but the

probability is low.

Grazing of 128 AUMs would continue. If pro-

posed, some new livestock facilities might not

be allowed. Little effect on current livestock

grazing is expected.

Visual quality could be impaired on up to 20

acres.

The 18 miles of vehicular ways in the WSA
would continue to be closed. Primitive recrea-

tional use would increase by an undetermined

amount, possibly 10 percent per year, due to

publicity associated with wilderness designa-

tion.

Wilderness values would be protected, except

on up to 20 acres which could be disturbed by

surface disturbance associated with valid min-

eral rights.

Designation would not be consistent with the

Wayne County Master Plan. Exchange of State

lands would be consistent with State policies.

Designation would constitute an amendment to

the BLM Henry Mountain MFP.

Annual sales of less than $3,072 and Federal

grazing fee revenues of $179 would continue.

If energy and mineral leases were not renewed

and new leasing not permitted, Federal reve-

nues would be reduced by up to $183,179. Op-

portunity for economic benefits from future in-

creased energy and mineral development

would be foregone.
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TABLE 2

Erosion Condition

Total Annual

Annual Soil Soil Loss

Loss per Acre for WSA
Classification (cubic yard/acre) Acres Percent of WSA (cubic yard)

Severe 5.4

Critical 27 45,750 75 123,525

Moderate 1.3 6,100 10 7,930

Slight 06 6,100 10 3,660

Stable 0.3 3,050 5 915

Total 61,000 100 136,030

Sources: USDI, BLM, 1982c; Leifeste, 1978.

cies within the warm desert shrub communities,
and it occupies the lowest, warmest, and gener-
ally driest areas of the WSA. The vegetation in

thesecommunities istransitional in type between
that of the Lower Sonoran Zone and the Upper
SonoranZone (Neese, 1981). These communities
occupy canyon bottoms, floodplains, slickrock,

and sand deserts below 5,000 feet (Neese, 1981).

Other vegetation types include pinyon-juniper,

nuttal saltbush, and low-growing oak associated

with sand dunes.

There are no known threatened, endangered, or

sensitive plant species in the WSA. Table 3 sum-
marizes existing vegetation types in the WSA.

TABLE 3
Existing Vegetation Types

Existing Vegetation Types Acres Percent of WSA

Rock, sand 42,700 70

Blackbrush 11.590 19

Grasses and shrubs 6,710 11

Total 61,000 100

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c

The Dirty Devil WSA lies in the Colorado Plateau
Province Ecoregion as shown on the Bailey-
Kuchler ecosystems map (USDI, Geological Sur-
vey, 1978) and the Navajo Basin phytogeographic
subdivision of southwestern Utah (Neese, 1981).

The potential natural vegetation (PNV) type of the
WSA is juniper-pinyon woodland. PNV is the
vegetation type that would exist if plant succes-
sion were allowed to reach climax without human
interference. It does not necessarily reflect the

actual vegetation present. PNV is an important
object of research because it reveals the biologi-

cal potential of a site.

The WSA contains small, isolated hanging-
garden type vegetation. While not unique to the

area, this vegetation type is becoming nearly

nonexistent at the base of the Henry Mountains.

However, it can be found on moist cliffs and in

alcoves in Glen Canyon and in tributary canyons
(Neese, 1981). Representative plant species

include Eastwood monkey flower, maidenhair
fern, Colorado columbine, and giant helleborine

(Neese, 1 981 ). Riparian vegetation is restricted to

stream channels and water bottoms such as

along the Dirty Devil River. It occupies a small

acreage and is not listed separately in Table 3.

Water Resources

There are up to 15 springs in the WSA; a few of

these produce water year-round. These are

located in the side canyons which drain into the

Dirty Devil River. The Dirty Devil River is the

primary water source and the major perennial

stream (totaling approximately 30 miles within

the WSA). The springs and seeps in the WSA are

not mapped but have been seen and reported by
BLM personnel (Sip, 1984a). These have not been
sampled to determine quality or quantity.

The potential for flash floods in the WSA is very

high, especially during the summer and early fall.

There are no improved wells in this WSA. There is

one improved well (Jeffery Wells) which is close

to the boundary. This well is producing water
from the Navajo Sandstone. Therefore, the poten-
tial for wells and underground water within the

WSA does exist. The water-bearing aquifer in this

area is the Navajo Sandstone. The general area

has aquifers capable of producing 5 to 50 gallons

per minute of fairly high quality water with total

dissolved solids (TDS) ranging from 250 to 1 ,000

parts per million (ppm) (Guisti, 1977). No data on
water quantity or quality are available for the

WSA.

Mineral and Energy Resources

The BLM, in consultation with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy (DOE), had each WSA within

Utah independently assessed for its mineral and
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energy resources by Science Applications, Inc.

(SAI, 1982). Refer to Appendix 5 for a detailed

description of the SAI rating system.

The potential for mineral resources in this WSA is

low to moderate mainly due to the generally unfa-

vorable geologic environment.

An overall importance rating (OIR) of 2+ was
assigned to the Dirty Devil WSA by SAI (1982).

The OIR is given on a scale of 1 to 4 where 4 is

equated with high mineral importance. Shadesof
importance are indicated by + or -. The OIR
attempts to integrate the individual mineral

resource evaluations for a tract with other data,

such as gross economics or the proposed loca-

tion of energy corridors, into a summary number
that reflects an overall assessment of the resource

importance of the WSA.

If the WSA is recommended as suitable for wil-

derness, its mineral importance will be reviewed

by the USDI, Geological Survey and the Bureau

of Mines in an independent mineral investigation

report for the WSA. Reports will be made avail-

able to the public and will be submitted to the

President and Congress as required by the Fed-

eral Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA).
BLM and the Secretary of the Interior will also

consider these reports prior to making final wil-

derness recommendations.

All resources were assigned favorabilities of f2 or

less, with the exception of the tar sand resource.

The estimated mineral and energy resource rat-

ing summary is given in Table 4.

TABLE 4
Mineral and Energy Resource Rating Summary

Rating

Resource Favorability' Certainty 2 Estimated Resource

Oil and Gas f2 d Less than 10 million barrels

of oil; less than 60 billion

cubic ft. of gas

Tar Sand f4 c4 Less than 500 million

barrels (oil)

Copper (2 C1 Less than 50,000 tons

Uranium f2 d Less than 500 tons

Coal f1 c4 None
Geothermal f1 c4 None
Gold f1 c3 Little to none

Silver n c3 Little to none

Source: SAI, 1982.

Tavorability of the WSA's geologic environment for a
resource (f1 = lowest, f4 = highest).

2 Degree of certainty that the resource exists within the WSA
(d = lowest, c4 = highest).

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling

Act, as amended, provides that strategic and crit-

ical materials be identified and stockpiled in the

interest of national defense to prevent a costly

and dangerous dependence on foreign sources
in time of a national emergency. The Act defines

strategic and critical materials as those needed to

supply military, industrial, and essential civilian

needs during a national emergency but are not
found or produced in the United States in suffi-

cient quantities to meet such a need. The WSA
could contain deposits of copper and silver that

are currently listed as strategic and critical mate-
rials (Federal Emergency Management Agency,
1983). Although listed as strategic, copper is rela-

tively common and supplies currently exceed
domestic demand. Silver would be present in the

WSA in only small amounts.

LEASABLE MINERALS

There are no known deposits of leasable minerals

occurring within the Dirty Devil WSA. Leasable
minerals that could occur here include oil and
gas, tar sand, and carbon dioxide, but there are

no active exploration, drilling, or mining activities

for leasable minerals in the WSA (Jackson, 1983).

None of the leases currently show evidence of

commercial quantities of leasable minerals.

Oil and Gas

As of March 1984, approximately 35,000 acres of

the WSA were under oil and gas lease. Approxi-

mately 20,000 acres are pre-FLPMA and 15,000

acres of these leases are post-FLPMA. Oil and
gas leases issued prior to the passage of FLPMA
in October 1976 are referred to as pre-FLPMA
leases and are managed differently than those

issued after that date. The latter are known as

post-FLPMA leases.

Pre-FLPMA leases are governed by stipulations

determined at the time of lease application, before

wilderness studies were mandated. These stipu-

lations may allow for the impairment of wilder-

ness values, as a prior and existing right asso-

ciated with lease development.

Post-FLPMA leases in WSAs contain more res-

trictive stipulations which require exploration

and development to be nonimpairing to wilder-

ness values. Post-FLPMA leases generally require

restricted access and special reclamation provi-

sions, such as topographic contouring, special

seeding, and hydromulching (USDI, BLM, 1981b).

Because of less restrictive requirements, pre-

FLPMA leases may be more economical to

explore and develop than post-FLPMA.

10
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Leases producing oil or gas prior to their original

expiration date or those that are part of a unitized

field would continue. Undeveloped leases would
terminate on their expiration dates (usually 10

years from the date of issuance). Wilderness
designation would not affect the termination of

existing leases. The MFP for this area places

50,540 acres in Category 2 (open to leasing with

standard and special stipulations) and 1 ,440 acres

in Category 4 (no leasing).

The geology of the WSA is not favorable for oil

and gas, despite its projected position within the

Paradox Basin. Exploratory drilling in the vicinity

of the Dirty Devil WSA has led some geologists to

conclude that the area is not petroliferous (SAI,

1982). Reserves, if any, are probably less than 10

million barrels of in-place oil or 60 billion cubic
feet of natural gas of which approximately 3 mil-

lion barrels of oil or 18 bill ion cubic feet of natural

gas would be recoverable. (Refer to Appendix 6

for estimates of recoverability.)

Tar Sand

Approximately 20 acres of the Dirty Devil WSA
overlap with the Tar Sand Triangle STSA. Tar
sand deposits occur principally in the White Rim
Sandstone, and the likelihood of occurrence
decreases from south to north. The White Rim
Sandstone is as thick as 300 feet beneath the

French Spring-Happy Canyon WSA, which
borders the southeast boundary of the Dirty Devil

WSA (Campbell and Ritzma, 1979). Although the

White Rim Sandstone is known over a broad
region for its excellent reservoir characteristics,

reserves west of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA are

conjectural. There is no definitive information

relating tar sand deposits underlying the Dirty

Devil WSA with the main deposits totheeast (SAI,

1982). SAI (1982) indicates the potential for in-

place tar sand oil in the WSA to be less than 500
million barrels. If the resource were evenly dis-

tributed throughout the WSA there would be less

than 165,000 barrels of oil in-place (49,500 barrels

recoverable) in the 20-acre portion of the Tar
Sand Triangle STSA within the Dirty Devil WSA.

LOCATABLE MINERALS

Development work, extraction, and patenting

would be allowed to continue on valid claims after

wilderness designation. After that date, all other

lands (including claims not determined valid)

within wilderness would be closed to prospecting

and exploration (USDI, BLM, 1981b).

There are no known commercial deposits of

locatable minerals in the Dirty Devil WSA. No

claim is currently producing commercial quanti-

ties. Although a validity determination must be
made on all claims on a case-by-case basis, the

favorability and certainty ratings indicate that no
claim is likely to be determined valid.

Uranium exploration has occurred sporadically

since the 1950s. The Cotter Corporation drilled

25-30 holes in the Twin Corral Box Canyon in

1979-80 and found no significant mineralization.

There is a potential for the occurrence of com-
mercial quantities of uranium in the Moss Back
Member of the Chinle Formation (rated f2/c1),

which underlies the 61,000 acres of the Dirty Devil

WSA.

The potential for locatable mineralssuch as gold,

silver, and copper is considered low (SAI, 1982)
due to an unfavorable geologic environment
(Jackson, 1983). Copper ore is found in associa-
tion with uranium ore in the Chinle Formation
underlying the WSA.

There are 873 mining claims located in the WSA,
.involving 17,990 acres (29 percent of the WSA).
These are lode mining claims staked primarily for

uranium (Jackson, 1983).

SALABLE MINERALS

The only possible salable minerals in the WSA are

sand and gravel. Potential markets are very small

and there are available sources of supply closer

than those found in this WSA.

Wildlife

Several species of wildlife may be found in the

WSA. These include mule deer, antelope, fox,

coyote, and badger, as well as a few species of

birds. The area contains about 3 percent of the

habitat for Deer Herd Unit 29. This herd unit cov-

ers the San Rafael Desert but their distribution

and abundance is principally along the river bot-

toms, especially the Price River, all of which are

outside the WSA (Utah Division of Wildlife

Resources [UDWR] 1975 and 1977).

The area also provides less than 25 percent of

substantial value habitat for Antelope Herd Unit

9. This herd is widely scattered and is limited by
the availability of water (UDWR, 1982). Prong-
horn antelope need up to 1 .2 gallons of water per

animal per day during the peak of summer (Sal-

wasser, 1980). Also, most pronghorn antelopeare
found within 4 miles of a water source.

UDWR introduced desert bighorn sheep onto the

nearby Orange Cliffs in 1982. The WSA contains

11
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habitat for this species. The distribution of water
is the greatest limiting factor for this species

(Monson and Sumner, 1980).

As previously stated, there are approximately 15

springs in the WSA but the amount of water pres-

ent is not known. Beaver Wash Canyon, a side

drainage to the Dirty Devil River, contains a per-

ennial stream and riparian habitat which supports
several colonies of beaver. Mule deer, pronghorn
antelope, and bighorn sheep populations would
probably be distributed near the Dirty Devil River

and in Beaver Wash Canyon.

No threatened and endangered species inhabit

the area, but Bell's vireo and golden eagle (which

BLM considers sensitive species) may occasion-

ally be seen in the WSA. There is no critical habi-

tat in the WSA although the cliffs along the Dirty

Devil River could provide excellent nesting sites

for the endangered peregrine falcon.

There are no existing wildlife management facili-

ties in the WSA and none are planned.

Forest Resources

Forest resources are limited to areas of generally
widely scattered pinyon-juniper on some of the
mesa areas; most of the area is bare rock and
sand. Due to the remote location of the WSA,
difficulty of access, lack of demand (no known
harvest), and general absence of trees, forest

resources are not significant in the WSA.

Livestock and Wild Horses/Burros

This WSA includes parts of three BLM grazing
allotments. Two of these allotments (Burr Point
and Hanksville) are unsuitable for grazing due to

slickrock topography and lowforage production.
Robbers Roost is approximately 90 percent
unsuitable for grazing due to topography; how-
ever, 4,460 acres within that allotment are suita-

ble. That allotment has an estimated 128AUMsof
livestock forage within the WSA (refer to Table 5).

TABLE 5
Livestock Grazing Use Data

Allotments

Robbers Roost Burr Point Hanksville

Permittees 1

Period of Use Yearlong

Class of Allotment Cattle

Area in WSA
Estimated Available 128

AUMs in WSA

8 6

9/1 to 5/31 9/1 to 5/31

Cattle/Sheep Cattle/Sheep

There are no existing or proposed rangeland
improvements in the WSA. No areas have been
identified as having vegetation manipulation
potential to increase AUMs. The estimated 128
AUMs of livestock forage now permitted repre-

sent 1 percent of the total AUMs in the allotments

involved.

No wild horses or burros have been sighted

within the WSA. Ferral goats have been sighted in

Burr Point Allotment. Census data concerning
distribution or migration patterns in this WSA are

not available for these animals.

Visual Resources

Scenic quality is outstanding throughout the

WSA. Sheer Navajo Sandstone cliffs, colorful

rock formations, highly eroded side canyons,
riparian vegetation along the Dirty Devil River

slickrock outcrops, and unique erosional pat-

terns all contribute to the strong visual character

of the area.

The area is not visible from any highway travel

routes, but is visible from a major hiking route

along the Dirty Devil River and from scenic over-

looks at Angels Point and Burr Point. Both over-

looks are accessible by dirt road.

The BLM Visual Resource Evaluation System
rated the WSA's visual characteristics as shown
in Table 6. (Appendix 7 explains BLM's VRM
system.)

TABLE 6
Visual Resource Quality and Management Class

Scenic Quali ty

Class A

Class B

Class C

Ma nagement Class

Class I

Class II

Class III

Class IV

Acres Percent of WSA

58,440 96

2,560 4

58,440 96

2,560 4

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Cultural Resources

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Four lithic scatters and two petroglyph panels

have been recorded in the WSA. In addition, sev-

eral rock art sites consisting of Barrier Canyon (a

unique rock art style largely confined to the
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Horseshoe Canyon [South] WSA and the Horse-
shoe Canyon Detached Unit of Canyonlands
National Park) and Glen Canyon figures are

known to occur within the WSA. However, this

WSA has not been extensively inventoried, and
the number and nature of any other sites are

undetermined. No large habitation sites are

thought to be within the boundaries, but there

may be a number of sites such as granaries

campsites, or chipping stations.

Historically, the area is associated with Butch
Cassidy and the Wild Bunch. Robbers Roost
Canyon served as a major hideout on the famous
Outlaw Trail.

There are no sites in the WSA listed on the

National Register of Historic Places. However,
several sites do possess qualities that make them
eligible for nomination to the National Register. It

is probable that additional sites would be found
that could be eligible for nomination to the

National Register.

Recreation

Fifteen recreational opportunities (backpacking,

camping, dayhiking, fishing, horseback riding,

hunting, nature study, photography, rock climb-

ing, rock hounding, skiing; also, archaeological,

geological, wildlife, and scenic sightseeing) were
evaluated for their quality in this WSA. Fourteen
opportunities, all butskiing, were present in vary-

ing degrees. Eight opportunities were considered
outstanding in quality; these include backpack-
ing, camping, horseback riding, nature study,

photography; and archaeological, geological,

and scenic sightseeing. The remaining six activi-

ties are of average or lower quality. Three of these
activities (i.e., dayhiking, hunting, and wildlife

sightseeing) are fair to average. Fishing (nonex-
istent), rockclimbing, and rockhounding arecon-
sidered poor.

Overnight backpacking and camping opportuni-

ties are considered excellent due to the large size

of the area and the diversity of natural features

present. Trips of up to a week or more in duration

and 50 miles in length are possible; numerous
side canyons add interest and variety and allow

for general exploring.

The main canyon of the Dirty Devil River is ideally

suited for horseback trips. Quality dayhiking

areas are present but a lack of easy access points

restricts opportunities. Activities such as photog-
raphy, nature study, and sightseeing are en-

hanced by the colorful rock formations, riparian

habitat along the Dirty Devil River, and the pres-

ence of cultural sites.

One other activity, river running, is possible on a

seasonal basis when water flow conditions are

high. While no data on participation in this activ-

ity are collected, it is believed that rafting use is

slight (up to 20 parties per year). The Dirty Devil

River from Lake Powell to Highway U-24 is a

Nationwide Rivers Inventory segment. Thus, it is

eligible for study for addition to the Nationwide
Wild and Scenic Rivers System (USDI, NPS,
1982). The inventory found that this segment of

the river (including the WSA portion) possesses
remarkably outstanding scenic, geologic, wild-

life, and cultural values. (Since it is an inventory-

listed segment, the BLM, must as a part of its

environmental review process, avoid or mitigate

adverse impacts to the river and consult with the
NPS before taking any action which could fore-

close wild, scenic, or recreational river status

[CEQ, 1980]).

Even though there are 18 miles of vehicular ways
within the WSA, they are in a 58,440-acre portion

of the WSA presently closed to ORV use. There is

little ORV use in the remainder of the WSA due to

topographic restraints.

Present total recreation use is estimated at

approximately 125 visitor days a year. The area is

also used by organized outdoor groups for ex-

tended trips on an irregular basis and by com-
mercial outfitters. The magnitude of commercial
use is unknown and is not included in the esti-

mate of visitor use. Commercial use is probably

low and related to primitive recreational uses (i.e.,

backpacking and river-running).

Wilderness Values

SIZE

This WSA contains 61 ,000 acres. It extends along

the Dirty Devil River for approximately 19 miles

(northwest to southeast) and is up to 10 miles

wide. The boundary encompasses several side

canyons, thus creating a highly irregular border

(refer to Map 1).

NATURALNESS

All of the Dirty Devil WSA is in a natural condition.

Although there are approximately 18 miles of

post-FLPMA roads (vehicular ways) with numer-
ous drill pad sites in the southern end of the WSA
along the Dirty Devil River and in Sams Mesa Box
and Twin Corral Canyons, these disturbances
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were assessed as being substantially unnoticea-

ble. However, these disturbances are noticeable

from the air, Burr Point, and other selected loca-

tions but are not visible from the Dirty Devil River

and are in the process of natural rehabilitation.

Another 12-mile post-FLPMA road (constructed

by Cotter Corporation in 1979-80) in the Bull Pas-

ture area is successfully rehabilitating by natural

and artificial means and is substantially unno-
ticeable. Therefore, the entire 61 ,000-acre WSA is

free of substantially noticeable intrusions.

Because of intrusions and evidence of human
use, though substantially unnoticeable, none of

the WSA could be called pristine.

SOLITUDE

This WSA's large size contributes spatial screen-

ing to opportunities for solitude. It contains

numerous deep (300 to 800 feet), steep-walled,

twisting canyons that offer outstanding topo-

graphic screening. On mesas where topography
is relatively flat and vegetation is limited to low-

growing grasses, shrubs, and few scattered trees,

opportunities for solitude are less than outstand-

ing. There are no outside sights and sounds that

would detract from solitude. The low recreational

use of the area enhances opportunities for soli-

tude. The overall quality for solitude meets the

standards set by the Wilderness Act on 49,000
acres. Opportunities on the remaining 12,000

acres do not meet the standards.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION

Opportunities for primitive and unconfined
recreation were evaluated by considering miles

of potential hiking routes in relation to the WSA's
size, recreational opportunities present, and an
evaluation of the quality of these opportunities.

As discussed in the Affected Environment,
Recreation section, the Dirty Devil WSA has
diverse recreational opportunities, many of which
are of outstanding quality. These opportunities

include hiking, backpacking, horseback riding,

photography, camping; also, geological,
archaeological, and scenic sightseeing. Numer-
ous travel/hiking routes (totaling over 100 miles)

allow for extended trips. There are many camping
opportunities in the canyons where rock over-

hangs offer shelter. The slickrock areas offer

excellent, colorful sightseeing and photography
opportunities. Present recreational use is lowdue
to the remote location and limited accessibility.

Overall, the BLM Intensive Wilderness Inventory
(USDI, BLM, 1980) found that opportunities for

primitive and unconfined recreation meet the

standards set by the Wilderness Act on 49,000
acres and did not meet the standards on 12,000
acres.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Several special features are found in the
WSA: the beaver colonies in Beaver Wash
Canyon have constructed dams from desert
woody plants (i.e., pinyon-juniper, sagebrush,
etc.); deposits of petrified wood occur in several

canyons; rock art is found in Robbers Roost
Canyon; and generally spectacularcanyon scen-
ery, with ephemeral waterfalls, is present
throughout the WSA. Robbers Roost Canyon is

reputed to have been one of the major hideouts of

the famous outlaw, Butch Cassidy. The diversity

and uniqueness of these features give the WSA
exceptional special features.

Land Use Plans and Controls

There are no private in-holdings, rights-of-way,

or private subsurface rights within the WSA.
However, there are four State sections within the

WSA and an additional adjacent 14 State sec-

tions. The management philosophy for all State

sections is to maximize economic returns for the

State School Fund. All State sections are under
lease for oil, gas, and grazing. Except for minor
amounts of livestock grazing, no activities are

presently occurring on these sections.

The WSA is entirely within Wayne County. The
Final Report, Wayne County Master Planning
Project (Call Engineering, 1976) does not identify

recommendations at specific locations. The plan

recognizes that "... outstanding natural land-

marks should be preserved as much as possible."

However, it also states that "Open spaces should

be used for many purposes rather than strictly as

wilderness areas."

The WSA is managed under the BLM Henry
Mountain Planning Area MFP which allows mul-

tiple use with certain restrictions on surface

occupancy for oil and gas, ORV use, and closure

of a large area to harvest of forest products as

described in the No Action Alternative. The Henry
Mountain MFP has been reviewed by the Gover-
nor of Utah and found to be consistent with State

plans.

Socioeconomics

DEMOGRAPHICS

The WSA lies within the boundaries of Wayne
County, one of Utah's least populated and most
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rural counties. In 1980, the Wayne County popu-
lation was 1,911, reflecting a population density

of 0.77 persons persquare mile (U.S. Department
of Commerce [USDC], Bureau of the Census,
1983, and University of Utah, Bureau of Eco-
nomic and Business Research, 1979).

The closest community to the WSA is Hanksville,

a small community of approximately 351 people,

located about 11 road miles to the west. The
boundary of the WSA is within 5 miles of

Hanksville.

EMPLOYMENT

Wayne County is one of the poorest counties in

the State of Utah (South et al., 1983). Government
employment represents the largest employment
sector within the county, with agriculture a close

second and a dominant economic activity of the

area. Nonfarm proprietors represent the third

largest sector of county employment (refer to

Table 7). The county has some tourism and
lumber activities; however, the principal com-
mercial center is Richfield, Utah, located in Sevier

County (South et al., 1983). Green River, about 76

road miles north of the WSA in Emery County, is a

main gateway and service area for visitors to the

Dirty Devil area.

TABLE 7

1980 Employment
Wayne County, Utah

rienced by the State (refer to Table 8). Within this

total income, the private sector produced 72 per-

cent of these earnings (mainly from mining and
construction) and the government sector pro-

duced 28 percent. Farm labor and proprietors'

income totaled $0.9 million or 11.1 percent of

total personal earnings (University of Utah,

Bureau of Economic and Business Review, 1982).

TABLE 8
1980 Employment Income and Earnings

Garfield County, Utah

Annual

Earnings Growth Rate

Income 1975-80

Type/Source (in $1,000) (Percent)

Industrial Sector Percent

Total Labor and Proprietor's Income

(Earnings)

Total Labor and Proprietor's Income

by Industry Source

Farm

Nonfarm

Private

Agricultural

Service and Other

Mining

Construction

Manufacturing

Transportation and Public

Utilities

Wholesale Trade

Retail Trade

Finance, Insurance and

Real Estate

Services

Government

8,245

917

7,328

5,268

81

(D)

(D)

291

183

69

496

(D)

416

2,060

16.6

17.4

227

(D)

(D)

(D)

4 1

0.9

1.8

34
(D)

11.1

82

Agriculture

Mining

Construction

Manufacturing

Transportation, Communication,

and Utilities

Wholesale and Retail Trade

Finance, Insurance

and Real Estate

Services

Government

Nonfarm Proprietors

Total

191

9

84

37

3

42

12

31

207

152

768

25

1

11

5

27

20

100

Sources: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1982;
and USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982.

Sources: USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982, and
University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Review, 1982.

(D) Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential informa-
tion or for items $50,000 or less. Data are included in totals.

Economic-related activities in the WSA include

mineral exploration, mineral production, live-

stock production, and recreation. Table 9 sum-
marizes local income (sales) and Federal

revenues from the WSA. Appendix 9 identifies the

multipliers used to estimate income and revenues.

TABLE 9
Local Sales And Federal Revenues

INCOME AND REVENUES

In 1980, the nonfarm industry sector in Wayne
County produced nearly 89 percent or $7.3 mil-

lion of total labor and proprietors' income within

the county. This represented an annual growth
rate of 17.4 percent between 1975 and 1980,

higher than the 13.9-percent growth rate expe-

Source Annual Local Sales 1 Annual Federal Revenues

Oil and Gas Leases None $105,000

Mining Claim Less than $87,300

Assessment

Livestock Grazing $2,560 $179.20

Recreational Use Less than $512 50 Unknown

Total Less than $93,445.50 Up to $105,179 20

Sources: BLM Files; Appendix 9.

'Local sales represent money potentially spent. They do not
account for the total local income that would be generated
by these expenditures.
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The WSA has 873 mining claims. Regulations

require a $100 annual expenditure per claim for

laborand improvements, an undetermined part of

which is spent in the local economy. Only a por-

tion of the claimsare current in assessment work.

Occasional geophysical exploration has been
conducted in the WSA and has generated some
temporary local employment and income. No
exploration activities are presently occurring in

the WSA.

One livestock operator has a total grazing privi-

lege of 1 28 AUMs within the WSA. If all this forage

were utilized, it would accountfor$2,560of lives-

tock sales and $640 of ranchers' returns to labor

and investment.

The WSA's nonmotorized recreational use is low,

and related local expenditures are low. These
expenditures are insignificant to both the local

economy and individual businesses, except to

the commercial outfitters who use the WSA. The
actual amount of income generated locally from
recreational use in the WSA is unknown. How-
ever, an approximate range of expenditures can
be deduced from Dalton (1982). This study indi-

cates that statewide average expenditures per

recreational visitor day for all types of recreation

in Utah areapproximately $4.10. The recreational

use for Dirty Devil WSA is estimated as about 125
visitordays peryear. Only a portion of theexpen-
ditures for recreational use of the WSA contribute

to the local economy of Wayne County.

The WSA generates Federal revenues from min-
eral leases and claims, livestock, and recreation

(refer to Table 9).

Oil and gas leases in the WSA cover approxi-
mately 35,000 acres. At up to $3 per acre, lease

rental fees generate up to $105,000 of Federal

revenues annually. Half of these monies are allo-

cated to the State, which then reallocates these
revenues to various funds, the majority of which
are related to energy development and mitigation

of local impacts of energy and mineral
development.

Average actual livestock use and, therefore,

revenues generated from grazing in the WSA are

unknown; however, the permittee in the WSAcan
use up to 128 AUMs per year. Based on a $1.40

per AUM grazing fee, the WSA can potentially

generate $179.20 of grazing fee revenues annu-
ally, 50 percent of which would be allocated back
to the local BLM district for the construction of

rangeland improvements.

An unknown number of user day permits peryear
are issued for commercial use. Federal permit

fees are $1.00 per user day. Recreation permits

generate a small amount of Federal revenue
annually.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES OF
ALTERNATIVES

Analysis Assumptions and Guidelines
for All Alternatives

1. The alternatives would be carried out as
discussed in the Description of the Alterna-

tives section.

2. Future users in the WSA would meet
requirementsforall applicable Federal, State,

and local permits.

3. Designation of an area as wilderness
would not result in impacts due to direct dis-

turbance of resources. Any direct disturbance
of resources under wilderness designation
would result from use of prior rights that must
be recognized by BLM. Such disturbance
could occur with or without wilderness
designation and is assumed to occur at one
time.

4. The impacts of wilderness designation
would result from (1) protection of certain

resources; (2) denial of the opportunity to

develop certain resources; or (3) restrictions

placed on or changes in allowable manage-
ment practices and land uses.

5. Estimates of in-place mineral resources

are given based on a mineral resource evalua-

tion of BLM WSAs by SAI (1982). These esti-

mates were based on literature studies and
known mining activities in the vicinity of the

WSAs. The analysis presented in this section

identifies the estimated amount of potentially

recoverable mineral resources and then,

using BLM's field experience and judgment,

qualifies the probability of future develop-

ment based on terrain, transportation, and
economic factors. Appendix 6 records the

methodology for estimation of potentially

recoverable mineral resources.
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6. Once designated, management of an area

as wilderness would continue in perpetuity.

No Action Alternative

The major changes that could occur in the area

would be related to oil and gas, locatable mineral,

and tar sand exploration and development. The
area would be open to resource use and devel-

opment without controls for wilderness protec-

tion. The degree of future development is

unknown but would probably be relatively low

due to the WSA's rough terrain and low resource
potential. The following is a worst-case analysis

based on the assumption that minerals would be
developed sometime in the future and would
result in the following disturbance: tar sand, 14

acres; oil and gas, 160 acres; and uranium and
copper, 20 acres. (Appendix 10 lists surface dis-

turbance assumptions and estimates.)

AIR QUALITY

The WSA would continue to be managed by the

State of Utah as a PSD Class II area. If tar sand is

developed in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA, air

quality could be reduced up to the PSD Class II

limitations; however, the proximity of the WSA to

Canyonlands National Park may result in restric-

tion of tar sand development to meet PSD Class I

limitations. Disturbance of 194 acres would result

in only minor mcreases in fugitive dust emissions.

GEOLOGY
No impacts to geology are expected because sur-

face disturbances associated with locatable min-

erals (i.e., uranium and copper), oil and gas, and
tar sand (in-situ) exploration and development
activities would probably not exceed 194 acres

(0.32 percent of the WSA). This would not signifi-

cantly affect geology.

SOILS

Surface disturbance from mineral exploration

and development would leave thesoil susceptible

to increased erosion on up to 194 acres. Assum-
ing thatall disturbance would occurin areas with

critical erosion class (worst-case analysis) and
that erosion condition would increase one class,

soil loss on the 194 acres would increase from 524
cubic yards/year to 1 ,048 cubic yards/year. Soil

loss would decrease as reclamation occurred.

However, the time required forcomplete reclama-

tion cannot be determined. Therefore, under this

alternative, maximum annual soil loss from sur-

face disturbance in the WSA would increase an

estimated 524 cubic yards (0.38-percent increase
over current annual soil loss). This is a small

increase and the effects would likely be
imperceptible.

VEGETATION

The anticipated maximum of 194 acres (0.32 per-

cent of the WSA) disturbed would not signifi-

cantly impact the WSA's sparse vegetation on
61,000 acres. Under this alternative, protection

and restoration of vegetation would be provided
through management under the Henry Mountain
Planning Area MFP.

WATER RESOURCES

No significant sedimentation or change in TDS is

expected to occur from the estimated 524 cubic
yards of annual soil loss from surface disturbance
on up to 194 acres. Mitigation would reduce sed-
iment yield to even lower levels overtime. Oppor-
tunities for improvement of existing springs/

seeps could occur as allowed in the current MFP
for the Henry Mountain Planning Area. None are

presently planned for the WSA.

Mineral exploration and development in the area
is generally confined at or near the surface or with

widely spaced wells and, with the exception of tar

sand injection activities, would not significantly

impactground water. The waterrequirementfora
70,000 barrels per day (BPD) tar sand industry in

the Tar Sand Triangle STSA would be 11,079

acre-feet/year for 130 years (USDI, NPS and
BLM, 1984). That portion under lease conversion
application covers 20 acres (approximately 0.03

percent of the STSA) and under this alternative

could be developed. Development of ground
water could occur within the WSA to help meet
water requirements for tar sand production on
the WSA or on adjacent areas. In-situ tar sand
injection activities within the WSA and on adja-

cent areas could lower quality of ground water
within the WSA.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

Oil and gas could be explored and developed on
9,020 acres subject to Category 1 lease stipula-

tions and on 50,540 acres subject to Category 2

stipulations. Oil and gas exploration and devel-

opment would not be affected by the adoption of

this alternative. The potential deposits within the

WSA are 10 million barrels of oil in-place (3 mil-

lion estimated recoverable) or less than 60 billion
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cubic feet of natural gas (18 billion cubic feet

estimated recoverable). Approximately 160acres
of surface disturbance could take place within the

WSA if exploration and development were to

occur. However, due to the small size of these

deposits and unfavorable geology, production is

not expected under this alternative.

Tar Sand

The tar sand resources on 20 acres in the Dirty

Devil WSA, with less than 165,000 barrels of oil

(bitumen) in-place and 49,500 barrels that could

be recoverable, are under lease conversion appli-

cation. This could be explored and potentially

developed in the future and would not be affected

by this alternative. However, the potential for the

tar sand resource on the 20 acres in the WSA is

low, and development is not expected.

Locatable Minerals

Locatable mineral development could occur
within the WSA. About 59,560 acres in the WSA
would remain open to mineral leasing and sale,

while 1 ,440 acres in Beaver Wash Canyon would
remain closed.

Potential in-place deposits of up to 50,000 tons of

copper and up to 500 tons of uranium oxide could

be explored and developed. Approximately 20
acres could be disturbed due to exploration and
development of these locatable mineral resour-

ces. However, the likelihood of economic extrac-

tion of locatable mineral development is thought
to be minimal because of economic considera-

tions (e.g., transportation, low potential, etc.).

WILDLIFE

Underthisalternative, wildlifecould be positively

affected in the future by increasing the availabil-

ity of water through the construction of water

catchments, reservoirs, and the improvementand
maintenance of springs. No developments are

currently planned.

Bighorn sheep may periodically migrate into the

area. However, disturbance of an estimated 194
acres (0.32 percent of the WSA) through mineral

and energy exploration and development would
disrupt wildlife. Deer, pronghorn antelope and
mobile nongame animals would be dispersed

from the area for the lifetime of these activities.

Desert bighorn sheep would avoid the area. Less

mobile wildlife would either perish or co-exist

with thesedisturbancesatsmallerand lessviable

population levels. Bell's vireo and golden eagle

would also avoid the disturbed area.

FOREST RESOURCES

Since there are few trees other than scattered

pinyon and juniper, none of which are utilized

(except by occasional campers or hikers), and
since minimal surface-disturbing activities are
anticipated (0.32 percent of the WSA), no signifi-

cant loss or harvest of forest resources is

expected.

LIVESTOCK

Domestic livestock grazing would continue as
authorized in the Henry Mountain Planning Area
MFP. The 128 AUMs currently allocated in the

WSA are controlled by one livestock permittee.

There are no existing or proposed rangeland
improvements in the WSA, butadditional roadsor
other facilities for livestock handling could be
proposed and developed in the future without
regard for wilderness values. Since motorized
vehicles are currently used very little to manage
livestock in the WSA, few, if any, changes in lives-

tock management techniques are expected.
Mineral-related disturbance could result in short-

term loss of livestock forage.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Scenic values in the area would continue to be
managed under VRM Class II guidelines, which
state that management activities should not visu-

ally attract observers' attention and changes
should be designed to maintain the natural

landscape's shape, size, and color. Most surface-

disturbing activities would exceed these objec-

tives, at least until rehabilitation of affected areas

was complete (USDI, BLM, 1981a).

Scenic values in areas affected by an estimated

194 acres of surface disturbance could be
degraded, and VRM Class II objectives would not

be met. Even though mitigative measures would
be applied to minimize visual contrast created by

intrusions, visual quality would be degraded in

localized areas during the period of activity. Class

II VRM objectives would probably not be met dur-

ing the short term and, even after rehabilitation,

some permanent localized degradation would be

expected. If roads, vehicular ways, and drill pads
are located throughout the area (worst-case

analysis), visual quality could be significantly

reduced in the WSA as a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

There would be little or no impact to cultural

resources resulting from implementation of this
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alternative. Disturbance could occur and sites

could be lost or damaged on up to 194 acres (0.32

percent of the WSA) by mineral and energy
exploration and development in wildernessareas;

however, inventories for the purposes of site

recordation and mitigation of impacts would take

place prior to any and all proposed surface dis-

turbance and would mitigate any adverse
impacts. Inadvertent loss or damage to cultural

resources could occur; however, these impacts
are expected to be minimal. Vandalism would
continue to be a problem and would increase in

proportion to the general population increase.

RECREATION

Primitive recreation values (hiking, camping, sight-

seeing, etc.) could be lost or impaired in areas

affected by mineral and energy exploration and
development. The estimated 194 acres of surface

disturbance that could occur would degrade
naturalness, solitude, and scenic values in local-

ized areas including areas along the Dirty Devil

River, a Nationwide Rivers Inventory listed seg-

ment. The beaver colonies and wildlife observa-
tion values in Beaver Canyon would be protected

by an ACEC designation.

The future trend in recreational use of the WSA is

unknown. However, based on a review of several

projections (Utah Outdoor and Recreation
Agency, 1980; Utah Office of Planning and
Budget, 1984; Jungst, 1978; and Hof and Kaiser,

1981) it is estimated that outdoor recreation in

Utah will increase at about 2 percent per year over

the next 20 years. At this rate, overall recreational

use is expected to increase from 125 current vis-

itor days per year to 186 at the end of 20 years.

Overflow from Canyonlands National Park and
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area (NRA)
could further increase use. In addition, if tar sand
development occurs and the road into the Tar

Sand Triangle STSA is paved, recreational use in

the vicinity of the WSA could increase by as much
as 950 percent (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984).

However, the amount of this increase within the

WSA cannot be predicted because the WSA is

several miles from the potential new access.

Approximately 18 miles of vehicular ways would
continue to be closed to ORV use, along with 96

percent of the WSA. If roads, vehicular ways, and
drill pads for leases and valid claims are located

throughoutthe WSA (worst-case analysis), primi-

tive recreational opportunities could be lost in the

area altogether. However, roads and ways created

for energy and mineral exploration and develop-

ment would improveaccess into thearea for non-
primitive recreation.

WILDERNESS VALUES

None of the WSA would be designated as wilder-

ness. Management of thearea would be underthe
current BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP.
Wilderness characteristics in the WSA would be
protected by some limitations placed on potential

surface-disturbing activities. With 59,560 acres of

the area open to mineral entry and oil and gas
exploration and development, an estimated 194
acres (0.32 percent of the WSA) could be subject

to surface disturbance.

The related surface disturbance would result in a

significant loss of naturalness, solitude, and out-

standing opportunities for primitive, unconfined
recreation throughout the WSA as a whole if

roads, vehicular ways, and drill pads are located

throughout the area (worst-case analysis). The
potential for mineral development and related

disturbance is low in this WSA.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS
This alternative would be consistent with the

Wayne County Master Plan which recommends
"many uses [for] open spaces." This alternative

(No Action) is based on implementation of the

current BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP
and is therefore in conformance with it. The MFP
has been reviewed by the Governor, and has been
found to be consistent with the plans of the State

of Utah. The No Action Alternative would also be
consistent with the State of Utah policy of

emphasizing economic return from State School
lands.

SOCIOECONOMICS

There would not be a loss of local employment or

income as a result of this alternative. The existing

ability to explore and develop mineral resources
would remain as at present. A portion of the $100
peryearassessmentfee required foreach mining
claim would reach the local economy. If the oil

and gas, tar sand, and other minerals in the WSA
were developed, it would lead to increases in

employment and income for Wayne and possibly

Emery Counties. However, the probability of

economic development of minerals within the

WSA is low (refer to the Mineral and Energy
Resources section for a description of mineral

and development potentials).

There would be no livestock-related economic
losses because the existing grazing use (128
AUMs) and ability to maintain, replace, and build

new range improvements would remain as at
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present. The forage use in the allotment would
continue to produce $2,560 annually in livestock

sales and $640 of ranchers' return to labor and
investment.

As discussed in the Recreation section, recrea-

tional use and, therefore, recreation-related local

expenditures could increase at a rate of 2 percent
or greater per year over the next 20 years (49-

percent increase over 20 years). Because esti-

mated recreational use in the area is presently

only about 125 visitor days per year and overall

recreation-related expenditures average only
$4.10 per visitor day (only a portion of which
contributes to the local economy), recreation-

related expenditures attributable to the WSA
would likely remain insignificant to the local

economy.

Surface-impacting activities that would be
allowed without designation could reduce the

demand for commercial outfitter services now
offered in the area. Decreased demand would be
significant to the commercial outfitters who use
the WSA but would be insignificant in terms of the
local economy and other individual businesses.

Federal and State revenues would not be reduced
by this alternative. The 35,000 acres currently

under oil and gas lease could continue to gener-
ate up to $105,000 annually in Federal revenues.
There are 26,000 acres in the WSA open to leases

that are currently not leased. If leased, they would
bring up to $78,000 additional Federal lease fee

revenues per year in addition to new royalties if

oil and gas were produced. Half of these monies
would be allocated to the State, a portion of which
could reach the local economy.

Collection of livestock grazing fees ($179.20 per
year) would continue. About 50 percent of the
grazing fees would continue to be returned to the
local BLM office for use in range improvement
projects. Commercial recreation permits would
continue to produce an undetermined amount of

Federal fee revenues. Overall, there could be an
increase in Federal oil and gas and recreation

permittee revenues of more than $78,000 peryear
under this alternative.

All Wilderness Alternative (61 ,000 Acres)

(Proposed Action)

As identified in the Description of the Alternatives

section, the major changes that could occur in

the 61 ,000-acre area would be related to its with-

drawal from mineral location and closure to new
mineral leasing and sale. The entire area would

be placed in leasing Category 4 (closed to leas-

ing). About 18 miles of existing vehicular ways
would be closed to vehicular use except for

approvals by BLM as discussed in the Description
of the Alternatives section. The WSA would be
managed under VRM Class I.

For the following analysis it is assumed that min-
ing claims could eventually be explored and de-
veloped, causing an estimated 20 acres of disturb-

ance within the WSA. It is also assumed that

existing oil and gas leases would expire before
production of commercial quantities and that tar

sand conversion areas would be either converted
with the stipulation of no surface occupancy or

denied. Oil and gas leases would not be renewed
and future leasing of oil and gas or combined
hydrocarbons would not be allowed. Appendix 10
lists surface disturbance assumptions and esti-

mates for the WSA.
Because potentially disturbed areas for this

alternative would be smaller than under the No
Action Alternative (20 vs. 194 acres) and because
tar sand development could occur adjacent to the

WSA with either of the alternatives, the impacts
from development and surface disturbance on air

quality, geology, soils, vegetation, water, forest,

and cultural resources under the All Wilderness
Alternative would be insignificant as described
for the No Action Alternative. Wilderness desig-

nation would provide additional protection to

these resources. Other effects on these resources

due to changes in management are discussed
below.

WATER RESOURCES

No water improvements exist or are planned
within the WSA. Future improvements of existing

springs for livestock, desert bighorn sheep, or

other purposes could occur if this were compati-

ble with preservation of wilderness values. How-
ever, restrictions to protect wilderness values

could prevent the development of some springs.

Mineral exploration and development is generally

confined at or near the surface or with widely

spaced wells and would not significantly impact

ground water. The water requirement for a

70,000-BPD tar sand industry to extract the tar

sand from the entire Tar Sand Triangle STSA is

estimated to be 11,079 acre-feet/year for 130

years (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984). That portion

of the WSA under lease conversion application

covers 20 acres (approximately 0.02 percent of

the STSA) and under this alternative would not be

developed. Potential for development of ground
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water within the WSA to help meet water require-

ments for production on adjacent areas would be
foregone. In-situ tar sand development in areas

adjacent to the WSA could, overtime, lowerqual-
ity of the ground water in this WSA. However,
under this alternative water quality would remain
better for a longer period of time in areas where
the aquifer would not be injected directly. Lower
quality water would have to migrate from distant

injection activities (USDI, NPS, and BLM, 1984).

The time for ground water contamination to

occur through migration cannot be determined.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

Approximately 35,000 acres (20,000 acres are

pre-FLPMA and 15,000 acres are post-FLPMA)
are under oil and gas leases. However, no explo-

ration or development of oil and gas is presently

occurring within the WSA.

If the area were designated wilderness it would be

placed in a Category 4 status (no leasing) with no
new leasing. However, pre- and post-FLPMA
leases could be developed subject to the stipula-

tions issued at the time of leasing.

It is concluded that the exploration for and devel-

opment of a potential resource of up to 10 million

barrels of oil in-place (3 million recoverable) and
60 billion cubic feet of natural gas (18 billion

recoverable) would be foregone under this alter-

native. However, due to the small size of the

potential deposits, the low certainty that these
exist, and the low likelihood of exploration and
development activities, it is concluded that this

alternative would not result in any significant loss

of recoverable oil and gas.

Tar Sand

No production of oil from tar sand is presently

taking place within the WSA. It should be noted
that SAI (1 982) evaluated the Dirty Devil WSA and
the French Spring-Happy Canyon WSA as one
unit. Although the tar sand resource for this unit

shows a favorability rating of f4/c4, the source
potential in the Dirty Devil WSA is actually low to

none because of the position of the WSA relative

to the Tar Sand Triangle STSA. Approximately 20
acres of the WSA are part of the Tar Sand Triangle

STSA and are under lease conversion applica-

tion. If this lease is not converted to a combined
hydrocarbon lease, it will be phased out. If it is

converted to a combined hydrocarbon lease it

would contain a no surface occupancy stipula-

tion that would apply if the WSA were designated
as wilderness. Therefore, no production of oil

from tar sand is anticipated in this portion of the

Tar Sand Triangle STSA under this alternative.

The potential for development of 20 acres of tar

sand with about 49,500 barrels of recoverable oil

would be foregone. However, the potential for

this resource is low within the WSA, and the like-

lihood for development is thought to be minimal,

even if the WSA were not designated as

wilderness.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 18,000 acres are under mining
claim within the WSA, principally for uranium.

Less than 50,000 tons of copper metal and less

than 500 tons of uranium oxide are estimated to

potentially occur within the WSA. Development
work, extraction, and patenting would be allowed
to continue on valid claims after wilderness

designation under undue and unnecessary deg-
radation guidelines. After that date, all other

lands (including claims not determined valid)

would be closed to prospecting and development
(USDI, BLM, 1981b; USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984).

It is estimated that, if minerals are located prior to

designation, approximately 20 acres could be dis-

turbed duetoexploration of the locatable mineral

resources, primarily uranium.

The worst-case impact to minerals would be if the

recoverable minerals are not within mining claims

filed before designation. In that case, the poten-
tial for recovery of up to 50,000 tons of copper and
500 tons of uranium oxide would be foregone.

However, locatable minerals are not currently

produced in the WSA due to economic considera-

tions (e.g., transportation, low potential, etc.) and
it is unlikely that exploration or development will

occur even without wilderness designation.

Therefore, it is concluded that this alternative

would not result in any significant loss of recov-

erable uranium and copper resources.

WILDLIFE

Some wildlife would benefit from this alternative

due to the preservation of solitude. However,
water could be a limiting factor. Even though no
water developments are planned, if springs are

not improved at various locations in the WSA
because of restrictions for protection of wilder-

ness values, the distribution of wildlife will con-
tinue to be confined to the Dirty Devil River and
Beaver Wash Canyons. Bighorn sheep may not

migrate into the WSA without spring develop-
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merits. However, even with spring developments,
their presence may be periodic.

About 20 acres could be disturbed due to mineral

exploration and development. This could disrupt

some wildlife populations in the affected areas

and result in these species leaving such localized

areas. Less mobile wildlife would either perish or

co-exist with the disturbances at smaller and less

viable population levels.

The occasional presence of Bell's vireo and gold
eagle would remain the same in much of the WSA
except in those 20 acres of mineral exploration

and development, where these species would
leave the area.

LIVESTOCK

Present domestic livestock grazing would con-

tinue as authorized in the Henry Mountain Plan-

ning Area MFP. The 128 AUMs currently allo-

cated in the WSA are controlled by one livestock

permittee. There are no existing or proposed
rangeland improvements in the WSA and there

are no areas identified as having potential for

increased forage through vegetation manipula-

tion. New rangeland improvements would be

allowed if determined necessaryforthe purposes

of rangeland and/or wilderness protection and
the effective management of these resources.

However, development of future roads or other

livestock management facilities for use with the

128 AUMs in the WSA could be restricted to pre-

serve wilderness values. Because no improve-

ments have been proposed in the WSA and motor-

ized vehicles are used very little in livestock

management, little effect on the management of

livestock grazing is expected. Wilderness desig-

nation could reduce short-term loss of livestock

forage due to mineral and energy exploration and
development.

Due to the remoteness, rough terrain, topo-

graphy, and difficult access, very little use of

motorized vehicles is currently taking place to

manage livestock. Therefore, little effect on the

management of livestock grazing is expected.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Wilderness designation would contribute to the

preservation of the area's visual resources. Under
this alternative, the potential for surface-
disturbing activities that could impairvisual qual-

ity would be reduced through management under
VRM Class I which generally allows for only natu-

ral ecological change, through continuation of

the ORV closure, and through closure of the

entirearea to future mineral leasing and location.

Under this alternative, surface disturbance would
be reduced from the 194 acres projected for the
No Action Alternative to 20 acres, which would be
associated with development of valid mining
claims. Although mitigating measures would be
applied to reduce visual contrast created by
mineral-related surface disturbance, visual qual-
ity would be degraded and VRM Class I manage-
ment objectives would not be met during the
shortterm on disturbed areas. Even after rehabili-

tation some permanent localized degradation
could beexpected. Because the potential disturb-

ance is only 20 acres and the potential for devel-

opment of mining claims is low, visual quality

would probably not be reduced in the WSA as a
whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Approximately 20 acres (0.032 percent of WSA)
could be disturbed by mineral exploration and
development in the wilderness area, but invento-

ries for the purposes of site recordation and mit-

igation of impacts would take place prior to any
and all proposed surface disturbance and would
mitigate any adverse impacts. Inadvertent loss or

damage to cultural resources could occur; how-
ever, these impacts are expected to be minimal.

There is a potential for increased vandalism to

cultural resources due to increased recreational

use of the WSA. However, protection afforded by

wilderness management would outweigh any
potential vandalism problems caused by recrea-

tional activity, and the overall impact would be

positive.

RECREATION

Overall, recreation would benefit from this alter-

native. Although visitor use is currently low, the

area has excellent opportunities for primitive

recreation, including extended hiking, camping,
and horseback trips. These recreation opportuni-

ties would be preserved by designation because
surface-disturbing activities would be reduced to

approximately 20 acres. Because the potential for

mineral production is low and wilderness desig-

nation would reduce the potential for surface dis-

turbance, the quality of the primitive recreational

experience would likely be preserved throughout

the area.

As discussed for the No Action Alternative,

recreational use of the WSA is estimated to

increase about 2 percent per year over the next 20

years in relation to population increasesand cur-

rent trends of recreational use. Publicity of the

WSA that would likely follow wilderness designa-
tion could lead to an undetermined increase in
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primitive recreational use above the baseline rate

as would the WSA's proximity to Glen Canyon
NRA and Canyonlands National Park.

In addition, if tar sand development occurs and
the road into the northern portion of the Tar Sand
Triangle STSA is paved, recreational use in the

area could increase by as much as 950 percent in

the vicinity of the WSA due to improved access
(USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984). The increase in use
within the Dirty Devil WSA cannot be predicted

because the WSA is several milesfrom the poten-

tial new access. Management provided through a

Wilderness Management Plan would attempt to

control destructive increases in future recreation

use and the quality of the primitive recreation

experience would probably not be negatively

affected by the increased use.

There would be little or no change in ORV use
because 96 percent of the WSA is presently

closed to ORV use. Commercial outfitting based
on primitive recreation would benefit, and recrea-

tion use could increase if other primitive com-
mercial operators applied for use of the WSA.
Little impact on ORV recreational use would be
expected due to the general lack of such activity

in the area. About 96 percent of the WSA, includ-

ing 18 miles of vehicular ways, is presently closed

to ORV use.

It is concluded that this alternative could benefit

recreation by reducing the likelihood of surface-
disturbing activities and increasing manage-
ment's recognition of and attention to recrea-

tional values.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Designation as wilderness and management of all

61 ,000 acres would contribute to the preservation
of the wilderness characteristics of size, natural-

ness, outstanding opportunities for solitude and
primitive and unconfined recreation, and special

features (i.e., beaver colonies in Beaver Wash
Canyon, petrified wood deposits, geologic for-

mations, scenery, rock art, etc.). Although recrea-

tional use could increase substantially (refer to

Recreation section), use relative to the size of the

area would be low. Solitude (outstanding on
49,000 acres), primitive recreation (outstanding

on 49,000 acres), special features, and natural-

ness would be preserved except in localized

areas affected by an estimated 20 acres of surface

disturbance related to mineral exploration and
development. No significant impact to the WSA
asa whole would beexpected becausethe poten-
tially disturbed acreage is small and development

of claims under this alternative is unlikely. If tar

sand production, is allowed in parts of the Tar
Sand Triangle STSA near the Dirty Devil WSA
outside sights and sounds would reduce wilder-

ness values in the WSA.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

The existing BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area
MFP does not provideforwilderness designation.

Congressional designation of the WSA as wilder-

ness would be an amendment to the Henry Moun-
tain MFP.

The Wayne County Master Plan recommends
multiple use of all public lands in the county.

Wilderness designation would generally be con-
sistent with the multiple-use concept because
most resource uses would continue, although

under more restrictive conditions. This alterna-

tive would conflict with the county's multiple-use

concept because restrictive conditions would be

placed on mineral development and oil and gas
leases would be phased out. If State lands within

the WSA are exchanged for lands outside the

WSA, wilderness designation would not conflict

with the policy of the State of Utah to maximize
economic returns.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall there would be no significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and
local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of

resources under wilderness designation there

could be slight losses in local income and Federal

revenues currently provided by resource uses in

the WSA (refer to Table 9) as well as loss of poten-

tial increases in income and Federal revenues

that could occur under the No Action Alternative.

The potential for mineral development in the

WSA is low (refer to the Mineral and Energy
Resources section for a discussion of the WSA's
mineral character). Valid existing oil and gas
leases and mining claims could be developed but

designation would preclude new leases and
claims from being established in the WSA. Pre-

cluding exploration and development of minerals

would not alter existing economic conditions, but

could alter future economic conditions from what
they would be with mineral development under
the No Action Alternative. Because the potential

for mineral development is low, it is estimated
that potential mineral-related local income would
not be significantly reduced by wilderness desig-

nation. However, any local income related to

assessment of future mining claims would be lost.
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Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-
tinue as at present with $2,560 of livestock sales

and $640 of ranchers' return to labor and invest-

ment. Proposed improvements for livestock

would be foregone along with any resulting

increased rancher income. No such potential

range improvements have been proposed.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase nonmotorized
recreational use (refertothe Recreation section).

Related local expenditures would be small (aver-

age of $4.10 per visitor day statewide) and would
only be significant to the commercial outfitters

now using the WSA and those that may begin
using the WSA.

The loss of 35,000 acres now leased for oil and

gas would cause an eventual loss of up to

$105,000 per year of lease fees to the Federal

Treasury. There would also be a potential loss of

$78,000 annually in Federal revenues from the

26,000 acres that could be leased without desig-

nation. In addition to these rental fees, any poten-
tial royalties from new lease production could
also be foregone.

An estimated annual $179.20 of Federal grazing

fee revenues would continue.

Recreation-related Federal revenues may
increase if the demand for commercial outfitter

services increase. The number of commercial
outfitters using the WSA is unknown, but desig-

nation could lead to more commercial recrea-

tional use in the WSA.
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HORSESHOE CANYON (SOUTH) WSA
(UT-050-237)

INTRODUCTION

General Description of the Area

The Horseshoe Canyon Wilderness Study Area
(WSA) consists of 38,800 acres of public land

about 24 miles east of Hanksville in northeastern
Wayne County. The WSA is west of Glen Canyon
National Recreation Area (NRA). The area con-
tains a series of deep, slickrock canyons sepa-
rated by sparsely vegetated benches that con-
verge near the Horseshoe Canyon Detached Unit

of Canyonlands National Park (contiguous with

the WSA).

Summer temperatures can be over 95 degrees
Farenheit (F) at the bottom of Horseshoe Canyon.
Winter temperatures can fall below degrees F.

Precipitation averages about 6 inches in the bot-

tom of Horseshoe Canyon to about 10 inches on
the higher bench areas.

The WSA is located in the upper end of a canyon
approximately 35 miles long, which is potential

wilderness for its entire length. There are two
management designations for the other portions

of the canyon: the Horseshoe Canyon Detached
Unit of Canyonlands National Park and the Horse-
shoe Canyon (North) WSA of the Moab District

BLM (UT-060-045). The combined total acreage
of the three contiguous areas is almost 62,000

acres. A road on the southern boundary separates

this WSA from French Spring-Happy Canyon
WSA (UT-050-236B). The Glen Canyon NRA
borders portions of the eastern boundary of the

WSA.

Specific Issues Identified in Scoping

Several concerns pertaining to the wilderness

study process and/or the environmental analysis

process were raised during scoping. These con-

cerns are discussed in the Scoping section of

Volume I rather than in individual analyses for

WSAs.

General issues pertaining to the WSAs in the

Henry Mountain Resource Area are discussed in

Volume I. Only two specific issues pertaining to

the Horseshoe Canyon WSA were identified

through formal public scoping (USDI, BLM,
1984d), and these are responded to below.

1. Comment: Soil erosion control issues

should be analyzed in the Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS).

Response: Erosion control problems are

addressed in this document. As indicated in

the Affected Environment section, wind ero-

sion is the major problem in this WSA, and
erosion control measures have been planned.

2. Comment: The oil and gas (mineral)

potential of the WSA is ranked low by Science
Applications, Inc. (SAI, 1982). Based on pro-

prietary information, representatives of theoil

and gas industry believe the potential of the

WSA to be at least moderate. This information

should be considered in the Draft EIS.

Response: At this time BLM has not made an

independent assessment of geologic infor-

mation gathered by oil and gas companies.

The SAI (1982) report will be used as the ref-

erence on oil and gas potential for this EIS,

but information provided by the oil and gas

industry and available mineral investigation

reports by the USDI, Geological Survey and
Bureau of Mines will be reviewed by BLM
prior to making final wilderness recommen-
dations to the Secretary of the Interior.

DESCRIPTION OF THE
ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Considered and Eliminated

From Detailed Study

No alternatives other than those analyzed below

were raised for this WSA during scoping.

Alternatives Analyzed

Four alternatives are analyzed for this WSA: (1)

No Action; (2) All Wilderness (38,800 acres); (3)

Partial Wilderness (36,000 acres); and (4) Partial

Wilderness (28,700 acres). A description of each

alternative follows. Where management inten-

tions have not been clearly identified, assump-
tions are made based on management projec-

tions under each alternative. These assumptions

are indicated in each case.

/£STATEWIDE
POCKET MAP
WSA
NO
VSEE VOL. I
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NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, none of the 38,800-acre

Horseshoe Canyon (South) WSA would be
designated by Congress as part of the National

Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS). The
area would continue to be managed in accord-
ance with the Henry Mountain Planning Area
Manaqement Framework Plan (MFP) (USDI,
BLM, 1982c). The State land within the WSA has
not been identified in the MFP for Federal acquisi-

tion through exchange or purchase (refer to Map
1). Refer to Volume I for further information on
State in-holdings.

The following are specific actions that would
occur under this alternative:

• All 38,800 acres would be managed as oil

and gas leasing Category 1 (standard stipu-

lations). The entire area would remain open
to mineral location, leasing, and sale. Devel-

opment work, extraction, and patenting

would be allowed on existing mining claims

(1,670 acres) and future mining claims.

• About 58 acres of theWSA are part of the Tar
Sand Triangle Special Tar Sand Area
(STSA) and are involved in lease conversion
applications fortar sand development by in-

situ methods (USDI, National Park Service

[NPS] and BLM, 1984). Under this alterna-

tive it is assumed that any wilderness protec-

tion stipulations (no surface occupancy)
applied to the leases while the area is under
wilderness review would be dropped if the

area is not designated.

• The present domestic livestock grazing use
in the area would continue as authorized in

the MFP (1,150 Animal Unit Months
[AUMs]). Use and maintenance of three cor-

rals, 2 miles of fence, one reservoir, and six

improved springs would continue. New
rangeland improvements could be imple-

mented without wilderness considerations.

Three reservoirs are proposed for develop-
ment in this WSA.

• Developments for wildlife, water resources,

etc. could be allowed without wilderness
consideration if in conformance with the

MFP. None are proposed.

• The 38,800 acres would to be open to off-

road vehicle (ORV) use, including 23 miles

of ways within the WSA.

• The entire 38,800-acre area would be open
to forest product harvest. However, there is

no harvest of forest products at the present

time, nor is any planned.

• The area would continue to be managed
under Visual Resource Management (VRM)
Class II (36,500 acres) and Class III (2,300
acres).

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken in instan-

ces which threaten human life, property, or

high-value resources without concern for

wilderness values.

• Activities to gather information would be
allowed by permit, provided these were
accomplished in an environmentally sound
manner.

• Motorized hunting would be allowed subject

to applicable State and Federal laws and
regulations.

• Control of predators would be allowed to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

vent special and serious losses of domestic
livestock. Methods of control would be
determined as appropriate.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under the All Wilderness Alternative (refer to Map
2), all 38,800 acres of the Horseshoe Canyon WSA
would be designated by an act of Congress as
part of the NWPS. It would be managed in accord-
ance with the BLM's "Wilderness Management
Policy" (USDI, BLM, 1981b) to preserve its wil-

derness character.

Upon designation, Federal acquisition of three
sections of State land (1,920 acres) within the
WSA is likely, and would be authorized by pur-
chase or exchange. Six of eleven State sections
adjacent to the WSA would probably be ex-
changed. It is assumed that wilderness manage-
ment and resulting impacts on acquired State
lands would be the same as those on adjacent
Federal lands. Acreage figures and quantities

(e.g., AUMs) in this analysis for Federal lands
only.

The following are specific actions that would
occur under this alternative:

• If the WSA were designated wilderness, all

38,800 acres would be withdrawn from min-

eral location and closed to new mineral leas-

ing and sale. Development work, extraction,
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and patenting would be allowed to continue
on that portion of the approximately 1,670
acres of existing mining claims determined
to be valid. Development of these claims
would be regulated by theundueand unnec-
essary degradation guidelines with wilder-

ness considerations (43 Code of Federal
Regulations [CFR] 3809). After designation,
existing oil and gas leases, involving about
31,080 acres, would be phased out upon
expiration unless an oil or gas find in com-
mercial quantities is shown or unless leases
are converted to combined hydrocarbon (tar

sand) leases under provisions of Public Law
97-78. Oil and gas leases converted to com-
bined hydrocarbon leases on 58 acres in the
WSA would contain nonimpairment stipula-

tions (no surface occupancy); therefore,

under this alternative, tar sand development
on the 58 acres could occur only in a manner
not degrading to wilderness values.

Present domestic livestock grazing would
continue as authorized in the Henry Moun-
tain Planning Area MFP. The 1,150 AUMs in

the WSA would remain availableto livestock

as presently allotted. A small herd (10-20
animals) of wild burros would be allowed to

continue grazing use in the area. The use
and maintenance of rangeland improve-
ments existing at the time of designation
could continue in the same manner as in the
past, based on practical necessity and rea-

sonableness. Existing rangeland improve-
ments include three corrals, 2 miles of fence,

one reservoir, and six developed springs in

this WSA. After designation, new rangeland
improvements would be allowed on a case-
by-case basis if determined necessary for

the purposes of resource protection (range-

land and/or wilderness) and the effective

management of these resources as long as

certain criteria (refer Appendix 1 ) are met to

adequately protect wilderness values. Three
new reservoirs are proposed for develop-
ment in this WSA. It is assumed that devel-

opment of these reservoirs would not be
allowed under this alternative.

New water resource improvements or

watershed activities not related to rangeland
or wildlife management would be allowed
after designation only if these enhance wil-

derness values, correct conditions present-

ing imminent hazard to life or property, or

are authorized by the President pursuant to

Section 4(d)(4)(1) of the Wilderness Act
(Eighty-Eighth Congress of the U.S., 1964).

Except for the reservoirs and springs
already mentioned, no water resource

improvements are located in the Horseshoe
Canyon WSA, and none are planned.

• New wildlife transplants or habitat
improvements would be allowed after

designation only if these are compatible
with wilderness values. None are planned in

this WSA.

• The entire WSA would be closed toORV use
except for: (1) those users with valid exist-

ing rights if approved by BLM in accordance
with 43 CFR rules

; or (2) occasional and
short-term vehicular access approved by
BLM for maintenance of approved range-
land improvements, including those men-
tioned above. About 23 miles of existing

vehicular ways in the WSA would not be
available for vehicular use, except as indi-

cated above. About 6 miles of the WSA
boundary follow existing unpaved roads,

which would remain open to vehicular

travel.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and pro-

tection of the wilderness area. As pa. t of that

plan, it is assumed that a maintenance-and-
use border would be allowed along the

approximately 6 miles of roads adjacent to

the wilderness area for purposes of road

maintenance, temporary vehicle pull-off,

and trailhead parking. This border would
extend from the edge of the road surface up
to 100 feet.

• Harvest of forest products would not be
allowed except for harvest of pinyon nuts or

noncommercial gathering of dead-and-
down wood if accomplished by other than
mechanical means. There is no harvest of

forest products at the present time, nor is

any planned.

• Visual resources would be managed in

accordance with VRM Class I standards

which generally allow for only natural eco-
logical change.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease within the area would be
taken in instances that threaten human life,

property, or high-value resources on adja-

cent nonwilderness lands or where unac-
ceptable change to the wilderness resource
would result if the measures were not taken.

Measures taken must be those having the

least adverse impact to wilderness values

(i.e., those that least alter the landscape or

disturb the land surface). Therefore, it is

assumed that firefighting would be limited to

hand and aerial techniques.
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• Any activity to gather information about
natural resources in the area would be
allowed by permit, provided it was accom-
plished in a manner compatible with the

preservation of wilderness resources.
Research and other studies would be con-
ducted without use of motorized equipment
or construction of temporary or permanent
structures, unless no other feasible alterna-

tives exist.

• Nonmotorized hunting would be allowed
subject to applicable State and Federal laws
and regulations.

• Predator control would be allowed to pro-

tect threatened or endangered wildlife spe-
cies or on a case-by-case basis to prevent

special and serious losses of domestic live-

stock. This would be accomplished by
methods directed at eliminating the offend-

ing individuals while at the same time posing
the least possible hazardtootheranimalsor
to wilderness visitors. Poison baits or cya-
nide guns would not be used. A predator
control program would be approved only
under conditions that would ensure min-
imum disturbance to wilderness values.

PARTIAL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE (36,000
ACRES)
(PROPOSED ACTION)

Under this alternative, 36,000 acres of the Horse-

shoe Canyon WSA would be designated as wil-

derness (refer to Map 3). The objective of this

alternative is to analyze as wilderness that portion

of the WSA that would have the fewest manage-
ability problems. The area that would not be

designated is in proximity to heavily used roads

and corrals; also, this area has low-quality wilder-

ness values. The 2,800-acre area that would not

be designated as wilderness would be managed
in accordance with the Henry Mountain MFP as

described for the No Action Alternative. The
36,000-acreareathatwould be designated as wil-

derness would be managed in accordance with

the BLM's "Wilderness Management Policy," as

described in the All Wilderness Alternative. Upon
designation, Federal acquisition of three sections

of State land (1,922 acres) within the WSA is

likely, and would be authorized by purchase or

exchange. Six of ten State sections adjacent to

the WSA would be exchanged. Should land trans-

fers be made, it is assumed that impacts on
acquired State lands would be the same as those
on adjacent Federal landsand nospecificanalysis

is given here. The figures and acreages given

under this alternative are for Federal lands only.

Refer to Volume I for further information on State

in-holdings.

A summary of specific actions for this alternative

follows:

• The 36,000 acres that would be designated
wilderness would be withdrawn from min-
eral entry and closed to new mineral leasing

and sale. In the 36,000-acre area, develop-
ment work, extraction, and patenting would
be allowed to continue on 1,510 acres of

existing mining claims, provided these are
valid. Development on these claims would
be regulated by the undue and unnecessary
degradation guidelines with wilderness
considerations. The existing oil and gas
leases, which cover 28,680 acres, would be
phased out upon expiration unless a find in

commercial quantities is presented or they
are converted to combined hydrocarbon
leases. The 58 acres of leases that could be
converted to combined hydrocarbon leases

occur in the 36,000-acre area that would be
designated wilderness. These leases would
contain nonimpairment stipulations limiting

development to that which could occur in a

manner not degrading to wilderness values.

The 2,800-acre area that would not be
designated would be managed as leasing

Category 1 (standard stipulations). This

area would remain open to mineral location,

leasing, and sale. Development, extraction,

and possible patent of existing claims (160
acres) and future mining claims could occur
in the 2,800-acre area if claims are valid.

Development of existing leases (2,400
acres) and future leases could occur without

concern for wilderness values.

• Domestic livestock grazing would continue

at present levels (80 AUMs) in the 36,000-

acre area that would be designated. Existing

rangeland improvements (three corrals, 1

mile of fence, one reservoir, and four

improved springs) in the 36,000-acre area

could be used and maintained in the same
manner as in the past, based on practical

necessity and reasonableness. New range-

land improvements would be allowed if

determined necessary for the purposes of

resource protection (rangeland and/or wil-

derness) and the effective management of

these resources as long as wilderness pro-

tection criteria are met (refer to Appendix 1).

After designation, rangeland improvements
would be considered on a case-by-case

basis. The three planned reservoirs would
not be allowed. In the 2,800 acres that would

not be designated as wilderness, use of

1,070 AUMs would continue as authorized in

the current MFP for the Henry Mountain

Planning Area. Existing rangeland improve-

ments (1 mile of fence and two improved

springs) could be used and maintained

without wilderness considerations. In the
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2,800-acre area, new rangeland improve-
ments could be developed without concern
for wilderness values, although none are

proposed.

• In the 36,000-acre area that would be desig-

nated wilderness, new water resource
improvements or watershed activities not

related to rangeland or wildlife management
would be allowed only if these enhance wil-

derness, correct conditions that are immi-
nently hazardous to life or property, or are

authorized by the President pursuant to Sec-
tion 4(d)(4)(1) of the Wilderness Act. In the

remaining 2,800-acre area, water resource
improvements would be allowed without
concern for wilderness values. None are

proposed.

• I n the 36,000-acre area that would be desig-

nated wilderness, wildlife transplants or

habitat improvements would be allowed
only if compatiblewith wilderness values. In

the 2,800-acre area that would not be desig-

nated wilderness, wildlife transplants or

habitat improvements would be allowed
without concern for wilderness values. None
are proposed.

• The 36,000-acre area that would be desig-

nated wilderness would be closed to ORV
use. Within this area, vehicular activity

would be allowed only by BLM permit for

users withvalid mineral rightsorformainte-
nance of approved rangeland improve-
ments. About 21 miles of existing vehicular

ways in the 36,000-acre area would not be
available for vehicular use, except if the

criteria given in the All Wilderness Alterna-

tive were met. The 2,800-acre area, includ-

ing 2 miles of ways, would be open to ORV
use. All 6 miles of road forming the boundary
of the WSA would be open to vehicular

travel.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and.pro-

tectionofthe36,000-acreareathatwould be
designated. As part of that plan, it is

assumed that a maintenance-and-use
border would be allowed along roads adja-

cent to the wilderness area for purposes of

road maintenance, temporary vehicle pull-

off, and trailhead parking. This borderwould
extend from the edge of the road surface up
to 100 feet.

• Harvest of forest products in the 36,000-acre
area that would be designated wilderness
would not be allowed except for harvest of

pinyon nuts or noncommercial gathering of

dead-and-down wood, if accomplished by
other than mechanical means. The remain-
ing 2,800 acres would be open to forest prod-
uct harvest. However, there is no harvest of
forest products in the WSA at the present
time, nor is any planned.

• Visual resources in the 36,000-acre area that

would be designated would be managed in

accordance with VRM Class I standards.
The remaining nondesignated 2,800 acres
would be managed as Class II.

• Within the 36,000-acre area that would be
designated wilderness, measures to control
fire, insects, noxious weeds, or disease
would be taken only in instances which
threaten human life, property, or high-value
resources on adjacent nonwilderness lands,

or where unacceptable change to the wil-

derness resource would result if the meas-
ures were not taken. Measures taken must
be those having the least adverse impact to

wilderness values (i.e., those that least alter

the landscape or disturb the land surface).

Therefore, it is assumed that firefighting

would be limited to aerial and hand tech-
niques. On the remaining 2,800 acres that

would not be designated, these measures
could be taken in instances which threaten

human life and property without concern for

wilderness values.

• Inthe36,000acresthatwould bedesignated
wilderness, any activity to gather informa-

tion about natural resources would be
allowed by permit, provided it was accom-
plished in a manner compatible with the

preservation of wilderness values. Research
and otherstudies would be conducted with-

out use of motorized equipment or con-

struction of temporary or permanent struc-

tures unless no other feasible alternative

exists. In the 2,800 acre area, activities to

gather information about natural resources

would be allowed by permit, provided these

were accomplished in an environmentally

sound manner.

• In the36,000 acres that would bedesignated
wilderness, hunting would be limited to

nonmotorized means. In the 2,800-acre area

thatwould not bedesignated, hunting would
be allowed subject to applicable State and
Federal laws and regulations.

• In the 36,000-acre area that would be desig-

nated wilderness, predator control would be

allowed to protect threatened or endan-
gered wildlife species or on a case-by-case

basis to prevent special and serious losses

8
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of domestic livestock. This would be
accomplished by methods directed at elimi-

nating the offending individuals while at the

same time posing the least possible hazard
to other animals or to wilderness visitors.

Poison baits or cyanide guns would not be
allowed. A predator control program would
only be approved under conditions that

would ensure minimum disturbance to wil-

derness values. In the 2,800-acre area, con-
trol of predators would be allowed to protect

threatened or endangered wildlife species
or on a case-by-case basis to prevent special

and serious losses of domestic livestock

without consideration given to protection of

wilderness values. Methods of control would
be determined as appropriate.

PARTIAL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE (28,700
ACRES)

In this Partial Wilderness Alternative, 28,700 acres

of the Horseshoe Canyon WSA would be desig-

nated as wilderness (refer to Map 4). The objec-

tive of this alternative is to identify and analyze
that portion of the WSA that has the most out-

standing wilderness characteristics. The 10,100-

acreareawithintheWSAthatwould not bedesig-
nated wilderness would be managed in accordance
with the Henry Mountain MFP, as described inthe

No Action Alternative. The 28,700-acre area that

would be designated as wilderness would be
managed in accordance with BLM's "Wilderness

Management Policy," as described in the All Wil-

derness Alternative. This alternative would likely

involve Federal acquisition of three sections of in

held State land (1 ,280 acres). Five adjacent State
sections would be exchanged. It is assumed that

wilderness management and resulting impacts on
acquired State lands would be similar to those
analyzed for Federal lands. Figures and quantities

for this alternative are for Federal lands only.

A summary of specific actions for this alternative
follows:

• The 28,700 acres that would be designated
wilderness would be withdrawn from min-
eral entry and closed to new mineral leasing
and sale. In this area, development work,
extraction, and patenting would be allowed
to continue on 50 acres of existing mining
claims, provided these are valid. Develop-
ment on these claims would be regulated by
the undue and unnecessary degradation
guidelines with wilderness considerations.
Existing oil and gas leases, which cover
24,680 acres, would be phased out upon
expiration unless a find in commercial quan-
tities is presented or they are converted to

combined hydrocarbon leases. There are no
leases that may be converted to combined

hydrocarbon leases in the 28,700-acre area.

The 10,100-acre area that would not be
designated wilderness would be managed
as leasing Category 1 (standard stipula-

tions). This area would remain open to min-

eral location, leasing, and sale. Develop-
ment work, extraction, and possible patent

of existing claims (1,620 acres) and future

mining claims could occur in the 10,100-

acre area if claims are valid. Development of

existing leases (6,400 acres) and future

leases (including the 58 acres of existing

leases in this area that may be converted to

combined hydrocarbon leases) in the
10,100-acre area could be developed with-

out concern for wilderness values.

• Domestic livestock grazing in the WSA
would continue as presently authorized in

the MFP (821 AUMs) in the 28,700 acres that

would be designated wilderness. Existing

rangeland improvements (one corral, one
reservoir and one improved spring) in the

28,700-acre area could continue to be main-
tained in the same manner as in the past,

based on practical necessity and reasona-

bleness. New rangeland improvements
would be allowed if determined necessary

for the purposes of resource protection

(rangeland and/or wilderness) and the

effective management of these resources as

long as wilderness protection criteria are

met (refer to Appendix 1). Three reservoirs

proposed in the 28,700-acre area would not

be allowed. After designation, rangeland

improvements would be considered on a

case-by-case basis. In the area that would
not be designated, use of 329 AUMs would
continue as authorized in the current MFP
for the Henry Mountain Planning Area.

Existing rangeland improvements (two cor-

rals, 2 miles of fence, and three improved
springs) could be used and maintained. In

the 10,100-acre area, existing rangeland

improvements (one corral, three improved
springs, and one reservoir) could be used
and maintained, and new rangeland
improvements could be developed without

concern for wilderness values. None are

proposed.

• In the 28,700-acre area that would be desig-

nated wilderness, new water resource
improvements or watershed activities not

related to rangeland management would be
allowed only if these enhanced wilderness,

corrected conditions imminently hazardous
to health or property, or are authorized by

the President pursuant to Section 4(d)(4)(1

)

of the Wilderness Act. In the remaining
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10,100-acre area, water resource improve-
ments would be allowed without concern for

wilderness values. None are proposed.

• In the 28,700 acres that would bedesignated
wilderness, wildlife transplants or habitat

improvements would be allowed only if

these are compatible with wilderness values.

In the 10,100 acres that would not be desig-

nated, wildlife transplants or habitat
improvements would be allowed without
concern for wilderness values.

• Thecanyonsthatwould comprisethe28,700
acres designated wilderness would be
closed to ORV use. Within this area, vehicu-
lar activity would be allowed only by BLM
permit for users with valid mineral rights or

for maintenance of approved rangeland
improvements. This alternative includes
approximately 12 of the 23 miles of vehicular

ways in the WSA in the proposed wilderness
acreage. These 12 miles would not be avail-

able for vehicular use after designation,

except if the criteria given in the All Wilder-

ness Alternative were met. The 10,100-acre

area, including 11 miles of ways, would be
open to ORV use. All 6 miles of roads form-
ing the boundary of the WSA would be open
to vehicular travel.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and pro-

tection of the 28,700 acres that would be
designated wilderness. As part of that plan,

it is assumed that a maintenance-and-use
border would be allowed along roads adja-

cent to the wilderness area for purposes of

road maintenance, temporary vehicle pull-

off, and trailhead parking. This border would
extend from the edge of the road surface up
to 100 feet.

• Harvest of forest products in the 28,700
acres that would be designated wilderness

would not be allowed except for harvest of

pinyon nuts or noncommercial gathering of

dead-and-down wood, if accomplished by
other than mechanical means. The remain-
ing 10,100 acres would be open to forest

product harvest. However, there is no har-

vest in the WSA at the present time, nor is

any planned.

• Visual resources on the 28,700 acres that

would be designated wilderness would be
managed in accordance with VRM Class I

standards. The remaining 10,100 acres
would be managed as Class II (7,800 acres)

and Class III (2,300 acres).

• Within the 28,700-acre area, measures to

control fire, insects, noxious weeds, or dis-

ease would be allowed only in instances
which threaten human life, property, or

high-value resources on adjacent nonwil-

derness lands, or where unacceptable
change to the wilderness resource would
result if the measures were not taken. Meas-
ures taken must be those having the least

adverse effect on wilderness values. It is

assumed that firefighting would be limited

toaerial and handtechniqus. Ontheremain-
ing 10,100 acres, these measures could be
taken in instances which threaten human
life and property without concern for wil-

derness values.

• In the 28,700 acres that would be designated
wilderness, any activity to gather informa-

tion about natural resources would be
allowed by permit, provided it was accom-
plished in a manner compatible with preser-

vation of wilderness values. Research and
other studies would be conducted without

use of motorized equipment or construction
of temporary or permanent structures,
unless no other feasible alternative exists. In

the 10,100-acre area, any activities for the

purpose of gathering information about
natural resources would be allowed by per-

mit, provided these were accomplished in an
environmentally sound manner.

• In the 28,700 acres that would bedesignated
wilderness, hunting would be limited to

nonmotorized means. In the nondesignated
10,100 acres, hunting would beallowed sub-
ject to applicable State and Federal laws and
regulations.

• Inthe28,700acresthatwould bedesignated
wilderness, predator control would be
allowed to protect threatened or endan-
gered wildlife species or on a case-by-case
basis to prevent special and serious losses

of domestic livestock. This would be
accomplished by methods directed at elimi-

nating the offending individuals while at the

same time posing the least possible threat to

other animals or to wilderness visitors. Poi-

son baits or cyanide guns would not be
allowed in the areathat would bedesignated
wilderness. A predator control program
would be approved only under conditions
that would ensure minimum disturbance to

wilderness values. In the 10,100 acres that

would not be designated wilderness, control

of predators would be allowed to protect

threatened or endangered wildlife species

or on a case-by-case basis to prevent special

and serious losses of domestic livestock

without concern for wilderness values.

Methods of control would be determined as

appropriate.

11
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Summary of Environmental
Consequences

Table 1 presents the main environmental conse-
quences resulting from implementation of the

alternatives. Those resources that would be
affected significantly or differently by the alterna-

tives are listed in the table to provide a compari-
son of the alternatives.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Unless otherwise indicated, information for this

section was taken from the Henry Mountain Plan-

ning Area Unit Resource Analysis (USDI, BLM,
1982c) and other BLM technical reports and
documents.

Air Quality

ThisWSA is located in a Prevention of Significant

Deterioration (PSD) Class II area as defined in the

Clean Air Act, as amended. It is affected little by
air pollution and visibility is generally excellent.

The WSA is adjacent to the Horseshoe Canyon
Detached Unit of Canyonlands National Park, the

nearest Class I area. TheWSA is nearthe center of

an area with the highest visual range (70+ miles)

in the United States (Environmental Protection

Agency, 1979).

Geology

The Horseshoe Canyon is located in the Canyon-
lands section of the Colorado Plateau Physio-
graphic Province. The WSA lies along the south-
ern limb of a large structural trough that separates
the San Rafael Swell to the northwest from the

Monument Upwarp to the southeast. The moder-
ately deep Henry Mountains structural basin

slopes to the southwest.

Rocks at the surface of the WSA are of Triassic

and Jurassic Ages and belong to the Navajo
Sandstone, the Carmel Formation, and the
Entrada Sandstone. The overall structure of the
WSA is a smooth, northwest-dipping homocline.

This WSA varies in elevation from 5,800 to 6,200
feet and contains the headwaters of three creeks
(Barrier, Bluejohn, and Spur), which have carved
their own canyons. Each canyon is separated by
weathered sandstone and large grassy parks
such as Goat Park, Upper Pasture, and Lower
Pasture. Canyon widths vary from a few feet to

0.50 mile. The three canyons join at the north end
of the WSA; Horseshoe Canyon then continues to

the Green River. The canyons reach depths of up
to 600 feet and are characterized by a wide range

of colors, sheer rock faces, and many large over-
hangs forming small caves. Erosive landforms
present include buttes, mesas, spurs, elevated
plateaus, cliffscarps, rounded slickrock domes,
entrenched canyons, and arroyos. Depositional
landforms include narrow stream channel flood
deposits, stream terraces, rock falls, talus slopes,

alluvial fans, and sand dunes. Overall, the quality

of landform expression in the WSA is an above-
average example of the landforms found in the
Colorado Plateau.

Soils

Almost a third of this area is rock outcrop. The
remaining soils are sandy loams. Because of low
precipitation in the WSA, most erosion is occur-
ring from wind. Erosion condition was deter-

mined by using soil surface factors, as summar-
ized in Table2 (terms are defined in the Glossary).

TABLE 2

Erosion Condition

Total Annual

Annual Soil Loss Soil Loss

per Acre (cubic for WSA
Classification yard/acre) Acres Percent of WSA (cubic yard)

Severe 5.4

Critical 2.7

Moderate 1.3 27,900 72 36,270

Slight 06 10,900 28 6,540

Stable 0.3

Total 38.800 100 42,810

Sources: USDI, BLM, 1982c; Leifeste, 1978.

Vegetation

The WSA is located within the Navajo Basin phy-

togeographic subdivision of southeastern Utah

(Neese, 1981). Most of the WSA is characterized

by pinyon-juniper, desert grass, and blackbrush

communities, with the remaining area consisting

of rock outcrops and deep canyons. The pinyon-

juniper community generally lies on the west and

south sides of the WSA and is found on gently

rolling hills in association with shrubs and desert

grasses. Desert grass communities are found

lying predominantly in grassy parks between

canyon tributaries and are occupied by mid-

grasses in association with Mormon tea and

mixed desert shrubs. Blackbrush communities

are located generally in the northern portions of

the WSA, which are characterized by canyons,

colorful rock formations, and grassy parks

between canyon tributaries. Table 3 summarizes

existing vegetation types.
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HORSESHOE CANYON (SOUTH) WSA

There are no identified threatened, endangered,
or sensitive plant species in the WSA. Small areas

of riparian vegetation are found along the inter-

mittent streambeds. The acreage of riparian vege-

tation is small and, therefore, has not been identi-

fied in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Existing Vegetation Types

Existing Vegetation Type Acres Percent of WSA

Rock outcrops, sand 13.580 35

Pinyon, juniper 7.760 20

Mormon tea 6.208 16

Assorted shrubs, grasses 11.252 29

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

The Horseshoe Canyon (South) WSA lies in the

Colorado Plateau Province Ecoregion as shown
on the Bailey-Kuchler ecosystems map (USDI,

Geological Survey, 1978). The potential natural

vegetation (PNV) types of the WSA are listed on
Table 4. PNV is the vegetation types that would
exist if plant succession were allowed to reach

climax without human interference. It does not

necessarily reflect the actual vegetation present.

PNV is an important object of research because it

reveals the biological potential of a site.

TABLE 4

Potential Natural Vegetation Types

PNV Type Acres Percent of WSA

Juniper-pinyon woodland

Galleta-three awn shrubsteppe

10,860

27.940

28

72

Source: USDI, Geological Survey, 1978.

Water Resources

There are no perennial streams in the WSA.
Numerous small canyons serve as the headwaters

of three ephemeral streams which are tributaries

of the Green River. Nine springs, six of which are

improved, have been identified in the WSA. All

springs have either private or BLM water user

claims and are used by livestock, wildlife, and wild

burros.

Most of the water originates from runoff or the

Navajo Sandstone aquifer. Generally, total dis-

solved solids (TDS) range from 250 to 1 ,000 parts

per million (ppm). Recommended TDS levels for

human comsumption are up to 500 ppm. Levels

recommended for livestock are up to 7,000 ppm.
Almost all springs have an extremely high con-

form bacteria count.

The water-bearing aquifer is the Navajo Sand-
stone. Water is less than 1,000 feet from the sur-

face, and water yields range from 5 to 50 gallons

per minute. TDS range from 250 to 1,000 ppm.

Mineral and Energy Resources

The BLM, in consultation with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy, had each WSA within Utah inde-

pendently assessed for its energy and mineral

resources bySAI (1982). Referto Appendix5fora
detailed description of the SAI rating system.

The potential for mineral resources in this WSA is

low to moderate, due to a marginally favorable

geologic environment. An overall importance rat-

ing (OIR) of 2+ was assigned to the Horseshoe
Canyon (South) WSA by SAI (1982). The OIR is

given on a scale of 1 to 4, where 4 is equated with

high mineral importance. Shades of importance

are indicated by + or -. The OIR attempts to inte-

grate the individual mineral resource evaluations

for a tract with other data, such as gross econom-
ics or the proposed location of energy corridors,

into a summary number that reflects an overall

assessment of the resource importance of the

WSA.

If the WSA is recommended as suitable for wil-

derness, its mineral importance will be reviewed
by the USDI, Geological Survey and Bureau of

Mines in an independent mineral investigation

report for the WSA. Reports will be made available

to the public and will be submitted to the Presi-

dent and Congress as required by the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA). BLM
and the Secretary of the Interior will also consider
the reports prior to making final wilderness
recommendations.

All resources were assigned favorabilities of f2 or

less, with the exception of the uranium resource,

which is rated as f3.

The energy and mineral resource rating summary
is given in Table 5. (No rating for the tar sand
resource was given by SAI, 1982.)

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling

Act, as amended, provides that strategic and criti-

cal materials be identified and stockpiled in the
interest of national defense to prevent a costly

and dangerous dependence on foreign sources in

time of a national emergency. The Act defines
strategic and critical materials as those needed to

supply military, industrial, and essential civilian

needs during a national emergency but are not
found or produced in the United States in suffi-

cient quantities to meet such a need. The WSA
could contain deposits of copper and silver that

are currently listed as strategic and critical mate-
rials (Federal Emergency Management Agency,
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1983). Although listed as strategic, copper is rela-

tively common. Supplies currently exceed
domestic demand. There is almost no potential

for silver in the WSA.

TABLE 5

Mineral and Energy Resource Rating Summary

Rating

Resource Favorabil ity' Certainty* Estimated Resource

Oil and Gas f2 d Less than 10 million barrels

of oil; less than 60 million

cubic feet of gas

Copper f2 d Less than 50,000 tons

Uranium f3 C1 500 to 1 ,000 tons

Coal f1 C4 None

Geothermal f1 c3 None

Hydroelectric f1 c4 None

Gold f2 d Little to none

Silver f2 d Little to none

Source: SAI, 1982.

1 Favorability of the WSA's geologic environment for a

resource (f1 = lowest, f4 = highest).
2Degree of certainty that the resource exists within the WSA
(d = lowest, c4 = highest).

LEASABLE MINERALS

There are no known deposits of leasable minerals

in the WSA, with the exception of some minor gas
deposits in the northwest portion. There are no
current exploration, drilling, or mining activities

for leasable minerals occurring intheWSA. None
of the leases show evidence of commercial quan-
tities.

Oil and Gas

As of March 1984, approximately 31,080 acres of

the WSA were under oil and gas lease. Approxi-
mately 26,280 acres of these leases are pre-

FLPMA and 4,800 acres are post-FLPMA (USDI,
BLM, 1984b).

Oil and gas leases issued prior to the passage of

FLPMA in October 1976 are referred to as pre-

FLPMA leases and are managed differently than
those issued after that date. The latter are known
as post-FLPMA leases.

Pre-FLPMA leases are governed by stipulations

determined at the time of lease application,

before wilderness studies were mandated. These
stipulations may allow for the impairment of wil-

derness values, as a prior and existing right asso-
ciated with lease development.

Post-FLPMA leases in WSAs contain more re-

strictive stipulations which require exploration

and development to be nonimpairing to wilder-

ness values. Post-FLPMA leases generally

require restricted access and special reclamation
provisions, such as topographic contouring, spe-
cial seeding, and hydromulching (USDI, BLM,
1981b). Because of less restrictive requirements,
pre-FLPMA leases may be more economical to

explore and develop than post-FLPMA.

Leases producing oil or gas prior to their original

expiration date or those that are part of a unitized
field would continue. Undeveloped leases would
terminate on their expiration dates (usually 10
years from the date of issuance). Wilderness
designation would not affect the termination of

existing leases.

The entire WSA is in Category 1 (open to leasing
with standard stipulations). Approximately 10 mil-

lion barrels of oil in-place (3 million estimated
recoverable) or 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas
(18 billion estimated recoverable) could occur
within the WSA. RefertoAppendix6for estimates
of recoverability.

Based on the geographic location of this WSA in

the Paradox Basin and geologic inference, this

WSA has low potential for the occurrence of oil

and gas (SAI, 1982).

Tar Sand

Tar sand deposits occur principally in the White
Rim Sandstone of Permian Age (Campbell and
Ritzma, 1979). Approximately 58 acres of the
WSA are part of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA and
are under application for conversion to combined
hydrocarbon leases. The likelihood of tar sand
occurrence decreases from south to north. The
thickness of the White Rim Sandstone beneath
the entire WSA varies from 250 to 400 feet (Jack-

son, 1983). The White Rim Sandstone is known
over a broad region for its excellent reservoir

characteristics (Campbell and Ritzma, 1979). As
evidenced by drill hole data, the White Rim Sand-
stone in the northern portion of theWSA does not

contain heavy oil. However, because there have
been no drill holes in the southern portion of the

WSA relating tar sand deposits with the main
deposits to the south, deposits underneath the

WSA are conjectural (Jackson, 1983). Until more
holes are drilled in the northern portion of theTar
Sand Triangle STSA, the exact northern bound-
ary of the deposit cannot be determined (Jack-

son, 1983). Approximately 112 million barrels of

oil in-place (34 million recoverable) could occur
within the WSA.

LOCATABLE MINERALS

Development work, extraction, and patenting

would be allowed to continue on valid claims after

wilderness designation. After that date, all other

lands (including claims not determined valid)

within wilderness would be closed to prospecting

and exploration (USDI, BLM, 1981b).
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There are no known commercial deposits of

locatable minerals in the Horseshoe Canyon
(South) WSA. No claim is currently producing
commercial quantities. Although a validity

determination must be made on all claims on a

case-by-case basis, the favorability and certainty

ratings indicate that no claim is likely to be deter-

mined valid.

Locatable minerals with a probability of occur-
rence in the area would be almost exclusively

uranium minerals occurring in the Chinle Forma-
tion of Triassic Age, which underlies the entire

WSA at a depth of 1 ,500-2,000 feet. The WSA lies

within an area containing relatively few uranium
deposits (SAI, 1982).

Copper has some potential of occurring within

the WSA because of its close association with

uranium. Production of by-product copper from
mining in this part of the Colorado Plateau chiefly

occurs around Moab, Utah.

The WSA has almost no potential for gold and
silver (SAI, 1982). Currently, there are 81 mining
claims in the WSA involving 1 ,670 acres. Approx-
imately 500 to 1,000 tons of uranium oxide and
50,000 tons of copper could be within the WSA.

SALABLE MINERALS

There are no commercial deposits of salable min-
erals in the WSA. There are scattered deposits of

sand and gravel. However, sand and gravel are

common in the area, and there are deposits closer

to existing and possible future market areas.

Wildlife

Several species of wildlife may be found in the

WSA. These include mule deer, antelope, fox,

coyote, and badger, as well as a few species of

birds. The area contains about 2 percent of the

habitat for Deer Herd Unit 29. This herd unit cov-

ers the San Rafael Desert, but distribution and
abundance is principally along the river bottoms,

especially the Price River, all of which areoutside

the WSA (Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
[UDWR], 1977).

TheWSA also provides lessthan 15 percent of the

habitat for Antelope Herd Unit 9. This herd is

widely scattered and is limited by the availability

of water (UDWR, 1982). Pronghorn antelope need

up to 1.2 gallons (4.5 liters) of water per animal

per day during the peak of summer (Salwasser,

1980). Also, most pronghorn antelope are found
within 4 miles of a water source.

UDWR introduced desert bighorn sheep onto the

nearby Orange Cliffs in 1982. The WSA contains

habitat for this species. The distribution of water

is the greatest limiting factor for bighorn sheep
(Monson and Sumner, 1980). Also, bighorn sheep
do not use water developments utilized by live-

stock or stay in areas used by livestock (Utah
Department of Natural Resources, Division of

Fish and Game, 1968).

As previously stated, there are nine springs in the
WSA; these range from 0.5 to 4 miles apart. How-
ever, only six of these springs are improved, and
the quantity of water yield is not known.

No threatened and endangered species inhabit

the area; however, Bell's vireo and golden eagle
(which BLM considers sensitive) may occasion-
ally be seen in the WSA. There is no critical habi-

tat in the WSA.

There are no existing wildlife rangeland
improvements and none are planned. However,
three livestock reservoirs are planned and these
could benefit deer and antelope.

Forest Resources

Much of the area is bare rock. About 20 percent of

the WSA has pinyon-juniper vegetation located

on mesas on the west and south sides; however,
its quantity, quality, and remoteness preclude
utilization. Therefore, forest resources are not

significant in the WSA.

Livestock and Wild Horses/Burros

Ninety-seven percent of the WSA falls within

Robbers Roost Allotment, with the remainder in

the Horseshoe Canyon Allotment. Five of the

permittees' ten base waters (refer to Glossary) on
the Robbers Roost Allotment are included in the

WSA. All are improved with troughs or reservoirs.

Other rangeland improvements include2 milesof

fence, one reservoir, three corrals, six improved
springs and about 6 miles of ways used for live-

stock purposes. Three new reservoirs are pro-

posed within the Robbers Roost Allotment. There
are no vegetation manipulation ortreatment proj-

ects planned within the WSA.

Livestock use occurs year-round throughout
most of Robbers Roost Allotment with the excep-
tion of canyon bottoms. There are no rangeland
improvements and little livestock use on the por-

tion of Horseshoe Canyon Allotment included in

the WSA. Table6 gives livestock grazing use data
for this WSA.

There are no wild horses within the WSA. Part of

Wild Burro Herd Unit 5 is included within this

WSA. Based on reported sightings, Horseshoe
Canyon is one of the primary use areas for these

animals. The wild burro herd appears to be low at
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TABLE 6

Livestock Grazing Use Data

Allotment

Robbers Roost Horseshoe Canyon

Permittees

Kind of Livestock

Period of Use

Percent of Allotment Area in WSA

Estimated Available AUMs in WSA

1

Cattle

Yearlong

20

1,060

1

Cattle

11/1 to 4/15

3

90

Source: USDI, BLM, 1983b.

this time. The most recent (1981) BLM inventory

of the herd located 16 mature animals and three

colts (USDI, BLM, 1983b). The burros winter in

Horseshoe Canyon.

Visual Resources

Visual character ofthe WSA is exceptional. About
94 percent of the area rates in the highest scenic
quality class. Portions along the south and south-
east boundary have gently rolling hills with

pinyon trees, shrubs, and grasses. The central

portion of the WSA is characterized by deep
canyons from several feet to 0.50 mile in width,

colorful rock formations, and grassy parks with

slickrock outcrops between the canyons. Vegeta-
tion includes grassy meadows, scattered pinyon-

juniper, and occasional riparian areas along some
of the intermittent streambeds. The WSA is not

visible from any major travel routes. However, a

secondary travel route borders the WSA on the

west, south, and east; it is a major access route to

the Maze District of Canyonlands National Park.

The BLM Visual Resource Evaluation System rat-

ing for the WSA's visual characteristics is shown
in Table 7. BLM's VRM system is explained in

Appendix 7.
TABLE 7

Visual Resource Quality and Management Class

Element Acres Perceiit of WSA

Scenic Quality

Class A 36.500 94

Class B 2,300 6

Class C

Management Class

Class I

Class II 36,500 94

Class III 2,300 6

Class IV

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Cultural Resources

There are 13 recorded archaeological sites

including lithic scatters, campsites, and one habi-

tation site; these are concentrated mostly along

the benches above the main canyon and side

canyons. In the nearby Maze District and Horse-
shoe Canyon Detached Unit of Canyonlands
National Park, over 200 sites have been recorded,

which indicates a very high potential for finding

additional sites in the WSA.

Cave sites, particularly Cowboy and Jim Walters

Caves, show a long-term repeated occupancy
within the WSA. Both of these caves are now on
the National Register of Historic Places. The WSA
also contains a unique rock-art style (known as

Barrier Canyon Style) which is largely confined to

the WSA and the Horseshoe Canyon Detached
Unit of Canyonlands National Park. In total, 2

known sites are of National Register quality

within the WSA. Vandalism to the sites continues

to be a problem. For example, the Jim Walters

cave was destroyed by vandals before it could be

properly studied.

Recreation

The WSA has no developed recreational facilities

or trails. Access to this area is possible by a jeep

road or foot trail via the Horseshoe Canyon De-

tached Unit of Canyonlands National Park.

Fifteen recreational opportunities were evaluated

fortheirquality in this WSA. Eleven opportunities

are present in varying degrees. Seven of these

opportunities (backpacking, camping, horseback

riding, photography, and archaeological, geolog-

ical, and scenic sightseeing) are outstanding in

quality. Dayhiki'ng, hunting, nature study, and

wildlife sightseeing are average or below average

in quality.

Backpacking opportunities are excellent due

to: (l)thelargesizeoftheWSA; (2) the presence

of adjacent potential wilderness in the lower end

of Horseshoe Canyon; (3) a variety of hiking

routes (approximately 60 miles total) over terrain

with various levels of difficulty; and (4) a variety of

interesting special features to explore and dis-

cover. An extended hiking trip from Hans Flat

down the canyon system to the Green River

would cover over35 miles plussidetrips. Dayhik-

ing opportunities are somewhat limited by re-

stricted access.

Camping opportunities are excellent due to the

presence of many suitable sites, particularly

under large rock overhangs in the canyon walls

and in the grassy parks between canyon drain-

ages.

Opportunities for archaeological sightseeing are

excellent due to the many sites in the area. The
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area is historically associated with Butch Cassidy
and the Wild Bunch.

The various rock formations, erosional features,

caves, vegetation, and narrow canyons all con-
tribute to above-average opportunities for photo-

graphy and geological and scenic sightseeing.

While the area possesses exceptional recrea-

tional potential, use is limited due to remoteness,

lack of publicity, and nearby competing areas.

Visitor use data are nonexistent, but use is esti-

mated at approximately 100 visitor days a year.

Commercial outfitters do not use the WSA on a

regular basis. A few commercial permits have
been issued since 1980. There is little or no ORV
recreational use in the WSA. There are about 23

miles of vehicular ways in the WSA and the entire

area would be open to ORV use under the Henry
Mountain Planning Area MFP.

Wilderness Values

SIZE

The Horseshoe Canyon WSA is 12 miles long
(north to south) and 7 miles wide and encom-
passes 38,800 acres. This WSA meets the size

criteriaforwilderness designation, whetheror not

the adjacent areas (a proposed wilderness area in

the Horseshoe Canyon Detached Unit of Canyon-
lands National Park and the Horseshoe Canyon
[North] WSA) are designated as wilderness.

NATURALNESS

The WSA is in a natural condition. The only
human intrusions consist of 2 miles of fence,

three corrals, one reservoir, two drill sites, six

improved springs, and 23 miles of ways in various

stages of natural rehabilitation. Overall, intru-

sions were judged substantially unnoticeable,

and the WSA as a whole meets the standard for

naturalness.

SOLITUDE

This WSA consists of numerous steep-walled,

winding canyons that offer topographic screen-

ing and that substantially contribute to opportuni-

ties for solitude. Scattered clusters of pinyon-
juniper vegetation on the mesas above the

canyons screen visitors from each other on the

periphery of the WSA. Also, there are no sights

and sounds outside the WSA that would adversely

affect opportunities for solitude. The large size of

the area also contributes spatial screening.

The quality of solitude meets the standards for

outstanding set by the Wilderness Act on approx-
imately 36,300 acres in the WSA. The opportuni-

ties on the remaining 2,500 acres (in the northern

portion of the WSA) were rated less than out-

standing due to the small amount of topographic
and vegetation screening in this area.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION

Opportunities for primitive and unconfined
recreation were evaluated by considering miles of

potential hiking routes in relation to the WSA's
size, recreational opportunities present, and an

evaluation of the quality of these opportunities.

As discussed in Affected Environment, Recrea-

tion section, this WSA has 1 1 recreational oppor-
tunities present. Dueto the presenceof numerous
potential campsites, rugged and colorful

canyons, caves, slickrock areas, contrasting

vegetation types, springs, and numerous
archaeological sites, seven opportunities were
rated outstanding. These include backpacking,

camping, horseback riding, photography, and
archaeological, geological, and scenic sightsee-

ing.

Overall, the WSA offers outstanding opportuni-

ties for a variety of primitive and unconfined types

of recreation that meet the standard set by the

Wilderness Act on approximately 28,400 acres.

Opportunities on the remaining 1 0,400 acres were
rated less than outstanding in the rolling pinyon-

juniper vegetated portions along the southern

and southwestern margins due to the absence of

recreational features.

SPECIAL FEATURES

This WSA contains several high quality archaeo-

logical sites (unique rock art, long-term-use cave

sites, etc.), outstanding canyon scenery, caves,

and wild burros. The area also has historic asso-

ciation with Butch Cassidy and the Wild Bunch.

Several cabins used by the outlaws are on the

edge of the WSA. The diversity and uniqueness of

these features enhance the other wilderness

values of the WSA.

Cowboy Cave, an archaeological site near Spur

Fork Canyon, contains some of the richest and
oldest paleological remains in the State of Utah.

Underlying the cultural remains in the cave is a

fairly heavy dung deposit left by mammoth, bison,

horse, camel, and sloth. The mammoth is further

represented by the tips of two juvenile tusks. The
dung was radiocarbon dated to between 11,000

and 1 3,000 years ago (9,000 to 1 1 ,000 B.C.).

Land Use Plans and Controls

There are no private in-holdings, private subsur-

face rights, or rights-of-way in the WSA.

There are three State sections within theWSA and

eleven adjacent State sections. The management
philosophy for all State sections is to maximize
economic returns for the State School Fund.

Except for grazing, no activities are presently
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occurring on these sections, although these are
under lease for oil and gas.

The Final Report, Wayne County Master Planning
Project (Call Engineering, Inc., 1976) covers this

WSA. This document does not identify recom-
mendations at specific locations. The plan recog-
nizes that "... outstanding natural landmarks
should be preserved as much as possible." How-
ever, it also states that "Open spaces should be
used for many purposes rather than strictly as
wilderness areas."

The WSA is managed under the BLM Henry
Mountain Planning Area MFP which allows multi-
ple use as discussed in the description of the No
Action Alternative. It has been reviewed by the
Governor of Utah and found to be consistent with
the plans of the State of Utah.

This WSA adjoins a proposed wilderness area in

the Horseshoe Canyon Detached Unit of Canyon-
lands National Park, as identified in the Canyon-
lands National Park Wilderness Recommenda-
tion (USDI, NPS, 1974).

Socioeconomics

DEMOGRAPHICS

The WSA lies within the political boundaries of

Wayne County, one of Utah's least populated
counties, with a population density of 0.77 per-
sons persquare mile. Between 1970 and 1980, the
county population climbed from 1,483 to 1,911
people, reflecting a 28.9-percent increase com-
pared to the State's 37.9-percent increase (U.S.
Department of Commerce [USDC], Bureau of the
Census, 1983; University of Utah, Bureau of Eco-
nomic and Business Research, 1979).

The closest community to the WSA is Hanksville,
a small community of approximately 351 people,
located about 48 road miles to the west.

EMPLOYMENT

This WSA lies within Wayne County, one of.the
poorest counties in the State of Utah (South et al.,

1983). In 1980, government employment repre-
sented the largest employment sector within the
county, with agriculture a close second and a
dominant economic activity of the area. Nonfarm
proprietors represented the third largest sector of
county employment (refer to Table 8). The county
has some tourism and lumber activities; however,
the principal commercial center is Richfield,
Utah, located in Sevier County (South et al.,

1983). Green River, 52 road miles north of the
WSA in Emery County, is a main gateway and
service area for visitors to the Horseshoe Canyon
vicinity.

TABLE 8

1980 Employment
Wayne County, Utah

Industrial Sector Number Percent

Agriculture 191 25

Mining 9 1

Construction 84 11

Manufacturing 37 5

Transportation, Communication, and Utilities 3 -
Wholesale and Retail Trade 42 5

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 12 2

Services 31 4

Government 207 27

Nonfarm Proprietors 152 20

Total 768 100

Sources: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1982;

USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982.

INCOME AND REVENUES

In 1980, the nonfarm industry sector in Wayne
County produced nearly 89 percent or $7.3 mil-

lion of total labor and proprietors' income within

the county. Within this income figure, the private

sector produced nearly 72 percent of these earn-

ings, mainly from mining and construction, while

the government sector produced 28 percent.

Farm labor and proprietors' income totaled $0.9

million or 1 1 .1 percent of total personal earnings
(University of Utah, Bureau of Economicand Bus-
iness Research, 1982). (Refer to Table 9.)

TABLE 9

1980 Personal Income and Earnings

Wayne County, Utah

Annual

Earnings Growth Rate

Income 1975-80

Type/Source (in $1,000) (Percent)

Total Labor and Proprietors' Income 8,245 17.5

(Earnings)

Total Labor and Proprietors' Income

by Industry Source

Farm 917 166

Nonfarm 7,328 17.4

Private 5,268 227

Agricultural 81 (D)

Service and Other

Mining (D) (D)

Construction (D) (D)

Manufacturing 291 4 1

Transportation and Public Utilities 183 0.9

Wholesale Trade 69 1.8

Retail Trade 496 3.4

Finance, Insurance and Real Estate (D) (D)

Services 416 11.1

Government 2,060 82

Sources: USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982;

University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business

Research, 1982.

(D) Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential information

or for items $50,000 or less. Data are included in totals.
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Economic-related activities in the WSA include

mineral exploration, livestock production, and
recreation. Table 10 summarizes local income
and Federal revenues from the WSA. Appendix 9

identifies the multiplers used to estimate income
and revenues.

TABLE 10

Local Sales and Federal Revenues

Source Annual Local Sales' Annual Federal Revenues

Oil and Gas Leases None

Mining Claim Assessment Less than $8,100

Livestock Grazing $23,000

Recreational Use Less than $410

Total Less than $31,510

$93,240

None

$ 1.610

Unknown'

Up to $94,850

Sources: BLM Files; Appendix 9.

1 Local sales represent money potentially spent. They do not

account for the total local income that would be generated by

these expenditures.
2 A few commercial permits have been issued since 1980.

The WSA has 81 mining claims. Regulations
require a $100 annual expenditure per claim for
labor and improvements, an undetermined part of
which is spent in the local economy. Not all of the
81 claims are current in assessment work.

The geophysical exploration that has been con-
ducted in the WSA has generated some tempo-
rary local employment and income.

Two oil and gas exploration wells have been
drilled in the WSA over the past 29 years. This
drilling has generated an estimated 3 work years
of employment over the past 29 years, some of
which represent local employment.

No oil and gas or mineral production has
occurred in the WSA. Therefore, mineral and
energy resource production from the WSA has
not contributed to local employment or income.

Two livestock operators have a total grazing privi-

lege of 1,150 AUMs within the WSA. If all this

forage were utilized, it would account for $23,000
of livestock sales and $5,750 of ranchers' returns

to labor and investment.

The WSA's recreational use and related local

expenditures are low. These expenditures are

insignificant to both the local economy and indi-

vidual businesses. The actual amount of income
generated locally from recreational use in the
WSA is unknown. However, an approximate
range of expenditures can be deduced from Dal-

ton (1982). This study indicates that statewide
average expenditures per recreational visitor day

for all types of recreation in Utah are approxi-

mately $4.10. The recreational use for Horseshoe
Canyon (South) WSA is estimated as about 100

visitor days per year. Only a portion of the expen-
ditures for recreational use of the WSA contribute

to the local economy of Wayne and Emery Coun-
ties.

The WSA generates Federal revenues from min-

eral leases and livestock (refer to Table 10).

Oil and gas leases in the WSA cover approxi-

mately 31,080 acres. At $3 per acre, lease rental

fees could generate up to $93,240 of Federal

revenues annually. Half of these monies are allo-

cated to the State, which then reallocates these

revenues to various funds, the majority of which
are related to energy development and mitigation

of local impacts of energy and mineral develop-

ment.

Average actual livestock use and, therefore,

revenues generated from grazing in the WSA are

unknown; however, the permittees in the WSA
can use up to 1,150 AUMs per year. Based on a

$1 .40 per AUM grazing fee, the WSA can poten-

tially generate $1,610 of grazing fee revenues

annually, 50 percent of which would be allocated

back to the local BLM districtforthe construction

of rangeland improvements.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES OF
ALTERNATIVES

Analysis Assumptions and Guidelines
For All Alternatives

1. The alternatives would be carried out as

cited in the Description of the Alternatives

section of this document.

2. Future users in the WSA would meet
requirements for all applicable Federal, State,

and local permits.

3. Designation of an area as wilderness

would not result in impacts due to direct dis-

turbance of resources. Any direct disturb-

ance of resources under wilderness designa-

tion would result from use of prior rights that

must be recognized by BLM. Such disturb-

ance could occur with or without wilderness

designation and is assumed to occur at one
time.

4. The impacts of wilderness designation

would result from (1) protection of certain

resources; (2) denial of the opportunity to
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develop certain resources; or (3) restrictions

placed on or changes in allowable manage-
ment practices and land uses.

5. Estimates of in-place mineral resources
are given based on a mineral resource evalua-

tion of BLM WSAs by SAI (1982). These esti-

mates were based on literature studies and
known mining activities in the vicinity of the

WSAs. The analysis presented in this section

identifies the estimated amount of potentially

recoverable mineral resources and then,

using BLM's field experience and judgment,
qualifies the probability of future develop-

ment based on terrain, transportation and
economic factors. Appendix 6 records the

methodology for estimation of potentially

recoverable mineral resources.

6. Once designated, management of an area

as wilderness would continue in perpetuity.

No Action Alternative

The major changes that could occur in the area

would be related to oil and gas, locatable mineral,

and tar sand exploration and development. The
area would be open to resource use and devel-

opment without control for wilderness protection.

The degree of future development is unknown but

would probably be relatively low due to the WSA's
rough terrain and low resource potential. The fol-

lowing is a worst-case analysis, based on the

assumption that minerals would be developed
sometime in the future and would result in the

following disturbance: tar sand, 40 acres; oil and
gas, 160 acres; and uranium and copper, 40 acres.

(Appendix 10 lists surface disturbance assump-
tions and estimates.)

AIR QUALITY

The WSA would continue to be managed by the

State of Utah as a PSD Class II area. If tar sand is

developed in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA, air

quality could be reduced up to the PSD Class II

limitations; however, the proximity of the WSA to

Canyonlands National Park may result in restric-

tion of tar sand development to meet PSD Class I

limitations. Disturbanceof 240acreswould result

in only minor increases in fugitive dust emissions.

GEOLOGY
No impacts to geology are expected because of

the 200 acres of surface disturbance associated

with locatable minerals (i.e., uranium and copper)
and oil and gas exploration and development
activities. The small acreage affected and the

methods for extraction of locatable minerals

would not significantly affect geology. With in-

situ production, subsidence could occur on the

58 acres of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA within the
WSA.

SOILS

It is estimated that up to 240 acres of soil could be
disturbed by mineral exploration and develop-
ment. Assuming that all disturbance would occur
in areas with moderate erosion class (worst-case
analysis) and that erosion condition would
increase one class, soil loss on the 240 acres
would increase from 31 2 cubic yards/year to 648
cubic yards/year. Soil loss would decrease as rec-

lamation occurred. However, the time required

for complete reclamation cannot be determined.

Therefore, under this alternative, maximum
annual soil loss in the WSA would increase by
approximately 336 cubic yards (0.78 percent)

over current annual soil loss. This is a small

increase and the effects would likely be imper-

ceptible.

VEGETATION

The anticipated maximum of 240 acres disturbed

would not significantly impact the WSA's sparse

vegetation and there would not be major changes
in any vegetation type.

WATER RESOURCES

Since precipitation is low and all streams are

ephemeral within the WSA, no significant sedi-

mentation or change in TDS is expected to occur
from the 336 cubic yards of annual soil loss from

surface disturbance. Opportunities for mainte-

nance, additional improvements, or expansion of

existing water sources could occur as allowed in

the current MFP for the Henry Mountain Planning

Area. Three proposed livestock reservoirs could

be developed.

Mineral exploration and development in the area

is generally confined at or near the surface or with

widely spaced wells and, with the exception of tar

sand injection activities, would not significantly

impact ground water.

The water requirement for a 70,000-barrels/day

tar sand industry in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA
would be 11,079 acre-feet/year for 130 years

(USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984). That portion under

lease conversion application covers 58 acres

(approximately 0.07 percent of the STSA) and

could be developed under this alternative. Devel-

opment of ground water could occur within the

WSA to help meetwaterrequirementsfortarsand
production on the WSA or on adjacent areas.
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In-situtarsand injection activities within the WSA
and on adjacent areas would lower ground water

quality within the WSA.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

0/7 and Gas

The potential for up to 10 million barrels of oil

in-place (3 million estimated recoverable) or up to

60 billion cubic feet of natural gas (18 billion esti-

mated recoverable) exists within the WSA. These

oil and gas resources could be explored and

developed, subject to Category 1 stipulations,

and would not be affected by the adoption of this

alternative. Approximately 160 acres of surface

disturbance would take place if exploration and

development were to occur. However, due to the

small size of these deposits, no development is

expected under this alternative.

Tar Sand

An estimated tar sand resource of 34 million bar-

rels of recoverable oil on 58 acres of the STSA is

under lease conversion application in the Horse-

shoe Canyon (South) WSA. This resource could

be explored and potentially developed in the

future and would not be affected by this alterna-

tive. It is estimated that up to 40 acres of surface

disturbance would occur from tar sand develop-

ment. The likelihood for production of oil from tar

sand is thought to be minimal on the 58 acres

within the WSA because the potential for tar sand

deposits as an economically recoverable

resource is low. SAI (1982) did not specifically

evaluate tar sand in the WSA because of the low

potential.

Locatable Minerals

Locatable mineral development could occur

within the WSA. The entire WSA would remain

open to mining claim location. Approximately 40

acres could be disturbed due to exploration and

development of locatable mineral resources. The
potential deposit of up to 50 thousand tons of

copper and 500 to 1 ,000 tons of uranium could be

developed. However, the likelihood of develop-

ment is thought to be minimal because of eco-

nomic considerations (e.g., transportation, low

potential, etc.).

WILDLIFE

Under this alternative, wildlife could be affected

by an increase in the availability of water through

the construction of water catchments, reservoirs,

and the improvement and maintenance of

springs. Desert bighorn sheep may migrate into

the area and become established near isolated

water sources. However, disturbance of an esti-

mated 240 acres (0.62 percent of the WSA)
through mineral and energy development and
exploration would disrupt wildlife. Deer, prong-
horn antelope, and mobile nongame animals
would be dispersed from the disturbed area for

the lifetime of these activities. Desert bighorn
sheep would avoid the area. Less mobile wildlife

would either perish or co-exist with these disturb-

ances at smaller population levels. Bell's vireo

and golden eagle would also avoid the disturbed

area.

FOREST RESOURCES

Since there are few trees other than scattered

pinyon and juniper, none of which are utilized

(except by occasional campers or hikers), and
since minimal surface-disturbing activities are

anticipated, no significant loss or harvest of forest

resources is expected.

LIVESTOCK AND WILD BURROS

Domestic livestock grazing would continue as

authorized in the Henry Mountain Planning Area
MFP. The 1,150 AUMs currently allocated in the

WSA are controlled by two livestock permittees.

Additional roads or other facilities for livestock

handling could be proposed and developed in the

future without regard forwilderness values. Since
motorized vehicles are currently used very little to

manage livestock in the WSA few, if any, changes
in livestock management techniques are

expected. The three proposed reservoirs could be
developed and result in improved livestock distri-

bution. The 240 acres of surface disturbed due to

mineral and energy development could result in

short-term losses of livestock forage. However,
following reclamation, livestock forage produc-
tion might increase on the reclaimed area.

The small herd of wild burros (approximately 19

animals) would continue use of the WSA as at

present.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Even though mitigative measures would be ap-

plied to minimize visual contrast created by intru-

sions, visual values in areas affected by the esti-

mated 240 acres of surface disturbance from
mineral and energy exploration and development
would be degraded. Therefore, VRM Class II

management objectives would probably not be
met during the short term. Even after rehabilita-

tion, some permanent localized degradation

would be expected. If roads, vehicular ways, and
drill pads are located throughout the area for
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energy and mineral exploration and development
(worst-case analysis) visual quality in the WSA
could be significantly reduced. The probability of

extensive energy and mineral exploration and
development is low.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The two National Register sites in the WSA would
continueto receive protection underthe National

Historic Preservation Act and other regulations.

Disturbance of 240 acres by mineral exploration

and development under this alternative could

affect National Register sites. However, invento-

ries for the purposes of site recordation and mit-

igation of impacts would take place prior to any
surface disturbance and would mitigate impacts.

Inadvertent loss or damage could occur in the

disturbed area. The overall effect on cultural

resources is unknown but, based on the expe-

rience of BLM District archaeologists, it is

expected to be minimal. Vandalism would con-

tinue to be a problem and would increase in pro-

portion to the general population increase.

RECREATION

Up to 240 acres could be disturbed by mineral and
energy activities. Primitive recreational opportun-

ities could be diminished on the affected areas. If

roads, vehicular ways, and drill pads are located

throughouttheWSA (worst-case analysis), primi-

tive recreational opportunities could be lost in the

area altogether. However, roads and ways
created for mineral exploration and development
would improve access into the area for nonprimi-

tive recreation.

The future trends in recreational use of the WSA
are unknown. However, based on a review of sev-

eral projections (Utah Outdoor Recreation
Agency, 1980; Utah Office of Planning and
Budget, 1984; Jungst, 1978; and Hof and Kaiser,

1981) it is estimated that outdoor recreation in

Utah will increase at about 2 percent per year over

the next 20 years. At this rate overall recreational

use is expected to increase from 100 current vis-

itor days per year to 1 50 visitor days at the end of

20 years if energy and mineral development do
not affect primitive recreational values in the

WSA.

Overflow from Canyonlands National Park and
Glen Canyon NRA could further increase use. In

addition, if tar sand development occurs and the

road into the Tar Sand Triangle STSA is paved,

improved access would increase recreational use

of these areas. Recreational use in the vicinity of

the WSA could increase by as much as 950 per-

cent (to about 1 ,000 visitor days per year) due to

improved access. During the high-use season

(March-June) this increase would amount to

about 6.5 visitors per day (USDI, NPS, and BLM,
1984). Twenty-three miles of way would be left

open to ORV use although they are not presently

used for ORV travel.

WILDERNESS VALUES

None of the area would be designated wilderness,

and management would be under the existing

Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP. Expected
mineral and energy exploration and development
could disturb an estimated 240 acres. Wilderness
values in this WSA (i.e., naturalness, opportuni-

ties forsolitudeand primitive recreation, and spe-

cial features) could be lost or diminished in

affected areas. However, the impacts to these

values probably would not be significant due to

the limited surface disturbance anticipated.

The 240 acres of mineral-related disturbance

could result in a significant loss of naturalness

and solitude throughout the WSA as a whole if

roads, vehicular ways, and drill pads are located

throughout the area.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative would be consistent with the

Wayne County Master Plan which recommends
"many uses" for "open spaces," but it would not

complement the NPS proposal of wilderness

designation for the adjacent Horseshoe Canyon
Detached Unit of Canyonlands National Park,

because the WSA would not be recommended as

wilderness. This alternative (No Action) is based

on implementation of the current BLM Henry

Mountain Planning Area MFP and is therefore in

conformance with it. The No Action Alternative

would be consistent with State of Utah plans and

policies which emphasize economic return.

SOCIOECONOMICS

There would not be a loss of local employment or

income as a result of this alternative. The existing

ability to explore and develop mineral resources

would remain as at present. If the potential ura-

nium and oil and gas in theWSA were developed it

would lead to an increase in employment and

income for Wayne and possibly Emery Counties.

However, the probability of economic develop-

ment of minerals within the WSA is low (refer to

the Mineral and Energy Resources section for a

description of mineral and development poten-

tials).

There would be no livestock-related economic

losses because the existing grazing use (1,150

AUMs) and ability to maintain, replace, and build

new range improvements would remain as at
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present. Livestock sales would remain at approx-
imately $23,000 per year and ranchers' return to

labor and investment would be about $5,750 per

year.

As discussed in the Recreation section, recrea-

tional use and, therefore, recreation-related local

expenditures could increase at a rate of 2 percent

per year over the next 20 years (49-percent

increase over 20 years). Because estimated

recreational use in the area is estimated to

increase only 50 visitor days per year over the

next 20 years and overall recreation-related

expenditures average only $4.10 per visitor day
(only a portion of which contributes to the local

economy) recreation-related expenditures
attributable to the WSA would likely not besignif-

icant to the local economy. However, new access
for tar sand development in the Tar Sand Triangle

STSA could lead to greater increases in recrea-

tion in the future.

Federal and State revenues would not be reduced
by this alternative. There are 7,720 acres in the

WSA open to oil and gas lease that are currently

not leased. If leased they would bring up to

$23,160 additional Federal lease fee revenues per

year in addition to new royalties from production

of existing and future leases. Half of these monies
would be allocated to the State, a portion of which
could reach the local economy. Collection of

livestock grazing fees ($1,610 per year) would
continue. About 50 percent of these revenues

would continue to be returned to the local BLM
office for use in range improvement projects.

All Wilderness Alternative (38,800 Acres)

As identified in the Description of the Alternatives

section, the major changes that could occur in the

38,800-acre area would be related to its with-

drawal from mineral location and closure to new
mineral leasing and sale. The entirearea would be

placed in leasing Category 4 (closed to leasing).

About 23 miles of existing vehicular ways in the

WSA would be closed to vehicular use except for

approvals by BLM as discussed in the Description

of the Alternatives section. The WSA would be

managed under VRM Class I.

For the following analysis it is assumed that the

existing mining claims would eventually be

explored and developed, causing an estimated 40

acres of disturbance within the WSA. It is also

assumed that existing oil and gas leases would

expire before production of commercial quanti-

ties and that tar sand conversion areas would be

either converted with the stipulation of no surface

occupancy or denied. Oil and gas leases would

not be renewed and future leasing of oil and gas
or combined hydrocarbons would not be allowed.

Appendix 10 lists surface disturbance assump-
tions and estimates for the WSA.

Because potentially disturbed areas for this alter-

nativewould besmallerthan undertheNo Action
Alternative (40 vs. 240 acres) and because tar

sand development could occur adjacent to the
WSA with either of the alternatives, the impacts
from development and surfacedisturbanceon air

quality, geology, soils, vegetation, water, forest,

and cultural resources under the All Wilderness
Alternative would be insignificant as described
for the No Action Alternative. Wilderness desig-
nation would provide additional protection to

these resources. Other effects on these resources
due to changes in management are discussed
below.

WATER RESOURCES

Opportunities for additional improvements or

expansion of existing water improvements could
occur on a case-by-case basis if found compati-
ble with wilderness values. It is assumed that the
three proposed reservoirs would not be devel-

oped.

Mineral exploration and development in the area
is generally confined at or near the surface or with
widely spaced wells and, with the exception of tar

sand injection activities, would not significantly

impact ground water.

In-situ tar sand development in areas adjacent to

the WSA could, over time, lower quality of the
ground water in this WSA. However, under this

alternative water quality would not be decreased
as rapidly in the WSA because the aquifer would
not be injected directly, and lower quality water
would have to migrate from distant injection activ-

ities (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984). The time for

ground water contamination to occur through
migration cannot be determined. The potential

amount of recoverable ground water in the WSA
that could not be developed for use in tar sand
production is unknown.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

Approximately 31,080 acres (26,280 acres pre-

FLPMA and 4,800 acres post-FLPMA) are under
oil and gas leases. However, no exploration or

development of oil and gas is presently occurring

within the WSA.

Existing pre- and post-FLPMA leases could be
developed subject to the stipulations issued at the
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time of leasing. It is unlikely that existing leases

will be developed or a showing of commercial
quantities made prior to their expiration dates,

and expired leases will not be re-issued.

Exploration for and development of a potential

resource of up to 10 million barrels of oil in-place

or less than 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas
with 3 million barrels of oil or 18 billion cubic feet

of natural gas potentially recoverable could be
foregone under this alternative. However, due to

the small size of the potential deposits, the low
certainty that these exist, and the low likelihood of

exploration and development activities, it is con-
cluded that this alternative would not result in any
significant loss of potential oil and gas recovery.

Far Sand

The extreme south end of the WSA may have
potential for tar sand deposits. Approximately 58
acres of theWSA are part of the Tar Sand Triangle

STSA and are under lease conversion applica-

tion. It is unlikely that the lease could be devel-

oped considering the wilderness protection stipu-

lations (no surface occupancy).

It is concluded that the potential for development
of 58 acres of tar sand (34 million barrels of recov-

erable oil) would be foregone. However, the

potential for this resource is low within the WSA,
and the likelihood for development is thought to

be minimal even without wilderness designation.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 1,670 acres are under mining
claim within the WSA, principally for uranium.

Development work, extraction, and patenting

would be allowed to continue on valid claims after

wilderness designation under undue and unne-
cessary degradation guidelines. If uranium is

located prior to wilderness designation, as much
as 40 acres could be disturbed due to exploration

and development of existing claims. The worst-

case impactto minerals would be if the potentially

recoverable minerals are not within mining claims

filed before designation. In that case the potential

for recovery of 50,000 tons of copper and 500 to

1,000 tons of uranium oxide would be foregone.

Because production of these metals is not cur-

rently occurring and economic considerations

(e.g., transportion, low potential, etc.) are unfav-

orable, it is unlikely that development would
occur even without wilderness designation.
Therefore, this alternative would not result in any
significant loss of recoverable uranium and
copper resources.

WILDLIFE

Under this alternative, some wild life could benefit

due to the preservation of solitude. However,

water is a limiting factor for wildlife in this WSA. If

future water improvements were curtailed and the

three proposed livestock reservoirs not con-
structed, potential habitat for deer, antelope, and
nongame species would be reduced. Bighorn
sheep may migrate into the area, but their

numbers would remain low due to the limited

availability of water.

In addition, disturbance due to exploration of

locatable mineral resources could disrupt wild life

populations and result in these species leaving

the disturbed area.

The occasional presence of Bell's vireo and
golden eagle would remain the same in much of

the WSA, except in those 40 acres of mineral dis-

turbance where these species would leave the

area.

LIVESTOCK AND WILD BURROS
Present domestic livestock grazing would con-
tinue as authorized in the Henry Mountain Plan-
ning Area MFP. The 1,150 AUMs currently allo-
cated in the WSA are controlled by two livestock
permittees. Since very little use of motorized ve-
hicles is currently taking place to manage live-

stock, little effect on the management of livestock
grazing is expected.

Rangeland improvements would be maintained
as in the past, based on practical necessity and
reasonableness. New rangeland improvements
would be allowed if determined necessary for the
purposes of rangeland and/or wilderness protec-
tion and the effective management of these
resources. However, future roads or other live-

stock management facilities could be restricted to
preserve wilderness values. It is assumed that the
three proposed reservoirs would not be devel-
oped and livestock distribution would remain as
at present. Short-term losses in livestock forage
from mineral and energy developments would be
reduced along with any potential long-term
increases in forage following reclamation.

The small herd of wild burros (approximately 19
animals) would continue use of the WSA as at

present.

VISUAL RESOURCES
The exceptional visual resources of the WSA
would benefit slightly because the VRM class
would change from Classes II and III to the more
restrictive Class I. That class generally allows
only natural ecological changes and, therefore,
would reducethe potential forsurface-disturbing
activities. About 40 acres of surface disturbance
could result from development of valid mining
claims. Although mitigative measures would be
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applied to minimize visual contrast created by
mineral-related surface disturbance, visual qual-
ity would be degraded and VRM Class I manage-
ment objectives would not be met during the short
term on disturbed areas. Even after rehabilitation
some permanent localized degradation could be
expected. If roads for development of valid min-
ing claims (worst-case analysis) could not be
denied, VRM Class I objectives might not be met
on large portions of the WSA. Becausethe poten-
tial for development of mining claims is low, visual
quality would probably not be reduced in the
WSA as a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
There is a potential for increased vandalism to
cultural resources due to increased recreational
use of the WSA. However, protection afforded by
wilderness management would outweigh any
potential vandalism problems caused by recrea-
tional activity, and the overall impact would be
positive.

RECREATION

Although use is currently low (about 100 visitor

days a year), the WSA has outstanding primitive
recreational values. If designated, those high
quality recreational opportunities would be rec-
ognized, managed, and preserved.

As discussed for the No Action Alternative,
recreational use of the WSA is estimated to
increase about 2 percent per year over the next 20
years in relation to population increases and cur-
rent trends of recreational use. Publicity of the
WSA that would likely follow wilderness designa-
tion could also lead to an undetermined increase
in primitive recreational use.

Considering this WSA's high wilderness quality
and proximity to Canyonlands National Park,
Glen Canyon NRA, and other probable wilder-
ness areas, use could be expected to be higher
than the above projection. In addition, if the antic-

ipated tar sand development occurs and the road
into the northern portion of the Tar Sand Triangle
STSA is paved, recreational use in the area could
increase by as much as 950 percent (to about
1,000 visitor days per year) due to improved
access. During the high-use season (March-
June) this increase would amount to about 6.5
visitors per day (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984). Use
relative to the size of the WSA would be low.

Management provided through a Wilderness
Management Plan would attempt to control de-
structive increases in future recreation use, and
the quality of the primitive recreation experience
probably would not be negatively affected by the

increased use. As recreation use increases com-
mercial operations based on primitive recrea-

tional activities could apply for use of the WSA.

Mineral-related surface disturbance on up to 40
acres could cause localized impairment of values.

If roads for development of valid mining claims

could not be denied, the quality of primitive

recreational opportunities would be reduced.
Because the potential for mineral production is

low and wilderness designation would reduce the

potential for surface disturbance, the quality of

the primitive recreational experience would likely

be preserved throughout the area.

Little impact on ORV recreational use would be
expected due to the lack of such activity in the

area; however, approximately 23 miles of ways
within the WSA would be closed to ORV use.

It is concluded that this alternative could benefit

recreation by reducing the likelihood for surface-

disturbing activities and increasing management
attention and recognition of recreational values.

Recreation opportunities in lower Horseshoe
Canyon and Canyonlands National Park would
also be protected and enhanced by complemen-
tary management in this WSA.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Designation and management of all 38,800 acres

as wilderness would contribute to the preserva-

tion of the wilderness values of size, naturalness,

and outstanding opportunities for solitude. Soli-

tude would be preserved on approximately 36,300
acres that meet and 2,500 acres that do not meet
the standards for outstanding solitude. Natural-

ness would be preserved on all 38,800 acres and
primitive and unconfined recreation would be
preserved on 28,400 acres that meet and 10,400

acres that do not meet the standards for outstand-

ing opportunities. The special features in this

WSA (i.e., caves, canyon scenery, wild burro

herd, and archaeological and paleontological

sites) would also be protected and preserved.

Outstanding opportunities for seven recreational

activities (backpacking, camping, horseback rid-

ing, photography, and archaeological, geologi-

cal, and scenic sightseeing) would be preserved.

Although recreational use could increase sub-
stantially (refer to Recreation section above), use
relative to the size of the WSA would be low.

Therefore, no significant effect on solitude and
primitive recreational values would be expected.

No development of leases is foreseen under this

alternative. The possible mineral-related surface

disturbance would, therefore, be reduced from
240 acres to 40 acres for development of valid
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mining claims. Mitigation to protect wilderness
values would be considered during mining claim

development, but road construction and use of

motorized equipment could be allowed for devel-

opment of valid mining claims if there are no
reasonable alternatives. There are 1,670 acres (4

percent of the WSA) under mining claims. The
potential for mineral development is low, but

mineral-related disturbance (including access)

could eliminate solitude, naturalness, and the

opportunity for primitive and unconfined recrea-

tion on the affected areas. However, these values

would not be reduced in the area as a whole.

Because the potential for mineral production is

low and mitigation would be imposed to protect

wilderness values, any loss of these values under
wilderness designation would be less likely than

under the No Action Alternative.

Designation of this WSA as wilderness would
benefit the values and uses of the contiguous NPS
wilderness proposal and BLM WSA. These three

areas share a common watershed, canyon sys-

tem, extended recreation travel trails (hiking and
horseback riding), and archaeological values.

Thus, it is concluded that wilderness designation

and management of all 38,800 acres of the Horse-
shoe Canyon WSA would protect and preserve

the wilderness values of naturalness, special fea-

tures, and opportunities forsolitude (outstanding

on 36,300 acres) and primitive recreation (out-

standing on 28,400 acres) except in localized

areas affected by the surface disturbance related

to mineral exploration.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

Designation of the Horseshoe Canyon (South)

WSA (in the BLM Richfield District) would com-
plement the NPS wilderness proposal for the

Horseshoe Canyon Detached Unit of Canyon-
lands National Park and designation of the Horse-
shoe Canyon (North) WSA (in the Moab BLM
District) because the three units are contiguous
with a combined total acreage of about 62,000
acres. The existing BLM Henry Mountain Plan-

ning Area MFP does not provide for wilderness
designation. Congressional designation of the

WSA as wilderness would be an amendment to

the Henry Mountain MFP.

The Wayne County Master Plan recommends
multiple use of all public lands in the county.

Wilderness designation would generally be con-
sistent with multiple use because most resource
uses would be allowed, although under more re-

strictive conditions. This alternative would con-
flict with the county's multiple-use concept
because restrictive conditions would be placed

on mineral development and oil and gas leases

would be phased out. If State lands within the

WSA are exchanged for lands outside the WSA,
wilderness designation would not conflict with

the policy of the State of Utah to maximize eco-
nomic returns.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall there would be no significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and
local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of

resources under wilderness designation there

could beslight losses in local incomeand Federal

revenues currently provided by resource uses in

the WSA (refer to Table 10) as well as loss of

potential increases in income and Federal
revenues that could occur under the No Action
Alternative.

The potential for mineral development in theWSA
is low (refertothe Mineral and Energy Resources
section for a discussion of the WSA's mineral

character). Valid existing oil and gas leases and
mining claims could be developed but designa-

tion would preclude new leases and claims from
being established in the WSA. Precluding explo-

ration and development of minerals would not

alter existing economic conditions, but could

alter future economic conditions from what they

would be with mineral development under the No
Action Alternative. Because the potential for min-

eral development is low, it is estimated that poten-

tial mineral-related local income would not be

significantly reduced by wilderness designation.

However, any local income related to assessment
of future mining claims would be lost.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-

tinue as at present with $23,000 of livestock sales

and $5,750 of ranchers' return to labor and
investment.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase recreational use

(refer to the Recreation section). Related local

expenditures would be small (average of $4.10

per visitor day statewide) and would be insignifi-

cant to both the local economy and individual

businesses.

The loss of 31 ,080 acres now leased would cause

an eventual loss of up to $93,240 per year of lease

fees to the Federal Treasury. There would also be

a potential loss of $23,160 annually in Federal

revenues from the 7,720 acres that could be

leased without designation. In addition to these

rental fees, any potential royalties from new lease

production could also be foregone.
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Federal grazing revenues of $1,610 per year
would continue.

Recreation-related Federal revenues may
increase if the demand for commercial outfitter

services increase. No commercial outfitters use
the WSA on a regular basis. A few commercial
permits have been issued since 1980.

Partial Wilderness Alternative (36,000
Acres)

(Proposed Action)

The major activities that would occur in the-

designated portion of the WSA forthis alternative

are the same as described for the All Wilderness
Alternative. For the nondesignated portion, man-
agement would be as described for the No Action
Alternative. The specific actions that would take

place within the 36,000-acre area designated as

wilderness and the 2,800-acre nondesignated
area are discussed in the Description of the Alter-

natives section.

It is assumed that in the designated area some of

the existing mining claims would eventually be
explored and developed, causing an estimated 40
acres of disturbance. It is also assumed that exist-

ing oil and gas leases in the designated portion

would expire before production of commercial
quantities and that tar sand conversion areas

would be either converted with the stipulation of

no surface occupancy or denied. Oil and gas
leases would not be renewed and future leasing of

oil and gas or combined hydrocarbons would not

be allowed.

It is assumed that within the nondesignated area

only 10 acres would be disturbed sometime in the

future due to mineral and oil and gas exploration

and development. Overall, 50 acres of surface dis-

turbance would occur within the WSA, 190 acres

less than under the No Action Alternative and 10

acres more than with the All Wilderness Alterna-

tive. Appendix 10 lists the surface disturbance

assumptions and estimates for the WSA.

The analysis of the No Action Alternative, based
on 240 acres of surface disturbance and devel-

opment of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA within and
adjacent to the WSA, shows that full development
of potential resources with associated surface

disturbance would not significantly affect air

quality, geology, soils, vegetation, water, forest,

and cultural resources. Therefore, these resour-

ces would not be significantly affected by this

partial designation alternative which assumes 50
acres of surface disturbance and recovery of tar

sand from the Tar Sand Triangle STSA.

Restrictions on management and development
methods within the WSA would result in essen-
tially the same impacts on development of water
sources, mineral and energy resources, wildlife,

livestock grazing, wild burros, and land use plans

as described for the All Wilderness Alternative.

The following analysis describes the differences

between the Partial Wilderness, No Action, and
All Wilderness Alternatives.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

The area that would be designated wilderness
would be placed in Category 4 status with no new
leasing. There are approximately 28,680 acres of

oil and gas leases in the area that would be desig-

nated wilderness; 24,040 acres are pre-FLPMA
and 4,640 acres are post-FLPMA. Activities on
these leases would occur subject to the stipula-

tions issued at the time of leasing.

It cannot be determined how much of the existing

potential resourceof 10 million barrels of in-place

oil or less than 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas
falls within the area that would be designated as

wilderness under this alternative. Of these
amounts, 3 million barrels of oil or 18 billion cubic
feet of natural gas are estimated to be recovera-

ble. Assuming that the loss of potential resource
recovery would be in direct proportion to the size

of the area designated, exploration and develop-

ment of a potential resource of up to 2 million

barrels of oil or 16 billion cubic feet of natural gas
could be foregone. This would allow recovery of 1

million more barrels of oil or 2 billion more cubic
feet of natural gas than with the All Wilderness
Alternative.

It is concluded that, due to the small size of the

potential deposits, the low certainty that these

exist, and the low likelihood for exploration and
development activities, this alternative is not

expected to result in any significant loss in recov-

ery of the oil and gas resource.

Tar Sand

Approximately 58 acres of the Tar Sand Triangle

STSA fall within the portion of the WSA that

would be designated wilderness. This acreage is

presently under lease conversion application. It is

assumed that conversion applications would
either be approved with the stipulation of no sur-

face occupancy or denied and that future leasing

would not be allowed.
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The potential for development of 58 acres of tar

sand with an estimated 34 million barrels of re-

coverable oil would be foregone as it would under
the All Wilderness Alternative. However, the

potential for this resource is low within the WSA,
and the likelihood of production is small.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 1,510 acres of the 1,670 acres of

existing mining claims fall within the area that

would be designated wilderness. Development
work, extraction, and patenting could continue
on valid claims after wilderness designation

under undue and unnecessary degradation
guidelines with wilderness considerations. After

designation, all other lands (including claims not

determined valid) would be closed to prospecting
and development (USDI, BLM, 1981b). It is

assumed that approximately 40 acres of surface

disturbance would occur due to exploration and
development of existing claims within the area

designated wilderness and future claims in the

area not designated.

It cannot be determined how much of the poten-

tially recoverable 50,000 tons of copper and 500 to

1 ,000 tons of uranium oxide in the WSA fall within

the area that would be designated as wilderness
under this alternative. The worst-case impact to

minerals would be to assume that the mineral

deposits were not included in mining claims filed

before designation. If that were the case and
assuming that locatable minerals are evenly dis-

tributed in the WSA, the potential for recovery of

46,500 tons of copper and 465 to 930 tons of ura-

nium oxide in the wilderness area would be fore-

gone. Development of locatable minerals in the

nondesignated portion of the WSA would allow

for recovery of 3,500 more tons of copper and 45
to 70 more tons of uranium oxide from the WSA
than under the All Wilderness Alternative.

Because these minerals are not being recovered
at present within theWSA and because economic
considerations (e.g., transportation, low poten-
tial, etc.) are unfavorable, it is unlikely that devel-

opment would occur even without wilderness
designation. Therefore, this alternative would not

prevent recovery of significant amounts of ura-

nium and copper.

LIVESTOCK AND WILD BURROS

The effect of designation of 36,000 acres of the

WSA as wilderness on domestic livestock grazing

would be essentially the same as with the All Wil-

derness Alternative. Of the 1,1 50 AUMs allocated,

1,070 would be within the designated portion of

the WSA and 80 would be within the nondesig-

nated portion. Development of future roads or
other livestock managementfacilitiesforuse with
1,070 AUMs in the designated portion could be
restricted to preserve wilderness values. It is

assumed that the three proposed livestock reser-
voirs would not be developed and livestock distri-

bution would remain as at present. Overall little

effect on the management of livestock grazing is

expected.

The small herd of wild burros (approximately 19
animals) would continue use of the WSA as at

present.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Because total surface disturbance in the WSA
would be 50 acres under this alternative as

opposed to 240 acres under No Action and 40
acres under All Wilderness, the impact on visual

resources would be less than under the No Action
Alternative and slightly more than under the All

Wilderness Alternative. In the portion recom-
mended for designation, 40 acres of surface dis-

turbance could result from mineral exploration

and development. Although mitigative measures
would be applied to minimize visual contrast

created by mineral-related surface disturbance,

visual quality would be degraded and VRM Class I

management objectives would not be met during

the short term on disturbed areas. Even after

rehabilitation some permanent localized degra-
dation could be expected. If roads for develop-
ment of valid mining claims (worst-case analysis)

could not be denied, VRM Class I objectives might
not be met on large portions of the designated
area. Because the potential for development of

mining claims is low, visual quality would proba-
bly not be reduced in the designated area as a

whole. An additional 10 acres in the nondesig-
nated portion of the WSA would be disturbed and
would not meet VRM Class II objectives. Disturb-

ance of a total of 50 acres within the WSA would
result in localized long-term impairment of visual

values but would not significantly affect visual

resources in the WSA as a whole.

RECREATION

Impacts on recreational values and opportunities

for the 36,000-acre area that would be designated

as wilderness would be as described in the All

Wilderness Alternative. If roads for development
of valid mining claims could not be denied, the

quality of primitive recreational opportunities

would be reduced. Becausethe potential for min-

eral production is low and wildernessdesignation

would reduce the potential for surface disturb-

ance, the quality of the primitive recreational

experience would likely be preserved throughout
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the designated area. Little impact on ORV recrea-

tional use would be expected due to the lack of

such activity in the area; however, approximately
21 miles of ways within the WSA would be closed
to ORV use.

In the area that would not be designated (2,800

acres), little change in recreational use is

expected due to the limited recreational values.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Impacts to wilderness values would be the same
as under the All Wilderness Alternative on the

36,000 acres that would be designated wilder-

ness. Size, naturalness (all 36,000 acres affected

are natural), outstanding opportunities for soli-

tude (all 36,000 acres meet the standard) and
primitive recreation (including 28,400 acres that

meet and 7,600 acres that do not meet the stand-

ards), and special features would be preserved.

Although recreational use could increase sub-
stantially (refer to Recreation section under the

All Wilderness Alternative), use relative to thesize

of the area would be low: estimated at approxi-

mately six visitors per day during the high-use
season (March-June). Therefore, no significant

effect on solitude and primitive recreation values

would be expected. There could be some loss of

wilderness values due to allowable surface dis-

turbance from mineral exploration activities on
up to 40 acres. No development of leases within

the designated portion is foreseen under this

alternative. The possible mineral-related surface

disturbance would therefore be reduced to 40
acres in the designated portion for development
of valid mining claims. Mitigation to protect wil-

derness values would be considered during min-
ing claim development, but road construction and
use of motorized equipment could be allowed for

development of valid mining claims if there are no
reasonable alternatives. Becausethe potential for

mineral development is low and mitigation would
be imposed to protect wilderness values, mineral-

related disturbance, including access, could elim-

inate solitude, naturalness, and the opportunity

for primitive and unconfined recreation on the

affected areas but would not reduce these values

in the designated portion as a whole. Sights,

sounds, and emissions of activities within and
adjacent to the 2,800-acre area that would not be
designated could result in loss of solitude and
primitive recreational values within the desig-

nated portion.

In the 2,800-acre area that would not be desig-

nated, there would be only 10 acres of disturb-

ance from mineral and energy exploration and
development activities. Those activities would

degrade wilderness values (naturalness, special

features, and opportunities for solitude and primi-

tive recreation [both rated less than outstanding])

from the commencement of activities through

rehabilitation. Thus, slight long-term impairment

of wilderness values in the portion that would not

be designated would be expected. Additionally,

the sights, sounds, and emissions of those min-

eral and energy activities could impair solitude

and primitive recreation values in the portion that

would be designated and in the Horseshoe
Canyon Detached Unit of Canyonlands National

Park.

The portion that would be designated would not

be contiguous with the proposed wilderness in

the Horseshoe Canyon Detached Unit of Canyon-
lands National Park (refer to Map 3). The area

would be separated by a State section (1 mile)

which contains the confluence of Bluejohn and
Horseshoe Canyons.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative would relate to the Land Use
Plans and Controls section as described for the

All Wilderness Alternative with the exception of

its relationship to Canyonlands National Park.

Immediately adjacent to this WSA, the Horseshoe
Canyon Detached Unit of Canyonlands National

Park has been proposed as wilderness. This

alternative would not complement the NPS pro-

posal or designation of the Horseshoe Canyon
(North) WSA, because the designated portion

would not be contiguous with these lands.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall there would not be significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and
local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of

resources under partial wilderness designation

there could be slight losses in local income and
Federal revenues currently provided by resource

uses in the WSA (refer to Table 1 0) as well as loss

of potential increases in income and Federal

revenues that could occur under the No Action

Alternative.

The potential for mineral development in theWSA
is low (refer to the Mineral and Energy Resources
section for a discussion of the WSA's mineral

character). Valid existing oil and gas leases and
mining claims could be developed but designa-

tion would preclude new leases and claims from

being established in the WSA. Precluding explo-

ration and development of minerals would not

alter existing economic conditions, but could
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alter future economic conditions from what they

would be with mineral development under the No
Action Alternative. Because the potential for min-
eral development is low, it is estimated that poten-

tial mineral-related local income would not be
significantly reduced by partial wilderness desig-

nation. However, any local income related to

assessment of future mining claims on 93 percent

of the WSA would be lost.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-

tinue as at present with $23,000 of livestock sales

and $5,750 of ranchers' return to labor and
investment.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from partial designation could increase recrea-

tional use (refer to the Recreation section).

Related local expenditures would be small (aver-

age of $4.10 per visitor day statewide).

The loss of 28,680 acres now leased would cause
an eventual loss of up to $86,040 per year of lease

fees to the Federal Treasury. There would also be
a potential loss of $21,960 annually in Federal

revenues from the 7,320 acres that could be
leased without designation. Overall, the potential

for oil and gas lease fee revenues would be $8,400
per year more than under the All Wilderness
Alternative. In addition to rental fees, any poten-

tial royalties from new lease production could
also be foregone.

Federal grazing revenues of $1,610 per year
would continue.

Recreation-related Federal revenues may
increase if the demand for commercial outfitter

services increase. No commercial outfitters use
the WSA on a regular basis. A few commercial
permits have been issued since 1980.

Partial Wilderness Alternative (28,700
Acres)

The major activities that would occur in the

designated portion of the WSA forthis alternative

are the same as described for the All Wilderness
Alternative. For the nondesignated portion, man-
agementwould be as described fortheNo Action
Alternative. The specific actions that would take

place within the 28,700-acre area designated as

wilderness and the 10,100-acre nondesignated
area are discussed in the Description of the Alter-

natives section.

It is assumed that in the designated area some of

the existing mining claims would eventually be
explored and developed, causing an estimated 30
acres of disturbance. It is also assumed that exist-

ing oil and gas leases in the designated portion
would expire before production of commercial
quantities. Oil and gas leases would not be
renewed and future leasing of oil and gas or com-
bined hydrocarbons would not be allowed.

It is assumed that within the nondesignated area
90 acres would be disturbed sometime in the
future due to mineral and oil and gas and tar sand
exploration and development. Overall, 120 acres
of surface disturbance would occur within the
WSA; 120 acres less than under the No Action
Alternative, 80 acres more than with the All Wil-

derness Alternative, and 70 acres more than the
Partial Designation Alternative of designating

36,000 acres. Appendix 10 lists the surface disturb-

ance assumptions and estimates for the WSA.

The analysis of the No Action Alternative, based
on 240 acres of surface disturbance and devel-

opment of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA within and
adjacent to the WSA, shows thatfull development
of potential resources with associated surface

disturbance would not significantly affect air

quality, geology, soils, vegetation, water, forest,

wildlife, and cultural resources. Therefore, these

resources would not be significantly affected by
this Partial Wilderness Alternative which is based
on only 120 acres of surface disturbance and re-

covery of tar sand from the Tar Sand Triangle

STSA within and adjacent to the WSA.

Restrictions on management and development
methods within the WSA would result in essen-

tially the same impacts on development of water

sources, mineral and energy resources, wildlife,

wild burros, and land use plans as described for

the All Wilderness Alternative. The impacts of

designating 28,700 acres of wilderness in the

WSA would generally be of the same nature as

those resulting from designation of 36,000 acres

as wilderness. The magnitude would be slightly

larger because an additional 70 acres of surface

disturbance related to tar sand and oil and gas

recovery could occur.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

The area that would be designated wilderness

would be placed in Category 4 status with no new
leasing. There are approximately 24,680 acres of

oil and gas leases in this area (20,680 acres are

pre-FLPMA and 4,000 acres are post-FLPMA).
Activities on these leases would occur subject to

the stipulations issued at the time of leasing.
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It cannot be determined how much of theexisting

potential resource of 10 million barrels of in-place

oil or less than 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas
falls within the area that would be designated as

wilderness under this alternative. Of these
amounts, 3 million barrels of oil or 18 billion cubic

feet of natural gas are estimated to be recovera-

ble. It is assumed that the loss of potential

resource recovery would be in direct proportion

to the size of the area designated. Using this

assumption, exploration and development of a

potential resource of up to 1 million barrels of oil

or 13 billion cubic feet of natural gas could be
foregone. This would allow recovery of 2 million

more barrels of oil or 5 billion more cubic feet of

natural gas than with the All Wilderness Alterna-

tive.

It is concluded that, due to the small size of the

potential deposits, tha low certainty that these

exist, and the low likelihood for exploration and
development activities, this alternative is not

expected to result in any significant loss in recov-

ery of the oil and gas resource.

Tar Sand

Approximately 58 acres of the Tar Sand Triangle

STSA would be within the portion of the WSA that

would not be designated wilderness. This
acreage is presently under lease conversion

application.

The potential for development of this tar sand,

with an estimated 34 million barrels of recovera-

bleoil, would be maintained as it would underthe
No Action Alternative. However, the potential for

this resource is low within the WSA, and the likeli-

hood for production is small in either case.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 50 acres of the 1 ,670 acres of exist-

ing mining claims fall within the area that would
be designated wilderness. Development work,

extraction, and patenting could continue on valid

claims after wilderness designation under undue
and unnecessary degradation guidelines. After

designation, all other lands (including claims not

determined valid) would be closed to prospecting

and development (USDI, BLM, 1981b). It is

assumed that approximately 40 acres of surface

disturbance would occur due to exploration and
development of existing claims within the area

designated wilderness and existing and future

claims in the area not designated.

It cannot be determined how much of the poten-

tially recoverable 50,000 tons of copper and 500 to

1 ,000 tons of uranium oxide in the WSA fall within

the area that would be designated as wilderness

under this alternative. The worst-case impact to

minerals would be to assume that the mineral

deposits are not included in mining claims filed

before designation. If that were the case and
assuming that locatable minerals are evenly dis-

tributed throughout the WSA, the potential for

recovery of up to 37,000 tons of copper and 370 to

740 tons of uranium oxide would be foregone.

Development of locatable minerals in the non-
designated portion of the WSA would allow for

recovery of 9,500 more tons of copper and 95 to

190 more tons of uranium oxide than with the All

Wilderness Alternative.

Because these metals are not being recovered at

present within the WSA and because economic
considerations (e.g., transportation, low poten-

tial, etc.) are unfavorable, it is unlikely that explo-

ration or development will occur. Therefore, this

alternative would not prevent recovery of signifi-

cant amounts of uranium and copper.

LIVESTOCK AND WILD BURROS

The effects of designation of 28,700 acres of the

WSA as wilderness on domestic livestock grazing

would be essentially the same as with the All Wil-

derness Alternative. Of the 1,1 50 AUMs allocated,

821 would be within the designated portion of the

WSA and 329 within the nondesignated portion.

Development of future roads or other livestock

management facilities for use with the 821 AUMs
in the designated portion could be restricted to

preserve wilderness values. It is assumed that the

three proposed reservoirs would not be devel-

oped and livestock distribution would remain as

at present. Overall, little effect on the manage-

ment of livestock grazing is expected.

The small herd of wild burros (approximately 19

animals) would continue use of the WSA as at

present.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Because total surface disturbance in the WSA
would be 120 acres under this alternative, as

opposed to 240 acres under the No Action Alter-

native and 40 acres under the All Wilderness

Alternative, the impact on visual resources would

be less than under the No Action and slightly

more than under the All Wilderness. In the portion

recommended for designation there could be 30

acres of surface disturbance resulting from min-

eral exploration and development. Although mit-

igative measures would be applied to minimize

visual contrast created by mineral-related surface

disturbance, visual quality would be degraded

and VRM Class I management objectives would
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not be met during the short term on disturbed
areas. Even after rehabilitation some permanent
localized degradation could be expected. If roads
for development of valid mining claims (worst-
case analysis) could not be denied, VRM Class I

objectives might not be met on large portions of

the designated area. Because the potential for

development of mining claims is low, visual qual-
ity would probably not be reduced in the desig-
nated area as a whole. An additional 50 acres in

the nondesignated portion of the WSA would be
disturbed and would not meet VRM Class II objec-
tives. On 40 acres that would be disturbed by tar

sand development, now managed under Class III

objectives, long-term impairment of visual values
would result. Disturbance of a total of 120 acres
within the WSA would result in localized long-
term impairment of visual values but would not
significantly affect visual resources in theWSA as
a whole.

RECREATION

Impacts on recreational values and opportunities

for the 28,700-acre area that would be designated

as wilderness would be as described in the All

Wilderness Alternative. If roads for development
of valid mining claims could not be denied, the

quality of primitive recreational opportunities

would be reduced. Becausethe potential for min-

eral production is low and wilderness designation

would reduce the potential for surface disturb-

ance, the quality of the primitive recreational

experience would likely be preserved throughout

the designated area. Little impact on ORV recrea-

tional use would be expected due to the lack of

such activity in the area; however, approximately

12 miles of ways within the WSA would be closed

to ORV use.

In the area that would not be designated (10,100

acres), little change in recreational use is

expected due to the limited recreational values.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Impacts to wilderness values would be the same
as under the All Wilderness Alternative on the

28,700 acres that would be designated wilder-

ness. Designation and management of 28,700

acres of the WSA as wilderness would preserve

the wilderness values of size, naturalness (all

28,700 acres appear natural), solitude (including

28,700 acres that meet the standard), and out-

standing opportunities for primitive and uncon-
fined recreation (including 28,400 acresthat meet
the standard). Although recreational use could

increase substantially (refer to the Recreation

section underthe All Wilderness Alternative), use

relative to the size of the area would be low, esti-

mated at approximately six visitors per day during
the high-use season (March-June). Therefore, no
significant effect on solitude and primitive recrea-

tion values would be expected. No development
of leases within the designated portion is fore-

seen under this alternative. The possible mineral-
related surface disturbance would therefore be
reduced to 30 acres for development of valid min-
ing claims. Mitigation to protect wilderness
values would be considered during mining claim
development, but road construction and use of

motorized equipment could be allowed for devel-

opment of valid mining claims if there are no
reasonable alternatives. Because the potential for

mineral development is low and mitigation would
be imposed to protect wilderness values, mineral-

related disturbance, including access, could elim-

inate solitude, naturalness, and the opportunity
for primitive and unconfined recreation on the

affected areas but would not reduce these values

in the designated portion as a whole. Sights,

sounds, and emissions of activities within and
adjacent to the 1 0,1 00-acre area that would not be
designated could result in loss of solitude and
primitive recreational values.

In the 10,100-acre area that would not be desig-

nated, there would be 90 acres of disturbance

from mineral and energy exploration and devel-

opment activities. Those activities would degrade
wilderness values (naturalness, special features,

and opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation [both rated less than outstanding])

from the commencement of activities through

rehabilitation. Thus, slight long-term impairment

of wilderness values in the portion that would not

be designated would be expected. Additionally,

the sights, sounds, and emissions of those min-

eral and energy activities could impair solitude

and primitive recreation values in the portion that

would be designated and in the Horseshoe
Canyon Detached Unit of Canyonlands National

Park.

The portion that would be designated would not

be contiguous with the proposed wilderness in

the Horseshoe Canyon Detached Unit of Canyon-
lands National Park (refer to Map 3). The area

would be separated by a State section (1 mile)

which contains the confluence of Bluejohn and

Horseshoe Canyons.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative would relate to the Land Use
Plans and Controls section as described for the

All Wilderness Alternative, with the exception of

its relationship to Canyonlands National Park.
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I mmediately adjacent to this WSA, the Horseshoe
Canyon Detached Unit of Canyonlands National

Park has been proposed as wilderness. This
alternative would not complement the NPS pro-

posal, because the designated portion would not

be contiguous with these lands.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall there would not be significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and
local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of

resources under partial wilderness designation
there could be slight losses in local income and
Federal revenues currently provided by resource
uses in the WSA (refer to Table 1 0) as well as loss

of potential increases in income and Federal

revenues that could occur under the No Action
Alternative.

The potential for mineral development in the WSA
is low (referto the Mineral and Energy Resources
section for a discussion of the WSA's mineral

character). Valid existing oil and gas leases and
mining claims could be developed but designa-

tion would preclude new leases and claims from
being established in the WSA. Precluding explo-

ration and development of minerals would not

alter existing economic conditions, but could
alter future economic conditions from what they
would be with mineral development under the No
Action Alternative. Because the potential for min-
eral development is low, it is estimated that poten-

tial mineral-related local income would not be

significantly reduced by partial wilderness desig-

nation. However, any local income related to

assessment of future mining claims on 74 percent
of the WSA would be lost.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-
tinue as at present with $23,000 of livestock sales

and $5,750 of ranchers' return to labor and
investment.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from partial designation could increase recrea-

tional use (refer to the Recreation section).

Related local expenditures would be small (aver-

age of $4.10 per visitor day statewide).

The loss of 21 ,320 acres now leased would cause
an eventual loss of up to $63,960 per year of lease

fees to the Federal Treasury. There would also be
a potential loss of $22,140 annually in Federal

revenues from the 7,380 acres that could be
leased without designation. Overall, the potential

foroil and gas and tarsand fee revenues would be
$30,300 per year more than under the All Wilder-

ness Alternative. In addition to these rental fees,

any potential royalties from new lease production
could also be foregone.

Federal grazing revenues of 1,610 per year would
continue.

Recreation-related Federal revenues may
increase if the demand for commercial outfitter

services increase. No commercial outfitters use
the WSA on a regular basis. A few commercial
permits have been issued since 1980.
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FRENCH SPRING-HAPPY CANYON WSA
(UT-050-236B)

INTRODUCTION

General Description of the Area

French Spring-Happy Canyon Wilderness Study
Area (WSA) consists of 25,000 acres of public

land (24,840 acres in eastern Wayne Countv and
160 acres in Garfield County) about 25 miles

southeast of Hanksville, Utah. The area consists

of high, narrow ridges and a large mesa cut

deeply and abruptly by narrow, sheer-walled,

meandering canyons. French Spring-Happy
Canyon is a major side canyon of the Dirty Devil

River.

Annual average precipitation in the WSA ranges
from about 5 inches in the canyon bottoms to 10

inches at the higher elevations. Temperatures
can range from under degrees Farenheit (F) in

the winter to over 100 degrees F in the summer.

Over half of the WSA consists of bare rock out-

crops and steep slickrock canyons. Predominant
vegetation in the remaining area includes pinyon-

juniper, desert grass, and blackbrush commu-
nities.

Specific Issues Identified in Scoping

In addition to those general issues discussed and
responded to in Volume I of this Environmental

Impact Statement (EIS), the following issues and
concerns were identified specificallyforthis WSA
through public scoping (USDI, BLM, 1984d):

1. Comment: The major conflict with the

area recommended suitable in the Draft Site-

Specific Analysis (SSA) is that a portion there-

of is located in the Tar Sand Triangle and thus

overlies substantial hydrocarbon resources.

What impacts on tar sand development can

be expected from wilderness designation?

Response: As discussed in the Mineral and
Energy Resources section of this document,
the approximately 20,460 acres of potential

combined hydrocarbon leases in the Tar

Sand Triangle Special Tar Sand Area (STSA)
would likely expire and would not be renewed
if the WSA were designated as wilderness.

2. Comment: What impacts would tar sand
development have on wilderness values?

Response: As discussed under Environmen-
tal Consequences, Wilderness Values section

for the No Action Alternative, approximately

37 percent of the WSA could be disturbed by
mineral development. Wilderness values
would be lost or diminished in the affected
areas.

3. Comment: There are significant intru-

sions in and around the area recommended
as wilderness in the Draft SSA (e.g., the air-

strip and road in Happy Canyon).

Response: As shown in Map 1, the landing

strip is about 0.5 mile south of the WSA boun-
dary and would not affect wilderness values.

There are about 8 miles of ways, one corral,

and two undeveloped springs in the WSA that

are substantially un noticeable in the area as a

whole.

4. Comment: (1)The WSA possesses ten-

uous wilderness potential and should not be
designated. (2)The Dirty Devil and Horse-
shoe Canyon (South) WSAs, which have def-

inite wilderness characteristics, should be
designated.

Response: During scoping for this EIS, BLM
presented a preliminary indication of areas

considered suitable or unsuitable for wilder-

ness designation. For each WSA, this was
based on site-specific analysis drafted in one
of the five Utah BLM districts. The indication

of suitability was made public prior to the EIS

in order to obtain further input; this input has

assisted in the formulation of the EIS alterna-

tives. Additional input is expected as a result

of the public review and comment on the

Draft EIS. At the conclusion of the EIS pro-

cess, BLM will review and consider all of the

information received and, at that time, will

formulate a final recommendation of areas

found suitable for wilderness designation.

Rationale for such recommendations will be

included in a Wilderness Study Report to be
submitted to the Secretary of the Interior and,
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subsequently, to Congress. The rationale will

be keyed to the criteria of the "Wilderness
Study Policy" (USDI, BLM, 1982a), and to

other resource management factors gener-
ally as described in Volume I, Chapter 2, of

this EIS.

Several concerns pertaining to the wilderness
study process and/or the environmental analysis

process were also raised during scoping. These
concerns are discussed in the Scoping section of

Volume I rather than in analyses for individual

WSAs.

DESCRIPTION OF
THE ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Considered and Eliminated
from Detailed Study

A partial alternative to delete intrusions (e.g., the

airstrip and road in Happy Canyon) was sug-
gested during scoping. Such a partial alternative

was not analyzed because there are no airstrips

or roads in the French Spring-Happy Canyon
WSA. The two airstrips in the area are south of the

WSA boundary.

A partial alternative to delete the major conflict

area with tar sand resources in the Tar Sand Tri-

angle STSA was suggested during scoping. Such
a partial alternative was not analyzed because
only about 2,520 acres of this WSA do not overlap
the STSA; therefore, in order to delete the area of

conflict and still meet wilderness size criteria, the

No Action Alternative would have to be used.

Asuggestion was received during scoping toadd
a partial alternative to include the scenic area
next to Glen Canyon National Recreation Area
(NRA) to complement the National Park Service
(NPS) wilderness proposal in the NRA. There is,

however, no proposed wilderness area in the

Glen Canyon NRA that is adjacent to the French
Spring-Happy Canyon WSA. Therefore, such an
alternative was not analyzed.

Alternatives Analyzed

Three alternatives are analyzed for this WSA: (1

)

No Action; (2) All Wilderness (25,000 acres); and
(3) Partial Wilderness (11,110 acres). A descrip-

tion of each alternative follows. Where manage-
ment intentions have not been clearly identified,

assumptions are made based on management
projections under each alternative. These as-
sumptions are indicated in each case.

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

None of the 25,000-acre WSA would be desig-
nated by Congress as part of the National Wilder-
ness Preservation System (NWPS). The area
would continue to be managed in accordance
with the Henry Mountain Planning Area Man-
agement Framework Plan (MFP) (USDI, BLM,
1982c). The State land within the WSA (refer to

Map 1) has not been identified in the MFP for

Federal acquisition through exchange or pur-

chase. Refer to Volume I for further information

regarding State in-holdings. There are no private

or split estate lands located within the WSA.
Acreage figures and quantities in this analysis are

for Federal lands only.

The following are specific actions that would
occur under this alternative:

• The entire area would remain open to min-
eral leasing, location, and sale. All 25,000
acres would be managed as leasing Cate-
gory 1 (standard stipulations). About
20,460 acres of the WSA are within the Tar
Sand Triangle STSA and are involved in

lease conversion applications for tar sand
development by in-situ methods (USDI,

NPS and BLM, 1984.) Under this alterna-

tive it is assumed that any wilderness pro-

tection stipulations applied while the WSA
is under wilderness review would be
dropped if the area is not designated.

Development work, extraction, and patent-

ing would be allowed on existing mining

claims (1,830 acres) and potential future

mining claims. Development would be
regulated by undue and unnecessary deg-
radation guidelines (43 Code of Federal

Regulations [CFR] 3809) without wilder-

ness considerations.

• The present domestic livestock grazing

use (439 Animal Unit Months [AUMs]) of

the 25,000-acre area would continue as

authorized in the MFP. Use, maintenance,

and development of rangeland improve-

ments (i.e., one corral and two wells) would
be allowed if in conformance with the MFP.
New rangeland improvements could be

implemented without wilderness consid-

erations, although none are proposed.
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Development of rangeland improvements
for wildlife, water resources, etc., could be
allowed if in conformance with the MFP; a

grazing system proposed for the Robbers
Roost Allotment, a portion of which is in

the WSA, could be implemented.

• The WSA, including 8 miles of vehicular

ways, would be open to off-road vehicle

(ORV) use, and new access routes for

development would be allowed.

• The entire 25,000-acre area would be open
to forest product harvest. However, there is

no harvest of forest products at the present

time, nor is any planned.

• The area would continue to be managed
under Visual Resource Management (VRM)
Classes II (13,480 acres) and IV (11,520

acres).

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken in

instances which threaten human life, prop-

erty, or high-value resources without con-
cern for wilderness values.

• Activities to gather information would be

allowed by permit provided these were
accomplished in an environmentally sound
manner.

• Hunting would be allowed subjecttoappli-

cable State and Federal laws and regula-

tions.

• Control of predators would be allowed to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

ventspecial and serious losses of domestic
livestock. Methods of control would be
determined as appropriate.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Underthe All Wilderness Alternauve (referto Map
2), all 25,000 acres of the French Spring-Happy
Canyon WSA would be designated by an act of

Congress as part of the NWPS. It would be man-
aged in accordance with the "Wilderness Man-
agement Policy" (USDI, BLM, 1981b) to preserve
its wilderness character. Upon designation,

acquisition of one section of State land (640
acres) within the WSA is likely and would be
authorized by purchase or exchange (refer to

Map 1 ). Seven State sections adjacent to the WSA
would probably be exchanged. It is assumed that

wilderness managementand resulting impactson
the acquired State lands would be the same as
those on adjacent Federal lands. Acreage figures

and quantities in this analysis are for Federal
lands only.

The following are specific actions that would
occur under this alternative:

• All 25,000 acres would be withdrawn from
mineral location and closedto new mineral
leasing and sale. Development work, extrac-

tion, and patenting would be allowed to

continue on that portion of the approxi-

mately 1,830 acres of existing mining
claims determined to be valid. Develop-
ment of these claims would be regulated by
the undue and unnecessary degradation
guidelines with wilderness considerations.

After designation, existing oil and gas
leases, involving about 20,460 acres, would
be phased out upon expiration unless an
oil or gas find in commercial quantities is

shown or unless leases are converted to

combined hydrocarbon (tar sand) leases

under the provisions of Public Law 97-78.

Oil and gas leases converted to combined
hydrocarbon leases in the WSA would con-
tain nonimpairment stipulations; there-

fore, under this alternative, tar sand devel-

opment on the 20,460 acres could occur
only in a manner not degrading to wilder-

ness values.

• Present domestic livestock grazing would
continue as authorized in the Henry Moun-
tain Planning Area MFP. The 439 AUMs in

the WSA would remain available to live-

stock as presently allotted. The use and
maintenance of rangeland improvements
existing at the* time of designation could

continue in the same manner as in the past,

based on practical necessity and reason-

ableness. Existing rangeland improve-
ments include one corral and two wells in

this WSA. After designation, new range-

land improvements would be allowed on a

case-by-case basis if determined neces-

sary for the purposes of resource protec-

tion (rangeland and/or wilderness) and the

effective management of these resources.

However, no areas within the WSA have

been identified for new rangeland improve-

ments for livestock, although a grazing

system has been proposed forthe Robbers
Roost Allotment, a portion of which is

within this WSA (USDI, BLM 1983b).
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• New water resource improvements or

watershed activities not related to range-
land or wildlife management would be
allowed after designation only if they would
enhance wilderness values, correct condi-

tions presenting imminent hazard to life

and property, or were authorized by the

President pursuantto4(d)(4)(1) of the Wil-

derness Act (Eighty-Eighth Congress of

the U.S., 1964). Two unimproved wells are

located in this WSA, but no future water

resources improvements are planned.

• New wildlife transplants and habitat im-

provements would be allowed after desig-

nation only if they are compatible with wil-

derness values. None are existing or

planned in this WSA, except for continua-

tion of desert bighorn sheep reintroduc-

tion in the general vicinity, primarily on
NPS-administered land. It is anticipated

that continuation of this reintroduction

program would be allowed under this

alternative.

• The entire area would be closed to ORV
use except for (1) those users with valid

existing rights, if approved by BLM in

accordance with 43 CFR rules or (2) occa-
sional and short-term vehicular access
approved by BLM for maintenance of

approved rangeland improvements. About
8 miles of existing vehicular ways not lead-

ing to such approved improvements would
not be available for vehicular use. About 16

miles (35 percent) of the WSA boundary
follow existing unpaved roads, which
would remain open to vehicular travel.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern useand pro-

tection of the wilderness area. As part of

that plan, it is assumed that a maintenance-

and-use border would be allowed along

roads adjacent to the wilderness area for

purposes of road maintenance, temporary
vehicle pull-off, and trailhead parking. This

border would extend from the edge of the

road surface up to 100 feet.

• Harvest of forest products would not be

allowed, except for harvest of pinyon nuts

or noncommercial gathering of dead-and-

down wood, if accomplished by other than

mechanical means. There is no harvest of

forest products at the present time, nor is

any planned.

• Visual resources would be managed in

accordance with VRM Class I standards,
which generally allow for only natural eco-
logical change.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, ordisease within the area would be
taken in instances which (1) threaten
human life, property, or high-value resour-
ces on adjacent nonwilderness lands; or

(2) where unacceptable change to the wil-

derness resource would result if the meas-
ures were not taken. Measures taken must
be those having the least adverse impact to

wilderness values (i.e., those that least

alter the landscape or disturb the land sur-

face). Because of this it is assumed that

firefighting would be limited to hand and
aerial techniques.

• Any activity to gather information about
natural resources in the area would be
allowed by permit, provided it was accomp-
lished in a manner compatible with the

preservation of the wilderness resources.

Research and other studies would be con-
ducted without use of motorized equip-
ment or construction of temporary or per-

manent structures, unless no other feasible

alternatives exist.

• Nonmotorized hunting would be allowed
subject to applicable State and Federal

laws and regulations.

• Predator control would be allowed to pro-

tect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

vent special and serious losses of domestic
livestock. This would be accomplished by
methods directed at eliminating the offend-

ing individuals while at the same time pos-

ing the least possible hazard to other

animals or to wilderness visitors. Poison
baits or cyanide guns would not be used. A
predator control program would be ap-

proved only under conditions that would
ensure minimum disturbance to wilderness

values.

PARTIAL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE
(PROPOSED ACTION)

Under this alternative, 11,1 10 acres of the French

Spring-Happy Canyon WSA would be designated

as wilderness (refer to Map 3). The objective of

this alternative is to analyze as wilderness that
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portion of the WSA with the most outstanding
wilderness characteristics and to reduce poten-
tial conflicts with tar sand development. The
11,110 acres that would be designated as wilder-

ness under this alternative primarily include the

canyon areas of the WSA. The 13,890-acre area

that would not be designated wilderness would
be managed in accordance with the Henry Moun-
tain MFP, as described for the No Action Alterna-

tive. The 11,110-acre area that would be desig-

nated wilderness would be managed in accord-

ance with the BLM "Wilderness Management
Policy," as described in the All Wilderness Alter-

native. Three of five State sections adjacent to the

WSA would likely be exchanged.

A summary of specific actions that would occur
under this alternative follows.

• The 1 1,1 10 acres that would be designated
wilderness would be withdrawn from min-1

eral entry and closed to new mineral leas-

ing and sale. In the 11,1 10-acre area, devel-

opment work, extraction, and patenting

would be allowed to continue on 1,160

acres of existing mining claims, provided

these are valid. Development would be
regulated by the undue and unnecessary
degradation guidelines with wilderness

considerations. The existing oil and gas
leases, which cover 9,500 acres, would be
phased out upon expiration unlessafind in

commercial quantities is presented or

these are converted to combined hydro-

carbon leases. The 9,500 acres of leases

that could be converted to combined
hydrocarbon leases occur in the 11,110-

acre area that would be designated wilder-

ness. These leases would contain nonim-
pairment stipulations, limiting develop-

ment to that which could occur in a manner
not degrading to wilderness values. The
13,890 acres that would not be designated
wilderness would be managed as leasing

Category 1 (standard stipulations). This

area would remain open to mineral loca-

tion, leasing, and sale. Development work,

extraction, and patenting of existing claims

(670 acres) and future mining claims could

occur in the 13,890-acre area if claims are

valid. Development of existing oil and gas
leases (10,960 acres) and future leases

could occur without concern for wilder-'

ness values.

• Domestic livestock grazing would not

occur in the 11,110 acres that would be
designated wilderness because this area

includes only a portion of the Flint Trail

Allotment, which is not used (unallotted) at

the present time due to terrain limitations

and low carrying capacity (USDI, BLM,
1983b). Existing rangeland improvements
(two wells) in the 11,1 10-acre area could be
maintained in the same manner as in the

past, based on practical necessity and rea-

sonableness. After designation, new range-

land improvements would be allowed on a

case-by-case basis if determined neces-

sary for the purposes of resource protec-

tion (rangeland and/or wilderness) and the

effective management of these resources.

However, new rangeland improvements
have not been proposed in the area that

would be designated. In the 13,890 acres

that would not be designated as wilder-

ness, grazing use (439 AUMs) would con-

tinue as authorized in the current MFP for

the Henry Mountain Planning Area. Exist-

ing improvements (one corral) would be

used and maintained and new rangeland

improvements could be developed without

concern for wilderness values, although

none are proposed.

• In the 11,110 acres that would be desig-

nated wilderness, new water resource

improvements or watershed activities not

related to rangeland or wildlife manage-
ment would be allowed only if these

enhanced wilderness values or were au-

thorized by the President pursuant to Sec-

tion 4(d) (4) (1) of the Wilderness Act. \n the

remaining 13,890 acres that would not be
designated, water resource improvements
would be allowed if in accordance with the

MFP. None are proposed.

• In the 11,110 acres that would be desig-

nated wilderness, wildlife transplants or

habitat improvements would be allowed

only if compatible with wilderness values.

In the 13,890 acres that would not be

designated, wildlife transplants or habitat

improvements would be allowed without

concern for wilderness values. Continu-

ation of the desert bighorn sheep reintro-

duction program would be allowed under

this alternative in the entire WSA.

• The canyons which comprise the 11,110

acres that would be designated wilderness
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would be closed to ORV use. Within the
area, vehicular activity would be allowed
only by BLM permit for users with valid

mineral rights or for maintenance of

approved rangeland improvements. The
remainder of the WSA, including the exist-

ing unpaved jeep road which borders the
WSA for about 10 miles on the southwest
boundary in Happy Canyon and 8 miles of

existing vehicular ways, would remain
open to vehicular travel.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and pro-

tection of the 11,110 acres that would be
designated wilderness. As part of that plan,

it is assumed that a maintenance-and-use
border would be allowed along roads adja-

cent to the wilderness area for purposes of

road maintenance, temporary vehicle pull-

off, and trailhead parking. This border
would extend from the edge of the road
surface up to 100 feet.

• Harvest of forest products in the 11,110
acres that would be designated wilderness

would not be allowed, except for harvest of

pinyon nuts or noncommercial gathering

of dead-and-down wood, if accomplished
by other than mechanical means. The
remaining 13,890 acres that would not be
designated would be open to forest prod-

uct harvest. There is no harvest of forest

products at the present time, nor is any
planned.

• Visual resources on the 11,110 acres that

would be designated wilderness would be
managed in accordance with VRM Class I

standards, which generally allow for only

natural ecological change. Of the remain-
ing 13,890 acres, 11,520 would be man-
aged as Class IV and 2,370 as Class II.

• Within the 11,110 acres that would be
designated wilderness, measures to con-
trol fire, insects, noxious weeds, ordisease
would be allowed only in instances which

(1) threaten human life, property, or high-

value resources on adjacent nonwilderness
lands; or (2) where unacceptable change
to the wilderness resource would result if

the measures were not taken. Measures
taken must be those having the least

adverse impact to wilderness values (i.e.,

those which least alter the landscape or

disturb the land surface). Therefore, it is

assumed that firefighting would be limited

to hand and aerial techniques. On the

13,890 acres that would not be designated,
these measures could be taken in instan-

ces which threaten human life, property, or

high-value resources without concern for

wilderness values.

• In the 11,110 acres that would be desig-

nated wilderness, any activity to gather
information about natural resources would
be allowed by permit, provided it was
accomplished in a manner compatible with

the preservation of wilderness values. Re-
search and other studies would be con-
ducted without use of motorized equip-
ment or construction of temporary or

permanent structures, unless no other
feasible alternatives exist. In the 13,890
acres that would not be designated, such
activities would be allowed by permit, pro-

vided these were accomplished in an en-

vironmentally sound manner.

• Hunting without the use of motorized vehi-

cles would be allowed subject to applic-

able State and Federal laws and regula-

tions in the 11,110 acres that would be,

designated wilderness. Hunting with the

use of motorized vehicles would be allowed

subject to applicable State and Federal

laws and regulations in the 13,890 acres

that would not be designated.

• Control of predators would be allowed to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

vent special and serious losses of domestic
livestock in the 11,110 acres that would be
designated wilderness. This would be
accomplished by methods directed at elim-

inating the offending individuals, while at

the same time posing the least possible

hazard to other animals or to wilderness

visitors. Removal of offending predators

would be approved under such conditions

as to ensure minimum disturbance to wil-

derness values. However, poison baits or

cyanide guns would not be allowed. In the

13,890 acres that would not be designated,

control of predators would be allowed to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

vent special and serious losses of domestic
livestock without concern for wilderness

values. Methods of control would be de-

termined as appropriate.
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Summary of Environmental
Consequences

Table 1 summarizes the main environmental con-
sequences resulting from implementation of the

alternatives. Those resources that would be
affected significantly or differently by the alterna-

tives are listed in the table to provide a compari-
son of the alternatives.

Soils

About 56 percent of the WSA is sandstone rock
outcrop and steep slickrock canyons. The re-

maining areas consist of semidesert sands, shal-

low sandy loams, and sandy bottom soils. Most of

this area has a soil erosion condition rating of

moderate. Erosion condition was determined
using soil surface factors and is summarized in

Table 2.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Air Quality

Air quality in French Spring-Happy Canyon WSA
is designated as a Prevention of Significant Dete-

rioration (PSD) Class II area underthe provisions

of the Clean Air Act as amended. Nearby Class I

areas are at Canyonlands National Park (6 miles

east) and Capitol Reef National Park (29 miles

west). Local, regional, and distant pollutant sour-

ces do not alter the area's very good to excellent

air quality and visibility. The WSA is near the

center of the area with the highest visual range
(70+ miles) in the United States (Environmental

Protection Agency, 1979).

Geology

The WSA is located in the Canyonlands section of

the Colorado Plateau Physiographic Province.

The WSA lies along the southern limb of a large

structural trough that separates the San Rafael

Swell to the northwest from the Monument
Upwarp to the southeast. The moderately deep
Henry Mountains structural basins slope to the

southwest.

Rocks at the surface of the WSA are of Permian,

Triassic, and Jurassic Ages and belong to the

following formations: theMoenkopi, Chinle, Win-
gate, Kayenta, Navajo, and Carmel. The overall

structure of the WSA is a smooth, west-dipping

homocline, disrupted slightly by a northwest-

trending system of grabens that extends into the

WSA from the vicinity of The Needles fault zone
10 miles to the southeast (Jackson, 1983).

Landforms in this WSA include mesas, buttes,

spires, arroyos, rounded slickrock domes, sand
dunes, alluvial fans and terraces, and sheer-

walled, meandering, deeply cut canyons (600-

1,000 feet deep).

TABLE 2
Erosion Condition

Total Annual

Annual Soil Soil Loss

Loss per Acre for WSA
Classification (cubic yard/acre) Acres Percent of WSA (cubic yard)

Severe 5.4

Critical 2.7 7.680 31 20.736

Moderate 1.3 13.480 54 17,524

Slight 0.6 3.840 15 2,304

Stable 0.3

Total 25,000 100 40.564

Sources: USDI, BLM, 1982c; Leifeste, 1978.

Vegetation

The WSA lies within the Navajo Basin phytogeo-
graphicsubdivision of southeastern Utah (Neese,

1981).

Fifty-six percent of the WSA consists of bare rock

outcrops and steep slickrock canyons. Predomi-
nant vegetation in the remaining WSA includes

pinyon-juniper, desert grass, and blackbrush

communities in association with assorted shrubs

and forbs.

There are no known threatened, endangered, or

sensitive plant species in the WSA. Existing vege-

tation types are summarized in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Existing Vegetation Types

Existing Vegetation Types Acres Percentof WSA

Rock outcrop, sand 14,000 56

Pinyon, juniper 3,750 15

Middle grasses 3,250 13

Blackbrush 2,000 8

Assorted grasses. 2.000 8

shrubs, forbs

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
FRENCH SPRING — HAPPY CANYON WSA

Alternatives

Resource No Action
All Wilderness

(25,000 Acres)

Partial Wilderness Designation

(11,110 Acres)

Geology In situ tar sand development on

22,240 acres could cause exten-

sive subsurface fracturing, sub-

sidence, and rockfalls.

Vegetation Vegetation could be disturbed or

denuded and may be permanently

modified by mineral and energy ex-

ploration and development on up to

7,170 acres in the WSA.

Water Increased sedimentation in ephem-

Resources eral drainages could result from in-

creased erosion of up to 22,858

cubic yards per year from in situ

tar sand development, which would

also affect ground water in the

WSA because of water require-

ments for up to 11,079 acre feet

annually and water injection ac-

tivities.

No effect is expected from 20

acres of mineral-related disturb-

ance.

Vegetation would not be signifi-

cantly affected in the WSA.

No significant effects on water re-

sources are expected.

(Proposed Action)

In situ tar sand development on

12,130 acres could cause subsur-

face fracturing, subsidence, and

rockfalls.

Vegetation could be disturbed or

denuded and may be permanently

modified by mineral and energy ex-

ploration and development on up to

4,951 acres in the nondesignated

portion.

Increased sedimentation in ephem-

eral drainages could result from in-

creased erosion of up to 13,368

cubic yards per year from in situ

tar sand development, which would

also affect ground water in the

nondesignated area.

Mineral and

Energy

Resources

Wildlife

Although likelihood of development

is low, potential recovery could be

achieved for up to 3 million barrels

of oil, 18 billion cubic feet of natu-

ral gas, 575 to 672 million barrels

of oil from tar sand, 375 tons of

uranium oxide, and 38,000 tons of

copper.

About 37 percent of the WSA could

be affected by mineral and energy

development, which could ad-

versely affect wildlife habitat. All of

the desert bighorn sheep could be

displaced.

Oil, gas, and tar sand likely would

not be recovered. Assuming a

worst-case analysis, copper and

uranium recovery would also be

foregone. Due to the low likelihood

of recovery of these mineral re-

sources, however, the loss of de-

velopment opportunity would not

be significant.

Wildlife would benefit from solitude.

Although likelihood is low, up to 1 .8

million barrels of oil, 10.2 billion

cubic feet of natural gas, 237 to

447 million barrels of oil from tar

sand, 280 tons of uranium oxide,

and 28,000 tons of copper could

be recovered.

Wildlife in the designated area

would benefit from solitude. Less

than 1 percent of the desert

bighorn sheep habitat would be ad-

versely affected. About 36 percent

of the nondesignated portion could

be disturbed by energy and mineral

exploration and development which

could adversely affect wildlife

habitat.

Livestock Grazing of 439 AUMs and mainte-

nance of existing developments

would continue. New developments

could be constructed; however,

none are now proposed.

Grazing of 439 AUMs and mainte-

nance of existing developments

would continue. Little effect on

grazing management is expected.

New developments proposed in the

future may not be allowed.

Effects would be about the same
as for the All Wilderness Alterna-

tive, except that proposed new de-

velopments might be allowed in the

nondesignated area.
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

FRENCH SPRING — HAPPY CANYON WSA

Resource

Alternatives

No Action
All Wilderness

(25,000 Acres)

Partial Wilderness Designation

(11,110 Acres)

Visual The quality of visual resources

Resources could be impaired on up to 9,170

acres.

Visual quality could be impaired on

up to 20 acres.

(Proposed Action)

Visual quality could be impaired on

up to 4,960 acres, including 9

acres in the designated portion.

About 82 percent of the Class A
scenery would be in the designated

portion and would be protected by

the reduced potential for distur-

bance.

Recreation ORV use would continue on 8

miles of ways at current low levels.

Overall recreational use could in-

crease from the present 20 visitor

days per year to 30 over the next

20 years. Up to 9,170 acres of

mineral-related disturbance could

reduce the quality of primitive rec-

reation.

The WSA, including 8 miles of

ways, would be closed to ORV
use. Primitive recreation could in-

crease by an undetermined amount

due to publicity associated with wil-

derness designation.

ORV recreational use could con-

tinue on 8 miles of ways in the

nondesignated portion.

Wilderness

Values

Land Use
Plans and

Controls

Wilderness values could be lost on

up to 9,170 acres (37 percent of

the WSA). This could result in a

loss of wilderness values through-

out the WSA and in adjoining

WSAs.

This alternative would be consist-

ent with the Wayne and Garfield

County Master Plans, State of Utah

plans and policies, and the BLM
Henry Mountain MFP. It would not

complement NPS plans and pro-

posals.

Wilderness values would be pro-

tected, except on 20 acres (less

than 0.1 percent of the WSA)
which may be disturbed by de-

velopment of valid mineral rights.

This alternative would not be con-

sistent with Wayne and Garfield

Counties' concepts of multiple use.

It would be consistent with State

policy if lands were exchanged,

and would complement NPS pro-

posals. Designation would consti-

tute amendment of the BLM Henry

Mountain MFP.

Wilderness values would be pro-

tected, except on 9 acres which

could be disturbed by development

of valid existing rights. Additional

impairment could be expected on

36 percent of the 13,890 acres not

designated. Overall, wilderness

values could be lost on about 20

percent of the WSA. However, all

of the areas meeting the standards

for naturalness, outstanding oppor-

tunities for solitude, and outstand-

ing oportunities for primitive recre-

ation would be in the designated

area and would be protected by re-

duced potential for disturbance.

Partial designation would be the

same as for the All Wilderness Al-

ternative, except that the portion

not designated would be consistent

with Wayne and Garfield Counties'

concepts of multiple use. No State

land would be exchanged.
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

FRENCH SPRING — HAPPY CANYON WSA

Alternatives

Resource No Action
All Wilderness

(25,000 Acres)

Partial Wilderness Designation

(11,110 Acres)

Socio- Annual local sales of less than

economics $22,122 and Federal revenues of

up to $62,299 would continue. An
additional $13,620 per year in Fed-

eral revenues could be derived

from leasing of presently unleased

areas. The impacts on social and

economic conditions would be sig-

nificant if tar sand were developed.

Annual local sales of less than

$22,122 and Federal revenues of

up to $920 would continue, but

Federal revenues of up to $75,000

from mineral leasing would be

foregone. The opportunity for future

energy and mineral development

and economic benefits would be

reduced in the WSA.

(Proposed Action)

The effects of this alternative would

be the same as for the All Wilder-

ness Alternative, except that an-

nual Federal revenues would be

reduced by up to $33,330 and tar

sand could be developed in the

nondesignated portion.
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The French Spring-Happy Canyon WSA lies in

the Colorado Plateau Province Ecoregion as
shown on the Bailey-Kuchler ecosystems map
(USDI, Geological Survey, 1978). The potential

natural vegetation (PNV) types of the WSA are
listed on Table 4. PNV is the vegetation types that

would exist if plant succession were allowed to

reach climax without human interference. It does
not necessarily reflect the actual vegetation pres-

ent. PNV is an important object of research
because it reveals the biological potential of a
site.

TABLE 4

Potential Natural Vegetation Types

PNV Type Acres Percent of WSA

Juniper-pinyon woodland

Galleta-three awn

shrubsteppe

11,000 44

14,000 56

Source: USDI, Geological Survey, 1978.

Water Resources

The WSA is not considered a major water-

producing area. There is one spring located in the

French Spring fork of Happy Canyon. No dataare

available on quantity or quality of the spring. The
spring is used by wildlife and occasionally by
livestock. There are no perennial streams, and all

local drainages are ephemeral.

Thereare two unimproved wells located in Happy
Canyon in Sections 13 and 23 of Township 30
South, Range 15 East. No data are available on
quantity and quality of water in the wells. How-
ever, quality of water in similar wells (White Rim
Sandstone aquifers) are of fair quality with a total

dissolved solids (TDS) range of 500 to 3,000 parts

per million (ppm).

Ground water typically occurs in the older rocks

at or below canyon floors, but perched bodies of

water also occur on and beneath mesas. Ground
water occurring in rocks of Permian and younger
age is potentially usableas potablesupply and as

tar sand process water. Sparse data on ground
water associated with Pennsylvanian and older

rocks in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA indicate that

it is saline to briny in quality (Utah Department of

Natural Resources, 1981).

Mineral and Energy Resources

The BLM, in consultation with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy, had each WSA within Utah inde-

pendently assessed for its mineral and energy
resources by Science Applications, Inc. (SAI,

1982). Referto Appendix 5 fora detailed descrip-
tion of the SAI rating system.

The potential for mineral resources in this WSA is

low to moderate mainly due to the generally un-
favorable geologic environment. An overall impor-
tance rating (OIR) of 2+ was assigned to the
French Spring-Happy Canyon WSA by SAI
(1982). The OIR is given on a scale of 1 to 4 where
4 is equated with high mineral importance.
Shades of importance are indicated by + or-. The
OIR attempts to integrate the individual mineral

resource evaluations for a tract with other data,

such as gross economics or the proposed loca-

tion of energy corridors, into a summary number
that reflects an overall assessment of the resource
importance of the WSA.

If the WSA is recommended as suitable for wil-

derness, its mineral importance will be reviewed
by the USDI, Geological Survey and Bureau of

Mines in an independent mineral investigation

report for the WSA. Reports will be made avail-

able to the public and will be submitted to the
President and Congress as required by the Fed-
eral Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA).
BLM and the Secretary of the Interior will also
consider these reports prior to making final wil-

derness recommendations.

All resources were assigned favorabilities of f2 or

less with the exception of the tar sand resource.

Theenergy and mineral resource rating summary
is given in Table 5.

TABLE 5
Energy and Mineral Resource Rating Summary

Rati ng

Resource Favorability' Certainty2 Estimated Resource

Oil and Gas (2 d Lessthan 10 million barrels;

less than 60 million cubic

«. (gas)

Tar sand f4 c4 10 to 13 billion barrels of oil

Copper f2 d Less than 50.000 tons

Uranium f2 d Less than 500 tons of

uranium oxide

concentrate

Coal f1 c4 None

Geothermal f1 c4 None

Gold f1 c3 Little to none

Silver f1 c3 Little to none

Source: SAI, 1982.

1 Favorability of the WSA's geologic environment for a

resource (f1 = lowest, f4 = highest).
2 Degree of certainty that the resource exists within the WSA
(d = lowest, c4 = highest).
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The Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling

Act, as amended, provides that strategic and crit-

ical materials be identified and stockpiled in the
interest of national defense to prevent a costly

and dangerous dependence on foreign sources
in time of a national emergency. The Act defines
strategic and critical materials as those needed to

supply military, industrial, and essential civilian

needs during a national emergency but are not
found or produced in the United States in suffi-

cient quantities to meet such a need. The WSA
could contain deposits of copper and silver that

are currently listed as strategic and critical mate-
rials (Federal Emergency Management Agency,
1 983). Although listed as strategic, copper is rela-

tively common. Supplies currently exceed domes-
tic demand. There is almost no potential forsilver

in the WSA.

LEASABLE MINERALS

There are no known deposits of leasable minerals
in the WSA, with the exception of the tar sand
resource. There are no current exploration, drill-

ing, or mining activities for leasable minerals.

None of the leases show evidence of commercial
quantities nor is any evidence expected prior to

designation.

Oil and Gas

Approximately 20,460 acres of the WSA are under
oil and gas lease with application for conversion
of combined hydrocarbon leases. Approximately
19,540 acres of these leases are pre-FLPMA and
920 acres are post-FLPMA (USDI, BLM, 1984b).

Oil and gas leases issued prior to the passage of

FLPMA in October 1976 are referred to as pre-

FLPMA leases and are managed differently than

those issued after that date. The latter are known
as post-FLPMA leases.

Pre-FLPMA leases are governed by stipulations

determined at the time of lease application, before

wilderness studies were mandated. These stipu-

lations may allow for the impairment of wilder-

ness values, as a prior and existing right asso-

ciated with lease development.

Post-FLPMA leases in WSAs contain more re-

strictive stipulations which require exploration

and development to be nonimpairing to wilder-

ness values. Post-FLPMA leases generally require

restricted access and special reclamation provi-

sions, such as topographic contouring, special

seeding, and hydromulching (USDI, BLM, 1981b).

Because of less restrictive requirements, pre-

FLPMA leases may be more economical to

explore and develop than post-FLPMA.

Leases producing oil or gas prior to their original

expiration date or those that are part of a unitized

field would continue. Undeveloped leases would
terminate on their expiration dates (usually 10

years from the date of issuance). Wilderness
designation would not affect the termination of

existing leases. If the oil and gas leases become
combined hydrocarbon leases, they would be
considered as new post-FLPMA leases.

The entire WSA is in Category 1 (open to leasing

with standard stipulations).

Based on the geographic location of this WSA in

the Paradox Basin and geologic inference, this

WSA has low potential for the occurrence of oil

and gas (Jackson, 1983). None of these leases

currently show commercial quantities. The oil

and gas rating of f2/c1 indicates that there would
be less than 10 million barrels of oil or 60 billion

cubic feet of natural gas in-place with less than 3

million barrels of oil or 18 billion cubic feet of

natural gas recoverable. Refer to Appendix 6 for

estimates of recoverability.

Tar Sand

Tar sand deposits occur principally in the White
Rim Sandstone of Permian Age (Campbell and
Ritzma, 1979). The thickness of the White Rim
Sandstone beneath the entire WSA varies from
250 to 400 feet (Jackson, 1983). The White Rim
Sandstone is known over a broad region for its

excellent reservoircharacteristics (Campbell and
Ritzma, 1979).

The Tar Sand Triangle STSA is estimated to con-
tain 12.5 to 16 billion barrels of oil in-place

(Campbell and Ritzma, 1979). About 22,480 acres

or 14 percent of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA is

within the French Spring-Happy Canyon WSA.
Assuming that the resource is evenly distributed

throughout the STSA, the WSA contains between
1.75 and 2.24 billion barrels of oil in-place. Esti-

mates based on past study indicate that approxi-

mately 30 percent of the in-place oil could be
recovered by in-situ methods. Therefore, 525 to

672 million barrels of recoverable oil could be

within the WSA. It is estimated that within the Tar
Sand Triangle STSA there is a potential for oil

production of 70,000 barrels per day (BPD) of oil

for 330 days a year for 130 years (USDI, BLM,
1984c). There are approximately 20,460 acres

under lease conversion application (application

for conversion of oil and gas leases to combined
hydrocarbon leases).
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LOCATABLE MINERALS

Development work, extraction, and patenting

would be allowed to continue on valid claims after

wilderness designation. Development would be

regulated by undue and unnecessary degrada-
tion guidelines (43 CFR 3809), with consideration

given to protection of wilderness values. After

wilderness designation, all other lands (including

claims not determined valid) within wilderness

would be closed to prospecting and exploration

(USDI, BLM, 1981b). There are no known com-
mercial deposits of locatable minerals in this

WSA.

Locatable minerals with a probability of occur-

ring in the area would be almost exclusively ura-

nium minerals occurring in the Chinle Formation
of Triassic Age, which underlies the entire WSA at

a depth of 1,500-2,000 feet. The WSA lies within

an area containing relatively few uranium depos-
its (SAI, 1982). Uranium is considered a specula-

tive undiscovered resource.

If uranium is present, there would be potential for

copper within the WSA because of its close asso-

ciation with uranium. As shown in Table 5, the

potential copper deposits would total up to 50,000

tons and the potential uranium deposits would
total up to 500 tons of uranium oxide. Production

of by-product copper from mining in this part of

the Colorado Plateau chiefly occurs around
Moab, Utah.

The WSA has almost no potential for gold and
silver (SAI, 1982).

Currently, there are 89 mining claims in the WSA,
involving 1,830 acres, staked primarily for ura-

nium and copper. No claim is currently producing
commercial quantities. Validity determinations

for claims must be made on a case-by-case basis.

The favorability and certainty ratings indicate

that no claim is likely to be determined valid.

SALABLE MINERALS

There are no commercial deposits of salable min-

erals in the WSA. There are scattered deposits of

sand and gravel. However, sand and gravel are

common in the area, and there are deposits closer

to existing and possible future market areas.

Wildlife

Several species of wildlife may be found in the

WSA. These include mule deer, antelope, chukar,

dove, and cottontail. Other species occasionally

seen includefox, coyote, badger, weasel, bobcat,

other small animals (such as the side-blotched
lizard), as well as a few species of birds. The WSA
contains about 2 percent of the habitat for Deer
Herd Unit 29. This herd unit covers the San Rafael

Desert; however, distribution and abundance of

deer are principally along the river bottoms,
especially the Price River, all of which areoutside
the WSA (Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
[UDWR], 1977).

Theareaalso provides less than 15 percent of the

habitat for Antelope Herd Unit 9. This herd is

widely scattered and is limited by the availability

of water (UDWR, 1982). Pronghorn antelope
need up to 1.2 gal Ions of water per animal per day
during the peak of summer (Salwasser, 1980).

Also, most pronghorn antelopeare found within 4

miles of a water source.

UDWR introduced desert bighorn sheep onto the

nearby Orange Cliffs in 1982. The WSA contains

historic habitatforthisspecies. UDWR has identi-

fied about 11,110 acres of this WSA (44 percent)

as substantial value yearlong bighorn sheep
range. (Substantial value habitat is a low to high

use area for wildlife that is of high interest to the

State of Utah. Refer to the Glossary for a com-
plete definition.) Some of these animals may
migrate into the area. However, the lack of water

is the single most limiting factor for bighorn

sheep herds in the desert (Monson and Sumner,
1980). As previously stated, there is only one
spring in the WSA, and the amount of water pro-

duced is not known.

There is one endangered species that may occa-
sionally inhabit the area, the peregrine falcon

(Falco peregrinus). Seven species of wildlife that

BLM considers sensitive may be found in the

WSA from time to time. These are listed in Table

6.

There is no critical habitat within the WSA. There
are no existing wildlife improvements, and none
are planned.

TABLE 6
Sensitive Species

Sensitive Species Scientific Name

Many-lined skink Eumeces multivirgalus

Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaelos

Bell's Vireo Vireo belli

Grasshopper Sparrow Ammodramus savannarum

Dwarf Shrew Sorex nanus

Spotted Bat Euderma maculata

Chuck walla Saceromalus obesus

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c
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Forest Resources

There are no significant forest values in this WSA.
White 15 percent of the WSA is classified as

pinyon-juniper vegetation type, the trees are

scattered and generally poor in quality. Also,

locations are remote from users, and access is

poor. There has been no use of the resource nor is

any anticipated.

Livestock and Wild Horses/Burros

The WSA provides forage for cattle in the Twin
Corral Flats and Gordon Flats areas. Rangeland
improvements include one corral and two un-

improved wells. The canyons are essentially un-

grazed because of unaccessibility and lack of for-

age. No areas within the WSA have been identified

for rangeland improvements for livestock bene-

fits; however, a grazing system has been pro-

posed. The proposed system involves herding

and movement of catle but no additional surface-

disturbing activities.

Portions of two grazing allotments, Robbers

Roost and Flint Trail, fall within the boundaries of

the WSA. The WSA includes 10 percent of the

total AUMs of the two allotments involved. Table

7 gives grazing use data on these allotments.

No wild horses or burros are known to exist in the

WSA.

TABLE 7
Grazing Use Data

Robbers Roost Flint Trail

Permittees

Type of Livestock

Period of Use

Percent of Allotment

Area in WSA
Estimated Available

Livestock Forage

in WSA (AUMs)

Percent of Allotment's

Livestock Forage

within WSA

1 Unallotted Area'

Cattle Cattle

Yearlong

8 10

439 218

Source: USDI, BLM, 1983b.

'This allotment is not allotted for livestock grazing but may
be used on a temporary, as-needed basis while other

allotments are being rehabilitated or under an emergency
situation.

Visual Resources

The WSA has excellent scenic values. Over half

was rated in the highest scenic quality class. The
Twin Corral Flats portion of the WSA consists of a

broad, gently rolling benchland mesa covered
with grass and scattered pinyon-juniper trees.

Happy Canyon and French Spring Canyon deeply

and abruptly cut the mesa with sheer-walled,

meandering canyons. These are characterized by

colorful rock formations and sheer cliffs to the

canyon bottoms (600-1 ,000 feet below the mesa)
and rounded slickrock domes. Other landforms

include buttes, spires, arroyos, rockfalls, alluvial

fans and terraces, and sand dunes. The area is not

visible from any major travel route. A dirt four-

wheel drive travel route borders the WSA on the

south side. A principal dirt road to Canyonlands
National Park and Glen Canyon NRA runs along

the north and east sides of the WSA.

The BLM Visual Resource Evaluation System
rated the WSA's visual characteristics as shown
in Table 8. The Scenic Quality Class A and VRM
Class II areas consist of the canyon and rim por-

tions of the WSA. The mesa portions constitute

the other classes. (The BLM's VRM system is

explained in Appendix 7.)

TABLE 8
Visual Resource Quality and Management Class

Scenic Quality

Class A

Class B

Class C

Management Class

Class I

Class II

Class III

Class IV

Acres Percent of WSA

13.480 54

8.320 33

3,200 13

13.480 54

11.520 46

Source: USDI, BLM, 1974.

Cultural Resources

There are numerous lithic scatters throughout

the WSA, located mainly on ridge tops above the

canyons. There are no recorded historical sites in

the WSA. Limited inventory has been done in the

area, but there is a good potential for finding sites

in the canyon bottoms.

There are no known sites in the WSA listed or

potentially eligible for listing on the National Reg-

ister of Historic Places.

Recreation

Of the fifteen recreational opportunities evalu-

ated for their quality in this WSA, 12 opportunities
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are present in varying degrees. One activity, geo-
logical sightseeing, is of outstanding quality.

Three activities (photography, scenic sightsee-

ing, and dayhiking) are of average quality. Back-
packing, camping, horseback riding, hunting,

nature study, rockhounding, and archaeological

and wildlife sightseeing are rated below average
(fair to poor).

About 8 miles of vehicular ways in the WSA are

available for ORV use even though there is very

little ORV use in the area.

Geological sightseeing is considered outstand-

ing because of the many geologic features pres-

ent, including sheer cliffs, spires, entrenched
canyons with rich color variations, and arroyos-.

These features also provide good opportunities

for scenic sightseeing and photography from the

canyon rims. Dayhiking opportunities are good
within the WSA: the longest hiking routes are

approximately 9.8 and 11.1 miles, with an addi-

tional 3 miles in Glen Canyon NRA on one route.

Hiking routes through the main and side canyons
total approximately 31 miles. Backpacking and
camping opportunities were rated below average
in quality due to lack of water and attractive

campsites and the size and configuration of the

area.

There are no data available on recreation use;

however, based on management observations,

use is low (estimated at only 20 visitor days a

year) due to limited access and publicity and the

presence of adjacent high quality recreational

resources (i.e., Glen Canyon NRA and Canyon-
lands National Park). Commercial outfitters do
not use the WSA on a regular basis. A few com-
mercial permits have been issued since 1980.

Wilderness Values

SIZE

This WSA is located immediatelyeastof the Dirty

Devil and south of the Horseshoe Canyon (South)

WSAs. Its eastern boundary is the Glen Canyon
NRA. The WSA contains approximately 25,000

acres of Federal land and is about 7 miles wide

(east to west) and 6 miles long. This WSA's con-

figuration is irregular, following a road on the

meandering Happy Canyon on the south, roads

on the west and north, and the Glen Canyon NRA
boundary on the east.

NATURALNESS

The WSA has no significantly noticeable human
intrusions. There are approximately 8 miles of

ways on Twin Corral and Gordon Flats which are

substantially unnoticeable and rehabilitating by

natural means. The only other intrusions are one
corral and two unimproved wells in French Spring
and Happy Canyon. The WSA is bordered on the
south by a four-wheel drive road which is outside
the WSA. Old airstrips are located to the south
and east of the WSA. Intrusions were judged sub-
stantially unnoticeable in the area as a whole.

SOLITUDE

The WSA has meandering canyons 600 to 1,000
feet deep. Other topography offers outstanding
opportunities for solitude. Vegetation screening
is very light in the canyon bottoms. Above the
canyon rim on rolling mesas vegetated with
grasses and scattered pinyon, opportunities for

solitude are less than outstanding. There are no
sights and sounds adversely affecting opportuni-
ties for solitude. The large size of the WSA and
low recreational use contribute to the opportuni-
ties present. Opportunities for solitude are out-
standing in French Spring and Happy Canyon
(approximately 11,000 acres) but less than out-
standing on the remaining 14,000 acres.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION

Opportunities for primitive and unconfined rec-

reation were evaluated by considering miles of

potential hiking routes in relation to the WSA's
size, the various recreational opportunities pres-
ent, and evaluation of the quality of those oppor-
tunities. As discussed in the Recreation section,

this WSA was determined to have outstanding
opportunities for one activity, geological sight-

seeing, in the canyons. Photography, dayhiking,
and scenic sightseeing were rated as average in

quality. The longest hiking route is 11.1 miles

from Gordon Flats to Happy Canyon via French
Spring Canyon. Recreational opportunities are

somewhat restricted by topography: mesas limit

these opportunities. Thus, in the canyon por-

tions, there are about 1 1 ,000 acres with outstand-
ing recreational opportunities (same 1 1 ,000 acres
that offer outstanding opportunity for solitude),

but on the remaining 14,000 acres (consisting of

mesas) opportunities are less than outstanding.

SPECIAL FEATURES

The WSA possesses exceptional scenic values.

Land Uses Plans and Controls

There are no private in-holdings, private subsur-
face rights, or rights-of-way in the WSA. All lands

within the WSA are Federally owned, except for

one State section. The management philosophy
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for State school sections is to maximize eco-
nomic returns for the State School Fund. These
sections are under lease for oil, gas, and grazing.

The Final Report, Wayne County Master Planning
Project (Call Engineering, 1976) does not address
this area specifically, but generally recommends
that "... open spaces be used for many purposes
rather than strictly as wilderness areas." It also

states "... outstanding natural landmarks should
be preserved as much as possible."

The Garfield County Master Plan (Five County
Association of Governments, 1984) covers por-

tions of this WSA. The master plan recognizes
that the county possesses "... some of the most
spectacular scenery in the United States . . . The
county is sparsely populated and most of it is in

its original pristine condition." Garfield County
has proposed to the Utah Congressional Delega-
tion that 111,053 acres of BLM lands in 3 WSAs
and 31,600 acres on one Forest Service unit be
recommended for wilderness. The county plan

recommends that the remaining lands within the

county, including the French Spring-Happy
Canyon WSA, be retained for multiple uses. The
plan's concept of multiple use includes forestry,

livestock grazing, mining, wildlife, and recreation.

The WSA is managed under the BLM Henry
Mountain Planning Area MFP (USDI, BLM, 1982c)
which allows multiple uses as described in the No
Action Alternative. The Henry Mountain Planning

Area MFP has been reviewed by the Governor of

Utah and found to be consistent with State plans.

The WSA is adjacent to Glen Canyon NRA. The
NPS has proposed that NRA land in this area be

classified as a Recreation and Resource Utiliza-

tion Zone. (This zone would allow grazing and
mining activities.)

Socioeconomics

DEMOGRAPHICS

The WSA lies within the boundaries of Wayne and
Garfield Counties, two of Utah's least populated
and most rural counties. In 1980, the Wayne
County population was 1,911, reflecting a popu-
lation density of 0.77 persons per square mile

(U.S. Department of Commerce [USDC], Bureau
of the Census, 1983, and University of Utah,

Bureau of Economic and Business Research,

1979). In 1980, the Garfield County population

was 3,673, reflecting a population density of 0.71

persons per square mile (USDC, Bureau of the

Census, 1983 and University of Utah, Bureau of

Economic and Business Research, 1979).

The closest community to the WSA is Hanksville,

a small community of approximately 351 people,

located about 53 road miles to the northwest.

Green River, about 63 road miles north of the

WSA in Emery County, is a main gateway and
service area for visitors to the French Spring-

Happy Canyon area.

EMPLOYMENT

Wayne and Garfield Counties are two of the

poorest counties in the State of Utah (South et al.,

1983). Government employment represents the

largest employment sector within Wayne County
with agriculture a close second and a dominant
economic activity of the area. Nonfarm proprie-

tors represent the third largest sector of Wayne
County employment (refer to Table 9). Wayne
County has some tourism and lumber activities;

however, the principal commercial center is Rich-

field, Utah, located in Sevier County (South et al.,

1983).

TABLE 9
1980 Employment

Wayne and Garfield Counties, Utah

Wayne County Garfie Id County

Industrial Sector Number Percent Number Percent

Agriculture 191 25 236 11

Mining 9 1 210 10

Construction 84 11 379 17

Manufacturing 37 5 248 11

Transportation. 3 -- 85 4

Communication.

and Utilities

Wholesale and Retail 42 5 125 6

Trade

Finance. Insurance, 12 2 16 1

and Real Estate

Services 31 4 266 12

Government 207 27 457 21

Nonfarm Proprietors 152 20 157 7

Total 768 100 2,179 100

Sources: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1980;
USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982.

Garfield County lies at the southern boundary of

this WSA and serves as its southern gateway.
Government is the largest employment sector

within the county and represents 21 percent of

the work force followed by construction, servi-

ces, manufacturing, and agriculture. The county,
however, maintains a diversified economic base
(South et al., 1983). The Town of Escalante relies

on farming, stockraising, and lumbering, sup-
plemented by tourism, some oil production, and
government employment (South et al., 1983).

Another town, Boulder, continues to rely on
agriculture.
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INCOME AND REVENUES

In 1980, the nonfarm industry sector in Wayne
County produced nearly 89 percent or $7.3 mil-

lion of total labor and proprietors' income within

the county. This represented an annual growth

rate of 17.4 percent between 1975 and 1980, and
higher than the 13.9-percent growth rate expe-

rienced by the State (refer to Table 10). Within

this total income, the private sector produced,

mainly from mining and construction, about 72

percent of these earnings and the government
sector, about 28 percent. Farm laborand proprie-

tors' income totaled $0.9 million or 11.1 percent of

total personal earnings (University of Utah,

Bureau of Economic and Business Research,

1982).

In Garfield County, the nonfarm industry sector

in 1980 produced over 96 percent of total labor

and proprietors' income representing an annual

growth rate of approximately 22 percent (Univer-

sity of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business

Research, 1982) (re'fer to Table 10). Almost &0

percent of this income came from the private sec-
tor, principally mining, construction, and manu-
facturing, while government sources produced
approximately 20 percent of personal income and
earnings for the county. Farming produced 3.8

percent of the county's total personal income
amounting to $949,000.

Economic-related activities in the WSA include
mineral exploration, livestock production, and
recreation. Table 11 summarizes local income
and Federal revenues from the WSA. Appendix 9

identifies the multipliers used to estimate income
and revenues.

The WSA has 89 mining claims. Regulations

require a $100 annual expenditure per claim for

laborand improvements, an undetermined part of

which is spent in the local economy. Not all of

these claims are current in assessment work.

No oil and gasor mineral production has occurred
in the WSA. Therefore, mineral and energy re-

source production from the WSA has not con-
tributed to local employment or income.

TABLE 10

1980 Personal Income and Earnings
Wayne and Garfield Counties, Utah

Type/Source

Wayne County Garfield County

Earnings

Income

(in $1,000)

Annual

Growth Rate

1975-80

(Percent)

Earnings

Income

(in $,1000)

Annual

Growth Rate

1975-80

(Percent)

Total Labor and

Proprietor's Income (Earnings)

8,245 17.5 24,792 21.9

Total Labor and Proprietor's Income by

Industry Source

Farm

Nonfarm

Private

Agriculture

Service and Other Mining

Construction

Manufacturing

Transportation and

Public Utilities

Wholesale Trade

Retail Trade

Finance, Insurance and

Real Estate

Services

Government

917 17.8 949 16.6

7,328 17.4 23,843 22.2

5,268 22.7 19,049 26.5

81 (D) 79 (D)

(D) (D) 4,222 47.0

(D) (D) 5,536 66.5

291 4.1 3,294 14.2

183 0.9 15,545 16.8

69 1.8 96 1.3

496 3.4 1.302 7.6

(D) (D) 189 (D)

416 11.1 2,786 16.3

2,060 8.2 4,794 10.8

Sources: USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982; University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business Review, 1982.
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TABLE 11

Local Sales And Federal Revenues

Source Annual Local Sales' Annual Federal Revenues

Mining Claim

Assessment Less than $8,900 None
Oil and Gas Leases None $61,380

Livestock Grazing $13,140 $919.80

Recreational Use Less than $82 None

Total Less than $22,122 Up to $62,299

Sources: BLM Files; Appendix 9.

'Local sales represent money potentially spent. They do not
account for the total income that would be generated by
these expenditures.

2A few commercial permits have been issued since 1980.

One livestock operator has a total grazing privi-

lege of 439 AUMs within the WSA. One unallo-

cated allotment is estimated to contain 218 AUMs
that are utilized intermittently. If all forage in the

WSA were utilized, it would account for $13,140
of livestock sales and $3,285 of ranchers' returns

to labor and investment.

The WSA's recreational use is low. Related local

expenditures are low and are insignificantto both

the local economy and individual businesses.

The actual amount of income generated locally

from recreational use in the WSA is unknown.
However, an approximate range of expenditures

can be deduced from Dalton (1982). This study

indicates that statewide average expenditures

per recreational visitor day for all types of recrea-

tion in Utah are approximately $4.10. The recrea-

tional use for French Spring-Happy Canyon WSA
is estimated as about 20 visitor days per year.

Only a portion of the expenditures for recrea-

tional use of the WSA contribute to the local

economy of Garfield and Wayne Counties.

The WSA generates Federal revenues from min-

eral leases and livestock (refer to Table 11).

Oil and gas (including tar sand) leases in the WSA
cover approxi mately 20,400 acres. At $3 per acre,

lease rental fees generate up to $61,380 of Fed-

eral revenues annually. Half of these monies are

allocated to the State, which then reallocates

these revenues to various funds, the majority of

which are related to energy development and miti-

gation of local impacts of energy and mineral

development.

Average actual livestock use and, therefore,

revenues generated from grazing in the WSA are

unknown; however, the 657 AUMs in the WSA
could potentially be used. Based on a $1.40 per

AUM grazing fee, the WSA can potentially gener-
ate $919.80 of grazing fee revenues annually, 50
percent of which would be allocated back to the

local BLM district for the construction of range-
land improvements.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES
OF ALTERNATIVES

Analysis Assumptions and Guidelines
For All Alternatives

1. The alternatives would be carried out as

cited in the Description of the Alternatives

section.

2. Future users in the WSA would meet
requirements forall applicable Federal, State,

and local permits.

3. Designation of an area as wilderness
would not result in impacts due to direct dis-

turbance of resources. Any direct disturbance
of resources under wilderness designation

would result from use of prior rights that must
be recognized by BLM. Such disturbance

could occur with or without wilderness
designation and is assumed to occur at one
time.

4. The impacts of wilderness designation

would result from (1) protection of certain

resources; (2) denial of the opportunity to

develop certain resources; or (3) restrictions

placed on or changes in allowable manage-
ment practices and land uses.

5. Estimates of in-place mineral resources
are given based on a mineral resource evalu-

ation of BLM WSAs by SAI (1982). These esti-

mates were based on literature studies and
known mining activities in the vicinity of the

WSAs. The analysis presented in this section

identifies the estimated amount of potentially

recoverable mineral resources and then,

using BLM's field experience and judgment,
qualifies the probability of future develop-

ment based on terrain, transportation, and
economic factors. Appendix 6 records the

methodology for estimation of potentially

recoverable mineral resources.

6. Once designated, management of an area

as wilderness would continue in perpetuity.
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No Action Alternative

The major changes that could occur in the area

would be related to oil and gas, tar sand, uranium,

and copper exploration and development. The
area would be open to resource use and devel-

opment without controls for wilderness protec-

tion. The magnitude of development is unknown
but would probably be low due to the WSA's
rough terrain, low resource potential for most
minerals, and low probability of economic recov-

ery of tar sand. The following is a worst-case

analysis based on the assumption that minerals

would be developed sometime in the future and
cause the following disturbance: tar sand, 8,990

acres; oil and gas, 160 acres; and uranium and
copper, 20 acres. (Appendix 10 lists surface dis-

turbance assumptions and estimates.)

The effects of tar sand development under the No
Action Alternative would be extensive and cannot

be analyzed fully in this document. A brief intro-

duction to the effects of tar sand development in

the WSA is included. For more information on the

impacts of tar sand development in the French
Spring-Happy Canyon WSA, the reader is re-

ferred to the Tar Sand Triangle Draft EIS (USDI,

NPS and BLM, 1984) and the Utah Combined
Hydrocarbon Leasing Regional Final EIS (USDI,

BLM, 1984c).

AIR QUALITY

Underthis alternative, noneof the WSA would be
designated wilderness. All 20,460 acres in the

WSA under lease conversion application that are

also part of the overlapping Tar Sand Triangle

STSA would remain open to development. The
probability of economic development is low at

this time because of economic constraints.

The WSA would continue to be managed by the

State of Utah as a PSD Class II area. Disturbance

from locatable mineral and conventional oil devel-

opment would have little effect on the air quality

of the area. However, if tar sand development
occurs in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA, industry

plans of operation for the area include a

commercial-scale upgrading plant and in-situ

field that would produce pollutant emissions and
hydrocarbon odors similar to a conventional oil

refinery and well field (USDI, NPS and BLM,
1984). These emissions would consist of total

suspended particulates, sulfur dioxide, carbon

monoxide, and volatile organic components that

would cause a localized decrease in visibility dur-

ing the life of the operation, with a potential loss

in visual range in the vicinity of Canyonlands

National Park. However, the WSA would continue
to be managed by the State of Utah as a PSD
Class II area, and air quality could be reduced
only up to the PSD Class II limitations. Also, the
proximity of the WSA to Canyonlands National
Park may result in further restriction of tar sand
developmentto meet PSD Class I limitations. Dis-

turbance of 9,170 acres in the WSA would result

in increases in fugitive dust emissions with addi-
tional potential for loss in visual range in the vicin-

ity of Canyonlands National Park.

GEOLOGY
Excavation of locatable minerals (i.e., uranium
and copper) would only occur on up to 20 acres
and would not affect the area's geology. Also,

slight surface disturbance on up to 160 acres
from oil and gas exploration and development
activities would not significantly affect geology.
Development of tar sand on 22,480 acres of the

Tar Sand Triangle STSA by in-situ methods could
result in extensive subsurface fracturing and
could change the physical rock characteristics

and result in subsidence and rockfall on ledges in

the WSA (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984).

SOILS

It is estimated that up to 9,170 acres of soil could
be disturbed by mineral exploration and devel-

opment. Assuming that all disturbance would
occur in areas with critical and moderate erosion

classes (worst-case analysis) and that erosion

condition would increase one class, soil loss on
the9,170acres would increasefrom 22,673cubic
yards/year to 45,495 cubic yards/year. Soil loss

would decrease as reclamation occurred. How-
ever, the time required for complete reclamation

cannot be determined. Therefore, under this

alternative, maximum annual soil loss from sur-

face disturbance in the WSA would increase an

estimated 22,858 cubic yards/year (56 percent).

VEGETATION

Approximately 56 percent (14,000 acres) of the

WSA consists of bare rock outcrops and steep

slickrock canyons. Forty-four percent (11,000

acres) of the WSA is vegetated with pinyon,

juniper, middle grasses, blackbrush, and assort-

ed grasses, shrubs, and forbs. Assuming the

worst-case situation for purposes of analysis, the

anticipated maximum acres disturbed (7,170)

could denude the WSA's sparse vegetation if all

the surface disturbance occurred in the vege-

tated areas of the WSA. If this development
occurred, rehabilitation of the area to its former
condition might be impossible, possibly causing
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portions of existing and PNV types to be perma-
nently modified through scarring of the land-

scape. However, management would be provided
through the Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP,
which would not allow disturbance of this magni-
tude to occur to the sprase vegetation within the
WSA without mitigative measures.

WATER RESOURCES

Extensive tar sand development could disruptthe

recharge area of the spring in the French Spring
Fork or Happy Canyon. Any loss of available

water in this area would be considered serious.

Increased erosion of up to 22,858 cubic yards-
/year could increase sedimentation in the ephem-
eral drainages of the WSA. The amount of sed-
iment would depend on such variables as where
the disturbance occurred, the intensity of wind
and rainstorms during vulnerable periods, and
the effectiveness of erosion control measures
and reclamation. Since precipitation is low and all

streams in the WSA are ephemeral, there would
not be significant effects on surface water quality.

Development of ground water for a tar sand
industry could occur. Mineral exploration and
development in the area is generally confined at

or near the surface or with widely spaced wells

and, with theexception of tar sand injection activ-

ities, would not significantly impact ground water.

The water requirement for a 70,000-BPD tar sand
industry in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA would be

11,079 acre feet/year for 130 years (USDI, BLM,
1 984c). That portion of the WSA under lease con-
version application covers 20,460 acres (approxi-

mately 25 percent of the STSA) and, under this

alternative, could be developed. Development of

ground water could occur within the WSA to help

meet water requirements for tar sand production
on the WSA or on adjacent areas.

In-situ tar sand injection activities within the WSA
and on adjacent areas would lower the quality of

ground water within the WSA (USDI, NPS, and
BLM, 1984).

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Under this alternative, up to 9,170 acres of sur-

facedisturbance could occurfrom all mineral and
energy activities, primarily from tar sand explora-

tion and development activities. Appendix 10 lists

surface disturbance assumptions and estimates.

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

The potential for up to 10 million barrels of oil

in-place (3 million recoverable) or up to 60 billion

cubic feet of natural gas (18 million cubic feet

recoverable) exists within the WSA. These oil and
gas resources could be explored and developed,
subject to Category 1 stipulations, and would not
be affected by the adoption of this alternative.

Approximately 160 acres of surface disturbance
would take place if exploration and development
were to occur. However, due to the small size of

these deposits, no development is expected under
this alternative.

Tar Sand

The tar sand resource in the French Spring-

Happy Canyon WSA (22,480 acres of the Tar

Sand Triangle STSA) could be explored and
potentially developed in thefutureand would not

be affected by this alternative. It is estimated that

the WSA contains 1.75 to 2. 24 billion barrels of oil

(bitumen) with 525 to 672 million barrels poten-

tially recoverable. The likelihood of production of

oil from tar sand is thought to be low within the

WSA because of economic constraints, even

though large tar sand deposits are known to

occur in the area. If fully developed, approxi-

mately 8,990 acres would be disturbed in the WSA
by tar sand development activities.

Locatable Minerals

Locatable mineral development work, extraction,

and patenting could occur within the WSA. The
entire WSA would remain open to mining claim

location. The potential deposit of up to 50,000

tons of copper and up to 500 tons of uranium

oxide could be developed. Approximately 20

acres would be disturbed due to exploration and

development of these locatable mineral resour-

ces. However, the likelihood of locatable mineral

development isthoughtto be minimal becauseof
economic considerations (e.g., transportation,

low potential, etc.).

WILDLIFE

Overall, under this alternative, wildlife would be

negatively affected due to the surface disturb-

ance on about 9,170 acres from mineral and

energy exploration and development. This would
disrupt wildlife populations and result in mobile

species leaving the disturbed area for the dura-

tion of these activities. Some species would either

perish or coexist with the disturbances at smaller

and less viable population levels. One hundred
percent of the substantial value yearlong desert

bighorn sheep range (11,110 acres) in the WSA
would be disturbed; therefore, bighorn sheep
would leave the area and would not become
established. Some sensitive species, such as

Bell's vireo and golden eagle, would avoid the
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disturbed area but, overall, would not be adver-
sely affected. Others, such as the dwarf shrew,
would probably perish. The peregrine falcon, an
endangered species which may occasionally
inhabit the area, would probably avoid the dis-

turbed area for the duration of the mineral explo-
ration and development activities.

Following mineral development and production,
wildlife could benefit from development of water
sources that could be completed without consid-
eration of wilderness values (none are currently

planned).

FOREST RESOURCES

There are few trees (scattered pinyon and juniper)

in the WSA and no present or anticipated harvest

of these trees other than occasional use by
recreationists. Therefore, no additional harvest of

forest resources is expected under this alterna-

tive. Disturbance of 9,170 acres for mineral and
energy exploration

#
and development could de-

stroy the scattered patches of pinyon and juniper

in the WSA. This would not be a significant loss of

forest products due to the limited nature of the

resource in the WSA.

LIVESTOCK

Under this alternative domestic livestock grazing

would continueasauthorized inthe Henry Moun-
tain Planning Area MFP. The grazing system pro-

posed for the Robbers Roost Allotment would
continue to be considered and could be imple-

mented. Additional roads and other facilities for

livestock handling could be proposed and devel-

oped in the future without regard for wilderness

values; however, none are proposed and few, if

any, changes in livestock management tech-

niques are expected.

The 439 AUMs currently allocated in the WSA, 8

percent of the Robbers Roost Allotment, are con-
trolled by one livestock permittee. The 21 8 AUMs
(10 percent of the Flint Trail Allotment) are

located in an unallocated area. Surface disturb-

ance of 9,170 acres from mineral and energy
exploration and development could reduce avail-

able forage for cattle for a minimum of 5 years

(USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984). If all 9,170 acres of

disturbance were within the Robbers Roost
Allotment, about 3 percent of the forage in the

allotment could be disturbed and/or destroyed,

thus reducing the available AUMs if development
of this magnitude occurred. Following reclama-

tion of disturbed areas, additional forage could

be available for livestock.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Even though mitigative measures would be ap-

plied to minimize visual contrast created by intru-

sions, visual values in areas affected by the esti-

mated 9,170 acres of surface disturbance from
mineral and energy exploration and development
would be degraded and VRM Class II manage-
ment objectives would probably not be met dur-

ing the short term. After rehabilitation, visual

resources would be restored to meet VRM Class II

objectives. Loss of visual quality associated with

vegetation removal for tar sand development
would be unavoidable and would persist for 70

years orlonger (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984). With
tar sand development, visual quality would be
significantly reduced in the area as a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Disturbance of 9,170 acres by mineral explora-

tion and development underthisalternativecould

affect cultural sites, mainly lithic scatters, in the

WSA. Inventories for the purposes of site recor-

dation and mitigation of impacts would take place

priorto any surface disturbance and would lessen

impacts. The overall effect on cultural resources

would be low due to the limited amount of cultural

resources in the area and mitigating measures
that would be taken prior to surface-disturbing

activities. In the future vandalism of sites (not

currently a problem) would be expected to

increase in proportion to the general population

increase. Tar sand development that could occur
under this alternative would lead to even greater

increases in visitation and associated vandalism

of cultural resources (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984).

RECREATION

Under this alternative, up to an estimated 9,170

acres (37 percent of the WSA) could bedisturbed

by energy (tar sand) and mineral exploration and

development. Those disturbances (roads, drill

pads, pipelines, etc.) would result in a loss of

most of the WSA's primitive recreation values

(geologic sightseeing, hiking, horseback riding,

etc.). Tar sand development in the Tar Sand Tri-

angle STSA in and near French Spring-Happy

Canyon WSA would also degrade primitive rec-

reational values in the adjoining Dirty Devil,

Horseshoe Canyon (South), and Fiddler Butte

WSAs, and the proposed wilderness in Glen

Canyon and Canyonlands National Park where
there would be increases in sounds and airborne

emissions and possible reductions in visual range

(USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984). Anticipated popula-

tion increases and improved access into the Tar
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Sand Triangle STSA related to tar sand develop-
ment could increase recreational use within the

area as much as 950 percent (USDI, NPS and
BLM, 1984). The future trends in recreational use
of the WSA are unknown. However, based on a

review of several projections (Utah Outdoor Recrea-

tion Agency, 1980; Utah Office of Planning and
Budget, 1984; Jungst, 1978; and Hof and Kaiser,

1981) it is estimated that outdoor recreation in

Utah will increase at about 2 percent per year over
the next 20 years. Without tar sand development
the rate of recreational use could increase from
20 current visitor days per year to 30 visitor days
at the end of 20 years. With tar sand development
the WSA would not be used for primitive recrea-

tion because of degradation of primitive recrea-

tion values. Approximately 8 miles of vehicular

ways would be available for ORV use, although
ORVs are presently used very little in the WSA.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Noneof thearea would be designated wilderness,

and management would be under the existing

Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP. Potential

mineral and energy exploration and development
could disturb an estimated 9,170 acres (37 per-

cent of the WSA). This would result in loss or

severe degradation of naturalness, outstanding

opportunities for solitude and primitive recrea-

tion values, geologic sightseeing, and scenic

values (a special feature) on 1 1 ,000 acres. On the

remaining 14,000 acres, where those values were
rated lower, those developments would also

degrade wilderness values. Tar sand develop-

ment in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA in and near

the French Spring-Happy Canyon WSA would
degrade wilderness values in the adjoining Dirty

Devil and Horseshoe Canyon (South) WSAs. Also

affected would be Fiddler Butte WSA and pro-

posed wilderness in Glen Canyon NRA and

Canyonlands National Park where sounds and
airborne emissions from the energy and mineral

developments would degrade solitude, visibility,

and primitive recreational values (USDI, NPSand
BLM, 1984).

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative, which allows multiple uses,

would generally be consistent with other appli-

cable plans. The Wayne County Master Plan

favors multiple use for all open spaces, and the

Garfield County Master Plan recommends multi-

ple use for the area of the WSA. The NPS has

designated their lands as being in a Recreation

and Resource Utilization Zone in the adjacent

Glen Canyon NRA. However, full scale tar sand
development would conflict with the preservation

of scenic, scientific, and cultural values contribut-

ing to public enjoyment of NPS lands in the vicin-

ity of the WSA and would not be in conformance
with NPS plans (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984). This

alternative is based on implementation of the

BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP. It

would generally be in conformance with the MFP,
which has also been reviewed by the Governorof
Utah and has been found to be consistent with

plans of the State of Utah. Tar sand development
would require special stipulations on develop-

ment which would conflict with BLM's present oil

and gas lease Category 1 designation for the

area.

SOCIOECONOMICS

There would not be a loss of local employment or

income as a result of this alternative. The existing

ability to explore and develop mineral resources

would remain as at present. If tar sand, uranium,
and copper were developed in the WSA it would
lead to a significant increase in population,

employment, and income for Emery and Wayne
Counties. Tar sand development would create

extensive changes in socioeconomic conditions

affecting all economic sectors and the infrastruc-

tures of Hanksville and Green River, Utah. For

more information on the socioeconomic impacts

of tar sand development the reader is referred to

the Tar Sand Triangle Draft EIS (USDI, NPS and
BLM, 1984). However, the probability of eco-

nomic development of minerals within the WSA is

low (refer to the Mineral and Energy Resources

section for a description of mineral and develop-

ment potentials).

Without tar sand development there would be no
livestock-related economic losses because the

existing potential grazing use (657 AUMs) and
ability to maintain, replace, and build new range

improvements would remain as at present. If tar

sand is developed, livestock forage and related

sales and ranchers' return to labor and invest-

ment could be reduced for about 5 years but

could increase as disturbed areas are reclaimed.

As discussed in the Recreation section, without

tarsand development recreational useand, there-

fore, recreation-related local expenditures could

increase at a rate of 2 percent per year over the

next 20 years (49-percent increase over 20 years).

Because estimated recreational use in the area is

estimated to increase only 10visitordays peryear
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over the next 20 years and overall recreation-

related expenditures average only $4.10 per vis-

itor day (only a portion of which contributes to

the local economy) recreation-related expendi-
tures attributable to the WSA would likely not be
significant to the local economy. With tar sand
development primitive recreation in the WSA and
related local income could be eliminated.

Because existing visitation is only about 20 visitor

days per year this loss would not be significant to

the local economy. Potential increases in non-
primitive recreation could lead to increases in

recreation-related income.

Federal and State revenues would not be reduced
by this alternative. In addition to the 20,460 acres

presently leased for oil and gas (up to $61,380
lease fees) there are 4,540 acres in the WSA open
to oil and gas leases that are currently not leased.

If leased they would bring up to $13,620 addi-

tional Federal lease fee revenues per year in addi-

tion to new royalties from lease production if oil

and gas were discovered. Tar sand production

would bring a royalty of 12.5 percent for products
removed from the lease area. Assuming a 70,000-

BPD operation, royalties would be substantial.

Half of these monies would be allocated to the

State, a portion of which could reach the local

economy. Collection of livestock grazing fees

($919.80 peryear) would continue unless tarsand

development disturbed sufficient acreage to

require reductions in livestock forage use. There
is some potential for increases in livestock forage

allocation and related revenues following recla-

mation of disturbed lands. About 50 percent of

the increased revenues would be returned to the

local BLM office for use in range improvement
projects.

All Wilderness Alternative (25,000 Acres)

As noted in the Description of the Alternatives

section, the major changes that could occur in

the 25,000-acre area would be related to its with-

drawal from mineral location and closure to new
mineral leasing and sale. The entire area would
be placed in leasing Category 4 (closed to leas-

ing). About 8 miles of existing vehicular ways in

the WSA would be closed to vehicular use except
for approvals by BLM as discussed in the Descrip-

tion of the Alternatives section. The WSA would
be managed under VRM Class I.

For the following analysis, it is assumed that the

existing mining claims would eventually be ex-

plored and developed, causing an estimated 20

acres of disturbance within the WSA. It is also

assumed that existing oil and gas leases would

expire before production of commercial quanti-

ties and that tar sand conversion areas would be
either converted with restrictive nonimpairment
stipulations or denied. Oil and gas leases would
not be renewed and future leasing of oil and gas
orcombined hydrocarbons would not beallowed.
Appendix 10 lists surface disturbance assump-
tions and estimates for the WSA.

Because potentially disturbed areas would be of a

much smaller magnitude than under the No
Action Alternative (20 vs. 9,170 acres) and
because tar sand development would contain

nonimpairment stipulations, the impacts from
development and surface disturbance of 20 acres

under the All Wilderness Alternative would be
largely insignificant.

AIR QUALITY

Air quality would benefit from the reduction of

possible disturbance from 9,170 acres to 20

acres. It is unlikely that fugitive dust from explora-

tion and development of uranium and copper
within the WSA would reduce visibility in the WSA
as a whole or in adjacent WSAs or N PS-managed
areas. However, if tarsand development occurred

in the portion of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA
outside the WSA, reduction in visibility in the

WSA and in adjacent NPS areas could still occur,

although this impact would be reduced.

GEOLOGY

No effect on the geologic structure of the WSA
would result from 20 acres of surface disturbance.

SOILS
The soil resource could benefit from the All Wil-

derness Alternative because of the reduced like-

lihood of surface-disturbing activities. It is esti-

mated that up to 20 acres could be disturbed from
mineral exploration. Assuming that all disturb-

ance would occur in areas with a critical erosion

class (worst-case analysis) and that erosion con-

dition would increase one class, soil loss on the

20 acres would increase from an estimated 54

cubic yards/year to 108 cubic yards/year. How-
ever, soil loss would decrease as reclamation

occurred. The time required for complete recla-

mation cannot be determined. Therefore, under

this alternative, maximum annual soil loss from

surface disturbance in the WSA would increase

an estimated 54 cubic yards/year (0.13-percent

increase over present soil loss).

VEGETATION

Under this alternative, vegetation would be pro-

tected in a natural condition insofar as surface-
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disturbing activities would be minimized. A pos-
sible 20 acres could be disturbed by mineral

exploration, primarily uranium and copper. This

would not significantly alter the composition of

vegetation types in the WSA.

WATER RESOURCES

The only surface water resource is a spring that

could be expected to benefit from this alternative

because of the reduced likelihood of surface dis-

turbance from tar sand activities disrupting the

rechargearea. Since significant sedimentation or

change in TDS is expected to occur because of an
estimated annual soil loss of 108 cubic yards from
surface disturbance on up to 20 acres.

Development of ground water for a tar sand
industry within the WSA would beforegone. Min-
eral exploration and development in the WSA
would generally be confined at or near the sur-

face or with widely spaced wells and would not

significantly affect the quantity or quality of

ground water in the WSA. The water requirement
fora70,000-BPDtarsand industry inthe adjacent

part of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA outside the

WSA would be 1 1 ,079 acre-feet/year for 97 years.

Development of ground water within the WSA to

help meet water requirements for production on
adjacent areas would be foregone. Water from
adjacent areas would be available (11,079 acre-

feet/year) for other uses after the 97-year tar sand
production period.

In-situ tar sand development in areas adjacent to

the WSA could, over time, lower quality of the

ground water in this WSA. However, under this

alternative present water quality would remain in

the WSA for a longer period because the aquifer

would not be injected directly. Lower-quality

water could migrate into the area from distant

injection activities (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984).

The time required for ground water contamina-
tion through migration cannot be determined
with available information.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

Approximately 20,460 acres (19,540 acres pre-

FLPMA and 920 acres post-FLPMA) are under oil

and gas leases. However, no exploration or de-

velopment of oil and gas is presently occurring

within the WSA.

If the area were designated, it would be placed in

a Category 4 status (no leasing) with no new
leasing. However, pre and post-FLPMA leases

could be developed subject to the stipulations

issued at the time of leasing. If oil and gas leases

are converted to combined hydrocarbon leases,

they would be considered as post-FLPMA. If no
production has occurred priorto designation, the

existing leases would expire and would not be
reissued.

It is concluded that exploration for and develop-

ment of a recoverable resource of up to 3 million

barrels of oil in-place or less than 18 billion cubic
feet of natural gas could be foregone under this

alternative. However, due to the small size of the

potential deposits, the low certainty that these
exist, and the low likelihood of exploration and
development activities, it is concluded that this

alternative would not result in any significant loss

of recoverable oil and gas resources.

Tar Sand

Approximately 20,460 acres of the WSA are part

of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA and are under
lease conversion application. If no production on
this area has occurred prior to lease expiration,

the existing leases would not be reissued. If pro-

duction has occurred prior to wilderness desig-

nation, production could continuesubjectto non-
impairment standards. However, because these

stipulations are so restrictive, no development is

anticipated.

It is concluded that, due to non impairment stand-

ards and closure to future leasing, tar sand devel-

opment within the WSA would not occur. There-
fore, the potential for development of 22,480

acres of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA (525 to 672
million barrels of recoverable oil) would be fore-

gone. Considering current economic conditions,

the probability of economic development appears
low, even without wilderness designation.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 1,830 acres are under mining

claim within the WSA, principally for uranium. Up
to 50,000 tons of copper and up to 500 tons of

uranium oxide could occur within the WSA.
Development work, extraction, and patenting

would be allowed to continue on valid claims after

wilderness designation under undue and unnec-
essary degradation guidelines. Afterthatdate, all

other lands (including claims not determined
valid) would be closed to prospecting and devel-

opment (USDI, BLM, 1981b). It is estimated that,

if minerals are located prior to wilderness desig-

nation, up to 20 acres could be disturbed due to

exploration and development of locatable min-

eral resources, primarily uranium and copper.
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The worst-case impact to mineral resources
would occur if the potentially recoverable miner-

als are not within mining claims filed prior to

designation. In that case, the potential for recov-

ery of copper and uranium in the WSA would be
foregone. However, production of these metals is

not currently occurring due to economic consid-

erations (e.g., transportation, low potential, etc.),

and it is unlikely that development would occur
even without wilderness designation. Therefore,

it is concluded that this alternative would not

result in any significant loss of economically rec-

overable uranium and copper resources.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife would benefit from this alternative due to

the preservation of solitude and naturalness.

Because water is limited, present populations
would remain about the same. Desert bighorn
sheep may migrate into the area, but their

numbers would remain low due to the limited

availability of water. Future water developments
would be prevented if not compatible with wil-

derness values.

However, about 20 acres of surface disturbance
could occur from mineral exploration. This would
disrupt some wildlife populations and result in

mobile species (such as deer) leaving the dis-

turbed area for the duration of these activities.

Less mobile species (such as the side-blotched
lizard) would either perish or coexist with the

disturbances at smaller and less viable popula-
tion levels. Less than 1 percent of substantial

value yearlong desert bighorn sheep habitat

within the WSA would be disturbed. Therefore,
this disturbance would not adversely affect the

distribution and abundance of bighorn sheep.
The peregrine falcon (the only endangered spe-
cies that may occasionally inhabit the area) and
sensitive species (such as Bell's vireo and golden
eagle) would avoid the disturbed area. However,
overall, these species would not be adversely
affected.

FOREST RESOURCES

Surface disturbance would be reduced from 9,170
acres under the No Action Alternative to 20 acres
under the All Wilderness Alternative. Therefore,

the scattered pinyon and juniper trees in the WSA
would be protected.

LIVESTOCK

Present domestic livestock grazing would con-
tinue as authorized in the Henry Mountain Plan-

ning Area MFP. The 439 AUMs currently allo-

cated in the WSA are controlled by one livestock

permittee. Additional roads and other facilities

for livestock handling could be prevented in the
future if not compatible with wilderness values.

Because none are presently proposed and very
little use of motorized vehicles is currently taking
place to manage livestock, little effect on the
future management of livestock grazing is

expected. The grazing system presently proposed
does not include any additional surface disturb-
ance and could be implemented without impair-
ment or loss of wilderness values. Designation of

the WSA as wilderness would prevent any short-

term loss of forage due to mineral and energy
exploration and development.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Wilderness designation would ensure the preser-

vation of the area's visual resources. Under this

alternative, the potential for surface-disturbing

activities that could impairvisual quality would be
reduced through management under VRM Class I

(which generally allows for only natural ecologi-
cal change) and closure of the entire area to ORV
use and future mineral leasing and location.

Under this alternative, phasing out oil and gas
and combined hydrocarbon leases would reduce
possible mineral-related surface disturbance to

that associated with development of valid mining
claims. Potential disturbance would be reduced
from 9,170 acres to 20 acres. Although mitigative

measures would be applied to minimize visual

contrast created by mineral-related surface dis-

turbance, visual quality would be degraded and
VRM Class I management objectives would not

be met during the short term on disturbed areas.

Even after rehabilitation, some permanent local-

ized degradation could beexpected. Because the

potential for development of mining claims is low
and only 20 acres would be disturbed visual qual-

ity would probably not be reduced in the WSA as

a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Approximately 20 acres could be disturbed by
mineral exploration and development in the WSA;
however, inventories for cultural resources con-
ducted prior to these activities would identify

those sites involved and mitigate adverse impacts.

Inadvertent loss or damage to cultural resources
could occur, but the potential loss would be much
less under this alternative than under the No
Action Alternative due to the reduction in poten-

tial acreage disturbed. The protection afforded

by wilderness management would outweigh any
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potential vandalism problems due to increased
recreational use, and the overall effect would be
positive.

RECREATION

This alternative could benefit primitive recreation

by reducing the likelihood of surface-disturbing

activities within the WSA, thereby protecting

primitive recreation values and increasing man-
agement recognition of these values. Tar sand
development in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA out-

side but adjacent to the French Spring-Happy
Canyon WSA would degrade primitive recrea-

tional values in the WSA through sounds, air-

borne emissions, and reductions in visual range.

The overall effect on visitation is unknown.

If tar sand development in the Tar Sand Triangle

STSA outside the WSA occurs, the improved
access (paved roads) into the area could increase

visitation to the nearby NPS Hans Flats Ranger
Station by up to 950 percent. The road to Hans
Flats Ranger Station forms part of the northern

boundary of the WSA. If a similar use increase

occurred within the WSA during the high-use

season (March-June), this increase would
amount to an additional 1.1 visitors per day or 200
•isitordays per year (USDI, NPSand BLM, 1984).

In addition, as discussed for the No Action Alter-

native, recreational use of the WSA is estimated

to increase about 2 percent peryearoverthe next

20 years in relation to population increases and
current trends of recreational use. Existing rec-

reational use is estimated at only 20 visitor days
annually. Publicity of the WSA that would likely

follow wilderness designation could lead to an

undetermined increase in primitive recreational

use above the baseline rate. Management pro-

vided through a Wilderness Management Plan

would attempt to control destructive increases in

future recreation use, and the quality of the primi-

tive recreation experience probably would not be

negatively affected by the increased use. If

recreation use increases, commercial operations

based on primitive recreational activities could

apply for use of the WSA.

The 8 miles of vehicular ways in the WSA would

be closed to ORV use. Because they are presently

not used by ORVs no loss in ORV recreation

would result.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Designation and management of the entire 25,000

acres as wilderness would contribute to the pres-

ervation of the wilderness values of size, natural-

ness, outstanding opportunities for solitude and

primitive and unconfined recreation, and the

special feature. Although recreational use could
increase substantially (refer to Recreation sec-
tion), use relative to the size of the area would be
low. Therefore, no significant impact on solitude

(outstanding on 11,000 acres) and primitive

recreation values (outstanding on 11,000 acres)

would be expected. Naturalness could be im-

paired in localized areas affected by the antici-

pated 20 acres of surface disturbance from min-
eral exploration and development within the WSA.
That disturbance would also impair opportunities

for solitude and primitive recreation in localized

areas; however, no significant impact in the area

as a whole would be expected. Tar sand devel-

opment in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA outside

but adjacent to the WSA would degrade wilder-

ness values in the WSA through sounds, airborne
emissions, and reductions in visual range. The
magnitude of the potential loss is unknown.
Effects would continue for the life of the tar sand
projects, approximately 130 to 160 years.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS
The Wayne County Master Plan calls for the mul-
tiple use of all open lands in the county. The
Garfield County Master Plan also recommends
the area in the WSA for multiple uses. This alter-

native would generally not conflict with the

multiple-use concept since most existing re-

source uses would continue, although under
more restrictive conditions. However, designa-

tion would conflict with the county plans because
oil and gas and combined hydrocarbon leases

would be phased out and future leasing and loca-

tion of minerals would not be allowed.

The Glen Canyon NRA Management Plan has
designated the adjacent land as being in the

Recreation and Resource Utilization Zone. The
All Wilderness Alternative would complement the

recreation use concept of this plan.

The BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP
does not provide for wilderness. A decision by

Congress to designate the WSA as wilderness

would bean amendment to the MFP. Because the

640 acres of State land within the WSA would be
exchanged for lands outside the WSA, wilderness

designation would not conflict with the policy of

the State of Utah to maximize economic returns.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall there would be no significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and
local income distribution.
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Because of restrictions placed on the use of

resources under wilderness designation there

could be slight losses in local i comeand Federal

revenues currently provided \ : resource uses in

the WSA (refer to Table 11) as well as loss of

potential increases in population, income, and
Federal revenues that could occur under the No
Action Alternative.

The major socioeconomic benefits and draw-
backs of tar sand production from the WSA (i.e.,

increased personal income and demands placed
on community infrastructure) would not occur.

However, tar sand production from the portion of

the Tar Sand Triangle STSA outside the WSA
could occur and could result in major socioeco-
nomic impacts in Wayne and Emery Counties
(USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984). Because about 14

percent of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA is within

the WSA, the duration and size of potential tar

sand projects in the region would be significantly

reduced to the point that some projects could

become infeasible.

Precluding future exploration and development
of locatable minerals would not alter existing

economic conditions, but could alter future eco-
nomic conditions from what they would be with

mineral development under the No Action Alter-

native. Because the potential for mineral devel-

opment is low it is estimated that potential

mineral-related local income would not be signif-

icantly reduced by wilderness designation. How-
ever, any local income related to assessment of

future mining claims would be lost.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-
tinue as at present with $13,140 of livestock sales

and $3,285 of ranchers' return to labor and
investment. Proposed improvements for live-

stock would be foregone along with any resulting

increase in ranchers' income. No such potential

range improvements have been proposed.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase recreational use
(refer to the Recreation section). Related local

expenditures would be small (average of $4.10

per visitor day statewide) and would be insignif-

icant to both the local ecoomy and individual

businesses.

The loss of 20,460 acres now leased would cause
an eventual loss of up to $61,380 per year of lease

feestothe Federal Treasury. Therewould also be
a potential loss of $13,620 annually in Federal

revenues from the 4,540 acres that could be

leased without designation. In addition to these
rental fees, any potential royalties from new oil

and gas or tar sand production could also be
foregone.

Federal grazing fees would continue as at present
with a possible collection of $919.80 per year.

Recreation-related Federal revenues may in-

crease if the demand for commercial outfitter serv-

ices increase. Presently no commercial outfitters

use the WSA on a regular basis.

Partial Wilderness Alternative (11,110
Acres)

(Proposed Action)

The major activities that would occur in the

designated portion of the WSAforthisalternative
are the same as described for the All Wilderness
Alternative. For the nondesignated portion man-
agement would be as described forthe No Action

Alternative. The specific actions that would take

place within the 11,110-acre area designated as

wilderness and the 13,890-acre nondesignated
area are discussed in the Description of the Alter-

natives section.

It is assumed that in the designated area some of

the existing mining claims would eventually be
explored and developed, causing an estimated 9

acres of disturbance. It is also assumed that exist-

ing oil and gas leases in the designated portion

would expire before production of commercial
quantities and that tar sand conversion areas

would be either converted with the stipulation of

no surface occupancy or would be denied. Oil

and gas leases would not be renewed and future

leasing of oil and gas or combined hydrocarbons
would not be allowed.

It is assumed that within the nondesignated area

4,951 acres (90 acres, oil and gas; 4,850 acres, tar

sand; and 11 acres, uranium and copper) wtiuld

be disturbed sometime in thefuture due to explo-

ration and development activities. Overall, 4,960

acres of surface disturbance would occur within

the WSA; 4,210 acres less than under the No
Action Alternative and 4,940 acres more than with

the All Wilderness Alternative. Appendix 10 lists

the surface disturbance assumptions and esti-

mates for the WSA.

AIR QUALITY

Air quality would benefit from the reduction of

mineral and energy related disturbance from a

possible 9,170 acres to 4,960 acres. Still, disturb-

ance of 4,960 acres within the WSA as well as
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disturbance for tar sand development outside the

designated portion of the WSA could reduce vis-

ibility in the WSA although the magnitude would
be reduced as compared to the No Action
Alternative.

The WSA would continue to be managed by the

State of Utah as a PSD Class II area. If tar sand is

developed in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA, air

quality could be reduced up to the PSD Class II

limitations; however, the proximity of the WSA to

Canyonlands National Park may result in restric-

tion of tar sand development to meet PSD Class I

limitations. Disturbance of 4,960 acres could
result in major increases in fugitive dust emis-
sions with a potential loss of visual range in the

vicinity of Canyonlands National Park.

GEOLOGY

No impacts to geology are expected under this

alternative from excavation of locatable minerals

(i.e., uranium and copper) on up to 20 acres. Also,

slight surface disturbance on up to 90 acres from
oil and gas exploration and development activi-

ties would not significantly affect geology. De-
velopment of tar sand on 12,130 acres of the Tar
Sand Triangle STSA by in-situ methods could
result in extensive subsurface fracturing and
could change the physical rock characteristics

and result in subsidence and rockfall on ledges in

the WSA (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984).

SOILS

The portion that would be designated wilderness

could benefit because of the reduced likelihood

of surface-disturbing activities. Assuming that 9

acres of soil would be disturbed by mineral explo-

ration in the area that would be designated as

wilderness, no significant impacts to soil would
be expected. Up to 4,951 acres could be disturbed

by mineral and energy exploration and develop-

ment in the area that would not be designated

wilderness. Assuming that all disturbance would
occur in areas with critical erosion condition

(worst-case analysis) and that erosion condition

would increase one class, soil loss on the 4,951

acres would increase from 13,368 cubic yards-

/year to 26,736 cubic yards/year. Soil loss would
decrease as reclamation occurred. However, the

time required for complete reclamation cannot be
determined. Therefore, under this alternative,

maximum annual increase in soil loss in the WSA
would increase an estimated 13,368 cubic yards-

/year (33 percent). This is 9,490 cubic yards per

year less than with the No Action Alternative.

VEGETATION

Under this alternative, vegetation would be pro-

tected on the 11,110 acres that would be desig-

nated wilderness, except for 9 acres that could be
disturbed from mineral exploration and devel-

opment on 1,160 acres of existing mining claims.

In the area that would not be designated wilder-

ness, 4,951 acres could be disturbed from mineral

and energy exploration and development activi-

ties. If full development should occur, portionsof

the WSA's sparse vegetation could be disturbed

or denuded on about 20 percent of the total

acreage. Portions of the existing vegetation and
PNV types could be permanently modified
through scarring of the landscape by access
roads, tailing dumps, mill sites, etc. However,
management would be provided through the

Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP, that would
not allow disturbance of this magnitude to occur
to the sparse vegetation within the WSA without

mitigative measures.

WATER RESOURCES

The only water resource is a spring located in the

portion that would be designated wilderness that

could benefit because of the reduced likelihood

for surface disturbance, as described in the All

Wilderness Alternative. However, extensive tar

sand development in the area that would not be
designated wilderness could disrupt some of the

recharge area of the spring. Increased erosion of

upto 13,368 cubic yards/year could increase sed-

imentation in the ephemeral drainages. The
amount of increase would depend on such vari-

ables as where the disturbance occurred, the

intensity of windstorms, rainfall during vulnera-

ble periods, and the effectiveness of erosion con-

trol measures and reclamation. Since precipita-

tion is low and all streams within the WSA are

ephemeral, no significant change in TDS is

expected to occur.

Development of ground water for a tar sand

industry could occur in the portion that would not

be designated wilderness. Mineral exploration

and development in the area is generally confined

at or near the surface or with widely spaced wells

and, with the exception of tar sand injection activ-

ities, would not significantly impact ground
water.

The water requirement for a 70,000-BPD tar sand
industry in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA would be

11,079 acre feet/year for 130 years (USDI, BLM,
1984c).* That portion of the Tar Sand Triangle
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STSA in the area that would be designated covers
10,350 acres (approximately 6 percent of the

STSA). Underthis partial designation alternative,

this area would not be developed. Therefore,

11,079-acre feet/year of water for a 70,000-BPD
operation would be required foronly 122yearsas
opposed to 130 years under the No Action Alter-

native. Development of ground water within the

area that would be designated to help meet water
requirements for production on adjacent areas

would be foregone. Water from the nondesig-
nated portion would be available (11,079 acre feet-

/year) for other uses after the 122-vear tar sand
production period.

In-situ tar sand development in the area that

would not be designated and in areas adjacent to

the WSA could lower quality of the ground water
in the WSA. However, under this alternative,

water quality would remain better in the area that

would be designated for a longer period because
the aquifer would not be injected directly. Lower
quality water would have to migrate from distant

injection activities (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984).

The time for ground water contamination through
migration cannot be determined with available

information.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

The area that would be designated wilderness
would be placed in Category 4 status (no leasing)

with no new leasing. There are approximately
9,500 acres of oil and gas leases in the area that

would be designated wilderness; 8,700 acres are

pre-FLPMA and 800 acres are post-FLPMA. If

converted to combined hydrocarbon leases, they
would be considered post-FLPMA. Activities on
these leases could occur subject to the stipula-

tions issued at the time of leasing.

It cannot be determined how much of the existing

potential resource (less than 10 million barrels of

oil in-place or less than 60 billion cubic feet of

natural gas) occurs within the area that would be
designated wilderness under this alternative.

Therefore, it is assumed that the amount of

resource lost would be in direct proportion to the

size of the area designated. Using this assump-
tion, the exploration and development of a poten-
tial resource of less than 4 million barrels of oil

in-place (1.2 million recoverable) or 26 billion

cubic feet of natural gas (7.8 billion recoverable)

could be foregone.

The present leasing Category 1 would not change
in the area that would not be designated wilder-
ness. There are 10,960 acres of oil and gas leases
in this area: 10,840 acres of these leases are pre-

FLPMA and 120 acres are post-FLPMA. Under
this alternative, it is assumed that exploration and
development for a potential resource of up to 6
million barrels of oil in-place or 34 billion cubic
feet of natural gas in the area would not be fore-

gone in the area that would not be designated. It

is estimated that up to 90 acres of surface disturb-

ance could occur from exploration and devel-
opment activities on this portion of the WSA.
It is concluded that, due to the small size of the
potential deposits, the low certainty that these
exist, and the low likelihood for exploration and
development activities, this alternative would not

result in a significant loss of recoverable oil and
gas resources.

Tar Sand

Approximately 1 0,350 acres (6 percent) of the Tar
Sand Triangle STSA lie within the portion of the

WSA that would be designated; approximately
9,500 acres are presently under lease conversion
application in this area. If production on the

leases has not occurred prior to designation, the

existing leases would be allowed to expire and
new leases would not be issued. If production has

occurred prior to designation, production could

continue subject to nonimpairment standards.

However, because these stipulations are so re-

strictive, no development is anticipated.

It is concluded that, due to nonimpairment and
Category 4 stipulations, tar sand development
within the portion of the WSA that would be
designated wilderness would not occur. Assum-
ing that the resource is evenly distributed

throughout the Tar Sand Triangle STSA, the

potential for recovery of 225 to 288 million barrels

of oil would be foregone.

The present leasing Category 1 would not change
in the area that would not be designated wilder-

ness. There are 10,960 acres of tar sand under
lease conversion application. Under this alterna-

tive, it is estimated that 300 to 384 million barrels

of recoverable oil would have potential for explo-

ration and development in the area that would not

be designated. It is estimated that up to 4,850

acres of surface disturbance could occur from
exploration and development activities on this

portion of the WSA from tar sand development.
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The area would again be open to mineral leasing

and development. However, it is concluded that,

even though the potential tar sand deposits are

large and there is a high certainty that these exist,

the probability of economic development of min-
erals under this alternative is low.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 1,160 acres of mining claims fall

within the area that would be designated wilder-

ness. Development work, extraction, and patent-

ing could continue on valid claims after wilder-

ness designation under undue and unnecessary
degradation guidelines. After that date, all other

lands (including claims not determined valid)

would be closed to prospecting and development
(USDI, BLM, 1981b). It is estimated that, if miner-

als are located priorto wilderness designation, up
to 9 acres could be disturbed due to exploration

of mineral resources, primarily uranium, in the

area that would be designated as wilderness.

It cannot be determined how much of theexisting

potential resource (50,000 tons of copper and 500
tons of uranium oxide) is within the area that

would be designated wilderness under this alter-

native. The worst-case impact to mineral resour-

ces would occur if the potentially recoverable

minerals are not within mining claims filed by the

date of wilderness designation. If it is assumed
that the amount of potentially recoverable re-

sources is in direct proportion to the size of the

area designated, the potential forexploration and
development of up to 22,000 tons of copper and
220 tons of uranium oxide could be foregone in

the area that would be designated wilderness.

Approximately 670 acres of mining claims fall

within the area that would not be designated wil-

derness. Development work, extraction, and pat-

enting could continue to occur on these claims. It

is estimated that up to 11 acres could be dis-

turbed due to exploration, primarily for uranium,
on the area that would not be designated as wil-

derness. Under this alternative, it is assumed that

exploration and development of a potential re-

source of up to 28,000 tons of copper and 280
tons of uranium oxide could occur on this portion

of the WSA.

Because production of these metals is not cur-

rently occurring within the WSA and economic
considerations (e.g., transportation, low poten-
tial, etc.) are unfavorable, it is unlikely that explo-

ration would occur. Therefore, it is concluded
that this alternative would not result in any signif-

icant loss of economically recoverable minerals.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife could benefit from this alternative due to

the preservation of solitude and naturalness on
11,110 acres that would be designated wilder-

ness. Because water is limited, present popula-

tions would remain the same. Desert bighorn

sheep may migrate into the area, but their

numbers would remain low due to the limited

availability of water. Future water developments
on the designated area would be prevented if not

compatible with wilderness values.

About 9 acres of surface disturbances could

occur from mineral exploration on the area that

would be designated. This could disrupt some
wildlife populations and result in mobile species

(such as deer) leaving the disturbed area for the

duration of these activities. Less mobile species

(such as the side-blotched lizard) would either

perish or coexist with the disturbances at smaller

and less viable population levels. Lessthan 1 per-

cent of substantial value yearlong desert bighorn

sheep habitat within this portion of the WSA
would be disturbed. Therefore, this would not

adversely affect the distribution and abundance
of bighorn sheep. Peregrine falcon, the only

endangered species that may occasionally

inhabit the area, and sensitive species, such as

Bell's vireo and golden eagle, would also avoid

the disturbed area: However, overall, none of

these species would be adversely affected

because the disturbed area would be small.

In the area that would not be designated, 4,951

acres of surface disturbance could occur from

mineral and energy exploration and development.

This would also disrupt wildlife. Wildlife species

would be dispersed from the disturbed area for

the duration of these activities. About 46 percent

of the substantial value yearlong desert bighorn

sheep range in the WSA would be disturbed;

therefore, desert bighorn sheep would avoid the

disturbed area and would not become estab-

lished. Some mobile wildlife would either perish

or coexist at smaller and less viable population

levels. Peregrine falcon and some sensitive spe-

cies, such as Bell's vireo and golden eagle, would
avoid the disturbed area. However, overall, none
of these species would be adversely affected.

Others, such as the dwarf shrew, would probably

perish. Following mineral development and pro-

duction, wildlife could benefit from development
of water sources (none are currently planned)

that could be completed without consideration of

wilderness values.
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FOREST RESOURCES

Disturbance of 4,960 acres in the WSA for mineral

and energy exploration and development could

destroy scattered patches of pinyon and juniper.

This would not beasignificant loss of forest prod-

ucts due to the limited nature of the resource in

the WSA.

LIVESTOCK

In the area that would be designated wilderness

there would be no livestock grazing because the

area includes only a portion of the Flint Trail

Allotment, which is not used (unallocated) at the

present time due to terrain limitations and low

carrying capacity (U'SDI, BLM, 1983b).

In the area that would not be designated, grazing

use (439 AUMs) would continue as authorized in

the current MFP for the Henry Mountain Planning

Area. Surface disturbance of approximately 4,951

acres due to mineral and energy exploration and

development could reduce available forage for

cattle. If development of this magnitude occurred,

less than 2 percent of livestock forage on the

Robbers Roost Allotment would be disturbed

and/or destroyed, thus reducing the available

AUMs. However, following reclamation, addi-

tional forage could be available to livestock.

VISUAL RESOURCES

In the 11,110-acre portion that would be desig-

nated wilderness, the exceptional canyon sce-

nery would be protected and preserved because
the VRM class would change from Class II to

Class I. Nine acres of surface disturbance from
mineral exploration could result in a smali

amount of localized degradation of visual values,

but no significant impact in this portion of the

WSA as a whole would be expected.

In the 13,890-acre portion that would not be
designated, 11,520 acres would continue to be
managed under VRM Class IV standards and
2,370 acres as Class II. Anticipated surface dis-

turbances (8,101 acres) from tar sand develop-

ment in this portion would not meet Class II

objectives on the disturbed areas. Even after

rehabilitation, some permanent localized degra-

dation would be expected. In VRM Class IV areas,

disturbances would create long-term contrasts

but, with rehabilitation, VRM objectives could be

met.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Nine acres could be disturbed by mineral explo-

ration and development in the area that would be

designated wilderness; however, inventories for

cultural resources conducted priortotheseactiv-
ities would identify those sites involved and mit-

igate any adverse impact to them. Inadvertent
lossordamagetocultural resourcescould occur;
however, it is expected to be minimal. The protec-
tion afforded by wilderness management would
outweigh any potential vandalism problems, and
the overall impact would be positive.

Likewise, in the nondesignated portion of the

WSA, inventories for the purposes of site recorda-

tion and mitigation of impacts would take place

prior to any and all proposed surface disturb-

ance. Vandalism would continue to be a problem
and would increase in proportion to the general

population increase. In the nondesignated por-

tion vandalism would increase if roads are con-
structed for mineral and energy exploration and
development.

RECREATION

Impacts on recreation values and opportunities

for the 11,11 0-acre area that would be designated
would be as described in the All Wilderness
Alternative. Outstanding primitive recreational

activities would be recognized, managed, and
preserved. Recreational use could increase by
about 200 visitor days per year due to improved
access to the Tar Sand Triangle STSA; however,
during the high-use season (March-June) user

density would still be low (about 1.1 visitors per

day). Minerai-related surface disturbance on up
to 9 acres in the area that would be designated

could cause a small amount of localized impair-

ment of recreation values.

In the area that would not be designated (13,890

acres), little change in recreational use is

expected due to the limited recreational values

present in that portion. Mineral and energy and
exploration activities on up to 4,960 acres in that

portion would degrade recreational values in the

affected areas. ORV use would be allowed on the

8 miles of vehicular ways in the nondesignated
portion of the WSA.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Impacts in the 11,110-acre portion that would be
designated wilderness would be the same as

under the All Wilderness Alternative: size, nat-

uralness, outstanding opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation, and the special feature

would be preserved. Although recreational use
could increase substantially (refer to the Recrea-
tion section above), use relative to the size of this

area would be low. Therefore, no significant

impacts on solitude or primitive recreation values
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would be expected. There could be a slight loss of

wilderness values due to allowable surface dis-

turbance from mineral exploration on 9 acres.

Additionally, sights, sounds, and emissions of

activities in the 13,890-acre area that would not

be designated could result in loss of solitude and
primitive recreation values.

In the 13,890-acre area that would not be desig-

nated, there could be up to 4,951 acres of surface
disturbance from mineral and energy exploration

and development. These activities would elimi-

nate naturalness and opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation (rated as less than out-

standing in this portion of the WSA). Additionally,

sights, sounds, and emissions of mineral and
energy activities could impair solitude and primi-

tive recreation values in the designated portion of

the WSA as well as in Dirty Devil, Horseshoe
Canyon (South), and Fiddler Butte WSAs and in

the NPS-proposed wilderness in the Glen Canyon
NRA, and possibly in Canyonlands National Park.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative would generally be consistent

with multiple use because it would allow most
resource uses of public lands although under
more restrictive conditions. However, this alter-

native would conflict with the multiple-use con-
cept of Wayne and Garfield Counties because oil

and gas and combined hydrocarbon leases would
expire and would not be renewed, and future leas-

ing and location of minerals would not beallowed
on 44 percent of the WSA that would be desig-

nated as wilderness. A Partial Wilderness Alterna-

tive would favor the resource utilization concept
in the Glen Canyon NRA planning system, but

would not complement their recreation planning

concept.

The BLM Henry Mountain MFP does not provide

for wilderness. A decision by Congress to desig-

nate 1 1 ,1 10 acres of the WSA as wilderness would
be an amendment to the MFP. No State lands or

private in-holdings are within the area that would
be designated as wilderness.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall, with partial designation there would be
no significant changes in current trends of popula-

tion, employment, and local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of

resources under partial wilderness designation

there could be slight losses in local income and
Federal revenues currently provided by resource

uses in the WSA (refer to Table 11) as well as loss

of potential increases in population, income, and
Federal revenues that could occur under the No
Action Alternative.

The socioeconomic benefits and drawbacks of

tar sand production from the 10,350 acres of the

Tar Sand Triangle STSA within the designated
portion of the WSA that could occur under the No
Action Alternative would not occur under partial

designation. However, tar sand production from
the 12,130 acres of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA
area in the nondesignated portion as well as the

remainder of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA could
occur and could result in major socioeconomic
impacts in Wayne and Emery Counties. The size

and duration of tar sand projects in the region

would be reduced. Precluding future exploration

and development of locatable minerals would not

alter existing economic conditions, but could
alter future economic conditions from what they

would be with mineral development under the No
Action Alternative. Because the potential for

mineral development is low, it is estimated that

potential mineral-related local income would not

be significantly reduced by wilderness designa-

tion. However, any local income related to

assessment of future mining claims would be lost.

Without tar sand development livestock use and
ranchers' income would continue as at present

with potential for 657 AUMs of use, $13,140 of

livestock sales, and $3,285 of ranchers' return to

labor and investment. If tar sand is developed in

the nondesignated portion of the WSA, livestock

forage and related sales and returns could be
reduced for up to 5 years, but there is a potential

for increased grazing and related sales and
returns following reclamation of disturbed areas.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase recreational use
(refer to the Recreation section). Related local

expenditures would be small (average of $4.10

per visitor day statewide) and would be insignifi-

cant to both the local economy and individual

businesses.

The loss of 9,500 acres now leased would cause
an eventual loss of up to $28,500 per year of lease

feestothe Federal Treasury. Therewould also be
a potential loss of $4,830 annually in Federal

revenues from the 1,610 acres that could be
leased without designation. In addition to these

rental fees, any potential royalties from new oil

and gas
s
or tar sand production could also be

foregone.
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Without tar sand development, Federal grazing Recreation-related Federal revenues may in-

fees of $919.80 per year would continue. With tar crease if the demand for commercial outfitter serv-

sand development on the nondesignated portion ices increase. Presently no commercial outfitters

livestock forage use and related Federal grazing use the WSA on a regular basis,

fees could initially be reduced but could be re-

stored over time.
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FIDDLER BUTTE WSA
(UT-050-241)

INTRODUCTION

General Description of the Area

Fiddler Butte Wilderness Study Area (WSA)
consists of 73,100 acres of public land in north-

eastern Garfield County. It is about 25 miles

southeast of Hanksville and immediately north of

Hite and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area
(NRA). The Fiddler Butte WSA is managed by the

BLM Richfield District Henry Mountain Resource
Area office. A portion of the WSA is adjacent to

the National Park Service (NPS) proposed wil-

derness within the Glen Canyon NRA.

The west portion of the WSA contains eight

parallel slickrock canyons which are all side

drainages of North Wash. These canyons are

widest and deepest along North Wash/U-95 and
become narrower as they approach 1,000-foot

rock cliffs near the Dirty Devil River. The WSA
includes the geographic features of Fiddler Butte,

The Block (North and South), and South Hatch
Canyon. The predominant vegetation in the WSA
is blackbrush and other desert shrubs with scat-

tered pinyon and juniper.

There are eight State Sections in-held and four

other State sections that form portions of the

boundary.

Because of low relative humidity, diurnal temper-

ature ranges are large (usually 30 to 35 degrees

Farenheit [F]). Average annual temperatures are

about 55 degrees F along the Dirty Devil River.

Average summer temperatures are about 82

degrees F. Precipitation is usually less than 10

inches annually.

Specific Issues Identified in Scoping

General issues pertaining to more than the Fiddler

Butte WSA are discussed in Volume I.

During scoping for the Environmental Impact

Statement (EIS), BLM presented a preliminary

indication of areas considered suitable or unsuit-

able for wilderness designation. Several com-
ments were made on BLM's preliminary recom-
mendations and rationale for those recommen-
dations. For each WSA, the preliminary recom-
mendation was based on site-specific analysis

drafted in one of the five Utah BLM districts. The
indication of suitability was made public prior to

the EIS to obtain further input which has assisted

in the formulation of the EIS alternatives. Addi-

tional input is expected as a result of the public

review and comment on the Draft EIS. At the

conclusion of the EIS process, BLM will review
and considerall of the information received and at

that time will formulate a final recommendation of

areas found suitable for wilderness designation.

Rationale for such recommendations will be
included in a Wilderness Study Report to be
submitted to the Secretary of the Interior and,

subsequently, to Congress. The rationale will be
keyed to the criteria of the "Wilderness Study
Policy" (USDI, BLM, 1982a) and to other resource
management factors generally as described in

Chapter 2, Volume I of this EIS.

Comments received during scoping (USDI, BLM,
1984d) that pertain specifically to the Fiddler

Butte WSA are responded to below:

1. Comment: The Bailey-Kuchler Potential

Natural Vegetation (PNV) map should not be

used to describe vegetation diversity for this

WSA.

Response: BLM's "Wilderness Study Policy"

requires that the Bailey-Kuchler map be used
to indicate the PNV types in each WSA. This

has been done for this WSA and is discussed

in the Vegetation sections of this document.
The existing vegetation types of the WSA are

also described.

2. Comment: Is Soil-Vegetation Inventory

Method (SVIM) data available for this area?

SVIM could be used to describe vegetation

types not accounted for by Bailey-Kuchler's

Map.

Response: SVIM data were used to describe

existing vegetation types for this WSA, as

discussed in the Vegetation sections of this

document.

3. Comment: The occurrence of the sen-

sitive plant species Astragalus monumentalis
in or near this WSA should be considered in

the decisionmaking process.
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Response: The effects of wilderness desig-
nation or nondesignation on the sensitive

species Astragalus monumentalis and Astrag-
alus rafaelensis are discussed in the Vegeta-
tion sections of this document.

4. Comment: Tar sand potential for devel-

opment should be "submarginal" not "para-
marginal" in view of cost estimates. Develop-
ment is unlikely. Would it be economical?

Response: Approximately 56 percent of the

WSA (41 ,250 acres) overlays a portion of the

Tar Sand Triangle Special Tar Sand Area
(STSA). The effects of wilderness designation

or nondesignation on tar sand recovery are.

discussed in the Mineral and Energy Re-
sources sections of this document. The area

has a high resource potential for tar sand but

low probability of development due to eco-
nomic restraints.

5. Comment: Why were the Red Benches
along the Glen Canyon NRA excluded from
the recommendation?

Response: The Red Benches are within the

WSA. They were not included in the pre-

liminary wilderness suitability recommenda-
tion (Alternative 3) because the area has less

than outstanding opportunities for primitive

recreation and solitude. Wilderness values

are discussed in the Affected Environment
and Environmental Consequences sections

of this document.

6. Comment: The road to the mining claim

southwest of The Block is drawn incorrectly

on the map in the Site-Specific Analysis

(SSA).

Response: BLM believes the road to be accu-
rately drawn; however, regardless of its loca-

tion, it would be "cherry-stemmed" and vehic-

ular use allowed if the WSA is designated
wilderness.

7. Comment: The BLM has allowed drilling

operations which violate the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act (FLPMA).

Response: Past lease development activity

within the WSA has involved geophysical
exploration. No wells have been drilled within

WSA boundaries. In the future, any post-

FLPMA lease development within the WSA
will be completed in a manner that will not

impair wilderness suitability of the WSA. No
acreage will be eliminated from wilderness

suitability based on post-FLPMA lease

development.

8. Comment: The area has moderate to high
hydrocarbon (oil and gas) potential plus po-
tential forcarbon dioxide; therefore, it should
not be designated as wilderness.

Response: As discussed in the Mineral and
Energy Resources section under Affected
Environment, tar sand is the only leasable

mineral known to exist in the WSA. Based on
geologic factors, oil, gas, and carbon dioxide
may occur. The potential for oil and gas was
given a rating of f2 (low) on a scale of 1 to 4,

where4 isequated with high mineral potential

by Science Applications, Inc. (SAI, 1982). The
mineral analysis in this document discusses
the impacts that wilderness designation and
nondesignation would have on recovery of

the mineral resource within the Fiddler Butte
WSA. The decision for or against wilderness
designation will be made by Congress.

9. Comment: The oil and gas potential of

the WSA is ranked low by SAI (1982). Based
on proprietary information, representatives of

the oil and gas industry believe the potential

of the WSA to be high. This information

should be considered in the Draft EIS.

Response: At this time BLM has not made an

independent assessment of geologic infor-

mation gathered by oil and gas companies.
The SAI (1982) report will be used as the

reference on oil and gas potential for this EIS,

but information provided by the oil and gas
industry and available mineral investigation

reports by the USDI, Geological Survey and
Bureau of Mines will be reviewed by BLM
prior to making final wilderness recommen-
dations to the Secretary of the Interior.

10. Comment: What is the effect of wilder-

ness designation on oil, gas, and tar sand
development?

Response: Wilderness designation would not

affect the termination of existing leases.

Leases producing oil or gas prior to their

original expiration date or those that are part

of a unitized field would continue after desig-

nation. Undeveloped existing leases would
terminate on their expiration dates. However,

as discussed in the Mineral and Energy Re-

sources sections of this document, wilderness

designation would preventfuture leasing, and
the opportunity to recover oil and gas re-

sources not discovered prior to expiration of

existing leases would beforegone. Combined
hydrocarbon leases would either be denied or

issued with a no surface occupancy stipula-

tion effective until a Congressional decision
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on designation ornondesignation of the WSA
is made. Therefore, if the WSA is designated,

itisassumed thattarsand developmentwould
be prevented.

11. Comment: Wilderness designation
would protectthe Dirty Devil River, which isa

Nationwide Rivers Inventory segment with

potential for study and addition to the National

Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

Response: As discussed in the Recreation
sections of this document, wilderness desig-

nation would protect approximately 4 miles of

the river that are within the WSA. The river

would also be protected under present BLM
guidance and management. The BLM must,

as part of its environmental review process,

avoid or mitigate adverse impacts to the river

and consult with the NPS before taking any
action that would foreclose wild, scenic, or

recreational river status.

12. Comment: The Block should not be
recommended suitable because it is in theTar
Sand Triangle STSA, and intrusions and
sounds associated with development would
degrade wilderness values. Also, The Block
may not contain the minimum 5,000 suitable

acres.

Response: As discussed in the Wilderness
Values sections of this analysis, the degree to

which sights and sounds from tar sand devel-

opment would degrade wilderness values in

The Block would be contingent upon how
much surrounding acreage is designated wil-

derness. If the entire WSA is designated
wilderness (Alternative 2), tar sand develop-

ment would be precluded in the WSA, and
sights and sounds from tar sand development
outside the WSA would be less a factor in The
Block. If lands surrounding The Block are not

designated (Alternative 3), tar sand develop-
ment adjacent to The Block would be disrup-

tive. The Block itself, as defined under Alter-

native 3, contains approximately 5,700 acres

of public land and could stand alone as a

wilderness area.

13. Comment: Interim management mining
intrusions occurred without a mining plan or

Environment Assessment (EA). What part of

the WSA is now found unsuitable for

designation?

Response: The preliminary wilderness suita-

bility recommendation (32,700 acres suita-

ble) largely was based on omission of areas

lacking outstanding opportunities forsolitude

and primitive recreation. This preliminary

recommendation is only one of four alterna-

tives studied forconsideration in this EIS, and
BLM's final recommendation may or may not

be the same. No WSA acreage was excluded
from suitability under this alternative due to

post-FLPMA-related disturbances.

14. Comment: The BLM ignored wilderness
values in that portion of the remanded area

that was not recommended suitable.

Response: On April 12, 1985, the Interior

Board of Land Appeals (IBLA) instructed

BLM to include an additional 8,100 acres to

the Fiddler Butte WSA for study (IBLA case
84-182). This has been done increasing the

size of the Fiddler Butte WSA to 73,100 acres.

15. Comment: The portion recommended
as suitable in Hatch Canyon in the Draft SSA
might not offer solitude if tar sand develop-
ment occurred.

Response: As discussed in the Wilderness
Values sections of this document, tar sand
development that could occur within the WSA
under Alternatives 3 and 4 would be more
disruptive to wilderness values of the WSA
than would sights and sounds of tar sand de-

velopment outside the WSA if the entire WSA
were designated wilderness (Alternative 2).

16. Comment: Would wilderness designa-
tion be consistent with local and State land

use planning?

Response: The conflicts of wilderness des-

ignation are discussed in the Land Use Plans

and Controls section of this document. The
Fiddler Butte WSA is in Garfield County and
the County Master Plan recommends thatthe

lands in the WSA be open to multiple use.

Designation of the WSA as wilderness would
conflict with the County's concept of multiple

use. After wilderness designation, the in-held

State lands could be exchanged to avoid

conflicts with State plans.

17. Comment: Only 5,000 acres of the

40,000-acre remanded area were recom-
mended assuitable in the revised SSA. Could
not the BLM have made the same mistake as

in the original SSA when 24,200 acres, now
classified as suitable, were initially rejected?

Response: The preliminary wilderness suita-

bility recommendation (Alternative 3) is the

area having highest wilderness values. Some
of the*area delineated in this alternative is also

within the Tar Sand Triangle STSA, although
much of the tar sand conflict area was not

included in the recommendation area. At this
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time the preliminary suitability recommenda-
tion is being considered simply as an alterna-

tive for this analysis. It may or may not be
BLM's eventual recommendation for

wilderness.

18. Comment: The Draft SSA indicated that

the WSA has many canyons for topographic
screening, yet opportunities forsolitude were
listed as moderate. Why? What is high,

medium, or low?

Response: The WSA's wilderness character-

istics are discussed in the Wilderness Values,

Affected Environment section of this docu-
ment. Opportunities for solitude were found
to be outstanding on 26,000 acres in the

canyons of North Wash and the Dirty Devil

River due to their number, variety, size, and
configuration. Opportunities werejudged less

than outstanding in the eastern portion of the

WSA (47,500 acres) due to the area's low
rolling hills, sparse and low-growing vegeta-

tion and mining activity in The Cove and
Fiddler Butte areas. The terms high, medium,
and low are not used in this document.

19. Comment: The Draft SSA recommended
only a small area suitable. Why? The remain-
der of the WSA possesses mandatory charac-
teristics and no significant resource conflicts.

Response: The portions of the WSA not

included in BLM's preliminary wildernesssuita-

bility recommendation (Alternative 3) have
less than outstanding opportunities for primi-

tive recreation and solitude.

20. Comment: The preliminary planning
recommendation on the remanded areas is

considered correct except for the areas

dropped that border proposed wilderness in

the Glen Canyon NRA.

Response: Refer to the response to the pre-

ceding comment.

21. Comment: Would wilderness designa-

tion of the WSA benefit the values and uses of

the adjacent proposed Glen Canyon NRA
wilderness?

Response: As discussed in the Wilderness
Values sections of this document, the adjacent

NPS wilderness proposal enhances wilder-

ness values in that portion of the WSA along

the Dirty Devil River, and the reverse is also

true.

22. Comment: Would the WSA be a viable

independent candidate for designation as

wilderness if Congress does not designate
the contiguous NPS lands?

Response: The WSA or portions of the WSA,
as described under Alternatives 2, 3, and 4,

would be viable as wilderness areas indepen-
dent of adjacent NPS lands.

23. Comment: Could the BLM portion be
more effectively managed as wilderness if the
management responsibility were transferred

to the Glen Canyon NRA, which would admin-
ister the contiguous wilderness?

Response: The BLM portion could probably
be managed as wilderness by either agency.
The analysis in this document assumes BLM
management.

24. Comment: How would wilderness desig-

nation affect development of tar sand re-

sources in and near the WSA?

Response: The effect of wilderness designa-
tion and nondesignation on recovery of the

tar sand resource within the WSA is discussed
in the Mineral and Energy Resources sections

of this document. The effect on tar sand
recovery outside the WSA is discussed in

Volume I. If the WSA were designated as

wilderness, the tar sand within the WSA would
not be developed.

DESCRIPTION OF THE
ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Considered and Eliminated

from Detailed Study

During scoping, it was suggested that two new
partial alternatives be analyzed, one to exclude
The Block due to tar sand development potential

and one to exclude Hatch Canyon due to lack of

solitude if adjacent tar sand development occur-

red. Two partial alternatives had been previously

identified by BLM; one includes The Block and
one excludes that area. In both cases, most of

North and South Hatch Canyons, except for a

portion immediately east of the Dirty Devil River,

are excluded. Since adding the suggested new
alternatives would not substantially add to the

information generated in the two partial alterna-

tives already prepared, the suggested new alter-

natives were eliminated from detailed study.

Alternatives Analyzed

Four alternatives are analyzed for this WSA: (1)

No Action; (2) All Wilderness (73,100 acres); (3)

Partial Wilderness (32,700 acres); and (4) Partial

Wilderness (27,000 acres). A description of each
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alternative follows. Where management intentions

have not been clearly identified, assumptions are

made based on management projections under
each alternative. These assumptions are indicated

in each case.

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, none of the 73,100-acre
Fiddler Butte WSA would be designated by Con-
gress as part of the National Wilderness Preserva-
tion System (NWPS). The area would continue to

be managed in accordance with the Henry
Mountain Planning Area Management Framework
Plan (MFP) (USDI, BLM, 1982c). The State land

within the area of the WSA (refer to Map1) has not

been identified in the MFP for special Federal
acquisition through exchange or purchase.

The following are specific actions that would take

place under this alternative:

• All 73,100 acres would remain open to

mineral location, leasing with standard and
special lease stipulations, and sale. Devel-
opment work, extraction, and patenting

would be allowed on existing mining claims

(6,496 acres) and future mining claims.

Leases, including potential converted com-
bined hydrocarbon leases on about 26,240
acres, could be developed under leasing

Category 1 (standard stipulations) on about
70,283 acres and under Category 2 (stand-

ard and speci-al stipulations) on about 2,817

acres.

• The present domestic livestock grazing

use of the 73,1 00-acre WSA would continue
as authorized in the MFP (currently 1,100

Animal Unit Months [AUMs]), including

the potential for new, but limited, livestock

use of 13 AUMs in the currently unallotted

(unused) Flint Trail Allotment. Existing

range facilities (one spring development
and 13 reservoirs) could be used and main-
tained and new range improvements (ren-

ovation of the spring and eight reservoirs

and construction of one spring develop-
ment) could be implemented without wil-

derness considerations.

• Use, maintenance, and development of

improvements for wild life, water resources,

etc. could be allowed if in conformance
with the MFP. None are planned. Imple-

mentation of desert bighorn sheep trans-

plants would be allowed without wilderness

consideration.

• The entire WSA acreage would be open to

vehicular use and new access routes for

development would be allowed.

• The entire 73,100-acre area would be open
to woodland product harvest. There is no
harvest of forest products at the present
time, nor is any planned.

• The area would continue to be managed
underVisual Resource Management (VRM)
Class II (30,550 acres) and VRM Class III

(42,550 acres) as specified in the Henry
Mountain MFP.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken without
consideration of impacts to wilderness
values in instances that threaten human
life, property, or high-value resources.

• Activities for the purpose of gathering

information would be allowed by permit

provided they are carried on in an envi-

ronmentally sound manner.

• Motorized hunting would be allowed sub-
ject to applicable State and Federal laws
and regulations.

• Control of predators would be allowed
without wilderness considerations to pro-

tect threatened orendangered wildlifespe-

cies or on a case-by-case basis to prevent

special and serious losses of domestic
livestock. Methods of control would be
determined as appropriate.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Underthe All Wilderness Alternative (referto Map
2), all 73,100 acres of the Fiddler Butte WSA
would be designated by an act of Congress as

part of the NWPS (refer to Map 2). It would be
managed in accordance with the BLM's "Wilder-

ness Management Policy" (USDI, BLM, 1981b) to

preserve its wilderness character. Upon designa-
tion, acquisition of eight sections of State land

(5,120 acres) within the WSA (refer to Map 1) is

likely, and would be authorized by purchase or

exchange. (Refer to Volume I for further informa-

tion regarding State in-holdings). One of three

State sections adjacent to the WSA would be
exchanged. Should land transfers be made, it is

assumed that managmentand types of impacts to

former State in-holdings would be the same as

those on adjacent Federal lands and no specific

analysis is given here. The figures and acreages
given under this alternative are for Federal lands

only. No private or split estate lands are located in

the WSA.

The following are specific actions that would be
taken under this alternative:
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• After wilderness designation, all 73,100
acres would be withdrawn from mineral
location and closed to new mineral leasing

and sale. Development work, extraction,

and patenting would be allowed to continue
on that portion of the approximately 6,496
acres of existing mining claims that may be
determined to be valid. Existing oil and gas
leases involving about 65,240 acres would
be phased out upon expiration unless a

find of oil or gas in commercial quantities is

shown or unless they are converted to

combined hydrocarbon (tar sand) leases

under provisions of Public Law 97-78.

About 26,240 acres of the WSA are involved
in lease conversion applications for tar

sand development by in-situ methods
(USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984). Leases con-
verted to combined hydrocarbon (tarsand)
leases in the WSA would contain nonim-
pairment stipulations; therefore, tar sand
development qn the 26,240 acres could
only occur in a manner that would not be
degrading to wilderness values and would
not occur under this alternative.

• Present domestic livestock grazing would
continue as authorized in the Henry Moun-
tain Planning Area MFP. The 1,100 allotted

AUMs in the WSA would remain available

to livestock use. The use and maintenance
of livestock management improvements
and facilities that are existing at the time of

designation (in this case, one spring devel-

opment and 13 reservoirs) could continue
in the same manner as in the past based on
practical necessity and reasonableness.
After designation, new range improvements
would be allowed on a case-by-case basis

if necessary for resource protection (range-

land and/or wilderness) and the effective

management of these resources. Planned
rangeland developments in the WSA in-

clude renovation of the existing spring

development, reconstruction of eight exist-

ing reservoirs, and construction of one
spring development to provide for stock
watering. It is assumed that the planned
renovation and reconstruction activities

would be allowed as long as wilderness
protection criteria are met (refer to Appen-
dix 1). It is likely that construction of three

new reservoirs would not be allowed, but
the new spring development would.

• New water resource facilities or watershed
activities not related to rangeland or wildlife

management would be allowed after desig-

nation only if these enhance wilderness

values, correct conditions presenting immi-
nent hazard to life or property, or are
authorized by the President pursuant to

4(d)(4)(1) of the Wilderness Act (Eighty-
Eighth Congress of the U.S., 1964). Except
for livestock as noted above, no water re-

source facilities or treatments are located
in the Fiddler Butte WSA, and none are
planned.

• Wildlife transplants or habitat improve-
ments would be allowed after designation
only if compatible with wilderness values.

None are existing or planned in this WSA,
except for continuation of desert bighorn
sheep ^introduction in thegeneral vicinity,

primarily on NPS-administered land. It is

assumed that continuation of this reintro-

duction program would beallowable under
this alternative as long as wilderness pro-
tection criteria are met (refer to Appendix
1).

• Theentire 73, 100-acrearea would beclosed
to off-road vehicle (ORV) use except for:

(1) users with valid existing rights if ap-
proved by BLM in accordance with 43
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) pro-

visions; or (2) for occasional and short-

term vehicular access approved by BLM for

maintenance of approved livestock devel-

opments. About 23.6 miles of existing vehic-

ular ways or mineral access roads would be
closed to vehicle use except as indicated

above. About8.5 milesof State Highway95
that border the west side of the WSA and 11

milesof dirt road near Rock Canyon and in

Cove Canyon, that would be "cherry-

stemmed," would remain open to vehicular

travel.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and
protection of the 73,100-acra wilderness.

As part of that plan, it is assumed that a

maintenance-and-use border would be
allowed along roads that are adjacent to or

"cherry-stemmed" into the wilderness area

for purposes of road maintenance, tem-
porary vehicle pull-off, and trailhead park-

ing. This border would be up to 100 feet

from the edge of the road travel surface.

• Harvest of forest products would not be
allowed except for harvest of pinyon nuts

or noncommercial gathering of dead-and-
down wood if completed by other than

mechanical means. There is no harvest of

forest products at the present time, nor is

any specifically planned.

8
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• Visual resources on 73,100 acres would be
managed in accordance with VRM Class I

standards, which generally allow for only
natural ecological change.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease within the 73,100-acre
area would be taken in instances that

threaten human life, property, or high-

value resources on adjacent nonwilderness
lands, or where unacceptable change to

the wilderness resource would result if the

measures were not taken. Measures taken
must be those having the least impact to

wilderness value (i.e., those that least alter

the landscape or disturb the land surface).

Therefore, it is assumed that firefighting

would be limited to hand and aerial

techniques.

• Any activity for the purpose of gathering
information about natural resources in the

73,100-acre area would be allowed by per-

mit provided it is carried on in a manner
compatible with the preservation of the

wilderness resources. Research and other
studies would be conducted without use of

motorized equipment or construction of

temporary or permanent structures, unless

no other feasible alternatives exist.

• Nonmotorized hunting would be allowed
subject to applicable State and Federal
laws and regulations.

• Where control of predators is necessary to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to

prevent special and serious losses of

domestic livestock, it would be accom-
plished by methods that are directed at

eliminating the offending individuals while,

at the same time, presenting the least

possible hazard to other animals or to

wilderness visitors. Poison baitsorcyanide
guns would not be used. Approval of a

predator control program would be con-
tingent upon a clear showing that removal
of the offending predators would not

diminish the wilderness values of the area.

PARTIAL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE
(32,700 ACRES)
(PROPOSED ACTION)

For this Partial Wilderness Alternative, 32,700
acres of the Fiddler Butte WSA would be desig-

nated as wilderness (refer to Map 3). The objec-
tive of this alternative is to analyze as wilderness
that portion of the WSA that has the most out-

standing wilderness characteristics and to reduce
tar sand conflicts. The 32,700 acres analyzed as

wilderness under this alternative include the side

canyons of North Wash (located in the west part

of the WSA), areas along the Dirty Devil River, and
The Block (the North and South Blocks; two
connected plateaus in the east part of the WSA).
The 40,400-acre area within the WSA, but outside
of that designated as wilderness, would be man-
aged in accordance with the Henry Mountain
MFP as described for the No Action Alternative.

The 32,700-acre area designated as wilderness
would be managed in accordance with the BLM
"Wilderness Management Policy," asdescribed in

the All Wilderness Alternative. This alternative

would likely involve Federal acquisition of three
sections of State land. One of three other State
sections adjacent to the WSA would probably be
exchanged. Should land transfers be made, it is

assumed that managment and types of impacts to
former State in-holdings would be the same as
those on adjacent Federal lands and no specific'
analysis is given here. The figures and acreages 1

given under this alternative are for Federal lands
only.

A summary of specific actions under this alterna-

tive follows.

• The32,700-acrewildernesswould bewith-
drawn from mineral entry and closed to

new mineral leasing and sale. In the 32,700-

acre area development work, extraction,

and patenting would be allowed to continue
on approximately 2,546 acres of existing

mining claims, provided they are valid.

Existing oil and gas leases, covering 28,190

acres, would be phased out upon expiration

unless a find in commercial quantities is

shown or unless they are converted to

combined hydrocarbon (tar sand) leases.

The 5,800 acres of leases that may be
converted to combined hydrocarbon leases

in the 32,700-acre wilderness would contain

nonimpairmentstipulations, limiting devel-

opment to those activities that could occur
in a manner not degrading to wilderness

values. The 40,400-acre area not desig-

nated wilderness would be open to mineral

location, leasing, and sale. Development
work, extraction, and patenting of existing

mining claims (3,950 acres) and future

mining claims could occur in the 40,400-

acre area if claims are valid. Existing leases

(37,050 acres) and future leases (including

the 20,440 acres of existing leases in this

area that may be converted to combined
hydrocarbon leases) could be developed
without concern forwilderness values. The
area not designated wilderness (40,400

acres) would be managed as leasing Cat-

egory 1 (general stipulations).
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• Domestic livestock grazing in the 32,700-

acre wilderness would continue as auth-
orized in the MFP (currently allocated at

213 AUMs in this portion). No livestock

facilities exist in the 32,700-acre wilder-

ness and none have been proposed. In the

40,400-acre nonwilderness area, grazing
use would continue as authorized in the
MFP. This area contains approximately 887
AUMs and all existing and planned range
developments noted under the description

of the All Wilderness Alternative. Existing

facilities could be used and maintained and
new range facilities and improvements
could be developed without concern for

wilderness values.

• In the 32,700-acre wilderness new water
resource facilities or watershed activities

would be allowed only if enhancing to

wilderness, if necessary to correct con-
ditions that are imminently hazardous to

life or property, or if authorized by the

President pursuant to 4(d)(4)(1) of the

Wilderness Act. In the remaining 40,400-

acre area water resource developments
would be allowed without wilderness con-
siderations if in accordance with the MFP.
None are currently planned.

• In the 32,700-acre wilderness, wildlife trans-

plants or habitat improvements would be
allowed only if compatible with wilderness
values. It is assumed that continuation of

the desert bighorn sheep reintroduction

program would be allowable under this

alternative in the entire 73,100-acre WSA
as long as wilderness protection criteria

(refer to Appendix 1 ) are met in the wilder-

ness portion.

• The 32,700-acre wilderness would be closed

to vehicular use. The remainder of the unit,

which includes the 23.6 miles of existing

vehicular ways and mining roads, would
remain open to vehicular travel. "Cherry-
stemming" of 11 miles of road near Rock
Canyon and Cove Canyon would not be
needed.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed that would govern use
and protection of the 32,700-acre wilder-

ness. As part of that plan, it is assumed that

a maintenance-and-use border would be
allowed along roads adjacent to the wilder-

ness area for purposes of road mainte-
nance, temporary vehicle pull-off, and trail-

head parking. This border would be up to

100 feet from the edge of the road travel

surface or the edge of the right-of-way for

State Highway 95, whichever is greater.

• Harvest of forest products in the 32,700-

acre wilderness would not be allowed
except for harvest of pinyon nuts or non-
commercial gathering of dead-and-down
wood if accomplished by other than
mechanical means. The remaining 40,400
acres would be open to woodland harvest.

None is currently planned.

• Visual resources on the 32,700-acre wilder-

ness would be managed in accordance
with VRM Class I standards, which gener-
ally allow for only natural ecological
change. The remaining 40,400 acres would
be managed as VRM Class II (5,700 acres)

and VRM Class III (34,700 acres), as cur-

rently set forth in the Henry Mountain MFP.

• Within the 32,700-acre wilderness, meas-
ures to control fire, insects, noxious weeds,
ordisease would betaken only in instances

that threaten human life, property, or high-

value resources on adjacent nonwilderness
lands, or where unacceptable change to

the wilderness resource would result if the

measures were not taken. It is assumed
that firefighting would be limited to hand
and aerial techniques. In the nonwilderness
portion of the unit, measures of control

could be taken without wilderness
considerations.

• In the entire 40,400-acre nonwilderness
portion of the WSA, any activity for the

purpose of gathering information about
natural resources would be allowed by
permit. In the 32,700-acre wilderness such
activity would be allowed by permit, but

would be limited to that conducted without

use of motorized equipment or construc-
tion of temporary or permanent structures

unless no other feasible alternatives exist.

• In the entire 32,700-acre wilderness hunting

would be allowed subject to applicable

State and Federal laws and regulations, but

use would be limited to nonmotorized
means. In the 40,400-acre area not desig-

nated, motorized hunting would beallowed
subject to applicable State and Federal

laws and regulations.

• In theentire32,700-acre wilderness, control

of predators would be allowed to protect

threatened or endangered wildlife species

or on a case-by-case basis to prevent

special and serious losses of domestic

11
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livestock, but only under conditions that

would ensure minimum disturbance to wil-

derness values. Poison baits or cyanide
guns would not be allowed. In the 40,400-

acre area not designated wilderness, con-
trol of predators would be allowed for the

same reasons, but without wilderness
considerations.

PARTIAL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE
(27,000 ACRES)

For this Partial Wilderness Alternative, 27,000

acres of the Fiddler Butte WSA would be desig-

nated as wilderness (referto Map 4). The objective

of this alternative is to avoid conflicts with poten-

tial tar sand development and to identify and
analyzethe remaining portion of the WSA that has

the most outstanding wilderness characteristics.

The 27,000 acres analyzed as wilderness under
this alternative include the side canyons of North

Wash and areas along the Dirty Devil River. It

differs from the preceding Partial Wilderness

Alternative in that it does not include any land in

the east half of the'WSA. The 46,100-acre area

within the WSA but outside of that designated as

wilderness would be managed in accordance with

the Henry Mountain MFP as described for the No
Action Alternative. The 27,000-acre area desig-

nated as wilderness would be managed in ac-

cordance with the BLM "Wilderness Management
Policy" as described inthe All Wilderness Alterna-

tive. This alternative would likely involve Federal

acquisition of one section of in held State land.

Two other State sections adjacent to the WSA
would probably not be exchanged. Should land

transfers be made, it is assumed that managment
and types of impacts to former State in-holdings

would be the same as those on adjacent Federal,

lands and no specific analysis is given here. The'

figures and acreages given under this alternative

are for Federal lands only.

A summary of specific actions follows.

• The 27,000-acre wilderness would bewith-
drawn from mineral entry and closed to

new mineral leasing and sale. In the27,000-
acre area development work, extraction,

and patenting would be allowed to continue
on approximately 700 acres of existing

mining claims, provided they are valid.

Existing oil and gas leases cover approx-
imately 20,680 acres and would be phased
out upon expiration unless a find of oil or

gas in commercial quantities is shown.
This acreage includes 1 7,680 acres of post-
FLPMA leases that contain nonimpairment
stipulations, limiting development to those
activities that could occur in a manner not
degrading to wilderness values. About 300

acres of oil and gas leases in the designated

portion of the WSA are under conversion
application to combined hydrocarbon
leases. The 46,100-acre area not designated
wilderness would be open to mineral loca-

tion, leasing, and sale. Development work,

extraction, and patenting of approximately

5,796 acres of existing mining claims as

well as future mining claims could occur in

the 46,100-acre area if claims are valid. De-
velopment of existing leases (approxi-

mately 44,560 acres) and future leases

(including the 26,240 acres of existing

leases in this area that may be converted to

combined hydrocarbon leases) could be
developed without concern for wilderness

values. The area not designated (46,100

acres) would be managed as leasing Cat-

egory 1 (standard stipulations).

• Domestic livestock grazing in the 27,000-

acre wilderness would continue as author-

ized in the MFP (currently permitted at 74

AUMs). No livestock facilities are located

or are planned in the 27,000-acre wilder-

ness. In the 46,100-acre nonwilderness

area grazing use would continue as author-

ized in the MFP (1,026 AUMs). New range

facilities and improvements as previously

described could be developed in this por-

tion of the WSA without concern for wil-

derness values.

• In the 27,000-acre wilderness, new water

resource facilities or watershed activities

not related to livestock or wildlife manage-
ment would be allowed only if enhancing to

wilderness, if necessary to correct con-

ditions that are imminently hazardous to

life or property, or if authorized by the

President pursuant to 4(d)(4)(1) of the

Wilderness Act. In the remaining 46,100-

acre area, water resource facilities would

be allowed without wilderness considera-

tions if in accordance with the MFP. None
are currently planned.

• In the 27,000-acre wilderness, wildlife trans-

plants or habitat improvements would be

allowed only if compatible with wilderness

values. It is assumed that continuation of

the desert bighorn sheep reintroduction

program would be allowable under this

alternative in the entire 73,100-acre WSA
as long as wilderness protection criteria

(refer to Appendix 1) are met in the wil-

derness portion.

• The 27,000-acre wilderness would be closed

to vehicular use. The remainder of the unit

12
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would remain open to vehicular travel. The
23.6 miles of vehicular ways and mining
roads and the currently "cherry-stemmed"
roads near Cove and Rock Canyons would
be in the nonwilderness area and would be
open to vehicular use.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed that would govern use
and protection of the 27,000-acre wilder-

ness. As part of that plan, it is assumed that

a maintenance-and-use border would be
allowed along roads adjacent to the wil-

derness area for purposes of road mainte-

nance, temporary vehicle pull-off, and trail-

head parking. This border would be up to

100 feet from the edge of the road travel

surface or the edge of the right-of-way for

State Highway 95, whichever is greater.

• Harvest of forest products in the 27,000-

acre wilderness would not be allowed

except for harvest of pinyon nuts or non-
commercial gathering of dead-and-down
wood if accomplished by otherthan mechan-
ical means. The remaining 46,100 acres

would be open to woodland harvest.

• Visual resources on the 27,000 acres of

wilderness would be managed in accord-
ance with VRM Class I standards, which'

generally allow for only natural ecological

change. The remaining 46,100 acres would
be managed as VRM Class II on 5,700 acres

and Class III on 40,400 acres, as currently

set forth in the Henry Mountain MFP.

• Within the 27,000-acre wilderness area,

measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken only in

instances that threaten human life, prop-

erty, or high-value resources on adjacent
nonwilderness lands, or where unaccept-
able change to the wilderness resource
would result if the measures were not

taken. It is assumed that firefighting would
be limited to hand and aerial techniques. In

the 46,1 00-acre area not designated, control

measures could be taken without concern
for wilderness values.

• In the entire 73,100-acre WSA any activity

for the purpose of gathering information

about natural resources would be allowed

by permit. In the 27,000-acre wilderness

such activity would be limited to activities

that could be conducted without use of mo-
torized equipment or construction of tem-
porary or permanent structures.

• In the entire 73,100-acre area hunting and
fishing would be allowed subject to appli-

cable State and Federal laws and regula-

tions. In the 27,000-acre wilderness, use
would be limited to nonmotorized means.

• In the 27,000-acre wilderness area, control

of predators would be allowed to protect

threatened or endangered wildlife species

or on a case-by-case basis to prevent

special and serious losses of domestic
livestock, but only under conditions that

would ensure minimal disturbance to wil-

derness values. Poison baits or cyanide
guns would not be allowed. In the 46,100-

acre area not designated, control of pred-

ators would be allowed forthe same reasons

but without wilderness restrictions.

Summary of Environmental
Consequences

Table 1 summarizes the main environmental

consequences resulting from implementation of

the alternatives. Those resources that would be
affected significantly or differently by the alterna-

tives are listed in the table to provide a comparison
of the alternatives.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Unless otherwise indicated, information for this

section is taken from the Henry Mountain Planning

Area Unit Resource Analysis (USDI, BLM, 1974

and 1982c) and other BLM technical reports and
documents.

Air Quality

The WSA is near the center of the area with the

highest visual range (70+ miles) in the United

States (Environmental Protection Agency, 1979).

The air quality in the WSA and surrounding area is

generally excellent. It is classified as a Prevention

of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Class II area

under the provisions of the Clean Air Act as

amended. The WSA is within 6 miles of Canyon-
lands National Park, a Class I area.

Geology

The Fiddler Butte WSA is located in the Canyon-
lands section of the Colorado Plateau Physio-

graphic Province. In general, this province is

characterized by arid and semiarid climate, deep
canyons, gently dipping sedimentary rocks, and

retreating escarpments.
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FIDDLER BUTTE WSA

The WSA is typical of a high, mid-latitude dry

desert. All exposed formations are sedimentary
and include, in ascending order, the White Rim,

Moenkopi, Chinle, Wingate, Kayenta, and.Navajo.

Topography west of the Dirty Devil River consists

of high, narrow ridges cut deeply and abruptly by
narrow, meandering canyons. The canyons of

North Wash average 5 to 8 miles in length. They
do not connect with the Dirty Devil River; a cliff

over 1,000 feet high separates the two areas.

Hatch Canyon, a tributary of the Dirty Devil River,

is over 5 miles long and over 500 feet deep in

places.

East of the Dirty Devil River, the topography
changesto low rolling hills and benchlands above
the Colorado River. This area includes Fiddler

Butte and The Block (two connected North and
South Blocks), large flat-topped mesas with near

vertical 1,200-foot cliffs. There are also several

isolated buttes and mesas.

Soils

The soils in the WSA are mostly shallow or

semishallow desert sandy loams. Table 2 sum-
marizes soil erosion conditions in the WSA. Soil

erosion conditions were determined using soil

surface factors (terms are defined in the Glossary).

TABLE 2
Erosion Condition

Total Annual

Annual Soil Soil Loss

Loss per Acre Percent for WSA
Classification (cubic yard/acre) Acres of WSA (cubic yard)

Severe 5.4

Critical 2.7 17,420 24 47,034

Moderate 1.3 23,960 33 31,148

Slight 0.6 31,720 43 19,032

Stable 0.3

Total 73,100 100 92,214

Sources: USDI, BLM, 1982; Leifeste, 1978.

Vegetation

This WSA is located in the Navajo Basin phyto-
geographic subdivision, represented in part by
the natural vegetation and floristic and physio-
graphic regimes of the Henry Mountains (Neese,

1981). The WSA's existing vegetation includes

blackbrush, mixed desert shrub, shadscale, and
rabbitbrush. Table 3 summarizes major existing

vegetation types. Small areas of riparian vegeta-

tion are found along the Dirty Devil River and
around springs and in wash bottoms. The acreage

of riparian vegetation is small and has not been
listed on Table 3.

There are no known threatened or endangered
plant species in the WSA. However, two sensitive

plant species, Astragalus rafaelensis and Astrag-

alus monumentalis, have been reported to occur
within the WSA. Location and distribution of

these species within the WSA have not been
verified. Almost one-fifth of the WSA is bare rock

outcrop.

The Fiddler Butte WSA lies in the Colorado
Plateau Province Ecoregion as shown on the

Bailey-Kuchler ecosystems map (USDI, Geolog-
ical Survey, 1978). The PNV types of the WSA are

listed on Table 4. PNV is the vegetation that would
exist if plant succession were allowed to reach

climax without human interference. It does not

necessarily reflect the actual vegetation present.

PNV is an important object of research because it

reveals the biological potential of a site.

TABLE 3

Existing Vegetation Types

Existing Vegetation Types Percent of WSA

Blackbrush 20,800 28

Rock outcrops, sand 11,455 16

Mixed desert shrubs 8,920 12

Shadscale 23.400 32

Pinyon-juniper 5,925 8

Assorted grasses and foi bs 2,600 4

Total 73,100 100

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

TABLE 4
Potential Natural Vegetation Types

PNV Type

Juniper-pinyon woodland

Blackbrush

Saltbrush-greasewood

Galleta three-awn shrubsteppe

Total

Acres Pei cer it of WSA

41,050 56

24,750 34

4,900 7

2,400 3

100

Source: USDI, Geological Survey, 1978.

Water Resources

Known surface waters in the WSA include two

springs (Cove Spring and South Hatch Canyon
Spring) andabout4 milesof the Dirty Devil River.

Other springs/seeps probably exist in the major

canyons (Marinus, Stair, and Butler). These can-

yons flow into North Wash, a large tributary of

Lake Powell. The Dirty Devil is the only perennial
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stream in the WSA. There is a high potential for

flash flooding during thunderstorm periods in the

canyon section of the WSA. There are no quan-
titative or qualitative data regarding these water
sources.

There are no developed wells in this area. Potential

for underground water does exist because a

water-bearing sandstone aquifer (White Rim
Formation) is within 1,000 feet or less of the

surface.

needs during a national emergency but that are

not found or produced in the United States in

sufficient quantities to meet such a need. The
WSA could contain deposits of copper and silver

that are currently listed as strategic and critical

materials (Federal Emergency Management
Agency, 1983). Although listed as strategic,

copper is relatively common. Supplies currently

exceed domestic demand. Silver would be found
in only small amounts in the WSA.

Mineral and Energy Resources

The BLM, in consultation with the U.S. Department
of Energy, had each WSA within Utah independ-
ently assessed for its energy and mineral re-

sources by SAI (1982). Refer to Appendix 5 for a

detailed description of the SAI rating system.

The potential for mineral resources in this WSA is

'ow to moderate, due to a marginally favorable

geologic environment. An overall importance
rating (OIR) of 2+ was assigned to the Fiddler

Butte WSA by SA! (1982). The OIR is given on a

scale of 1 to 4, where 4 is equated with high

mineral importance. Shades of importance are

indicated by + or -. The OIR attempts to integrate

the individual mineral resource evaluations for a

tract with other data, such as gross economics or

the proposed location of energy corridors, into a

summary number that reflects an overall assess-

ment of the resource importance of the WSA. All

resources within the WSA were assigned favor-

abilities of f2 or less, with the exception of the

uranium resource which was rated as f3.

If the WSA is recommended as suitable for wil-

derness, its mineral importance will be reviewed

by the USDI, Geological Survey and Bureau of

Mines in an independent mineral investigation

report. Reports will be made available to the

public and will be submitted to the President and
Congress as required by the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act (FLPMA). BLM and the

Secretary of the Interior will also consider these

reports prior to making final wilderness
recommendations.

Theenergy and mineral resource rating summary
is given in Table 5.

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling

Act, as amended, provides that strategic and
critical materials be identified and stockpiled in

the interest of national defense to prevent a costly

and dangerous dependence on foreign sources in

time of a national emergency. The Act defines

strategic and critical materials as those needed to

supply military, industrial, and essential civilian

TABLE 5
Mineral and Energy Resource Rating Summary

Rating

Resource Favorabil ity
1 Certainty 2 Estimated Resource

Oil and Gas (2 d Less than 10 million barrels;

less than 60 billion cubic ft.

Tar Sand f4 c4 More than 500 billion

barrels 3

Coal f1 c4 None
Geothermal f1 c3 None
Hydroelectric f1 c4 None
Uranium f3 c3 500-1,000 tons uranium

oxide

Gold f1 d Little to none

Silver (1 c1 Little to none

Copper f2 C1 Less than 50,000 tons

Source: SAI, 1982 and 1984.

1 Favorability of the WSA's geologic environment for a re-

source (f1 = lowest, f4 = highest).
2Degree of certainty that the resource exists within the WSA
(d = lowest, c4 = highest).

3There could be 780 million to 100 billion barrels of recover-
able oil in the WSA (Campbell and Ritzma, 1979).

LEASABLE MINERALS

Tar sand is the only leasable mineral known to

exist in the WSA. Approximately 26 percent

(41 ,250 acres) of the 157,339-acre Tar Sand Tri-

angle STSA is included in this WSA (USDI, BLM,
1983b). The remainder of the STSA is under BLM
(42,150 acres), NPS (58,419 acres), and State of

Utah (15,520 acres) jurisdiction.

No other leasable minerals are known to exist.

However, based on this WSA's geographic loca-

tion in the Paradox Basin and other geologic

factors, oil, gas, and carbon dioxide may occur.

There are currently no active drilling or other

exploration activities taking place in the WSA.
Exploration activities have taken place in the

recent past but no wells have been drilled.

Oil and Gas

SAI (1982) estimates the WSA's oil and gas in-

place reserves at less than 10 million barrels of oil

or less than 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas,

respectively. The recoverable reserves are esti-

mated a' less than 3 million barrels of oil or less
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than 18 billion cubic feet of gas. (Refer to Appendix
6 for estimates of recoverability.)

Approximately 65,240 acres of the WSA are cur-

rently under oil and gas lease. Approximately

8,690 acres of these leases are pre-FLPMA and
56,550 acres are post-FLPMA(USDI,BLM, 1984b).

Oil and gas leases issued prior to the passage of

FLPMA in October 1976 are referred to as pre-

FLPMA leases and are managed differently than

those issued after that date. The latter are known
as post-FLPMA leases.

Pre-FLPMA leases are governed by stipulations

determined atthetimeof leaseapplication, before

wilderness studies were mandated. These stipu-

lations may allow for the impairment of wilderness

values, as a prior and existing right associated

with lease development.

Post-FLPMA leases in WSAs contain more re-

strictive stipulations which, require exploration

and development to be nonimpairing to wilder-

ness values. Post-FLPMA leases generally require

restricted access and special reclamation pro-

visions, such as topographic contouring, special

seeding, and hydromulching (USDI, BLM, 1981 b).

Because of less restrictive requirements, pre-

FLPMA leases may be more economical to explore

and develop than post-FLPMA.

Leases producing oil or gas priorto their original

expiration date or those that are part of a unitized

field would continue. Undeveloped leases would
terminate on their expiration dates (usually 10

years from the date of issuance). Wilderness
designation would not affect the termination of

existing leases.

Of the 65,240 acres of oil and gas leases, 26,240

are underapplication forconversion to combined
hydrocarbon leases. If converted they would be
considered as new post-FLPMA leases.

Approximately 70,283 acres are being managed
under leasing Category 1 (open to leasing with

standard stipulations), and approximately 2,817

acres are being managed as leasing Category 2

(open to leasing with standard and special

stipulations).

Tar Sand

Tar sand deposits occur principally in the White
Rim Sandstone of Permian Age (Campbell and
Ritzma, 1979). Approximately 56 percent (41,250

acres) of the WSA is in the Tar Sand Triangle

STSA, which is a hydrocarbon deposit containing

between 12.5 and 16 billion barrels of heavy oil

in-place according to estimates of Campbell and
Ritzma (1979). This area of overlap is located east

of the Dirty Devil River and contains an estimated

3.2 to 4.2 billion barrels of in-place oil. Estimates
based on past study indicate that approximately
30 percent of the in-place oil could be recovered
by in-situ methods. Therefore, a rough estimate
would indicate that between 960 million to 1.26

billion barrels of recoverable oil may be within the

boundaries of the WSA.

Approximately 26,240 acres of existing conven-
tional oil and gas leases within the WSA are

currently under application for conversion to

combined hydrocarbon leases. Industry plans of

operation for the area include commercial-scale
upgrading plants and in-situ fields to produce
approximately 70,000 barrels per day. Although
the potential tar sand resource is high in the WSA,
the probability for development is low due to

topographic and economic restraints.

LOCATABLE MINERALS

There are no known commercial deposits of

locatable minerals in the WSA. Based on existing

information, there is a geologic possibility for the

occurrence of uranium and copper in the Moss
Back Member of the Chinle Formation. Less than

50,000 tons of copper and 500 to 1,000 tons of

uranium oxide are thought to occur within the

WSA (SAI, 1982). Currently there is no active

exploration or mining activity taking place, but

some exploration work was done in the 1950s.

Approximately 6,496 acres of the WSA are covered

by about 350 mining claims. Few appear current

in assessment work.

SALABLE MINERALS

There are abundant deposits of riprap and flag-

stone in the WSA. However, possibilities of any
significant quantities being developed are negli-

gible because of the remoteness of the area and
difficulty in access.

Wildlife

Game animals in the WSA include mule deer,

cottontail, and desert bighorn sheep. The WSA
also provides habitat for several furbearers and

numerous small mammal species. Depending on

the season of the year, a variety of avian species

may occur in the WSA. Feral goats may occasion-

ally be sighted.

The entire WSA (73,100 acres) provides substan-

tial range for desert bighorn sheep and limited

value range for mule deer. Desert bighorn sheep
have been reintroduced into the area on adjacent

NPS-administered land. The Utah Division of

Wildlife Resources (UWDR) has proposed trans-

planting bighorn sheep into the WSA.
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There are no existing or proposed facilities

designed exclusively for wildlife. Wildlife utilize

the existing spring and livestock reservoir devel-

opments as water sources.

There is one endangered species that may occa-
sionally inhabit the area, the peregrine falcon

(Falco peregrinus). Although none have been
found to date, the WSA contains excellent pere-

grine falcon habitat. No critical or crucial habitats

have been identified. The golden eagle, consid-

ered sensitive by BLM, is found throughout the

WSA. Bald eagles probably passthrough portions

of the WSA during migration. Bell's vireo, also

considered sensitive, might be found in the WSA.

Forest Resources

The only forest resources within the WSA are

about 5,925 acres of noncommercial pinyon-
juniper (less than 20 acre-feet/acre/year wood
volume growth). The resource is remote and
inaccessible; therefore, there is no projected

utilization of the resource.

Livestock and Wild Horses/Burros

There are five allotments currently permitted,

including one unallocated allotment (Flint Trail)

estimated to contain 13 AUMS, for an estimated

1,100 AUMs in the WSA. Refer to Table 6 for

summary information on these grazing allotments.

Those portions of-the WSA west of the Dirty Devil

River include Little Rockies, Cedar Point and
Trachyte Allotments. The Little Rockies Allotment

lies within an unallotted area where there is no
livestock grazing or rangeland improvements.

Areas east of the Dirty Devil are in the Sewing
Machine Allotment and, to a small degree, in the

Flint Trail Allotment, which lies within an unallot-

ted area. There is no livestock grazing in the Flint

Trail Allotment at this time.

Within the WSA, there are 18 reservoirs and one
spring development, all located within the Sewing
Machine Allotment. There are eight reservoir

reconstructions and a spring development pro-

posed. There are no proposals for vegetation

treatment within the WSA.

The approximately 23.6 miles of vehicular ways
and mining roads and the 11 miles of "cherry-

stemmed" roads near Cove and Rock Canyons
are used for access to livestock development and
for livestock management.

There are no wild horses or burros in this WSA.

TABLE 6
Livestock Grazing Use Data

Allotments

Cedar Little Flint Sewing

Subject Point Trachyte Rockies Trail Machine

Livestock Class Cattle Cattle/

Sheep

Unallotted Unallotted Cattle

Permittees 3 3 11 11 4

Percent of 3 Less than 1 33 Less than 1 40

Allotment

in WSA *

Livestock 71 3 13 1.013

Forage in

WSA (AUMs)

Source: USDI. BLM, 1982c.

Visual Resources

The WSA possesses high scenic values. The
canyons of the North Wash drainage are charac-

terized by sheer cliffs, colorful rock formations,

and sparse vegetation. Immediately west of the

Dirty Devil River is a line of cliffs over 1,000 feet

high. Hatch Canyon is also visually interesting;

here, in the wide canyon surrounded by high,

cliffed mesas, colors vary from white to dark

brown. Also, east of the Dirty Devil Riverthereare

several red buttes and the North and South
Blocks, large mesas.

The southwest boundary of the WSA along North

Wash is visiblefrom Highway U-95, a majortravel

route eligible for designation as a scenic highway
under the Highway Beautification Act of 1965.

Portions of Hatch Canyon and the Dirty Devil

River are visible from a secondary travel route

leading through Poison Springs Wash and South
Hatch Canyon to Glen Canyon NRA.

Jnder the BLM Visual Resource Evaluation Sys-

tem the WSA's visual characteristics were given

ratings as shown in Table 7. BLM's VRM rating

system is explained in Appendix 7.

TABLE 7

Visual Resource Quality and Management Class

Element Acres Percent of WSA

Scenic Quality

Class A 26.000 36

Class B 47,100 64

Class C

Management Class

Class I

Class II 30.550 42

Class III 42,550 58

Class IV

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c
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Cultural Resources

The WSA has five identified archaeological sites

southeast of The Block and another 10 sites in the

canyons of North Wash. The latter area includes

three petroglyph panels and one vandalized rock-

shelter. Two additional sites (campsite and lithic

scatter) are known to be located in the area

between North and South Hatch Canyons. The
potential for finding additional sites in the WSA is

rated as high. Thereare no known historic sites or

National Register sites within the WSA. There are

potential National Register sites immediately
adjacent to the WSA in North Wash and on the

South Block. Most of the archaeological sites are

indicative of the Archaic period.

Recreation

Sixteen recreational opportunities were evaluated

for their quality in this WSA. Thirteen oppor-
tunities are present in varying degrees. There are

four distinct areas in this WSA (canyons of North
Wash, canyons of the Dirty Devil River, The Block,

and benchlandseastof the Dirty Devil River), and
the recreational opportunities have wide vari-

ations in quality.

Backpacking and camping opportunities are fair

in the side canyons of North Wash due to the

canyon's short length, lack of campsites and
water, and limited opportunities for loop trips.

The longest of these canyons, Marinus Canyon,
has a hiking route of approximately 6.5 miles.

However, this same area has very good oppor-
tunities for dayhiking due to the ease of year-

round access and the variety of short trips.

A portion of the WSA south of Poison Springs
Wash (including the Dirty Devil River and the

mouth of Hatch Canyon) is adjacent to potential

wilderness in Glen Canyon NRA. Here, extended
trips are possible, assuming a car shuttle is used.

Two hiking routes, each 5 miles in length, connect
with a 20-mile route in the NRA that ends at Hite

Crossing. There is potential for a 4-mile side trip

up FiddlerCove Canyon. Good quality opportun-
ities for photography can be found in this portion

of the WSA.

During periods of high water in the spring (April-

June), it is possible to kayak or float down the

Dirty Devil River from Poison Springs Canyon to

Lake Powell. The 4-mile section of the river with in

the WSA isa Nationwide Rivers Inventory segment
with potential for study and addition to the

National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Since it

is an inventory-listed segment, the BLM must, as

part of its environmental review process, avoid or

mitigate adverse impacts to the river and consult

with the NPS before taking any action that could
foreclose wild, scenic, or recreational river status

(Council on Environmental Quality, 1980).

No recreational opportunities are considered of

particularly good quality in the benchlands east

of the Dirty Devil River. In general, the size and
configuration of this area, its low physical fea-

tures, and intrusions related to mining activity

limit opportunities for hiking, camping, back-
packing, and otheractivities. The many roads and
23.6 miles of ways in this area and The Block
contribute to recreational access. The extent to

which they are used forthis purpose is not known.

The Block (North and South Block) hasopportun-
ities for dayhiking, backpacking, camping, pho-
tography, and sightseeing. There is one primitive

trail leading on to the top of the South Block.

From there, a narrow ridge, or land bridge, pro-

vides access to the North Block. Overall, the

terrain, vistas, and remote location of this mesa
contribute to outstanding opportunities for back-

packing and photographing scenic vistas.

Visitor use is estimated at 60 visitor days annually.

Use is low primarily due to a lack of publicity,

remote location, difficult access to much of the

area, and other competing recreational areas

nearby. A small number of commercial permits

have been issued to one commercial operator

since 1980. The southwest boundary is U-95,

Utah's highly scenic Bicentennial Highway; there-

fore, that portion of the WSA is readily accessible

to recreationists.

Wilderness Values

SIZE

This WSA contains 73,100 acres and is approx-

imately 12 miles at its widest (east-west) point by
1 1 miles at its longest point. Portions of the WSA
west of the Dirty Devil River are contiguous with a

22,000-acre area in Glen Canyon NRA proposed
for wilderness designation by the NPS.

NATURALNESS

West of the Dirty Devil River (22,200 acres), the

WSA is in a completely natural condition. Here
there are no human intrusions requiring

rehabilitation.

East of the Dirty Devil River, the quality of natural-

ness varies considerably. The top of The Block,

an isolated mesa of about 3,500 acres in the WSA,
is essentially pristine and has few, if any, signs of

human activity. Portions of the benchlands around
The Block are natural but there are several

intrusions.
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In the southeast portion of the WSA are approxi-
mately 1 mile of ways and 7.5 miles of maintained
pre-FLPMA "cherry-stemmed" roads in The Cove.
The sparse vegetation and general lack of topo-
graphicscreening makethese intrusions substan-
tially noticeable. Although these intrusions were
deleted from the WSA, they are readily visible

from surrounding areas.

There is a pre-FLPMA mining road approximately
3.5 miles in length that follows the west fork of

Rock Canyon to a point near the southwest
corner of The Block. This intrusion was also

deleted from the WSA through "cherry-stemming."

A way (approximately 6 miles) connects the two
areas described above, but it is substantially

unnoticeable. There are also several stock reser-

voirs in the vicinity that were considered substan-
tially unnoticeable.

There are approximately 16.6 miles of roads and
ways north of The Block in the Fiddler Butte and
North and South Hatch Canyon areas. While
there is no current mining activity, uranium explor-

ation and assessment work are ongoing. Portions

of these roads are graded and are substantially

noticeable intrusions. There is an old airstrip in

South Hatch Canyon that is being reclaimed
naturally, but it is still substantially noticeable.

Overall, 64,300 acres of the WSA meet the Wil-

derness Act criteria for naturalness.

SOLITUDE

Opportunities for recreationists to find solitude

(i.e., a secluded spot away from others) in the

WSA are influenced by size, topography, vegeta-

tion, and absence of distracting sights and sounds.

This WSA has a wide variety of topographic
features, and the quality of solitude varies

considerably.

In the canyons of North Wash and the Dirty Devil

River, the quality of solitude is outstanding due to

the number, variety, size, and configuration of

several isolated canyons. Although they are rela-

tively short in length, their number and twisting

configuration, when considered together, offer

dispersion for visitors. Vegetation is sparse in

these areas and is not a contributing factor to

solitude. There are no outside sights and sounds
that would adversely affect the visitor's ability to

find a secluded spot, with the exception of areas

immediately adjacent to Highway U-95. Overall,

opportunities for solitude in this portion of the

WSA (25,600 acres) are outstanding.

The top of The Block (North and South Block)

contains about 3,500 acres of land in an irregular

configuration. Overall size and configuration

could force visitors into close proximity to each
other at some locations, particularly the land

bridge connecting the North and South Blocks.

Vegetation screening is provided by dense
pinyon-juniper vegetation and moderate topo-
graphic screening. There are scenic views of the

Henry Mountains, Dirty Devil River Canyon, Dark
Canyon, Cataract Canyon, Canyonlands National

Park, and the Abajo Mountains that enhance the

experience of solitude. Opportunities for solitude

on The Block are judged outstanding.

The benchlands surrounding The Block generally
consist of low, rolling hills with sparse, low-
growing vegetation. Topography would force

visitors into traveling around the base of The
Block or the other buttes in the area. Solitude is

adversely affected by some of the mining activity,

roads, and ways in the immediate area, such as in

The Cove and around Fiddler Butte. These factors

impair opportunities for solitude, which were
judged less than outstanding in this eastern
portion of the WSA (39,400 acres).

The dominant feature of the northeast portion of

the WSA is an unnamed mesa located between
North and South Hatch Canyons. The mesa top is

sparsely covered with pinyon-juniper woodland
and brush. Visitors would be forced into close

proximity in this area. The surrounding bench-
lands contain sparse vegetation resulting in little

chance for seclusion for visitors. Opportunities
for solitude in this portion of the WSA are consid-

ered less than outstanding (8,100 acres).

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION

Opportunities for primitive and unconfined rec-

reation were evaluated by considering miles of

potential hiking routes in relationship to the

WSA's size, the number and variety of recreational

opportunities present, and an evaluation of the

quality of these opportunities. As discussed pre-

viously in the Recreation section, the recreational

opportunities vary, depending on location in the

WSA.

In the west portion of the WSA, recreational

opportunities for dayhiking are considered out-

standing in the canyons of North Wash due to the

variety of hiking routes and ease of access
(bordered by Highway U-95). This area (22,200
acres) meets the standards of the Wilderness Act.

Opportunities for backpacking and photography
are outstanding along the Dirty Devil River and
The Block. These two areas constitute about
10,500 acres.

Recreational opportunities are less than out-

standing in the benchlands east of the Dirty Devil
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River, and this area does not offer a diversity of

recreational opportunities that could be consid-
ered outstanding. This area covers about 40,400
acres.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Special features of this WSA include cultural re-

sources (with a high potential for finding addi-

tional sites), the scenery along the canyons of the

Dirty Devil River, and the views from The Block.

Land Use Plans and Controls

There are no private in-holdings, private sub-
surface rights, or rights-of-way in the WSA. There
are eight State sections inside the WSA and three

State sections adjacent to the WSA. The State

policy is to maximize economic returns of their

lands.

A 22,000-acre NPS wilderness proposal in the

Glen Canyon NRA is adjacent to portions of the
WSA west of the Dirty Devil River.

The Garfield County Master Plan (Five County
Association of Governments, 1984) covers this

WSA. The Master Plan recognizesthatthe County
possesses "... some of the most spectacular
scenery in the United States .... The county is

sparsely populated and most of it is in its original

pristine condition." In the plan, the county pro-

posed that 111,053 acres of BLM land in three

WSAs and 31 ,600 acres of Forest Service lands in

one Forest Service roadless unit within Garfield

County be recommended to the Utah Congres-
sional Delegation as wilderness. The FiddlerButte
WSA was not included in this acreage, but rather

was recommended to be retained for such multiple

uses as forestry, livestock grazing, mining, wild-

life, and recreation.

The WSA is managed under the BLM Henry
Mountain Planning Area MFP (USDI, BLM, 1982c)
which generally allows for multiple use as de-
scribed in the No Action Alternative. The Henry
Mountain MFP has been reviewed by the Governor
of Utah and found to be consistent with State
plans.

Socioeconomics

DEMOGRAPHICS

The WSA lies within Garfield County, one of

Utah's least populated and most rural counties. In

1980, the Garfield County population was 3,673,

reflecting a population density of 0.71 persons
per square mile (U.S. Department of Commerce
[USDC], Bureau of the Census, 1981; University

of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, 1982).

The only communities close to the WSA are
Hanksville, a small community of approximately
351 people located about 25 road miles to the
north of the WSA in Wayne County, and Ticaboo,
a village of about 150 to 200 people located 32
road miles south of the WSA in Garfield County.

EMPLOYMENT

The principal commercial center for the region is

Richfield, Utah, located in Sevier County (South
etal., 1983). Garfield County is one of the poorest
counties in the State of Utah (South et al., 1983).
Government is the largest employment sector
within Garfield County and represents 21 percent
of the work force followed by construction, serv-
ices, manufacturing, and agriculture (refer to

Table 8). The county, however, maintains a

diversified economic base (South et al., 1983).

The Town of Escalante relies on farming, stock-
raising, and lumbering, supplemented by tourism,
some oil production, and government employ-
ment (South et al., 1983). Anothertown, Boulder,
continues to rely on agriculture.

TABLE 8
1980 Employment

Garfield County, Utah

Industrial Sector Number Percent

Agriculture 236 11

Mining 210 10

Construction 379 17

Manufacturing 248 11

Transportation, Communication.

and Utilities 85 4

Wholesale and Retail Trade 125 6

Finance. Insurance,

and Real Estate 16 1

Services 266 12

Government 457 21

Nonfarm Proprietors 157 7

Total 2,179 100

Sources: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1980;

USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982.

INCOME AND REVENUES

In Garfield County, the nonfarm industry sectorin

1980 produced over 96 percent of total labor and
proprietors' income, representing an annual

growth rate of 22.2 percent (University of Utah,

Bureau of Economic and Business Research,

1982) (refer to Table 9). Almost 80 percent of this

income came from the private sector, principally

mining, construction, and manufacturing, while

government sources produced approximately 20
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TABLE 9
1980 Personal Income and Earnings

Garfield County, Utah

Annual

Earnings Growth Rate

Income 1975-80

Type/Source (in $1,000) (Percent)

Total Labor and Proprietor Income 24,792 21.9

(Earnings)

Total Labor and Proprietor Income

by Industry Source

Farm 949 16.6

Nonfarm 23,843 222
Private 19,049 265
Agricultural Service 79 (D)

and Other

Mining 4.222 47

Construction 5.536 66.5

Manufacturing 3,294 142

Transportation and Public 1,545 16.8

Utilities

Wholesale Trade 96 1.3

Retail Trade 1,302 7.6

Finance, Insurance and 189 (D)

Real Estate

Services 2.786 163

Government 4.794 10.8

Sources: USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982;
University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, 1982.

(D) Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential infor-

mation or for items $50,000 or less. Data are included in

totals.

percent of personal income and earning for the

county. Farming produced 3.8 percent of the

county's total personal income, amounting to

$949,000.

Economic-related activities in the WSA include

mineral exploration, livestock production, and
recreation. Table 10 summarizes local income
and Federal revenues from the WSA. Appendix 9

identifies the multipliers used to estimate income
and revenues.

TABLE 10
Local Sales And Federal Revenues

Source Annual Local Sales' Annual Federal Revenues

Mining Claim

Assessment Less than $32,500 None
Oil and Gas Leases None $195,720

Livestock Grazing $22,000 $1,540

Recreational Use Less than $246 Unknown

Total Less than $54,746 Up to $197,260

Sources: BLM File Data; Appendix 9.

'Local sales represent money potentially spent. They do not
account for the total income that would be generated by
these expenditures.

The WSA has approximately 325 mining claims.

Regulations require a $100 annual expenditure
per claim for labor and improvements, an undeter-
mined part of which is spent in the local economy.
Not all of these claims are current in assessment
work.

Nooil and gasormineral production has occurred
in the WSA. Therefore, mineral and energy re-

source production from the WSA has not contrib-

uted to local employment and income.

Ten livestock operators have a total grazing

privilege of 1,100 AU Ms within the WSA including

one unallocated allotment estimated to contain

13 AU Ms that are presently unused. If all forage in

the WSA were utilized, it would account for

$22,000 of livestock sales including $5,500 of

ranchers' returns to labor and investment.

The WSA's recreational use is low. Related local

expenditures are low and are insignificantto both

the local economy and individual businesses. The
actual amount of income generated locally from
recreational use in the WSA is unknown. However,
an approximate range of expenditures can be
deduced from Dalton (1982). This study indicated

that statewide average expenditures per recrea-

tional visitor day for all types of recreation in Utah
are approximately $4.10. The recreational use of

the Fiddler Butte WSA is estimated as about 60
visitor days per year. Only a portion of the

expenditures for recreational use of the WSA
contribute to the local economy of Garfield or

Wayne County.

The WSA generates Federal revenues from min-

eral leases and livestock (refer to Table 10).

Oil and gas (including tar sand) leases in the WSA
cover approximately 65,240 acres. At $3 per acre,

lease rental fees generate up to $195,720 of

Federal revenues annually. Half of these monies
are allocated to the State, which then reallocates

these revenues to various funds, the majority of

which are related to energy development and
mitigation of local impacts of energy and mineral

development.

Average actual livestock use and, therefore, rev-

enues generated from grazing in the WSA are

unknown; however, there are 1,100 AUMs in the

WSA that could potentially be used. Based on a

$1.40 per AUM grazing fee, the WSA can poten-

tially generate $1,540 of grazing fee revenues
annually, 50 percent of which would be allocated

back to the local BLM district for the construction

of rangeland improvements.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES
OF THE ALTERNATIVES

Analysis Assumptions and Guidelines for

All Alternatives

1. The alternatives would be carried out as

cited in the Description of the Alternatives

section.

2. Future users in the WSA would meet
requirements forall applicable Federal, State,

and local permits.

3. Designation of an area as wilderness

would not result in impacts due to direct

disturbance of resources. Any direct disturb-

ance of resources under wilderness designa-

tion would result from use of prior rights that

must be recognized by BLM. Such disturb-

ance could occur with or without wilderness

designation and is assumed to occur at one
time.

4. The impacts of wilderness designation

would result from (1) protection of certain

resources; (2) denial of the opportunity to de-

velop certain resources; or (3) restrictions

placed on or changes in allowable manage-
ment practices and land uses.

5. Estimates of in-place mineral resources

are given based on a mineral resource evalua-

tion of BLM WSAs by SAI (1982). These
estimates were based on literature studies

and known mining activities in the vicinity of

the WSAs. The analysis presented in this

section identifies the estimated amount of

potentially recoverable mineral resources and
then, using BLM's field experience and judg-

ment, qualifies the probability of future de-

velopment based on terrain, transportation,

and economic factors. Appendix 6 records

the methodology for estimation of potentially

recoverable mineral resources.

6. Once designated, management of an area

as wilderness would continue in perpetuity.

No Action Alternative

The major changes that could occur in the area

would be related tooil and gas, tar sand, uranium,

and copper exploration and development. The
area would be open to resource use and devel-

opment without controls for wilderness protec-

tion. The magnitude of development is unknown
but would probably be low due to the WSA's

rough terrain and low resource potential for most
minerals. The potential for the tar sand resource
is high although development could be restricted

due to the proximity of the WSA to Canyonlands
National Park and economic restraints. The prob-

ability that oil and gas, uranium, or copper would
be developed is low due to both resource and
economic restraints. The following is a worst-

case analysis based on the assumption that min-
erals would be developed sometime in the future

and cause the following disturbance: tar sand,

16,460 acres; conventional oil and gas, 160 acres;

and uranium and copper, 40 acres for a total of

16,660 acres of disturbance in the WSA. (Appendix
10 lists mineral-related surface disturbance assump-
tions and estimates.) The most heavily disturbed

area would be the Tar Sand Triangle STSA east of

the Dirty Devil River.

The effects of full tar sand development under the

No Action Alternative would be extensive and are

not analyzed fully in this document because de-

velopment would extend beyond the boundaries

of the WSA. This document only considers the

effects of potential tar sand development as it

relates to the Fiddler Butte WSA. For more infor-

mation on the impacts of tar sand development in

theTarSand TriangleSTSA, the reader is referred

to the Tar Sand Triangle Draft EIS (USDI, NPS
and BLM, 1984) and the Utah Combined Hydro-

carbon Leasing Regional Final EIS (USDI, BLM,
1984c).

AIR QUALITY

Disturbance from uranium, copper, and conven-

tional oil development would have little effect on

the air quality of the area. However, if tar sand

development occurs in the Tar Sand Triangle

STSA, industry plans of operation for the area

include a commercial-scale upgrading plant and
in-situ field that would produce pollutant emis-

sions and hydrocarbon odors si mi lar to a conven-

tional oil refinery and well field (USDI, NPS and
BLM, 1984). These emissions would consist of

total suspended particulates, sulfur dioxide, car-

bon monoxide, and volatile organic compounds
that would cause a localized decrease in visibility

during the life of the operation, with a potential

loss in visual range in the vicinity of Canyonlands
National Park. However, the WSA would continue

to be managed by the State of Utah as a PSD
Class II area, and air quality could be reduced

only up to the PSD Class II limitations. Also, the

proximity of the WSA to Canyonlands National

Park may result in further restriction of tar sand

development to meet PSD Class I limitations.

Disturbance of 16,660 acres would result in in-

creases in fugitive dust emissions with additional
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potential for loss in visual range in the vicinity of

Canyonlands National Park.

GEOLOGY
Excavation of locatable minerals (i.e., uranium
and copper) would only occur on up to 40 acres

and would not affect the area's geology. Also,

slightsurfacedisturbanceon upto 160acresfrom
oil and gas exploration and development activities

would not significantly affect geology. Tar sand
development on 16,460 acres in the WSA by in-

situ methods could result in extensive subsurface
fracturing and could change the physical rock

characteristics and result in subsidence and rock-

fall on ledges in the WSA.

SOILS

It is estimated that up to 16,660 acres of soil could
be disturbed by mineral exploration and devel-

opment. Assuming that all disturbance would
occur in areas with critical and moderate erosion

classes (worst-case analysis) and that erosion

condition would increase one class, soil loss on
the 16,660 acres would increase from 44,982
cubic yards/year to 89,964 cubic yards/year. Soil

loss would decrease as reclamation occurred.

However, thetime required forcomplete reclama-
tion cannot be determined. Therefore, under this

alternative, maximum annual soil loss in the WSA
would increase an estimated 44,982 cubic yards/

year (46 percent) to 142,196 cubic yards/year.

VEGETATION

Approximately 16 percent (11,455 acres) of the

WSA consists of bare rock outcrops and steep
slickrock canyons. The remaining 84 percent

(61,645 acres) of the WSA is vegetated with

pinyon, juniper, middle grasses, blackbrush, and
assorted grasses, shrubs, and forbs. Assuming
the worst-case situation for analysis purposes,

the anticipated maximum of 16,660 acres dis-

turbed could denude as much as one-fourth of the

WSA's sparse vegetation if all surface disturbance

occurred in vegetated areas of the WSA. If this

development occurred, rehabilitation of the area

to its former condition might be impossible,

possibly causing portions of existing and PNV
types to be permanently modified through scar-

ring of the landscape.

Two species of sensitive plants are found within

or near the WSA. Before authorizing surface-

disturbing activities (16,660 acres potential) the

BLM would conduct site-specific clearances of

the potentially disturbed areas. If these species

could be affected, the BLM would consult with the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) as required

by BLM policy (refer to Appendix 4). Because

necessary measures would be taken to protect
these plants, it can be reasonably concluded that

the viability of populations of Astragalus
monumentalis and Astragalus rafaelensis would
be preserved, although some individual plants
would likely be lost.

WATER RESOURCES

Extensive tar sand development could disruptthe
recharge of the area's springs. Increased erosion
of up to 44,982 cubic yards/year could increase
sedimentation in the drainages of the WSA. The
amount of sediment would depend on such vari-

ables as where the disturbance occurred, the

intensity of wind and rainstorms during vulner-

able periods, and the effectiveness of erosion
control measures and reclamation. Since pre-

cipitation is low and, with the exception of 4 miles

of the Dirty Devil River, all streams are ephemeral,
there would not be significant effects on surface

water quality.

Development of ground water for a tar sand
industry could occur. However, mineral explor-

ation and development in the area is generally

confined at or near the surface or with widely

spaced wells and, with the exception of tar sand
injection activities, would not significantly impact
ground water.

The water requirement for a 70,000 barrel per day
(BPD) tar sand industry would be 11,079 acre-

feet/year for 130 years (USDI, BLM, 1984c). That
portion of the WSA overlapped by the Tar Sand
Triangle STSA covers approximately 41 ,250 acres

(approximately 26 percent of the STSA) and,

under this alternative, could be developed. De-
velopment of ground water could occur within the

WSA to help meet water requirements fortarsand
production on the WSA or on adjacent areas. In-

situ tar sand injection activities within the WSA
and on adjacent areas would lower the quality of

ground water within the WSA (USDI, NPS and
BLM, 1984).

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

The potential for up to 10 million barrels of oil

in-place (3 million recoverable) or up to 60 billion

cubic feet of natural gas (18 billion cubic feet

recoverable) exists within the WSA. Under this

alternative, these oil and gas resources could be
explored and developed, subject to Category 1

stipulations on 70,283 acres and Category 2

stipulations on 2,817 acres. Approximately 160
acres of surface disturbance would take place if
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exploration and development were to occur.

However, due to the small size and likelihood of

these potential deposits, no production is

expected.

Tar Sand

Approximately 41 ,250 acres of the WSA are within

the Tar Sand Triangle STSA. Approximately
26,240 acres of existing leases are under lease

conversion application. Tar sand could be ex-

plored and potentially developed in the future

under this alternative. Between 960 million and
1 .26 billion barrels of oil could be recovered from
tar sand in the WSA. It is estimated that up to

16,460 acres of surface disturbance would occur
from tarsand development. Although thetarsand
resource is known to occur within the WSA, the

likelihood of production of oil from tar sand is

thought to be low due to economic and terrain

restraints.

Locatable Minerals

Under this alternative, the entire WSA would
remain open to mining claim location. Locatable

mineral development work, extraction, and pat-

enting could occur. The potential deposit of up to

50,000 tons of copper and 500 to 1,000 tons of

uranium oxide could be developed. Approxi-

mately 40 acres could be disturbed due to explor-

ation and development of these locatable mineral

resources. However, the likelihood of locatable

mineral production is thought to be low because
of economic considerations (e.g., transportation,

low potential, etc.).

WILDLIFE

Overall, under this alternative, wildlife would be
negatively affected due to the potential surface

disturbance on about 16,660 acres from mineral

and energy exploration and development. This

would disrupt wildlife populations and result in

mobile species leaving the disturbed area for the

duration of these activities. Some species would
either perish or coexist with the disturbances at

smaller and less viable population levels. As much
as 21 percent of the substantial value yearlong
desert bighorn sheep range (73,100 acres) in the

WSA would be disturbed; therefore, bighorn
sheep would leave and would not become estab-

lished in the eastern part of the WSA.

Some sensitive species, such as Bell's vireo and
golden eagle, would avoid the disturbed area but,

overall, would not be adversely affected. The
peregrine falcon, an endangered species that

may occasionally inhabit the area, would probably
avoid the disturbed area for the duration of the

mineral exploration and development activities.

Prior to taking any action that could jeopardize
the continued existence of a listed threatened or
endangered species, Section 7 consultation re-

quired under the provisions of the Endangered
Species Act would be initiated with the FWS.
Appropriate mitigation measures would be
applied.

Following rehabilitation and reestablishment of

vegetation, wildlife could benefit from improved
forage and development of water sources (reser-

voirs and springs) that could be completed with-

out consideration of wilderness values.

FOREST RESOURCES

Under this alternative, the area would be available

for forest product harvest. However, there are few
trees (scattered pinyon and juniper) in the WSA
and no present or anticipated harvest is expected
due to inaccessibility and adequate supplies

elsewhere. Disturbance of 1 6,660 acres for mineral

and energy exploration and development could
destroy the scattered patches of pinyon and
juniper in the WSA. This would not be a significant

loss of forest products due to the limited nature of

the resource in the WSA.

LIVESTOCK

Domestic livestock grazing would continue at

1,100 AUMs as authorized in the Henry Mountain
Planning Area MFP including about 13 AUMs in a

presently unallocated allotment. Existing roads

and ways could continue to be used for livestock

management, and new livestock facilities could

be constructed without concern for wilderness

values, if in conformance with the MFP. The
existing spring and 13 reservoirs in the WSA
could be maintained and the proposed renovation

of the spring and eight reservoirs and construction

of one spring development could be carried out.

Surface disturbance of as much as 16,660 acres

from mineral and energy exploration and devel-

opment could reduceavailableforageforcattle. If

all 16,660 acres of disturbance were within the

Sewing Machine Allotment, a likelihood due to its

location within the Tar Sand Triangle STSA, as

much as 13 percent of the forage in the allotment

could be disturbed and/or destroyed, thus reduc-

ing the available AUMs accordingly. Following

reclamation of disturbed areas, additional forage

could be available for livestock.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Even though mitigation measures would be

applied to minimize visual contrast created by

intrusions, visual values in areas affected by the

estimated 16,660 acres of surface disturbance
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from mineral and energy exploration and devel-

opment would be degraded and VRM Class II and
III management objectives would probably not be

met during the short term. After rehabilitation,

visual resources would be restored to meet VRM
Class II and Class III objectives. Even after miti-

gation and rehabilitation, some permanent deg-
radation would result. Loss of visual quality

associated with vegetation removal for tar sand
development would be unavoidable and would
persist for 70 years or longer (USDI, NPS and
BLM, 1984). With tar sand development, visual

quality would be significantly reduced in the area

as a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Disturbance of as much as 16,660acres by mineral

exploration and development under this alterna-

tive would subject cultural resources to inad-

vertent damage or destruction. However, inven-

tories for the purposes of site recordation and
mitigation of impacts would take place prior to

any surface disturbance and would lessen im-

pacts. Even though mitigation measures would be

taken, the overall effect on cultural resources

could be significant due to the high amount of

cultural resources anticipated in the area. Van-

dalism of sites would be expected to increase in

proportion to the general population increase and
the increase in new access roads and ways
associated with tar sand development.

RECREATION

Under this alternative, up to an estimated 16,660

acres (approximately 23 percent of the WSA)
could be disturbed by energy and mineral explor-

ation and development. Those disturbances (e.g.,

roads, drill pads, pipelines, etc.) would result in a

loss of most, if not all, of the WSA's primitive

recreation values. Approximately 23.6 miles of

existing vehicular ways or mineral access roads

would be available for vehicular use for recrea-

tional access. Anticipated population increases

and new roads from mineral-related exploration

and development could result in increased rec-

reational use within the region and the WSA;
however, the quality of the recreation experience

in the WSA would be reduced greatly because of

degradation of primitive recreation values. Tar

sand development in theTarSand TriangleSTSA
within or near the Fiddler Butte WSA would also

degrade primitive recreational values in the

adjoining Dirty Devil, Horseshoe Canyon (South),

and French Spring-Happy Canyon WSAs and the

proposed wilderness in" Glen Canyon NRA and
Canyonlands National Park, where there would
be increases in sounds and airborne emissions

and possible reductions in visual range (USDI,

NPS and BLM, 1984).

If the area were not designated wilderness, the

4-mile section of the Dirty Devil River in this WSA
would not receive additional protection for its

wild and scenic river qualities. Even with avoid-

anceand mitigation required priorto disturbance,

wild, scenic, and recreational values of the river

could be reduced during tar sand development.

The future trends in recreational use of the WSA
are unknown. However, based on a review of

several projections (Utah Outdoor Recreation
Agency, 1980; Utah Officeof Planning and Budget,

1984; Jungst, 1978; and Hof and Kaiser, 1981) it is

estimated that outdoor recreation in Utah will

increase at about 2 percent peryearoverthe next

20 years. Without tarsand developmentthe rateof

recreational use could increase from 60 current

visitordays per year to 90 visitor days at the end of

20 years. With tar sand development the WSA
would not be used for primitive recreation because
of degradation of primitive recreation values.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Noneof thearea would bedesignated wilderness,

and management would be under the existing

Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP. Expected
mineral and energy exploration and development
could disturb an estimated 16,660 acres (approx-
imately 23 percent of the WSA). With tar sand
development on 16,460 acres, wilderness values

in this WSA (i.e., naturalness, opportunities for

solitude and primitive recreation, and special

features including scenic and cultural values),

would be lost or diminished throughout the WSA
as a whole. Tarsand development in theTarSand
Triangle STSA in and nearthe Fiddler Butte WSA
would also degrade wilderness values in the

adjoining Dirty Devil, Horseshoe Canyon (South),

and French Spring-Happy Canyon WSAs and the

proposed wilderness in Glen Canyon NRA and
Canyonlands National Park, wheresights, sounds,

and airborne emissions would degrade solitude,

visual range, and primitive recreational values

(USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984).

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative would be consistent with the

Garfield County Master Plan, which favors mul-

tiple use other than wilderness for this WSA. It

would not be consistent with the NPS wilderness

proposal in the adjacent Glen Canyon NRA. This

alternative is based on implementation of the

BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP. It

would, therefore, be in conformance with the

MFP, which has also been reviewed by the Gov-
ernor of Utah and found to be consistent with

plans of the State of Utah.
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SOCIOECONOMICS

There would not be a loss of local employment or

income as a result of this alternative. The existing

ability to explore and develop mineral resources

would remain as at present. If tar sand, uranium,

and copper were developed in the WSA it would
lead to a significant increase in population,

employment, and income for Garfield and Wayne
Counties. Tar sand development would create

extensive changes in socioeconomic conditions

affecting all economic sectors and the infra-

structures of Hanksville and possibly Ticaboo
and Green River, Utah. A detailed study of the

effects of tarsand development within the Fiddler

Butte WSA has not been completed. For informa-

tion on the socioeconomic impacts of tar sand
development in the general vicinity of the WSA
the reader is referred to the Tar Sand Triangle

Draft EIS (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984) and the

Utah Combined Hydrocarbon Leasing Regional

Final EIS (USDI, BLM, 1984c). However, the

probability of economic development of minerals

within the WSA is low (refer to the Mineral and
Energy Resources section for a description of

mineral and development potentials).

Without tar sand development there would be no
livestock-related economic losses because the

existing potential grazing use (1,100 AUMs) and
ability to maintain, replace, and build new range

improvements would remain as at present. If tar

sand is developed, livestock forage and related

sales and ranchers' return to laborand investment

could be initially reduced but could increase as

disturbed areas are reclaimed.

As discussed in the Recreation section, without

tar sand development, recreational use and,

therefore, recreation-related local expenditures

could increase at a rate of 2 percent per year over

the next 20 years (49-percent increase over 20
years). Because recreational use in the area is

estimated to increase only 30 visitor days per year

over the next 20 years and overall recreation-

related expenditures average only $4.1 per visitor

day (only a portion of which contributes to the

local economy) recreation-related expenditures

attributable to the WSA would likely not be
significant to the local economy. Potential in-

creases in nonprimitive recreation could lead to

increases in recreation-related income. With tar

sand development, primitive recreation in the

WSA and related local income could be elimi-

nated. Because existing visitation is only about 60
visitor days per year, this loss would not be
significant to the local economy.

Federal and State revenues would not be reduced
by this alternative. In addition to the 65,240 acres

presently leased for oil and gas (up to $195,720 in

lease fees) , there are 7,860 acres in the WSA open
to oil and gas leases that are currently not leased.

If leased, they would bring upto$23,580 additional

Federal lease fee revenues per year in addition to

new royalties from lease production if oil and gas
were discovered. Tar sand production would
bring a royalty of 12.5 percent for products
removed from the lease area. Assuming a 70,000-

BPD operation, royalties would be substantial.

Half of these monies would be allocated to the

State, a portion of which could reach the local

economy. Collection of livestock grazing fees (up

to $1,540 per year) would continue unless tar

sand development disturbed sufficient acreage to

require reductions in livestock forage use. There
is some potential for increases in livestock forage
allocation and related revenues following recla-

mation of disturbed lands. About 50 percent of the

increased revenues would be returned to the local

BLM office for use in range improvement projects.

All Wilderness Alternative (73,100 Acres)

As identified inthe Description of the Alternatives

section, the major changes that could occur in the

73,100-acre area would be related to its with-

drawal from mineral location and closure to new
mineral leasing and sale. The entire area would be

placed in leasing Category 4 (closed to leasing).

About 23.6 miles of existing vehicular ways and
mining roads in the WSA would be closed to

vehicular use except when permitted by BLM as

noted in the Description of the Alternatives sec-

tion. The WSA would be managed under VRM
Class I.

For the following analysis, it is assumed that the

existing mining claims would eventually be
explored and developed, causing an estimated 40

acres of disturbance within the WSA. It is also

assumed that existing oil and gas leases would
expire before production of commercial quantities

and that tar sand conversion areas would be

either converted with restrictive nonimpairment
stipulations or denied. Oil and gas leases would
not be renewed and future leasing of oil and gas

orcombined hydrocarbons would not beallowed.

(Appendix 10 lists surface disturbance assump-
tions and estimates for the WSA.)

Because potentially disturbed areas would be of a

much smaller magnitude than under the No Action

Alternative (40 vs. 16,660 acres) and because tar

sand development would contain nonimpairment
stipulations, the impacts from development and
surface disturbance of 40 acres under the All

Wilderness Alternative would be largely

insignificant.
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AIR QUALITY

Air quality would benefit from the reduction of

possible disturbance from 16,660 acres to 40
acres. It is unlikely thatfugitive dustfrom explora-

tion and development of uranium and copper
within the WSA would reduce visibility in the WSA
as a whole or in adjacent WSAs or NPS-managed
areas. However, if tar sand development occurred

in the portion of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA
outside the WSA, reduction in visibility in the

WSA and in adjacent NPS areas could still occur,

although this impact would be reduced.

GEOLOGY
No effect on the geologic structure of the WSA
would result from 40 acres of surface disturbance.

SOILS

The soil resource could benefit from the All

Wilderness Alternative because of the reduced
likelihood of surface-disturbing activities. It is

estimated that up to 40 acres could be disturbed

from mineral exploration. Assuming that all dis-

turbance would occur in areas with a critical

erosion class (worst-case analysis) and that

erosion condition would increase one class, soil

loss on the 40 acres would increase from an
estimated 108 cubic yards/year to 216 cubic

yards/year. However, soil loss would decrease as

reclamation occurred. The time required for

complete reclamation cannot be determined.
Therefore, under this alternative, maximum annual

soil loss from surface disturbance in the WSA
would increase an estimated 108 cubic yards/year

(0.2-percent increase over present soil loss), to

approximately 81,878 cubic yards per year. The
increase would be 44,874 cubic yards per year

less than under the No Action Alternative.

VEGETATION

A possible 40 acres could be disturbed by mineral

exploration, primarily uranium and copper. This

would not significantly alter the composition of

vegetation types in the WSA. Mitigation would be
applied to protect the sensitive plant species

Astragalus rafaelensis and Astragalus monumen-
talis. Some individual plants could be inadver-

tently lost, but the extent of possible impact
would be considerably less.

WATER RESOURCES

Surface water in the WSA (springs, seeps, and the

Dirty Devil River) could be expected to benefit

from this alternative because of the reduced
likelihood of surface disturbance from tar sand
activities disrupting the recharge area. Because
precipitation is low, no significant sedimentation

or change in total dissolved solids (TDS) is

expected to occur because of an estimated annual
increase in soil loss of 108 cubic yards from
surface disturbance on up to 40 acres.

Development of ground water for a tar sand
industry within the WSA would be foregone.

Mineral exploration and development in the WSA
would generally be confined at or near the surface

or with widely spaced wells and would not sig-

nificantly affect the quantity or quality of ground
water in the WSA. The water requirement for a

70,000-BPD tar sand industry in the adjacent part

of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA outside the WSA
would be 1 1 ,079 acre-feet/year for 130 years. De-
velopment of ground water within the WSA to

help meet water requirements for production on
adjacent areas would be foregone. Water from
adjacent areas would be available (11,079 acre-

feet/year) for other uses after the 130-year tar

sand production period.

In-situ tar sand development in areas adjacent to

the WSA could, over time, lower quality of the

ground water in this WSA. However, under this

alternative present water quality would remain in

the WSA for a longer period because the aquifer

would not be injected directly. Lower quality

water could migrate into the area from distant

injection activities (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984).

The time required for ground water contamina-
tion through migration cannot be determined
with the limited information available.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

Approximately 65,240 acres (8,690 acres pre-

FLPMA and 56,550 acres post-FLPMA) are under
oil and gas leases. Existing pre- and post-FLPMA
leases could be developed subject to the stipula-

tions issued at the time of leasing. It is unlikely

that existing leases will be developed or a showing
of commercial quantities made prior to their

expiration dates, and expired leases will not be

renewed.

Exploration for and development of a recoverable

resource of up to 3 million barrels of oil in-placeor

less than 18 billion cubic feet of natural gas could

be foregone under this alternative. However, due
to the small size of the potential deposits, the low

certainty that these exist, and the low likelihood of

exploration and development activities, it is

concluded that this alternative would not result in

any significant loss of potential oil and gas
recovery.
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Tar Sand

Approximately 41,250 acres of the WSA are part

of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA, and approximately

26,240 of these acres are under lease conversion

application. If no production on converted leases

has occurred priorto leaseexpiration, theexisting

leases would not be reissued. If production has

occurred prior to wilderness designation, pro-

duction could continuesubjectto nonimpairment
standards. However, because these stipulations

are so restrictive, no development is anticipated.

It is concluded that, due to nonimpairment
standards and closure to future leasing, tar sand
development within the WSA would not occur.

Therefore, the potential for recovery of 960 million

to 1 .26 billion barrels of recoverable oil would be

foregone.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 6,496 acres are under mining claim

for uranium within the WSA. Up to 50,000 tons of

copper and from 500 to 1,000 tons of uranium
oxide may occur within the WSA. Development
work, extraction, and patenting would be allowed

to continue on valid claims after wilderness des-

ignation under unnecessary or undue degrada-

tion guidelines with consideration given to pro-

tecting wilderness values. After that date, all other

lands in the WSA would be closed to prospecting

and development (USDI, BLM, 1981b). The worst-

case impact to mineral resources would occur if

the potentially recoverable minerals are not within

mining claims filed prior to designation. In that

case, the potential for recovery of copper and
uranium in the WSA would be foregone. It is

estimated that, if minerals are located prior to

wilderness designation, up to 40 acres could be
disturbed due to exploration and development of

locatable mineral resources, primarily uranium
and copper. However, production of these metals

is not currently occurring due to economic con-
siderations (e.g., transportion, low potential, etc.),

and it is unlikely that development would occur
even without wilderness designation. Therefore,

it is concluded that this alternative would not

result in any significant loss of recoverable ura-

nium and copper resources.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife would benefit from this alternative due to

the preservation of solitude and naturalness.

Populations would remain about the same due to

possible wilderness restrictions on future water

or other wildlife developments, although no
developments for wildlife are currently planned.

Desert bighorn sheep may migrate or be trans-

planted into the area under this alternative.

The 40 acres of surface disturbance that could
occur from mineral exploration and development
would disrupt some wild life populations and result

in mobile species (such as deer) leaving the

disturbed area for the duration of these activities.

Less mobile species (such as the side-blotched

lizard) would either perish or coexist with the

disturbances at smaller and less viable population

levels. Underthisalternative less than 1 percent of

substantial value yearlong desert bighorn sheep
habitat and limited value mule deer habitat within

the WSA would be disturbed. Therefore, this

disturbance would not adversely affect the distri-

bution and abundance of bighorn sheep and mule
deer. The peregrine falcon (endangered), which
may occasionally inhabit the area, the bald eagle

(endangered), which may occasionally visit the

area, and sensitive species, such as Bell's vireo

and golden eagle, would avoid the disturbed area.

However, overall, these species would not be
adversely affected.

FOREST RESOURCES

Surface disturbance would be reduced from
16,660acres underthe No Action Alternative to 40

acres underthe All Wilderness Alternative. There-

fore, the scattered pinyon and juniper trees in the

WSA would be protected.

LIVESTOCK

Present domestic livestock grazing would con-

tinue as authorized in the Henry Mountain Plan-

ning Area MFP (currently 1 ,100 AU Ms of which 13

AUMs are unallocated). Unallocated forage could

be used if not in conflict with wilderness values

and if in conformance with the Henry Mountain
Planning Area MFP. Use of existing livestock

developments could continue as in the past.

Existing ways closed to vehicular use could con-

tinue to be used to maintain existing livestock

developments, if permitted by BLM. However,

closure of these ways for other purposes could

cause some inconvenience for livestock

management.

The 40 acres of potential disturbance would have

no effect on livestock use of the WSA. Designation

of the WSA as wilderness would prevent any

short-term loss of forage due to tar sand explora-

tion and development.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Wilderness designation would contribute to the

preservation of the area's visual resources. Under
this alternative, the potential for surface-disturb-

ing activities that could impair visual quality

would be reduced through management under

VRM Class I (which generally allows for only
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natural ecological change), through closure of

the entire area to ORV use, andthrough closure to

future mineral leasing and location.

Underthis alternative, phasing out oil and gasand
combined hydrocarbon leases would reduce pos-
sible mineral-related surface disturbance to that

associated with development of existing mining
claims. Potential disturbance would be reduced
from 16,660 acres to 40 acres. Although mitigative

measures would be applied to minimize visual

contrast created by mineral-related surface dis-

turbance, visual quality would be degraded and
VRM Class I management objectives would not be
met during the short term on disturbed areas.

Even after rehabilitation, some permanent local-

ized degradation could be expected. If roads for

development of valid mining claims are located

throughout the WSA (worst-case analysis), VRM
Class I objectives might not be met on large

portions of the WSA. However, because the poten-
tial for development of mining claims is low and
because only 40 acres would be disturbed, visual

quality would probably not be reduced in the

WSA as a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Approximately 40 acres could be disturbed by
mineral exploration and development in the WSA;
however, inventories for cultural resources con-
ducted prior to these activities would allow for

mitigation. Inadvertent loss or damage to cultural

resources could occuralthough the potential loss

would be much less under this alternative than

under the No Action Alternative due to the reduc-

tion in potential acreage disturbed. The protection

afforded by wilderness designation would out-

weigh any increase in vandalism due to increased

recreational use, and the overall effect would be
positive.

RECREATION

Thisalternative would benefit primitive recreation

by reducing the likelihood of surface-disturbing

activities within the WSA, thereby protecting

primitive recreation values and increasing man-
agement recognition of these values. Tar sand
development in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA
outside but adjacent to the Fiddler Butte WSA
could degrade primitive recreational values in the

WSA through sounds, airborne emissions, and
reductions in visual range. The overall effect on
visitation is unknown. Paved roads or new access
related to tar sand development could lead to

increases in visitation to the WSA.

In addition, as discussed for the No Action Alter-

native, recreational use of the WSA is estimated to

increase about 2 percent per year over the next 20

years in relation to population increases and
current trends of recreational use. Existing rec-

reational use is estimated at only 60 visitor days
annually.

Publicity of the WSA that would likely follow

wilderness designation could lead to an undeter-
mined increase in primitive recreational use above
the baseline rate. Management provided through
a Wilderness Management Plan would attempt to

control destructive increases'in future recreation

use, and the quality of the primitive recreation

experience probably would not be negatively

affected by the increased use. If recreation use
increases, commercial operations based on prim-

itive recreational activities could apply for use of

the WSA.

Approximately 23.6 miles of existing vehicular

ways and mining roads would be closed and,

therefore, limit recreational access in the WSA.

Designation would provide additional protection

to the wild and scenic qualities of the 4-mile

section of the Dirty Devil River that is in the

Fiddler Butte WSA. Designation would comple-
ment use of the Glen Canyon NRA proposed
wilderness because the portion of the Fiddler

Butte WSA along the Dirty Devil River serves as

access to the proposed NPS wilderness.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Designation and management of theentire 73, 100
acres as wilderness would contribute to the pres-

ervation of the area's wilderness values of size,

naturalness, outstanding opportunities for soli-

tude and primitive and unconfined recreation,

and special features including scenic and cultural

values. Wilderness designation of that portion of

the WSA along the Dirty Devil River would com-
plement the values and uses of adjacent NPS-
proposed wilderness because it would serve as an
access route to that area.

Although recreational usecould increase (referto

Recreation section), use relative to the size of the

area would be low. Therefore, no significant

impact on solitude (outstanding on 25,600 acres)

and primitive recreation values (outstanding on
32,700 acres) from increased recreation would be
expected. Naturalness could be impaired in local-

ized areas affected by the anticipated 40 acres of

surface disturbancefrom mineral exploration and
development within the WSA. That disturbance

would also impair opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation in localized areas; however,
no significant impact in the area as a whole would
be expected from mineral-related activity within

the WSA.
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Tar sand development in the Tar Sand Triangle

STSA outside but adjacent to the WSA would
degrade wilderness values in the WSA through
sounds, airborne emissions, and reductions in

visual range. The magnitude of the potential loss

is unknown but would continue forthe life of the

tarsand projects, approximately 130to 160 years.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

The Garfield County Master Plan favors multiple

use of the lands within the Fiddler Butte WSA.
This alternative is generally consistent with the

multiple-use concept since most resource uses

would continue, although under more restrictive

conditions. However, this alternative would con-
flict with the county's multiple-use concept
because oil and gas and combined hydrocarbon
leases would expire and would not be renewed
and future leasing and location of minerals would
not be allowed. This alternative would be consis-

tent with the adjacent 22,000-acre NPS wilderness

proposal.

The BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP
does not provide for wilderness. A decision by
Congress to designate the WSA as wilderness

would bean amendment to the MFP. Because the

State land within the WSA would be exchanged
for lands outside the WSA, wilderness designation

would not conflict with the policy of the State of

Utah to maximize economic returns.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall there would be no significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and
local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of re-

sources under wilderness designation there could

be slight losses in local income and Federal

revenues currently provided by resource uses in

the WSA (refer to Table 10) as well as loss of

potential increases in population, income, and
Federal revenues that could occur under the No
Action Alternative.

The major socioeconomic benefits and draw-
backs of tar sand production from the WSA (i.e.,

increased personal income and demands placed
on community infrastructure) would not occur.
However, tar sand production from the portion of

the Tar Sand Triangle STSA outside the WSA
could occur and could result in major socio-

economic impacts in Garfield, Wayne, and pos-
sibly Emery Counties (USDI, NPS and BLM,
1984). Because about 26 percent of the Tar Sand
Triangle STSA is within the WSA, the duration

and size of potential tar sand projects in the

region could be significantly reduced to the point

that some projects could become infeasible.

Precluding future exploration and development
of locatable minerals would not alter existing

economic conditions, but could alter future

economic conditions from what they would be
with mineral development under the No Action
Alternative. Because the potential for mineral de-
velopment is low, it is estimated that potential

mineral-related local income would not be signi-

ficantly reduced by wilderness designation.
However, any local income related to assessment
of future mining claims would be lost.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-
tinue as at present with up to $22,000 of livestock

sales including $5,500 of ranchers' return to labor

and investment.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase recreational use
(refer to the Recreation section). Related local

expenditures would be small (average of $4.10

per visitor day statewide) and would be insignifi-

cant to both the local economy and individual

businesses.

The loss of 65,240 acres now leased would cause
an eventual loss of up to $195,220 per year of

lease fees to the Federal Treasury. There would
also be a potential loss of $23,580 annually in

Federal revenues from the 7,860 acres that could

be leased without designation. In addition to

these rental fees, any potential royalties from new
oil and gas or tar sand production could also be
foregone.

Federal grazing fees would continue as at present

with a possible collection of $1,540 per year.

Recreation-related Federal revenues may increase

if the demand for commercial outfitter services

increases. One commercial outfitter occasionally

uses the WSA.

Partial Wilderness Alternative

(32,700 Acres)

(Proposed Action)

The major activities that would occur in the

designated portion of the WSA for this alternative

are the same as described for the All Wilderness
Alternative. Forthe nondesignated portion, man-
agement would be as described forthe No Action

Alternative. The specific actions that would take

place within the 32,700-acre area designated as

wilderness and the 40,400-acre nondesignated
area are discussed in the Description of the

Alternatives section.

It is assumed that, in the designated area, the

existing mining claims would eventually be ex-

plored and developed, causing an estimated 20

acres of disturbance. It is also assumed that

existing oil and gas leases in the designated
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portion would expire before production of com-
mercial quantities and that tar sand conversion
areas would be either converted with nonimpair-
ment stipulations or denied. Oil and gas leases

would not be renewed and future leasing of oil

and gas or combined hydrocarbons would not be
allowed.

It is assumed that, within the nondesignated area,

13,760 acres (80 acres, oil and gas; 13,660 acres,

tar sand; and 20 acres, uranium and copper)
would be disturbed sometime in the future due to

exploration and development activities.

Overall, 1 3,780 acres of surface disturbance could

occur within the WSA; 2,880 acres less than under
the No Action Alternative and 13,740 acres more
than with the All Wilderness Alternative. (Appen-
dix 10 lists the surface disturbance assumptions
and estimates for the WSA.)

AIR QUALITY

Air quality would benefit from the reduction of

mineral and energy related disturbance from a

possible 16,660acresto 13,780acres. Disturbance

of 13,780 acres within the WSA as well as dis-

turbance for tar sand development outside the

WSA could reduce the visibility in the WSA and in

adjacent NPS areas, although the magnitude
would be reduced as compared to the No Action

Alternative. The WSA would continue to be
managed by the State of Utah as a PSD Class II

area, and air quality could be reduced only up to

the PSD Class II limitations. Also, the proximity of

the WSA to Canyonlands National Park may
result in restriction of tar sand development to

meet PSD Class I limitations. Disturbance of

13,780 acres could result in increases in fugitive

dust emissions with a potential loss of visual

range in the vicinity of Canyonlands National

Park.

GEOLOGY
No impacts to geology are expected from excava-
tion of locatable minerals (i.e., uranium and
copper) on up to 40 acres. Also, possible surface

disturbance on up to 80 acres from oil and gas
exploration and development activities would not

affect the area's geologic structure. However, tar

sand development on the 20,440 acres of the Tar
Sand Triangle STSA under lease conversion in

the nondesignated portion could result in exten-

sive subsurface fracturing and could change the

physical rock characteristics and result in sub-
sidence and rockfall on ledges in the WSA.

SOILS

The portion of the WSA that would be designated
wilderness could benefit because of the reduced

likelihood of surface-disturbing activities. Assum-
ing that 20 acres of soil would be disturbed by
mineral exploration in the area that would be
designated as wilderness, no significant impacts
to soil would be expected. Up to 13,760 acres

could be disturbed by mineral and energy explora-

tion and development in the area that would not

be designated wilderness. Assuming that all dis-

turbance would occur in areas with critical erosion

condition (worst-case analysis) and that erosion

condition would increase one class, soil loss on
the 13,780 total acres disturbed would increase

from 37,206 cubic yards/year to 74,412 cubic

yards/year. Soil loss would decrease as reclama-
tion occurred. However, the time required for

complete reclamation cannot be determined.
Therefore, underthisalternative, maximum annual

soil loss in the WSA would increase an estimated

37,206 cubic yards/year (38 percent). This is

7,776 cubic yards per year less than with the No
Action Alternative and 37,098 cubic yards per

year more than with the All Wilderness
Alternative.

VEGETATION

Under this alternative, vegetation would be pro-

tected on the 32,700 acres that would be designa-

ted wilderness, except for as much as 20 acres

that could be disturbed from mineral exploration

and development.

In the area that would not be designated wilder-

ness, as much as 13,760 acres could be disturbed

from mineral and energy exploration and devel-

opment activities.

If full developmentshould occur, upto 19 percent

of the WSA's sparse vegetation could bedisturbed

or denuded. Portions of the existing vegetation

and PNV types could be permanently modified

through scarring of the landscape by access
roads, tailing dumps, mill sites, commercial-scale

upgrading plants, etc. However, management
would be provided through the Henry Mountain
Planning Area MFP, which would not allow dis-

turbance of this magnitude to occur to the sparse

vegetation within the WSA without mitigative

measures.

Twospecies of sensitive plants could bedisturbed

within the WSA. Before authorizing surface-dis-

turbing activities, BLM would conduct site-

specific clearances of the disturbed areas and
would take necessary measures to protect these

plants. The viability of populations of these plants

would be maintained. The potential for inadvertent

disturbance of these species would be less under
the Partial Wilderness Alternative than under the

No Action Alternative because the potential for

surface disturbance would be less.
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WATER RESOURCES

Impacts to water resources under this alternative

are expected to be less than under the No Action

Alternative and greater than under the All Wilder-

ness Alternative. Surface water would benefit

because of the reduced likelihood for surface

disturbance, as described in the All Wilderness
Alternative. However, extensive tar sand devel-

opment in the area that would not be designated
wilderness could disrupt recharge of the area's

springs.

Increased erosion of up to 37,206 cubic yards/year

could increase sedimentation in drainages. The
amount of increase would depend on such vari-

ables as where the disturbance occurred, the

intensity of windstorms, rainfall during vulnerable

periods, and the effectiveness of erosion control

measures and reclamation.

Mineral exploration and development is generally

confined at or near the surface or with widely

spaced wells and, wrth the exception of tar sand
injection activities, would not significantly impact
ground water.

The water requirement for a 70,000-BPD tar sand
industry in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA would be
1 1 ,079 acre-feet/year for 130 years (USDI, BLM,
1984c).

That portion of the WSA in the Tar Sand Triangle

STSA in the designated area covers approxi-
mately 7,000 acres (approximately 10 percent of

the STSA). Under this Partial Wilderness Alter-

native, this area would not be developed. There-
fore, 1 1 ,079-acre-feet/year of water for a 70,000-

BPD operation would be required for 125 years as

opposed to 130 years under the No Action Alter-

native. Development of ground water within the

area that would oe designated to help meet water
requirements for production on adjacent areas
would be foregone. Waterfrom the nondesignated
portion would be available for other uses after the

125-year tar sand production period.

In-situ tar sand development in the area that

would not be designated and in areas adjacent to

the WSA could lower quality of the ground water
in the WSA. However, underthis alternative, water
quality would remain of a higher quality in the

area that would be designated for a longer period

because the aquifer would not be injected directly.

Lower quality water would have to migrate from
distant injection activities (USDI, NPS and BLM,
1984). The time for ground water contamination
through migration cannot be determined with

available information.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Under this alternative, up to 20 acres of surface
disturbance from mineral exploration activities

could occur in the area that would be designated
wilderness. In the area that would not be des-
ignated, upto 13,760acresof surface disturbance
could occur from mineral and energy exploration

and development activities. Appendix 10 lists the
factors used to determine surface disturbance
assumptions and estimates.

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

The area that would be designated wilderness
would be placed in Category 4 status with no new
leasing. There are approximately 28,190 acres of

oil and gas leases in the area that would be
designated wilderness; approximately 2,240 acres

are pre-FLPMA and 25,950 acres are post-FLPM A.

Activities on these leases could occur subject to

the stipulations issued at the time of leasing.

It cannot be determined how much of the existing

potential resource (less than 10 million barrels of

in-place oil or less than 60 billion cubic feet of

in-place natural gas) occurs within the area that

would be designated wilderness underthis alter-

native. Therefore, it is assumed that the amount of

resource lost would be in direct proportion to the

size of the area designated. Using this assumption,
exploration and development of a potential re-

source of less than 5 million barrels of oil in-place

(1.5 million barrels recoverable) or less than 30

billion cubic feet of in-place natural gas (9 billion

cubic feet recoverable) could be foregone.

The present leasing Category 1 would notchange
in the area that would not be designated wil-

derness. There are approximately 37,050 acres of

existing oil and gas leases in this area. Under this

alternative, it is assumed that exploration and de-

velopment for a potential resource of up to 5

million barrels of in-place oil (1.5 million barrels

recoverable) or 30 billion cubic feet of in-place

natural gas (9 billion cubic feet recoverable)

would not be foregone in the area that would not

be designated. It is estimated that up to 80 acres

of surface disturbance could occur from oil and
gas exploration and development activities on
this portion of the WSA.

Duetothe small size of the potential deposits, the

low certainty that these exist, and the low

likelihood for exploration and development activi-

ties, this alternative is not expected to result in

any significant loss of recoverable oil and gas

resources.
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Tar Sand

Approximately 7,000 acres (4 percent) of the Tar

Sand Triangle STSA lie within the portion of the

WSA that would be designated; approximately

5,800 acres are presently under lease conversion

application in this area. If no production on these

leases has occurred prior to expiration, the exist-

ing leases would not be reissued. If production

has occurred prior to exploration, production

could continue subject to nonimpairment stand-

ards. However, because these stipulations are so

restrictive, no development is anticipated.

Due to nonimpairment stipulations issued at time

of leasing and closure to future leasing, tar sand
development within the portion of the WSA that

would be designated wilderness would not occur.

Assuming that the resource is evenly distributed

throughout the Tar Sand Triangle STSA, the

potential for recovery of 1 50 to 190 million barrels

of oil would be foregone.

The present leasing Category 1 would notchange
in the area that would not be designated wilder-

ness. There are approximately 20,440 acres of tar

sand presently under lease conversion applica-

tion in this area. Future leasing could occur in this

area. Under this alternative, it is estimated that, if

the resource is evenly distributed throughout the

Tar Sand Triangle STSA, 990 million to 1.05

billion barrels of recoverable oil would have
potential for exploration and recovery in the area

that would not be designated. It is estimated that

up to 13,660 acres of surface disturbance could

occurfrom tarsand exploration and development
activities on this portion of the WSA.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 2,546 acres of mining claims fail

within the area that would be designated wilder-

ness. Development work, extraction, and pat-

enting could continue on valid claims after wil-

derness designation under unnecessary or undue
degradation guidelines with wilderness consider-

ations. After designation, all lands (including

claims not determined valid) would be closed to

prospecting and development (USDI, BLM,
1981b).

It cannot be determined how much of the poten-

tially in-place resource (less than 50,000 tons of

copper and 500 to 1 ,000 tons of uranium oxide) is

within the area that would be designated wilder-

ness under this alternative. Therefore, it is

assumed that the amount of potential resource

recovery lost would be in direct proportion to the

size of the area designated. The worst-case impact
for minerals would occur if none of the potentially

locatable mineral resource would be within a valid

claim at the time of designation. Using these
assumptions, the potential for exploration and
development of up to 25,000 tons of copper and
250 to 500 tons of uranium oxide could be
foregone in the area that would be designated
wilderness.

Approximately 3,950 acres of mining claims fall

within the area that would not be designated
wilderness. Development work, extraction, and
patenti ng cou Id continue to ocour on these claims.

It is estimated that up to 20 acres could be
disturbed due to exploration on the area that

would not be designated as wilderness. Under
this alternative, it is estimated that exploration

and development of a potential resource of up to

25,000 tons of copper and 250 to 500 tons of

uranium oxide could occur on this portion of the

WSA.

Because production of these metals is not cur-

rently occurring within the WSA and economic
considerations (e.g., transportation, low potential,

etc.) are unfavorable, it is unlikely that develop-
ment would occureven without partial wilderness

designation. Therefore, it is concluded that this

alternative would not result in any significant loss

of economically recoverable locatable minerals.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife could benefit from this alternative due to

the preservation of solitude and naturalness on
32,700 acres that would be designated wilderness.

Although future water developments on the des-

ignated area would not be allowed unless com-
patible with wilderness values, nonearecurrently
planned nor is there an identified potential for

water development in the designated area. There-
fore, restraints for wilderness protection would
not conflict with potential habitat improvement in

the area.

About 20 acres of surface disturbances couid

occur from mineral exploration on the area that

would be designated. This could disrupt some
wildlife populations and result in mobile species

leaving the disturbed area for the duration of

these activities. Less mobile species would either

perish or coexist with the disturbances at smaller

and less viable population levels. Less than 1

percent of substantial value yearlong desert

bighorn sheep habitat and limited value mule deer

habitat in the WSA would be disturbed. Therefore,

this would not adversely affect the distribution

and abundance of these animals. Peregrine falcon,

the only endangered species that may occasion-

ally inhabit the area, bald eagle, an endangered
species that may visit the area during migration,

and sensitive species, such as Bell's vireo and
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golden eagle, would also avoid the disturbed

areas. However, overall, none of these species
would be adversely affected because the dis-

turbed area would be small and appropriate

mitigative measures would be taken.

In the area that would not be designated, 13,760
acres of possible surface disturbance from min-
eral and energy exploration and development
would disrupt wildlife. Wildlife species would be
dispersed from the disturbed area for the duration

of these activities. As much as 18 percent of the

substantial value yearlong desert bighorn sheep
range and limited value mule deer range in the

WSA would be disturbed. Desert bighorn sheep
and mule deer would avoid the disturbed area.

Less mobile wildlife would either perish orcoexist

at smaller and less viable population levels.

Peregrine falcon, bald eagle, and some sensitive

species, such as Bell's vireo and golden eagle,

would avoid the disturbed area. Following mineral

development and production, wildlifecould bene-
fit from development of water sources (none are

currently planned) that could be completed with-

out consideration of wilderness values and from
improved forage after rehabilitation.

FOREST RESOURCES

There are few trees (scattered pinyon and juniper)

in the WSA and no present or anticipated harvest

of these trees other than occasional use by
recreationists. Therefore, there would be little

change in utilization of the forest resource.

LIVESTOCK

In the area that would be designated wilderness
livestock grazing would continueasauthorized in

the Henry Mountain MFP (currently 213 AUMs).
Use would not occur in the Little Rockies Allot-

ment, which does not produce livestock forage
within the WSA.

There are no existing livestock developments in

this area, nor are any proposed. Surface dis-

turbance of up to 20 acres in this area would not

affect livestock use of the area.

In the area that would not be designated, grazing

use (currently 887 AUMs including 13 unallocated)

would also continue as authorized in the MFP.
Surface disturbance of approximately 13,760
acres due to mineral and energy exploration and
development could reduce available forage for

cattle. If development of this magnitude occurred,
as much as 12 percent of the Sewing Machine
Allotment's livestock forage would be disturbed
and/or destroyed, thus reducing the available

AUMs. However, following reclamation, additional

forage could be available to livestock. All existing

and proposed livestock developments are in this

portion of the WSA, and they could be maintained
and developed without concern for wilderness
values.

VISUAL RESOURCES

In the 32,700-acre portion that would be desig-

nated wilderness, the colorful canyon scenery of

the North Wash drainage, the Dirty Devil River

drainage, and the large mesa called The Block
(North and South Block) would be protected
because of VRM Class I management, ORV
closure, and closure to future mineral leasing and
location. As much as 20 acres of surface dis-

turbance from mineral exploration of existing

claims could result in a localized degradation of

visual values, but no significant impact in this

portion as a whole would be expected.

In the 40,400-acre portion that would not be
designated, 5,700 acres would continue to be
managed under VRM Class II standards and
34,700 acres as VRM Class III. Management class

objectives could not be met on 13,760 acres

disturbed by mineral and energy exploration and
development. Disturbances would create long-

term contrasts; however, with rehabilitation, VRM
objectives could probably eventually be met.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The protection afforded by wilderness manage-
ment would outweigh any potential vandalism
problems due to increased recreation use, and
the overall impact would be positive. As much as

20 acres could bedisturbed by mineral exploration

and development in the area that would be des-

ignated wilderness; however, inventories for cul-

tural resources conducted priortotheseactivities

would identify those sites involved and mitigate

any adverse impact to them. Inadvertent loss or

damage to cultural resources could occur; how-
ever, this is expected to be minimal in the desig-

nated portion.

Inventories for the purposes of site recordation

and mitigation of impacts would take place prior

to any and all proposed surface disturbance in the

40,400-acre nondesignated area. However, the

area would receive as much as 13,760 acres of

surface disturbance and, therefore, the potential

for inadvertent loss of cultural values would be

greater than with the All Wilderness Alternative.

RECREATION

Impacts on recreational values and opportunities

for the 32,700-acre area that would be designated

would be as described in the All Wilderness

Alternative. Outstanding primitive recreational

activities would be recognized, managed, and
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preserved. The wild and scenic qualities of 4 miles

of the Dirty Devil River would receive additional

protection as compared to the No Action Alterna-

tive. The BLM wilderness would provide access to

the adjacent NPS-proposed wilderness. Mineral-

related surface disturbance on up to 20 acres in

the area that would be designated could cause
localized impairment of recreation values.

In the area that would not be designated (40,400

acres), little change in recreational use is expected
due to the limited recreational values present in

that portion. Mineral and energy exploration and
development activities on up to 13,760 acres

would degrade or destroy primitive recreational

values in the affected areas and possibly in the

area as a whole in that portion of the WSA.
Vehicular use would be allowed on the 23.6 miles

of vehicular ways and roads in the nondesignated
portion of the WSA and new access could be
developed. This would maintain and possibly

improve access into the area that could be used
for nonprimitive recreational purposes.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Impacts in the 32,700-acre portion that would be
designated wilderness would be the same as

underthe All Wilderness Alternative: size, natural-

ness (32,700 acres), and outstanding opportunities

for solitude (25,600 acres) and primitive recreation

(32,700 acres) would be protected. This area

includes the best quality scenic areas in the WSA
(which is one of the special features). It is not

known to what extent the cultural values (also a

special feature) are included. Although recrea-

tional use could increase, use relative to the size

of this area would be low and no significant

impacts on solitude or primitive recreation values

would be expected. There could be some loss of

wilderness values due to allowable surface dis-

turbance from localized mineral exploration on 20
acres within the designated portion. Additionally,

sights, sounds, and emissions of activities in the

40,400-acre area that would not be designated
could result in loss of solitude and primitive

recreation values, especially in the area of The
Block (North and South Blocks). The quality of

vistas from The Block and in the designated
portion of the WSA would be diminished.

In the 40,400-acre area that would not be desig-

nated, there could be up to 13,760 acres of surface

disturbance from mineral and energy exploration

and development. These activities would eliminate

naturalness (31,600 acres presently meet the

standard for naturalness) and opportunities for

solitude and primitive recreation (rated as less

than outstanding in this portion of the WSA).
Additionally, sights, sounds, and emissions of

mineral and energy activities could impair solitude

and primitive recreation values in the Dirty Devil,

Horseshoe Canyon (South), and French Spring-
Happy Canyon WSAs, in the NPS-proposed wil-

derness in the Glen Canyon NRA, and possibly in

Canyonlands National Park.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS
Wilderness designation would not be consistent

with the Garfield County Master Plan which
favors multiple uses other than wilderness for the

Fiddler Butte WSA. This Partial Wilderness Alter-

native would be consistent with the wilderness
proposal in the Glen Canyon NRA. Because State

land within the designated area would be ex-

changed, wilderness designation would not con-
flict with the State of Utah policy to maximize
economic returns.

The BLM Henry Mountain MFP does not provide

for wilderness. A decision by Congress to desig-

nate 32,700 acres of the WSA as wilderness would
be an amendment to the MFP.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall, with partial designation there would be
no significant changes in current trends of pop-
ulation, employment, and local income
distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of re-

sources under partial wilderness designation there

could be slight losses in local income and Federal

revenues currently provided by resource uses in

the WSA (refer to Table 10), as well as loss of

potential increases in population, income, and
Federal revenues that could occur under the No
Action Alternative.

The socioeconomic benefits and drawbacks of tar

sand production from the 7,000 acres of Tar Sand
Triangle STSA within the designated portion of

the WSA (5,800 acres are under lease conversion

application) that could occur underthe No Action

Alternative would not occur under partial desig-

nation. However, tar sand production from the

34,250 acres of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA in the

nondesignated portion (20,440 acres are under
lease conversion application) as well as the

remainder of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA outside

the WSA could occur and could result in major
socioeconomic impacts in Garfield, Wayne, and
possibly Emery Counties. The size and duration

of tar sand projects in the region would be
reduced. Precluding future exploration and de-

velopment of locatable minerals would not alter

existing economic conditions, but could alter

future economic conditions from what they would
be with mineral development underthe No Action
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Alternative. Because the potential for mineral de-

velopment is low, it is estimated that potential

mineral-related local income would not be sig-

nificantly reduced by wilderness designation,

However, any local income related to assessment
of future mining claims would be lost.

Without tar sand development, livestock use and
ranchers' income would continue as at present

with a potential of up to 1,100 AUMs of use,

$22,000 of livestock sales, including $5,500 of

ranchers' return to labor and investment. If tar

sand is developed in the nondesignated portion of

the WSA, livestock forage and related sales and
returns could be reduced for several years;

however, there is a potential for increased grazing

and related sales and returns following reclama-

tion of disturbed areas.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase recreational use

(refer to the Recreation section). Related local

expenditures would be small (average of $4.10

per visitor day statewide) and would be insig-

nificant to both the local economy and individual

businesses.

The loss of 28,190 acres now leased would cause

an eventual loss of up to $84,570 per year of lease

fees to the Federal Treasury. There would also be

a potential loss of $13,530 annually in Federal

revenues from the 4,510 acres that could be

leased without designation. In addition to these

rental fees, any potential royalties from new oil

and gas or tar sand production could also be

foregone.

Without tar sand development, Federal grazing

fees of $1 ,540 per year would continue. With tar

sand development on the nondesignated portion,

livestock forage use and related Federal grazing

fees could initially be reduced but could be

restored over time.

Recreation-related Federal revenues may increase

if the demand for commercial outfitter services

increases. One commercial outfitter occasionally

uses the WSA.

Partial Wilderness Alternative

(27,000 Acres)

The major activities that would occur in the

designated portion of the WSA for this alternative

are the same as described for the All Wilderness

Alternative. For the nondesignated portion man-
agement would be as described for the No Action

Alternative. The specific actions that would take

place within the 27,000-acre area designated as

wilderness and the 46,100-acre nondesignated

area are discussed in the Description of the

Alternatives section.

It is assumed that, in the designated area, existing

mining claims would eventually be explored and
developed, causing an estimated 17 acres of

disturbance. It is also assumed that existing oil

and gas leases in the designated portion would
expire before production of commercial quan-
tities and that tar sand conversion areas would be
eitherconverted with nonimpairmentstipulations
or denied. Oil and gas leases would not be
renewed and future leasing of oil and gas or

combined hydrocarbons would not be allowed.

It is assumed that, within the nondesignated area

15,576 acres (93 acres, oil and gas; 15,460 acres,

tar sand; and 23 acres, uranium and copper)
would be disturbed sometime in the future due to

exploration and development activities.

Overall, 1 5,593 acres of surface disturbance could

occur within the WSA; 1,067 acres less than under
the No Action Alternative, 15,633acres more than

with the All Wilderness Alternative, and 1,813

acres more than the 32,700-acre Partial Alterna-

tive. (Appendix 10 lists the surface disturbance

assumptions and estimates for the WSA.)

AIR QUALITY

Air quality would benefit from the reduction of

possible mineral-related disturbance from 16,660

acres to 15,593 acres. Still, disturbance of 15,593

acres within the WSA as well as disturbance for

tar sand development outside the WSA could

reduce the visibility in the WSA and in adjacent

NPS areas. The WSA would continue to be man-
aged by the State of Utah as a PSD Class II area,

and air quality could be reduced only up to the

PSD Class II limitations. Also, the proximity of the

WSA to Canyonlands National Park may result in

restriction of tar sand development to meet PSD
Class I limitations.

GEOLOGY
No impacts to geology are expected from exca-

vation of locatable minerals (i.e., uranium and
copper) on up to 40 acres. Also, possible surface

disturbance on up to 93 acres from oil and gas

exploration and development activities would not

affect the area's geologic structure. However, tar

sand development on the 38,750 acres of the Tar

Sand Triangle STSA in the nondesignated portion

(26,440 acres are under lease conversion appli-

cation) could result in extensive subsurface

fracturing and could change the physical rock

characteristics and result in subsidence and rock-

fall on ledges in the WSA.

SOILS

The portion of the WSA that would be designated
wilderness could benefit because of the reduced
likelihood of surface-disturbing activities. As-
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suming that 17 acres of soil would be disturbed by

mineral exploration in the area that would be

designated wilderness, no significant impacts to

soil would be expected. Up to 15,576 acres could

be disturbed by mineral and energy exploration

and development in the area that would not be
designated wilderness. Assuming that all dis-

turbance would occur in areas with critical and
moderate erosion classes (worst-case analysis)

and that erosion condition would increase one
class, soil loss on the 15,593 acres (in the des-

ignated and undesignated portions) would in-

crease from 42,101 cubic yards/year to 84,202

cubic yards/year. Soil loss would decrease as

reclamation occurred. However, the time required

for complete reclamation cannot be determined.

Therefore, under this alternative, soil loss in the

WSA would increase at a maximum of 42,101

cubic yards/year (43 percent). This is 2,881 cubic

yards per year less than with the No Action

Alternative, 41,993 cubic yards per year more
than with the All Wilderness Alternative, and 4,895

cubic yards per year more than with the 32,700-

acre Partial Wilderness Alternative.

VEGETATION

Under this alternative, vegetation would be pro-

tected on the 27,000 acres that would be desig-

nated wilderness, except on as much as 17 acres

that could be disturbed from mineral exploration

and development.

In the area that would not be designated wilder-

ness, as much as 15,576 acres could be disturbed

from mineral and energy exploration and devel-

opment activities.

Overall, if full developmentshould occur, upto21
percent of the WSA's sparse vegetation could be
disturbed or denuded. Portions of the existing

vegetation and PNV types could be permanently
modified through scarring of the landscape by
access roads, tailing dumps, mill sites, commercial-
scale upgrading plants, etc. However, manage-
ment would be provided through the Henry Moun-
tain MFP, which would not allow disturbance of

this magnitude to occur to the sparse vegetation

within the WSA without mitigative measures.

Two species of sensitive plants could be disturbed

within the WSA. Before authorizing surface-

disturbing activities, BLM would conduct site-

specific clearances of the disturbed areas and
would take necessary measures to protect these

plants. The viability of populations of these plants

would be maintained. The potential for inadvertent

disturbance of these species would be less under
the Partial Wilderness Alternative than under the

No Action Alternative because the potential for

surface disturbance would be less.

WATER RESOURCES

Surface water would benefit because of the

reduced likelihood for surface disturbance, as

described in the All Wilderness Alternative. How-
ever, extensive tar sand development in the area

that would not be designated wilderness could
disrupt recharge of the area's springs.

Increased erosion of up to 42,101 cubic yards/

year could increase sedimentation in drainages.

The amount of increase would depend on such
variables as where the disturbance occurred, the

intensity of windstorms, rainfall during vulnerable

periods, and the effectiveness of erosion control

measures and reclamation.

Mineral exploration and development is generally

confined at or near the surface or with widely

spaced wells and, with the exception of tar sand
injection activities, would notsignificantly impact
ground water.

The water requirement for a 70,000-BPD tar sand
industry in the Tar Sand Triangle STSA would be
11,079 acre-feet/year for 130 years (USDI, BLM,
1984c).

That portion of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA in the

area that would be designated covers 2,500 acres

(approximately 2 percent of the STSA). Under
this partial designation alternative, this area would
not be developed. Therefore, 11,079-acre feet/

year of water for a 70,000-BPD operation would
be required for 127 years as opposed to 130 years

under the No Action Alternative. Development of

ground water within the area that would be
designated to help meet water requirements for

production on adjacent areas would be foregone.

Water from the nondesignated portion would be
available for other uses after the 1 27-year tar sand
production period.

In-situ tar sand development in the area that

would not be designated and in areas adjacent to

the WSA could lower quality of the ground water

in the WSA. However, under this alternative,

higherwaterquality would remain in the area that

would be designated for a longer period because
the aquifer would not be injected directly. Lower
quality water would have to migrate from distant

injection activities (USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984).

The time for ground water contamination through
migration cannot bedetermined with limited avail-

able information.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Under this alternative, up to 17 acres of surface

disturbance could occur in the area that would be
designated wilderness from mineral exploration

activities. In the area that would not be designa-

ted, up to 15,576 acres of surface disturbance
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could occur from mineral and energy exploration

and developmentactivities. (Appendix 10 lists the

factors used to determine surface disturbance

assumptions and estimates.)

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

The area that would be designated wilderness

would be placed in Category 4 status with no new
leasing. There are approximately 20,680 acres of

oil and gas leases in the area that would be
designated wilderness; approximately 3,000 acres

arepre-FLPMAand 17,680 acres are post-FLPMA.
Activities on these leases could occur subject to

the stipulations issued at the time of leasing.

It cannot be determined how much of the existing

potential resource (less than 10 million barrels of

in-place oil or less than 60 billion cubic feet of

in-place natural gas) occurs within the area that

would be designated wilderness under this alter-

native. Therefore, it is assumed that the amount of

resource lost would be in direct proportion to the

size of the area designated. Using this assump-
tion, exploration and development of a potential

resource of less than 4 million barrels of oil in-

place (1.2 million barrels recoverable) or 25 billion

cubic feet of in-place natural gas (7.5 billion cubic

feet recoverable) could be foregone.

The present leasing Category 1 would notchange
in the area that would not be designated wil-

derness. There are approximately 44,560 acres of

existing oil and gas leases in this area. Under this

alternative, it is assumed that exploration and de-
velopment of a potential resource of up to 6
million in-place barrels of oil (1.8 million barrels

recoverable) or 35 billion cubic feet of in-place

natural gas (10.5 billion cubic feet recoverable) in

the area would not be foregone in the area that

would not be designated. It is estimated that up to

93 acres of surface disturbance could occur from
exploration and development activities for con-
ventional oil and gas on this portion of the WSA.

Due to the small size of the potential deposits, the
low certainty that these exist, and the low like-

lihood forexploration and development activities,

this alternative is not expected to result in any
significant loss of recoverable oil and gas
resources.

Tar Sand

Approximately 2,500 acres of the Tar Sand Tri-

angle STSA lie within the portion of the WSA that

would be designated; approximately 300 acres
are presently under lease conversion application

in this area. If no production on these leases has
occurred prior to expiration, the existing leases

would not be reissued. If production has occurred
prior to expiration, production could continue
subject to nonimpairment standards. However,
because these stipulations are so restrictive, no
development is anticipated.

Due to nonimpairment stipulations issued at time
of leasing and closure to future leasing, tar sand
development within the portion of the WSA that

would be designated wilderness would not occur.

Assuming that the resource is evenly distributed

throughout the Tar Sand Triangle STSA, the

potential forrecovery of 60to96 million barrelsof

oil would be foregone.

The present leasing Category 1 would not change
in the area that would not be designated wilder-

ness. There are approximately 25,940 acres pres-

ently under lease conversion application in this

area, and future leasing could occur. Under this

alternative, it isassumed that there are 900 million

to 1.14 billion barrels of recoverable oil with

potential for exploration and development in this

area. It is estimated that up to 15,460 acres of

surface disturbance could occur from tar sand
exploration and development activities on this

portion of the WSA.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 700 acres of mining claims occur
within the area that would be designated wil-

derness. Development work, extraction, and
patenting could continue on valid claims after

wilderness designation under unnecessary or

undue degradation guidelines with wilderness

considerations. After designation all lands (in-

cluding claims not determined valid) would be

closed to prospecting and development (USDI,
BLM, 1981b).

It cannot be determined how much of the poten-

tial in-place resource (less than 50,000 tons of

copper and 500 to 1 ,000 tons of uranium oxide) is

within the area that would be designated wil-

derness under this alternative. Therefore, it is

assumed that the amount of potential resource

recovery lost would be in direct proportion to the

size of the area designated. The worst-case impact

for minerals would occur if none of the potentially

locatable mineral resource is within a valid claim

at the time of designation. In this case, the

potential for exploration and development of up
to 21,000 tons of copper and 200 to 400 tons of

uranium oxide could be foregone in the area that

would be designated wilderness.

Approximately 5,796 acres of mining claims occur
within the area that would not be designated

wilderness. Development work, extraction, and
patenting could continue to occur on these claims.
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It is estimated that up to 23 acres could be
disturbed due to exploration in the area that

would not be designated as wilderness. Under
this alternative, it is assumed that exploration and
development of a potential resource of up to

29,000 tons of copper and 300 to 600 tons of

uranium oxide could occur in this portion of the

WSA.

Because production of these metals is not cur-

rently occurring within the WSA and economic
considerations (e.g., transportation, low poten-

tial, etc.) are unfavorable, it is unlikely that devel-

opment would occur even without partial wil-

derness designation. Therefore, it is concluded
that this alternative would not result in any
significant loss of economically recoverable

locatable minerals.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife could benefit from this alternative due to

the preservation of solitude and naturalness on
27,000 acres that would be designated wilderness.

Although future water developments on the des-

ignated area would not be allowed unless com-
patible with wilderness values, nonearecurrently
planned nor is there an identified potential for

water development in the designated area. There-
fore, restraints for wilderness protection would
not conflict with habitat improvements in the

area.

About 17 acres of surface disturbance could

occur from mineral exploration in the area that

would be designated. This could disrupt some
wildlife populations and result in mobile species

leaving the disturbed area for the duration of

these activities. Less mobile species would either

perish or coexist with these disturbances at

smaller and less viable population levels. Less
than 1 percent of substantial value yearlong
desert bighorn sheep habitat and limited value

mule deer habitat in the WSA would be disturbed.

Therefore, this would not adversely affect the

distribution and abundance of these animals.

Peregrine falcon, the only endangered species

that may occasionally inhabit the area, bald eagle,

an endangered species that may visit the area

during migration, and sensitive species, such as

Bell's vireo and golden eagle, would also avoid

the disturbed areas. However, overall, none of

these species would be adversely affected

because the disturbed area would be small and
appropriate mitigative measures would be taken.

In the area that would not be designated, 15,576

acres of possible surface disturbance from min-
eral and energy exploration and development
would disrupt wildlife. Wildlife species would be

dispersed from the disturbed area for the duration

of these activities. About 21 percent of the sub-
stantial value yearlong desert bighorn sheep range
and limited value mule deer range in the WSA
would be disturbed. Desert bighorn sheep and
mule deer would avoid the disturbed area. Less
mobile wildlife would either perish or coexist at

smaller and less viable population levels. Pere-

grine falcon, bald eagle, and some sensitive

species, such as Bell's vireo and golden eagle,

would avoid the disturbed area. Following mineral

development and production, wildlifecould bene-
fit from development of water sources (none are

currently planned) that could be completed with-

out consideration of wilderness values and from
improved forage after rehabilitation.

FOREST RESOURCES

Otherthan on the Block (North and South Blocks),

there are few trees (scattered pinyon and juniper)

in the WSA and no present or anticipated harvest

of these trees other than occasional use by
recreationists. Therefore, there would be little

change in utilization of the forest resource.

LIVESTOCK

In the area that would be designated wilderness,

livestock grazing would continueas authorized in

the Henry Mountain MFP (currently 74 AUMs).
Use would not occur in the Little Rockies Allot-

ment, which is not currently in use (unallocated)

and does not produce livestock forage within the

WSA. There are no existing livestock develop-

ments in this area nor are any proposed. Surface
disturbance of up to 17 acres in this area would
not affect livestock use of the area.

In the area that would not be designated, grazing

use (currently 1,026 AUMs including 13 unal-

located AUMs) would also continue as authorized

in the MFP. Surface disturbance of approximately
15,593 acres due to mineral and energy explora-

tion and development could reduce available

forage for cattle. If development of this magnitude
occurred, as much as 14 percent of the Sewing
Machine Allotment's livestock forage would be
disturbed and/or destroyed, thus reducing the

available AUMs. However, following reclamation,

additional forage could be available to livestock.

All existing and proposed livestock developments
are in this portion of the WSA, and they could be
maintained and developed without concern for

wilderness values.

VISUAL RESOURCES

In the 27,000-acre portion that would be desig-

nated wilderness, the colorful canyon scenery of

the North Wash drainage and the Dirty Devil River
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drainage would be protected because of VRM
Class I management, ORV closure, and closure to

future mineral leasing and location. As much as

17 acres of surface disturbance from mineral

exploration of existing claims could result in a

localized degradation of visual values, but no
significant impact in this portion as a whole would
be expected.

In the 46,100-acre portion that would not be
designated, 5,700 acres would continue to be
managed under VRM Class II standards and
40,400 acres as VRM Class III. Management class

objectives could not be met on disturbed acres:

15,460 acres from tar sand development, 93 acres

from conventional oil and gasexploration, and 23

acres from locatable mineral exploration. Dis-

turbances would create long-term contrasts; how-
ever, with rehabilitation, VRM objectives could
probably eventually be met.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The protection afforded by wilderness manage-
ment would outweigh any potential vandalism
problems due to increased recreation use, and
the overall impact would be positive. As much as

17 acres could be disturbed by mineral explora-

tion and development in the area that would be
designated wilderness; however, inventories for

cultural resources conducted prior to these

activities would identify those sites involved and
would mitigate any adverse impact to them. Inad-

vertent loss or damage to cultural resources
could occur; however, it isexpected to be minimal
in the designated portion.

Inventories for the purposes of site recordation

and mitigation of impacts would take place prior

to any and all proposed surface disturbance in the

46,100-acre nondesignated area. However, the

area would receive as much as 15,576 acres of

surface disturbance and, therefore, the potential

for inadvertent loss of cultural values would be
much greater in this portion of the WSA.

RECREATION

Impacts on recreational values and opportunities

for the 27,000-acre area that would be designated
would be as described in the All Wilderness
Alternative. Outstanding primitive recreational

activities would be recognized, managed, and
preserved. The wild and scenic qualities of 4 miles

of the Dirty Devil River would receive additional

protection as compared to the No Action Alterna-

tive. The BLM wilderness would provide access to

the adjacent NPS-proposed wilderness. Mineral-

related surface disturbance on up to 17 acres in

the area that would be designated could cause
localized impairment of recreation values.

In the area that would not be designated (46,100

acres), little change in recreational use is expected
due to the limited recreational values present in

that portion. Mineral and energy exploration and
development activities on up to 15,576 acres

would degrade or destroy primitive recreational

values in the affected areas and possibly in the

area as a whole in that portion of the WSA.
Vehicular use would be allowed on the 23.6 miles

of vehicularwaysand roads in the nondesignated
portion of the WSA and new access could be
developed. This would maintain and possibly

improve access into the area that could be used
for nonprimitive recreational purposes.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Impacts in the 27,000-acre portion that would be
designated wilderness would be the same as

underthe All Wilderness Alternative: size, natural-

ness (27,000 acres), and outstanding opportun-
ities for solitude (25,600 acres) and primitive

recreation (27,000 acres) would be protected.

This area includes the highest quality scenic

areas in the WSA (which is one of the special

features). It is not known to what extent cultural

values (also a special feature) are included.

Although recreational use could increase, use
relative to the size of this area would be low and
no significant impacts on solitude or primitive

recreation values would be expected. There could

be some loss of wilderness values due to allowable

surface disturbance from localized mineral explor-

ation on 17 acres within the designated portion.

Additionally, sights, sounds, and emissions of

activities in the 46,1 00-acre area that would not be
designated could result in loss of solitude and
primitive recreation values in the designated

portion of the WSA.

In the 46,100-acre area that would not be desig-

nated, there could be up to 1 5,576 acres of surface

disturbance from mineral and energy exploration

and development. These activities would elimi-

nate naturalness (37,309 acres meet the standard)

and opportunities for solitude and primitive rec-

reation in this area. Opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation are less than outstanding in

this portion of the WSA, except for 5,700 acres

including The Block, which have outstanding

opportunities for primitive recreation. Addition-

ally, sights, sounds, and emissions of mineral and
energy activities could impair solitude and prim-

itive recreation values in the Dirty Devil, Horse-

shoe Canyon, and French Spring-Happy Canyon,
in the NPS-proposed wilderness in the Glen Can-
yon NRA, and possibly in Canyonlands National

Park.
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LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

Wilderness designation would not be consistent

with the Garfield County Master Plan, which
favors multiple uses other than wilderness for the

Fiddler Butte WSA. This Partial Wilderness Alter-

native would be consistent with the wilderness

proposal in the Glen Canyon NRA. Because State

land within the designated area would be ex-

changed, wilderness designation would not con-
flict with the State of Utah policy to maximize
economic returns.

The BLM Henry Mountain MFP does not provide

for wilderness. A decision by Congress to des-

ignate 27,000 acres of the WSA as wilderness

would be an amendment to the MFP.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall, with partial designation there would be

no significant changes in current trends of popu-
lation, employment, and local income
distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of re-

sources under partial wilderness designation

there could be slight losses in local income and
Federal revenues currently provided by resource
uses in the WSA (referto Table 10), as well as loss

of potential increases in population, income, and
Federal revenues that could occur under the No
Action Alternative.

The socioeconomic benefits and drawbacks of tar

sand production from the 2,500 acres of Tar Sand
Triangle STSA (300 acres are under lease con-
version application) within the designated por-

tion of the WSA that could occur under the No
Action Alternative would not occur under partial

designation, However, tar sand production from
the 38,750 acres of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA in

the nondesignated portion (25,940 acres are under
lease conversion application) as well as the

remainder of the Tar Sand Triangle STSA could
occur and could result in major socioeconomic
impacts in Garfield, Wayne, and possibly Emery
Counties. The size and duration of tar sand
projects in the region would be slightly reduced.
Precluding future exploration and development
of locatable minerals would not alter existing

economic conditions, but could alter future

economic conditions from what they would be
with mineral development under the No Action
Alternative. Because the potential for mineral de-
velopment is low, it is estimated that potential

mineral-related local income would not be signifi-

cantly reduced by wilderness designation, How-
ever, any local income related to assessment of

future mining claims would be lost.

Without tar sand development, livestock use and
ranchers' income would continue as at present
with a potential of up to 1,100 AUMs of use,

$22,000 of livestock sales, including $5,500 of

ranchers' return to labor and investment. If tar

sand is developed in the nondesignated portion of

the WSA, livestock forage and related sales and
returns could be reduced for several years;

however, there is a potential for increased grazing
and related sales and returns following reclama-
tion of disturbed areas.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase recreational use
(refer to the Recreation section). Related local

expenditures would be small (average of $4.10

per visitor day statewide) and would be insig-

nificant to both the local economy and individual

businesses.

The loss of 20,680 acres now leased would cause
an eventual loss of up to $62,040 per year of lease

fees to the Federal Treasury. There would also be
a potential loss of $18,960 annually in Federal

revenues from the 6,320 acres that could be
leased without designation. In addition to these
rental fees, any potential royalties from new oil

and gas or tar sand production could also be
foregone.

Without tar sand development, Federal grazing
fees of $1,540 per year would continue. With tar

sand development on the nondesignated portion

livestock forage use and related Federal grazing
fees could initially be reduced but could be
restored over time.

Recreation-related Federal revenues may increase

if the demand for commercial outfitter services

increases. One commercial outfitter occasionally

uses the WSA.
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MT. PENNELL WSA
(UT-050-248)

INTRODUCTION

General Description of the Area

The Mt. Pennell Wilderness Study Area (WSA)
consists of 74,300 acres of public land in eastern

Garfield County. The Henry Mountainsstructural
basin is one of the major structural depressions of

the Colorado Plateau. Mt. Pennell forms a high

structural dome 6 to 8 miles in diameter, with

several thousand feet of structural relief that

interrupts the otherwise gentle east flank of the

structural basin. Mt. Pennell isthe second highest

peak in the Henry Mountains. There are several

deep canyons carved into the side of the mountain,

including Dark and Scratch Canyons.

Annual precipitation varies from about 7 inches to

23 inches at the top of Mt. Pennell which is 11 ,371

feet above sea level. Temperatures range from -20

degrees to over 110 degrees Farenheit (F).

Most of the WSA at the lower elevations is

characterized by pinyon-juniper vegetation and
associated grasses. Above 7,000 feet, oak, ponder-

osa pine, subalpine fir, spruce, Douglas fir, and
aspen are found. Wildlife found in the WSA
includes the Henry Mountain bison herd, mule
deer, rabbits, squirrels, cougar, coyotes, and
several species of birds.

There are known deposits of gold, copper, and
silver that are currently subeconomical to devel-

op due to their limited extent and quality. Approx-
imately 12.3 million tons of strippable coal on

1 ,270 acres are found on Cave Flat (2 to 4 percent

of the Henry Mountain Coal Field). However, BLM
has found the entire acreage to be unsuitable for

surface mining because of the presence of crucial-

critical bison habitat.

The WSA is approximately 16 miles wide at its

widest point (eastto west) and 17 miles long at its

longest. It is located about 25 miles south of

Hanksville in south-eastern Utah.

The Mt. Pennell WSA identified in the BLM
Intensive Wilderness Inventory (USDI, BLM, 1980)

decision was 27,300 acres. As a result of an appeal

to the Interior Board of Land Appeals (IBLA),

BLM was instructed by IBLA on April 12, 1985 to

add an additional 47,000 acres to the WSA (IBLA

Case 84-182). This additional acreage has been
added, increasing the size of the Mt. Pennell WSA
to 74,300 acres.

Specific Issues Identified in Scoping

General issues pertaining to more than the Mt.

Pennell WSA are discussed in Volume I. One
issue raised in public scoping meetings (USDI,

BLM, 1984c) and specific to Mt. Pennell WSA is

responded to below:

1. Comment: The occurrence of the sensi-

tive plant species Astragalus henrimontanen-
sis in or near this WSA should be considered
in the decisionmaking process.

Response: Astragalus henrimontanensis was
a candidate species under review by the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) forthreatened

or endangered status. During the review it

was found to be relatively abundant and has

been dropped from further review. However,
Sclerocactus wrightiae, a listed endangered
plant is known to occur in the WSA. Eriog-

onum cronquistii and Pediocactus winkleri,

both candidate species under status review

by the FWS could occur within the WSA. This

information is included in the description of

the Affected Environment and is analyzed in

this Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

DESCRIPTION OF THE
ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Considered and Eliminated

from Detailed Study

During scoping, a general suggestion was re-

ceived fora partial alternative that would eliminate

resource conflicts. After review, it appears that it

is not possible to delineate a partial alternative

completely avoiding resource conflicts; therefore,

this suggestion was eliminated from detailed

study. The Partial Wilderness Alternative included

in this document allows analysis of designation of

the area with the most outstanding wilderness

characteristics.

STATEWIDE'
POCKET MAP
WSA
NO
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Alternatives Analyzed

Three alternatives are analyzed for this WSA: (1

)

No Action; (2) All Wilderness (74,300 acres); and

(3) Partial Wilderness (25,800 acres). A descrip-

tion of each alternative follows. Where manage-
ment intentions have not been clearly identified,

assumptions are made based on management
projections undereach alternative. These assump-
tions are indicated in each case.

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Underthisalternative, noneof the74,300-acre Mt.

Pennell WSA would be designated by Congress
as part of the National Wilderness Preservation

System (NWPS). The area would continue to be
managed in accordance with the Henry Mountain
Planning Area Management Framework Plan

(MFP) (USDI, BLM, 1982c). The State land within

the WSA (referto Map 1 ) has not been identified in

the MFP for special Federal acquisition through
exchange or purchase. Refer to Volume I for

further information on State in-holdings.

Thefollowing arespecificactionsthatwould take

place under this alternative:

• All 74,300 acres would remain open to

mineral location, leasing, and sale. Devel-

opment work, extraction, and patenting

would beallowed on existing mining claims

(2,328acres) and future mining claims. De-
velopment would be regulated by unnec-
essary or undue degradation regulations

(43 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR]
3809) without concern for wilderness
values. Existing and future oil and gas
leases could be developed under leasing

Category 1 (standard stipulations) on
49,400 acres and Category 2 (standard and
special stipulations) on 24,900 acres. Sur-

face mining of coal deposits in the Cave
Flat area would be prohibited to protect

crucial-critical bison habitat.

• The present domestic livestock grazing

use in the WSA would continue as author-

ized in the MFP (currently 3,282 Animal
Unit Months [AUMs]). Existing develop-

ments (including a corral, seven reservoirs,

4 miles of fence, and 6 miles of pipeline)

could be used and maintained, and new
range developments (including an iden-

tified potential 1,183-acre chaining, two
spring developments, and one livestock

reservoir) would be allowed without wil-

derness considerations.

• Developmentsforwildlife, water resources,

etc. could be allowed if in conformance
with the MFP.

• The entire WSA acreage, including about
17 miles of vehicular ways and 34.1 miles of

road, would be open to off-road vehicle

(ORV) use, and new access routes for de-

velopment could be allowed.

• The entire 74,300-acre area would be open
to woodland product harvest. There is no
harvest of forest products at the present

time, nor is any planned.

• The area would continue to be managed
under Visual Resource Management (VRM)
Class II (23,885 acres), Class III (20,951

acres), and Class IV (29,464 acres).

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken in

instances that threaten human life, prop-

erty, or high-value resources.

• Activities for the purpose of gathering infor-

mation would be allowed by permit pro-

vided they are carried on in an environmen-
tally sound manner.

• Hunting would beallowed subject to appli-

cable State and Federal laws and
regulations.

• Control of predators would be allowed

without wilderness considerations to pro-

tect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to

prevent special and serious losses of

domestic livestock. Methods of control

would be determined as appropriate.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, all 74,300 acres of the Mt.

Pennell WSA would be designated by an act of

Congress as part of the NWPS (refer to Map 2). It

would be managed in accordance with the BLM
"Wilderness Management Policy" (USDI, BLM,
1981b) to preserve its wilderness character. Upon

designation, acquisition of six sections of State

land (71 acres), one inside and five outside WSA
boundaries (refer to Map 1 ), would be likely and
could be authorized by purchase or exchange.
Five additional State sections adjacent to the

WSA would not likely be exchanged. Should land

transfers be made, it is assumed that manage-
ment and types of impacts to former State in-

holdings would be the same as those on adjacent

Federal lands, and no specific analysis is given

here. (Refer to Volume for further information on
State in-holdings.) The figures and acreages
given under this alternative are for Federal lands

only. No private or split estate lands are located in

the WSA.

The following are specific actions that would be

taken under this alternative:
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• After wilderness designation, all 74,300

acres would be withdrawn from mineral

location and closed to new mineral leasing

and sale. Development work, extraction,

and patenting would be allowed to continue

on that portion of the approximately 2,328

acres of existing mining claims that may be
determined to be valid. Development would
be regulated by unnecessary or undue
degradation guidelines (43 CFR 3809) with

consideration given to wilderness values.

Existing oil and gas leases, involving about
49,560 acres, would be phased out upon
expiration unless a find of oil or gas in

commercial quantities is shown prior to

wilderness designation. Coal deposits in

the Cave Flat area are not currently under
lease and development would not be
allowed under this alternative. Develop-
ment of sand and gravel resources in the

area would not be allowed.

• Present domestic livestock grazing would
continue as authorized in the Henry Moun-
tain MFP. The 3,282 AUMs in the WSA
would remain available to livestock as

presently allotted. The use and mainte-

nanceof rangeland improvements (includ-

ing one corral, 4 miles of fence, 6 miles of

pipeline, seven reservoirs, and two wells)

existing at the time of designation would
continue in the same manner as in the past

based on practical necessity and reason-

ableness. It is assumed that, after desig-

nation, new rangeland improvements would
be allowed if necessary for the protection

or effective management of the rangeland

and/orwilderness resource, if these can be
carried out consistent with wilderness pro-

tection standards (referto Appendix 1). An
identified potential 1,183-acrechaining and
one livestock reservoir would probably not

be allowed because they may not meet the

protection standards. Two proposed spring

developments could be developed.

• New water resource facilities or watershed
activities (not related to rangeland or wild-

life management) would be allowed after

designation only if compatible with wil-

derness values, needed to correct an immi-

nent hazard to life or property, or author-

ized by the President pursuant to Section

4(d)(4)(1) of the Wilderness Act (Eighty-

Eighth Congress of the U.S., 1964). No
watershed treatments are planned in the

Mt. Pennell WSA.

• Wildlife transplants or developments would

be allowed after designation if compatible
with wilderness values. None are now exist-

ing or planned.

• The entire 74,300-acre area would be closed

to ORV use except for: (1 ) users with valid

existing rights if approved by BLM in ac-

cordance with 43 CFR provisions; or (2)

occasional and short-term vehicularaccess

approved by BLM for maintenance of

approved rangeland developments. About
17 miles of existing vehicular ways and 1

1

miles of road would not be available for

vehicular use except as indicated above.

The approximately 28.9 miles of dirt and
gravel roads that border the WSA and
approximately 23.1 miles of "cherry-

stemmed" road would remain open to

vehicular use.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and
protection of the 74,300-acre wilderness.

As part of that plan, it is assumed that a

maintenance-and-use border would be
allowed along roads that are adjacent to or

"cherry-stemmed" into the wilderness area

for purposes of road maintenance, tem-
porary vehicle pull-off, and trailhead park-

ing. This border would be up to 100 feet

from the edge of the road travel surface.

• Harvest of forest products would not be
allowed except for harvest of pinyon nuts

or noncommercial gathering of dead-and-
down wood if accomplished by other than

mechanical means. There is no harvest of

forest products at the present time, nor is

any specifically planned.

• Visual resources would be managed in ac-

cordance with VRM Class I standards which
generally allow for only natural ecological

change.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious

weeds, or disease would be taken in

instances that threaten human life, prop-

erty, or high-value resources on adjacent

nonwilderness lands, or where unaccept-
able change to the wilderness resource

would result if the measures were not

taken. It is assumed that firefighting would
be limited to hand and aerial methods.

• Any activity for the purpose of gathering

information about natural resources would
be allowed by permit provided it is carried

on in a mannercompatible with the preser-

vation of the wilderness resources.

Research and other studies would be con-
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ducted without use of motorized equip-

ment or construction of temporary or

permanent structures unless no other

feasible alternatives exist.

• Nonmotorized hunting would be allowed

subject to applicable State and Federal

laws and regulations.

• Where control of predators is necessary to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to

prevent special and serious losses of

domestic livestock, it would be accom-
plished by methods directed at eliminating

the offending individuals while at the same
time presenting the least possible hazard
to other animals or to wilderness visitors.

Poison baits or cyanide guns would not be
used. Approval of a predator control pro-

gram would be contingent upon a clear

showing that removal of the offending

predators would not diminish the wilder-

ness values of the area.

PARTIAL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE
(PROPOSED ACTION)

Under this alternative, 25,800 acres of the Mt.

Pennell WSA would be designated as wilderness

(refer to Map 3). The objective of this alternative is

to analyze as wilderness that portion of the WSA
with the most outstanding wilderness character-

istics. The acreage analyzed as wilderness

includes the mountainous portions of the WSA.
About 48,500 acres in the western portions of the

WSA, which consist of benchlands, would be
managed in accordance with the Henry Mountain
MFP as described for the No Action Alternative.

The 25,800-acre area designated as wilderness

would be managed in accordance with the BLM
"Wilderness Management Policy" as described in

the All Wilderness Alternative. Upon designation,

acquisition of one State section within the WSA
and five outside WSA boundaries would be likely.

Five other State sections adjacent to the desig-

nated portion of the WSA probably would not be
exchanged. Should land transfers be made, it is

assumed that management and types of impacts

would be the same as those on adjacent Federal

lands and no specific analysis is given here. The
figures and acreages given under this alternative

are for Federal lands only. (Refer to Volume I for

further information regarding State in-holdings.)

A summary of specific actions under this alterna-

tive follows.

• The 25,800-acre wilderness would be with-

drawn from mineral entry and closed to

new mineral leasing and sale. However,
development work, extraction, and pat-

enting would be allowed to continue on
2,328 acres of existing mining claims, pro-

vided that they are valid. Existing oil and
gas leases covering 18,560 acres would be
phased out upon expiration unless afind in

commercial quantities isshown.The48,500-
acre area not designated wilderness would
be open to mineral location, leasing, and
sale. There are no existing mining claims

on the 48,500 acres. Approximately 31 ,000

acres of existing oil and gas leases could

be developed under Category 1 stipula-

tions on 29,960 acres and Category 2 on
6,240 acres. The area not designated
includes 1,270 acres of surface minable
coal in the Cave Flat area that would
continue to be unsuitable for surface

mining. The 48,500 acres not designated

wilderness would be managed as oil and
gas leasing Category 1 on 42,600 acres and
Category 2 (standard and special stipula-

tions) on 6,240 acres.

• Domestic livestock grazing would continue

as authorized in the Henry Mountain MFP.
The 891 AUMs in the area designated

wilderness would remain available to live-

stock as presently allotted. In the desig-

nated portion, the existing corral, 2 miles of

fence, and reservoir could continue to be

used and maintained in the same manner
as in the past based on practical necessity

and reasonableness. Rangeland develop-

ments would be allowed after designation

only if necessary for the protection and
effective management of the rangeland

and/or wilderness resources, if wilderness

protection criteria are met. About 1,153

acres of the 1,183-acre identified potential

chaining would be located within the des-

ignated area and would not be allowed.

The remaining 30 acres of the potential

chaining are in the 48,500-acre nonwil-

derness area and could be implemented
without consideration of wilderness values.

Because the acreage of allowable chaining

would be small, chaining is unlikely under

this alternative. In the 48,500-acre nonwil-

derness area, grazing use of 2,391 AUMs
would also continue as authorized in the

MFP.

• In the 25,800-acre wilderness new water

resource facilities or watershed activities

(otherthan rangeland developments) would

be allowed only if compatible with wilder-

ness, needed to correct imminent hazards

to life and property, or if authorized by the

President pursuant to Section 4(d) (4) (1) of

8
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the Wilderness Act. In the 48,500-acre

nonwilderness area, water resource devel-

opments would be allowed if in accordance
with the MFP. Two spring developments
and one livestock reservoir are planned in

this area.

• In the 25,800-acre wilderness, wildlife

transplants or habitat improvements would
be allowed only if compatible with wilder-

ness values. In the 48,500-acre nonwilder-

ness, wildlife transplants or improvements
would be allowed if in accordance with the

MFP without consideration for wilderness

values.

• The 25,800-acre wilderness area would be
closed to ORV use. The 48,500-acre remain-

der of the unit would remain open to

vehicular travel. About 3 miles of existing

vehicular ways within the wilderness por-

tion would no longer be available for vehic-

ular use except for purposes identified

under the All Wilderness Alternative. Five

miles of existing road in the designated
portion would be "cherry-stemmed" and
would remain open to vehicular use.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and
protection of the 25,800-acre wilderness.

As part of that plan, it is assumed that a

maintenance-and-use border would be
allowed along roads adjacent to the wil-

derness area for purposes of road mainte-

nance, temporary vehicle pull-off, and
trailhead parking. This border would be up
to 100 feet from the edge of the road travel

surface, or the edge of the right-of-way for

State Highway 95, whichever is greater.

• Harvest of forest products in the wilder-

ness area would not be allowed except for

harvest of pinyon nuts or noncommercial
gathering of dead-and-down wood if ac-
complished by other than mechanical
means. The 48,500 acres not designated
wilderness would be open to woodland
harvest.

• Visual resources in the wilderness would
be managed in accordance with VRM Class

I standards which generally allow for only

natural ecological change. The 48,500 acres

not designated as wilderness would be

managed as Classes II and IV as currently

set forth in the Henry Mountain MFP.

• Within the 25,800-acre wilderness area,

measures to control fire, insects, noxious

weeds, or disease would be taken only in

instances that threaten human life, prop-

erty, or high-value resources on adjacent

nonwilderness lands, or where unaccept-
able change to the wilderness resource

would result if the measures were not

taken. It is assumed that firefighting would
be limited to hand or aerial means. In the

48,500 acres not designated, measures of

control would be taken without wilderness

considerations.

• In the 48,500-acre area, any activity for the

purpose of gathering information about
natural resources would be allowed by
permit. In the 25,800-acre wilderness area,

such activity would be allowed by permit if

compatible with wilderness preservation. It

would be limited to that conducted without

use of motorized equipment or construc-

tion of temporary or permanent structures

unless no other feasible alternatives exist.

• In the 48,500-acre area hunting would be
allowed subject to applicable State and
Federal laws and regulations. In the 25,800-

acre wilderness, use would be allowed

subject to applicable laws and regulations,

but would be limited to nonmotorized
means.

• In the 48,500-acre area, control of predators

would be allowed to protect threatened or

endangered wildlife species or on a case-

by-case basis to prevent special and serious

losses of domestic livestock. In the 25,800-

acre wilderness, control of predators would
be allowed for the same purposes, but only

under conditions that would ensure mini-

mum disturbance to wilderness values.

Poison baits or cyanide guns would not be
allowed.

Summary of Environmental
Consequences

Table 1 summarizes and compares the main
environmental impacts that would result from
implementation of the alternatives. Those re-

sources that would be affected significantly or

differently by the alternatives are listed to present

a comparison of the alternatives.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Air Quality

This WSA is located in a Prevention of Significant

Deterioration (PSD) Class II area under the pro-

visions of the Clean Air Act as amended; however,

11
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
MT. PENNELL WSA

Alternatives

Resource No Action
All Wilderness

(74,300 Acres)

Partial Wilderness Designation

(25,800 Acres)

Mineral and Although likelihood of development

Energy is low, potential recovery could be

Resources achieved for up to 3 million barrels

of oil, 18 billion cubic feet of natu-

ral gas, 12.3 million tons of coal,

500 tons of uranium oxide, 25 tons

of gold, 500 tons of silver, and

50,000 tons of copper.

Wildlife Less than 0.3 percent of the WSA
could be affected by mineral and

energy development, which could

adversely affect wildlife habitat.

Land treatments on 1,183 acres

(less than 2 percent of the WSA)
would increase forage for bison

and would help reduce competition

for forage on crucial deer summer
range; deer and bison numbers

could increase slightly.

Livestock Grazing of 3282 AUMs and mainte-

nance of any existing develop-

ments would continue. Proposed

new developments, including two

spring developments, one livestock

reservoir and land treatments on

1,183 acres, could be implemented

to produce 92 livestock AUMs.

Visual The quality of visual resources

Resources could be impaired on up to 1,393

acres.

Oil, gas, and coal likely would not

be recovered. Assuming a worst-

case analysis, the recovery of

beatable minerals would also be

foregone. Due to the low likelihood

of recovery of these mineral re-

sources, however, the loss of de-

velopment opportunity would not

be significant.

Wildlife would benefit from solitude.

Populations of deer and bison

would remain static because of lim-

ited summer range, as the land

treatment would not be allowed.

Grazing of 3282 AUMs and mainte-

nance of existing developments

would continue. Little effect on

grazing management is expected.

The proposed chaining and live-

stock reservoir would not be al-

lowed. New developments pro-

posed in the future might not be al-

lowed.

Visual quality could be impaired on

up to 50 acres.

(Proposed Action)

Although likelihood is low, up to 0.2

million barrels of oil and 1 billion

cubic feet of natural gas could be

recovered.

Wildlife in the designated area

would benefit from solitude. Less

than 0.1 percent of the nondesig-

nated portion could be disturbed by

mineral and energy exploration and

development, which could ad-

versely affect wildlife habitat. Popu-

lations of deer and bison would re-

main static because of limited sum-

mer range.

Effects would be about the same
as for the All Wilderness Alterna-

tive. Only 30 acres of the proposed

land treatment would be in the

nondesignated area and treatment

would probably not be done. The

proposed livestock reservoir would

be allowed.

Visual quality could be impaired on

up to 154 acres (including 50 acres

in the designated portion). All of

the Class A scenery would be in

the designated portion and would

be protected by the reduced poten-

tial for disturbance.

Recreation ORV use would continue on 17

miles of ways and 34.1 miles of

roads at current low levels. Overall

recreational use could increase

from the present 2,580 visitor days

per year to 3,884 over the next 20

years. Up to 1,393 acres of min-

eral-related disturbance and land

treatments could reduce the quality

of primitive recreation.

The WSA, including 17 miles of

ways and 1 1 miles of roads, would

be closed to ORV use. Primitive

recreational use could increase by

an undetermined amount due to

publicity associated with wilderness

designation. 23.1 miles of roads

would be "cherry-stemmed" and

would remain open to vehicle use.

ORV use would be prohibited on

35 percent of the WSA including 3

miles of vehicular ways. ORV rec-

reational use could continue on 14

miles of ways and 29.1 miles of

roads in the undesignated portion.

Five miles of roads in the desig-

nated portion would be "cherry-

stemmed" and would remain open

to vehicle use.

12
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

MT. PENNELL WSA

Alternatives

Resource No Action
Ail Wilderness

(74,300 Acres)

Partial Wilderness Designation

(25,800 Acres)

Wilderness

Values

Land Use

Plans and

Controls

Socio-

economics

Wilderness values could be lost on

up to 1 ,393 acres (2 percent of the

WSA).

This alternative would be consist-

ent with the Garfield County Master

Plan, State of Utah plans and poli-

cies, and the current BLM Henry

Mountain MFP.

Annual local sales of less than

$87,518 and Federal revenues of

up to $153,275 would continue. A
potential $1,840 increase in live-

stock sales could result from in-

creases in livestock forage alloca-

tions. An additional $74,349 per

year in Federal revenue could be

derived from leasing of presently

unleased areas and increases in

livestock forage allocations.

Wilderness values would be pro-

tected, except on up to 50 acres

(less than 0.1 percent of the WSA)
which may be disturbed by de-

velopment of valid mineral rights.

This alternative would not be con-

sistent with Garfield County's con-

cept of multiple use. It would be

consistent with State policy if lands

were exchanged. Designation

would constitute amendment of the

BLM Henry Mountain MFP.

Annual local sales of less than

$87,518 and Federal revenues of

up to $4,595 would continue, but

local sales of $1,840 and Federal

revenues of up to $223,029 from

mineral leasing and potential live-

stock forage allocations would be

foregone. The opportunity for future

energy and mineral development

and local economic benefits would

be reduced in the WSA.

(Proposed Action)

Wilderness values would be pro-

tected, except on 50 acres which

could be disturbed by development

of valid existing rights. Additional

impairment could be expected on

less than 1 percent of the 48,500

acres not designated. Overall, wil-

derness values could be lost on

0.1 percent of the WSA. All of the

area that meets the standards for

outstanding opportunities for sol-

itude and primitive recreation and

36 percent of the area that meets

the standards for naturalness

would be in the designated area

and would be protected by reduced

potential for disturbance.

Partial designation would be the

same as the All Wilderness Alter-

native, except that the portion not

designated would be consistent

with Garfield County's plans.

The effects of this alternative would

be similar to those of the All Wil-

derness Alternative. However, Fed-

eral revenues could be reduced by

only $82,029 as compared to

$223,029 with the All Wilderness

Alternative.

13
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it is affected little from sources of pollution.

Capitol Reef National Park along the west bound-
ary of the WSA is a Class I area. Visibility is

generally excellent. The WSA is near the center of

the area with the highest visual range (70+ miles)

in the United States (Environmental Protection

Agency, 1979).

Geology

The Mt. Pennell WSA is located in the Colorado
Plateau Physiographic Province. In general, this

province is characterized by deep canyons, gently

dipping sedimentary rocks, and retreating

escarpments.

The topography of the WSA is characterized by

sharp, ragged mountain peaks with steep slopes

broken by surrounding narrow canyons. The
mountain rises approximately 5,000 feet above
the surrounding plateau, reaching an elevation of

11,371 feet. Mt. Pennell is the second highest

peak in the Henry Mountains.

The Henry Mountains exhibit geological charac-

teristics found in two other local mountain ranges,

the Abajo and LaSal, as well as four other ranges

in the Colorado Plateau. All these ranges are

characterized by large volcanic formations which
gradually pushed through many layers of sedi-

mentary rocks, deforming them in the process.

Each of the ranges is essentially isolated and
surrounded by low-lying deserts. The Henry
Mountains are generally considered by geologists

to be a prime example for the study of this

phenomenon. Because of these geologic features,

two of the peaks in the Henry Mountains (Mt.

Holmes and Mt. Ellsworth) were designated a

National Natural Landmark in 1975.

Soils

The general soils of this WSA include high

mountain stony loams with no existing acceler-

ated erosion problems and gravelly foothill soils

with some critical erosion condition. Table 2

summarizes soil erosion condition for the WSA.
Erosion condition was determined by soil surface

factors (terms are defined in the Glossary).

Vegetation

Most of the WSA at the lower elevations is

characterized by pinyon-juniper vegetation and
associated grasses. Above 7,000 feet on the

mountain proper, oak, pine, spruce, subalpinefir,

Douglas fir, and aspen are found. The combina-
tion of plant communities presents a complete

TABLE 2

Erosion Condition

Total Annual

Annual Soil Soil Loss

Loss per Acre Percent for WSA
Classification (cubic yard/acre) Acres of WSA (cubic yard)

Severe 54
Critical 27 8,339 11 22,515

Moderate 1.3 41,253 55 53,628

Slight 06 17,512 24 10,507

Stable 03 5,796 8 1.739

Unclassified 1.400 2 Unknown

Total 74,300 100 Exceeds

88.389

Sources: USDI, BLM, 1982c; Leifeste, 1978.

elevational gradient for the region. Existing veg-

etation types are summarized in Table 3.

Sclerocactus wrightiae, an endangered plant

species is known to exist in the WSA. Eriogonum
cronquistii, and Pediocactus winkleri, candidate

species under status review by the FWS, could

possibly occur within the WSA.

TABLE 3
Existing Vegetation Types

Existing Vegetation Types Acres Percen t of WSA

Pinyon-juniper 24,563 33

Shadscale 26.857 36

Oakbrush 2,529 3

Rock, badland 4,782 7

Aspen, fir 1,293 2

Assorted grasses and shrubs 8,128 11

Blackbrush, Ephedra 6,110 8

Riparian 38 Less than 1

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

The Mt. Pennell WSA lies in the Colorado Plateau

Province Ecoregion as shown on the Bailey-

Kuchler ecosystems map (USDI, Geological

Survey, 1978). The potential natural vegetation

(PNV) types of the WSA are listed on Table 4. PNV
is the vegetation that would exist if plant succes-

sion were allowed to reach climax without human
interference. It does not necessarily reflect the

actual vegetation present. PNV is an important

object of research because it reveals the bio-

logical potential of a site.

Water Resources

This area is the headwaters for numerous small

streams, such as Coyote Creek. Summerthunder-
storms are frequent and can produce flash flood-

ing. There are two wells, 16 springs, seven live-

stock reservoirs, and 10.5 miles of perennial

streams in the WSA.

14
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TABLE 4
Potential Natural Vegetation

'

rypes

PNV Type Acres Percent of WSA

Saltbush-greasewood

Juniper-pinyon woodland

Arizona pine forest

Spruce-fir-Douglas fir

20,000

46,000

6,300

2,000

27

62

8

3

Source: USDI, Geological Survey, 1978.

The water quality is not known on all waters. It is

considered good on Dark Canyon, Straight Creek,

Gibbons, and Hancock Spring. However water
treatment is advisable. Bullfrog Creek water is not

chemically acceptable. Refer to Table 5 for addi-

tional water quality data.

Mineral and Energy Resources

The BLM, in consultation with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy, had each WSA within Utah
independently assessed for its energy and mineral

resources by Science Applications, Inc. (SAI,

1982). Refer to Appendix 5 for a detailed descrip-

tion of the SAI rating system.

The potential for mineral resources in the WSA is

low to moderate, due to a marginally favorable

geologic environment. An overall importance
rating (OIR) of 2+ was assigned to the Mt. Pennell

WSA by SAI (1982). The OIR is given on a scale of

1 to 4 where 4 is equated with high mineral

importance. Shades of importance are indicated

by + or -. The OIR attempts to integrate the

individual mineral resourceevaluationsforatract
with other data, such as gross economics or the

proposed location of energy corridors, into a

summary number that reflects an overall assess-

ment of the resource importance of the WSA.

If the WSA is recommended as suitable for wil-

derness, its mineral importance will be reviewed

by the USDI, Geological Survey and Bureau of

Mines in an independent mineral investigation

report. Reports will be made available to the

public and will be submitted to the President and
Congress as required by the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act (FLPMA). BLM and the

Secretary of the Interior will also consider these

reports prior to making final wilderness
recommendations.

The SAI rating is given for 75 to 100 percent of the

Mt. Pennell WSA. Seven of the eight resources

were assigned favorabilities of f2 or less, with one,

coal being f4. The energy and mineral resource

rating summary is given in Table 6.

TABLES

Water Resource Quality Data

Perenial Streams BLM WUC Number
Flow in CFS 2

(Claimed by BLM) Length (miles)

Water Quality-

Chemical Parameters

Bullfrog Creek

Dark Canyon Creek

Browns Creek

Mud Creek

Straight Creek

Springs

Browns Hole Spring

Horn Spring

Gibbons Spring

Hancock Spring

Dark Canyon Spring

Willow Spring

Pine Spring

Talus Spring

Sidehill Spring

Spring in Slot

Dry Spring

97-817-935 4.00 0.25 Problem

95-3297 (0.06) 3.0 Acceptable

97-3280 0.16 (0.045) 0.25 No Data

97-236-237 0.13 4.5 No Data

97-3283 1.96 (0.44) 2.5 Acceptable

95-3282 0.08 (0.02) No Data

95-3300 (0.00025) No Data

95-3296 (0.05) Acceptable

95-3298 (0.015) Acceptable

95-3294 0.067 (0.07) No Data

95-3299 0.013 (0.009) No Data

97-1646 0.018 (0.13) No Data

97-1644 (0.044) No Data

97-1872 (0.007) No Data

97-826 No Fl ow Data No Data

97-1658 (0.005) No Data

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

'WUC-water user claim
2CFS-cubic feet per second
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TABLE 6
Mineral and Energy Resource Rating Summary

Rating

Resource Favorabil ity' Certainty 2 Estimated Resource

Oil and Gas f2 C1 Less than 10 million barrels

ot oil; less than 60 billion

cubic feet of gas.

Uranium f2 d Less than 500 tons

Coal f4 c4 over 12.3 million tons

Geothermal f1 c3 None
Hydroelectric M C4 None

Gold f2 c4 Less than 25 tons

Silver f2 c4 Less than 500 tons

Copper f2 c4 Less than 50,000 tons

Source: SAI, 1982.

'Favorability of the WSA's geologic environment for a re-

source (f1 = lowest, f4 = highest).
2Degree of certainty that the resource exists within the WSA
(d = lowest, c4 = highest).

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling

Act, as amended, provides that strategic and
critical materials be identified and stockpiled in

the interest of national defense to prevent a costly

and dangerous dependence on foreign sources in

time of a national emergency. The Act defines

strategic and critical materials as those needed to

supply military, industrial, and essential civilian

needs during a national emergency but that are

not found or produced in the United States in

sufficient quantities to meet such a need. The
WSA contains deposits of copper and silver that

are currently listed as strategic and critical

materials (Federal Emergency Management Agen-
cy, 1983). Although listed as strategic, copper is

relatively common and supplies currently exceed
domestic demand. Silver would be present in the

WSA in only small amounts.

There is no active drilling or production of oil and
gas or other minerals in the WSA.

LEASABLE MINERALS

The only known occurrence of a leasable mineral

in the WSA is coal found on Cave Flat. This area

(1,270 acres) contains approximately 2 to 4 per-

cent of the Henry Mountain Coal Field and has
roughly 8.2 million tons of recoverable coal. This
coal is currently unleased and is designated as

unsuitable for leasing because of potential con-
flicts with crucial-critical bison range.

Oil and Gas

New information now indicates less favorable

conditions for oil and gas than were originally

thought to exist. Oil and gas potential is rated as

low with less than 10 million barrels of oil or less

than 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas in-place.

Of these amounts, less than 3 million barrels of oil

or 18 billion cubic feet of natural gas would be
recoverable (refer to Appendix 6 for recoverability

estimates).

Approximately 1 ,720 acres of the WSA are under
pre-FLPMA oil and gas leases and 47,840 acres
are under post-FLPMA oil and gas lease. Oil and
gas leases issued prior to the passage of FLPMA
in October 1976 are referred to as pre-FLPMA
leases and are managed differently than those
issued after that date. The latter are known as

post-FLPMA leases.

Pre-FLPMA leases are governed by stipulations

determined at the time of lease application, before
wildernessstudies were mandated. These stipula-

tions may allow for the impairment of wilderness
values, as a prior and existing right associated
with lease development.

Post-FLPMA leases in WSAs contain more re-

strictive stipulations that require exploration and
development to be nonimpairing to wilderness
values. Post-FLPMA leases generally require

restricted access and special reclamation pro-

visions, such as topographic contouring, special

seeding, and hydromulching (USDI, BLM, 1981b).

Because of less restrictive requirements, pre-

FLPMA leases may be more economical to explore

and develop than post-FLPMA. Leases producing
oil or gas prior to their original expiration date or

those that are part of a unitized field would
continue. Undeveloped leases would terminate

on their expiration dates (usually 10 years from
the date of issuance). Wilderness designation

would not affect the termination of existing leases.

Approximately 24,900 acres of the oil and gas
Category 2 land in the WSA have special lease

stipulations to protect bison and deer habitat.

There are no active exploration or drilling activ-

ities taking place.

Coal

Mt. Pennell WSA includes a coal zone locally 15

feet thick composed of several benches of coal

and shale. The coal benches range in thickness

from 2 to 6 feet; a bench at least 4 feet thick is

present in most exposures (Averitt, 1969). Law
(1980) ranks the Emery coal from sub-bituminous
A to high-volatile C bituminous. Most of the coal

seams are discontinuous and show large thick-

ness variations over short distances.

According to Doelling and Graham (1972), seven

drill holes have penetrated the Emery coal zone in

the north Cave Flat area. Coal seams 6.6 to 9.1 feet

thick were encountered. Six of the seven holes

encountered the coal at depths less than 100 feet.
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A considerable area of potentially strippable coal

is present. The Emery coal within the WSA bound-
aries all lies under less than 100 feet of over-

burden and, therefore, cannot be mined by under-
ground methods.

Calculations of the actual reserves within the

WSA boundary are difficult because of the limited

amount of available data. However, using data

presented by Doelling and Graham (1972), a

rough estimate can be made. By use of their

geologic quadrangle maps, which show outcrops
and the area underlain by the Emery coal zone, it

can be determined that approximately 1 ,270 acres

of the Mt. Pennell WSA contain surface minable
seams of coal (over 4 feet thick and less than 100

feet overburden). Doelling and Graham also pres-

ent actual measured coal sections taken from
outcrops. Nine measured sections occur within

the WSA boundary, and an averagecoal thickness

of 6 feet can be calculated from this data. There-
fore, based on these measurementsand assuming
a ton of coal is roughly equal to 0.92 cubic yards, it

is estimated that 12.3 million tons of surface

minable coal lie within the boundary of the WSA.

LOCATABLE MINERALS

One hundred thirteen claims covering 2,328 acres

are in the eastern half of the WSA. These claims

are primarily for uranium and are in the upper
Straight Creek area and near No Man Mesa.
Several cabins have been built in upper Straight

Creek for use in assessment work.

Gold, Silver, and Copper

There are known deposits of gold, copper, and
silver in the WSA on the intrusive stock of Mt.

Pennell proper. These deposits have been studied

extensively since the 1890s and have remained
subeconomical to develop due to their limited

extent and quality. These minerals are considered

an inferred identified economic reserve.

SALABLE MINERALS

The only known or possible occurrences of salable

minerals in the WSA are sand and gravel. Potential

markets are very small and have available sources

of supply closer than those in this WSA. Sand and
gravel is considered a submarginal identified

subeconomic reserve.

Wildlife

Animals in the WSA include mule deer, rabbits,

squirrels, cougar, and coyotes. Also of interest is

the Henry Mountain bison herd which uses por-

tions of the WSA for their summer range and
winter range. Chukar partridge and several other

species of birds are found along the water courses.
No threatened, endangered, or sensitive wildlife

are known to inhabit this WSA. The identified big

game ranges in the WSA are listed in Table 7. With
overlap of the habitats listed in Table 7, there are
about 48,155 acres of crucial-critical deer and/or
bison range in the WSA.

TABLE 7

Big Game Ranges

Range Acres

Limited value bison yearlong

Crucial-critical bison yearlong

Crucial-critical bison summer
Crucial-critical bison winter

Crucial-critical deer winter

Crucial-critical deer summer
High priority deer winter

2.000

6,500

7,000

32,320

9,750

11,500

21,500

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982a.

The current deer population on crucial summer
range within the WSA is estimated at 59 animals.

The current number of bison using the area is

estimated at 200 animals (USDI, BLM, 1983b).

No wildlife management facilities exist in the unit

and none are proposed. A potential chaining

program has been identified in the Final Henry
Mountain Grazing Management EIS (USDI, BLM,
1983b) where approximately 1,183 acres in the

WSA could be chained with approximately 30

percent of the increase going to the bison herd.

This would represent an increase of approxi-

mately 40 AUMs for the bison.

Forest Resources

There are stands of aspen, Ponderosa pine, sub-
alpine fir, Douglas fir, spruce, pi nyon, and juniper

in the WSA. No commercial harvest is taking

place due to lack of demand, steep slopes, and
low stocking volumes. The current BLM Henry
Mountain MFP recommends 27,300 acres of the

WSA be closed to commercial timber harvest.

Livestock and Wild Horses/Burros

In the eastern portion of the WSA livestock use is

confined to the marginsof theareadueto rugged
terrain.

Approximately 1 ,183 acres in the WSA have been
identified for chaining in the Final Henry Mountain
Grazing Management EIS. Approximately 70 per-

cent of the forage increase would be allocated for

livestock use; the other 30 percent would go to the

bison herd. Livestock would gain approximately
92 AUMs with the treatment.
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Five allotments are permitted for an estimated

3,282 AUMs in the WSA. This represents about 20
percent of the AUMs of the allotments involved

(refer to Table 8). Support facilities include 4

milesof fence, seven reservoirs, two wells, 6 miles

of pipeline, and one corral. In addition to the

chaining discussed above, there is one reservoir

and two spring developments proposed for

livestock.

There are no wild horses or burros in the WSA.

Cultural Resources

There are no historic sites in the WSA, and only 16
prehistoric sites are known. These sites consist of

lithic scatters and temporary campsites. None of

these sites are listed on the National Register of

Historic Places nor are any known sites eligible

for listing on the Register. There is a moderate
potential for the discovery of additional sites in

the WSA, primarily around springs.

TABLE 8

Livestock Grazing Use Data

Number Number Number of

Allotment Season of Use of Livestock of Permittees AUMs in WSA

Pennell 6/1 to 10/31 490 cattle

200 sheep

3 332

Steele Butte 10/1 to 5/31 731 cattle 10 712

Bullfrog 11/1 to 5/31 400 cattle 4 1.221

Sandy No. 2 10/16 to 5/15 318 cattle 1 685

Waterpocket 11/1 to 5/31 427 cattle 4 332

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Visual Resources

The WSA offers exceptional scenic values. For
the most part, the terrain is steep and rugged with

several deep canyons. There is a good variety of

vegetation and lahdform which contrasts with the
surrounding desert country.

The WSA is visible from a secondary travel route

on its north and east sides and from Highway
U-276 on the east side. The Visual Resource
Evaluation System rated the WSA's visual charac-
teristics as shown in Table 9. Refer to Appendix 7

for an explanation of BLM's VRM system.

TABLE 9
Visual Resource Quality and Management Class

Element Acres Percent of WSA

Scenic Quality

Class A 23,885 32

Class B 41,155 55

Class C 9,260 13

Management Class

Class I

Class II 23,885 32

Class III 20.951 28

Class IV 27,464 40

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Recreation

Fifteen recreational opportunities were evaluated
for their quality in the WSA. Fourteen of these
opportunities were present in varying degrees.
Nine of these activities (backpacking, camping,
dayhiking, hunting, nature study, photography,
rock climbing, geologic study, and general sight-

seeing) are above average to excellent in quality

in the eastern portion of the WSA. A summary of

selected recreational opportunities follows.

The Horn, a prominent rock outcropping on the

north end of the WSA, offers excellent opportun-
ities for technical rock climbing due to easy
access and a wide variety of difficulty. This
formation may have the best climbing opportunity
in central Utah. Commercial outfitters do not use
the WSA on a regular basis, but the area is used by
organized outdoor groups throughout the
summer.

Backpacking and dayhiking opportunities are

above average due to good access, large size of

the WSA, and a variety of topographic features.

Several hiking routes (totaling at least 22 miles)

allow one to reach the summit of Mt. Pennell or

explore side canyons such as Dark Canyon,
Scratch Canyon, Swap Canyon, Muley Creek,

and Bullfrog Canyon. Onceon top of Mt. Pennell,

outstanding scenic vistas of southern Utah and
portions of Arizona and Colorado are possible.

Numerous geologic features are available for

study, both within and outside the WSA.

Wildlife observation opportunities are above
average due to the wide variety of habitat. Bison

are frequently seen on the north and west sides of

the WSA throughout the summer and fall.

The WSA has no developed recreational facilities.

However, there are nine undeveloped camp sites

near or on the eastern boundary of the WSA.
These camping areas account for an estimated

1,900 visitor days a year including use by big

game hunters. Various dispersed recreation activ-

ities account for approximately 380 visitor days a

year. Rock climbing at The Horn accounts for an
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additional 300 visitor days. Portions of the WSA
are utilized by deer, bison, and upland game and
provide opportunities for hunting. The following

visitor days are attributed to hunting in the Henry
Mountain Resource Area: bison, 175 days; deer,

342 days; and upland game, 1,106 days. The
number of hunter days spent in the WSA is

unknown.

Under the Henry Mountain MFP the area would be
open to ORV use. ORV use is light and vehicles

are used on the 17 miles of way and 34.1 miles of

road for hunter access and sightseeing. There is

no known ORV play activity in the WSA. Overall

visitor use is estimated to be 2,580 visitor days
annually within the WSA.

Wilderness Values

SIZE

This WSA is 74,300 acres in size and is approxi-
mately 16 miles wide at its widest point (east to

west) and 17 miles long at its longest. It is

immediately adjacent to the 20,000-acreMt. Hillers

WSA.

NATURALNESS

Most of the eastern portion of the Mt. Pennell

WSA is in acompletely natural condition. There is

a 2-mile way on Cave Flat. There are another 3

miles of ways on the south side of Bulldog Ridge
that lead to stock watering troughs. In both cases,

the intrusions are substantially unnoticeable. Two
other signs of human activity are a 1 -mile road to a

cabin at Hancock Springs and a 4-mile road to a

transmitter station on a high ridge south of Mt.

Pennell. In both cases, the roads are "cherry-

stemmed" and are not considered to be in the

WSA. Several cabins used for mining claim assess-

ment are found at Straight Creek. This intrusion

affects naturalness on about 1 acres of the WSA.

In the western portion of the WSA, intrusions

include 12 miles of ways and 29.1 miles of roads.

Overall, 71 ,000 acres of the WSA appear natural

and 3,300 acres do not meet the naturalness

criteria. The configuration roads in the western

portion of the WSA create a 3,394-acre island

completed surrounded by roads within the WSA
boundaries.

SOLITUDE

About 17,800 acres of the WSA meet the out-

standing opportunities for solitude standards.

The remaining 56,500 acres do not offer out-

standing opportunities.

Opportunities for recreationists to find solitude

(i.e., a secluded spot away from others) within the

WSA are influenced by size, topography, vegeta-
tion, and the absence of distracting sights and
sounds. The eastern portion of the Mt. Pennell
WSA consists of a large central peak with several

prominent ridges. Numerous creeks have carved
deep canyons in the side of the mountain on all

sides such as Straight Creek, Pipe Creek, Scratch
Canyon, and Dark Canyon. These features, plus

the steep slopes of the mountain proper, con-
tribute significantly to screening recreationists

from each other. Vegetation also contributes to

solitude. However, there are variations due to

elevation and aspect. For example, the south
slopes have scattered pinyon and juniper, aspen,
and shrub oak. North and east slopes have spruce,
pine, fir, and aspen which in many places are

quitedense. Finally, a visitorexperiences solitude

form the summit of Mt. Pennell; vistas of hundreds
of square miles of desert country with no sign of

human activity are possible. In the western por-

tion of the WSA opportunities for solitude are less

than outstanding in the Muley Creek drainage
and in the area south of Swap Mesa and Cave Flat

because the terrain is relatively flat and the

vegetation is too sparse to provide screening.

There is adequate topographic and vegetation

screening in the Swap Mesa and Cave Flat areas

but the presence of numerous roads and ways
detracts from the opportunities for solitude.

Overall, these factors considered together indi-

cate that there are outstanding opportunities for

solitude on 17,800 acres in the eastern portion of

the WSA; opportunities are less than outstanding

on 56,500 acres in the western portion of the WSA.
There are no sights and sounds outside the WSA
that adversely affect solitude on the WSA.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION

About 1 7,800 acres of the WSA meet the pri mitive

and unconfined recreation standards. The remain-

ing 56,500 acres do not offer outstanding
opportunity.

Opportunities for primitive, unconfined recrea-

tion were evaluated by considering miles of poten-

tial hiking routes in relation to the WSA's size, the

number of recreational opportunities present,

and an evaluation of the quality of these oppor-
tunities. This WSA was determined to have above-
average opportunities for nine activities including

hiking, photography, rock climbing, and geologi-

cal sightseeing. These activities were discussed

in detail in the Recreation section. The overall

quality evaluation for the opportunities for primi-

tive, unconfined recreation is high in the WSA
east of Bullfrog Creek. On Cave Flat and portions

of the WSA west of Cave Flat, recreational oppor-
tunities are less than outstanding.
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SPECIAL FEATURES

This WSA has several special features of interest.

The Horn offers some of the best opportunities for

rock climbing in central Utah. All levels of climb-
ing difficulty are possible at one easily accessible
site.

Since Mt. Pennell is the second highest peak in

the Henry Mountains, outstanding scenic vistas

(as far as Colorado and Arizona) are possible

from the summit. Furthermore, the 1 -mile change
in elevation from base to summit allows for the

presence of four distinct biological life zones.

Portions of the WSA serve as summer range for

the Henry Mountain bison herd. Bison are fre-

quently seen in the vicinity of The Horn. Views
south from Swap Mesa, Cave Flat, and Cave Point

are exceptional.

Land Use Plans and Controls

There are no rights-of-way, private in-holdings,

or non-Federal subsurface rights in the WSA, nor

are there any private lands adjacent to the WSA.

There is one State section within the WSA and an

additional ten State sections adjacent to the WSA.
The management philosophy for all State sections

is to maximize economic returns for the State

School Fund. Except for grazing, no activities are

currently occurring on these sections. They are

under lease for oil and gas.

The Garfield County Master Plan (Five County
Association of Governments, 1984) covers this

WSA. The master plan recognizes that the county
possesses "

. . . . Some of the most spectacular

scenery in the United States .... The county is

sparsely populated and most of it is in its original

pristine condition." Garfield County has proposed
to the Utah Congressional Delegation that 111,053

acres of BLM lands in three WSAs and 31,600
acres in one Forest Service unit be recommended
for wilderness. The county plan recommends that

the remaining lands within the county, including

the Mt. Pennell WSA, be retained for multiple use.

The plan's concept of multiple use includes

forestry, livestock grazing, mining, wildlife, and
recreation.

The WSA is managed under the BLM Henry
Mountain Planning Area MFP(USDI, BLM, 1982c)

which generally allows for multiple use as

described in the No Action Alternative. The Henry
Mountain MFPhas been reviewed by the Governor
of Utah and found to be consistent with State

plans.

Socioeconomics

DEMOGRAPHICS

The WSA lies within Garfield County, one of

Utah's least populated and most rural counties. In

1980, the Garfield County population was 3,673,

reflecting a population density of 0.71 persons
per square mile (U.S. Department of Commerce
[USDC], Bureau of the Census, 1981 and Univer-

sity of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, 1979).

The closest community to the WSA is Ticaboo,
about 25 road miles south, also in Garfield County.
Ticaboo had a 1980 population of about 300.

Since 1980, the population has declined to

between 150 and 200. Hanksville (a small com-
munity of approximately 351 people), located

about 35 road miles to the north of the WSA, and
Green River, approximately 100 road miles north

of the WSA in Emery County, are the main
gateways and service areas for visitors to the Mt.

Pennell WSA.

EMPLOYMENT

Garfield County is one of the poorest counties in

the State of Utah (South et al., 1983). Table 10

indicates 1980 employment sectors for the county.

Government is the largest employment sector

within the county and represents 21 percent of the

work force, followed by construction, services,

manufacturing, and agriculture (refer to Table

10). The county, however, maintains a diversified

economic base (South et al., 1983). The Town of

Escalante relies on farming, stockraising, and
lumbering, supplemented by tourism, some oil

production, and government employment (South
et al., 1983). Another town, Boulder, continues to

rely on agriculture.

INCOME AND REVENUES

In Garfield County, the nonfarm industry sectorin

1980 produced over 96 percent of total labor and
proprietors' income representing an annual
growth rate of 22.2 percent (University of Utah,

Bureau of Economic and Business Research,

1982) (refer to Table 11). Almost 80 percent of this

income came from the private sector, principally

mining, construction, and manufacturing, while

government sources produced 20 percent of per-

sonal income and earnings for the county. Farm-
ing produced 3.8 percent of the county's total

personal income, amounting to $949,000.

Economic-related activities in the WSA include

mineral exploration, livestock production, and
recreation. Table 12 summarizes local sales and
Federal revenues from the WSA. Appendix 9

identifies the multiplers used to estimate sales

and revenues.
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TABLE 10
1980 Employment

Garfield County, Utah

Industrial Sector Number Percent

Agriculture 236 11

Mining 210 10

Construction 379 17

Manufacturing 248 11

Transportation. Communication,

and Utilities 85 4

Wholesale and Retail Trade 125 6

Finance, Insurance,

and Real Estate 16 1

Services 266 12

Government 457 21

Nonfarm Proprietors 157 7

Total 2.179 100

Sources: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1980;
USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982.

TABLE 11

1980 Personal Income and Earnings
Garfield County, Utah

Annual

Earnings Components Growth Rate

Income as percent 1975-80

Type/Source (in $1,000) of Totals (Percent)

Total Labor and

Proprietor Income 24,792 '100.0 21 9

(Earnings)

Total Labor and Proprietor

Income

by Industry Source

Farm 949 •38 16,6

Nonfarm 23.843 •962 222

Private 19.049 ;799 265

Agricultural Service 79 '03 (D)

and Other

Mining 4.222 17.7 47.0

Construction 5.536 J23.2 66.5

Manufacturing 3.294 3 13,8 14,2

Transportation and 1,545 36.5 16.8

Public Utilities

Wholesale Trade 96 304 1.3

Retail Trade 1,302 35.5 7.6

Finance, Insurance 189 '0.8 (D)

and Real Estate

Services 2,786 J 11.7 163

Government 4,794 220 1 10.8

Sources: USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982;

University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, 1982.

'Earning components as a percent of total earnings; totals

do not equal 100.
2Earning components as a percent of total earnings for

nonfarm sector.
3Earning components as a percent of incremental earnings
within private sector.

(D) Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential infor-

mation or for items $50,000 or less. Data are included in

totals.

The WSA has 113 mining claims. Regulations
require a $100 annual expenditure per claim for

laborand improvements, an undetermined part of

which is spent in the local economy. No oil and
gas or mineral production has occurred in the

WSA. Therefore, mineral and energy resource
production from the WSA has not contributed to

local employment or income.

Twenty-two livestock operators have a total

grazing privilegeof 3,282 AUMs within the WSA. If

all this forage were utilized, it would account for

$65,640 of livestock sales and $16,41 Oof ranchers'

returns to labor and investment.

The WSA's recreational use is moderate and
related local expenditures are well distributed.

These expenditures are insignificant to both the

local economy and individual businesses. The
actual amount of income generated locally from
recreational use in the WSA is unknown. However,
an approximate range of expenditures can be
deduced from Dalton (1982). Thisstudy indicates

that statewide average expenditures per recrea-

tional visitorday for all types of recreation in Utah
are approximately $4.10. The recreational use for

Mt. Pennell WSA is estimated as about 2,580

visitors per year. Only a portion of the expendi-
tures for recreational use of the WSA contributes

to the local economy of Garfield and possibly

Wayne and Emery Counties.

The WSA generates Federal revenues from min-
eral leases and claims and livestock sources
(refer to Table 12).

TABLE 12
Local Sales And Federal Revenues

Source Annual Local Sales' Annual Federal Revenues

Oil and Gas Leases

Mining Claim

Assessment

Livestock Grazing

Recreational Use

Total

None $148,680

Less than $11,300 None

$65,640 $4,595

Less than $10,578 Unknown

Less than $87,518 Up to $153,275

Sources: BLM File Data; Appendix 9.

'Local sales represent money potentially spent. They do not

account for the total income that would be generated by
these expenditures.

2A few commercial permits have been issued since 1980.

Oil and gas leases in the WSA cover approxi-
mately 49,560 acres. At up to $3 per acre, lease

rental fees generate up to $148,680 of Federal

revenues annually. Half of these monies are

allocated to the State, which then reallocates
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these revenues to various funds, the majority of

which are related to energy development and
mitigation of local impacts of energy and mineral

development.

Average actual livestock use and, therefore,

revenues generated from grazing in the WSA are

unknown; however, the permittees in the WSA
can use up to 3,282 AUMs per year. Based on a

$1.40 per AUM grazing fee, the WSA can poten-
tially generate $4,595 of grazing fee revenues
annually, 50 percent of which would be allocated

backtothe local BLM districtforthe construction

of rangeland improvements.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES
OF ALTERNATIVES

Analysis Assumptions and Guidelines for

All Alternatives

1. The alternatives would be carried out as

cited in the Description of the Alternatives

section.

2. Future users in the WSA would meet
requirements forall applicable Federal, State,

and local permits.

3. Designation of an area as wilderness
would not result in impacts due to direct

disturbance of resources. Any direct disturb-

ance of resources under wilderness designa-
tion would result from use of prior rights that

must be recognized by BLM. Such disturb-

ance could occur with or without wilderness
designation and is assumed to occur at one
time.

4. The impacts of wilderness designation
would result from (1) protection of certain

resources; (2) denial of the opportunity to de-
velop certain resources; or (3) restictions

placed on or changes in allowable manage-
ment practices and land uses.

5. Estimates of in-place mineral resources
are given based on a mineral resource evalua-

tion of the BLM WSAs by SAI (1982). These
estimates are based on literature studies and
known mining activities in the vicinity of the

WSAs. The analysis presented in this section

identifies the estimated amount of potentially

recoverable mineral resources and then, using

BLM's field experience and judgment, quali-

fies the probability of future development
based on terrain, transportation, and eco-

nomic factors. Appendix 6 records the meth-
odologyfor estimation of potentially recover-
able mineral resources.

6. Once designated, management of an area

as wilderness would continue in perpetuity.

No Action Alternative

The major changes that could occur in the area

would be related to oil and gas and locatable

mineral exploration and development. The area
would be open to resource use and development
without controls for wilderness protection. The
degree of future development is unknown but

would probably be low due to the WSA's rough
terrain and low resource potential. The following

is a worst-case analysis, based on the assumption
that minerals would be developed sometime in

the future and would result in the following

disturbance: oil and gas, 160 acres; gold, 30
acres; and uranium, 20 acres. (Appendix 10 lists

surface disturbance assumptions and estimates.)

In addition, up to 1,183 acres could be disturbed

by chaining of vegetation to increase forage

production.

AIR QUALITY

The WSA would continue to be managed by the

State of Utah as a PSD Class II area. The proximity

of the WSA to Capitol Reef National Park may
result in restrictions on developmentto meet PSD
Class I limitations. Disturbance of 210 acres by
mineral activities would result in only minor

increases in fugitive dust emissions. Chaining

and seeding of 1,183 acres would also result in

short-term increases in fugitive dust as the area is

chained.

GEOLOGY
No impacts to geology are expected because
surface disturbance associated with locatable

minerals (i.e., uranium and gold) and oil and gas

exploration and development activities would
probably not exceed 210 acres. This would not

significantly affect geology. Chaining of vegeta-

tion would not affect geology.

SOILS

It is estimated that up to 210 acres of soil could be

disturbed by mineral and energy exploration and

development. Assuming that all disturbance

would occur in areas with critical erosion class

(worst-class analysis) and that erosion condition

would increase one class, soil loss on the 210

acres would increase from 567 cubic yards/year

to 1,134 cubic yards/year.
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Therefore, underthisalternative, maximum annual

soil loss in the WSA would increase by approxi-

mately 567 cubic yards (less than 1 percent) over

current annual soil loss. This is a small increase

and the effects would likely be imperceptible. Soil

loss would decrease following reclamation.

The 1,183-acre chaining would be designed to

improve ground cover and soil conditions. Ground
cover would be disturbed during the early imple-

mentation stages (1 to 2 years). Within 3 years

ground cover would equal or exceed cover prior

to chaining (USDI, BLM, 1983b).

VEGETATION

Because protective measures would be implemen-
ted under existing law, as well as BLM policy and
regulations, and the maximum anticipated energy

and mineral related disturbance would be no

more than 210 acres, the potential disturbance

under this alternative would not result in a major

change in any vegetation type. In addition, about

1,183 acres of pinyon-juniper vegetation would

be altered by chaining, but in the long term would
gradually revert to the original type unless the

areas were rechained (USDI, BLM, 1983b).

Two species of sensitive (candidate threatened or

endangered) plants could occur within or near

the-WSA and one endangered plant species is

known to occur in the WSA. Before authorizing

surface-disturbing activities, BLM would conduct
site-specific clearances of the potentially dis-

turbed areas (210 acres) and informally consult

with the FWS as required by BLM policy (refer to

Appendix 4). If any threatened or endangered
species could be affected, BLM would initiate

formal Section 7 consultation with the FWS under
provisions of the Endangered Species Act. Appro-
priate mitigating measures would be applied.

Because necessary measures would be taken to

protect these plants, it can reasonably be con-

cluded that the viability of populations of threat-

ened, endangered, or sensitive species would be

preserved with the No Action Alternative.

WATER RESOURCES

No significant sedimentation or change in total

dissolved solids (TDS) is expected to occur from

the 567 cubic yards of annual soil loss from

surface disturbance. Opportunities for mainte-

nance, additional improvements, or expansion of

existing water sources could occur but are not

planned in the current MFP for the Henry Moun-
tain Planning Area.

Mineral exploration and development in the area

would generally be confined at or nearthe surface

or with widely spaced wells and would not signifi-

cantly change ground water quantity or quality.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

The potential for up to 10 million barrels of oil or

up to 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas (in-place)

exists within the WSA. About 3 million barrels of

oil or 18 billion cubic feet of gas would be recov-

erable (refer to Appendix 6 for estimates of

recoverability). These oil and gas resources could
be explored and developed, subject to Category 1

(standard stipulations) on 49,400 acres and Cat-

egory 2 (standard and special stipulations) on
24,900 acres. This alternative would have no
effect on the operator's ability to explore and de-

velop the area. Approximately 160 acres of sur-

face disturbance would take place if exploration

and development were to occur. Due to the small

size of these deposits, production is not expected
under this alternative.

Coal

Approximately 12.3 million tons of coal on 1,270

acres would remain unsuitable for leasing for

protection of bison habitat and could not be
recovered.

Locatable Minerals

The entire WSA would remain open to mining

claim location. The potential deposits of locatable

minerals (less than 500 tons of uranium, 25 tons of

gold, 500 tons of silver, and 50,000tons of copper)

could be located and developed in the future

under this alternative. Approximately 50 acres

could be disturbed due to exploration and devel-

opment of these locatable mineral resources.

Employment of unnecessary or undue degra-

dation stipulations would not affect the operator's

ability to develop the area. However, the likeli-

hood of development is thought to be low because
of economic considerations (e.g., transportation

and low resource potentials).

WILDLIFE

Under this alternative, 21,250 acres of crucial-

critical deer range, 21,500 acres of high priority

deer winter range, 45,820 acres of crucial-critical

bison range, and 2,000 acres of limited-value
bison yearlong range would not be protected by
application of the "Wilderness Management Pol-

icy" with its reduced likelihood for surface-
disturbing and other activities. As much as 210
acres of crucial-critical mule deer and bison
range could be subject to surface-disturbing
activities associated with mineral and energy
related activities. This acreage represents approx-
imately 0.4 percent of the total crucial deer and
bison range within the WSA. However, under this
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alternative the potential exists for chaining and
seeding approximately 1,183 acres in the WSA
which would provide a potential net increase in

forage production of 132 AUMs. Approximately
30 percent or 40 AUMs would be allocated to the

bison herd and 92 AUMs would be allocated to

livestock. This additional forage (including high

quality forbs) would help reducegrazing pressure

and forage competition on crucial deer summer
range within the WSA. The current deer popula-
tion on crucial summer range within the WSA is

estimated at 59 animals (USDI, BLM, 1983b).

Because forage competition would be reduced
deer numbers could increase slightly.

The current number of bison utilizing the area

within the WSA is estimated at 200 animals (USDI,

BLM, 1983b). Based on the assumption that bison

are evenly distributed throughout this range and
that all surface disturbance would occur on this

area, the loss of 210 acres from surface disturb-

ance and other activities would reduce the carry-

ing capacity for the bison population by one or

two animals within the WSA. On the other hand, if

land treatment were completed and AUMs from
land treatments on crucial bison summer range
within the WSA were used by bison, this alterna-

tive could provide forage to support an additional

15 animals on this range.

Because habitat loss and reduction in deer and
bison numbers from surface disturbance and
other activities would be more than compensated
by increased rangequalityfollowing reclamation,

the opportunity exists under this alternative to

increase deer and bison populations within the

area. The actual balance of use that would result

between livestock, deer, and bison is unknown.

There would be no impacts to threatened, endan-
gered, or sensitive animal species under this

alternative because none are present within the

WSA. No projects for wildlife habitat enhance-
ment have been specifically identified.

FOREST RESOURCES

Most of the large timber stands in this WSA are on
slopes over 40 percent and are, therefore, not

harvestable. The ponderosa pine is large, old-

growth timber on gentle to moderate slopes with

good access. However, average stocking and
board foot volumes per acre are low.

Although some commercial timber is present at

The Horn, the Henry Mountain Planning Area
MFP recommended that there be no commercial
timber harvest and that the area be placed in a

modified fire suppression classification. There-
fore, the No Action Alternative would not result in

any significant increase in harvest or loss of forest

resources in the WSA.

LIVESTOCK

Domestic livestock grazing would continue as
authorized in the Henry Mountain Planning Area
MFP. The 3,282 AUMs in the WSA currently
allocated in portions of five allotments are con-
trolled by 22 permittees. There would be no
changes in or effect on the current livestock

management under this alternative. There would
be no restriction on use of motor vehicles for

maintenance of the 4 miles of fence, seven reser-

voirs, 6 miles of pipeline, two wells, and one
corral. Additional roads or other facilities for

livestock, including a chaining, two proposed
spring developments, and one livestock reservoir,

could be developed in the future without regard
for wilderness values. Since motorized vehicles

are currently used very little to manage livestock

in the WSA few, if any, changes in livestock

management techniques are expected. Mineral-
related disturbances could result in short-term
loss of livestock forage.

The Final Henry Mountain Grazing Management
EIS (USDI, BLM, 1983b) identified approximately
1,183 acres on the southwest side of Mt. Pennell
which could be chained for a predicted forage
gain of approximately 132 AUMs. Seventy percent
or 92 AUMs would be allocated for livestock use;

30 percent or 40 AUMs would be allocated for the

bison herd.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Under this alternative 210 acres of mineral and
energy related exploration and development are

possible, as well as 1,183 acres of pinyon-juniper
chaining. Even though mitigative measures would
be applied to minimize visual contrast created by
instrusions, visual quality would be degraded in

localized areas during the period of activity. VRM
objectives would probably not be met in VRM
Class II areas. Even after rehabilitation, some
permanent localized degradation would be ex-

pected. The 1,183-acre chaining would create

long-term contrasts on less than 2 percent of the

WSA. If roads, vehicular ways, and drill pads are

located throughout the area of oil and gas and
mineral exploration and development (worst-

case analysis), visual quality could be signifi-

cantly reduced in the WSA as a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Disturbance of 210 acres by mineral and energy
exploration and development and 1,183 acres by
chaining under this alternative could affect cul-

tural sites. Only 16 prehistoric sites have been
identified. None have National Register signifi-

cance. However, inventories for the purposes of

site recordation and mitigation of impacts would
take place prior to any surface disturbance and
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would lessen impacts. The overall effect on cul-

tural resources would be low due to the limited

amount of cultural resources in the area and to

mitigating measures that would be taken prior to

surface-disturbing activities. Vandalism of sites

(not currently a problem) would be expected to

increase in proportion to the general population

increase.

RECREATION

The quality of a user's primitive recreational

experience would be reduced by surface-disturb-

ing activities. Under this alternative, mineral and
energy related exploration and development are

possible on 210 acres and chaining on 1,183

acres. If roads, vehicular ways, and drill pads are

located throughout the WSA (worst-case analy-

sis), primitive recreational opportunities could be

lost in the area altogether. However, roads and
ways created for mineral and energy exploration

and development would improve access into the

area for nonprimitive, recreation. The WSA would
remain open to ORV use under this alternative.

Chaining would have short- and long-term im-
pacts on sightseeing and primitive recreation
because of effects of intrusions on scenic and
primitive values. However, chaining would im-
prove big game habitat and would increase the
opportunity for zoological sightseeing and hunt-
ing (USDI, BLM, 1983b).

The future trends in recreational use of the WSA
are unknown. However, based on a review of

several projections (Utah Outdoor Recreation

Agency, 1980; Utah Office of Planning and Budget,

1984; Jungst, 1978; and Hof and Kaiser, 1981) it is

estimated that outdoor recreation in Utah will

increase at about 2 percent per year over the next

20 years. At this rate overall recreational use

could increase from 2,580current visitordays per

year to 3,884 visitor days at the end of 20 years.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Under this alternative the WSA would be managed
under the Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP
and the identified wilderness values would not

receive the degree of protection afforded by

wilderness designation.

Approximately 210 acres of mineral and energy
exploration and development and 1,183 acres of

chaining are possible. The mineral and energy
related surface disturbance would result in a

significant loss of naturalness, solitude, and out-

standing opportunities for primitive and uncon-
fined recreation throughout the WSA as a whole if

roads, vehicular ways, and drill pads are located

throughout the area. The potential for mineral

development and related disturbance is low in

this WSA. The 1,183-acre chaining would result in

a long-term loss of naturalness on less than 2

percent of the WSA and would not be consistent

with wilderness values.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

The applicable plans are the Garfield County
Master Plan and the BLM Henry Mountain Plan-

ning Area MFP. This alternative would be con-
sistent with those plans because land use would
continue as at present. It would also be consistent

with the State of Utah policy of maximizing
economic returns.

SOCIOECONOMICS

There would not be a loss of local employment or

income as a result of this alternative. The existing

ability to explore and develop mineral resources
would remain as at present. A portion of the $100
per year assessment fee required for each mining
claim would reach the local economy. If the oil

and gas, uranium, and other locatable minerals in

the WSA were developed it could lead to a

significant increase in employment and income
for Garfield and Wayne Counties. However, the

probability of economic development of minerals

within the WSA is low (refer to the Mineral and
Energy Resources section for a description of

mineral and development potentials).

There would be no livestock-related economic
losses because the existing grazing use (3,282

AUMs) and ability to maintain, replace, and build

new range improvements would remain as at

present. The forage use in the allotment would
continue to produce $65,640 annually in livestock

sales and $16,410 of ranchers' return to labor and
investment. The identified potential chaining that

would produce 92 AUMs of new allocated forage

could lead to an additional $1,840 of livestock

sales and $400 of ranchers' returns to labor and
investment per year.

As discussed in the Recreation section, recrea-

tional use and, therefore, recreation-related local

expenditures could increase at a rate of 2 percent

per year over the next 20 years (49-percent

increase over 20 years). Because recreational use
in the area is estimated to increase only 1,304

visitor days per year over the next 20 years and
overall recreation-related expenditures average
only $4.10 per visitor day (only a portion of which
contributes to the local economy), recreation-

related expenditures attributable to the WSA
would likely not be significant to the local

economy.

Federal and State revenues would not be reduced
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by this alternative. There are 24,740 acres in the

WSA open to lease that are currently not leased. If

leased they would bring up to $74,220 additional

Federal lease fee revenues per year in addition to

new royalties from lease production if oil and gas

were discovered and produced. Half of these

monies would be allocated to the State, a portion

of which could reach the local economy. Collec-

tion of livestock grazing fees ($4,595 per year)

would continue. The additional 92 AUMs of forage

that would be produced by the identified potential

chaining and allocated to livestock under this

alternative would increase Federal revenues by

up to $129 annually. About 50 percent of the

increased revenues would be returned to the local

BLM office for use in range improvement projects.

Overall there could be an increase in Federal fee

revenues of $74,349 per year under this alternative.

All Wilderness Alternative (74,300 Acres)

As cited in the Description of the Alternatives

section, the major changes that could occur in the

74,300-acre area would be related to its with-

drawal from mineral location and closure to new
mineral leasing and sale. The 1,183-acrechaining
and proposed livestock reservoir would not be
allowed. The entire area would be placed in

leasing Category 4 (closed to leasing). About 17

miles of existing vehicular ways and 11 miles of

road in the WSA would be closed to vehicular use
except for approvals by BLM as noted in the

Description of the Alternatives section. The WSA
would be managed under VRM Class I.

For the following analysis it is assumed that the

existing mining claims would eventually be ex-

plored and developed, causing an estimated 50
acres of disturbance within the WSA. It is also

assumed that the existing oil and gas leases

would expire before production of commercial
quantities, and that oil and gas leases would not

be renewed or future leasing of oil and gas
allowed. Appendix 10 lists surface disturbance
assumptionsand estimatesforthe WSA. Because
potentially disturbed areas would besmallerthan
under the No Action Alternative (50 vs. 1,393
acres), the impacts from development and surface
disturbance on air quality, geology, soils, vegeta-
tion, water, and cultural resources for the All

Wilderness Alternative would be less than those
described for the No Action Alternative. Because
the analysis of the No Action Alternative shows
that impacts to these resources from surface
disturbance would be insignificant, the impacts of

disturbance are not discussed under the All Wil-

derness Alternative. Wilderness designation
would provide additional protection to these

resources. Other effects on these resource due to
changes in management are discussed below.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES
Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

Although 1 ,720 acres of the WSA are under pre-
FLPMA and 47,340 acres are under post-FLPMA
oil and gas leases, noexploratron or development
of oil and gas is presently occurring within the
WSA. There are no known deposits of oil and gas.

Existing pre- and post-FLPMA leases could be
developed subject to the stipulations issued at the

time of leasing. It is unlikely that existing leases

will be developed or a showing of commercial
quantities made prior to their expiration dates,

and expired leases will not be reissued. Explora-
tion for and development of a potential resource
of less than 10 million barrels of oil or less than 60
billion cubic feet of natural gas (in-place) with 3

million barrels of oil or 18 billion cubic feet of

natural gas that could be recoverable would be
foregone under this alternative. However, due to

the small size of the potential deposits, the low
certainty that these exist, and the low likelihood of

exploration and development activities, it is con-
cluded that this alternative would not result in any
significant loss of potential oil and gas recovery.

Coal

Approximately 12.3 million tons of coal on 1,270

acres could not be mined. This represents 2 to 4

percent of coal available in the Henry Mountain
Coal Field. Since the identified coal area has
already been established as unsuitableforsurface

mining activities and underground recovery is not

feasible, this would not be a significant change
from present management.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 2,328 acres are under 113 mining

claims within the WSA. There are no known
commercial deposits of gold, copper, silver, or

uranium in the WSA. Development work, extrac-

tion, and patenting would be allowed to continue

on valid claimsafterwildernessdesignation under
unnecessary or undue degradation guidelines. It

is estimated that, if uranium and other locatable

minerals are located prior to wilderness designa-

tion, up to 50 acres could be disturbed due to

exploration and development. The worst-case

impact to minerals would occur if the potential

minerals are not within mining claims filed prior to

designation. In that case the potential for recovery

of up to 500 tons of uranium, 25 tons of gold, 500

tons of silver, and 50,000 tons of copper would be

foregone. After designation, all other lands within
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the WSA (including claims not determined valid)

would be closed to prospecting and development
(USDI, BLM, 1981b).

Because production of these metals is not cur-

rently occurring and economic considerations

(e.g., transportation, low potential, etc.) are

unfavorable, it is unlikely that development would
occureven without wilderness designation. There-

fore, this alternative would not result in any
significant loss of locatable mineral resources or

their production on a local, regional, or national

level.

WILDLIFE

Under this alternative 48,1 55 acres of crucial deer

and/or bison habitat, including 21,250 acres of

crucial-critical deer range and 45,820 acres of

crucial-critical bison range (refer to Table 7)

would be protected by the application of the

"Wilderness Management Policy" and by the

reduced likelihood for surface-disturbing and
other activities. However, 50 acres of crucial deer

summer range could be subject to surface disturb-

ance associated with existing mineral rights. This

acreage represents less than 0.1 percent of the

total crucial deer and bison habitat within the

WSA. In addition, this alternative would preclude

the opportunity for chaining and reseeding as

much as 1, 183 acres of pinyon-juniper vegetation

in the southwest side of Mt. Pennell on crucial

deer and bison summer range. Approximately 33

percent of the WSA is pinyon-juniper and about
25 percent of this is suitable for treatment. Thirty

percent of the forage increase or 40 AUMs would
be allocated to bison. Because summer range is

considered a limiting factor for mule deer in the

Henry Mountains (USDI, BLM, 1983b) and land

treatments that would enhance the quality of this

range would not be allowed, mule deer numbers
in the WSA would be expected to remain at their

present low levels underthisalternative. Because
the chaining would not be allowed, a potential for

approximately 40 AUMs of bison forage increase

would be lost under this alternative.

Even though there is sufficient forage in the WSA
to meet current bison needs (USDI, BLM, 1983b),

these land treatments are important to bison. Not

only would these treatments provide additional

forage, but they would also help reduce grazing

pressure and forage competition on other crucial

bison summer ranges in the vicinity of the WSA.

Because land treatments enhancing the quality of

crucial summer ranges would not be allowed,

bison numbers (approximately 200 presently)

within the WSA would be expected to remain

static in the long term under this alternative.

There would be no impacts to threatened, endan-
gered, or sensitive animal species under this

alternative.

FOREST RESOURCES

Underthisalternative, no woodland harvestwould
occur. Nearly all of the aspen and Douglas fir

timber is on steep slopes (over 40 percent) and is

unavailablefor harvest because of terrain. Theold
ponderosa pines are potentially harvestable but

average stocking and board foot volumes are low.

Although some commercial timber is present at

The Horn, the 1982 Henry Mountain Planning

Area MFP recommended that there be no com-
mercial timber harvestand thatthearea be placed

in a modified fire suppression classification. There-

fore, this alternative would not result in any
significant changes in management of forest re-

sources in the WSA.

LIVESTOCK

Present domestic livestock grazing would con-
tinue as authorized in the Henry Mountain Plan-

ning Area MFP. The 3,282 AUMs currently allo-

cated in the WSA are controlled by 22 livestock

permittees. Additional roads or other facilities for

livestock handling could be prevented in the

future if not compatible with wilderness values.

Approximately 1,183 acres have been identified

for chaining with a predicted gain of approxi-

mately 132 AUMs. Seventy percent or 92 AUMs
would be allocated to livestock, 30 percent or 40

AUMs would be allocated to the bison herd.

Under this alternative, this potential gain would
be lost as would the opportunity to develop a

livestock reservoir. The impact to the livestock

industry within the area would be relatively small

because the 92 potential AUMs represent only a

3-percent increase in forage within the WSA.
Designation of the WSA as wilderness could

reduce short-term forage loss due to mineral and
energy exploration and development.

VISUAL RESOURCES

This alternative would ensure preservation of the

visual resources in the Sawmill Basin area. This

area is easily observed from Lonesome Beaver
Campground, Wickiup Pass, Bull Creek Pass, and
the summit of Mt. Ellen. Wilderness designation

would contribute to the preservation of the area's

visual resources. Underthisalternative, the poten-

tial for surface-disturbing activities that could

impair visual quality would be reduced through
management under VRM Class I (which generally

allows foronly natural ecological change), closure

to ORVs, prevention of chaining, and closure of

the entire area to future mineral leasing and
location.
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Underthisalternativethe possible mineral-related

surface disturbance would be reduced from 1 ,393

acres to 50 acres, associated with development of

valid mining claims. Although mitigating meas-
ures would be applied to reduce visual contrast

created by mineral-related surface disturbance,

visual quality would be degraded and VRM Class I

management objectives would not be met during

the short term on disturbed areas. Even after

rehabilitation, some permanent localized degra-

dation could be expected. If roads for develop-

ment of valid mining claims could not be denied

(worst-case analysis), VRM Class I objectives

might not be met on large portions of the WSA.
Because the potential for development of mining

claims is low, visual quality would probably be

preserved in the WSA as a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Approximately 50 acres (0.07 percent of WSA)
could be disturbed by mineral-related activities;

however, inventories for the purposes of site

recordation and mitigation of impacts would take

place prior to any and all proposed surface

disturbance and would mitigate any adverse
impacts. Inadvertent loss or damage to cultural

resources could occur. However, these impacts
are expected to be minimal. This WSA is known to

contain 16 prehistoric sites. No National Register

sites are known to exist.

There is a potential for increased vandalism to

cultural resources due to increased recreational

use of the WSA. However, protection afforded by
wilderness management would outweigh any poten-

tial vandalism problems caused by recreational

activity, and the overall impact would be positive.

RECREATION

As discussed for the No Action Alternative, rec-

reational use of the WSA is estimated to increase

about 2 percent per year over the next 20 years in

relation to population increases and current

trends of recreational use. Publicity of the WSA
that would likely follow wilderness designation

could lead to an undetermined increase in primi-

tive recreational use above the baseline rate.

Management provided through a Wilderness
Management Plan would attempt to control de-

structive increases in future recreation use, and
the quality of the primitive recreation experience
probably would not be negatively affected by the

increased use.

The All Wilderness Alternative could be expected
to benefit recreation to a small degree by reducing

the likelihood of surface-disturbing activities from
the 1,393 acres projected for the No Action

Alternative to 50 acres and increasing manage-
ment attention and recognition of recreation
values. The hiking routes to the summit of Mt
Pennell, the rock climbing opportunities at The
Horn, the undeveloped camping areas, and the
existing opportunities for hiking, hunting, camp-
ing, and photography would be enhanced by the
more intensive management of the area through
the "Wilderness Management Policy." Potential

increases in zoological sightseeing and hunting
from increases in wildlife populations that could
resultfrom chaining of pinyon-junipervegetation
would be lost.

The entire 74,300 acres, including 17 miles of

vehicular ways and 11 miles of roads, would be
closed to ORV use. However, no ORV use is

occurring or is likely to occur due to topographic
restraints. The 17 miles of vehicular ways and 11

miles of roads would not be available for recrea-

tional access, especially hunting access, which
would probably reduce useof theareaforhunting.
Approximately 23.1 miles of road would be
"cherry-stemmed" and would remain open to

vehicular use. These roads, along with roads for

development of valid mining claims, could reduce
the quality of primitive recreational opportunities

throughout the western portion of the WSA.
Because the potential for mineral production is

low and wilderness designation would reduce the

potential for surface disturbance, the quality of

the primitive recreational experience would likely

be preserved in the eastern portion of the area.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Designation and management of all 74,300 acres

as wilderness would contribute to the preserva-

tion of the wilderness values of size, naturalness

(71 ,000 acres), and outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation

(less than outstanding on 56,500 acres), except

on up to 50 acres that could be disturbed due to

possible mineral location and development. These
disturbances would have long-term effects on
wilderness values in localized areas but would not

be expected to significantly affect wilderness

values in the area as a whole. The special geologic

and scenic features in this WSA would also be

preserved. Although recreation use could in-

crease (referto Recreation section), use would be

managed and relative to the size of the area,

would be low. Thus, no significant effect on
existing solitude and recreational values would
be expected.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS
The Garfield County Master Plan favors multiple

use of the lands within the Mt. Pennell WSA. This
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alternative is generally consistent with the mul-

tiple-use concept since most resource uses would
continue, although under more restrictive con-

ditions. This alternative would conflict with the

county's multiple-use concept in the area of

minerals because restrictive conditions would be

placed on mineral development, including the

phasing out of existing leases and closure of the

area to future mineral location and lease. If State

lands within the WSA are exchanged for lands

outside the WSA, wilderness designation would
not conflict with the policy of the State of Utah to

maximize economic returns.

The BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP
does not provide for wilderness designation. A
decision by Congress to designate the WSA as

wilderness would be an amendment to the MFP.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall there would be no significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and
local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of re-

sources under wilderness designation there could

be losses in local income and Federal revenues

currently provided by resource uses in the WSA
(refer to Table 12) as well as loss of potential

increases in income and Federal revenues that

could occur under the No Action Alternative.

The potential for mineral development in the WSA
is low (referto the Mineral and Energy Resources
section for a discussion of the WSA's mineral

character). Valid existing oil and gas leases and
mining claims could be developed but designation

would preclude new leases and claims from being

established in the WSA. Precluding exploration

and development of minerals would not alter

existing economic conditions, but could alter

future economic conditions from what they would
be with mineral development under the No Action

Alternative. Because the potential for mineral de-

velopment is low, it is estimated that potential

mineral-related local income would not be sig-

nificantly reduced by wilderness designation.

However, any local income related to assessment
of future mining claims would be lost.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-

tinue as at present with $65,640 of livestock sales

and $16,410 of ranchers' return to labor and
investment. The proposed chaining for increase

in livestock forage would be foregone along with

the potential increase of $1,840 of livestock sales

and $460 of ranchers' return to labor and
investment.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase recreational use

(refer to the Recreation section). Related local

expenditures would be small (average of $4.10

per visitor day statewide). Federal revenues and
the portions allocated to the State and local

communities would be lost.

The loss of 49,560 acres now leased would cause
an eventual loss of up to $148,680 per year of

lease fees to the Federal Treasury. There would
also be a potential loss of $74,220 annually in

Federal revenues from the 24,740 acres that could
be leased without designation. In addition to

these rental fees, any potential royaltiesfrom new
lease production could also be foregone.

Because the identified potential chaining would
not be developed and used, an estimated annual
$129 of Federal grazing revenues from 92 addi-

tional AUMs would be foregone. Recreation-

related Federal revenues might increase if the

demand for commercial outfitter services in-

creases. Commercial outfitters do not use the

WSA on a regular basis, but designation could
lead to more commercial recreational use of the

area.

Overall, Federal revenues from existing and iden-

tified potential activities could be reduced by
$223,029 annually.

Partial Wilderness Alternative

(25,800 Acres)

(Proposed Action)

The major activities that would occur in the

designated portion of the WSAforthisalternative

are the same as described for the All Wilderness

Alternative. For the nondesignated portion, man-
agement would be as described for the No Action

Alternative. The specific actions that would take

place within the 25,800-acre area that would be
designated as wilderness and the 48,500-acre

area that would not be designated wilderness are

discussed in the Description of the Alternatives

section.

It is estimated that, because existing mining
claims and potential mineralization would be in

the designated area, some of the existing mining
claims would eventually be explored and devel-

oped, causing an estimated 50 acres of disturb-

ance in the designated portion. It is also assumed
that existing oil and gas leases in the designated

portion would expire before production of com-
mercial quantities. Oil and gas leases would not

be renewed and future leasing of oil and gas
would not be allowed.

It is also estimated that, within the nondesignated
area, only 104 acres would be disturbed sometime
in the future due to oil and gas exploration and
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development. Overall, 154 acres of mineral and
energy related surface disturbance would occur
within the WSA, 56 acres less than under the No
Action Alternative and 104 acres more than with

the All Wilderness Alternative. (Appendix 10 lists

the surface disturbance assumptions and esti-

mates for the WSA.) Even though 30 acres of the
identified potential chaining would be in the
nondesignated portion and could be chained
without consideration for wilderness values, only
about three additional AUMs could be produced.
Thiswould beinfeasibleand it isassumed thatthe
entire 1,183-acre area would not be chained
under this alternative.

The analysis of the No Action Alternative, based
on 210 acres of surface disturbance from mineral
and energy exploration and development and
1,1 83 acres for chaining of vegetation, shows that

full development of potential resources with asso-
ciated surface disturbance would not significantly

affect air quality, geology, soils, water, vegeta-
tion, forest, and cultural resources. Therefore,
these resources would not be significantly

affected by this Partial Wilderness Alternative,

which assumes 154 acres of surface disturbance.

Restrictions on management and development
methods within the WSA would result in essen-
tially the same impacts on development of water
sources, mineral and energy resources, wildlife,

livestock grazing, and land use plans as described
for the All Wilderness Alternative. The following

analysis describes the differences between the
Partial Wilderness, No Action, and All Wilderness
Alternatives.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and Gas

The area that would be designated wilderness
would be placed in Category 4 status with no new
leasing. About 18,560 acres of oil and gas leases

are in the area that would be designated wilder-

ness. Activities on these leases could occur sub-
ject to the stipulations issued at the time of

leasing.

Itcannot be determined how much of theexisting
potential resource of less than 10 million barrels

of in-place oil or less than 60 billion cubic feet of

natural gas falls within the area that would be
designated as wilderness under this alternative.

Of these amounts, 3 million barrels of oil or 18
billion cubic feet of natural gas are estimated to

be recoverable. Assuming that the loss of poten-
tial resource recovery would be in direct propor-
tion to the sizeof thearea designated, exploration

and development of a potential resource of up to
2.0 million barrels of oil and 6.3 billion cubic feet
of natural gas could be foregone. This would
allow recovery of 1 million more barrels of oil and
11.7 billion more cubic feet of natural gas than
with the All Wilderness Alternative.

It is concluded that, due to the small size of the
potential deposits, the low certainty that these
exist, and the low likelihood for exploration and
development activities, this" alternative is not
expected to result in any significant loss in recov-
ery of the oil and gas resource.

Coal

Approximately 12.3 million tons of coal on 1,270
acres would be within the 48,500-acre nondesig-
nated portion of the WSA. However, coal would
not be recoverable underthis alternative because
the area would continue to be managed as unsuit-

able for surface mining, and underground mining
is not feasible in the WSA.

Locatable Minerals

All 2,328 acres of existing mining claims fall

within the area that would be designated wilder-

ness. Development work, extraction, and pat-

enting could continue on valid claims after wil-

derness designation under unnecessary or undue
degradation guidelines. After designation, all

other lands (including claims not determined
valid) would be closed to prospecting and devel-

opment (USDI, BLM, 1981b).

Based on the known occurrenceof minerals in the

WSA all of the 500 tons of uranium, 25 tons of

gold, 500 tons of silver, and 50,000 tons of copper
potentially in the WSA are thought to be within the

area that would be designated as wilderness

underthis alternative. If mineral deposits were not

included in mining claims filed before designa-

tion, the potential for recovery of the uranium,

gold, silver, and copper would be foregone as

with the All Wilderness Alternative.

Because metals are not being recovered at present

within the WSA and because economic consider-

ations (e.g., transportation, low potential, etc.)

are unfavorable, it is unlikely that exploration or

development will occur even without wilderness

designation. Therefore, this alternative would not

prevent recovery of significant amounts of ura-

nium, gold, silver, and copper.

WILDLIFE

About 27,355 acres (about 57 percent of the WSA)
of deer and/or bison crucial-critical habitat (refer

to Table 7), would be within the designated

portion. These habitats would be protected by
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application of the "Wilderness Management
Policy" and by the reduced likelihood for surface-

disturbing and other activities.

Only 50 acres of crucial-critical deer and/or bison
range in the designated portion could be subject

to surface-disturbing activities associated with

existing mineral rights. This acreage represents
less than 0.1 percent of the total crucial deer and
bison habitat within the WSA.

In addition, this alternative would also preclude
the opportunity for the chaining and seeding of

1,183 acres on crucial-critical deer and bison

summer range as described in the All Wilderness
Alternative. Mule deer numbers in the WSA would
be expected to remain at their present low levels.

Foregone treatments would not provide the poten-

tial 40 AUMs of additional forage to bison. Grazing
pressure and forage competition on other crucial-

critical bison summer ranges in the area would
continue as described for the All Wilderness
Alternative. Bison numbers (approximately 200)
within the WSA would be expected to remain
static in the long term under this alternative.

There would be no impacts to threatened, endan-
gered, or sensitive animal species under this

alternative because none are present within the

WSA. No projects for wildlife habitat enhance-
ment have been specifically identified.

About 20,800 acres of crucial-critical deer and/or
bison winter range is in the portion of the WSA
that would not be designated wilderness and
would not be protected by application of the

"Wilderness Management Policy" with its reduced
likelihood forsurface-disturbing and overactivi-

ties. This acreage would be managed in accord-
ance with the Henry Mountain Planning Area
MFP. Possibly 104 acres of benchlands in the

Cave Flat and Swap Mesa portions of the WSA
could be disturbed from oil and gas exploration

and development. However, because of the small

acreage that could be disturbed, no significant

loss of habitat or wildlife populations is expected
to occur in this portion of the WSA.

LIVESTOCK

Overall livestock grazing allocations would remain
as at present. The portion of the WSA that would
be designated presently supports 891 of the total

3,282 AUMs of livestock use in the WSA. The Final

Henry Mountain Grazing Management EIS identi-

fied approximately 1,183 acres on the southwest
side of Mt. Pennell which could be chained for a

predicted forage gain of approximately 1 32 AUMs.
Under the MFP, 70 percent or 92 AUMs would be
allocated for livestock use, and 30 percent or 40
AUMs would be allocated for the bison herd.

Under this alternative this potential would be

foregone. Wilderness designation of 25,800acres
would affect domestic livestock grazing the same
as with the All Wilderness Alternative. Of the

existing livestock facilities, 2 miles of fence, one
reservoir, and one corral would be within the

designated portion. Development of future roads
or other livestock management facilities for use
with the 821 AUMs in the portion that would be
designated could be restricted to preserve wil-

derness values. The present domestic livestock

grazing use of 2,391 AUMs in the portion of the

WSA that would not be designated would continue
as authorized in the BLM Henry Mountain Plan-

ning Area MFP with impacts being the same as

described under the No Action Alternative.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Wilderness designation would contribute to the

preservation of the area's visual resources. Exist-

ing quality and VRM Classes are given in Table 9.

Under this alternative, the potential for surface-

disturbing activities that could impairvisual qual-

ity would be reduced through management under
VRM Class I (which generally allows for only

natural ecological change), continuation of the

ORV closure, prevention of a chaining, and
closureof the entire area to future mineral leasing

and location.

Because total surface disturbance in the WSA
would be 154 acres under this alternative, as

opposed to 1,393 acres under the No Action

Alternative and 50 acres under the All Wilderness
Alternative, the impact to visual resources would
be less than under the No Action Alternative and
slightly more than under the All Wilderness
Alternative.

This disturbance would be associated with devel-

opment of valid mining claims. Although miti-

gating measures would be applied to reduce

visual contrast created by mineral-related surface

disturbance, visual quality would be degraded
and VRM Class I management objectives would
not be met during the short term on disturbed

areas. Even after rehabilitation some permanent
localized degradation could be expected. If roads

for development of valid mining claims could not

be denied (worst-case analysis), VRM Class I

objectives might not be met on large portions of

the designated area. Because the potential for

development of mining claims is low, visual quality

would probably not be reduced in the WSA as a

whole.

Visual quality in the portion of the WSA that would
not be designated wilderness (48,500 acres) would

be protected by limitations placed on potential
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surface-disturbing activities. One hundred and
four acres of oil and gas related exploration and
development are possible. Even though mitigative

measures would be applied to minimize visual

contrast created by intrusions, visual quality

would be degraded in localized areas during the

period of activity. VRM objectives would probably

not be met in Class II areas during the short term.

Even after rehabilitation, some permanent local-

ized degradation would be expected. Visual qual-

ity would probably not be significantly reduced in

the WSA as a whole from only 1 04 acres of surface

disturbance.

RECREATION

Impacts on recreational values and opportunities

for the 25,800-acre area that would be designated

as wilderness would be as described in the All

Wilderness Alternative. Because terrain generally

limits ORV use in the WSA, little impact on ORV
recreational use would be expected. However,
approximately 3 miles of ways within the WSA
would not be available for recreational access,

especially hunting access. This would probably

reduce use of the area for hunting.

In the area that would not be designated (48,500

acres), little change in recreational use is expected

due to the limited recreational values.

As with the All Wilderness Alternative, recrea-

tional use could increase at a rate slightly greater

than the baseline due to publicity of the area.

If roads for development of valid mining claims

could not be denied, the quality of primitive

recreational opportunities would be reduced.

Because the potential for mineral production is

low and wilderness designation would reduce the

potential for surface disturbance, the quality of

the primitive recreational experience would likely

be preserved throughout the designated area.

In the portion of the WSA that would not be
designated wilderness, the quality of a user's

primitive recreational experience would be
reduced by surface-disturbing activities. Because
only 104 acres of oil and gas related exploration

and development are projected, primitive recrea-

tional opportunities would probably not be signif-

icantly reduced from the present situation.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Impacts to wilderness values would be the same
as under the All Wilderness Alternative on the
25,800 acres that would be designated wilderness.

The designated area would contain 25,790 acres
in natural condition. Three miles of ways exist on
the south side of Bulldog Ridge, leading to stock

watering troughs. These ways are substantially

unnoticeable. There is also 1 mile of road leading

to Hancock Springs Cabin and 4 miles of road to a

transmitter site on a ridge south of Mt. Pennell.

Both roads are "cherry-stemmed" and would
remain in use. Several old cabins exist in Straight

Creek and would remain. Naturalness would be
less than outstanding on about 10 acres.

About 17,800 acres of the designated portion

meet the outstanding criteria for solitude and
primitive and unconfined recreation; the remain-
ing 8,000 acres do not meet the outstanding
criteria.

The designated portion contains The Horn, an
outstanding rock climbing area, and Mt. Pennell,

the second highest peak in the Henry Mountains.
Portionsof the area contain bison summer range.

Although recreational use could increase (referto

Recreation section under the All Wilderness
Alternative), use would be managed and would be
low relative to the size of the area. Therefore, no
significant effect on solitude and primitive rec-

reation values from increased recreation would
be expected.

In the area that would be designated wilderness,

the potential for surface-disturbing activities that

could impair wilderness values would be reduced.

No development of leases on the designated
portion is foreseen under this alternative. How-
ever, the possible mineral-related surface disturb-

ance within the WSA would be 50 acres for devel-

opment of valid mining claims as under the All

Wilderness Alternative. Mitigation to protect wil-

derness values would be considered during min-

ing claim development. Because the potential for

mineral production is low and mitigation would
be imposed to protect wilderness values, these

values would be preserved by partial wilderness

designation.

In the 48,500-acre area that would not be desig-

nated, there would be only 104 acres of disturb-

ance from oil and gas exploration and develop-

ment activities. Those activities could degrade
wilderness values (naturalness, special features,

and opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation) from the commencement of activities

through rehabilitation. About 45,200 acres of the

45,800 nondesignated acres meet the criteria for

naturalness. All 45,800 acres lack outstanding

opportunities for solitude and primitive and
unconfined recreation. Thus, only slight long-

term impairment of wilderness values in the por-

tion that would not be designated would be

expected. However, the sights, sounds, and emis-

sions of those mineral and energy activities could
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impair solitude and primitive recreation values in

the portion that would be designated wilderness.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative would relate to the Land Use
Plans and Controls section as described for the

All Wilderness Alternative, with the exception of

the acreage not to be designated. On the 48,500
acres, nondesignation would be consistent with

the Garfield County Master Plan and State of Utah
plans and policies. It would be in conformance
with the Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP.

SOCIOECONOMICS

With partial designation there would not be sig-

nificant changes in current trends of population,

employment, and local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of re-

sources under partial wilderness designation

there could be slight losses in local income and
Federal revenues currently provided by resource

uses in the WSA (refer to Table 1 2) as well as loss

of potential increases in income and Federal

revenues that could occur under the No Action

Alternative.

The potential for mineral development in the WSA
is low (refertothe Mineral and Energy Resources
section for a discussion of the WSA's mineral

character). Valid existing oil and gas leases and
mining claims could be developed but designation

would preclude new leases and claimsfrom being

established in the 25,800-acre designated portion

of the WSA. Precluding exploration and devel-

opment of minerals would not alter existing eco-
nomic conditions, but could alter future economic
conditions from what they would be with mineral

development under the No Action Alternative.

Because the potential for mineral development is

low it is estimated that potential mineral-related

local income would not be significantly reduced
by partial wilderness designation. However, any
local income related to assessment of future

mining claims on the designated 25,800 acres

would be lost.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-
tinue as at present with $65,640 of livestock sales

and $16,410 of ranchers' return to labor and
investment. The proposed chaining for livestock

forage would be foregone along with the potential

increase of $1,840 of livestock sales and $460 of

ranchers' return to labor and investment.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase nonmotorized
recreational use (refertothe Recreation section).

Related local expenditures would be small (aver-

age of $4.10 per visitor day statewide).

The loss of 18,560 acres now leased would cause
an eventual loss of up to $55,680 per year of lease

fees to the Federal Treasury. There would also be
a potential loss of $26,220 annually in Federal

revenues from the 8,740 acres that could be
leased without designation. In addition to these

rental fees any potential royalties from new lease

production would also be foregone.

Because the identified potential chaining would
not be developed and used, an estimated annual

$129 of Federal grazing revenues from 92 in-

creased AUMs would be foregone. Overall, Federal

revenues from existing and identified potential

activities could be reduced by$82,029annuallyas
compared to $223,029 with the All Wilderness
Alternative.
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MT. HILLERS WSA
(UT-050-249)

INTRODUCTION

General Description of the Area

Mt. Hillers Wilderness Study Area (WSA) consists

of 20,000 acres of public land in northeastern

Garfield County located about 30 miles south of

Hanksville, Utah. It is one of four BLM WSAs in

the Henry Mountains, and lies between the Mt.

Pennell and Little Rockies WSAs. Mt. Hillers is a

large igneous intrusion surrounded by sedimen-
tary rock. The west and north mountain sides are

thickly vegetated with pinyon-juniper, mountain
mahogany, shrub oak, and aspen. Ponderosa
pine and Douglas fir are found at higher eleva-

tions. A stand of bristlecone pine exists on the

north side.

Average precipitation in thelowerareas is about 7

inches peryearwhile Mt. Hillers receives an aver-

age of about 21 inches annually. Temperatures
can range from -20 degrees Farenheit (F) in win-

ter to over 90 degrees F in summer.

Specific Issues Identified in Scoping

General issues pertaining to the WSAs in the

Henry Mountain Resource Area are discussed in

Volume I. Specific issues pertaining to the Mt.

Hillers WSA were identified through formal pub-
lic scoping (USDI, BLM, 1984c) and are re-

sponded to below.

1. Comment: The occurrence of the sensi-

tive plant species Astragalus henrimontanen-
sis in or near this WSA should be considered

in the decisionmaking process.

Response: There were no threatened, en-

dangered, or sensitive plant species identi-

fied in the WSA. Astragalus henrimontanen-
sis was a candidate species under review by

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) for

threatened or endangered status. During the

review it was found to be relatively abundant
and has been dropped from further review.

2. Comment: The oil and gas potential of

the WSA is ranked low by Science Applica-
tions, Inc. (SAI, 1982). Based on proprietary

information, representatives of the oil and
gas industry believe the potential of the WSA
to be at least moderate. This information

should be considered in the Draft Environ-

mental Impact Statement (EIS).

Response: At this time BLM has not made an
independent assessment of geologic infor-

mation gathered by oil and gas companies.
The SAI (1982) report will be used as the

reference on oil and gas potential forthis EIS,

but information provided by the oil and gas
industry and available mineral investigation

reports by the USDI, Geological Survey and
Bureau of Mines will be reviewed by BLM
prior to making final wilderness recommen-
dations to the Secretary of the Interior.

3. Comment: The area is uniquely suitable

forwateryield improvementthrough weather
modification.

Response: Mt. Hillers, along with most high

elevation mountains surrounded by desert,

has potential for increased water yield

through weather modification. Proposals for

weather modification would be considered
on a case-by-case basis to determine if they

would be allowed under wilderness manage-
ment.

4. Comment: The area has considerable

uranium potential. This development would
conflict with wilderness designation.

Response: Uranium potential and wilderness

conflicts are discussed in the Affected Envi-

ronment and Environmental Consequences
sections of this document. The favorability

for finding uranium within the WSA is mod-
erate.

5. Comment: There is a need for consider-

able mechanical vegetation manipulation to

benefit bison and mule deer herds.

Response: Wildlife improvements are discus-

sed in the Affected Environment section.

Vegetation manipulation in the WSA could

provide additional forage which would be
used by mule deer and bison. However, no
improvements are currently planned for the

area.

'STATEV\ :n
POCKET MAP
WSA
NO
L SEE VOL. I

43
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DESCRIPTION OF THE
ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Considered and Eliminated
from Detailed Study

No alternatives were identified for this WSA dur-
ing scoping other than those analyzed.

Alternatives Analyzed

Three alternatives are analyzed for this WSA: (1

)

No Action; (2) All Wilderness (20,000 acres); and

(3) Partial Wilderness (17,000 acres). A descrip-

tion of each alternative follows. Where manage-
ment intentions have not been clearly identified,

assumptions are made based on management
projections under each alternative. These as-

sumptions are indicated in each case.

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, none of the 20,000-acre

Mount Hillers WSA would be designated by Con-
gress as part of the National Wilderness Preserva-

tion System (NWPS). The area would continue to

be managed in accordance with the Henry Moun-
tain Planning Area Management Framework Plan

(MFP) (USDI, BLM, 1974). The State land within

the WSA (refer to Map 1 ) has not been identified

in the MFP for special Federal acquisition through
exchange or purchase. State lands are analyzed

as remaining under State ownership. Refer to

Volume I for further information on State in-

holdings.

The following are specific actions that would take

place under this alternative:

• All 20,000 acres would remain open to

mineral location, leasing (with standard

and special lease stipulations), and sale.

Development work, extraction, and patent-

ing would be allowed on existing mining
claims (7,488 acres) and future mining
claims. Development would be regulated

by undue and unnecessary degradation
regulations (43 Code of Federal Regula-

tions [CFR] 3809). Existing leases (20,000

acres) and new leases could be developed

under leasing Category 1 (standard stipu-

lations) on about 16,319 acres and Cate-

gory 2 (special stipulations) on about 3,681

acres.

• The present domestic livestock grazing
use of the 20,000-acre area of the WSA
would continue as authorized in the MFP
(240 Animal Unit Months [AUMs]). Al-

though none are now planned, new range-
land developments could be implemented
without wilderness considerations.

• Developments for wildlife (including main-
tenance of chained areas, water resources,

etc.) would be allowed without concern for

wilderness values if in conformance with

the Henry Mountain MFP. None are cur-

rently planned.

• The 20,000 acres, including the 3.50 miles

of ways, would remain open for vehicular

use in accordance with the Henry Moun-
tain MFP. New access could be developed.

• The entire 20,000-acre area would con-
tinue to be open to woodland product
harvest. There is no harvest of forest pro-

ducts at the present time, nor is any
planned.

• The area would continue to be managed
under Visual Resource Management (VRM)
Class II (19,235 acres), Class III (291 acres),

and Class IV (474 acres).

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken without

concern for protecting wilderness values

in instances which threaten human life,

property, or high-value resources.

• Activities for the purpose of gathering

information would be allowed by permit

provided they are carried on in an en-

vironmentally sound manner.

• Hunting would be allowed subjecttoappli-

cable State and Federal laws and regula-

tions.

• Control of predators would be allowed

without wilderness considerations to pro-

tect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

ventspecial and serious losses of domestic
livestock. Methods of control would be

determined as appropriate.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, all 20,000 acres of the Mt.

Hillers WSA would be designated by an act of

Congress as part of the NWPS (refer to Map 2.) It
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would be managed in accordance with the BLM's
"Wilderness Management Policy" (USDI, BLM,
1 981 b) to preserve its wilderness character. Upon
designation, acquisition of one section of State

land (535 acres) within the or nearly surrounded

by the WSA (referto Map 1) is likely, and would be

authorized by purchase or exchange. (Refer to

Volume I for further information regarding State

in-holdings.) Six State sections adjacent to the

WSA would not be exchanged. Should land trans-

fers be made, it is assumed that managment and
types of impacts to former State in-holdings

would be the same as those on adjacent Federal

lands and no specific analysis is given here. The
figures and acreages given under this alternative

are for Federal lands only. No private or split

estate lands are located in the WSA.

The following are specific actions that would be
taken under this alternative:

• After wilderness designation, all 20,000

acres would be withdrawn from mineral

location and closed to new mineral leasing

and sale. Development work, extraction,

and patenting would be allowed to con-
tinue on that portion of the approximately

7,488 acres of 385 existing mining claims

that may be determined valid. Develop-
ment would be regulated by undue and
unnecessary degradation guidelines (43

CFR 3809) with concern for wilderness

values. Existing oil and gas leases involv-

ing the entire 20,000 acres would be phased
out upon expiration unless a find of oil or

gas resources in commercial quantities is

shown.

• Present domestic livestock grazing would
be allowed to continue as authorized in the

Henry Mountain MFP. The 240 AUMs in the

WSA would remain availableto livestock as

presently allotted. After designation, new
rangeland developments (there are none
existing) would be allowed on a case-by-

case basis if necessary for resource pro-

tection (rangeland and/or wilderness) and
the effective management of these resour-

ces. No areas within the WSA have been
identified for future rangeland develop-

ments for livestock.

• New water resource facilities or watershed
activities not related to rangeland or wild-

life management would be allowed after
designation only if they would enhance
wilderness values, correct conditions pre-
senting imminent hazard to life or prop-
erty, or if authorized by the President pur-

suant to 4(d) (4) (1) of the Wilderness Act
(Eighty-Eighth Congressofthe U.S., 1964).

No water resource facilities or treatments

are presently planned.

• Wildlife transplants and developments
would be allowed after designation if com-
patible with wilderness values. Projects

would be considered for approval on a

case-by-case basis. Atthistime, no wildlife

projects are planned in this WSA.

• The entire 20,000-acre area would be
closed to off-road vehicle (ORV) use except
for users with valid existing rights if ap-

proved by BLM in accordance with 43 CFR
2920. About 3.50 miles of existing vehicular

ways would not be available for vehicular

use except as indicated above. About 13

miles of the WSA boundary follow existing

gravel and dirt roads that would remain
open to vehicular travel.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and pro-

tection of the 20,000-acre wilderness. As
part of that plan, it is assumed that a

maintenance-and-use border would be
allowed along roads adjacent to the wil-

derness area for purposes of road mainte-

nance, temporary vehicle pull-off, and trail-

head parking. This border would be up to

100 feet from the edge of the road travel

surface.

• Harvest of forest products would not be

allowed except for harvest of pinyon nuts

or noncommercial gathering of dead-and-
down wood if accomplished by otherthan

mechanical means. There is no harvest of

forest products at the present time, nor is

any specifically planned.

• Visual resources on 20,000 acres would be

managed in accordance with VRM Class I

standards, which generally allow for only

natural ecological change.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious

weeds, or disease within the 20,000-acre

area would be taken in instances which
threaten human life, property, or high-

value resources on adjacent nonwilderness

lands, or where unacceptable change to

the wilderness resource would result if the

measures were not taken. Measures taken

must be those having the least adverse

impact to wilderness values (i.e., those that

least alter the landscape or disturb the land

surface). Therefore, it is assumed that fire-
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fighting would be limited to hand and aerial

techniques.

• Any activity for the purpose of gathering

information about natural resources in the

20,000-acre area would be allowed by per-

mit provided it is carried on in a manner
compatible with the preservation of the

wilderness resources. Research and other

studies would be conducted without use of

motorized equipment or construction of

temporary or permanent structures unless

no other feasible alternatives exist.

• Nonmotorized hunting would be allowed

subject to applicable State and Federal

laws and regulations.

• Where control of predators is necessary to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

vent special and serious losses of domestic

livestock, it would be accomplished by

methods directed at eliminating the offend-

ing individuals while at the same time pres-

enting the least possible hazard to other

animals or to wilderness visitors. Poison

baits or cyanide guns would not be used. A
predator control program would be ap-

proved only upon clear showing that re-

moval of the offending predators would not

diminish the wilderness values of the area.

PARTIAL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE
(PROPOSED ACTION)

Under this alternative, 17,000 acres of the Mt.

Millers WSA would be designated as wilderness
(refer to Map 3). The objective of this alternative is

to analyze as wilderness that portion of the WSA
which has the most outstanding wilderness char-
acteristics. The 17,000 acres analyzed as wilder-

ness under this alternative include the steepest
and most mountainous portions of the WSA. The
3,000-acre foothill fringe areas within the WSA
but outside of that designated as wilderness
would be managed in accordance with the Henry
Mountain MFP as described for the No Action
Alternative. The 17,000-acre area designated as
wilderness would be managed in accordance
with the BLM "Wilderness Management Policy"

as described in the All Wilderness Alternative.

This alternative would likely involve Federal
acquisition of one section of State land by pur-
chase or exchange. (Refer to Volume I.) Four
State sections adjacent to the land included in the

wilderness portion likely would not be ex-

changed. Assumptions regarding analysis and

impacts for State lands involved in this alternative

are the same as described for the All Wilderness

Alternative. The figures and acreages under this

alternative are for Federal lands only.

A summary of specific actions follows.

• The 17,000-acre wilderness would be with-

drawn from mineral entry and closed to

new mineral leasing and sale. In the 17,000-

acre area, development work, extraction,

and patenting would be allowed to con-

tinue on 5,908 acres of existing mining
claims, provided they are valid. The exist-

ing oil and gas leases, which cover 17,000

acres, would be phased out upon expira-

tion unless a find of oil or gas in commer-
cial quantities is shown. The 3,000-acre

area not designated wilderness would be

open to future mineral location, leasing,

and sale. Development work, extraction,

and patenting of existing mining claims

(1,580 acres) and future mining claims

could occur in the 3,000-acre area if claims

are valid. The area not designated would
be managed as leasing Category 1 (stand-

ard stipulations) on about 2,671 acres and
leasing Category 2 (standard and special

stipulations) on about 329 acres. Existing

leases (3,000 acres) and future leases in

this area could be developed without con-

cern for wilderness values.

• Domestic livestock grazing would continue

to occur in the 17,000-acre wilderness

area. The less than 240 AUMs in the 1 7,000-

acre area would remain available to live-

stock as presently allotted. New rangeland

developments could be allowed in the

17,000-acre wilderness if necessary for

protection and management of the range-

land and/or wilderness resource, although

none are currently planned. In the 3,000-

acre nonwilderness area, grazing use
would continue as authorized in the MFP.
New rangeland developments could be
allowed in this area without concern for

wilderness values, although none are cur-

rently planned.

• In the 17,000-acre wilderness, new water

resource facilities or watershed activities

not related to rangeland or wildlife man-
agement would be allowed only if enhanc-

,

ing to wilderness, if necessary to correct

conditions imminently hazardous to life or

property, or if authorized by the President

pursuant to 4(d) (4) (1) of the Wilderness
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Act. In the remaining 3,000-acre area, water
resource facility developments would be
allowed without concern for wilderness
values if in accordance with the MFP. None
are currently proposed.

• In the 17,000-acre wilderness, wildlife

transplantsor habitat improvementswould
be allowed only if they are compatible with

wilderness values. In the remaining 3,000-

acre area, wildlife transplants or improve-
ments would be allowed without concern
for wilderness values. None are currently

proposed.

• The mountains, which would comprise the

17,000-acre wilderness, would be closed to

ORV use. About 1.50 miles of existing ways
would not be available for vehicular use
except in situations described under the

All Wilderness Alternative. The remainder
of the unit, including the existing gravel

roads which borderthe WSA, would remain
open to vehicular travel. The 2 miles of

ways within the nonwilderness area would
be open to ORV use.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and pro-

tection of the 17,000-acre wilderness. As
part of that plan, it is assumed that a

maintenance-and-use border would be
allowed along roads adjacent to the wil-

derness area for purposes of road mainte-

nance, temporary vehicle pull-off, and trail-

head parking. This border would be up to

100 feet from the edge of the road travel

surface.

• Harvest of forest products in the 17,000-

acre wilderness would not be allowed

except for harvest of pinyon nuts or non-
commercial gathering of dead-and-down
wood if accomplished by other than
mechanical means. The remaining 3,000

acres would be open to woodland harvest.

• Visual resources on the 17,000-acre wil-

derness area would be managed in accord-
ance with VRM Class I standards which
generally allow for only natural ecological

change. The remaining 3,000 acres would
be managed as Class II (2,302 acres), III

(323 acres), and IV (375 acres), as outlined

in the Henry Mountain MFP.

• Within the 17,000 acres designated wilder-

ness, measures to control fire, insects, nox-
ious weeds, or disease would betaken only
in instances which threaten human life,

property, or high-value resources on adja-

cent nonwilderness lands or where unac-
ceptable change to the wilderness resource
would result if the measures were not

taken. Measures taken must be those hav-
ing the least adverse impact to wilderness
values (i.e., those that least alter the land-

scape or disturb the land surface). There-
fore, it is assumed that firefighting would
be limited to hand and aerial techniques. In

the 3,000-acre nonwilderness area, mea-
sures of control would be taken without
wilderness considerations.

• In the 3,000-acre nonwilderness area, any
activity for the purpose of gathering infor-

mation about natural resources would be
allowed by permit provided it was accom-
plished in an environmentally sound
manner. In the 17,000 acres of wilderness
such activity would be allowed by permit

provided it was accomplished in a manner
compatible with wilderness preservation.

Information gathering in this area would be
limited to that conducted without use of

motorized equipment or construction of

temporary or permanent structures unless

no other feasible alternatives exist.

• In the 3,000-acre area, hunting would be
allowed subject to applicable State and
Federal laws and regulations. In the desig-

nated 17,000 acres, hunting would be
allowed subject to applicable laws and
regulations, but use would be limited to

nonmotorized means.

• In the 3,000-acre area, control of predators

would be allowed without wilderness con-
siderationsto protect threatened orendan-
gered wildlife species or on a case-by-case
basis to prevent special and serious losses

of domestic livestock. In the 17,000-acre

wilderness area, control of predators would
be allowed to protect threatened or endan-
gered wildlife species or on a case-by-case
basis to prevent special and serious losses

of domestic livestock, but only under con-
ditions that would ensure minimum distur-

bance to wilderness values. Poison baits or

cyanide guns would not be allowed.
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Summary of Environmental
Consequences

Table 1 summarizes the main environmental con-
sequences resulting from implementation of the
alternatives. Those resources that would be
affected significantly or differently by the alterna-

tives are listed in the table to provide a compari-
son of the alternatives.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This section briefly describes the affected envi-

ronment. Unless otherwise stated, information

for this section was taken from the Henry Moun-
tain Planning Area Unit Resource Analysis and
MFP (USDI, BLM, 1982c) and other BLM techni-

cal reports and documents.

Air Quality

This WSA is located in a Prevention of Significant

Deterioration (PSD) Class II area underthe provi-

sions of the Clean Air Act, as amended. Air quality

is affected little from sources of pollution and is

generally excellent. Visibility is generally excel-

lent and can exceed 138 miles. The WSA is near
the center of the area with the highest visual

range (70+ miles) in the United States (Environ-

mental Protection Agency, 1979).

tially isolated and surrounded by low-lying

deserts. The distinctive landform of the Henry
Mountains is generally considered by geologists

to be a prime example for the study of this phe-
nomenon. As such, two of the peaks in the Henry
Mountains (Mt. Holmes and Mt. Ellsworth) were
designated a National Natural Landmark in I975.

Soils

The general soils of this WSA are high mountain
stony and gravelly loams with basically no exist-

ing accelerated erosion problems. Slopes vary

from 4 to 70 percent with most averaging 30 per-

cent. Erosion condition was determined by using

soil surface factors, as summarized in Table 2

(terms are defined in the glossary).

TABLE 2
Erosion Condition

Total Annual
Annual Soil Soil Loss

Loss per Acre for WSA
Classification (cubic yard/acre) Acres Peicent of WSA (cubic yard)

Severe 5.4

Critical 2.7

Moderate 1.3 3.000 15 3.900

Slight 06 15,000 75 9,000

Stable 03 2,000 10 600

Total 20,000 100 13,500

Sources: USDI, BLM, 1982c; and Leifeste, 1978.

Geology

This WSA is located in the Canyonlands Section

of the Colorado Plateau Physiographic Province.

In general, this province is characterized by arid

to semiarid climate, deep canyons, retreating

escarpments, and gently dipping sedimentary
rocks.

The WSA is characterized by a ragged mountain
peak with steep slopes broken by narrow canyons
and drainages. The mountain rises roughly 5,000

feet above the surrounding plateau, reaching an

elevation of 10,723 feet.

Mt. Hitlers is the third highest peak in the Henry
Mountains. The Henry Mountains exhibit geolog-

ical characteristics found in two other local

mountain ranges, the Abajo and LaSal, as well as

four other ranges in the Colorado Plateau. All

these ranges are characterized by laccolithic

formations which gradually pushed through
many layers of sedimentary rocks, deforming
them in the process. Each of the ranges is essen-

Vegetation

Existing vegetation types are summarized on
Table 3. Existing vegetation consists of big sage-

brush and pinyon-juniper vegetation at the lower

elevations on the south slopes. On the cooler

north slopes, there are ponderosa pine, Douglas
fir, and bristlecone pine trees. The Henry Moun-
tains are now considered the southeast limit for

the Great Basin variety of bristlecone pine. The
Mt. Hillers WSA lies in the Colorado Plateau Pro-
vince Ecoregion as shown on the Bailey-Kuchler
Ecosystems map (USDI, Geological Survey,
1978). The potential natural vegetation (PNV)
types of the WSA are listed on Table 4. PNV is the
vegetation that would exist if plant succession
were allowed to reach climax without human
interference. It does not necessarily reflect the
actual vegetation present. PNV is an important
object of research because it reveals the biologi-

cal potential of a site.
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
MT. HILLERS WSA

Alternatives

Resource No Action
All Wilderness

(20,000 Acres)

Partial Wilderness Designation

(17,000 Acres)

Mineral and Although likelihood of development

Energy is low, potential recovery could be

Resources achieved for up to 3 million barrels

of oil, 18 billion cubic feet of natu-

ral gas, 1,000 tons of uranium

oxide, 25 tons of gold, 500 tons of

silver, and 50,000 tons of copper

Oil and gas likely would not be re-

covered. Assuming a worst-case

analysis, the recovery of locatable

minerals would also be foregone.

Due to the low likelihood of recov-

ery, however, the loss of develop-

ment opportunity would not be sig-

nificant.

(Proposed Action)

Although likelihood is low, up to 1

million barrels of oil, 5 billion cubic

feet of natural gas, 150 tons of

uranium oxide, 4 tons of gold, 75

tons of silver, and 7,500 tons of

copper could be recovered.

Wildlife

Livestock

Visual

Resources

About 1 percent of the WSA could

be affected by mineral and energy

development, which could ad-

versely affect wildlife habitat.

Grazing of 240 AUMs and mainte-

nance of developments (currently

there are none) would continue.

New developments could be im-

plemented; however, none are now
proposed.

The quality of visual resources

could be impaired on up to 200

acres.

Wildlife would benefit from solitude.

Grazing of 240 AUMs and mainte-

nance of developments would con-

tinue. Little effect on grazing man-

agement is expected. Proposed

new developments might not be al-

lowed.

Visual quality could be impaired on

up to 40 acres.

Wildlife in the designated area

would benefit from solitude. About

1.2 percent of the nondesignated

portion could be disturbed by min-

eral and energy exploration and

development, which could ad-

versely affect wildlife habitat.

Effects would be about the same
as for the All Wilderness Alterna-

tive.

Visual quality could be impaired on

up to 70 acres, including 33 acres

in the designated portion. All of the

Class A scenery would be within

the designated portion and would

be protected by the reduced poten-

tial for disturbance.

Recreation ORV use would continue on 3.5

miles of ways at current low levels.

Overall recreational use could in-

crease from the present 40 visitor

days per year to 60 over the next

20 years. Up to 200 acres of min-

eral-related disturbance could re-

duce the quality of primitive recre-

ation.

The WSA, including 3.5 miles of

ways, would be closed to ORV
use. Primitive recreational use

could increase by an undetermined

amount due to publicity associated

with wilderness designation.

ORV use could continue on 2 miles

of ways in the undesignated por-

tion.
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

MT. HILLERS WSA

Alternatives

Resource No Action
All Wilderness

(20,000 Acres)

Partial Wilderness Designation

(17,000 Acres)

Wilderness Wilderness values could be lost on

Values up to 200 acres (1 percent of the

WSA), but the values in the rest of

the WSA would not be affected.

Wilderness values would be pro-

tected, except on up to 40 acres

(less than 1 percent of the WSA)
which may be disturbed by de-

velopment of valid mineral rights.

(Proposed Action)

Wilderness values would be pro-

tected, except on 33 acres which

could be disturbed by development

of valid existing rights. Additional

impairment could be expected on

1 .2 percent of the 3,000 acres not

designated. Overall, wilderness

values could be lost on up to 0.4

percent of the WSA. However, all

of the areas meeting the standards

for naturalness and outstanding op-

portunities for solitude and primitive

recreation would be in the desig-

nated portion and would be pro-

tected by reduced potential for dis-

turbance.

Land Use

Plans and

Controls

Socio-

economics

This alternative would be consist-

ent with the Garfield County Master

Plan, State of Utah plans and poli-

cies, and the current BLM Henry

Mountain MFP.

Annual local sales of less than

$43,464 and Federal revenues of

up to $60,336 would continue.

This alternative would not be con-

sistent with Garfield County's con-

cept of multiple use. It would be

consistent with State policy if lands

were exchanged. Designation

would constitute an amendment of

the BLM Henry Mountain MFP.

Annual local sales of less than

$43,464 and Federal revenues of

up to $336 would continue, but

Federal revenues of up to $60,000

from mineral leasing would be

foregone. The opportunity for future

energy and mineral development

and local economic benefits would

be reduced in the WSA.

Partial designation would be the

same as the All Wilderness Alter-

native, except that the portion not

designated would be consistent

with Garfield County's plans.

The effects of this alternative would

be the same as for the All Wilder-

ness Alternative, except that an-

nual Federal revenues would be

reduced by up to $51 ,000.
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TABLE 3
Existing Vegetation Types

Existing Vegetation Types Acres Percent of WSA

Pinyon 5.625 28

Big sage 4.400 22

Douglas fir. aspen 3.585 18

Rock, badlands 3,000 15

Pine 190 1

Grasses and Shrubs 3,200 16

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c

TABLE 4

Potential Natural Vegetation Types

PNV Type Percent of WSA

Arizona pine forest

Juniper-pinyon woodland

Spruce, fir, douglas fir

3.000

15.000

2,000

15

75

10

Source: USDI, Geological Survey, 1978.

There are no identified threatened, endangered,
or sensitive plant species in the WSA. There are

approximately 12 acres of riparian-type vegeta-

tion within the WSA. Because it is a small type

that crosses through other larger vegetation

types, it is not identified individually in Table 3.

Water Resources

This area is the headwaters of several streams

including Copper Creek (1 mile), Benson Creek

(0.50 mile), and Gold Creek (1.50 mile). The WSA
is the recharge recovery area for three springs:

HoleSpring, Starr Spring, and LowerStarrSpring

(located on the boundary of the WSA). There is

little potential for wells or underground water

use. Water quality is probably good but treatment

is necessary for human consumption.

Mineral and Energy Resources

The BLM, in consultation with the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy (DOE), had each WSA within

Utah independently assessed for its energy and
mineral resources by SAI (1982). Referto Appen-
dix 5 for a detailed description of the SAI rating

system.

The potential for mineral resources in the WSA is

moderate, due to a marginally favorable geologic

environment. An overall importance rating (OIR)

of 3 was assigned to the Mt. Hillers WSA by SAI

(1982). The OIR is given on a scale of 1 to 4 where

4 is equated with high mineral importance.
Shades of importance are indicated by + or-. The
OIR attempts to integrate the individual mineral

resource evaluations for a tract with other data,

such as gross economics or the proposed loca-

tion of energy corridors, into a summary number
that reflects an overall assessment of the resource
importance of the WSA.

The SAI rating is given for 25 to 50 percent of the

Mt. Hillers WSA. Seven of the eight resources
were assigned favorabilities of f2 or less, with

one, uranium resources, being f3. The energy and
mineral resource rating summary is given in

Table 5.

TABLE 5
Energy and Mineral Resource Rating Summary

Rating

Resource Favorability' Certainty2 Estimated Resource

Oil and Gas f2

Uranium f3

Coal (2

Geothermal f1

Hydroelectric f1

Gold f2

Silver f2

Copper (2

c1 Less than 10 million barrels;

less than 60 million cubic ft.

c3 500-1,000 tons of uranium

oxide

c2 Small tonnages

c3 None

c4 None

c2 Less than 25 tons

c2 Less than 500 tons

c2 Less than 50,000 tons

contained

Source: SAI, 1982.

'Favorability of the WSA's geologic environment for a
resource (f1 = lowest, f4 = highest).

2 Degree of certainty that the resource exists within the WSA
(d = lowest, c4 = highest).

If the WSA is recommended as suitable for wil-

derness, its mineral importance will be reviewed

by the USDI, Geological Survey and Bureau of

Mines in an independent mineral investigation

report for the WSA. This report will be made
available to the public and will be submitted to the

President and Congress as required by the Fed-

eral Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA).

BLM and the Secretary of the Interior will also

consider this report prior to making wilderness

recommendations.

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling

Act, as amended, provides that strategic and crit-

ical materials be identified and stockpiled in the

interest of national defense to prevent a costly

and dangerous dependence on foreign sources

in time of a national emergency. The Act defines

strategic and critical materials as those needed to

supply military, industrial, and essential civilian

needs during a national emergency but are not

found or produced in the United States in suffi-

cient quantities to meet such a need. The WSA
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could contain deposits of copper and silver that

are currently listed as strategic and critical mate-
rials ^Federal Emergency Management Agency,
1983). Although listed as strategic, copper is rela-

tively common and supplies currently exceed
domestic demand. Silver would be present in the
WSA in only small amounts.

LEASABLE MINERALS

There are no known deposits of leasable minerals
in the WSA being actively drilled or explored.
None of the leases show evidence of commercial
quantities, nor is any evidence expected prior to

designation.

Oil and Gas

Approximately 10 million barrels of in-place oil (3

million estimated recoverable) or 60 billion cubic
feet of natural gas (18 million cubic feet estimated
recoverable) could occur within the WSA. Refer
to Appendix 6 for an explanation of recoverability

estimates.

All 20,000 acres of the Mt. Hitlers WSA are under
post-FLPMA oil and gas leases. Oil and gas
leases issued prior to the passage of FLPMA in

October 1 976 are referred to as pre-FLPMA leases

and are managed differently than those issued

after that date. The latter are known as post-

FLPMA leases.

Pre-FLPMA leases are governed by stipulations

determined at the time of lease application, before

wilderness studies were mandated. These stipu-

lations may allow for the impairment of wilder-

ness values, as a prior and existing right asso-
ciated with lease development.

Post-FLPMA leases in WSAs contain more res-

trictive stipulations which require exploration

and development to be nonimpairing to wilder-

ness values. Post-FLPMA leases generally require

restricted access and special reclamation provi-

sions, such as topographic contouring, special

seeding, and hydromulching (USDI, BLM 1981b).

Because of less restrictive requirements, pre-

FLPMA leases may be more economical to

explore and develop than post-FLPMA.

Leases producing oil or gas prior to their original

expiration date or those that are part of a unitized

field would continue. Undeveloped leases would
terminate on their expiration dates (usually 10

years from the date of issuance). Wilderness
designation would not affect the termination of

existing leases.

About 16,319 acres of the WSA are within Cate-
gory 1 (open to leasing with standard stipula-

tions) and the remaining 3,681 acres are within

Category 2 (open with special stipulations).

Coal

A small tonnage of coal may be present within the

WSA; however, if present, it would be considered
uneconomic to recover.

LOCATABLE MINERALS

Development work, extraction, and patenting

would be allowed to continue on valid claims after

wilderness designation. After designation, all

other lands (including claims not determined
valid) within wilderness would be closed to pros-

pecting and exploration (USDI, BLM, 1983c).

There are 385 claims existing in the WSA, cover-

ing approximately 7,488 acres. The majority of

these claims are located in the northern, south-

eastern and southwestern portions of the WSA.

There are no known commercial deposits of

locatable minerals in the Mt. Hillers WSA. No
claim is currently producing commercial quan-
tities.

Uranium

There is a geologic possibility (f3/c3) for the

occurrenceof uranium in the northeastern part of

the WSA where the Morrison Formation is found.

The formation consists of two members (Salt

Wash and Brushy Basin) and ore deposits in this

formation are chiefly tabular or lenticular, occur-

ring in the Channel Sands of the Salt Wash
Member. The ore was deposited when the ore-

bearing solution entered a reducing environment.

Ore bodies in this formation are expected to be
scattered and small (500 to 1,000 tons), with the

recoverability of this resource being unknown.

Gold, Copper, and Silver

There are known deposits of gold, copper, and
silver in the WSA. These deposits are currently

subeconomical to develop due to their limited

extent and quality. There is no active exploration

or mining within the WSA. Possibilities for finding

additional deposits of these minerals are consi-

dered high but quantities would probably be low.

SALABLE MINERALS

With the exception of sand and gravel, there are

no known or possible occurrences of salable

minerals in the WSA. The granitic intrusives of Mt.

Hillers provide a good source of aggregate. There
are currently no salable minerals of any type
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being removed from the WSA. The two potential

markets, Hanksville and Ticaboo, are very small

and meet their needs from sources closer than

Mt. Hillers.

Wildlife

Animals in the WSA include mule deer, rabbit,

squirrel, coyote, fox, and pika. Several species of

birds are found along the water courses. No
threatened, endangered, or sensitive wildlife

species are known to inhabit this WSA, nor has

crucial habitat been identified.

The WSA contains the following identified big

game ranges: 3,250 acres of high priority deer

summer range, 16,750 acres of crucial critical

deer summer range, and 16,750 acres of limited

value bison yearlong range. Current population

estimates are 52 deer and about 20 bison within

the WSA. The mountain is potential critical year-

long range for desert bighorn sheep if they

become established in the area. Currently, there

are no plans to transplant desert bighorn sheep
into the WSA.

There are no wildlife management facilities in the

WSA nor are there plans to develop any facilities

or manipulate any habitat.

Forest Resources

Timber acreage in this WSA includes approxi-

mately 85 acres of aspen, 3,500 acres of Douglas
fir and mixed conifers, and 190 acres of ponde-
rosa pine. All of the potential commercial timber

acreage is on slopes in excess of 40 percent and,

therefore, considered unharvestable. Limited

access, low volumes, distance from market, and
low demand also make commercial harvest un-

likely. The current management plan forthe area

recommends that there be no commercial timber

sales. This recommendation was made to assist

in preserving watershed, wildlife, and other

resource values. There is no known present har-

vest of woodland products (poss, firewood, etc.).

Livestock and Wild Horses/Burros

Most of the WSA is too steep and rocky for live-

stock use. Limited livestock use within the WSA
occurs along the lower benches of Mt. Hillers. As
shown in Table 6, portions of four allotments are

permitted for an estimated 240 AUMs in the WSA.
This represents 2 percent of the AUMs of the four

allotments involved. No acreages within the WSA

have been identified for vegetation manipulation
for livestock benefits. There are no existing range
improvements in the WSA.

There are no wild horses or burros inhabiting this

WSA.

TABLE 6
Livestock Grazing Use Data

Number of Number of Number of

Allotment Season of Use Livestock Permittees AUMs in WSA

Pennell 6/1 to 10/31 490 cattle

200 sheep

3

1

93

Trachyte 11/1 to 5/31 300 cattle

1,060 sheep

2

1

67

Rockies 11/1 to 5/31 834 cattle

1,300 sheep

8

1

53

Bullfrog 11/1 to 5/31

12/1 to 1/15

440 cattle

1,075 sheep

4

1

27

Total 240

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Visual Resources

Scenic values are exceptional throughout the

WSA. The high relief and variety of vegetation

provide a strong contrast to the surrounding

deserts and badlands. The north side is visible

(background visual distance zone is greaterthan

5 miles) from U-95. The east side of the WSA is

visible from U-276, and the west and south sides

are visible from secondary travel routes all within

the foreground-middleground visual distance

zone (less than 5 miles). The BLM Visual Re-

source Evaluation System rating for the WSA's
visual characteristics is shown in Table 7.

(Appendix 7 explains the BLM's VRM system.)

TABLE 7
VRM Ratings

Element Acres Percent of WSA

Scenic Quality

Class A 16,608 83

Class B 3,392 17

Class C

Management Class

Class I

Class II 19,235 96

Class III 291 1

Class IV 474 3

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c
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Cultural Resources

There are 20 archaeological sites (campsites and
chipping sites) recorded in the WSA. None of

these sites is listed on or eligible for listing on the

National Register of Historic Places.

Starr Ranch, located adjacent to the southeast

side of the WSA, is listed on the National Register.

Three archaeological sites at Starr Springs, also

southeast of the WSA, are eligible for National

Register nomination.

The WSA has a moderate potential for the discov-

ery of additional sites, primarily on the lower ele-

vations near springs.

Recreation

A variety of recreational opportunities were iden-

tified within the WSA. These include dayhiking,

geologic sightseeing, general sightseeing, back-

packing, camping, nature study, and photography.

The WSA offers an outstanding opportunity for

day hiking due to good access points and chal-

lenging terrain. Approximately 18 miles of hiking

routes exist within the WSA; however, the over-

night backpacker and camper may be restricted

to shorter trips due to the configuration and size

of the area that can be hiked.

The Pink CI iffson the south side of Mt. Hillersare

an outstanding siteforgeologicstudy. Thearea is

easily accessible and dramatically illustrates the

geologic forces that formed the Henry Moun-
tains. There are also excellent scenic vistas from
atop Mt. Hillers, including views of Lake Powell,

the Little Rockies, and Mt. Pennell.

Based on field observations, current visitor use
for the activities above is estimated at 40 visitor

days a year, mainly from hunting. Commercial
outfitters do not use the WSA on a regular basis. A
few commercial permits have been issued since
1 980. The following species account for the listed

visitor days related to hunting within the Henry
Mountain Resource Area: bison, 175 days; deer,
342 days; and upland game, 1 ,106 days. There is

little if any ORV use in the area due to the rugged
terrain. The 3.50 miles of existing vehicular ways
may be used for hunting or other types of recrea-
tion access.

Wilderness Values

SIZE

The Mt. Hillers WSA is approximately 20,000

acres in size. It is about 7 miles long, north to

south, and 7 miles wide at its widest point.

NATURALNESS

About 19,000 acres of this WSA are in a natural

condition. On the other 1,000 acres, there are

approximately 3.50 miles of ways. These ways are

in the Cass Creek Peak area, north of Big Ridge,

and at Ghost Ridge. The way at Ghost Ridge
could be rehabilitated by natural processes. The
ways are substantially unnoticeable.

SOLITUDE

Opportunities for recreationists to find solitude

(i.e., a secluded spot away from others) within the

WSA are influenced by size, topography, vegeta-

tion, and the absence of distracting sights and
sounds.

The WSA consists of a large central peak with

several prominent satellite peaks radiating away
from the center on large ridges. These ridges are

separated by at least 10 drainages reaching far up
the mountain. Most of these are irregular in

shape. On the mountain top, there is room for

several groups to occupy proximate areas and be
unaware of each other. Thick stands of spruce,

fir, pine, and mountain mahogany on the north

slope further screen users from each other.

Feelings of solitude and isolation are further

enhanced by the size and configuration of the

WSA and the vistas of central Utah at the summit.
Due to distance, topography, and vegetation,

few, if any, marks of man are visible. One excep-
tion is the wildlife chaining projects on Coyote
Benches outside the WSA.

Overall, the quality of the opportunities for soli-

tude are outstanding (15,630 acres), except on
about 4,370 acres on the lower benchlands where
there is limited topographic and vegetative

screening.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED
RECREATION

Opportunities for primitive, unconfined recrea-

tion were evaluated by considering miles of

potential hiking routes in relation to the WSA's
size, the number of recreational opportunities

present, and the quality of these opportunities.

Due to vegetation and topographic constraints,

Mt. Hillers offers a limited number of recreational

opportunities. As discussed in the Recreation

section, hiking opportunities are particularly

challenging, with the summit of Mt. Hillers being

the most difficult to reach in the Henry Mountains.

The overall quality of the opportunities for primi-

tive, unconfined recreation are outstanding on
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15,630 acres of the WSA. Portions of the WSA
along the lower benchlands offer limited oppor-
tunities on approximately 4,370 acres.

SPECIAL FEATURES

There is an excellent example of the geologic

forces which formed the Henry Mountains on the

south side of Mt. Hillers at Pink Cliffs. Mt. Hillers

is clearly visible from U-276 and nearby devel-

oped campground at Starr Springs. Special fea-

tures are, therefore, considered geological and
scenic and include scenic views, a stand of old

bristlecone pine trees, and geologic formations

of stocks and laccoliths.

Mt. Hillers, a laccolith, is a huge structural dome
(5-6 miles across) cut by several radial narrow,

steep, V-shaped valleys separated by elongated,

jagged ridges. Dip slopes and hogbacks formed
from upturned sedimentary rocks (vertical in the

Pink Cliffs area) flank the mountain.

Land Use Plans and Controls

There are no rights-of-way, private land, or sub-

surface rights within the WSA. There is one State

section within the boundaries of the WSA and an

additional six adjacent State sections. The man-
agement philosophy for all State sections is to

maximize economic returns for the State School
Fund. No activities are currently occurring on
these sections. They are under lease for oil, gas,

and grazing. Up to 300 building sites on a State

section west of the WSA may be developed for

private homes in the future.

The Garfield County, Utah, Master Plan (Five

County Association of Governments, 1984) cov-

ers this WSA. The Master Plan recognizes that the

county possesses "... some of the most spectac-

ular scenery in the United States. . . The county is

sparsely populated and most of it is in its original

pristine condition." Garfield County has pro-

posed to the Utah Congressional Delegation that

111,053 acres of BLM lands in three WSAs and
31 ,600 acres in one Forest Service unit be recom-
mended for wilderness. The plan recommends
that the remaining lands within the county,

including the Mt. Hillers WSA, be retained for

multiple uses. According to the plan, multiple use
includes forestry, livestock grazing, mining, wild-

life, and recreation.

The WSA is managed under the BLM Henry
Mountain Planning Area MFP (USDI, BLM, 1974)

which generally allows for multiple use as de-

scribed in the No Action Alternative. The Henry

Mountain MFP has been reviewed by the Gover-
nor of Utah and found to be consistent with State
plans.

Socioeconomics

DEMOGRAPHICS

The WSA lies within Garfield County, one of

Utah's least populated and most rural counties. In

1980, the Garfield County population was 3,673,

reflecting a population density of 0.71 persons
per square mile (U.S. Department of Commerce
[USDC], Bureau of the Census, 1981 and Univer-
sity of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, 1979).

The closest community to the WSA is Ticaboo,
about 18 miles south, also in Garfield County.
Ticaboo had a 1980 population of about 300.

Since 1980, the population has declined to

between 150 and 200. Hanksville, a small com-
munity of approximately 351 people, located

about 30 miles to the north in Wayne County, and
Green River, approximately 95 road miles north

of the WSA in Emery County, are the main gate-

way and service areas for visitors to the Mt. Hillers

area.

EMPLOYMENT

Garfield County is one of the poorest counties in

the State of Utah (South et al., 1983). Table 8

indicates 1980 employment sectors for the

county. Government is the largest employment
sector within the county and represents 21 per-

cent of the work force followed by construction,

services, manufacturing, and agriculture (referto

Table8). Thecounty, however, maintainsadiver-

sified economic base (South et al., 1983). The
Town of Escalante relies on farming, stockrais-

ing, and lumbering, supplemented by tourism,

some oil production, and government employ-
ment (South et al., 1983). Another town, Boulder
continues to rely on agriculture.

INCOME AND REVENUES

In Garfield County, the nonfarm industry sector

in 1980 produced over 96 percent of total labor

and proprietor income representing an annual

growth rate of 22.2 percent (University of Utah

Bureau of Economic and Business Research,

1982) (refer to Table 9). Almost 80 percent of this

income came from the private sector, principally

mining, construction, and manufacturing, while

government sources produced 20 percent of per-

sonal income and earnings for the county. Farm-

ing produced 3.8 percent of the county's total

personal income, amounting to $949,000.
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TABLE 8
1980 Employment

Garfield County, Utah

revenues from the WSA. Appendix 9 identifies the
multiplers used to estimate sales and revenues.

Industrial Sector Number Percent

TABLE 10
Local Sales And Federal RevenAgriculture 236 11 Lies

Mining

Construction

Manufacturing

210

379

248

10

17

11

lun ication.

Source Annual Local Sales' Annual Federal Revenues

Transportation. Comrr

and Utilities 85 4 Mining Claim

Wholesale and Retail Trade 125 6 Assessment Less than $38,500 None
Finance. Insurance Oil and Gas Leases

and Real Estate 16 1 and Production None $60,000

Sevices 266 12 Livestock Grazing $4,800 $336
Government 457 21 Recreational Use Less than $164 Unknown 2

Nonfarm Proprietors 157 7

Total 2.179 100

Total Less than $43,464 $60,336

Sources: Rl M Fill»s: Annenriix 9
Sources: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1980.

and USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982.

TABLE 9

1980 Personal Income and Earnings
Garfield County, Utah

Annual

Earnings Grow th Rate

Income 1975-80

Type/Source (in $1,000) (Peircent)

Total Labor and Proprietor's Income 24.792 21,9

(Earnings)

Total Labor and Proprietor's Income

by Industry Source

Farm 949 166

Nonfarm 23,843 22 2

Private 19,049 26.5

Agriculture 79 (D)

Service and Other

Mining 4,222 47

Construction 5,536 66.5

Manufacturing 3,294 14.2

Transportation and Public 1,545 168

Utilities

Wholesale Trade 96 1.3

Retail Trade 1.302 76

Finance. Insurance and 189 (D)

Real Estate

Services 2,786 163

Government 4,794 108

Sources: USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982, and
University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, 1982.

(D) Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential informa-
tion or for items $50,000 or less. Data are included in totals.

Economic-related activities in the WSA include
mineral claims, livestock production, and recrea-

tion. Table 10summarizes local sales and Federal

'Local sales represent money potentially spent. They do not
account for the total income that would be generated by
these expenditures.

2A few commercial permits have been issued since 1980.

The WSA has 385 mining claims. Regulations

requires a $100 annual expenditure per claim for

laborand improvements, an undetermined part of

which is spent in the local economy. No oil and
gas or mineral production has occurred in the

WSA. Therefore, mineral and energy resource
production from the WSA has not contributed to

local employment or income.

Twenty-one livestock operators have a total graz-

ing privilege of 240 AUMs within the WSA. If all

this forage were utilized, it would account for

$4,800 of livestock sales and $1,200 of ranchers'

returns to labor and investment.

No woodland products are harvested from the

WSA; therefore, woodland harvest does not con-
tribute to the local economy.

The WSA's recreational use is low. Related local

expenditures are low and are insignificant to both

the local economy and individual businesses.

The actual amount of income generated locally

from recreational use in the WSA is unknown.
However, an approximate range of expenditures
can be deduced from Dalton (1982). This study
indicates that statewide average expenditures
per recreational visitor day for all types of recrea-

tion in Utah are approximately $4.10. The recrea-

tional use for Mt. Hillers WSA is estimated as

about 40 visitors per year. Only a portion of the

expenditures for recreational use of the WSA
contribute to the local economy of Wayne and
Garfield Counties.
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The WSA generates Federal revenues from min-

eral leases and claims and livestock (refer to

Table 10).

Oil and gas leases in the WSA cover the entire

20,000 acres. At $3 per acre, lease rental fees

generate up to $60,000 of Federal revenues annu-
ally. Half of these monies are allocated to the

State, which then reallocates these revenues to

variousfunds, the majority of which are related to

energy development and mitigation of local im-

pacts of energy and mineral development.

Average actual livestock use and, therefore,

revenues generated from grazing in the WSA are

unknown; however, the permittees in the WSA
can use up to 240 AUMs per year. Based on a

$1 .40 per AUM grazing fee, the WSA can poten-

tially generate $336 of grazing fee revenues
annually, 50 percent of which would be allocated

back to the local BLM district for the construction

of rangeland improvements.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES OF
ALTERNATIVES

Analysis Assumptions and Guidelines

for All Alternatives

1. The alternatives would be carried out as

cited in the Description of the Alternatives

section.

2. Future users in the WSA would meet
requirements forall applicable Federal, State,

and local permits.

3. Designation of an area as wilderness

would not result in impacts due to direct

disturbance of resources. Any direct disturbance

of resources under wilderness designation

would result from use of prior rights that must
be recognized by BLM. Such disturbance

could occurwith orwithoutwilderness desig-

nation and is assumed to occur at one time.

4. The impacts of wilderness designation

would result from (1) protection of certain

resources; (2) denial of the opportunity to

develop certain resources; or (3) restrictions

placed on or changes in allowable manage-
ment practices and land uses.

5. Estimates of in-place mineral resources
are given based on a mineral resource evalua-
tion of BLM WSAs by SAI (1982). These esti-

mates were based on literature studies and
known mining activities in the vicinity of the

WSAs. The analysis presented in this section

identifies the estimated amount of potentially

recoverable mineral resources and then,

using BLM's field experience and judgment
qualifies the probability of future develop-
ment based on terrain, transportation, and
economic factors. Appendix 6 records the

methodology for estimation of potentially

recoverable mineral resources.

6. Once designated, management of an area

as wilderness would continue in perpetuity.

No Action Alternative

The major changes that could occur in the area

(although the likelihood is thought to be low)

would be related to oil and gas and locatable

mineral exploration and development. The area

would be open to resource use and development
without controls for wilderness protection. The
degree of future development is unknown but

would probably be relatively low due to the WSA's
rough terrain and limited resource potential. The
following is a worst-case analysis based on the

assumption that minerals would be developed

sometime in the future and would cause the fol-

lowing surface disturbance: uranium and asso-

ciated minerals, 40 acres; oil and gas, 160 acres.

(Appendix 10 lists surface disturbance assump-
tions and estimates.)

AIR QUALITY

The WSA would continue to be managed by the

State of Utah as a PSD Class II area. Disturbance

of 200 acres would result in only minor increases

in fugitive dust emissions. Because no major

sources of air pollutant emissions are proposed

in the vicinity of the WSA, air quality would

remain essentially as at present.

GEOLOGY

No impacts to geology are expected because sur-

face disturbances associated with locatable min-

erals (i.e., uranium, copper, gold, and silver) and

oil and gas exploration and development activi-

ties would probably not exceed 200 acres. This

would not significantly affect geology.

SOILS

It is estimated that up to 200 acres of soil could be

disturbed by mineral exploration and develop-
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ment. Assuming that all disturbance would occur
in areas with moderate erosion class (worst-case

analysis) and that erosion condition would in-

crease one class, soil loss on the 200 acres dis-

turbed would increase from 260 cubic yards/year

to 540 cubic yards/year. Soil loss would decrease
as reclamation occurred. However, the time re-

quired for complete reclamation cannot be deter-

mined.

Therefore, under this alternative, maximum
annual soil loss in the WSA would increase by
approximately 280 cubic yards (2.1 percent) over

current annual soil loss.

VEGETATION

The anticipated maximum disturbance of 200
acres would not result in a major change in any
vegetation type but could result in a loss of impor-
tant groundcover or wildlife habitat if located in

areas of dense vegetation, critical slopes, or

within riparian vegetation areas. The probability

of surface disturbance is low due to rough terrain

and economic constraints for development.

WATER RESOURCES

The WSA contains headwaters of several streams
and is a recharge recovery area for three springs.

Depending on the location of 200 acres of distur-

bance (10 percent of the surface of the WSA),
short-term increases in total dissolved solids

(TDS) and sediment load of these streams could

result. Over the long term, no significant sedi-

mentation or change in TDS would result from an
increase of 280 cubic yards of annual soil loss due
to this disturbance.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

There is a potential for up to 10 million barrels of

in-placeoil orup to 60 billion cubic feet of natural

gas in the WSA. About 3 million barrels of oil or 18

billion cubic feet of natural gas would be recover-

able. These oil and gas resources could be
explored and developed, subject to Category 1

(16,319acres) and Category 2 (3,681 acres) stipu-

lationsand would not beaffected by theadoption
of this alternative. Approximately 160 acres of

surface disturbance would take place if explora-

tion and development were to occur. However,
due to the small size and scattered distribution of

these deposits, production is not expected under
this alternative.

Locatable Minerals

Locatable mineral exploration and development
could occur within the WSA. The entire WSA
would remain open to mining claim location. The
potential deposits of up to 1 ,000 tons of uranium,

50,000 tons of copper, 25 tons of gold, and 500
tons of silver estimated to be in-place could be
developed. Approximately 40 acres could be dis-

turbed due to exploration and development of

these locatable mineral resources. The likelihood

of development, however, is thought to be low

because of rough terrain and economic consid-

erations (e.g., transportation, environmental con-

straints, etc.).

WILDLIFE

Under this alternative, 16,750 acres of crucial

deer summer range would not be protected by the

application of the "Wilderness Management Pol-

icy" and the reduced likelihood for surface-

disturbing and other activities. In addition, 200
acres of crucial mule deer summer range and
limited value bison yearlong range could be sub-

ject to surface-disturbing activities. This acreage
represents approximately 1 percent of the total

crucial deer range within the WSA. The current

deer population in the WSA is estimated at 52

animals(USDI, BLM, 1983b). Assuming that deer

are evenly distributed throughout the WSA, the

carrying capacity for deer would be reduced by
approximately one animal.

The current number of bison utilizing the WSA is

estimated at 20 animals (USDI, BLM 1983b).

Based on the assumption that bison are evenly

distributed throughout this range and that all sur-

face disturbance would occur on this area, the

loss of 200 acres from surface disturbance and
other activities would reduce the carrying capac-
ity for the bison population by one animal within

the WSA.

Wildlife could be positively affected by an in-

crease in the availability of water and forage due
to the construction and maintenance of water

catchments, reservoirs, springs, and vegetation

manipulations. There are no developments within

the WSA and none have been planned in the cur-

rent MFP.

FOREST RESOURCES

The potential commercial timber acreage within

the WSA is on slopes in excess of 40 percent and,

therefore, considered unharvestable. Minimal
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surface-disturbing activities are anticipated and
no loss or harvest of forest resources are

expected.

LIVESTOCK

Domestic livestock grazing would continue as

authorized in the Henry Mountain Planning Area
MFP. The 240 AUMs currently allocated in the

WSA are controlled by 21 livestock permittees.

There would be no changes in or effect on current

livestock use and management under this alter-

native. Additional roads or other facilities for

livestock management could be proposed and
developed in the future without regard for wilder-

ness values. Since motorized vehicles are cur-

rently used very little to manage livestock in the

WSA and nd livestock management facilities are

proposed, few, if any, changes in livestock man-
agement techniques are expected. Mineral-

related disturbance could result in a short-term

loss of livestock forage.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Visual values in areas affected by the estimated

200 acres of surface disturbance from mineral

and energy exploration and development would
have to be considered within the VRM class

objectives of the MFP. These include Class II, III,

and IV areas. Even though mitigative measures
would be applied to minimize visual contrast

created by intrusions, visual quality would be

degraded in localized areas during the period of

activity. VRM objectives would probably not be
met in Class II areas during the short term but

would probably be met in the Class III and IV

areas. Even after rehabilitation, some permanent
localized degradation would be expected. If roads,

vehicular ways, and drill pads are located

throughout the area (worst-case analysis), visual

quality could be significantly reduced in the WSA
as a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Disturbance of 200 acres by mineral and energy
exploration and development under this alterna-

tive could affect cultural values in the WSA. Inad-

vertent loss or damage could occur in the dis-

turbed area. However, inventories for the

purposes of site recordation and mitigation of

impacts would take place prior to any surface

disturbance, thus mitigating impacts.

The overall effect on cultural resources is

unknown; however, based on the experience of

the BLM, it would be small. Vandalism (not cur-

rently a problem) would increase in proportion to

the general population increase.

RECREATION

The quality of the user's primitive recreational

experience would be reduced by up to 200 acres
of possible disturbance by mineral and energy
activities. The outstanding opportunities for day
hiking, geologic study, and general sightseeing

could be negatively affected. If roads, vehicular

ways, and drill pads are located throughout the

WSA (worst-caseanalysis), primitive recreational

opportunities could be lost in the area altogether.

However, roads and ways created for energy and
mineral development would improve access into

the area for nonprimitive recreation.

The future trend in recreational useof the WSA is

unknown. However, based on a review of several

projections (Utah Outdoor Recreation Agency,
1980; Utah Office of Planning and Budget, 1984;

Jungst, 1978; and Hof and Kaiser, 1981) it is esti-

mated that outdoor recreation in Utah will

increase at about 2 percent per year overthe next

20 years. At this rate overall recreational use is

expected to increase from 40 current visitor days

to 60 at the end of 20 years, mainly for hunting

activities. Hunting could be supported by moto-
rized vehicles based on the 3.50 miles of ways in

the WSA, although the ways are presently used
little if at all for ORV travel.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Noneof the area would be designated wilderness,

and management would be under the existing

Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP. Expected

mineral and energy exploration and development
could disturb an estimated 200 acres. Wilderness

values in this WSA (i.e., naturalness, opportuni-

ties for solitude and primitive recreation, and
special features) could be lost or diminished in

affected areas. The impacts to these values, how-
ever, probably would not be significant due to the

limited surface disturbance anticipated.

The 200 acres of mineral-related disturbance

could result in a significant loss of naturalness

and solitude in the WSA as a whole if roads,

vehicular ways, and drill pads are located

throughoutthearea. The potential forenergyand
mineral development and related disturbance is

low within this WSA.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative would be consistent with the

general policy of multiple resource use reflected

in the Garfield County Master Plan. The plan

supports multiple use of the Mt. Hillers WSA.

This alternative (No Action) is based on imple-

mentation of the current BLM Henry Mountain
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MFPand is, therefore, in conformance with it. The
No Action Alternative would also be consistent

with the State of Utah's plans and policies as cited

in their input and review of the MFP.

SOCIOECONOMICS

There would not be a loss of local employment or

income as a result of this alternative. The existing

ability to explore and develop mineral resources
would remain as at present. A portion of the $100
peryearassessmentfee required foreach mining
claim would reach the local economy. If the oil

and gas and uranium potentials in the WSA were
developed it would lead to increases in popula-
tion, employment, and income for Garfield and
Wayne Counties. However, the probability of

economic development of minerals within the

WSA is low (refer to the Mineral and Energy
Resources section for a description of mineral

and development potentials).

There would be no livestock-related economic
losses because the existing grazing use (240

AUMs) and ability to maintain, replace, and build

new range improvements would remain as at

present. The 240 AUMs of forage use in the WSA
would continue to produce $4,800 annually in

livestock sales and $1 ,200 of ranchers' returns to

labor and investment.

As discussed in the Recreation section, recrea-

tional use and, therefore, recreation-related local

expenditures, could increaseata rateof 2 percent
per year over the next 20 years (49-percent
increase over 20 years). Because estimated
recreational use in the area is projected to

increase only 20 visitor days per year over the

next 20 years and overall recreation-related

expenditures average only $4.10 per visitor day
(only a portion of which contributes to the local

economy), recreation-related expenditures attrib-

utable to the WSA would not be significant to the

local economy.

Federal and State revenues would not be reduced
by this alternative. There are 20,000 acres in the

WSA, all open to oil and gas lease, that would
continue to bring up to $60,000 annually in Fed-

eral lease fee revenues. In addition, new royalties

from lease production could be collected by the

Federal government if oil and gas were dis-

covered. Half of these monies would be allocated

to the state, a portion of which could reach the

local economy.

Collection of livestock grazing fees ($336 per

year) would continue. About 50 percent of live-

stock grazing fees are returned to the local BLM
office for use in range improvement projects.

All Wilderness Alternative (20,000 Acres)

As noted in the Description of the Alternatives

section, the major changes that could occur in

the 20,000-acre area would be related to its with-

drawal from mineral location and closure to new
mineral leasing and sale. The entire area would
be placed in leasing Category 4 (closed to leas-

ing). About 3.50 miles of existing vehicular ways
in the WSA would be closed to vehicular use,

except for approval by BLM as discussed in the

Description of the Alternatives section. The WSA
would be managed under VRM Class I.

For the following analysis, it is assumed that the

existing mining claims would eventually be
explored and developed, causing an estimated 40
acres of disturbance within the WSA. It is also

assumed that existing oil and gas leases would
expire before production of commercial quanti-

ties. Oil and gas leases would not be renewed and
future leasing would not beallowed. Appendix 10

lists surface disturbance assumptions and esti-

mates for the WSA.

Because potentially disturbed areas would be
smaller than under the No Action Alternative (40

vs. 200 acres), the impacts from development and
surface disturbance on airquality, geology, vege-
tation, water, forest, and cultural resources would
be insignificant for the All Wilderness Alternative,

as described for the No Action Alternative. Wil-

derness designation would provide additional

protection to these resources. Other effects on
these resources due to changes in management
are discussed below.

SOILS

The soil resource could benefit from this alterna-

tive because of the reduced likelihood of surface-

disturbing activities.

Assuming that all disturbance would occur in

areas with moderate erosion class (worst-case

analysis) and that erosion condition would in-

crease one class, soil loss on the 40 acres dis-

turbed would increase from 52 cubic yards/year

to 108 cubic yards/year. Soil loss, however, would
decrease as reclamation occurred. The time for

complete reclamation cannot be determined.
Therefore, under this alternative, maximum
annual increase in soil loss from surface distur-

bance in the WSA would be approximately 56
cubic yards (0.42 percent). This would be 224
cubic yards per year less than under the No
Action Alternative.
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WATER RESOURCES

Additional improvements or expansion of exist-

ing waters could not occur.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Exploration for and development of a potential

resource of up to 10 million barrels of oil in-place

or less than 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas (3

million barrels of oil or 18 billion cubic feet of

natural gas recoverable) could be foregone under
this alternative.

Approximately 20,000 acres are under oil and gas
leases (all dated post-FLPMA). No exploration or

development of oil and gas is presently occurring

within the WSA. Existing leases could be de-

veloped subject to the stipulations issued at the

time of leasing. It is unlikely, however, that exist-

ing leases will be developed or that a showing of

commercial quantities will be made prior to their

expiration dates. Expired leases will not be
reissued.

Due to the small size of the potential deposits, the

low certainty that these exist, and the low likeli-

hood of exploration and development activities, it

is concluded thatthis alternative would not result

in any significant impacts to the oil and gas
resource.

Locatable Minerals

Up to 1,000 tons of uranium, 50,000 tons of

copper, 25 tons of gold, and 500 tons of silver

could occur in the WSA. There are approximately
7,488 acres under mining claims (385 claims)

within the WSA. Development work, extraction,

and patenting would be allowed to continue on
valid claims after wilderness designation under
undue and unnecessary degradation guidelines.

If minerals are located prior to wilderness desig-

nation, it is estimated that up to 40 acres could be
disturbed due to exploration and development of

the locatable mineral resources, primarily ura-

nium. The worst-case impact to minerals would
be if the potentially recoverable minerals are not

within mining claims filed before designation. In

that case the potential for recovery of up to 1 ,000

tons of uranium, 50,000 tons of copper, 25 tons of

gold, and 500 tons of silver would be foregone.

After that date, all other lands (including claims

not determined valid) would be closed to pros-

pecting and development (USDI, BLM, 1981b).

Because production of these minerals is not cur-

rently occurring and economic considerations

are unfavorable, it is unlikely that exploration or
development would occur even without wilder-
ness designation. Therefore, this alternative

would probably not result in any significant loss

of recoverable uranium and associated mineral
resources.

WILDLIFE

Underthisalternative, somewildlifecould benefit

due to the preservation of solitude and natural-

ness. Forty acres of crucial deer range could still

be subject to surface disturbance associated with
potential energy and mineral exploration and
development. This acreage represents lessthan 1

percent of the total crucial deer range within the

WSA.

LIVESTOCK

Present domestic livestock grazing would con-
tinue as authorized in the Henry Mountain Plan-

ning Area MFP. The 240 AUMs currently allo-

cated in the WSA are controlled by 21 livestock

permittees.

New rangeland improvements would be allowed
if determined necessary for the purposes of range-

land and/or wilderness protection and the effec-

tive management of these resources. However,
development of future roads or other livestock

management facilities for use with the 240 AUMs
in the WSA could be restricted to preserve wil-

derness values. Because no improvements have
been proposed in the WSA and motorized vehi-

cles are used very little in livestock management,
little effect on the management of livestock graz-

ing is expected. Wilderness designation could

reduce the short-term loss of livestock forage due
to mineral and energy development.

VISUAL RESOURCES

A slight benefit would occur to the exceptional

visual resources of the WSA because the VRM
class would change from Classes II, III, and IV to

Class I. That class generally allows only natural

ecological changes and, therefore, would reduce
the potential for surface-disturbing activities to

about 40 acres.

Although mitigating measures would be applied

to reduce visual contrast created by mineral-

related surface disturbance, visual quality would

be degraded and VRM Class I management objec-

tives would not be met during the short term on

disturbed areas. Even after rehabilitation, some
permanent localized degradation could be ex-

pected. If roads for development of valid mining
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claims (worst-case analysis) could not be denied,

VRM Class I objectives might not be met on large

portions of the WSA. Because the potential for

development of mining claims is low, visual qual-

ity would probably not be reduced in the WSA as

a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

There is a potential for increased vandalism to

cultural resources due to increased recreational

use of the WSA. Protection afforded by wilder-

ness management, however, would outweigh any
potential vandalism problems caused by recrea-

tional activity, and the overall impact would be
positive.

RECREATION

Although use is currently low (about 40 visitor

days per year), the WSA has outstanding primi-

tive recreational values. If designated, the out-

standing opportunities for day hiking, geologic

study, and general sightseeing would be recog-

nized, managed, and preserved. Recreation use

has been fairly consistent. As discussed for the

No Action Alternative, recreational use is

expected to increase gradually (2 percent yearly)

in response to statewide population increases

and current trends in recreational use. Publicity

of the WSA likely following wilderness designa-

tion could lead to an undetermined increase in

primitive recreational use above the baseline rate.

Management provided through a Wilderness
Management Plan would attempt to control

destructive increases in future recreation use and
the quality of the primitive recreation experience

probably would not be negatively affected by the

increased use.

Mineral-related surface disturbance on up to 40
acres could cause localized impairment of values.

If roads for development of valid mining claims

could not be denied, the quality of primitive

recreational opportunities would be reduced.

Because the potential for mineral production is

low and wilderness designation would reduce the

potential for surface disturbance, the quality of

the primitive recreational experience would likely

be preserved throughout the area.

Little impact on ORV recreational use would be
expected due to the lack of such activity in the

area; however, approximately 3.50 miles of ways
within the WSA would be closed to potential ORV
use for hunting.

It is concluded that this alternative could benefit

recreation by reducing the likelihood forsurface-

disturbing activities and increasing management
attention and recognition of recreational values.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Under wilderness designation, the potential for

surface-disturbing activities impairing to wilder-

ness values would be reduced through manage-
ment under VRM Class I (which generally allows

foronly natural ecological change), ORV closure,

and closure of the entire area to future mineral

leasing and location.

No development of leases on the designated por-

tion is foreseen under this alternative. The possi-

ble mineral-related surface disturbance would
therefore be reduced from 200 acres to 40 acres

for development of valid mining claims. Mitiga-

tion to protect wilderness values would be consi-

dered during mining claim development, but road

construction and use of motorized equipment
could be allowed for development of valid mining
claims if there are no reasonable alternatives.

Because the potential for economically feasible

mineral development is low, mineral-related dis-

turbance (including access) would eliminatesoli-

tude, naturalness, and the opportunity for primi-

tive and unconfined recreation on the affected

areas but would not reduce these values in the

area as a whole. Because the potential for mineral

production is low and mitigation would be
imposed to protect wilderness values, loss of

these values underwilderness designation would
be less likely than under the No Action
Alternative.

Designation and management of all 20,000 acres

as wilderness would, therefore, contribute to the

preservation of the wilderness values of size,

naturalness (19,000 acres), and outstanding

opportunities for solitude and primitive and un-

confined recreation (15,630 acres). The special

features in this WSA (geologic and scenic) would
also be protected and preserved.

Outstanding opportunities for several recrea-

tional activities (day hiking, geologic study, and
sightseeing) would be preserved. Although
recreation use could increase (refer to Recrea-
tion section), use would be managed and, relative

to the size of the area, would be low. Thus, no
significant effect on solitude and recreational

values would be expected.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

The existing BLM Henry Mountain MFP does not

provide for wilderness designation. Congres-
sional designation of the WSA as wilderness

would be an amendment to the Henry Mountain
MFP.
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The Garfield County Master Plan recommends
multiple use of public lands in the WSA. This

alternative is generally consistent with the

multiple-use concept since most resource uses

would continue although under more restrictive

conditions. This alternative would conflict with

the county's multiple-use concept because re-

strictive conditions would be placed on mineral

development and oil and gas leases would be

phased out.

If State lands within the WSA are exchanged for

lands outside the WSA, wilderness designation

would not conflict with the policy of the State of

Utah to maximize economic returns.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall there would be no significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and
local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of

resources under wilderness designation there

could be slight losses in local income and Federal

revenues currently provided by resource use in

the WSA (refer to Table 10) as well as loss of

potential increases in income and Federal

revenues that could occur under the No Action

Alternative.

The potential for mineral development in the

WSA is low (refer to the Mineral and Energy
Resources section for a discussion of Ihe WSA's
mineral character). Valid existing oil and gas
leases and mining claims could be developed but

designation would preclude new leases and
claims from being established in the WSA. Pre-

cluding exploration and development of minerals

would notalter existing economic conditions, but

could alterfutureeconomicconditionsfrom what
they would be with mineral development under
the No Action Alternative. Because the potential

for mineral development is low, it is estimated

that potential mineral-related local income would
not be significantly reduced by wilderness desig-

nation. However, any local income related to

assessment of future mining claims would be lost.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-
tinue as at present with $4,800 annually of live-

stock sales and $1,200 of ranchers' returns to

labor and investment.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase nonmotorized
recreational use (refertothe Recreation section).

Related local expenditures would be small (aver-

age of $4.10 per visitor day statewide).

The loss of 20,000 acres now leased would cause
an eventual loss of up to $60,000 per year of lease

fees to the Federal treasury. In addition to these

lease fees, any potential royalties from new lease

production could be foregone.

Recreation-related Federal revenues could in-

crease if the demand for commercial outfitter ser-

vices increase. Presently no commercial outfit-

ters use the WSA on a regular basis.

Partial Wilderness Alternative (17,000

Acres)

(Proposed Action)

The major activities that would occur in the

designated portion of the WSA under this alterna-

tive are the same as described for the All Wilder-

ness Alternative. For the nondesignated portion,

management would be as described for the No
Action Alternative. The specific actions that

would take place within the 17,000-acre area

designated as wilderness and the 3,000 acres

nondesignated are identified in the Description of

the Alternatives section.

It is assumed that in the designated area some of

the existing mining claims would eventually be

explored and developed, causing 33 acres of dis-

turbance. It is also assumed that existing oil and
gas leases in the designated portion would expire

before production of commercial quantities and
would not be renewed.

Within the nondesignated area, it is assumed that

37 acres would be disturbed sometime in the

future due to mineral and oil and gas exploration

and development. Overall, 70 acres of surface

disturbance would occur within the WSA; 130

acres less than under the No Action Alternative

and 30 acres more than under the All Wilderness

Alternative. Appendix 10 lists the surface distur-

bance assumptions and estimates for the WSA.

The analysis of the No Action Alternative, based

on 200 acres of surface disturbance and devel-

opment of locatable and leasable minerals within

the WSA, shows thatfull development of potential

resources with associated surface disturbance

would notsignificantly affect airquality, geology,

vegetation, water, forest, and cultural resources.

Therefore, these resources would not be signifi-

cantly affected under this partial designation

alternative, projected to result in only 70 acres of

surface disturbance.

Restrictions on management and development
methods within the WSA would result in essen-

tially the same impacts on development of water
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resources, mineral and energy resources, wild-

life, and land use plans as described for the All

Wilderness Alternative. The following analysis

describes the differences between the Partial

Wilderness, the No Action, and the All Wilderness

Alternatives.

SOILS

Soils within the designated portion of the WSA
could benefit because of the reduced likelihood

of surface-disturbing activities. Assuming that up
to 33 acres of soil would be disturbed by mineral

exploration in the area that would be designated

wilderness, a 46.2 cubic yard annual increase in

soil loss would occur. About 37 acres would be

disturbed by mineral exploration and develop-

ment in the area that would not be designated.

Assuming that all disturbance would occur in

areas with moderate erosion class (worst-case

analysis) and that erosion condition would
increase one class, soil loss on the 37 acres would
increase 51 .8 cubic yards/year, from 48.1 to 99.9

cubic yards/year. Soil loss would decrease as

reclamation occurred; however, the time for

complete reclamation cannot be determined.

Therefore, under this alternative, maximum
annual soil loss in the WSA would increase by

approximately 98 cubic yards (0.7 percent) over

current annual soil loss. This is 182 cubic yards

less than underthe No Action and 42 cubic yards

more than under the All Wilderness Alternative.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

The area that would be designated wilderness

would be placed in Category 4 status with no
leasing. There are approximately 17,000 acres of

oil and gas leases in the area, all post-FLPMA in

date. Activities on these leases would occur sub-

ject to the stipulations issued at the time of

leasing.

Itcannot be determined how much of theexisting

potential resource of 10 million barrels of in-place

oil or less than 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas

falls within the area that would be designated as

wilderness under this alternative. Of these

amounts, 3 million barrels of oil or 18 billion cubic

feet of natural gas are estimated to be recovera-

ble. Assuming that the loss of potential resource

recovery would be in direct proportion to the size

of the area designated, exploration and develop-

ment of a potentially recoverable resource of up
to 2 million barrels of oil or 13 billion cubic feet of

natural gas could be foregone. This would allow

recovery of 1 million barrels of oil or 5 billion

cubic feet of natural gas more than the All Wilder-

ness Alternative.

It is concluded that, due to the small size of the

potential deposits, the low certainty that they

exist, and the low likelihood for exploration and
development activities, this alternative is not

expected to result in any significant loss in recov-

ery of the oil or gas resource.

Locatable Minerals

It cannot be determined how much of the poten-
tial 1 ,000 tons of uranium, 50,000 tons of copper,

25 tons of gold, and 500 tons of silver in the WSA
fall within the area that would be designated as

wilderness under this alternative. Assuming that

the locatable minerals are evenly distributed in

the WSA and that the mineral deposits were not

included in mining claims filed before designa-
tion, the potential for recovery of up to 850 tons of

uranium, 42,500 tons of copper, 21 tons of gold,

and 425 tons of silver would be foregone. There
are 5,908 acres of mining claims within the area to

be designated. Development work, extraction,

and patenting could continue on valid claims

after wilderness designation under undue and
unnecessary degradation guidelines. Afterdesig-

nation, all other lands (including claims not

determined valid) would be closed to prospecting

and development (USDI, BLM, 1981b).

Because these minerals are not being recovered
within the WSAat present and because economic
considerations (e.g., transportation, terrain, etc.)

are unfavorable, it is not likely that exploration or

development will occur. Therefore, this alterna-

tive would not prevent recovery of significant

amounts of uranium and associated minerals.

LIVESTOCK

The effect of wilderness designation of 17,000

acres on domestic livestock grazing would be
essentially the same as under the All Wilderness
Alternative. Less than the 240 AUMs allocated

would be within the designated portion of the

WSA. Development of future roads or other live-

stock management facilities for use with allo-

cated forage in the designated portion could be
restricted to preserve wilderness values. Because
no developments have been proposed in the WSA
and motorized vehicles are used very little in

livestock management, little effect on the man-
agement of livestock grazing is expected. As
compared to the No Action Alternative, partial

designation could reduce short term loss of live-

stock forage due to energy and mineral develop-

ment.
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VISUAL RESOURCES

Because the total surface disturbance would be
70 acres under this alternative as opposed to 200
acres under the No Action and 40 acres under All

Wilderness, the impact on visual resources would
be less than the No Action and slightly more than

the All Wilderness Alternatives. In the portion

recommended for designation, 33 acres of sur-

face disturbance resulting from mineral explora-

tion and development would cause localized

long-term degradation of scenic values and could

exceed VRM Class I management objectives. If

roads for development of valid mining claims

could not be denied (worst-case analysis), VRM
Class I objectives might not be met on large por-

tions of the designated area. Because the poten-

tial for development of mining claims is low, vis-

ual quality of the designated portion as a whole
would probably not be reduced.

An additional 37 acres in the nondesignated por-

tion of the WSA would be disturbed and probably
would not meet VRM Class II objectives. Even
though mitigative measures would be applied to

minimize visual contrast, disturbanceof atotal of

70 acres within the WSA would result in localized

long-term impairment of visual values.

RECREATION

Impacts to recreational values and opportunities

for the 17,000-acre area that would be designated

as wilderness would be as described in the All

Wilderness Alternative and the quality of the

primitive recreational experience would likely be
preserved.

Little impact on ORV recreational use would be
expected due to the current lack of such activity

in the area; however, approximately 2 miles of

ways within the WSA would be closed and 1.50

miles of ways would be open to ORV use. The
ways are used little, if at all, for ORV use.

In the area that would not be designated (4,370

acres), little change in recreational use or oppor-
tunities is expected due to the limited recrea-

tional values.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Impacts on wilderness values would be the same
as under the All Wilderness Alternative on 17,000

acres that would be designated wilderness. Size,

naturalness, outstanding opportunities for soli-

tude and primitive and unconfined recreation,

and special features would be preserved.

Although recreational use could increase (refer

to Recreation section under All Wilderness Alter-

native), use would be managed and, relative to

the size of the area, would be low. Therefore, no
significant effect on solitude and primitive recrea-

tion values would be expected. There would be
some loss of wilderness values due to allowable
surface disturbance from mineral exploration
activities on up to 33 acres. Additionally, sights,

sounds, and emissions of activities within and
adjacent to the 3,000-acre area that would not be
designated could result in the loss of solitude and
primitive recreational values within the desig-
nated portion.

In the 3,000-acre area that would not be desig-

nated, there would be an expected 37 acres of

surface disturbance from mineral and energy
exploration and development activities. Those
activities would degrade naturalness on 2,000

acres and opportunities for solitude and primitive

and unconfined recreation (both found less than

outstanding) on all 3,000 acres, from the com-
mencement of activities through rehabilitation.

Thus, slight long-term impairment of wilderness

values in the portion that would not be designated

would be expected.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative would relate to land use plans as

described for the All Wilderness Alternative, with

the exception of the acreage not to be desig-

nated. On 3,000 acres, nondesignation would be

consistent with the Garfield County Master Plan

and State of Utah plans and policies. It would also

be in conformance with the Henry Mountain
Planning Area MFP.

SOCIOECONOMICS

With partial designation there would not be signif-

icant changes in current trends of population,

employment, and local income distribution.

Because of restriction placed on the use of

resources under partial wilderness designation

there could be slight losses in local income and
Federal revenues currently provided by resource

use in the WSA (refer to Table 10) as well as loss

of potential increases in income and Federal

revenues that could occur under the No Action

Alternative.

The potential for mineral development in the

WSA is low (refer to the Mineral and Energy
Resources section for a discussion of the WSA's
mineral character). Valid existing oil and gas
leases and mining claims could be developed but

designation would preclude new leases and
claims from being established in the 17,000-acre

designated portion of the WSA. As with the All
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Wilderness Alternative, precluding exploration

and development of minerals would not alter

existing economic conditions, but could alter

future economic conditions from what they would

be with mineral development underthe No Action

Alternative. Because the potential for mineral

development is low, it is estimated that potential

mineral-related local income would not be signif-

icantly reduced by partial wilderness designa-

tion. However, any local income related to

assessment of future mining claims on the

17,000-acre designated portion would be lost.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-
tinue as at present with $4,800 annually of live-

stock sales and $1,200 of ranchers' returns to

labor and investment.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase nonmotorized
recreation use (refer to the Recreation section).

Related local expenditures would be small (aver-

age of $4.10 per visitor day statewide).

The loss of 17,000 acres now leased for oil and
gas would cause an eventual loss of up to $51 ,000

per year of lease fees to the Federal treasury. In

addition to these lease fees, any potential royal-

ties from new lease production on the 17,000-

acre nondesignated portion of the WSA could

contribute up to $9,000 in Federal lease fees per

year along with royalties if oil and gas are pro-

duced. Recreation-related Federal revenues
could increase if the demand for commercial out-

fitter services increase. Presently no commercial
outfitters use the WSA on a regular basis.
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LITTLE ROCKIES WSA
(UT-050-247)

INTRODUCTION

General Description of the Area

The Little Rockies Wilderness Study Area (WSA),
which includes 38,700 acres of public land, is

located in Garfield County, about 30 miles south-
east of Hanksville on the southeast side of State

Highways U-276 and U-95. It is also adjacent to

Glen Canyon National Recreation Area (NRA).
The WSA is considered part of the Henry Moun-
tains and contains Mt. Ellsworth (8,235 feet) and
Mt. Holmes (7,930 feet). Elevations in the WSA
range from 4,000 feet to 8,235 feet. Mean annual
precipitation ranges from 5 inches at the lower
elevations to 15 inches at the higher elevations.

Depending on elevation and season, tempera-
tures range from -20 degrees Farenheit (F) to 95
degrees F.

The Little Rockies area was designated as a

National Natural Landmark in 1975 for its out-

standing geologic features. Principal uses of the

area include wildlife habitat, mineral exploration,

recreation, and livestock grazing.

The major vegetation types are pinyon-juniper
and blackbrush.

Specific Issues Identified in Scoping

General issues pertaining to more than the Little

Rockies WSA are discussed in Volume I. Issues

and concerns specific to Little Rockies WSA
raised in public scoping (USDI, BLM, 1984c) are

responded to below:

1. Comment: The Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) should analyze needed soil

and erosion control activities which could be
in conflict with wilderness.

Response: The erosion condition of theWSA
is analyzed in this document. No projects for

erosion control have been planned for the

WSA. The soils in the WSA range from sandy
loams to rocky outcrops. Erosion in the area

is considered natural, and no effective control

measures have been identified or proposed.

2. Comment: The oil and gas potential of

the WSA is ranked low by Science Applica-
tions, Inc. (SAI, 1982). Based on proprietary

information, representatives of the oil and gas
industry believe the potential of theWSA to be
at least moderate. This information should be
considered in the Draft EIS.

Response: At this time BLM has not made an

independent assessment of geologic infor-

mation gathered by oil and gas companies.
The SAI (1982) report will be used as the ref-

erence on oil and gas potential for this EIS,

but information provided by the oil and gas

industry and available mineral investigation

reports by the USDI, Geological Survey and
Bureau of Mines will be reviewed by BLM
prior to making final wilderness recommen-
dations to the Secretary of the Interior.

3. Comment: Does this area have signifi-

cant uranium potential?

Response: The uranium potential of theWSA
and the effects that wilderness designation

and nondesignation would have on develop-

ment of the uranium resource are discussed

underthe Mineral and Energy Resources sec-

tions of this document. Recent uranium
exploration and other geologic considera-

tions indicate there may be commercial de-

posits of uranium within the WSA.

4. Comment: In regard to the WSA being

adjacent to a potential wilderness area in

Glen Canyon NRA: (1) Would designation of

the WSA as wilderness benefit the values and
uses of the adjacent proposed wilderness? (2)

Would the WSA be a visible independent can-

didate for designation if Congress does not

designate the contiguous lands? (3) Could
the WSA be more effectively managed as wil-

derness if the management responsibility

were transferred to the National Park Service

(NPS)?

Response: The interrelationship between the

WSA and adjacent proposed wilderness lands

in Glen Canyon NRA is discussed under the

Wilderness Values sections of this document.
Both areas have wilderness character and
could stand alone as wilderness as well as

benefit from designation of the adjacent area.

The WSA has no conflicts that would pre-

clude its merit as wilderness by BLM.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE
ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Considered and Eliminated
from Detailed Study

No alternatives were identified for this WSA dur-

ing scoping other than those analyzed, Although
a boundary adjustment would eliminate a direct

conflict between wilderness values and mineral

values in Four Mile Canyon, such an adjustment
would effectively split the WSA in two, and BLM
believes such an alternative is not realistic.

Alternatives Analyzed

Two alternatives are analyzed for this WSA: (1)

No Action; and (2) All Wilderness (38,700 acres).

A description of each alternative follows. Where
management intentions have not been clearly

identified, assumptions are made based on man-
agement projections under each alternative.

These assumptions are indicated in each case.

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, none of the 38,700-acre
Little Rockies WSA would be designated by Con-
gress as part of the National Wilderness Preserva-

tion System (NWPS). The area would continue to

be managed in accordance with the Henry Moun-
tain Planning Area Management Framework Plan

(MFP) (USDI, BLM, 1982c). The approximately

1 ,920 acres of State land within the WSA (refer to

Map 1) have not been identified in the MFP for

special Federal acquisition through exchange or

purchase.

The following are specific actions that would take

place under this alternative:

• The Little Rockies WSA would be desig-

nated as an Area of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACEC). A detailed management
plan would be prepared priorto implement-
ing the ACEC. Also, much of the area
would continue to be managed as a

National Natural Landmark because of its

national significance as a geologic feature.

• All 38,700 acres would remain open to min-
eral location and sale. Development work,
extraction, and patenting would be allowed
on existing mining claims (515 acres) and
potential future mining claims. Develop-
ment would be regulated by undue and
unnecessary degradation guidelines (43

Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] 3809),

without consideration for wilderness

values. Existing leases (4,480 acres) could
be developed under Category 2 (standard
and special stipulations) without concern
for wilderness values. About 88 percent of

the Little Rockies WSA (34,220 acres) has
been closed to leasing (Category 4) to pro-

tect the scientific, wildlife, recreational,

and geological values in the area. Imple-

mentation of the Henry Mountain MFP
would continue the leasing restrictions,

and no new oil and gas leases would be
issued in that area.

• Domestic livestock grazing useoftheWSA
would continue as authorized in the Henry
Mountain MFP (currently 687 Animal Unit

Months [AUMs]). Usewould continueto be
confined to the margins of the WSA
because of rugged terrain. New rangeland
developments could be implemented with-

out wilderness considerations, although

none are currently planned.

• Use, maintenance, and development of

facilities and improvements for wildlife,

water resources, etc. could be allowed if in

conformance with the MFP. None are cur-

rently planned.

• The entireWSA acreage would continue to

be closed to off-road vehicle (ORV) use as

documented in the Henry Mountain MFP.

• The entire 38,700-acre area would be open
to woodland product harvest. There is no

harvest of forest products at the present

time, nor is any planned.

• The area would continue to be managed
under Visual Resource Management
(VRM) Class II (38,060 acres) and Class III

(640 acres).

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious

weeds, or disease would be taken without

concern for protecting wilderness values in

instances which threaten human life, prop-

erty, or high-value resources.

• Activities for the purpose of gathering

information would be allowed by permit

provided they are carried on in an envir-

onmentally sound manner.

• Nonmotorized hunting would be allowed

subject to applicable State and Federal

laws and regulations.

• Control of predators would be allowed to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

vent special and serious losses of domestic
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livestock. Methods of control would be
determined as appropriate.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE
(PROPOSED ACTION)

Under this alternative, all 38,700 acres of the Little

Rockies WSA would be designated by an act of

Congress as part of the NWPS, although minor
boundary adjustments to improve manageability
could be expected (refer to Map 2). It would be
managed in accordance with the "Wilderness
Management Policy" (USDI, BLM, 1981 b) to pre-

serve its wilderness character. Upon designation,

acquisition of three sections of State land

(approximately 1 ,920 acres) within theWSA (refer

to Map 1) would be likely, and could be authorized
by purchase or exchange. (Refer to Volume I for

further information regarding State in-holdings.)

Six of seven State sections adjacent to the WSA
would be exchanged. Should land transfers be

made, it is assumed that management and types

of impacts to former State in-holdings would be

the same as those on adjacent Federal lands and
no specific analysis is given here. The figures and
acreages given under this alternative are for

Federal lands only. No private or split estate lands

are located within the WSA.

The following are specific actions that would be
taken under this alternative:

• After wilderness designation, all 38,700
acres would be withdrawn from mineral

location and closed to new mineral leasing

and sale. Development work, extraction,

and patenting would be allowed to con-
tinue on that portion of the approximately
515 acres of existing mining claims that

may be determined to be valid. Develop-
ment would be regulated by undue and
unnecessary degradation guidelines (43
CFR 3809) with consideration given to wil-

derness values. Existing oil and gas leases

involving about 4,480 acres would be
phased out upon expiration unless a find of

oil or gas in commercial quantities is

shown.

• Present domestic livestock grazing would
continue as authorized in the Henry Moun-
tain MFP. The 687 AUMs in theWSA would
remain available to livestock as presently
allotted. After designation, new rangeland
developments would be allowed on a case-
by-case basis if necessary for resource
protection (rangeland and/or wilderness)

and the effective management of these
resources. No rangeland developments are

existing or currently planned within the

area.

• New water resource facilities or watershed
activities not related to rangeland or wild-

life management would be allowed after

designation only if they would enhance
wilderness values, correct conditions
presenting imminent hazardto lifeor prop-

erty, or if authorized by the President pur-

suant to 4(d)(4)(1) of the Wilderness Act
(Eighty-Eighth Congress of the U.S.,

1964). No water resource facilities or

treatments are located in the Little Rockies
WSA, and none are planned.

• Wildlife transplants or developments
would be allowed after designation only if

they are compatible with wilderness
values. Currently there are no wildlife

developments in the WSA and none
planned. Desert bighorn sheep transplants

have been made in the WSA by the Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR). It

is assumed that future transplant of big-

horn sheep would also be allowable under
this alternative as long as wilderness pro-

tection criteria are met (refer to Appendix

1)-

• The entire 38,700-acre area would be
closed to ORV use except for: (1) users

with valid existing rights if approved by
BLM in accordance with 43 CFR rules; or

(2) for occasional and short-term vehicular

access approved by BLM for maintenance
of approved livestock developments.

• A specific Wilderness Management Plan

would be developed to govern use and pro-

tection of the 38,700-acre wilderness. As
part of that plan, it is assumed that a

maintenance-and-use border would be

allowed along roads adjacent to or "cherry-

stemmed" into the wilderness area for pur-

poses of road maintenance, temporary

vehicle pull-off, and trailhead parking. This

border would be up to 100 feet from the

edge of the road travel surface.

• Harvest of forest products would not be

allowed except for harvest of pinyon nuts

or noncommercial gathering of dead-and-

down wood if accomplished by other than

mechanical means. There is no harvest of

forest products at the present time, nor is

any specifically planned.

• Visual resources in the WSA would be

managed in accordance with VRM Class I

standards which generally allow for only

natural ecological change. An exception
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would be a communication facility located

atopMt. Ellsworth which would continue to

bebperated and maintained as an allowed
use.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious
weeds, or disease would be taken in

instances which threaten human life, prop-
erty, or high-value resources on adjacent
nonwilderness lands, or where unaccept-
able change to the wilderness resource
would result if the measures were not

taken. Measures taken must be those hav-

ing the least adverse impact to wilderness
values (i.e., those that least alter the land-

scape or disturb the land surface). There-
fore, it is assumed that firefighting would
be limited to hand and aerial techniques.

• Any activity for the purpose of gathering

information about natural resources would
be allowed by permit provided it is carried

on in a manner compatible with the preser-

vation of the wilderness resource. Research
and other studies would be conducted
without use of motorized equipment or

construction of temporary or permanent
structures unless no other feasible alterna-

tives exist.

• Nonmotorized hunting would be allowed
subject to applicable State and Federal
laws and regulations.

• Where control of predators is necessary to

protect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

vent special and serious losses of domestic
livestock, it would be accomplished by
methods directed at eliminating the offend-

ing individuals while at the same time pres-

enting the least possible hazaTd to other
animals or to wilderness visitors. Poison
baits or cyanide guns would not be used.

Approval of a predator control program
would be contingent upon clear showing
that removal of the offending predators
would not diminish the wilderness values
of the area.

Summary of Environmental
Consequences

Table 1 summarizes the main environmental con-
sequencesthatwould resultfrom implementation
of the alternatives. Those resourcesthat would be
affected significantly or differently by the alterna-

tives are listed in the table to provide a compari-
son of the alternatives.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

This section briefly summarizes the affected
environment. Unless otherwise stated, informa-
tion from this section is based on the Henry
Mountain Unit Resource Analysis and MFP
(USDI, BLM, 1982c) and other BLM technical
reports and documents.

Air Quality

The Little Rockies WSA is classified as a Preven-
tion of Significant Deterioration (PSD) Class II

area under the provisions of the Clean Air Act as

amended. Capitol Reef National Park, located 16

miles to the west of the WSA, and Canyonlands
National Park, situated 23 miles northeast of the

WSA, are PSD Class I areas. Air quality and visibil-

ity are generally very good to excellent in the

WSA. The WSA is near the center of the area with

the highest visual range (70+ miles) in the United

States (Environmental Protection Agency, 1979).

Geology

The Little Rockies WSA is in the Canyonlands
section of the Colorado Plateau Physiographic
Province. In general, this province is character-

ized by deep canyons, gently dipping sedimen-
tary rocks, and retreating escarpments.

The WSA consists of high narrow plateaus and
mesas separated by deep slickrock canyons in

the north and east portions, and the Little Rockies
(Mts. Holmes and Ellsworth) in the south and west

portions. Elevations range from 4,000 feet to 8,235

feet. The Little Rockies are considered part of the

Henry Mountains.

The Henry Mountains were the last major
explored and named mountain range in the con-

tinental United States.

The Henry Mountains exhibit geological charac-

teristics found in two other local mountain
ranges, the Abajo and LaSal, as well as four other

ranges in the Colorado Plateau. All these ranges

are characterized by large laccolithic formations

which gradually pushed through many layers of

sedimentary rocks, deforming them in the proc-

ess. Each of the ranges is essentially isolated and
surrounded by low-lying deserts. The Henry
Mountains are generally considered by geolo-

gists to be a prime example for the study of this

phenomenon. The Little Rockies were designated

a National Natural Landmark in 1975 in recogni-

tion of their geological values.
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
LITTLE ROCKIES WSA

Alternatives

Resource No Action
All Wilderness

(38,700 Acres)

Mineral and

Energy

Resources

Wildlife

Livestock

Although likelihood of development is low, po-

tential recovery could be achieved for up to 3

million barrels of oil, 18 billion cubic feet of nat-

ural gas, 500 to 1,000 tons of uranium oxide,

25 tons of gold, 500 tons of silver, and 50,000

tons of copper.

About 0.52 percent of the WSA could be af-

fected by mineral and energy development,

which could adversely affect wildlife habitat.

Grazing of 687 AUMs and maintenance of

existing developments would continue. New
developments could be constructed; however,

none are now proposed.

(Proposed Action)

Oil and gas likely would not be recovered. As-

suming a worst-case analysis, recovery of

locatable minerals may also be foregone. Due

to the low likelihood of recovery of these min-

eral resources, however, the loss of develop-

ment opportunity would not be significant.

Wildlife would benefit from solitude, especially

the bighorn sheep introduced.

Grazing of 687 AUMs and maintenance of

existing developments would continue. Little ef-

fect on current livestock management is ex-

pected. If proposed, new developments might

not be allowed.

Visual

Resources

Recreation

Wilderness

Values

Land Use
Plans and

Controls

The quality of visual resources could be im-

paired on up to 200 acres.

The WSA is currently closed to ORV recrea-

tional use. Overall recreational use could in-

crease from the current 125 visitor days per

year to 186 over the next 20 years. Up to 200

acres of mineral-related disturbance could re-

duce the quality of primitive recreation.

Wilderness values could be lost on up to 200

acres (0.5 percent of the WSA), but the values

in the WSA as a whole would not be affected.

This alternative would be consistent with the

Garfield County Master Plan, State of Utah

plans and policies, and the current BLM Henry

Mountain MFP. It would not complement the

NPS proposal for adjacent wilderness.

Visual quality could be impaired on up to 40

acres.

The WSA would remain closed to ORV use.

Primitive recreational use could increase by an

undetermined amount due to publicity as-

sociated with wilderness designation.

Wilderness values would be protected, except

on up to 40 acres, which may be disturbed by

development of valid mineral rights.

Designation would conflict with Garfield

County's concept of multiple use. It would be

consistent with State policy if lands were ex-

changed, and would complement the NPS pro-

posal for wilderness. Designation would consti-

tute amendment of the BLM Henry Mountain

MFP.

Socio-

economics

Annual local sales of less than $16,755 and

Federal revenues of up to $14,401 would con-

tinue. Employment and income could increase

from new mineral and energy development, but

the probability is low.

Annual local sales of less than $16,755 and

Federal revenues of up to $961 would con-

tinue, but Federal revenues of up to $13,440

annually from mineral leasing would be

foregone. Opportunity for future mineral and

energy development could be reduced in the

WSA.
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Soils

Soils in this WSA consist mostly of shallow sandy
loams, shales, stony loams, and semi-desert
talus. Fifty percent of the WSA has moderate to

critical erosion conditions. Table 2 summarizes
soil erosion condition for the WSA. Erosion con-
dition was determined by using soil surface fac-

tors (terms are defined in the Glossary).

TABLE 2

Erosion Condition

Total Annual

Annual Soil Loss Soil Loss for

per Acre (cubic WSA (cubic

Classification yard/acre) Acres Percent of WSA yard)

Severe 5.4

Critical 2.7 11,600 30 31,320

Moderate 1.3 7,700 20 10,010

Slight 06 13,600 35 8.160

Stable 0.3 5,800 15 1,740

Total 38,700 100 51,230

Sources: USDI, BLM, 1982c; Leifeste, 1978.

Vegetation

The predominant vegetation in the WSA is black-

brush (27 percent). A species of indigo brush
(Dalea epica) is a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

(FWS) candidate plant species under review for

threatened or endangered status that is found
near the south side of the WSA. Existing vegeta-

tion types are summarized in Table 3. Small areas

of riparian vegetation are found in wash bottoms
and stream channels. The total acreage is small

and riparian is not listed as a separate vegetation

type in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Existing Vegetation Types

Existing Vegetation Type Acres Percent of WSA

Rock outcrop 21,285 55

Blackbrush 10.449 27

Shrubs, grasses 3,483 9

Pinyon-juniper 1,935 5

Juniper 1,548 4

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

The Little Rockies WSA lies in the Colorado Pla-

teau Province Ecoregion as shown on the Bailey-

Kuchler ecosystems map (USDI, Geological Sur-

vey, 1978). The potential natural vegetation (PNV)
types of the WSA are listed on Table 4. PNV is the
vegetation type(s) that would exist if plant suc-
cession were allowed to reach climax without
human interference. It does not necessarily
reflect the actual vegetation present. PNV is an
important object of research because it reveals

the biological potential of a site.

TABLE 4

Potential Natural Vegetation Types

PNV Type Acres Percent of WSA

Juniper-pinyon woodland

Blackbrush

23.220

15,480

60

40

Source: USDI, Geological Survey, 1978.

Water Resources

The WSA contains one perennial stream, Tra-
chyte Creek, that has approximately 6 miles of

water course in the WSA. Most of the WSA's
drainages are intermittent in flow. There is one
spring. Several small, intermittent streams total-

ing over 30 miles flow into Lake Powell. The
waters in the WSA have not been sampled for

quality or quantity.

There are no wells nor is there any potential for

underground water use. Generally, underground
water sources are saline and not acceptable for

human consumption.

Mineral and Energy Resources

The BLM, in consultation with the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy, had each WSA within Utah inde-

pendently assessed for its energy and mineral

resources by SAI (1982).RefertoAppendix5fora
detailed description of the SAI rating system.

The potential for mineral resources in this WSA is

low to moderate, due to a marginally favorable

geologic environment. An overall importance rat-

ing (OIR) of 2 was assigned to the Little Rockies
WSA by SAI (1982).TheOIR isgiven on ascaleof
1 to4, where4 is equated with high mineral impor-
tance. The OIR attempts to integrate the individ-

ual mineral resource evaluations for a tract with

other data, such as gross economics or the pro-

posed location of energy corridors, into a sum-
mary number that reflects an overall assessment
of the resource importance of the WSA.

If the WSA is recommended as suitable for wil-

derness, its mineral importance will be reviewed
by the USDI, Geological Survey and Bureau of

8
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Mines in an independent mineral investigation

report for the WSA. Reports will be made available

to the public and will be submitted to the Presi-

dent and Congress as required by the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA). BLM
and the Secretary of the Interior will also consider
the reports prior to making final wilderness
recommendations.

All mineral resources within the area were
assigned favorabilities of f2 or less, except for

uranium which was assigned f3. The energy and
mineral resource rating summary is given in

Table 5.

TABLE 5

Mineral and Energy Resource Rating Summary

Rating

Resource Favorability 1 Certainty 2 Estimated Resource

Oil and Gas f2 d Less than 10 million barrels

of oil; less than 60 million

•
cubic feet of gas

Uranium f3 c3 500 to 1.000 tons

Coal (1 c4 Less than 330.000 tons

Geothermal f1 C4 None

Hydroelectric f1 C4 None

Gold f2 d Less than 25 tons

Silver f2 C1 Less than 500 tons

Copper f2 c2 Less than 50,000 tons

Source: SAI, 1982.

1 Favorability of the WSA's geologic environment for a

resource (f1 = lowest, f4 = highest).
2 Degree of certainty that the resource exists within the WSA
(d = lowest, c4 = highest).

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling

Act, as amended, provides that strategic and criti-

cal materials be identified and stockpiled in the

interest of national defense to prevent a costly

and dangerous dependence on foreign sources in

time of a national emergency. The Act defines

strategic and critical materials as those needed to

supply military, industrial, and essential civilian

needs during a national emergency but are not

found or produced in the United States in suffi-

cient quantities to meet such a need. The WSA
could contain deposits of copper and silver that

are currently listed as strategic and critical mate-
rials (Federal Emergency Management Agency,
1983). Although listed as strategic, copper is rela-

tively common and supplies currently exceed
domestic demand. Silver could be found in com-
mercial quantities in the WSA.

LEASABLE MINERALS

There are no known deposits of leasable minerals

occurring in the WSA, nor is there any current

exploration or drilling taking place. Oil and gas
has a favorability for occurrence of f2/c1, with

less than 10 million barrels of oil or 60 billion

cubic feet of natural gas (in-place) of which 3

million barrels of oil or 18 million cubic feet of

natural gas would be recoverable. (Refer to

Appendix 6 for estimates of recoverability.)

Approximately 4,480 acres of the Federal lands in

the northern portion of the WSA are currently

under post-FLPMA oil and gas lease. There are no
pre-FLPMA leases. Oil and gas leases issued prior

to the passage of FLPMA in October 1976 are

referred to as pre-FLPMA leases and are man-
aged differently than those issued after that date.

The latter are known as post-FLPMA leases.

Pre-FLPMA leases are governed by stipulations

determined at the time of lease application,

before wilderness studies were mandated. These
stipulations may allow for the impairment of wil-

derness values, as a prior and existing right asso-

ciated with lease development.

Post-FLPMA leases in WSAs contain more re-

strictive stipulations which require exploration

and development to be nonimpairing to wilder-

ness values. Post-FLPMA leases generally
require restricted access and special reclamation

provisions, such as topographic contouring, spe-

cial seeding, and hydromulching (USDI, BLM,
1981 b). Because of less restrictive requirements,

pre-FLPMA leases may be more economical to

explore and develop than post-FLPMA.

Leases producing oil or gas priorto their original

expiration date or those that are part of a unitized

field would continue. Undeveloped leases would
terminate on their expiration dates (usually 10

years from the date of issuance). Wilderness
designation would not affect the termination of

existing leases.

Most (34,220 acres) of the Little Rockies WSA is

presently closed to leasing (Category 4) to pro-

tect scientific, wildlife, recreational, and geologi-

cal values. The remainder of theWSA is managed
as Category 2 (standard and special stipulations).

LOCATABLE MINERALS

There are no known deposits of gold, silver, or

copper in the WSA. Based on past exploration

and prospecting, the likelihood for any commer-
cial deposits of these minerals is considered low.

Geologic favorability is rated f2/c1. (Refer to

Table 5 for estimated amounts of resources.)

There has been recent uranium exploration in the

Four Mile Canyon area. Drill hole data and other

geologic considerations indicate there may be
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commercial deposits of uranium and silver pres-

ent, but additional information is needed for esti-

mates to be further refined. The WSA has 25
claims on 515 acres. These claims lie in scattered
locations throughout the WSA.

SALABLE MINERALS

There are no commercial deposits of salable min-
erals in the WSA. There are scattered deposits of

sand and gravel on the western margin of the
WSA. Sand and gravel are common in the area,

and there are many deposits closer to existing

and possible future market areas.

TABLE 6

Livestock Grazing Use Data

Allotment

Number of

Season ol Use Livestock

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Number
Number of ot AUMs
Permittees In WSA

Rockies 11/1 to 5/31 834 cattle

1.300 sheep

8

1

518

Trachyte 11/1 to 5/31 300 cattle

1,060 sheep

2

1

169

Wildlife

There are no existing wildlife management facili-

ties in the WSA nor have any potential facilities

been identified within the WSA. There are no
existing areas of vegetation treated to enhance
wildlife habitat nor have any areas been identified

for treatment within the WSA.

Chukars, doves, and cottontails are the predomi-
nant game animals in the WSA. There are no cru-

cial and critical big game habitats in the WSA.
Deer numbers are currently very low. Several fur-

bearers, other small mammals, and birds inhabit

the WSA. There are no fish within the WSA. In

January 1985, UDWR reintroduced 21 desert
bighorn sheep into the WSA.

There are no threatened, endangered, or sensitive

animals inhabiting this WSA. There is no Feder-
ally designated critical habitat within the WSA.

Forest Resources

There are no present or potential commercial
timber sites in this WSA. The area's inaccessibility

and limited volumes of pinyon-juniper preclude

economic utilization.

Livestock and Wild Horses/Burros

Livestock use is confined to the margins of the

WSA due to rugged terrain. Any livestock tending
is done by horseback. No areas within the WSA
have been identified for vegetation manipulation

projects for livestock benefit.

Two allotments are permitted for an estimated

687 AUMs in the WSA. This represents 7 percent
of the AUMs of the allotments involved (refer to

Table 6). There are no livestock support facilities

in the WSA.

There are no wild horses nor burros within the

WSA.

Visual Resources

Scenic quality is exceptional throughout the

WSA. There is a good variety of landform and
colorful rock formations which contrast with the
surrounding desert and the water of Lake Powell.

Most of the west side of the WSA is clearly visible

from Highway U-276, a major travel route which
carries up to 190,000 visitors a year to Lake
PoweH. The east side is visible to boaters on Lake
Powell. The BLM Visual Resource Evaluation Sys-
tem rated the WSA's visual characteristics as

shown in Table 7. (The BLM's VRM system is

explained in Appendix 7.)

TABLE 7

Visual Resource Quality and Management Class

Element Acres Percent of WSA

Scenic Quality

Class A 38.060 98

Class B

Class C 640 2

Management Class

Class I

Class II 38.060 98

Class III 640 2

Class IV

Source: USDI, BLM, 1982c.

Cultural Resources

There are three lithic scatters and one rock shel-

ter in the WSA, all found along the south fork of

Ticaboo Creek. There is a high potential for the

existence of other archaeological and historical

sites in the WSA, particularly along Ticaboo and
Trachyte Creeks. No sites are on the National

Register of Historic Places nor are any known
sites potentially eligible for listing on the Register.

10
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Recreation

Fifteen recreational opportunities were evaluated

for their quality in this WSA. Thirteen opportuni-

ties were present in varying degrees. Six oppor-
tunities (backpacking, camping, dayhiking, pho-
tography, geologic study, and general sight-

seeing) are considered outstanding in quality. A
summary of selected activities follows.

Dayhiking, camping, and backpacking opportun-
ities are excellent because of the WSA's large

size, good access, the presence of an adjacent

wilderness proposal in Glen Canyon NRA, and
the general variety of features found in the WSA.
Hiking routes total over 40 miles in the WSA, with

at least an additional 20 miles in the adjacent

NRA. Extended trips are possible down the Tra-

chyte drainage, either directly from Highway
U-276 or via either Mt. Holmes or Mt. Ellsworth.

Several large slickrock side canyons east of these

peaks offer excellent opportunities for exploring.

This WSA probably has more potential for loop

trips than any other WSA in the Henry Mountain
Resource Area. Boat shuttles on Lake Powell are

also possible. Outstanding views of Lake Powell

are possible from Mt. Holmes and Mt. Ellsworth.

Wildlife observation opportunities have increased

in the WSA due to the reintroduction of desert

bighorn sheep in January 1 985. The Little Rockies
were designated as a National Natural Landmark
in 1975 because of their geologic significance.

Visitor use in the WSA is estimated at 125 visitor

days per year. Commercial outfitters do not use
the WSA on a regular basis. A few commercial
permits have been issued since 1980. ORVs are

used little, if at all, in the WSA. The entire WSA is

presently closed to ORV use and there are no
vehicular ways.

Wilderness Values

SIZE

This WSA is 38,700 acres in size and is approxi-

mately 17 miles long and averages 4 miles wide.

The WSA is adjacent to a NPS-proposed wilder-

ness area of 35,000 acres. This combined acreage
totals over 73,000 acres.

NATURALNESS

Most of this WSA is in a completely natural condi-

tion. The only human intrusion is a NPS transmit-

ter site atop Mt. Ellsworth which is permitted

under the "Wilderness Management Policy." The
transmitter site occupies less than 1 acre and is

maintained by helicopter. There are no human
intrusions requiring rehabilitation. Overall quality

of naturalness is considered high and meets the

standards for naturalness set by the Wilderness

Act.

SOLITUDE

Opportunities for recreationists to find solitude

(i.e., a secluded spot away from others) in the

WSA are influenced by size, topography, vegeta-

tion, and the absence of distracting sights and
sounds. As noted above, this WSA is large. The
excellent vistas of Lake Powell and central Utah
from the summits of Mt. Holmes and Mt. Ellsworth

also assist in giving the visitor a sense of solitude.

Numerous steep-walled, narrow canyons such as

Four Mile, Two Mile, Maidenwater, and Trachyte
contribute to topographic screening of recrea-

tionists from each other. Vegetation is sparse
pinyon-juniper and is not a factor in determining
the degree of solitude. There are no sights and
sounds outsidetheWSA that would interfere with

a visitor's opportunity to find a secluded spot.

Overall, the quality of opportunities for solitude

were judged to meet the standards set by the

Wilderness Act on 27,700 acres. Approximately
1 1 ,000 acres do not have outstanding opportuni-

ties for solitude.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION

Opportunities for primitive, unconfined recrea-

tion were evaluated by considering miles of hik-

ing routes in relationship to the WSA's size, the

number of recreational opportunities present,

and an evaluation of the quality of these oppor-
tunities. This WSA was determined to have a

diversity of recreational opportunities, including

excellent opportunities for sightseeing, dayhik-

ing, backpacking, camping, geologic study, and
photography. Several interesting loop hiking

routes are possible through challenging and var-

ied terrain including both mountain peaks and
several canyons. Overall opportunities for primi-

tive, unconfined recreation meet the standards

set by the Wilderness Act on 27,700 acres. The
remaining 11,000 acres do not meet the stand-

ards. The adjacent NPS wilderness proposal

enhances the outstanding primitive recreation

opportunities in the WSA. For example, hiking

routes continue down the drainages to Lake
Powell.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Because of the remote and isolated nature of por-

tions of this WSA, there is high quality potential

habitat for desert bighorn sheep. In January 1985,

21 desert bighorn sheep were introduced into the

WSA by UDWR. This has increased the ecological

and scenic values of the WSA.

11
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The area has historical values in that several

archaeologicsites have been identified, and there

is a high potential for the discovery of additional

sites.

Portions of this WSA were designated as a

National Natural Landmark in 1975 because of the

geologic values represented.

Land Use Plans and Controls

There are three State sections (1,920 acres)

within the WSA and approximately seven adja-

cent State sections. The management philosophy
for all State school sections is to maximize eco-
nomic returns fortheStateSchool Fund. Noactiv-
ities are currently occurring on these sections.

They are under lease for oil, gas, and grazing.

There are no rights-of-way or private in-holdings

nor are there any Federal lands with non-Federal
subsurface rights in the WSA.

The Garfield County Master Plan (Five County
Association of Governments, 1984) covers this

WSA. The master plan recognizes that the county
possesses "... some of the most spectacular

scenery in the United States .... The county is

sparsely populated and most of it is in its original

pristine condition." Garfield County has pro-

posed to the Utah Congressional Delegation that

111,053 acres of BLM lands in three WSAs and
31,600 acres in one Forest Service unit be
recommended for wilderness. The county plan

recommends that the remaining lands within the

county, including the Little Rockies WSA, be
retained for multiple uses. The plan's concept of

multiple use includes forestry, livestock grazing,

mining, wildlife, and recreation.

The Glen Canyon NRA Wilderness Recommen-
dation (USDI, NPS, 1979) includes a proposed
wilderness unit adjacent to this WSA.

The Little Rockies is managed under the BLM
Henry Mountain Planning AreaMFP (USDI, BLM,
1982c) which allows multiple use with certain re-

strictions on oil and gas and ORV use, as dis-

cussed in the description of the No Action Alter-

native. The Henry Mountain MFP has been
reviewed by the Governor of Utah and found to be
consistent with State plans.

Socioeconomics

DEMOGRAPHICS

The WSA lies within Garfield County, one of

Utah's least populated and most rural counties. In

1980, the Garfield County population was 3,673,

reflecting a population density of 0.71 persons
per square mile (U.S. Department of Commerce
[USDC], Bureau of the Census, 1983 and Univer-
sity of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, 1979).

The closest community to the WSA is Ticaboo
about 20 road miles south, also in Garfield

County. Ticaboo had a 1980 population of about
300. Since 1980 the population has declined to

between 150 and 200. Hanksville (a small com-
munity of approximately 351), located about 35
road miles north of the WSA, and Green River,

approximately 100 road miles north of theWSA in

Emery County, are main gateways and service

areas for visitors to the Little Rockies WSA.

EMPLOYMENT

Garfield County is one of the poorest counties in

the State of Utah (South et al., 1983). Government
is the largest employment sector within the

county and represents 21 percent of the work
force followed by construction, services, manu-
facturing, and agriculture (refer to Table 8). The
county, however, maintains a diversified eco-
nomic base (South et al., 1983). The Town of

Escalante relies on farming, stockraising, and
lumbering, supplemented by tourism, some oil

production, and government employment (South
et al., 1983). Another town, Boulder continues to

rely on agriculture.

TABLE 8

1980 Employment
Garfield County, Utah

Industrial Sector Number Percent

Agriculture 236 11

Mining 210 10

Construction 379 17

Manufacturing 248 11

Transportation, Communication,
and Utilities 85 4

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 16 1

Services 266 12

Government 457 21

Nonfarm Proprietors 157 7

Total 2.179 100

Sources: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1980;

USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982.

INCOME AND REVENUES

In Garfield County, the nonfarm industry sector in

1 980 produced over 96 percent of total labor and
proprietors' income representing an annual
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growth rate of 22.2 percent (University of Utah,

Bureau of Economic and Business Research,

1 982) (refer to Table 9). Almost 80 percent of this

income came from the private sector, principally

mining, construction, and manufacturing, while

government sources produced 20 percent of per-

sonal income and earnings for the county. Farm-
ing produced 3.8 percent of the county's total

personal income, amounting to $949,000.

TABLE 9

1980 Personal Income and Earnings

Garfield County, Utah

Annual
Earnings Growth Rate
Income (in 1975-80

Type/Source $1,000) (Percent)

Total Labor and Proprietors'

Income (Earnings) 24.792 21 9

Total Labor and Proprietors'

Income by Industry Source

Farm 949 16.6

Nonfarm 23.843 22.2

Private 19,049 26.5

Agricultural 79 (D)

Service and Other

Mining 4,222 47.0

Construction 5.536 665
Manufacturing 3.294 14.2

Transportation and
Public Utilities 1,545 16.8

Wholesale Trade 96 1.3

Retail Trade 1.302 7.6

Finance. Insurance

and Real Estate 189 (D)

Services 2.786 16.3

Government 4,794 108

Sources: USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982;

University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, 1982.

1 Earning components as a percent of total earnings; totals do
not equal 100.

2 Earning components as a percent of total earnings for

nonfarm sector.

3 Earning components as a percent of incremental earnings

within private sector.

(D) Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential information

or for items $50,000 or less. Date are included in totals.

Economic-related activities in the WSA include

mineral exploration, livestock production, and
recreation. Table 10 summarizes local income
and Federal revenues from the WSA. Appendix 9

identifies the multipliers used to estimate income
and revenues.

The WSA has 25 mining claims. Regulations

require a $100 annual expenditure per claim for

labor and improvements, an undetermined part of

which is spent in the local economy. Not all of the

claims are current in assessment work.

No oil and gas or mineral production has

occurred in the WSA. Therefore, mineral and
energy resource production from the WSA has
not contributed to local employment or income.

Twelve livestock operators have a total grazing

privilege of 687 AUMs within the WSA. If all this

forage were utilized, it would account for $13,740

of livestock sales and $3,435 of ranchers' returns

to labor and investment.

The WSA's recreational use is low and related

local expenditures are insignificant to both the

local economy and individual businesses. The
actual amount of income generated locally from
recreational use in the WSA is unknown. How-
ever, an approximate range of expenditures can

be deduced from Dalton (1982). This study indi-

cates that statewide average expenditures per

recreational visitor day for all types of recreation

in Utah are approximately $4.1 0. The recreational

use for Little Rockies WSA is estimated as about

125 visitor days per year. Only a portion of the

expenditures for recreational use of theWSA con-

tribute to the local economy of Garfield and
Wayne Counties.

The WSA generates Federal revenues from min-

eral leases and livestock (refer to Table 10).

Oil and gas leases in the WSA cover approxi-

mately 4,480 acres. At $3 per acre, lease rental

fees generate up to $13,440 of Federal revenues

annually. Half of these monies are allocated to the

State, which then reallocates these revenues to

various funds, the majority of which are related to

energy development and mitigation of local

impacts of energy and mineral development.

Average actual livestock use and, therefore,

revenues generated from grazing in the WSA are

unknown; however, the permittees in the WSA
can use up to 687 AUMs per year. Based on a

$1 .40 per AUM grazing fee, the WSA can poten-

tially generate $961.80 of grazing fee revenues

annually, 50 percent of which would be allocated

back tothe local BLM districtforthe construction

of rangeland improvements.

TABLE 10

Local Sales and Federal Revenues

Source Annual Local Sales' Annual Federal Revenues

Oil and Gas Leases None

Mining Claim Assessment Less than $ 2,500

Livestock Grazing $13,740

Recreational Use Less than $ 515.50

Total Less than $16,752.50

$13,440

None

$961 80

Unknown 2

Up to $14,401.80

Sources: BLM Files; Appendix 9.

1 Local sales represent money potentially spent. They do

not account for the total local income that would be

generated by these expenditures.

2 A few commercial permits have been issued since 1980.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES OF
ALTERNATIVES

Analysis Assumptions and Guidelines for

All Alternatives

1. The alternatives would be carried out as

noted in the Description of the Alternatives

section.

2. Future users in the WSA would meet
requirements for all applicable Federal, State,

and local permits.

3. Designation of an area as wilderness

would not result in impacts due to direct dis-

turbance of resources. Any direct disturb-

ance of resources under wilderness designa-

tion would result from use of prior rights that

must be recognized by BLM. Such disturb-

ance could occur with or without wilderness

designation and is assumed to occur at one
time.

4. The impacts of wilderness designation

would result from (1) protection of certain

resources; (2) denial of the opportunity to

develop certain resources; or (3) restrictions

placed on or changes in allowable manage-
ment practices and land uses.

5. Estimates of in-place mineral resources
are given based on a mineral resource evalua-

tion of BLM WSAs by SAI (1982). These esti-

mates were based on literature studies and
known mining activities in the vicinity of the

WSAs. The analysis presented in this section

identifies the estimated amount of potentially

recoverable mineral resources and then,

using BLM's field experience and judgment,
qualifies the probability of future develop-
ment based on terrain, transportation, and
economic factors. Appendix 6 records the

methodology for estimation of potentially

recoverable mineral resources.

6. Oncedesignated, management of an area

as wilderness would continue in perpetuity.

No Action Alternative

The major potential changes that could occur in

the area would be related to oil and gas and locat-

able mineral exploration and development. The
area would be open to resource use and devel-

opment without controls for wilderness protec-

tion. The degree of future development is

unknown but would probably be low due to the
WSA's rough terrain and relatively low resource
potential. The following is a worst-case analysis
based on the assumption that minerals would be
developed sometime in the future and cause the
following disturbance: oil and gas, 160 acres; and
uranium, copper, gold and silver, 40 acres.

(Appendix 10 lists surface disturbance assump-
tions and estimates.)

AIR QUALITY

The WSA would continue to be managed by the
State of Utah as a PSD Class II area. Disturbance
of 200 acres would result in minor, temporary
increases in fugitive dust emissions. Because no
major sources of air pollutant emissions are pro-

posed in the vicinity of the WSA and, because air

quality PSD Class I standards must be maintained
in Capitol Reef National Park (located 16 miles

west of the WSA) and Canyonlands National Park
(located 23 miles northeast of the WSA), air qual-

ity would remain essentially as at present.

GEOLOGY
Little impact to geology is expected because dis-

turbances associated with locatable minerals
(i.e., uranium, copper, gold, and silver) and oil

and gas exploration and development activities

would probably not exceed 200 acres and would
involve mainly surface development or widely

spaced wells.

SOILS

It is estimated that up to 200 acres of soil could be
disturbed by mineral exploration and develop-
ment. Assuming that all disturbance would occur
in areas with critical erosion class (worst-case
analysis) and that erosion condition would
increase one class, soil loss on the 200 acres

would increase from 540 cubic yards/year to

1 ,080 cubic yards/year. Soil loss would decrease
as reclamation occurred. Thetime required, how-
ever, for complete reclamation cannot be deter-

mined.

Therefore, under this alternative, maximum
annual soil loss in the WSA would increase by

approximately 540 cubic yards (approximately

1.1 percent) over the current annual soil loss to

approximately 51,770 cubic yards/year.

VEGETATION

Because only 200 acres would be disturbed by
mineral and energy exploration and develop-

ment, there would not be major changes in any

vegetation type. Dales epica, a candidate threat-

ened or endangered plant, is found within or near

the WSA. Before authorizing surface-disturbing
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activities (200 acres potential) the BLM would
conduct site-specific clearances of the poten-
tially disturbed areas. If these species could be
affected, the BLM would initiate Section 7 consul-
tation with the U.S. FWS as required by the

Endangered Species Act and BLM policy. The
BLM would request a biological opinion when
appropriate (refer to Appendix 4). Because
necessary measures would be taken to protect

these plants, it can be reasonably concluded that

the viability of populations of Dalea epica would
be preserved under the No Action Alternative.

WATER RESOURCES

Since precipitation is low and only one stream
within the WSA is perennial, no significant sedi-

mentation or change in total dissolved solids is

expected to occur from the 540 cubic yards of

annual soil loss from surface disturbance. Oppor-
tunities exist under this alternative for the devel-

opment of water-related improvements or expan-
sion of existing water sources (the WSA contains
one perennial stream and several intermittent

streams). However, no water developments are

planned in the current MFP for the Henry Moun-
tain Planning Area.

Mineral exploration and development in the area

would generally be confined at or near the surface

or with widely spaced wells and would not signifi-

cantly change ground water quantity or quality.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

The potential for less than 10 million barrels of oil

or less than 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas
exists (in-place) in the WSA, with less than 3 mil-

lion barrels of oil or 18 billion cubic feet of gas
considered recoverable. Most of the area (34,220
acres) would remain closed to leasing and no
exploration or development would occur. Oil and
gas resources could be explored and developed,

subject to Category 2 (standard and special stipu-

lations) on about 4,480 acres. As much as 160

acres of surface disturbance would take place if

exploration and development were to occur. Due
to the small size of these deposits and the large

acreage closed to leasing, production is not

expected under this alternative.

Locatable Minerals

The entire WSA would remain open to mining
claim location. The potential deposits considered
recoverable under this alternative consist of less

than 50,000 tons of copper, 500-1 ,000 tons of ura-

nium, 500 tons of silver, and 25 tons of gold.

Approximately 40 acres could be disturbed due to

exploration and development of these locatable

mineral resources. Employment of undue and
unnecessary degradation stipulations would not

affect a claim holders ability to develop the area.

However, except for uranium and silver, which
possibly occur in commercial quantities, the like-

lihood of development is thought to be low
because of economic considerations (e.g., trans-

portation, low resource potential, etc.).

WILDLIFE

The proposed ACEC designation would assist in

preserving wildlife values in most of the WSA, as
would the continued 34,220-acre closure to oil

and gas leasing, exploration and development;
the ORV closure in the entire WSA; and manage-
ment under VRM Class II in most of the WSA.
However, disturbance of as much as 200 acres

(0.52 percent of the WSA) through mineral and
energy exploration would disrupt wildlife. Deer,
desert bighorn sheep, and mobile nongame
animals would be dispersed from the disturbed
areas for the lifetime of these activities. Less
mobile wildlife would either perish or coexist with

these disturbances at smaller and less viable

population levels. No threatened, endangered, or

sensitive animal species would be affected
because none inhabit the area.The UDWR would
be allowed to transplant bighorn sheep into the
WSA. Mineral exploration and development could
reduce the potential of the area as bighorn sheep
habitat.

Vegetation manipulation projects or water devel-

opments to benefit wildlife would be allowable

under this alternative, although no need for such
improvements has been identified, and it is

unlikely that any improvements would ever be
developed for wildlife in this WSA.

FOREST RESOURCES

The entire WSA would be available for woodland
harvest under this alternative. However, because
there are few trees other than scattered pinyon
and juniper (none of which are utilized except by
occasional campers or hikers), limited access due
to terrain and ORV closures, and because only

minimal surface-disturbing activities are antici-

pated (involving no more than 0.52 percent of the

WSA), any effect on the potential for utilizing

forest resources would be minimal.

LIVESTOCK

There would be no change in or effect on current

livestock use and management underthis alterna-

tive. Livestock use would continueto be confined
to the margins of the WSA due to rugged terrain.
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Due to the ORV closure and rugged terrain, any
livestock tending would continue to be done by
horseback. Although developments to benefit

livestock would be allowed under this alternative,

none are anticipated.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Underthis alternative, visual resources of the area

would be largely protected due to management of

the area as an ACEC, VRM Class II management
on over 98 percent of the area, the ORV closure

throughout the entire WSA, and mineral leasing

closure on 88 percent of the WSA.

Visual values in areas affected by the estimated

200 acres of potential surface disturbance from
mineral and energy exploration would be
degraded and, although mitigation would be ap-

plied to meet VRM Class II management goals,

objectives would probably not be met during the

short term. Much of the disturbance would be
likely to take place in the Four Mile Canyon area.

After the project's life, rehabilitation would re-

storevisual resourcesto meet VRM Class II objec-

tives where possible. The ability to meet these

objectives would be unlikely if uranium is dis-

covered and produced in the Four Mile Canyon
area. In the area as a whole, visual values would
not be significantly affected.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Cultural resources would benefit from manage-
ment of the area as an ACEC, the ORV closure,

the mineral leasing closure on 34,220 acres, and
management of 98 percent of the area as VRM
Class II. Disturbance of up to 200 acres by mineral

exploration and development under this alterna-

tive could affect cultural sites. However, invento-

ries for the purposes of site recordation and mit-

igation of impacts would take place prior to any
surface disturbance and would lessen impacts.

The overall effect on cultural resources would be
low due to the limited amount of cultural resour-

ces in the area and to mitigating measures that

would be taken prior to surface-disturbing activi-

ties. Vandalism (not currently a problem) would
be expected to increase in proportion to the gen-
eral population increase.

RECREATION

Recreational values would be protected by man-
agement of the area as an ACEC, including the

ORV and mineral leasing closures and manage-
ment of 98 percent of the area as VRM Class II.

Much of the mineral-related disturbance would
be anticipated to occur in the Four Mile Canyon
area. Up to 200 acres could be disturbed by min-
eral and energy activities. Primitive recreational

opportunities and quality would be diminished on
the affected areas. Because the area is currently

closed to ORV use and the steep topography of

the area restrains such use, the continued ORV
closure would not affect hunting or other recrea-

tional use of the area.

The future trends in recreational use of the WSA
are unknown. However, based on a review of sev-

eral projections (Utah Outdoor Recreation
Agency, 1980; Utah Office of Planning and
Budget, 1984; Jungst, 1978; and Hof and Kaiser,

1981) it is estimated that outdoor recreation in

Utah will increase at about 2 percent peryearover
the next 20 years. At this rate overall recreational

use is expected to increase from 125 current vis-

itor days per year to 1 86 visitor days at the end of

20 years.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Expected mineral and energy exploration and
development could disturb an estimated 200
acres. Wilderness values in this WSA (i.e., natu-

ralness, opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation, and special features) would be lost or

diminished in affected areas during the time of

exploration and development. Impacts to these

values probably would not be significant to the

WSA as a whole because leasing would be re-

stricted to about 12 percent of the WSA and, in

most cases, rehabilitation would eventually res-

tore wilderness character. If uranium is dis-

covered and produced in the Four Mile Canyon
Area, wilderness values would be lost in that por-

tion of the WSA. Other than that, wilderness

values would largely be protected through man-
agement of the area as an ACEC, with the accom-
panying ORV closure, the mineral leasing closure

on 34,220 acres, and the management of 98 per-

cent of the area as VRM Class II.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative would be inconsistent with the

wilderness proposed by the NPS for the adjacent

Glen Canyon NRA. Although the area would not

be managed as wilderness, an ACEC manage-
ment plan would be developed and some of the

same restraints that would occur with wilderness

designation (ORV closure, mineral leasing clo-

sure) would be applied. If mineral exploration and

development occurs on as much as 200 acres,

especially in Four Mile Canyon, there could be

sights and sounds that could degrade wilderness

values within the Glen Canyon NRA boundary in

specific locations.

This alternative would also be in conformance

with BLM's Henry Mountain MFP. This MFP has
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been reviewed by the Governor of Utah and found
to be consistent with State plans. It is generally

consistent with the multiple-use concept of the

Garfield County Master Plan, since most resource

uses would continue, although under more re-

strictive conditions. It would conflict with the

County's concept concerning mineral develop-

ment because most of theareawould beclosedto
leasing.

SOCIOECONOMICS

There would not be a loss of local employment or

income as a result of this alternative. The existing

ability to explore and develop mineral resources
would remain as at present. If the oil and gas,

uranium, silver, orotherminerals intheWSA were
developed it would lead to an increase in

Mnployment and income for Wayne and Garfield

Counties. However, the probability of economic
development of minerals within the WSA is low,

with the exception of some potential for uranium
and silver (refer to the Mineral and Energy
Resources section for a description of mineral

and development potentials).

There would be no livestock-related economic
losses because the existing grazing use (687

AUMs) and ability to maintain, replace, and build

new range improvements would remain as at

present with $1 3,740 of livestock sales and $3,435
of ranchers' returns to labor and investment.

As discussed in the Recreation section, recrea-

tional use and, therefore, recreation-related local

expenditures could increase at a rate of 2 percent

per year over the next 20 years (49-percent

increase over 20 years). Because estimated

recreational use in the area is estimated to

increase only 61 visitor days per year over the

next 20 years and overall recreation-related

expenditures average only $4.10 per visitor day
(only a portion of which contributes to the local

economy) recreation-related expenditures
attributabletotheWSA would likely not besignif-

icant to the local economy.

Federal and State revenues would not be reduced
by this alternative. There are 4,480 acres in the

WSA open to oil and gas lease that could continue

to bring up to $13,440 additional Federal lease fee

revenues per year in addition to new royalties

from lease production if oil and gas were dis-

covered. Half of these monies would be allocated

to the State, a portion of which could reach the

local economy. Collection of livestock grazing

fees ($961 per year) would continue. About 50
percent of the grazing fee revenues would con-

tinue to be returned to the local BLM office for use
in range improvement projects.

All Wilderness Alternative (38,700 Acres)

(Proposed Action)

As noted in the Description of the Alternatives

section, the major changes that could occur in the
38,700-acre area would be related to its withdrawal
from mineral location and sale and closure of an
additional 4,480 acres to new mineral leasing. The
entire area would be placed in leasing Category 4
(closed to leasing). The WSA would continue to

be closed to vehicular use except for approvals by
BLM as discussed in the Description of the Alter-

natives section. The WSA would be managed
under VRM Class I.

For the following analysis it is assumed that the
existing mining claims would eventually be
explored and developed, causing an estimated 40
acres of disturbance within the WSA. It is also

assumed that existing oil and gas leases would
expire before production of commercial quanti-
ties, and that oil and gas leases would not be
renewed norfuture leasing of oil and gas allowed.
Appendix 10 lists surface disturbance assump-
tions and estimates for the WSA.

Because potentially disturbed areas would be
smaller than under the No Action Alternative (40
vs. 200 acres), the impacts from development and
surface disturbance on airquality, geology, vege-
tation, and water resources would be insignifi-

cant, as described for the No Action Alternative.

Wilderness designation would provideadditional
protection to these resources. Other effects on
these resources due to changes in management
are discussed below.

SOILS

The soil resource could slightly benefit under the
All Wilderness Alternative because of the reduced
likelihood of surface-disturbing activities. Assum-
ing that all disturbance would occur in areas with
critical erosion class (worst-case analysis) and
that erosion condition would increase one class,

soil loss on the 40 acres would increase from 108
cubic yards/year to 216 cubic yards/year. How-
ever, soil loss would decrease as reclamation
occurred. The time for complete reclamation
cannot be determined. Therefore, under this

alternative, maximum annual increase in soil loss

from surface disturbance in the WSA would be
approximately 108 cubic yards (approximately
0.21 percent) overthe current annual soil loss per
year to approximately 51,338 cubic yards/year.
The increase could be 972 cubic yards per year
less than under the No Action Alternative.
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MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Approximately 4,480 acres of the WSA are cur-

rently under oil and gas lease, but no exploration

or development of oil and gas is occurring within

the WSA. The leases are post-FLPMA and could

only be developed subject to the nonimpairment
stipulations issued at the time of leasing. It is

unlikely that existing leases will be developed or a

showing of commercial quantities made prior to

their expiration dates, and expired leases will not

be re-issued.

Exploration for and development of a potential

resource of less than 10 million barrels of oil and
less than 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas (in-

place) with 3 million barrels of oil and 18 billion

cubic feet of natural gas considered recoverable

would be foregone under this alternative. How-
ever, due to the small size of the potential depos-
its, the low certainty that these exist, and the low

likelihood of exploration and development activi-

ties, it is concluded that this alternative would not

result in a significant loss of potential oil and gas
recovery.

Locatable Minerals

Approximately 515 acres are under mining claim

within the WSA. Exploration, extraction, and pat-

enting would be allowed to continue on valid

claims after wilderness designation under undue
and unnecessary degradation guidelines. It is

estimated that, if minerals are located prior to

designation, up to 40 acres could be disturbed

due to exploration and development. The worst-

case impact to minerals would occur if the poten-

tially recoverable minerals are not within mining
claims filed prior to designation. In that case, the

potential for recovery of less than 50,000 tons of

copper, 500-1,000 tons of uranium,- 25 tons of

gold, and 500 tons of silver would be foregone.

After designation, all other lands (including

claims not determined valid) would be closed to

prospecting and development (USDI, BLM,
1981 b). Thereare no known commercial deposits

of gold and copper, but there may be potential for

the production of uranium and silver in the Four
Mile Canyon area. Much of the deposits are under
existing claim and could be developed.

Because there is no production of locatable

metals in this WSA, economic considerations

(e.g., transportation, low potential for minerals

other than uranium and silver) are unfavorable,

and much of the uranium-silver resource is cur-

rently under claim, and if valid, and could be devel-

oped, this alternative would not result in a signifi-

cant loss of production of locatable mineral

resources.

WILDLIFE

Under this alternative, wildlife would generally

benefit due to the preservation of the area's soli-

tude and naturalness through application of the

"Wilderness Management Policy" including the

ORV closure, the closure to future mineral loca-

tion and leasing, and management under VRM
Class I. Although vegetation manipulation proj-

ects and water developments would probably not

be allowed, none are planned in the WSA nor
would any likely be developed even without

designation. The UDWR could still be allowed to

introduce additional desert bighorn sheep into

the area in the future under this alternative.

Due to the size of this WSA and the adjacent Glen
Canyon potential wilderness, species which
require large acreages, such as bobcat, bighorn

sheep, and mountain lion, would be expected to

benefit most from wilderness designations.

Potential disturbance from mineral development
would be reduced under this alternative from 200
acres to 40 acres (0.10 percent of the WSA). Deer,

desert bighorn sheep, and mobile nongame
animals would be dispersed from the disturbed

area for the lifetime of these activities. No threat-

ened, endangered, or sensitive animal species

would be affected because none inhabit the area.

FOREST RESOURCES

Under this alternative, no woodland harvest

would occur. However, none is occurring at pres-

ent due to the lack of marketable timber, steep

terrain, lack of access, and lack of demand.
Therefore, this alternative would have little, if any,

effect on the harvesting of forest resources within

the WSA.

LIVESTOCK

There would be no change in or effect on the

current livestock use and management underthis

alternative. Livestock use would continue at upto
687 AUMs and would be confined to the margins

of theWSA due to rugged terrain. Due to the ORV
closure and rugged terrain, any livestock tending

would continue to be done by horseback.
Although some types of developments to benefit

livestock may not be allowed under this alterna-

tive, none are anticipated even without designa-

tion.

VISUAL RESOURCES

The high quality visual resources in this WSA
would benefit from the greater protection from
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surface-disturbing actions that wilderness desig-

nation would bring. Under wilderness manage-
ment, theWSA would be managed as VRM Class I

and mineral leasing and location and ORV use
would not be allowed.

Under this alternative, the possible disturbance

that could occur from mineral exploration and
development would be reduced to 40 acres from
the 200 acres anticipated under the No Action

Alternative. This disturbance could involve explo-

ration and possible development of uranium in

the Four Mile Canyon area. Although mitigation

would be applied in an attempt to meet VRM Class

I management goals, objectives could not be met.

After the life of the project, rehabilitation would
restore visual resources to meet VRM Class I

objectives where possible. The ability to do so
would be unlikely if uranium is discovered and
produced in Four Mile Canyon. In the WSA as a

whole, however, visual values would not besignif-

icantly affected.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The probability of finding additional sites in the

WSA is high and there is potential for increased

vandalism (not a current problem) to cultural

resources due to increased recreational use of the

WSA. However, protection afforded by wilder-

ness management would outweigh any potential

vandalism problems caused by recreational activ-

ity, and the overall impact would be positive.

RECREATION

Although use is currently low (about 125 visitor

days peryear), theWSA has outstanding primitive

recreational values. Under this alternative, possi-

ble surface disturbance would be reduced from
200 acres to 40 acres, and those high quality

recreational opportunities would be recognized,

managed, and preserved.

As discussed for the No Action Alternative,

recreational use of the WSA is estimated to

increase about 2 percent per year over the next 20
years in relation to population increases and cur-

rent trends of recreational use. Publicity of the

WSA that would likely follow wilderness designa-

tion could lead to an undetermined increase in

primitive recreational use above the baseline rate.

Management provided through a Wilderness
Management Plan would attempt to control de-

structive increases in future recreation use, and
the quality of the primitive recreation experience
probably would not be negatively affected by the

increased use. As recreation use increased other

commercial operators based on primitive recrea-

tional activities could apply for use of the WSA.

The area is currently closed to ORV use. The
steep topography also restrains ORV use. There-
fore, continued ORV closure under this alterna-

tive would not affect hunting or other recreational

uses of the area.

WILDERNESS VALUES

Designation and management of all 38,700 acres

as wilderness would ensure the preservation of

the wilderness values of size, naturalness, and
outstanding opportunities for solitude and primi-

tive and unconfined recreation, except on up to 40
acres that could be disturbed due to possible

mineral development. These disturbances would
have long-term effects on wilderness values in

localized areas (where there are 51 5 acres of min-
ing claims) but would not be expected to signifi-

cantly affect wilderness values in the area as a

whole. The special geologic and scenic features

in this WSA would also be preserved. Increased

recreational use dueto designation would be con-
trolled by BLM under a Wilderness Management
Plan and no loss of wilderness values due to

increased visitation would be expected.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative would be consistent with the wil-

derness proposal by the NPS for the adjacent

Glen Canyon NRA. However, if development of

uranium claims occurs in the Four Mile Canyon
area, there could be sights and sounds that would
degrade wilderness values within the NRA bound-
ary in specific locations.

This alternative is generally consistent with the

multiple-use concept of the Garfield County Mas-
ter Plan since most resource uses would con-
tinue, although under more restrictive conditions.

This alternative would conflict with the County's
multiple-use concept in the area of minerals

because restrictive conditions would be placed

on mineral development, including the phasing
out of existing leases and closure of the area to

future mineral location and leasing. Because
State lands within the WSA would be exchanged
for lands outside the WSA, wilderness designa-
tion would not conflict with the policy of the State

of Utah to maximize economic returns.

The BLM Henry Mountain Planning Area MFP
does not provide for wilderness designation. A
decision by Congress to designate the WSA as

wilderness would be an amendment to the MFP.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall there would be no significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and
local income distribution.
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Because of restrictions placed on the use of

resources under wilderness designation there

could be slight losses in local incomeand Federal

revenues currently provided by resource uses in

the WSA (refer to Table 10) as well as loss of

potential increases in income and Federal
revenues that could occur under the No Action

Alternative.

The potential for mineral development intheWSA
is low to moderate (refer to the Mineral and
Energy Resources section for a discussion of the

WSA's mineral character). Valid existing oil and
gas leases and mining claims could be developed

but designation would preclude new leases and
claims from being established in the WSA. Pre-

cluding exploration and development of minerals

would not alter existing economic conditions, but

could alter future economic conditions from what
they would be with mineral development under

the No Action Alternative. Because the potential

for mineral development is low to moderate, it is

estimated that potential mineral-related local

income could be slightly reduced by wilderness

designation. In addition, any local income related

to assessment of future mining claims would be

lost.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-
tinue as at present with $13,740 of livestock sales

and $3,435 of ranchers' return to labor and
investment. Proposed improvements for livestock

would be foregone along with any resulting

increased ranchers' income. No such potential

range improvements have been proposed.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase nonmotorized
recreational use (refer to the Recreation section).

Related local expenditures would be small (aver-

age of $4.10 per visitor day statewide).

The loss of 4,480 acres now leased for oil and gas
would cause an eventual loss of up to $13,440 per

year of lease fees to the Federal Treasury. I n addi-

tion to these rental fees, any potential royalties

from new lease production could also be fore-

gone.

Recreation-related Federal revenues may
increase if the demand for commercial outfitter

services increases. No commercial outfitters use
the WSA on a regular basis, but designation could
lead to more commercial recreational use in the

area.
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FREMONT GORGE WSA
(UT-050-221)

INTRODUCTION

General Description of the Area

The Fremont Gorge Wilderness Study Area (WSA)
consists of 2,540 acres of public land managed by
the Utah BLM Richfield District. This WSA was
dropped from wilderness study status by the Sec-
retary of the Interioron December30, 1982dueto
its small size. As a result of a decision of the

Eastern District Court of California (Sierra Club
vs. Watt, No. Civil 5-83-035 LRK, dated April 18,

1985), it is in WSA status and is analyzed in this

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in accord-
ance with: (1) general land use planning provi-

sions of Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act (FLPMA); and (2) BLM guid-

ance that allows for wilderness consideration of

areas of less than 5,000 acres if they are adjacent

to land with wilderness potential administered by
other Federal agencies. It is located in the Can-
yonlands Section of the Colorado Plateau Physi-

ographic Province immediately west of Capitol

Reef National Park, approximately 3 air miles east

of Torrey, Utah, in Wayne County. In general, this

province is characterized by arid and semiarid

climate, deep canyons, gently dipping sedimen-
tary rocks, and retreating escarpments.

The topography of the Fremont Gorge WSA is

characterized by a broad, gently north-northeast

sloping plateau, intricat ly cut by entrenched
meandering streams that i Irain to the east into the

Fremont River. The canyons are deep and narrow
and are separated by narrow, high, relatively flat-

topped ridges.

Rainfall generally averages approximately 7

inches annually, with the greatest precipitation

periods being April and May and July through
October. Temperatures can range from under
degrees Farenheit (F) in the winter to over 100
degrees F in the summer.

Rock outcrops are common in the WSA. The
major vegetation type is scattered pinyon and
juniper.

Specific Issues Identified in Scoping

General issues pertaining to wilderness designa-

tion, the "Wilderness Study Policy" (USDI, BLM,
1982a), ortheenvironmental analysis processare
discussed in Volume I of this EIS. Public oppor-
tunity to review and comment on an initial draft

analysis of this area occurred in August 1982.

Because of the 1982 decision of the Secretary of

the Interior, the area was not among those listed

in the brochure used for the 1984 EIS scoping
meetings (USDI, BLM, 1984c); however, the spe-
cific issuesand concerns expressed earlierapply.

Since this WSA is adjacent to a potential wilder-
ness area in Capitol Reef National Park, the fol-

lowing additional issues were raised:

1. Comment: Will designation of the WSA
as wilderness benefit the values and uses of

the adjacent proposed wilderness?

Response: According to the National Park
Service's (NPS) assessment of the F mont
Gorge WSA, the WSA neither adds nor sub-
tracts from the values of the adjacent NPS
unit and is insignificant in terms of its value to

the NPS area (USDI, NPS, 1984).

2. Comment: Would the WSA be a viable

independent candidate for designation if Con-
gress does not designate the contiguous
lands?

Response: The WSA is under 5,000 acres in

size and would not be a valid candidate for

wilderness unless the contiguous NPS-pro-
posed wilderness is designated by Congress.

3. Comment: Could the BLM portion be
more effectively managed as wilderness if the

management responsibility were transferred

to the agency which administers the contigu-

ous wilderness?

Response: The Fremont Gorge WSA could

be managed by either the BLM or the NPS.
The NPS has recommended thatthe WSA not

be transferred from BLM to NPS administra-

tion because it would be insignificant in terms
of its value and contribution to the NPS area

(USDI, NPS, 1984).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE
ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives Considered and Eliminated

From Detailed Study

Transfer of several WSAs, including the Fremont
Gorge WSA, to NPS administration in adjacent
NPS units has been proposed (H.R. 1214, 1984).

Such a transfer could occur in the future regard-
less of wilderness status.

Becauseof the possibility of managementtransfer
from the BLM to the NPS, the EIS could include
analysis of both BLM and NPS management with

and without wilderness designation of the WSA.
However, alternatives for transfer of jurisdiction

from BLM to NPS are not analyzed in this EIS
because: (1) BLM could continue to manage the
WSA without wilderness designation or could
manage the WSA as wilderness in conjunction
with a contiguous NPS-administered wilderness;

and (2) the outcome of the NPS wilderness pro-
posals and H.R. 1214 are uncertain actions inde-

pendent of the BLM wilderness review. The EIS
addresses the basic question of wilderness des-
ignation of BLM-administered lands and the re-

sultant environmental impacts. Transfer of juris-

diction is considered by BLM to be a separate
matter that would be evaluated on its own merits

and could be implemented with or without wil-

derness designation.

It is noted that, in cases where lands contiguous
to a BLM WSA are proposed as wilderness by
another Federal agency, the BLM "Wilderness
Study Policy" requires to determine in its Wilder-
ness Study Report (1 ) whether the WSA would be
a viable independent candidate for designation as
wilderness if Congress does not designate the
contiguous land; and (2) if the WSA were desig-
nated as wilderness, whether the BLM portion
could be more effectively managed by the agency
which administers the contiguous wilderness
area.

BLM has determined that the Fremont Gorge
WSA would not be a viable independent wilder-

ness area if adjacent NPS land is not also desig-

nated as wilderness. The question of which
agency should manage the WSA to achieve over-

all management effectiveness will be addressed
in the Wilderness Study Report. This decision will

be based primarily on factors affecting both BLM
and NPS jurisdictions, such as relative amounts
of the total wilderness area administered by each
agency, principal public ingress and exit points,

agency staffing and workload in the region, and
similar nonenvironmental items. Environmental

differences, if any, would be due to variations in

BLM and NPS mandates and policies (e.g., na-

tional parks are closed to hunting while public

lands are not) rather than from wilderness desig-

nation. These differences would exist with or

without wilderness designation and, therefore,

are not relevant to the analyses of impacts from
wilderness designation.

No other alternatives, except those analyzed
below, were identified for this WSA.

Alternatives Analyzed

Two alternatives are analyzed for this WSA: (1)

No Action; and (2) All Wilderness (2,540 acres). A
description of each alternative follows. Where
management intentions have not been clearly

identified, assumptions are made based on man-
agement projections under each alternative.

These assumptions are indicated in each case.

NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE
(PROPOSED ACTION)

Under this alternative, none of the 2,540-acre

Fremont Gorge WSA would be designated as part

of the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS). The area would continue to be managed
in accordance with the Parker Mountain Planning

Unit Management Framework Plan (MFP) (USDI,

BLM, 1978). There are no State, private, or split

estate lands located within the WSA (referto Map
1).

The following are specific actions that would
occur under this alternative.

• All 2,540 acres would remain open to min-

eral leasing and sale. There are no leases in

the WSA but future leasing could occur
under Category 2 (standard and special

stipulations). Building stone permits could

be issued for the WSA. There are no mining

claims in the WSA; however, development
work, extraction, and possible patenting

would be allowed on future mining claims.

• The present domestic livestock grazing

use in the area would continue as autho-

rized in the MFP (81 Animal Unit Months
[AUMs]). There are no livestock improve-

ments in the WSA. New rangeland im-

provements could be implemented without

wilderness considerations, although none
are presently planned.

• Developments for wildlife, water resources,

etc. would be allowed without wilderness

consideration if in conformance with the

MFP. However, no rangeland improve-

ments are in existence nor are any planned

for this WSA.
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• All 2,540 acres (including 0.75 mile of exist-

ing vehicular way) would be open to off-

road vehicle (ORV) use although terrain is

limiting and ORV use is rare. There are no
roads adjacent to the WSA.

• All 2,540 acres would be open to forest

product harvest. However, there is no har-

vest of forest products at the present time,

nor is any planned.

• The area would continue to be managed
under Visual Resource Management (VRM)
Class III.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious

weeds, or disease would be taken in in-

stances that threaten human life, property,

or high-value resources without concern
for wilderness values. Methods of control

would be determined as appropriate.

• Activities to gather information would be
allowed by permit provided they are car-

ried out in an environmentally sound
manner.

• Hunting would be allowed subject to appli-

cable State and Federal laws and
regulations.

• Predator control would be allowed to pro-

tect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

vent special and serious losses of domestic
livestock. Control methods would be de-

termined as appropriate.

ALL WILDERNESS ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative, all 2,540 acres of the Fre-

mont Gorge WSA would be designated by an act

of Congress as part of the NWPS (refer to Map 2).

This WSA is adjacent to Capitol Reef National

Park and is contiguous with a 4,060-acre NPS
area with potential for wilderness. Because this

WSA lacks the necessary size to constitute a wil-

derness area by itself, it can only be managed in

part with the NPS-proposed wilderness. As a re-

sult, the Fremont Gorge WSA could be retained

by BLM or transferred to the NPS (refer to Map 1),

who would then assume management responsi-

bilities. For the purposes of this analysis it is as-

sumed that BLM would retain management of the

Fremont Gorge WSA following designation. It

would be managed in part with the contiguous
NPS-proposed wilderness in accordance with the

BLM "Wilderness Management Policy" (USDI,

BLM, 1981 b) to preserve its wilderness character.

A specific wilderness management plan would be
developed to govern use and protection of the

wilderness area.

The following are specific actions that would
occur with this alternative:

• All 2,540 acres would be withdrawn from
mineral location and closed to mineral

leasing and sale. There are no mineral

leases or claims presently in the WSA.

• Present domestic livestock grazing would
continue, as authorized in the Parker

Mountain Planning Unit MFP. The 81 AUMs
would remain available to livestock as

presently allotted. No rangeland improve-
ments exist in this WSA and none are

planned. After designation, new rangeland
improvements would be allowed on a case-

by-case basis if determined necessary for

the purposes of resource protection (range-

land and/or wilderness) and the effective

management of these resources.

• New water resource improvements or wa-
tershed activities not related to rangeland

or wildlife management would be allowed

after designation only if they would en-

hance wilderness values, correct condi-

tions presenting imminent hazard to life or

property, or are authorized by the Presi-

dent pursuant to Section 4(d)(4)(1 ) of the

Wilderness Act (Eighty-Eighth Congress
of the U.S., 1964). No water resource im-

provements exist in the WSA, and none are

planned.

• New wildlife transplants and habitat im-

provements would be allowed after desig-

nation only if these are compatible with

wilderness values. None are now planned.

• The entire WSA would be closed to ORV
use, except to those users with valid exist-

ing rights, if approved by BLM in accord-

ance with 43 CFR provisions. About 0.75

mile of existing vehicular way would be

closed to vehicular use.

• Harvest of forest products would not be

allowed except for harvest of pine nuts or

noncommercial gathering of dead-and-
down wood, if accomplished by other than

mechanical means. There is no harvest of

forest products at the present time, nor is

any planned.

• Visual resources would be managed in ac-

cordance with VRM Class I standards,

which generally allow for only natural eco-

logical change.

• Measures to control fire, insects, noxious

weeds, or disease within the WSA would be

taken in instances that (1 ) threaten human
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life, property, or high-value resources on
adjacent nonwilderness lands; or (2) where
unacceptable change to the wilderness re-

source would result if measures were not

taken. Measures taken must be those hav-

ing the least adverse impact to wilderness

values (i.e., those that least alter the land-

scape or disturb the land surface). There-
fore, it is assumed that firefighting would
be limited to hand and aerial techniques.

• Any activity to gather information about
natural resources in the area would be al-

lowed by permit, provided it was accom-
plished in a manner compatible with the

preservation of wilderness resources. Re-

search and other studies would be con-
ducted without use of motorized equip-

ment or construction of temporary or

permanent structures unless no other fea-

sible alternatives exist.

• Hunting would be allowed subject to appli-

cable State and Federal laws and regula-

tions but without the use of motorized
vehicles.

• Predator control would be allowed to pro-

tect threatened or endangered wildlife

species or on a case-by-case basis to pre-

ventspecial and serious losses of domestic
livestock. This would be accomplished by
methods directed at eliminating only the

offending individuals while at the same
time posing the least possible hazard to

other animals or wilderness v'sitors. Poi-

son baits or cyanide guns would not be
used. A predatorcontrol program would be
approved only under such conditions that

would ensure minimum disturbance to wil-

derness values.

Summary of Environmental
Consequences

Table 1 presents the main environmental conse-
quences resulting from implementation of the al-

ternatives. Those resources that would be af-

fected significantly or differently by the alter-

natives are listed in the table to provide a

comparison of the alternatives.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Thissection briefly describes the resource values

of the affected environment. Unless otherwise in-

dicated, information for this section was taken

from the Parker Mountain Planning Unit, UnitRe-
source Analysis and MFP (USDI, BLM, 1975 and
1978) and other BLM technical reports and
documents.

Air Quality

This WSA is classified as a Prevention of Signifi-

cant Deterioration (PSD) Class II area under the

provisions of the Clean Air Act, as amended, and
is affected little by air pollution. Visual quality is

excellent, with an average visual range from 90 to

130 miles. The WSA is near the center of the area

with the highest visual range (70+ miles) in the

United States (Environmental Protection Agency,
1979). Capitol Reef National Park, contiguous
with the eastern border of the WSA, isa PSDCIass
I area.

Geology

The Fremont Gorge WSA is situated near the

structural crest of Waterpocket Fold, a large

northwest-trending upwarp that forms the west-

ern border of the Henry Mountains Basin. This

upwarp is in the Canyonlands Section of the Colo-

rado Plateau Physiographic Province. Small folds

and numerous high-angle faults occur through-

out the area.

Rocks exposed on the surface of the tract are

exclusively of the Moenkopi Formation of Triassic

Age (approximately 225 million years old).

This WSA varies in elevation from about 6,000 feet

on the east side where Sulphur Creek leaves the

WSA to 6,800 feet in the southwest portion.

Soils

The WSA has only shallow soils with a large por-

tion of exposed rock. Most of the WSA has mod-
erate to high erosion potential with only 1 percent

of the area in a stable erosion condition. Table 2

summarizes soil erosion condition in the WSA
(terms are defined in the Glossary).

Vegetation

The major vegetation type (2,400 acres) is scat-

tered pinyon-juniper with associated grasses.

Approximately 125 acres consist of rock out-

crops. About 15 acres of riparian vegetation along

Sulphur Creek are undisturbed and of high qual-

ity. Nothreatened, endangered, orsensitive plant

species are known to occur within or near the

WSA.
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
FREMONT GORGE WSA

Alternatives

Resource No Action
All Wilderness

(2,540 Acres)

Mineral and

Energy

Resources

Wildlife

Livestock

Visual

Resources

Recreation

Wilderness

Values

Land Use
Plans and

Controls

(Proposed Action)

Although likelihood of development is low, po-

tential recovery could be achieved for up to 3

million barrels of oil and 18 billion cubic feet of

natural gas.

About 6 percent of the WSA could be affected

by mineral and energy development, which

could adversely affect wildlife habitat.

Grazing of 81 AUMs and maintenance of any

existing developments would continue. New
developments could be implemented; however,

none are now proposed.

The quality of visual resources could be im-

paired on up to 160 acres (6 percent of the

WSA).

ORV use would continue on 0.75 miles of way.

Overall recreational use could increase from

the present 50 visitor days per year to 75 over

the next 20 years. Up to 160 acres of mineral-

related disturbance could reduce the quality of

primitive recreation.

Wilderness values could be lost on up to 160

acres (6 percent of the WSA).

This alternative would be consistent with the

Wayne County Master Planning Project, and

the current BLM Parker Mountain MFP. It

would not conflict with State plans and policies

and the NPS proposal for nearby wilderness.

Disturbance allowed under this alternative

would not complement management of the ad-

jacent NPS proposed wilderness in Capitol

Reef National Park.

Oil and gas likely would not be recovered. Due
to the low likelihood of recovery of these min-

eral resources, however, the loss of develop-

ment opportunity would not be significant.

Wildlife would benefit from solitude.

Grazing of 81 AUMs and maintenance of any

existing developments would continue. Little ef-

fect on grazing management is expected. New
developments proposed in the future might not

be allowed.

Visual quality should not be impaired.

The WSA, including 0.75 miles of way, would

be closed to ORV use. Primitive recreational

use could increase by an undetermined

amount due to publicity associated with wilder-

ness designation.

Wilderness values would be protected.

This alternative would not be consistent with

Wayne County's concept of multiple use. It

would complement the NPS proposal for wil-

derness designation of the adjacent NPS unit.

Designation would constitute an amendment of

the BLM Parker Mountain MFP.

Socio-

economics

Annual local sales of less than $1,825 and

Federal revenues of up to $113 would con-

tinue. An additional $7,620 per year in Federal

revenues could be derived from leasing of

presently unleased areas.

Annual local sales of less than $1,825 and

Federal revenues of up to $113 would con-

tinue, but Federal revenues of up to $7,620

from additional mineral leasing would be

foregone. The opportunity for future energy

and mineral development and local economic

benefits would be reduced in the WSA.
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TABLE 2
Erosion Condition

Total Annual

Annual Soil Soil Loss

Loss per Acre for WSA
Classification (cubic yard/acre) Acres Pei cent of WSA (cubic yard)

Severe 5.4

Critical 2.7 254 10 686

Moderate 1.3 1,067 42 1.387

Slight 0.6 1,194 47 716

Stable 0.3 25 1 8

Total 2.540 100 3,991

Sources: USDI, BLM, 1975; Leifeste, 1978.

The Fremont Gorge WSA lies in the Colorado
Plateau Province Ecoregion as shown on the Bai-

ley-Kuchler ecosystems map (USDI, Geological

Survey, 1978). The potential natural vegetation

(PNV) type of the WSA is juniper-pinyon wood-
land. PNV is the vegetation that would exist if

plant succession were allowed to reach climax

without human interference. It does not necessar-

ily reflect the actual vegetation present. PNV is an
important object of research because it reveals

the biological potential of a site.

Water Resources

The only surface water in the WSA is about 2 miles

of Sulphur Creek, a perennial stream. Several

drainages lead intoSulphurCreek Canyon which
is prone to flash flooding between July and Oc-
tober. The water quality of Sulphur Creek is not

generally fit for human consumption. There is no
potential for wells or underground water in the

WSA.

Mineral and Energy Resources

The BLM, in consultation with the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy, had each WSA within Utah inde-

pendently assessed for its mineral and energy
resources by Science Applications, Inc. (SAI,

1982). Refer to Appendix 5 for a detailed descrip-

tion of the SAI rating system.

The potential for mineral resources in this WSA is

low to none due to the generally unfavorable geo-
logic environment.

An overall importance rating (OIR) of 1 was as-

signed to the Fremont Gorge WSA by SAI (1982).

The OIR is given on a scale of 1 to 4, where 4 is

equated with high mineral importance. The OIR
attempts to integrate the individual mineral re-

source evaluations for a tract with other data,

such as gross economics or the proposed loca-

tion of energy corridors, into a summary number
that reflects an overall assessment of the resource

importance of the WSA.

If the WSA is recommended as suitable for wil-

derness, its mineral importance will be reviewed

by the USDI, Geological Survey and the Bureau of

Mines in an independent mineral investigation

reportforthe WSA. Reports will be made available

to the public and will be submitted to the Presi-

dent and Congress as required by FLPMA. BLM
and the Secretary of the Interior will also consider

these reports prior to making final wilderness

recommendations.

All resources were assigned favorabilities of f1

with the exception of oil and gas which is rated as

f2. The estimated mineral and energy resource
rating summary is given in Table 3.

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling

Act, as amended, provides that strategic and criti-

cal materials be identified and stockpiled in the

interest of national defense to prevent a costly

and dangerous dependence on foreign sources in

time of a National emergency. The Act defines

strategic and critical materials as those needed to

supply military, industrial, and essential civilian

needs during a national emergency but that are

not found or produced in the United States in

sufficient quantities to meet such a need. The
WSA does not contain deposits of materials cur-

rently listed or strategic and critical (Federal

Emergency Management Agency, 1983).

TABLE 3

Mineral and Energy Resource Rating Summary

Rati"9

Resource Favorability' Certainty* Estimated Resource

Oil and Gas f2 d Less than 10 million barrels

of oil; less than 60 billion

cubic feet of gas

Copper (1 d Little to none

Uranium (1 d Little to none

Coal f1 c4 None

Geothermal f1 c3 None or low temperature

Hydropower f1 c4 None

Source: SAI, 1982.

'Favorability of the WSA's geologic environment for a re-

source (f1 = lowest, f4 = highest).
2Degree of certainty that the resource exists within the WSA
(d = lowest, c4 = highest).

LEASABLE MINERALS

There are no known deposits of leasable minerals

occurring within the Fremont Gorge WSA. Oil and

8
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gas could occur within the WSA but there are no
leases or active exploration, drilling, or mining
activities for leasable minerals in the WSA.

Oil and Gas

None of the WSA has been leased for oil and gas.

The MFP for this area places all 2,540 acres in

Category 2 (open to leasing with standard and
special stipulations). Special stipulations would
be applied to protect riparian vegetation.

The geology of the Fremont Gorge WSA is not

highly favorable for oil and gas. Wells drilled

along the crest of the Waterpocket Fold in the

vicinity of the tract have not been successful.

However, numerous folds in the vicinity of the

WSA have not been adequately tested and the

WSA could contain at least some small oil and gas
accumulations (SAI, 1982). Reserves, if any, are

probably less than 10 million barrels of in-place

oil or 60 billion cubic feet of natural gas, of which
approximately 3 million barrels of oil or 18 billion

cubic feet of natural gas would be recoverable.

(Refer to Appendix 6 for estimates of

recoverability.)

LOCATABLE MINERALS

There are no known commercial deposits of lo-

catable minerals in the Fremont Gorge WSA.
There are no mineral claims or production in the

WSA. The favorability and certainty ratings indi-

cate that future claims would likely be determined
invalid.

SALABLE MINERALS

There are excellent deposits of building stone in

the Moenkopi Formation. There are no active op-

erations involving removable salable materials,

and demand is expected to be met by sources
adjacent to the WSA.

Wildlife

Animals in the WSA include mule deer, rabbit,

squirrel, coyote, fox, and badger. Several species

of birds are found along Sulphur Creek depend-
ing upon the season of the year. While no pere-

grine falcon nesting areas have been identified in

the WSA, there are nesting areas in the adjacent

Capitol Reef National Park. Sulphur Creek Can-
yon provides additional suitable nesting sites.

Peregrine falcon and bald eagle, both endan-
gered species, are likely to inhabit the WSA. No
other sensitive animal species are known to in-

habit the WSA. No fish inhabit the portion of Sul-

phur Creek in the WSA. All of the WSA is critical

deer winter range. There are no existing wildlife

management facilities in the WSA and none are

planned.

Forest Resources

Forest resources are limited to areas of generally

widely scattered pinyon-juniper. Much of the

WSA is bare rock. Due to the remote location of

the WSA, difficulty of access, lack of demand (no

known harvest), and general absence of trees,

forest resources are not significant in the WSA.

Livestock and Wild Horses/Burros

This WSA contains parts of the Torrey Town BLM
grazing allotment with five permittees. There are

an estimated 81 AUMs of livestock forage within

the WSA. Because of rugged terrain, livestock use
is restricted to the benchlands on the margins of

the WSA. Livestock do not use the Sulphur Creek
Canyon because of the lack of access.

There are no existing or proposed rangeland im-

provements in the WSA. No areas have been iden-

tified as having vegetation manipulation potential

to increase AUMs. The estimated 81 AUMs of

livestock forage now permitted represent 1 per-

cent of the total AUMs in the Torrey Town
Allotment.

No wild horses or burros range within the WSA.

Visual Resources

Scenic quality is above average throughout the

WSAdueto high, colorful canyon wallsand ripar-

ian vegetation in the Sulphur Creek drainage and
side canyons.

The area is not visible from any major travel

routes. All 2,540 acres are B Class scenery and are

managed as VRM Class III. Appendix 7 explains

BLM's VRM rating system.

Cultural Resources

There are no known archaeological or historical

sites within this WSA. However, there is a variety

of sites outside the WSA boundaries ranging from
temporary campsites to villages and rock art sites.

Therefore, the WSA is thought to have a high

potential for the discovery of sites.

Recreation

Fifteen recreational opportunities (backpacking,

camping, dayhiking, fishing, horseback riding,

hunting, nature study, photography, rock climb-

ing, rock hounding, skiing; also, archaeological,

geological, wildlife, and scenic sightseeing) were
evaluated for their quality in this WSA. Ten oppor-
tunities were present in varying degrees. No op-
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portunities were considered outstanding in qual-

ity. Four activities (i.e., dayhiking, nature study,

photography, and geologic sightseeing) are of

average quality.

The size and terrain of the WSA does not lend

itself to long overnight trips. However, there is

some overnight potential for novice hikers orfam-
ilies with small children. The area has good ac-

cess and connects with a route leading to the

Capitol Reef National Park Visitor Center.

Size and terrain do contribute to good opportuni-

ties for dayhiking; half day trips are possible if a

car shuttle is used.

Photography and geologic sightseeing are en-

hanced by thecolorful rock walls, riparian vegeta-

tion, and seasonal waterfalls.

Visitor use is estimated at under 50 visitor days
per year (1980), none of which is commercial or

related to use of ORVs.

Wilderness Values

SIZE

This WSA contains 2,540 acres. It extends along

Sulphur Creek and is approximately 3 miles wide

(east to west) and up to 2 miles long (north to

south) (refer to Map 1 ). The WSA is under 5,000

acres but is eligible for wilderness consideration

because it is contiguous with 2,1 15 acres recom-
mended for wilderness by the NPS. Surrounding
the NPS-recommended area is a 1,945-acre po-

tential wilderness addition.

NATURALNESS

All of the Fremont Gorge WSA is in a natural

condition. There is only 0.75 mile of substantial!

unnoticeable vehicular way.

SOLITUDE

Opportunities to find solitude (i.e., a secluded
spot away from others) within the WSA are influ-

enced by size, topography, vegetation, and the

absence of distracting sights and sounds.

Although the WSA is of comparatively small size,

several winding canyons up to 200 feet deep in the

Sulphur Creek and Calf Creek drainages contrib-

ute to the opportunities for solitude. The scat-

tered pinyon-junipervegetation does notenhance
opportunities for solitude. There are no outside

sights and sounds that would have an adverse

effect on solitude anywhere in the WSA.

These factors, when considered together, indi-

cate that the entire WSA meets the criteria for

outstanding opportunity for solitude.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION

Opportunities for primitive, unconfined recrea-

tion were evaluated by considering miles of po-
tential hiking routes in relationship to the WSA's
size, the number of recreational opportunities
present, and an evaluation of the quality of these
opportunities. This WSA was determined to have
opportunities for 10 different activities. Hiking,

photography, and geological sightseeing were
determined to be of average quality; the remain-
ing activities are below average quality. The over-
all quality of the opportunities for primitive, un-
confined recreation is below average and does
not meet the criteria for outstanding opportuni-
ties for primitive and unconfined recreation.

SPECIAL FEATURES

The special features identified in this WSA during
the BLM Intensive Wilderness Inventory (USDI,
BLM, 1980) are scenic, botanic, and ecologic.

Ecological and botanical values are related to a

high quality riparian habitat along Sulphur Creek.

Land Use Plans and Controls

There are no State lands, private in-holdings,

rights-of-way, or private subsurface rights within

the WSA. Except for minor amounts of livestock

grazing, no extensive land use activities are pres-

ently occurring in this WSA.

The WSA is entirely within Wayne County. The
Final Report, Wayne County Master Planning Pro-

ject (Call Engineering, Inc., 1976) does not iden-

tify recommendations at specific locations. The
plan recognizes that "... outstanding natural

landmarks should be preserved as much as pos-
sible." However, it also states that "Open spaces
should be used for many purposes rather than

strictly as wilderness areas."

The WSA is managed under the BLM Parker

Mountain Planning Unit MFP which allows multi-

ple use with certain restrictions on surface occu-
pancy for oil and gas to protect riparian vegeta-

tion as described for the No Action Alternative.

The Parker Mountain MFP has not been reviewed

by the Governor of Utah for consistency with

State plans. The Fremont Gorge WSA is contigu-

ous with 4,060 acres in Capitol Reef National Park

that are under consideration by NPS for wilder-

ness values. In 1984, the House Subcommittee on
Public Lands and National Parks conducted a

hearing on H.R. 1214, a bill designed to transfer

jurisdiction of certain lands, including the Fre-

mont Gorge WSA, from the BLM to the NPS. In

response to the hearing, the NPS evaluated the

Fremont Gorge WSA to determine its values for

10
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potential addition to the adjacent NPS unit. The
NPS dropped the WSA from further consideration

and concluded that, should the Fremont Gorge
WSA be added to the Park unit, it would only be

considered a minor buffer addition to the current

Park boundary (USDI, NPS, 1984). Such an addi-

tion would be insignificant in terms of its value

and contribution to the NPS area.

Socioeconomics

DEMOGRAPHICS

The WSA lies within the boundaries of Wayne
County, one of Utah's least populated and most
rural counties. In 1980, the Wayne County popu-
lation was 1,911, reflecting a population density

of 0.77 persons persquare mile (U.S. Department
of Commerce [USDC], Bureau of the Census,

1983, and University of Utah, Bureau of Economic
and Business Research, 1979).

The closest community to the WSA is Torrey, a

small community of approximately 96 people, lo-

cated about 3 air miles to the west.

EMPLOYMENT

Wayne County is one of the poorest counties in

the State of Utah (South et al., 1983). Government
employment represents the largest employment
sector within the county, with agriculture a close

second and a dominant economic activity of the

area. Nonfarm proprietors represent the third

largest sector of county employment (refer to

Table 4). The county has some tourism and
lumber activities; however, the principal com-
mercial center and gateway to the WSA is Rich-

field, Utah, located in Sevier County (South etal.,

1983) approximately 75 road miles to the west.

Loa (the county seat of Wayne County) and Bick-

nell, 22 to 15 miles from the WSA, respectively,

also offer services for visitors to the WSA.

INCOME AND REVENUES

In 1980, the nonfarm industry sector in Wayne
County produced nearly 89 percent or $7.3 mil-

lion of total labor and proprietors' income within

the county. This represented an annual growth

rate of 17.4 percent between 1975 and 1980,

higher than the 13.9-percent growth rate expe-

rienced by the State (refer to Table 5). Within this

total income, the private sector produced 72 per-

cent of these earnings (mainly from mining and
construction) and the government sector pro-

duced 28 percent. Farm labor and proprietors'

income totaled $0.9 million or 11.1 percent of total

personal earnings (University of Utah, Bureau of

Economic and Business Review, 1982).

TABLE 4
1980 Employment

Wayne County, Utah

Industrial Sector Number Employed Percent

Agriculture 191 25

Mining 9 1

Construction 84 11

Manufacturing 37 5

Transportation, Communication,

and Utilities 3 -

Whole and Retail Trade 42 5

Finance, Insurance, and

Real Estate 12 2

Services 31 4

Government 207 27

Nonfarm Proprietors 152 20

Total 768 100

Sources: Utah Department of Employment Security, 1982;

USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982.

TABLE 5
1980 Personal Income and Earnings

Wayne County, Utah

Annual

Earnings Components Growth Rate

Income as Percent 1975-80

Type/Source (in $1,000) of Totals (Percent)

Total Labor and 8,245 100.0 17.5

Proprietors' Income

(Earnings

Total Labor and

Proprietors' Income

by Industry Source

Farm 917 '11.1 166

Nonfarm 7.328 '88.9 17.4

Private 5.268 J71.9 227

Agricultural 81 •1.1 (D)

Service and Other

Mining (D) >(D) (D)

Construction (D) '(D) (D)

Manufacturing 291 33.9 4.1

Transportation and

Public Utilities 183 32.5 09
Wholesale Trade 69 30.9 1.8

Retail Trade 496 36.8 34
Finance. Insurance

and Real Estate (D) (D) (D)

Services 416 •5.7 11.1

Government 2,060 !28.1 82

Sources: USDC, Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1982;
University of Utah, Bureau of Economic and Business
Review, 1982.

'Earning components as a percent of total earnings.

2 Earning components as a percent of total earnings.

3 Earning components as a percent of incremental earnings
within private sector.

(D) Not shown to avoid disclosure of confidential infor-

mation or for items $50,000 or less. Data are included in

totals.
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Economic-related activities in the WSA include

livestock production and recreation. Table 6

summarizes local income (sales) and Federal rev-

enues from the WSA. Appendix 9 identifies the

multipliers used to estimate income and revenues.

No mining claims, leases, orexploration activities

occur within the WSA.

One livestock operator has a total grazing privi-

lege of 81 AUMs within the WSA. If all this forage

were utilized, it would account for $1,620 of live-

stock sales and $405 of ranchers' returns to labor

and investment.

The WSA's nonmotorized recreational use and
related local expenditures are low. These expen-
ditures are insignificant to both the local econ-
omy and individual businesses. The actual amount
of income generated locally from recreational use

in the WSA is unknown. However, an approximate
range of expenditures can be deduced from Dal-

ton (1982). This study indicates that statewide

average expenditures per recreational visitor day
for all types of recreation in Utah are approxi-

mately $4.10. The recreational use for Fremont
Gorge WSA is estimated as about 50 visitor days/

year. Only a portion of the expenditures for rec-

reational use of the WSA contributes to the local

economy of Wayne County.

The WSA generates Federal revenues from live-

stock grazing (refer to Table 6). Average actual

livestock use and, therefore, revenues generated
from grazing in the WSA are unknown; however,
the permittee in the WSA can use up to 81 AUMs
per year. Based on a $1 .40 per AUM grazing fee,

the WSA can potentially generate $1 13 of grazing

fee revenues annually, 50 percent of which would
be allocated back to the local BLM district for the

construction of rangeland improvements.

TABLE 6
Local Sales And Federal Revenues

Source Annual Local Sales' An nual Federal Revenues

Oil and Gas Leases None None

Mining Claim

Assessment None None

Livestock Grazing $1,620 $113

Recreational Use Less than $205 None

Total Less than $1,825 Upto$113

Sources: BLM File Data; Appendix 9.

'Local sales represent money potentially spent. They do not
account for the total income that would be generated by
these expenditures.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES OF
ALTERNATIVES

Analysis Assumptions and Guidelines for

All Alternatives

1. The alternatives would be carried out as

discussed in the Description of the Alterna-

tives section.

2. Future users in the WSA would meet re-

quirements for all applicable Federal, State,

and local permits.

3. Designation of an area as wilderness
would not result in impacts due to direct dis-

turbance of resources. Any direct disturbance
of resources under wilderness designation
would result from use of prior rights that must
be recognized by BLM. Such disturbance
could occur with or without wilderness des-
ignation and is assumed to occur at one time.

4. The impacts of wilderness designation

would result from (1) protection of certain

resources; (2) denial of the opportunity to de-

velop certain resources; or (3) restrictions

placed on or changes in allowable manage-
ment practices and land uses.

5. Estimates of in-place mineral resources

aregiven based on a mineral resource evalua-

tion of BLM WSAs by SAI (1982). These
estimates were based on literature studies

and known mining activities in the vicinity of

the WSAs. The analysis presented in this

section identifies the estimated amount of

potentially recoverable mineral resources and

then, using BLM's field experience and judg-

ment, qualifies the probability of future de-

velopment based on terrain, transportation,

and economic factors. Appendix 6 records

the methodology for estimation of potentially

recoverable mineral resources.

6. Once designated, management of anarea

as wilderness would continue in perpetuity.

No Action Alternative

(Proposed Action)

The major changes that could occur in the WSA in

the future would be related to oil and gas and
locatable mineral exploration and development.
The area would be open to resource use and de-
velopment without controls for wilderness pro-
tection. The degree of future development is un-
known but would probably be low due to the

12
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WSA's rough terrain and low resource potential.

The following is based on the assumption that oil

and gas would be developed sometime in the fu-

ture and would result in 160 acres of disturbance.

(Appendix 10 lists mineral-related surface disturb-

ance assumptions and estimates.) Because there

is little or no potential for locatable minerals in the

WSA and there are no mining claims in the unit, it

is assumed that no mineral production will occur.

AIR QUALITY

The WSA would continue to be managed by the

State of Utah as a PSD Class II area. Air quality

could be reduced up to the PSD Class II limita-

tions; however, the proximity of the WSA to Cap-
itol Reef National Park may result in restriction of

oil and gas development to meet PSD Class I

limitations. Disturbance of 160 acres would result

in only minor increases in fugitive dust emissions.

GEOLOGY
No impacts to geology are expected because sur-

face disturbances associated with oil and gas ex-

ploration and development activities would prob-

ably not exceed 160 acres (6 percent of this small

WSA). This would not significantly affect geology.

SOILS

Surface disturbance from oil and gas exploration

and development would leavethesoil susceptible

to increased erosion on up to 160 acres. Assum-
ing that all disturbance would occur in areas with

critical erosion class (worst-case analysis) and
that erosion condition would increase one class,

soil loss on the 160 acres would increase from 432
cubic yards/year to 864 cubic yards/year. Soil

loss would decrease as reclamation occurred.

However, the time required for complete reclama-
tion cannot be determined. Therefore, under this

alternative, maximum annual soil loss from sur-

face disturbance in the WSA would increase an
estimated 432 cubic yards (11-percent increase

overcurrentannual soil loss). Because restrictive

conditions would be placed on oil and gas leases

to protect riparian vegetation (Category 2), dis-

turbance would be located away from Sulphur
Creek and increases in erosion would not have a

measurable effect on the water quality of Sulphur
Creek.

VEGETATION

The anticipated maximum of 160 acres (6 percent

of the WSA) disturbed would notsignificantly im-

pact the WSA's sparse pi nyon-juni per vegetation.

Under this alternative, protection and restoration

of vegetation would be provided through man-
agement under the Parker Mountain Planning

Unit MFP.

WATER RESOURCES

No significant sedimentation or change in total

dissolved solids (TDS) is expected to occurfrom
the estimated 432 cubic yards of annual soil loss

from surface disturbance on up to 160 acres. Mit-

igation would reduce sediment yield to even
lower levels over time. There is little or no poten-
tial for ground water in the WSA.

Oil and gas exploration and development in the

area would generally be with widely spaced wells

and would not significantly impact ground water.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

Oil and gas could be explored and developed in

the WSA subject to Category 2 stipulations. Oil

and gas exploration and development would not

be affected by the adoption of this alternative. The
potential deposits within the WSA are 10 million

barrels of oil in-place (3 million estimated recov-

erable) or less than 60 billion cubic feet of natural

gas (18 billion cubic feet estimated recoverable).

Approximately 160 acres of surface disturbance
could take place within the WSA if exploration

and development were to occur. However, due to

the small size of these deposits and generally

unfavorable geology, production is unlikely under
this alternative.

Locatable Minerals

Locatable mineral developmentwould beallowed
within the WSA. All 2,540 acres in the WSA would
remain open to mineral location. However, the

probability of economic extraction of locatable

minerals isthoughtto be minimal mainly because
of extremely low mineral potential and becauseof
economic considerations (e.g., lack of access and
high transportation costs).

Salable Minerals

The WSA would be open to mineral sales for

building stone. Because of the availability of the

stone outside the WSA and lack of access, no
quarrying of building stone is expected in the

WSA.

WILDLIFE

Disturbance of an estimated 160 acres (6 percent

of the WSA) through oil and gas exploration and
development would disrupt wildlife. Deer and
mobile nongame animals would be dispersed

from the disturbed area for the lifetime of these

activities. Deer could be forced to leave critical

winter range and a small number of deer could die

due to stress. Less mobile wildlife would either

perish or co-exist with these disturbances at

smaller and less viable population levels. Pere-
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grine falcons and bald eagles (endangered spe-

cies) would also avoid the disturbed area. Priorto

authoVization of surface-disturbing activities, the

BLM would conduct site-specific clearances of

the potentially disturbed areas and informally

consult with the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
as required by BLM policy (refer to Appendix 4). If

the peregrine falcon or bald eagle could be af-

fected, BLM would initiate formal Section 7 con-
sultation with the FWS under provisions of the

Endangered Species Act. Appropriate mitigating

measures would be applied. Because necessary
measures would be taken to protect these spe-

cies, it can be concluded that the viability of popu-
lations of peregrine falcon and bald eagle would
be preserved under the No Action Alternative.

FOREST RESOURCES

Since there are few trees other than scattered

pinyon and juniper, none of which are utilized

(except by occasional campers or hikers), and
since minimal surface-disturbing activities are

anticipated, no significant loss or harvest of forest

resources is expected.

LIVESTOCK

Domestic livestock grazing would continue as

authorized in the Parker Mountain Planning Unit

MFP.The81 AUMscurrently allocated inthe WSA
are controlled by one livestock permittee. There
are no existing or_ proposed rangeland improve-

ments in the WSA, but additional roads or other

facilities for livestock handling could be proposed
and developed in the future without regard for

wilderness values. Since motorized vehicles are

not used to manage livestock in the WSA few, if

any, changes in livestock managementtechniques
are expected. Oil and gas related disturbance

could result in short-term loss of livestock forage.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Scenic values in the area would continue to be
managed under VRM Class III guidelines. Scenic
values in areas affected by an estimated 160 acres

of surface disturbance could be degraded, but

would probably meet VRM Class III objectives.

Mitigative measures would be applied to minimize
visual contrast created by intrusions, but visual

quality would be degraded in localized areas
during the period of activity. Even after rehabili-

tation, some permanent localized degradation
would be expected. If roads, vehicular ways, and
drill pads are located throughout the area (worst-

case analysis), visual quality could be significantly

reduced in the WSA as a whole.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

There would be little or no impact to cultural re-

sources resulting from implementation of this al-

ternative. Disturbancecould occurand sitescould

be lost or damaged on up to 160 acres by oil and
gas exploration and development. However, in-

ventories forthe purposes of site recordation and
mitigation of impacts would take place prior to

any and all proposed surface disturbance and
would mitigate adverse impacts. Inadvertent loss

or damage to cultural resources could occur;

however, these impacts are expected to be min-
imal. Vandalism could become a problem with

increased access from oil and gas exploration

and would increase in proportion to the general

population increase.

RECREATION

Primitive recreation values (hiking, camping,
sightseeing, etc.) could be lost or impaired in

areas affected by oil and gas exploration and de-

velopment. The estimated 160 acres of surface

disturbance that could occur would degrade nat-

uralness, solitude, and scenic values in localized

areas.

The future trend in recreational use of the WSA is

unknown. However, based on a review of several

projections (Utah Outdoor and Recreation
Agency, 1980; Utah Office of Planning and
Budget, 1984; Jungst, 1978; and Hof and Kaiser,

1981), it is estimated that outdoor recreation in

Utah will increase at about 2 percent per year over

the next 20 years. At this rate, overall recreational

use is expected to increase from 50 current visitor

days/year to 75 at the end of 20 years. Overflow
from Capitol Reef National Park could further in-

crease use.

The entire WSA, along with approximately 0.75

mile of vehicular way, would continue to be open
to ORV use. If roads, vehicular ways, and drill

pads for leases are located throughout the WSA
(worst-case analysis), primitive recreational op-

portunities (less than outstanding) could be lost

in the area altogether. However, roads and ways
created for oil and gas exploration and develop-

ment would improve access into the area for non-
primitive recreation.

WILDERNESS VALUES

None of the WSA would be designated as wilder-

ness. Management of the area would be underthe
current BLM Parker Mountain Planning Unit MFP.
Wilderness characteristics in the WSA would be

protected by some limitations placed on potential

surface-disturbing activities. With all of the WSA
open to oil and gas exploration and development,

an estimated 160 acres could be subject to sur-

face disturbance.
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The related surface disturbance would result in a

significant loss of naturalness and outstanding

opportunities for solitude through out the WSA as

a whole if roads, vehicularways, and drill padsare
located throughout the area (worst-case analy-

sis). The potential for oil and gas development
and related disturbance is low in this WSA.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

This alternative would be consistent with the

Wayne County Master Plan which recommends
"many uses [for] open spaces." The No Action

Alternative is based on implementation of the cur-

rent BUM Parker Mountain Planning Unit MFF
and is, therefore, in conformance with it. The MFF'

has not been reviewed by the Governor of the

State of Utah for consistency with State plans.

There are no State lands within the WSA. The No
Action Alternative is consistent with the NPS de-

termination that addition of the Fremont Gorge
WSA to the National Park System would not add
significant valuestotheadjoining NPS unit. How-
ever, disturbance allowed with this alternative

would not be complementary to management of

the adjacent NPS-proposed wilderness.

SOCIOECONOMICS

There would not be a loss of local employment or

income as a result of this alternative. The existing

ability to explore and develop mineral resources

would remain as at present. If the oil and gas in the

WSA were developed, it would lead to increases in

employment and income for Wayne County.
However, the probability of economic develop-
ment of oil and gas within the WSA is low (referto

the Mineral and Energy Resources section for a

description of mineral and development
potentials).

There would be no livestock-related economic
losses because the existing grazing use (81 AUMs)
and ability to maintain, replace, and build new
range improvements would remain as at present.

The forage use in the allotment would continue to

produce $1,620 annually in livestock sales and
$405 of ranchers' return to labor and investment.

As discussed in the Recreation section, recrea-

tional use and, therefore, recreation-related local

expenditures, could increase at a rate of 2 percent

or greater per year over the next 20 years (49-per-

cent increase over 20 years). Because estimated

recreational use in the area is presently only

about 50 visitor days per year and overall recrea-

tion-related expenditures average only $4.10 per

visitor day (only a portion of which contributes to

the local economy), recreation-related expendi-
tures attributable to the WSA would likely remain
insignificant to the local economy.

Federal and State revenues would not be reduced
by this alternative. There are no leases on the

2,540 acres in the WSA. If leased, they would
bring up to $7,620 additional Federal lease fee

revenues per year in addition to new royalties if oil

and gas were produced. Half of these monies
would be allocated to the State, a portion of which
could reach the local economy.

Collection of livestock grazing fees ($113 per

year) would continue. About 50 percent of the

grazing fees would continue to be returned to the

local BLM office for use in range improvement
projects.

All Wilderness Alternative (2,540 Acres)

As identified in the Description of the Alternatives

section, the major changes that could occur in the

2,540-acre area would be related to its withdrawal
from mineral location and closure to new mineral

leasing and sale. The entire area would be placed

in leasing Category 4 (closed to leasing). About
0.75 mile of existing vehicular way would be
closed to vehicular use except for approvals by
BLM as discussed in the Description of the Alter-

natives section. The WSA would be managed
under VRM Class I.

For the following analysis, it is assumed that, be-

cause of extremely low locatable mineral poten-

tial, no mining claims would be filed, explored, or

developed within the WSA. It is also assumed that

existing oil and gas leases would expire before

production of commercial quantities, and future

leasing of oil and gas would not be allowed.

Therefore, there would not be any mineral-related

surface disturbance in the WSA following wilder-

ness designation.

Because there would not be any surface disturb-

ance with this alternative, there would not be di-

rect impacts on any resources. Any effect on re-

sources would result from changes in manage-
ment. These effects are discussed below.

WATER RESOURCES

No water improvements exist or are planned
within the WSA. There is no potential for ground
water or a large reservoir in the WSA. Restrictions

to protect wilderness values could prevent the

development of water catchments or small reser-

voirs should any be proposed in the future.

MINERAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES

Leasable Minerals

There are no oil and gas leases in the WSA. If the

area were designated wilderness it would be
placed in a Category 4 status with no new leasing.
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This would prevent future leasing and could pre-

vent the exploration for and development of a

potential resource of up to 10 million barrels of oil

in-place (3 million recoverable) and 60 billion

cubic feet of natural gas (18 billion recoverable).

However, due to the small size of the potential

deposits, the low certainty that these exist, and
the low likelihood of exploration and develop-

ment activities, it is concluded that this alternative

would not result in a significant loss of recovera-

ble oil and gas.

Locatable Minerals

There are no mining claims in the WSA; however,
claims could be filed prior to designation. Devel-

opment, extraction, and patenting would be al-

lowed to continue on valid claims after wilderness

designation under unnecessary or undue degra-

dation guidelines. After that date, all other lands

(including claims not determined valid) would be

closed to prospecting and development (USDI,

BLM, 1981b; USDI, NPS and BLM, 1984).

Because there is little or no potential for locatable

minerals in the WSA and economic considera-

tions (e.g., transportation costs, etc.) are unfa-

vorable, it is unlikely that exploration or develop-

ment will occur even without wilderness des-

ignation. Therefore, it is concluded that this

alternative would not result in any significant loss

of recoverable locatable mineral resources.

WILDLIFE

Wildlife would benefit from this alternative due to

the preservation of solitude through reduction of

potential surface-disturbing activities.

LIVESTOCK

Present domestic livestock grazing would con-
tinue as authorized in the Parker Mountain Plan-

ning Unit MFP. The 81 AUMs currently allocated

in the WSA are controlled by five livestock permit-

tees. There are no existing or proposed rangeland
improvements in the WSA and no areas are identi-

fied as having potential for increased forage

through vegetation manipulation. New rangeland
improvements would be allowed if determined
necessary for the purposes of rangeland and/or
wilderness protection and the effective manage-
ment of these resources. However, development
of future roads or other livestock management
facilities for use with the 81 AUMs in the WSA
could be restricted to preserve wilderness values.

Because no improvements have been proposed in

the WSA and motorized vehicles are not used in

livestock management, little effect on the man-
agement of livestock grazing is expected. Wilder-

ness designation would eliminate any short-term

loss of livestock forage dueto oil and gas explora-

tion and development that would occur with the

No Action Alternative.

VISUAL RESOURCES

Wilderness designation would contribute to the

preservation of the area's visual resources. Under
this alternative, the potential for surface-disturb-

ing activities that could impair visual quality

would be reduced through management under
VRM Class I (which generally allows for only nat-

ural ecological change), through continuation of

the ORV closure, and through closure of the en-
tire area to future mineral leasing and location. No
surface disturbance is projected and visual qual-

ity would be preserved.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

There is a potential for increased vandalism to

cultural resources due to increased recreational

use of the WSA. However, protection afforded by
wilderness management would outweigh any po-

tential vandalism problems caused by recrea-

tional activity, and the overall impact would be
positive.

RECREATION

Overall, recreation would benefit from this alter-

native. Although less than outstanding in quality,

the opportunities for primitive recreation would
be preserved by designation because the poten-

tial for surface-disturbing activities would be re-

duced or eliminated.

As discussed for the No Action Alternative, rec-

reational use of the WSA is estimated to increase

about 2 percent per year over the next 20 years in

relation to population increases and current

trends of recreational use. Publicity of the WSA
that would likely follow wilderness designation

could lead to an undetermined increase in primi-

tive recreational use above the baseline rate as

would the WSA's proximity to Capitol Reef Na-

tional Park.

Management provided through a Wilderness

Management Plan would control destructive in-

creases in future recreation use and the quality of

the primitive recreation experience would proba-

bly not be negatively affected.

Little impact on ORV recreational use would be

expected due to the general lack of such activity

in the area.

It is concluded that this alternative could benefit

recreation by reducing the likelihood of surface-

disturbing activities and increasing management's
recognition of and attention to recreational values.
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WILDERNESS VALUES

Wilderness designation and management would
ensure the preservation of the wilderness charac-

teristics of size, naturalness, outstanding oppor-
tunities forsolitude, less than outstanding oppor-
tunities for primitive and unconfined recreation,

and special features. Although recreational use
could increase (refer to Recreation section), use

would continue to be low.

LAND USE PLANS AND CONTROLS

The existing BLM Parker Mountain Planning Unit

MFPdoes not provide for wilderness designation.

Congressional designation of the WSA as wilder-

ness would be an amendment to the Parker Moun-
tain MFP.

The Wayne County Master Plan recommends
multiple use of all public lands in the county.

Wilderness designation would generally be con-
sistent with the multiple-use concept because
most resource uses would continue, although
under more restrictive conditions. This alterna-

tive would conflict with the County's multiple-use

concept because restrictive conditions would be
placed on mineral development and oil and gas
leases would be phased out. Wilderness designa-

tion of the Fremont Gorge WSA would neither add
to nor subtract from the values of the adjacent

NPS unit. The WSA would be considered a minor
buffer to the boundary of Capitol Reef National

Park and would be insignificant in terms of its

value and contribution to the NPS area (USDI,

NPS, 1984). However, prevention of disturbance

with wilderness management would complement
management of the adjacent NPS-proposed
wilderness.

SOCIOECONOMICS

Overall, there would be no significant changes in

current trends of population, employment, and
local income distribution.

Because of restrictions placed on the use of re-

sources under wilderness designation there could
be slight losses in potential increases in income
and Federal revenues that couid occur under the
No Action Alternative.

There is little or no potential for mineral develop-
ment in the WSA (refer to the Mineral and Energy
Resources section for a discussion of the WSA's
mineral character). Valid mining claimsfiled prior

to designation could be developed but designa-
tion would preclude new leases and claims from
being established in the WSA. Precluding explo-
ration and development of minerals would not

alter existing economic conditions, but could
alter future economic conditions from what they
would be with mineral development under the No
Action Alternative. Because the potential for min-
eral development is extremely low, it is estimated
that potential mineral-related local income would
not be significantly reduced by wilderness
designation.

Livestock use and ranchers' income would con-
tinue as at present with $1,620 of livestock sales

and $405 of ranchers' return to labor and invest-

ment. The potential for improvements for live-

stock would be foregone along with any resulting

increase in ranchers' income. No such potential

range improvements have been proposed.

Increased public awareness of the area resulting

from designation could increase nonmotorized
recreational use (refertothe Recreation section).

Related local expenditures would be small (aver-

age of $4.10 per visitor day statewide).

There would bea potential lossof $7,620annually
in Federal revenues from the 2,540 acres that

could be leased for oil and gas without designa-
tion. In addition to these rental fees, any potential

royaltiesfrom new lease production could also be
foregone. The potential for oil development is

low.

An estimated annual $113 of Federal grazing fee

revenues would continue.
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